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MILITARY CURRICULUM tIATERIALS

'The military-developed curriculum materials in this courst
package were selected by the National Center for Research in
Vbcational Education Military Curriculum Project,for dissem-
ination.to the sii-regional Curriculum Coordination Centers Ind

.gthek instructional materials 'agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these couries. was to make curriculum miterials
developed by the military moreaccessible to vocational,
educaborsin the civilian setting.

The c6urse mhterials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
disseminatioft. Materials which were specific to the.nilitary
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either'amitted or appro.-.
val for their use waS obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can'be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development. -
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Mission Statement,
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The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations torsolve educational prob-
lems relating to individual ,career planning,
preparation, and progression., The National
Center fulfills itstmission by:

Generating knowledge thiough research

Developinjeducational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
andoutcomes/
Installing educational programs and
Rroducts

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
-4training programs

'FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Currictilum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohlo State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 8N/486.3655 or Toll Free 800/

848.4815 within the continental U.S.
(exceptOhlo) )11.
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an activity to increase the accessibility of
military developed 'curriculum Materials to
1.tional and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office, of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in orint
form frOm the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Mavy.

Acctss to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memoranduni of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense. 2

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to 'vocational and .tech:
nical educatiOn are selected f.or dissemination.

The National Center for R search in
'Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acqüire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Bvdke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

What Materials
Are Available?

-

One hundred twenty courses on mkrofiche
(thirteen io paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers,and other
instructional materials agencies lor dissemi-
nation. .
Course materia'' include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
niantials.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Food Service
Heald),
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision--
Meteorology &

Navigation
Photography
Public Service'

AgriCU tu re
Aviation
Building &

Construction
Trades

ClericaF
Occupations,

Communications
Di ilf ting
Electronics
Engine aechanics

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as adctitional mate:
rials with application to vo'cational and
technical education are identified arid selected
for dissemiiation.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

Contact the curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respondto your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency,
closer to you.
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Typo of Instruction:

individualized', self-paced
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Course Description

This course was designed to,upgrade an Apprentice (semilkilled) Weather Observeil to the Weather Observer Specialist (skilled) level. It contains the

basic informat)pn neecied for reviewplus supervisory information. The course is divided into four :4olumes with accompanying student- workbooks.

Volume 1 Linit Operation, Equipment, and Special .Topics contains two chapters coveringmeteorology, mathematics, and weather

station equipment. The first chaPter deals with military career services and was deleted. The chapter on equipmtnt

conrains references to military codes for ecjuipment, but the functions are recognizable in a civilian setting.

Volume 2 Surface Weather Observations aneation Oderations contains two chaPters covering surface weathq observations and

, encodin'g and disseminating surface observatipns. A third chapter dealing with station administratiem and supply was

I deleted because of references to military forms and procedures. Practice charts'are attached.

.
..

Volume 1 Weather Plotting and Communications contains three chapters covering plotting weather charts, ',feather communications

and editing and electronic data prccessing. A supplemental volume of charts accompanies this volume.

0
to I

Volume 4 Upper Air Observations and Tactical Stations contains three chapters discussing pilot ballbon observations, Rawinsonde

Observations, and Rocketsonde and Dropsonde Observations. The fourth chapter on tactical weather sets was deleted.

) i
Each chapter contains objectives', readings4,exercises and answers for student self-study and evaluation. Volume review exercisevere available but

no answers are provided. This course was designed to give sonle background and advanced information on procedures used in meteorology

boand weather observation. It would best be used in a laratory or on-the-job learning situation.
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Preface-
-

. .s. DC' .25251, tyl.alkr aitArrver. furnishes the information that you need to per.,
form'your job and to.prOgres ip the Airman Weathef Career Field.iThe course
consists of four'vohimes: .Wolumel Unit dperation. Equipouv, and pecial

Togics; V4lutue 2, Surface iyeather Observations and Swat Oyeradons; V.olume
3; Weather Ploultig and Conlomnications; ad& Volum 4, UNA. ..11r Observations4. .

andractival S-tatioit. .
, ' 0,:',(-- . , ,Volirtie 1..t=it three-Oiaptey voku has several purpost:s:o revicw briefly the .

gencral-.inforMation related to the', man Weather 'Career. Pleld'and to inerease
mr knowledge of basic lateorologrand to-cover the arcas of mathematics. train-

it s management and sujfervision..hd`Weather NMI= equrent, that will Aid you ,
in your duties as a weather obser,ver. Clapter 1.of thii volume descaes the duties; .

spf personnd assigned in this preer fidd, .;vitit'd view' toward pointing ouThw inter:. .

rdationships between duties. Chapter 1 Aso discusses the observpr laiIilir in terms,
of your prospeetive.eareer developthent and' traihkfig. The-chapter concludes with a .
look.at mamtgetnent and suga ',r;iiisioit.*&.hapt-er 2 of this tvohnne colarges upon,the
basic-principles of itiete46roloiy that you studie4 in the rvskknt course.- Tills eldipter
i estiptes the processes responsible for tljy. proitiction .tif the weather elements

lt you observe ftlul report. Subjects under consideration include pressure systems,
gem al circulation, local winds. temperature and moisture, air 'misses. and frontal

gweathceffectS. The last section in Chapter 2 centers its discussion on meteofologi-
cal tabIT:spreparation and mathematilA calculations. To help.you study this portion
of Chaver 2. work the exampk probliims and tables given irme text as you,read
the discussion. Simply reading the given, numbers is not nkv !yrs enoughijo under-
stand the thOry. work the inntit. IReltapter 3, you Will be rc ttrmluced tO the sub-,
ject of wcatlwr station'equipment, such as cloud height sets v sibijity sets, precipita-
tion gages, pressyre instruments. lemperature-huMidity sets, and communications
equipment. There is ako an in:depth discussion of weather radar.

Volume 2 discusso limy surface weather, and eidar observations are taken and
record& Volume 2 itiso discusses, station administratkind supply. Volmns: 3
deals with weather plotting and eommunications; it also includes a brief section on
dte weather nvtwork function. Volume 4 covers upper air observations and tactical

. stations, on subjects such as pilot balloon.'rawinsondc. dropsonde. and, rocketsonde
,Observations, Portable and tatitical observing minions are also discussed in Vol-
ume. 4.

. PrMted and bbund in the back of this volume arc six foldouts. Whenever you are'
referring to onc of these foldouts., please turn to the back of the 'volume and open
the foldout for referenec-as'you rdtlti the text. (Code numbers appear(ng on figures
do not concern you: they serve merely to. identify the figure for the preparing
agency.)

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the text sdbject matter,,or
recommendations for its improvement.erd them to Tech Tng Cen (TTOC), .
Chanutegn, IL 61868.

If you have questions eoncerning-eourse enrollment. administration, or any of
ECIs instructiomtl aids (Your Key to Career Development. Study Reference Gukles,

-.
tit

13
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\
' Chapter Review g.xercises. Volume Revit'w EWrcist:. and Course Fsamination)..
consult your education officer. training officer, or NCO, ... appropi late If her can't

...en answer your questions. send thci to EC1. ( ;tinter Al 1). Al, ,:iiiI IS, prefer.thl on:

11.

.

ECI Form 17. Student Reqnes )1. Assistance. :
This volume k valm.:'a at 30 tours (10 points).

, .
_. .., .-

Material in this volumi: is technically 'accurate, ackquate. and current 'as of
September. 1971. 1:
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CHANGE SUPPLEMENT

'CDC 25251

WEATHER OBSERVER

(AFSC 25251)

Volume;s 1, 21, and 4

t PO R I I \ I is,i,oke the eorrections indicated in this change supplemant betore
beginning study course 'hi4 s supplement is pr inted on one side only to permit
"cut and paste" t in l lenfuhs change...in case youpeler to post these changes in,thts manner

( II 1NCF.S FOR THE ITXT: YOU, \IF 1

/ r

ror

Uhange currency date to "April I 9^4."
I I abet the table at the lop ot the page to read "lable

2. NI idscellaneous f raining ReqUireifients

53 7.34 toot "by" in Irani ol "sertical."
58 7-57 Add new. List fcntence "htsconimu sset-bulh

.

readings at dry -bulb temperature helms IP
I.ahreheit

60 7-63 3 Change "AN TM K I I" to."AN I NIQ 11," /
."

%4 1
9- ik__ II thru 14 Delete sentences beginning With"! he two daily,

and "You ean'see .md replace with I ake 10
cilmparhon remlings at hourly Mt et% ak I ).ite a lid
time eath reading in colanns 2 and 3 ..:

I.

9-19- Delete amd replace with ness paragraph

"9-19 \lake this comparison lor 10 (litho:Labe
hourly readings aqd compute tlie algehriac mean
Retelling to the sample WS l.orm fig 49),
notice that the correciars are totaled and then
entered in column If on the 1747 I,ST bind. Indicate
also the nrst and last numbers of the comfmnsons
used in making up t h total correction Then find
the mean correction from these two i and enter
the results in column 12 The ane barometer
may moss he used by applying the orrection in
column 12 until it is redetermined the next day,"

77. 80 9-20 Delete and replace with new paragrapli

1

1 o'

"9-20, Compansons are Made twice a day lor the
next 5 days at 6-hourly intervals and at the same
time "each day, Ileginnmg with the first daily
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comparison. columns 15 and 16. -111 s 1-orm tc5.

\111 conic into USC Column 15 show the restflts of

applying I he mean correction (,Col 12) to the
aneroid leadmg {Col 9) Niter y on do thi., compare
column 16 is U h colninn 6 ,ind enterthedifference m
eolunm 16 11 hen you has e- 20 coni,cent is c readings

and no eolutnn 16 entry has exceeded 010 inch or

t 0,3 nas Jonas. s on w ill consider t he aneroid
tellable. From this point. discontinue the
comparisons'and begin sseekls coniparisons

78 Figure 49 Delete and replace with new firre 49. I

80 9-21 Delete and reDlace with new.p.aragraph

"9-21 The weekly comparisons ,are intended to
keep the aneroid correctron current When y on

begin ate routine weekly readings. redetermine the

posted correctio'n each week by obtaining the

algebraic mean of the last 10 readings (including the

two readings from that day I. Use this posted
correction (Col 121 to apisly to the readings of the I.

-aneroid instrument. F igure 49 shows thts was done.?(

on 2 24. [his comparison shows an interesting
,eomn)ent. Comparisowumber- 22 was omitted
from sums because IR, correction \% as ,012.

exceeding the-limit for one reading. Corrections this
1arge should he 'verified tinmediately. This was done

on our,sample with comparison 22a at 1210. and a
difference of MOO prevailed. Turn the completed
AWS Form 85an,to your chief obserser ss ho keeps it

on file until thy: aneroid is replaced::

88 10-21 Delete and replace with new paragraph 10-21:

"10-21. You transmit all other meteorological
data such as pilot reports t FIR E Psi, forecasts
(PE ATFia, radar weather reports (RA R EPs). etc,.

on the OWS init. After you have 'prepared and
properly inserted the tape in thr transmitters. your
tape wIll'not transmit until the proper bulletin is
scanned, Suppose. for example. that your RA R EP

is on tape. In this case you would insert the tape ss ith

the proper message format. This allows"computer
collection of weather data in the continuous polling
mode that requires specific message formats."

^
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MOKZICATIONS

>41 this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the I"Trial. Imple\mentation of a

+Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education."* Deleted material involves extenSive,use of
,

military forms, procedures, systemse etc. and was not consiaered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.
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CH,APTER 2 4

Meteorology and Mathnrtics

YOU. AS A WEATHER observer, arc an inte-
gral part of the weather team and contribute

the most fundamentally important element of the
service that weathermen provide. It follows, then,
that a basic understanding of the elements of me-
teorology will better enable you to appreciate the
"whys" undedying your iob and how your job re-
lates to the duties of the forecaster. If it does noth-
ing else, an understanding of mtteorology can
acquaint you with thitlimitations of present-day
forecasting and to what degree the foretaster de-
pehds upon you. A far more positiVe reason for a
knowledge ot meteorological principles is the in-
tangible assistance this knowledge will eive you in
anticipating tke veather conditions you wilt obsert(e
and report..

2. sTo an observer, a knowledee of meteorology
is also necessary in order to instruct or trpin lets
experienced,observers. For example, under certain
circumstanCes (geographical considerations aside),
the "Convective attud Height Diagram" in Fed-
eral Meteorological Handbook #1 (FMH 1) is a
valid tool for estimating the bases of Cumulus
clouds. Only a knowledge of -ineterology will en-
ableyou to determine whether the convection cays-
ing t4.e cumulus to form is a result of heating (al-
lowing the use of the clatici height diagram) for is
associated with a front (In which case the cloud
height diagram is not valid). Practical applications
of meteorology such as this Must become your
stock-in-trade as a techhician and must-ultimately
become a part of your overall job knowledge.

3. This chapter is designed to increase your
knowledge of meteorology and to cover the areas
of mathematics ihat will aid you in your duties as
a weather observer. The fiist section 'of the chapter
discussds the fundamentals of meteorology involv-
ing pressure and wind circulation, temperature and
moisture, air masses, and frontal weather effects.
Section 2 centers its discussion on the preparation
aneinterpolation of meteorological, tables. To
begip your study of meteorology, you should first
uickly review the structure and composition of
the atmosphere.

5. Fundamentals of Meteorology
5-1. The atmosphere consists of a shallow laye

of ga.e. thak tirrounds the earth. As such, it co -
tains ga.es in varying proportions and includes
mokture. in, the form of water vapor. The composi-
tion of the. ;itmosphere is 78 percent nitrogen. 21
percent ox)een, and 1 percent inert eases. By
weiehtipproximately one-half of the atmosphere
lies below the 500-mb level (18.289 feet). The
la)ers of the atmosphere in 'ascending order are:
(1) the troposphere. (2) stratosphere. (3) meso-
sphere. and (4) ionosphere. the lower part of the
'15ermosphere. The boundaries bemeenihe layers
Ire nonuniform, and actual!) arediffuse and diffi-
cult to identif) because of the unequal distribution
of atmospheric pressure and temperature.
: 5-2. Two important characteristics of the at-
mosphere to keep in mind are:, (1) temperature
normally decreases with an increase in altitudes,
and the amount of water vapor that a given
samp of air can hold is a function of the temper-
aturethat is, warm air is better able to hold
water vapor than cold air. Though water vapor ex-

_ists as a snuill and variable amount of.the total at-
mospheric gases, it is one of the niost, important
Oses when it comes to "weather." Water vapor is '
important not only because it is the raw,ntaterial
for clouds and rain, but also because it serves as
(Me of the regulators of the earth's temperature:
Without temperature regulators, our earth would
continue to get warmer. Then how islhe tempera-
ture balance maintained? To answer this question,
we must investigate the pressure and wind circula-
tion of our atmosphere.

5-3r Pressure and Wind Circulation. All
Veather phenomena are basically the result of the
unequal distribution of solar heat acting upon the
earth and its flueenvelope. the atmosphere. The
spherical shapepof the earth influences the amount
of heat receiveil bii. the earth at the equator. the
midhititudes, and iit the poles. Since we know that
the net heattloss and gain for the earth and atmos-
phere as a whole are maintained in a state of bal-

22 ,
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1. ance, there must be a latitudinal trans er of (heat.
To maintain this baldnce, the atmos ere con-
stantly undergoes changes to compenshte for the
unequal heating:This consthnt chtinge and move-
ment of huge masses of thq atmosphere is known
as the general circulation.

5-4. GenetAl circulation. The circulation of the
air wOuld be very simple if the earth's surface were
smooth and uniform and the earth were stationary.
Movemhts within our atmosphere would haveto
be caused by pressure or density differences from

one place to another. Since the earth does rotate,
the effects of rotation and coriolis upon the gen-
eral circulation must be considered. The "thred-
cell theory" of circulation best describes these
effects. This theofy divides the Northern and South-
ern Hemispheres into three latitudinal belts of 300
each. The boundaries of these three cells are the
Equator, 30° (north and south), and 60° latitude
(ororth and south). For our -purposes, we can con-
fine our discussion to the three cells in the North-
ern Hemisphere. The rotation of the earth causes
the coriolis effect by deflecting a moving particle
to the right in the Northern Hemisphere. The flow,
of air from the middle latitudes (30°-60°) toward
the pole would, therefore, be deflected to the right
(east) and become a westerly flow, while flow
from the pole southward (0°-60°) would become
an easterly flow. The_circulation is more complex

than this initial deflection would imply, but the
basic flow pattern can be broken down into three
distinct eircalation cells as shown in figure 6.

5-5. The first cell is formed by the warm air
rising at thc Equator and flying north. As the air
moves north, it is deflected to the right by coriolis
to become the upper westerlies. While the air
moves,north. it cools, and by the time it reaches
30° north, a portion of this air is cool enough
(dense enough) to descend and form an area or
belt of hieh pressure at 30° north. Remember,
only a portion of the air descended. The remainder
continues to move northeasterly (because of cor-
iolis) until it reaches the pole. At the Ole, the air
descends, catraing another area of high pressure
and then begins to flow southwtrd. Coriolis force
is ercatest at the poles, add thc southward flowing
air is deflected greatly to thc right to become east-
crl flow on the surflice, while the wind, at upper
levels continues t e wetterly. (The wind at t

upper altitudes from the Equator to the pole is-
westerly.) At 30' north; the sinking cool air di-
vides to flow both north and south at the surface.
The air flowing southward, deflected by coriolis,
becomes the northeast trade winds between the
Equator and, 30° north. The air flowing northward'
of 30° is also deflected by coriolis, and being
clOser to the pole, the deflection is greater. ihere-
fore, the air aloft and on the surface is westerly.
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Figure 6. Three-cell theory of circulation.
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COOLING NEAR SURFACE AT NIGHT
CAUSES DENSER AIR TO SINK ALONG
SLOPES AIR 15 QUITE DAY ANO
RETAIICIS FORMATION OF FOG IN THE
VALLEY
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MEM
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Figure 7. Thc mountain brccze.

5-6. We havc now briefly.; discussed the general,
circulation and its development. The three-cell
theory of circulation 's coincident with.the.devel-
of:vent of semiper :anent pres%ure systee. These
pre4sure systems a . developed through the cellu-

, lar circulation and arc found in nearly the same
regions at all times of the year, undergoing sea-
sonal variations in position and intcnsity.

5-7. Semipemanent pressure systems. If land
and water-masses Were uniformly distributed upon
the earth's surface, these 'pressure 'systems would
bc les. . ubject to change and- could then be morc
justifi ly called "permanent: The unequal distri-
bution of land and water masses and their differing
heat absorbing and radiating properties, however,

75 46

t:atthe ,t seasonal vartation in the position and in-
tensit of these w,terns. In the Northern Hemi-
sphere there are three N ,sfuperntncnt high cells
and two miprmnciylow cells. The eenters
thew systems v ary geographically from summer to
winter.

5-8. The names of thc high-pressure cells are
the ilermudw High (Atlantic Ocean), Siberian
High (Central Russia ), and the Pacific High
(whia covers must of the central Pacific Ocean).
me low-pressure cells are the Aleutian Low
(Northern Pacific) and the kelandic Low=(North-
ern Atlantic). the high-pressure systems (except
Ow Siberian High).are morehlominant in the sum-
merind the low-pecssure systems dominate in the

AIR6WARMING NEAR SURFACE RISING
At9NO'SLOPIS AND GENERALLY
PRODUCING CLOUDS MAY ORSCURE
MOUNTAIN PEAKS

Figure 8. The valley breeze.
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winter. The interaction of these la*-sCale semi-
krmanent systemseauses the formation of lesser
high- and,low-pressure systems that move with the
prevailing winnow as influenced by the general
eireulatiom.

5-9, Migratory prenure rystents. Since the mi-.
gratory systems generally move along in aCcord-
ance with upper level flow, they aveount for a far
greater amount of heat exchange than do the semi-
permanent systems. These moving systems bring
the bad and good weather.,that is usually asso-
ciated with low-pressure and high-pressure areas
respectively.. A later discussion explains the

_weather patterns associated Ali these migratoily
pressure systems. We know that the physical char-
acteristics of the earth do not affect thc upper level
winds. but they do have a definite effect on the
surface and lower level winds. The rough surface
and land-water temperature differences produce
local winds that, in many cases, mask the general
circulation winds.

5- l0 Local 'winds. The local winds consist ,of
such winds and patterns as land and sea breeies.
mountain mld s alley breezes, and the foreed-circu-
lation type winds nese latter winds occasionally
have local names such as Santa Ana, bora. chi-

..

SEA BREEZE
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1tT wATIm LAND DArvit,,.
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2)
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Figure 9. Land and sea breezes.
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nook, foehn, and others, Vast local winds. while
their names ore numerous, fall into four catego-

_yies. They are loeal-cooling, local-heating, ;Kijacent
local-heating and, cooling, and the foreed-cireula-
dons. Each of these types may be illustrated by
typical example. In figure 7, the local-cooling t)pe
wind is the mountain breeze. At night because of
radii 'onal cooling, the air in .contact1/4with the
mutual lopes becomes colder and denser than
th surfounding air and sinks along the slopes.
Even when the mountain breeze is well developed,
it rarely exceeds 12 to 15 knots. Figure' 8 shows
the local-heating type wind called the valley
breve. Sunlit mountain slopes and the air next to
the slopes arc usually warmer titan the surround-
ing air during the day. Thc air in (1.Pontact with the
slopes becomes lighter than the surrounding ,air
and rises up the slopes. This is called a valley
breeze because it flows up and out of the valley.
The valley breeze is usually stronger and better de-
veloped tna,, !he. mountain breeze,, ant) reaches its
maximum speed at atidatternoon,

.,
5.11 The land and-sea breezes illustrate thc

adjaent heating and cooling type wind, ii shown
.111 tigure 9. Since land masses absorb and radiate
heat at a rate three times more raptdly than water
masses. tlw land is %Orilla than-the water during
the day and, colder ,it night. Along a coast ot
shot eline, "sea brjeres" (coming front the sea)
would be expected in the afternoon. Increased
temperature of the land Causes hot air to rise over
it. Filen the. cooler air Over the water flows land-
ward to take its place, At night, the 'system re-
%trses itself to produce-land -breezes." n1C now
cooler land produces a cool breeze to flow out
oer the warmer water. The land breeze is best de-
sdoped just before dawn. rhis entire pattern de-

. vends on thq fact that water warms and .cools
mueli slower than land. The sea breezes reach
111.1num k clock). between 1400 and 160() loeal
time since they are usualll ..tronger than land
breezes, 0 ey penetrate 'inland as far as 25 to 10
mtics. llo 1 the land and sea breezes are shallow in
depth.
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Flgitro 10. The ehinook wind,
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5-12. Forced-circuLition winds arc those inten-
sified by terrain, usually mountain ranges. Two
forced-circulation winds arc the "mistral" and the
"bora." Both are cokl fall ( dqwnslope) v. ind, that
remain .colder than the air they replace in the low-
lands. Extremely 'strong and gusty, they often
cause considerable damage. The "mistral" pours
down from the highlands and intensifies as it fun-
nels through the valleys. It is most violent in win-
ter and spring, usually lasting for several days,
sometimes with short lulls. These winds are found
wherever there are highlands that tend to trap cold
air'. but derive their name from such winds that de-.
velop in southern France. Speeds ofteq exceed 60
mph and vach 80 mph in the lower Rhone Valley
of France. The "bora" is the local name of the fall
wind along the coast of Yugoslavia. Cold air
crosses the moantains and poor* dmvn ono) the
waters of the Adriatic Sea. It is very strong and
sometimes has.squalls that may reach 100 mph or
more. When the bora occurs in conjunction with
cyclonic (counterclockwise) circulation, there is

considerable cloudiness and rain over the low-
lands: but when the flow is anticyclonic (clock-
wise), the skies arc cloud fres.

5-13. The "foehn" wind, called the "chinook"
in North America, is, a warm, dry, downslope
wind. Figure 10 illustrates the chinoOk wind. The
air rising on thc windward side of the mountain
cools and loses its moisture content through con-
densation. Continuing over the crest of the moun-
tains, the dry air descends the leeward slopes. This
downslope motion causes compression and subse-
quent heating of the air; thus, a dry, warm wind
blows down the mountain. A chinook wind may
raise the temperature by as much as 30° Fahren-
heit in j st a few minutes at stations located ot the
base thc mountains. On the leeward side of the
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mountains, the air is clear and dry. OR the wind-
ward side, clouds'build up and rain occurs in what
is called the "foehn wall" or.-"chinook are."

5-14. A special type of fochn witig develops
wlien very strong flow occurs perpendicular to the
mountain range, and when the windspeed in-
creases rapidly with altitude. This condition also
causes the formation of the mountainAwire condi-
tion. Figure 11 shows the ilk flow and associated
clouds with a mountain wave, The air flows fairly
smootli with a lifting component,as it moves up the
windward side and gradually increases, reaching a
maximum near the peak of the mountain. On pass-
ing the peak, the flow breaks down into a compli-
cated Oattern with downdrafts predominating.
Continuing downwind. 5 to 10 miles from the
peak. tile ibirflow.begins to ascend as part of a def-
inite wave pattcrn. Addiiional waves, generally
less intense than the primary wave, may form fur-

'fictr.downwind.
5-15. Characteristic cloud types. peculiar to

itave anion, provide the best means of isual kkn-
oficjon. Although the lenticular clouds in,the it-
lusOtion are depkted as being smooth in appear-
ance, the> may be quite ragged when the airflow at
their level k turbulent. These clouds may form sin-
gularly or in layers at heights usually above
20.000 feet. The "roll" cloud forms at a lower
level, generally about thc height of the moantain
ridge. While clouds are generally present, it is pos-
sible for wave action to take place when the air iS
too dry to form clouds.

5-16. Thus far in our discussion, primary em-
phasis has beenitoward the 'pressure and wind cii-
culations of the atmosphere. As we- mentioned
lier, before there can be any movement of tlfe,
atmosphere, there must be differences of pressure
or density. These differences are brought about by
temperature variations (one of the important basic
causes of weather).

5-17. Temperature and Moisture. Every phe-
nomenon occurring in the atmosphere that we cali
weather is the result of differential absorption and
rertdiation of solar energy. as well as the availabil-
ity of moisture. Heat and temperature arc closely
related terms, but heat is an energy quantity,
while temperature is merely a measure of heat.
The main source of heat in thc atmosphere is the
insolation from the sun. Moisture is added to the
atmosphere by evaporation from the surface of the
earth. Next, review the methods by which heat is
transferred and the processes that lead to precipi-
tation and the subsequent return of moismre.

5-18. Hew fransler. The earth receives its heat
from the sun, then reradiates it into the atmos-
phere and *pace. This process preserves the heat
balance of the earth and its atmosphere. There are
four basic methods of heat transfer: radiation,
conduction, adveetion, anti convection,
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5-19. The earth 'receives heat from the sun in
the form of chort-wave radiation4he gases in the
atmosphere, including water vapbr, arc :irtuall)
transparent to short-wave radiation. Although the
reflectivity off the cloud tops is such that a con-
siderable amount of solar radiation is proented
'from reaching the earth's surface, a substantial
amount passes through the clouds. rhc short-waye
radiation is absoibed by the earth during the day
and then rcradiated into tl atmosphere In the
form of long-wave radiation at 'ht. The lower
layers of thc atmosphere absorb I of the earth's
radiation, leaving less to bc absorbed at higher al-
titudes, Therefore, absorption,.. of the earth's
long-wave radiation by the atmhere traps (for
a time) some energy that Woultl_latherwise, he

, quickly lost to space. As the waler vapor and
clouds absorb the long-wave radiation, part of it is
reradiated back to earth. This absorption-and rera-
diation by wall'. vapor and clouds establishes a

cloud formation). Since st ator :apor plays such an .
important part in nuntaining out heat balance. we
shtiuld not consider the pretiously mentioned
-greenhouse effeet,"

5-23. Greenhome dfret Water vapor tind
clouds absorb radiation on a Nelcetise basis. The.y
absorb a greater amount of long-was< radiation
than short-wate radiation. After some experience
iii weather observing, yt'iu AI find that an over-
cast eloud layer ha; the effect of minimizing the
masitnum temperature during the day and moder-
ating -the minimum temperature during the night,
The reason for this is that the-c-kuids and water
: apor act in much the same way as the glass in a
gr'eenhouse. Part ot the long-wave radiation emit-
ted by the eailth is absorbed, reradiated, and re-
flected by the clouds, The earth absorbs this radia-
tion and reradiates it again, the process con tilltles,
The result of the greenhouse atrtct is a higher as-
erage temperature on clotkly nights. and hence. a

"greenhouse effect" (discussed following the other smaller probability of fog. The ability of wider\,31,methods of heat transfer). As mentioned earlier,l' vapor to absorb and emit long-wave radiation is 'f) f
thc air in..,sour atmosphere is heated primarily fro; f primary importance in maintaining the earth's

contact with the warm surfaces of the card,. temper4ure balance. But if these facts are valid,
5-20. Heat transkr hy conduction requires di ,_,,, how ds'tvater.v.ipor get into the atm9spheie?

, rect contact. On a sunny day the earth's surface is 5-24. Evaporation, tWater vapor is acquired 1)
mosphere ,through evaporation, over lakes,
oceans, antl eyen snow. The evaporation

process is, the physical act of changing the.state of
warmed by conduction. At night the process is re- water from a liqukl to a gas. This change of state
versed. The earth is cooled rapidly by terrestrial requires a large amount of heat. Just as the evapo-
radiation, and the air in immediate contact with ration of perspiration cools the human body. so
the ground is cooled as the air gives off some of its does the tAaporation of water into the air cool the

- heat by conductitin to the cooler eartICRemember surrounding area. This might be noted by a change
that air is a poor conductor of heat. For this rea.7' in the air temperature in the sammer as you near :)
son the temperature of the air lags behind that of body of water, such as a large river or lake, Evap;
thc earth and changes less. The poor contuction of oratitm, then, could be considered a cooling proc-
the air and its slow loss of heat explains why ,frost ess.

ca*ccur on the ground when the free air temper-
attfre at standard observation height is considera-
bly above freezing. .

5-21. During hetu eonductioteeonducting
moss does not move. AdvectAZTZ:-On:reetion re-
quire mass movement to transfer heat. Exeept for
the direction of movement, advection and convec-
tion arc essentially alike. Advection refers to the
horizontal transport-of heat, Such as by wind or
waterhe Gulf Stream provides a good example

. of advection bringing warm Caribbean water to
the cold North Atlantic area, Convection, on the
other hand, refers to the vertical transport of heat.
A forest fire, for example, sends great volumes of
hot air aloft, thus warming the atmosphere to some
degree.

5-22.-Conveetion is of considerable signifieance
in the transfer of heat. As the air is heated near
the earth's surface, it becomes less dense and rises.
While rising, the air cools to the point where the
water vapor condenses into visible droplets (a

heated by absorbing radiation. After the earth's I)
temperature becomes higher than that of the sur- rive
rounding air, the air in contact with the earth is

5-25. Obviously,-the air cannot eutitintle to de-
cept Viater vapor without being changed in sonw
way. The amount of evaporation that will take
place depends upon how much water vapor the air
cip, hold which is. in turn, direetly dependent upon

air temperature. When the air contains all of
Aw.watcr vapor it is capable of holding, it is said

to he Aaturawd (100 percent humidity ) . Saturation
of the air occurs by two basic methods: (1) the
c:aporation process continues until the air. at a
constant temperature. will hold no more water
vapor or (2) the temperature is decreaved, and the
capacity decreases accordingly until the capacity
will not equal the actual amount of w'ater vaporin
the air. To siniplify an explanation .of these meth-
ods, we can say that air may be saturated hy the
addition of water vapor or by cooling it. Remem-
ber that the process of evaporation is a cooling
proeess; that is,jrheat is drawn from the atmos-
Ithere. When the rever,e occurs (condensation),
this heat is returned to the atmosphere,
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_5-26. Condensation. Once the air reaches satu-
ration, any jurther addilion of nristuff-cauges this

- excess ,water vapor to condense into visible mois-
ture. This process (called condensation) accounts
for the removal of most cif the water vapor in the
atmosphere. The most common forms of visible
moisture are clouds and fog. Although the addition
of water vapor 'to the air can produce saturation
and condensation, saturation and condensation are
reached most frequently by cooling the air. This
coaing may occur from -the air passing over a
colder surface (advectioq,).; by the air being lifted.
such as being forced up a mountain (adiabatic
cooling): or by' the ground, beneath the air cooling
at night by radiation and thereby cooline the lower
layers of the air by conduction. This latter situa-
tion most frequently produces fog rather than
clouds. With an increase in l. the wind to 15 knots
or more, this femay rise and become a layer of
stratus clouds. While condensation accounts for
most of the release of water vapor from the air.
there Ire conditions where condensation will not
OCCur.

5-27. Sublimation. With temperatures bel-ow
freezing, the water vapor may change directly
from a gas to a solid. Rroducing frost. snow. dr ice
fog._ This process (calfed sublimation) works in
both directions. Water vapor may get into the air
directly from frost Or snow, as in the case where
the snow idst seems to disappear without melting.
Water vapor may also be removed from the air by
changing to frost or snow. Cirrus clouds are
formed by the sublimation process !when water
vapor at high' altitudes changes to ice crystals.
1 5-28. Now that we have discussed how the

earth's temperature and mositure balance are
maintained, we should investigate the influence
that temperature and mositure have on the devel-
opment and modification of airmasses.

5-29. Airmasses. An airmass is a large body of
air having about the same horizontal temperature,
and moisture proPerties. Frequently, in certain.
geographical areas, in airmass will have 9ittle or
no-tendency to flow toward another area. Such an
airmass.. is, in ,effect, stagnant. thii period of
stagnation extends over long periods of timc. the
airmas, acquires the' temperature and moisture
properties of the underlying surfacc. These proper-
ties depend upon the physical and geographical
nature of the underlying surface. By the time tuch

.a changc has been completed. an extensive portion
of the airmass has become the same thrqughout,
and its properties are more or less unifor at each
level.

5-30. The regions in Which airmasses ,are
formed are called source regions. The .source re-
gion is the essential factor determining the individ-
ual,properties of the airmass. The ylefmh and prop-'
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erties that am. airmass assumes depend on the
length of time it remains over the source region.
Other factors' that determine the eventual charac-
teristics of an airmass are: (1) the characteristics
of the surface over. which the airmass travels after
leaving the sourcetegion, and (2) the length of
time that the airmass has been away from the
wource region.

5-31. To fulfill the requirements for a good
source region, an area must have a fairly uniform
surface; uniform temperatures,' and preferably ag
area of high pressure where the air has a tendency
to stagnate. Many regions of the earth do not ful-
fill these requirements. For example. most midlati-
tude regions are too variable with respect to
temperature, because of the almost continuous in-
trusion of airmiasses from the north and south. On
theOther hand, large snow or ice-covered polar re-
gions, tropical oceans, and large desert areas ade-
quately fulfill so,urce region requirements.

5-32. Classification and characteristics. An air-
mass forming over the polar ice cap would have
different properties from one forming over the
tropics. To indicate this difference, each airmass,js
labeled according to its source region"T" (trop-
ical), "A" (arctic), "P" (polar), and "E" (equa-
torial). They can be further classified according to
moisture content; "c" for continental (dry) an
"m" for maritime (moist). When the airma
leaves its source region and moves over a surfa e
that has a different temperatare, the airmass is
then classified as either warm or cold, relative to
the surface beneath it. That is; if the airmais is
warmer than the underlying surface, it is charac-
terized as varm. A cold airmass, of course, is one

-)whose temperature is colder than the underlying
surface.

5-33. The letter designator for.a warm airmass is
"w" and for a cold airmass, "k." Another letter is
used to indicate whether the Amass is stable(s)
or unstable(u). Just as the initial classification,is
based upon properties acquired in ihe source re-
gion, later classification depends upon the degree
of change that the airmass undergoes as it moves
from one region to another. The amount of change
depends won the type of surface, its temperature
relationship with the airmass, the trajectory of the
airmass, and the time elapsed since the airmass left
itstsource region. Airmass properties are encoded
in a specific order. For example, cPku (as desig-
nated on charts and diagrams) is a dry ,(c), cold
(k), unstable (u), airmass from a polar (P)
source region,. Note that the little letters are the
airma4roperties and that the capital lefter is for
the source region.

5-34. The weather conditions within an airmass
depend upon the temperature and moisture Prop,
erties'acquired in the Source region and the extent
to which they become modified as they move out
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of the source region. You should notc whether the
airmass is cold, warm, moist, etc. When we speak

of an airmass. just exactly what do wc mcan? Spe-
cifically, we mean a largepody of air between two

frontal systems. For the most Ott, this is a large
high-pressure system. The low-pressure system

and front-is merely an interactidn between thc two
airmasies. The circulation around a low is cyclonic

(or counterclockwise) and anticyclonic around J 1
high (clockwise). It is from this terminology tWit

we get the names "cyclones" (laws) and "antic3
clones" (highs). Unstable conditions and poor
weather usually exist with cyclones: whereas, sta-

ble conditions and good weather usually prevail

with anticyclones. Low-level subsidence inversions

(an increase in temperature with height) generally

occur in connection with cold anticyclones. When

this typc inversion occurs over an industrial area.

it suppresses vertical development in the lower lay-

ers and traps dust, smoke, and haze particles.
which markedly reduce thc surface visibility.

.5-35. In the resident coursc you learned .the

typica veather conditions associated with the
major aithiasses and how they might affect thc
weather at some particular location. Now it is part

of yourjob to be familiar with (1) thc airmasses
that predominate at your station, (2) thc modify-
ing influences these airmasses undergo in traveling

to your station, (3) the weather to expect from
them, and (4) their future movements.

5-36. The Terminal Forecast Reference file for,,

your station contains discussions of thc various air-

masses that affect your station. These 'discussions
arc conccrncd with thc particular recurrine synop-

tic situations and thcir associated weather patterns.

.By reviewing thc file periodically, you thould be,
able to classify the airmasses that move inta your

arca and therefore be prepared to determine thc

general weather conditiOns associated with each /
type. Some of the effects that movement will have

on an'airmass, and the factors that may change thc

characteristics of an airmass will now be discusscd.

Airmass modification. The modification

of weather conditions within an .airmass depends

upon the changes in temperature, moistuie, and

stability. The trajectory of the airmass influences

, the modification of these properties. Mast often.
changes in temperature, moisture, and stability
occur simultaneously, but not necessarily of the

same degree. These changes depend upon thc
physical nature of the underlying surface. As thc
airmass moves from its sourceyegion. it will slowly

acquire ,the temperature and moisture characteris-

tics of the new areas over which it passes: A cP
airmass, for example, moving over a large body of

water, picks up moisture from evaporation, and is

thus modified to mP. Also an rnP airmas.s moying

inland over mountains is modified by losing its
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moisture because of adiabatic cooling a d becomes1
a cP airmass.'

5-38. As the airmass moves, thc thermal sym .

hol must change in relation to the surface over
which it passes. Thc thermal symbol is relative
only o the surface over which it is passing. Heat-
ing from below develops an unstable temperature
lapse rate because thc air 'at thC higher levels re-
main% relatively cool in comparison ith the lower
levels. An unstable temperature lapse rate is asso-

dated with turbulence and convection: ;Ind, if

clouds formed. thcy would he of thc cumulus t pc.
Visibility would be good because turbulent mixing
disperses thc %moke and hazel and prevents the

formation of fog. When an airmass is cooled from
below, it has a stable lapse rate and the clouds are

a stratus type. Visibility could be restricted by fog.
smoke, or haze.

5-39. So far we have been concerned mainl
uith getting acquainted with how airmasses epme

into i;eing, their different -eypes, and modifications
thcy undergo as they move over the carth's sur-
face. Now, before discussing frontal weather ef-
fects we briefly review some of the more important

points concerning airmasses and- their ,associated,

weather. ,
.

5-40. Some of the points to keep in mind arc:

a. Thc advection of cold air over a warmer sur-
face ,gradually increases the temperature of the,
cold air and makes it unstable.

b. Thc relative humidity of air increases as the

air cools. If marked cooling resulting from lifting
occurs, thc air may become saturated; ctouds and

precipitation arc the,usual result.

c. Turbulence, vertical air currents, cumu}iform
clouds:showery precipitation. and good visibilit
(except in showers) arc usually associatedwith
unstable air.

d. Ascending air currents (convection) are pro-
duced by thc heat thc air receives while it is in

contact with a hot surface (conduction), by .air

being forccd over mountains (orograp4ic lifting).

or by warm air being forced over colder air.

e. Thc advection of warm air over a colder sur-
face decreases the temperature orthe air :ind ,

makes it stable.
f. 'Smooth flying weather, stratiform elduds. and

poor surface visibilities arc usually associated with

stable air. ,

g. The relative humidity of air decreases as the
air is heated. For this reason, clouds generally dis-

sipate in descending air currents because the air is

heated by its descent.
Airmasses acquire watcr 'vapor by evapora-

tion from underlying water masses.
i. The water vapor content of an airrnass is re-

duced by precipitation.

,?8.

r
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j. Mountains: valleys, and water masses modify
the-temperature and humidity of the airmass over
a given Ideality.

5-41. The weather associated with the different.
types of airmasses is the predominate weather that

tyou will observe-ot your station. Frontal weather is
r more spectacular and quick-changing than airmass
weather and for this reason requires 'close-investi-
gation into the associated weather patterns of the
different frontal types.

5-42. Frontal Weather Effect. The weather
associated with fronts and frontal movetvent is
called frontal weather. It is morc complex and vari-
able than airmass weather. The type ot intenity
of frontal weather is determined largely by such
factors as the slope of the front, the water vapor
content anctlability of the airmass:s. the speed of
the frontal movement, and the relatb, motion of
the airmasses at the front. Because of the variabil:
ity of these factors. frontal weather may range
from a minor wind shift with no clouds or other
visible wptiherl 5ctivity to severe thunderstorms
accompanied by low clouds, poor vkibility.
icing, and severe turbulence. in addition. the
weather associated with one. sectirm of a front is
frequently quite different frpm that in other see-
tions of the same front. The reason for this is that
the boundary between two different airmasses is
not a sharp wall. Instead, thcre is a zone of transi-
tion (referred to as a zone 6f discontinuity) which
is often many miles wide. This zone is customarily
eallpd the fronfal surface, or merely a front.

5-43. Since the airmasses separated by a front
have different temperature and water vapor char-
acteristics, they also.hove diiterent densities: When
airmasses with different densities adjoin, the den-
ser air slides (wedges) under the Jess dense air.
Conversely, we find that the less dense warin air
slides urover the denser cold air. As a result. the
frontal surface is sloping. The steepness 'of the
slope is measured as the angle between the earth's
surface and thetfrontal surface.

.
5-44, Discoritinuities in airmass properties and

characteristics, such as temperature. water vapor
content. wind, cloud types. and pressure changes.
are used to locate and.identify fronts and to trace
their movements. One of the most easily recog-
nized discontinuities across a front is temperature.
.At the earth's surface the passage of a front is
usulally characterized by a noticeable change int
temperature. he rate and amount of the change
arc partial indications of the intensity of the front.'
Strong fronts areaecompanied 15y abrupt and size-
able temperature changes. while weak or diffuse
fronts are characterized by gradual ,or minor
changes in temperature.

5-45. Nearthe earth's surface, thc discontinuity
of..wind across a front is primarily a matter of a
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change in direction. Windspeed is often.very much
the same on both sides of a front. In many cases
there may he a change in windspeed across a front.
although the windspeed- cr increase or decreake
after the frontal passage. Although there arc dif-
ferent types of fronts, the frontal discontinuities
are common to all of them. These next few para-
graphs discuss each type of front and its associated
weather phenomena. .

5-46. Cold fronts. A cold front is a front whose
motion is such that cold air displaees warm air at
the surface. Cold fronts usually move faster and

.have a steeper,Slope than,warm fronts. The cold
fronts that move very-ralpidly have very steep
slopes in- the lower levels and narrow bands of
clouds that are predominantly just ahead of the
front. The slower moving cold fronts hdve less
steep slopes, and their cloud systems may extend
far to the rear of the surface position of the. fronts.
Figure 12 shows the differences in frontal slope
and, the type and extent of ,weather with the fast'
and slow-moving cold fronts. The weather and
clouds associated sith the slow-moving cold front
may extend for hundreds of miles behind the sur-
face front. After passage of thc slow-moving cold
front. yob should expect to have ceilings and visi-
bilities that improve very slowly.. By the same
token.- with the passage of a fast-moving cold
front, the visibility and ceilinTemprove rapidly.

5-47, When the warm air ahead of a cold front
is ikList and stable.\he clouds are predominantly
stratiform (nimbostratus. altostratus. cirrostratus)
with moderate precipitation (slow-moving cold

4ront). However, when the warm air is moist and
unstable (or has a tendency to be unstable). the
clouds arc predominantly cumuliform. and precipi-
tation is in the form ot moderate or heavy showers
(fast-moving cold front). A line of thunderstorms
frequently, develops ,dong a fast-moving cold front
that,is displacing w arm. moist, unstable air. Some-
times, under these conditions, a line of strong
convective activity is projected between 50 and
200 miles aheacf the front and roughly parallel
to it. If this develops int!, a line of thunderstorms.
it is c:illed a squill! or instability line. On the other
hand. when thr t ani air is very dry, little -or no
cloudiness is associated with a cold front.

5-48. When the cold air behind the front is
moist and stable. a de* of stratus clouds and/or
fog may persist for some time after the frontal pas-
sage. Similarly, whcn the cold air is moist and
unstable, cumulus clouds and showers may occur
for some timc after the frontal passage. When the
cold airmass is very, dry. clouds are generally not
tound in the,cold air.

5-49, At the surface, a cold frontal passage is
churacterized by a temperature and dewpoint de-
crease. a wind shift, ahd. on occasion. gesty winds.
The weather associated with cold fronts is more
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Figure 12. Fast and slow moving cold fronts.
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concentrated (in a narrower band) than that asso-
ciated with warm fronts This often presents more
serious flying halards than those associated with
warm fronts.

Warm fronts. A warm,front differs from
a cold front in that the associated weather pattern
is more extensive with the wnrrn front. The clouds
are more stratified, and the precipitation is of a

7' continuous nature. As mentioned earlier, the slope
of a front is usually a good indicator of the type Of ,
weather that may occur With a particular front. The
shalloW slope of the warm front causes the warm

-7-. fcr gradually overrun thc cold air. The more
gradua) the overruning. the greater thc stabilit) of
the airmass being forced aloft. Figure 13 is a sche-
matic diagam of the warm front and its associated
weather that occur in unstable.and stable air.

5-51In figure 13, notice that the associated
clouds are predorninantly stratiform and appear in
the following sequence with the approach of. a
warm front: cirrus, cirrostratus, altostratus, and
nimbos,tratus. The only difference in this sequence
is-when the air is unstable. Then there can bo cu-

Lid

mulonimbu,s clouds irribedded within the stratified
cloud system and produce showers instead of con-.,-
tinuous precipitation.

5-52. Occluded fronts. The examples we have
looked at and discussed, involved the passage of
both a, cold front and a warm front. However,
there are other possibilities of .frontal configura-
tions. These other configurations are variations of
the cold and warm frontal struaures, and include
what we call occluded fronts.

5-53. If the air bchind the cold front is colder
than'the_zik ahead of the warm front, the Occlusion
is a cold front occlusion. In this.caso,, the:advanc-
ing Cold front remainson the sur-fziet andlorces
the warm front and warm air aloft. As the process- -
continues, the surface Warm front becomes an
upper warm front. This type occlusion occurs in
the central and eastern parts of the United,States:
Figure 14 is a cross section of a cold front ocelur._-
sion depicting.,the typical weather and associated
clevd patterns.

5-54. In the Warm front occlusion the cold air
ahead of the warm front is colder than the air be-
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The cross section of the cold front

occ!asion ,hown below occurs at line AA'

in the weather map at the left.
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Figure 14. Co

hind -he achancing,:aldfroht..-When the-cold front
overtakes the v..trm front. thc cool (1e4ss dense) air
behir.d the cold front sill:L up over the colder air
ahead of the warm froat. The air in the warm sec-
tor ;s again forced aloft. The warm front remains
on the surf accan.d the_cold:frontridtt-Wovei: the-
warm frontal slOpe to become an upper cold front
(cold front aloft). You should remember that the
type of occlusion is named after the type of front
that remains on the surface.

5-5.a. Figure 15. shows the weather and cloud
patterns normally associated with the warm front
occlusion. Occlusions combine tlic...wcather of the
warm and c.)1d ironts into-one ekteifsi-ve Sysient

-of thunderstorms usually associated %vial
a cold front merges with the low ceilings and visi-
bilities of the warm front. flowever. there are a
few significant differences jn the weather between
the.two types of occlusions:The cloud system with
the warm front occlusion is much.wider than th
with the cold front occlusion because the warn
frontal surface extends under the upper cold Iron,.
This causes the weather pattern .with a warm oc-
clusion to be very similar to that of a warm front.
A line of thunderstorms with the warm front

_ .
cluston is often imbeuded within the stratiform

COOL AIR

STRATOCUMULUS

Id front occIusion.

50 '00 'SO

25 /03

overcast layer and may precede the surface occlu-
sion by 200 to 300 miles. The imbedded thunder-
storms vvith the cold front occlusion usual!) occur
with the passage of the surface occluded front.
Clearing skies often occur short!) after passace of
the occlusions.

5-56. Occluded frontal s)sterns are more com-
mon in the northern portions of the United States
than in the southern portions. Occlusions occur
most frequently during the winter months; and. in
the United States, in the northwest and northeast

_sections of the country. Thk concludes our discus-
sion of general, rnel;mrology uittpplies to )our
.obseming fiefore proceeding to the secticin
on matIft..ma.tics And rpeteorolvizical tabtes. refer to
yoilr" iVorkbool and nswer the questions for this
section,

34

6. Mathematics and Meteorological tables
6 1. Because you solve mathematical problems

in your day-to-day duties you, must know certain
mathematic fundamentals This section discusses
the procedures for interpo,ation of meteorological
tabks and thenEesents methods, for constructing
tabflicifiaf-you use-, such as the altimeter setting.
sea-level pressure, and cloud height tables.
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6-2, Interpolation. Many times. whcn you use
the pressure reduction tables. you must interpolate
to yibtain thc corrcct sea-level pressure. Perlitips
you are not familiar with the procedures for inter-
polation. Interpolation essentially means to insert
coinputed values between given tabular values. TO
find the sea-level prigure for a station pressure of
29.850 inches at a rnean temperature of I V F..

A

25-53

refer to table 3 and set up the ntcrpolation of the
table as shown in fieure 16.

.6-3. Stcp 1 shows the solution of thc proportion
to find thc valub that must be added to or sub-
tracted from thc sea-level pressure of 1038.3 mb
for two-fifths of a difference of zero.

6-4. Stcp 2 shows the solution of the proportion
to find the value that must be added to or sub-.

TABLE 3
SE)-LEvEL PRI SSLRE REDUCTION TABLE

(NOT CORRECTED FOR MOISTURE)

,
s at, ,., Pr,--ktre (tnches)

1
20 ,71.) :,,.,,,, 20. 79 20. )311 -29. 00 30, r/0 30. 1 6 30 20

Temp °F
4 Sea L.Z i I Pr* s.,Irt (Mbs) '

-10 1028. 8 103.2. 5 liM5. 0 1010. t. 1043. 0 104i, 4 1049. 8 1053. 5- ; 1028. 4 10 32. 2 1 ri 3:.... I') ,',. i 1041.7 1018. 1 1049. 8 1053. 2'
0 1028. 4 1032.. 2 103'4. t, 1018. 0 1042. 3 1046. 1 1049. ; 1-053. 21028. 1 1031. 1035.2 , o ;8. 6 J042. 3 tu4z.. 7 1049. f 1052. 8I ,

s"
" in 27 . 15

1027. 8
1031. 5
1031...i:

1034. 0
1034. 0

1098. I,
10 3ts. 5

1942. 0
1042. 0

1015. 4 1048. 8
1045. 4 1048. 8 .

1052.
1052.

5

520 1027.4 1031. 2 1034'. ; 1038. 3, 1041. 7 1045. 0 1048. 4 105.2. 2
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29.80 INS. 29.85 INS. 29.90 INS.

15°F 1038.3 1042.0

..

17°F 1038.3 1040.1 1041.9

20°F 1038.3 1041.7

STEP 1 t

STEP 1. 2/ 5=X/0 5X=0, X=0

STEP 2. 2/5=X/ 3 5X=.6. X=.12

STEP 3. .5/10=X/3.6 10X=18.0, X=I 8

STEP 2 I

STEP 3

25.66

Figure 16. Interpolation for'sea level pressure.

tracted from the sea-level pressure of 1042.0 mb
for two-fifths of the difference of 0.3.

6-5. Step 3 shows the cross-interpolation for
one-half of the difference in prcssurc for a change
of 3.6 mb.

6-6. By interpolatfon, you find that the sea-
level pressure for this problem is 1040.1 mb. A
moisture factor may be incorpOrated into sea-level
computations, but since this factor is so small, it is
seldom used.

6-7. Nothing more need be said concerning
interpolation procedures, for the actual task of ob-
taining table values will strengthen your knowl-
edge of this subject:Our next subject, table prepa-
ration, discusses rncthods for constructing various
meteorological tabics.

6-8. Table Preparation. The weather station at
which you are assigned should, and probably does,
have prepared tables you can Use to determine al-.
timeter setting, sea-level pressure, and cloud height
values. However, there are times when you may
have to construct new tables from "scratch." This
could occur when you move to a new observation
site, or when your current tables-do -not have
enough range to cover extreme variations. Our dis-
cussion of table preparation begim with Iwo meth-
ods used to construct altimeter setting tables.

6-9. Altimeter Seuing table. There are several
methods that can be used to construct altimeteri
setting tables. The two most common methods are
the WBAN Manual of Barometry method and the
nieihod used in conjunction wi. the Pressure Re-
duction Computer (WBAN 54-7-8). -When using
the computer, the only sinformation you need to
obtain an altimeter setting is the station pressure
and thc station elevation. Figure 17 is an example
of altimeter setting computation using the com-
puter.

6-10. The first step, when using the, computer,
is to obtain tlp station pressuff-tb the neafeSr-
0.005 inch. Thcn using side 11 of the computer, set
the p index to the obtained station pressure
on either the P or P.A.S. scale, as appropriate.
Align the cursor over the station elevation on the
H scale. Finally, under the cursor on the P.A.S.
scale, read the indicated altimeter seuing value to
thc nearest hundredth of an inch. Figure 17 illus-
trates how the computer is set up Using a station
pressure of 29.290 inches and,a,..station elevation
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SCALE SYMBOLS
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AS=ALTIMETER SETTING )NCHES OE MERCURY

ALTIMETER SETTING COMPUTATION
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C.

25 67

Figure 17. Example of altimeter setting computation 73cceriputer.
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of 737 feet. These values produce an altimeter set-
ting .of 30.07 inches. Now add .01 inch to tyis
computed altimeter value in ordcr to arrive af a
value with reference to field elevation.

6-11. Our second method of computing an al-
timeter setting is the Manual of Barometry method.
This method requires that you usc tables 8.1-1
through 8.1-4 that are contained in the manual.
To illustrate the actual procedure When using this
method, we have included an extract of a portion
of table 8.1 (see Appwdix A) in this volume. To

compute altimeter settings by this mcthod, usc thc
following steps:

a. Refer to thc body of the table in Appendix A
and find thc pressure altitude correspondirif to
your corrected station prcssurc.

b. Subtract, algebraically, your station elevation
from thc pressure altitude obtained from thc table.

c. Go back to the table again. Take the value
obtained from step b and find this value in the
table. Its pressure equivalent is the altimeter set-
ting.

TABLE 4
STATION PRESSURE TO ALTIMETER SETTING CONVERSION TABLE

Podunle Air Force Base; Iowa

Station Elevation: 745 ft

Station
Pressure . \-,/

(Inches) .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

28.40 29.17 29.18 .29.19 29.20 29.21 29.22 29.23 29.24 29.25 29.26

28.50 29.27 29.28 29.29 29.30 29.31 29.31 29.32 29.33 2 1 .34 29.36

28.60 29,37 29.38 29.39 29.40 29.42 29.43 29.44 29.45 29.46 29.47

28.70 29.48 29.49 29.50 29.51 29.52 29.53 29.54 29.55 29.56 29.57

28.80 29.58 29.59 29.60 29.61, 29.62 29.63 29.64 29.65 29.66 29.67

28.90 29.68 29.69 29.70 29.71 29.72 29.73 29.74 29.75 29.76 29.77

29.00 29.78 29.79 29.80 29.81 29.82 29.83 29.84 29.85 29.86 29.87

29.10 29.89 29.90 29.91 29.92 29.93 29.94 29.95 29.96 29.97 29.98

A ,
29.20.

qr

29.99

.

30.00 30.01 30.02 30.03 30.04 30.05 30.06 30.07 . 30.08

29.30 30.09 30.10 30.11 30.12 30.13 30.14 .30.15 30.16 30.17 30.18

29.40 30.19 30.20 30.21 30.22 30.23 30.24 30.25 30.26 30.27 30.28

29.50 30.29 30.30
.

30.31 30.32 30.33 30.35 30.36 30.37 30.38 30.39

29.60 30.40 30.41
..

30.42 30.43 30.44 30.45 30.46 30.47 30.48 30.49

29.70 30.50 .,30.51 30.52 30.53 30.54 30.55 ,10.56 30.57 30.58 30.59
,

29.80 30.60 30.61 30.62 30.63 3034 30.65- 30.66130.67 30.68 30.69

39.90 30.70 30.71 30.72 30.73 30.74 30.75 30.76 30.77 30.78 30.79

d.
.

30.00 30.80 30.82 30.83 30.84 30.85 30.86 30.87 30.88 30.89 30.90

30.10 30.91 30.92 30.93 30.94 30.95 30.96 30.97 30.98 30.99 31.00

30.20 31.01 31.02 31.03 11.04 31.05 31.06 31.07 31.08 31.09
._. . . ....... ,..
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6-12. Now work through a sample problem.
Chanute AFB has a station elevation of 747 feet.

1- At a given time the station pressure iW.9.090. Fol-
low the steps given above and use ppendix A.
Remember we want field elevation for our startine
point. Your computations_should produce the fol-
lowing results: .

Step a Station pressure = 29.090.

Step b Pressure altitude value for 29.090 = 778.

Step c Now subtract the station elevation algebraic-
ally, 778 747 = +31 ft.

Step d Within the table we find that this "+31" cor-
responds to a pressure of 29.89 inches. (In
some cases, interpolation may be necessary.)

This is the altimeter setting for a station pressure
of 29.090.

6-13. When preparing altimeter tables, keep in
mind that you must start with the lower and upper
limits of the observed extreme station pressure val-
ues. This information can be obtained from the
station Climatic Data Summaries. Table 4 is an
example of a completed station pressure to altime-
ter setting conversion table. As you can see, this

table was constructed using 28.400 and 30.280
inches as the extreme values of observed station
pressure.

6-14. Our next subject, sea level pressure re-
duction tabks, is very similar in method of compu-
tation to that of thc altimeter tables.

6-15. Sea level pressure reduction table. You
can reduce the observed station pressure to sea
level pressure by either of two methodsby using
prepared pressure reduction tables or the Pressure
Reduction Computer. The quickest and most ac-
curate method is to use the computer. Side I of thc
computcr is used to compute sea level pressure
values. This side is calibrated in millibars and
inches of mercury (pressure) and has a movable
scale calibrated in "r'values (the ratio of sea level
pressure to station pressure per increment of 12-
hour mean temperature in degrees F.).

6-16. To reduce station pressure to sea level
using the computer, follow this procedure. First,
use the station pressure as it is recorded (nearest
apos inch of mercury). Next. determine the 12-
hour mean temperature. Then, using side I of the
computer, set the P index to the current station
pressure on the P scale (inches). Determine the

SCALE SYMBOLS

P, = STATION PRESSURE IN HG OR ML

re PRESSURE REDUCED TO SEA LEVELJN HG OR MI

f = PRESSURE REDUCTION RATIO CORRESPONDING TO

TEMPERATURE ARGUMENLI s (nom is OMITTED

PRECEDING DECIMAL ON SCALE OF T WHERE
f /P)

THE P. Po SCALE PERTAINS TO EITHER STATION PRESSURE

OR REDUCED SEA LEVEL PRESSURE THE TARE OF r
MUST SE APPROPRIATE TO THE GIVEN STATION ELEVATION

AI LOCATION

COMPUTATION OF PRESSURE REDUCED TO SEA: LEVEL

I DETERMINE (A) OSSERVED STATION PRESSURE

Oh ATION TEMPERATURE ARGUMENT, ts

ICI PRESSURE REDUCTION RATIO, r FROM. TARE.

CORRESPONDING TO t

Figure 18. Example of sea level pressure computation on computer.
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In. Iig :00 , .01 . 03 . 04 . 05

27.00 914.33 914.66 915.00 9 15. 34 9 15. 68 9 16. 02

27.10 917.71 918.05 918.39 918. 73 919. 07 919.40

27.20 921.10 .921.44 921.78 922. 11, 922. 45 922.79

27.30 924.48 924.82 925.16 925.50 925. 84 926.18

27.40 927.87 928.21 928. 55, 928. 89 929. 23 929.56

27.50 931.26 -931.60 931.93 932.27 9 32. 6 1 932.95

27. 60 934. 64 934. 98 935. 32 935. 66 9 36. 00 936.34

'27. 70 938. 03 938. 37 938. 71 939. 05 9 39 . 38 939.72

27. ao 94 1. 42
L

94 1. 7 5 942. 09 942. 43 942. 77 943.11

27. 90 944. 80 945. 14 945. 48 945. 8-2 946. 16 946.5G

28. 00 948. 19 948. 53 948.87 949.20 949.54 919.88

"r" value by using the mean temperature and the
table of "r" values for your station that i. supplied
with the computer. Alien the computer sor-vcith
the derived "r" scale value. Under the c rsor or
the outer (P) scale. read, the sea level 13r ssure i
millibgs. Figure 18 illustrates the proper
ment of the scales and cursor for the followine
ues:

station pressure = 29.285 inches
"r" value (derived from table using a 12-hr mian temp

of 75* F.) = .0269

These values produce a sea level preSsure of
1018.4 mb.

6-17. This method of computing sea level pres-
sure is much simpler than using pressure/reduction
tables; therefore, it is used at most AV,/S stations.
If you do have to ,prepare sea level preSsure reduc-
tion tables, you must prepare them in accordance
with FMH 8, WBAN Manual of Barometry.

6-18. The FMH 8 uses a basic formula for de-
termining sea level pressure values. Let's begin by
putting down the formulaand identifying its parts,

P. = .1/ X r (where r - 1(14Pg )
Tmv

. ,

39

.-z..'Sea level pressnre.

P = Suion piessurc.
r = Ratio of sea level pressure to station pressurer for each degree of temperature.
K = a constant value of 0.0266895' R. (This value

is built into the table of "r" values.)

represents the difference bemeen two known
heights or yonr.station elevation in meters.

Tmv = 12-hour mean temperature expressed in de-
grees Rankine.

Hpg =

Now, work an example problem by substituting
the following values into the formula.

Observed station pressure = 27.00 inches of mercury
Station eleiration, = 500 meters
12-hour mean temp:: ore = 50 F.

6-19. Using- iable iiitiEe-Xti act from FMH 8),
convert 27.00 in. Hg to pressure in millibars
(914.33mb). Then convert the 12-hour mean
temperature from the Fahrenheit scale to the Ran-
kine scale using R. = 459.7 + °F., which pro-
duces a value of 509.7' R. Now using table 6 (ex-
tracted from FMH 8,). locate the station elevation
value and enter the table to where it coincides with

. .
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TABLE 6
DERIVED "R" VALUE TABLE

Ratio-of SEA-LEVEL Pressure to STATION PRESSURE 'as a function
of 12-hour mean temperature in degrees Rankine (Pr" value).

Station
elevation
in Meters

12-hour mean temperature in degrees Rankine

500 505 510 515 520

500 - - 1.06338 1.06275 1.06211 1.06148 1. 06.086

510 - 1. 06468 1. 06402 1. 06338 1. 0627 5 1. 062 14

52,0 - - 1. 06601 1. 0653.2 1. 06466 1. 06402 1. 06338

530 - 1. 06731 1. 06662 1. 06596 1. 06530 1. 06463

540 - 1. 0686 1 1. 06792 1. 06723 I. 06657 I. 06591
/

550 - 1. 06994 1. 06923 1. 06851 1. 06782 1. 06714

560 - - 1. 07125 1. 07053 1. 06982 1. 06910 1. 06842

57 0 - 1. 07258 1. 07182 1. 07110 1. 07038 1. 0697 0

58Q - - .1. 07389 1. 07312 1. 07238 1. 07 167 1. 07095

590 - - - h 07520 1. 07443 1. 07369 1. 07295 1. 07221

600 - 1. 07654 1. 07575 1. 07498 1. 07421 1. 07349

TABLE 7 thc Rankine temperature. The Rankine tempera-
PORTION OF A SEA-LEVEL REDUCTION TABLE turc of 509.70 is rounded off to 510° R. giving us

Mean
Temp ("F)

Station Pressure (Inches)
27. 00 27. 10 27. 20

30 ,

35

40

45

50 971. 1 etc.
..

55

60

a value for "r" of 1.06211. Our final step in arriv-
ing at the sea level pressure is to multiply the sta-
tion pressure millibar value by the derived ,t5,,
value as follows:

40

914.33mb x 1.06211

This produces a sea level pressure of 971.1,mb.
6-20. You_ can nem start the sea level pressure

reduction table with temperatur6 listed along the
left side and station pressures along the top, as
shown in table 7. In the space at the intersection
of temperature = 50° F. and station pressure =
27.00 inches, you enter 971.1. As you work out
the SLP (sea level pressure) for different pres-
sures .and mean temperatures, enter them in the
table as we did in the example problem. Remeril-
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Figure 19. Determining angle A using the tangent
function.

ber, when you vary the temperature or pressure,
you must compute a ncw constant ("r" value).
You must also include enough values in the table
to cover the pressure and terrvature range of
your station. Our final discussion on table prepara-
tion deals with the cloud hcight table.

6-21. Cloud height table. Preparing cloud
height tables involves the use of some trigonome-
try. We will not discuss all the functions used in
trigonometry. Our discussion will center solely on
the tangent function used to determine anzles that
correspond to reportable 'cloud height values. In a
right triangle such as shown id figure 19, the angle
that we are solving for involves only the tangent
function. This figure shows that we have two given
values for two sides of the triangleAC (the
baseline) and BC- (a reportable cloud height
value).

6-22. To solve for angle A, use the natural tan-
gent ("NAT") values from Appendix B of this
volume and the tangent function of angle A. To
arrive at a."NAT" value for angle A, you have to
divide the opposite side by the adjacent side. Atter
arriving at the "NAT" value, yOu enter Appendix
B and find the tangent angle that corresponds to
your "NAT" value.

6-23, Cloud heights must be encoded to con-
form to specified reportable values. That is. 100-
foot increments up to 5000 feet; 500-foot incre-
ments between 5000 feet and 10,000, feet; and
1000-foot increments above 10,000 feet. Using
these resportable values you can set up a cloud
height.table with the reportable values on one side,
then determine their corresponding angles to put
on the othcr side. by use of the-tangent function of
angle A.

opp6-24. The equation tan A = enables us to
adj

determine the range of angles that correspond to a
given reportable height. This eliminates the need
to compute each anzle separately.

6-25. Recall from school that when a cloud
height Occurs between zero and 50 feet, it is

41
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rounded off to a reportable value of "0," and those
between 51 and 150 feet are rounded off to a re-
portable value of "100." and so on. Now that you
know the height range for which you need to com-
pute the angles, work through a few examples.

6-26. Using a baseline of 400 feet. start the
cloud height table by putting the reportable height
value's on the left and then determine the anglis
that correspond tQ the particular height.
an example of a cloud height table uji g a 400-
foot baseline. The angles in the table were deter-
mined by using the midpoint value of each report-
able height; that is, 50 feet, then 150. 250, and so
on. The reason for this is that values up through
the midpoint are reported at the lower reportable
height.

6-27. Appendix B contains the "NAT" tangett
values for all angles between 00 'and 90'. Using
thc tangent function of angle A. now go through a
few angle computations. With a 400-foot baseline
the equation becomes.

tan A °PP
400

If opp = 50 feet
50Then, tan A =
400

= .1250 ("NAT" tangent value)

TABLE 8
PORTION OF A CLOUD HEIGIIT TABLE

(400-FOOT BASELINE)

,.,

He ight
. (Feet)

Angle
.

. .

0 44 8o

,.

100 8°-20°,
X

2 00 21°-32°

300 330-41°

etc.



Refer to Appendix B and find the tangent angle
that corresponds to .1250. To do this, in the tan-
gent column under "NAT," we find that 0.1250
falls between .1228 and .1257 which correspond
to 7°00' and 7°10'. Therefore, the angle entry in
table 8 for cloud heights 0 through 50 feet (re-
portable value "0") is "<8°" for less than 8°.

6-28. Let's continue on and compute several
more values for the table:

Example 1:

150tan A =
400

= .3750

A = 20 approx.

Basea on the previous computation and this latter
one, our angle entry in table 8 for the reportable
height of 100 feet will be 8° to 20°.

Example 2:

150tan A =
400

= .6250

A = 32*

42

There the entry for 200 feet 'in table 8 is 210
to

Example):

tan A = 35°.
400

= .8750
A = 44

Thetentry in. table 8 for 300 feet is 33° to 41°.
6729, You,.may want to include intermediate

heights in the table in addition to the reportable
hqht values. However, this section is primarily
concerned with showing you how to determine the
angles that correspond to the reportable height
values. This discussion showed you how to prepare
cloud height tables using the tangent function of
angle A. Using the simple equation given, you can
find accurate values for cloud heights, and also
check your existing tables.

6-30. This concludes our discussion of table
preparation. Now that you know the procedure for
preparing cloud height tables, the next subject in
Chapter 3, Weather Station Equipment, should be
easier to understand. But before proceeding to the
next chapter, refer to your workbook and answer
the questions for this last section.

4 Cf
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Weather Station Equipment

AN ACCURATE, representative observation of
r 1. the surface weather elements relics heavily

-upon your good judgment and well-developed job
_skill. Instruments devised for measuring basic
weather elements, such as temperature,, pressure.

"and wind, help to shorten the time you takc to ob-
serve these elements. You must develop skills in
operating these instruments so that you can em-
ploy them to their advantage. The instniments do
not replace you but father increase your effeethe-
ness as an observer..

2. Observation of all the weather elements. in
some way. involves a measuring device. Some in-
struments are simple in construction; but others
havehighly compldx electronic circuitry. However.
regardless of its construction, as you look at the
equipment installed at your station; one overall
purpose of design is obviousto provide a one-lo-
cation readout of as many. basic weathcr elements
as possible. This chapter discusses the basic oper-
ating methods for obtaining the best measurement

-from cloud height measuring sets, visibility meas-
uring sets, precipitation gage, p'ressure instru-
ments, temperature-humidity equipment. and wind
measuring sets. The equipment choscn for discus-
sion represents the tnventory found at most fixcd
observing sites. Figure 20 depicts a possible layout
fof a weather facility. Notice that the airfield is
multiple-instrumented, i.e., it has wind, visibility.
and ceiling measurements for each runway. Somc
airfields have all the runway approaches instru-
mented. The figure shows ceiling teight measure-
anent as.one of the important elements of 'weather
support to flying operations. This section begin%
with a discussion of equipment used to obtain ceil-
ing heights..

r .7. Manipuyttin nee Observing
Equipment

7-1. Youir training thus fdi has provided you
with a basic skill for turning equipment ON and
OFF and tor identifying controls. Your objectiye
in this section is to acquire some operating meth-
&Is for obtaining proper measurement from sur-
face obseriring equipment. For a more cleaned de-

'CHAPTER 3

scription of the component parts. nomenclature,
and principles of equipment operatiori.-corisultIlte
current technical order. Minor preventive mainte-
nance is discussed in a later section of this volume.

72. Cloud Height Measuring Sets. Two .sets
receive our-attention hereAN/GMQ-13, Cloud
Height Set and AN/TPQ-11. Radar Cloud De;

tectingSct. Both sets are fixed installation. Other
sets such as thc mobile AN/TMQ-14 and the
portable AN/TMQ-2 arc discussed as component
parts of tactical observing systems.

7-3. Cloud Height Set, AN/GMQ-13. Often
called the rotating beam ceilometer (RBC) be-
eaysc the projected light bcam rotates through its
measuring arc. the GMQ-13 offers several advan-
tages. First. a rapid:measuring sweep provides scv-
eral measurements' without tying up much observa-
tion time. Second, a dual light system...allows-height
measurement even though one light burns out.
Third, the baseline length-allows height mcasurc-
ments between a range of 50 to 4000 feet with a
reasonable degrec of accuracy.

7-4. The length of the baseline determines the
maximum height that clonds -can be considered .
measured with accurate accuracy for observational
Rurposes. Shortening the baseline.to less_than the.
400 feet, most widely used in AWS, decreases the
maximum height of accurate measurement. In-

. creasing the baseline improves the range of =cur-
ate measurements, but for a baseline of 1000 fest

_

or longer, other limiting factors arise. They include
light beam cutoff by low hanging cloud fragments,
attenuation of the light beam intensity by fog or
other obstructions to vision, and diffusion of the
light beam by water droplets.

7-5. The presence of low cloud or fog governs
the period of ceilometer operation.;The milometer
should be turned on whenever one of the following
conditions exists at your station.

a. When clouds are .present within thc height
measuring capability'Of the set or fog is present.

h. When ejthei of the above conditions arc
forecast or ixpected to be present within 3 hours.

c. When a local need exists.
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WEATHER RADAR
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AN/C:5.9 AREA
WEATHIR RADAR
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Figure 20. Location of weather eqtipment for representative observations.
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SCALE UCH?

2100,1LATION fCCUS

f
riOINZ GAIN m01112 CENTER VERY cEnTiorIONGNTNESS SWICPLt$GTU

CA LI SA AT E

s

0 0
SYNC PLSJECTON

ON

- /
Figure 21. GMQ-13 indicator controls.

When none of these conditions exists or is ex-
pected to occur withth 3 hours, you may keep the
céilometer in standby. The height measpring capa-
bility of the set depends upon the haseline length
and the ceilometer in use. Though we are primar-
ily discussing the GMQ-13, the conditions durinzt
which,the ceilometer is to be operated apply to the
TMQ-14 as welt The TMQ-14 measuring range
is considerably shorter than the GMQ-13. AWSP
105-3 describes the effective range of the
GMQ-13 using a 400 foot baseline as 4500 feet.
The same pamphlet recognizes the TMQ-14 effec-
live range as 2100 feet using a 300 foot baseline.
These heights can 'be *considered as -the height
measuring capability of the respective sets.

7-6. To obtain height readings from the ceil-
ometer you must be able to adjust the sweep, read
the scales, and intetpret the scdpe. Figtire 21
shows the controls used when adjusting the sweep.
After you turn on the POWER and Z MODULA-
TION toggle switches, begin sweep adjustment by
turning the BRIGHTNESS control clockwise until
the sweep appeari on the scope. Use the HORI-
ZONTAL CENTER control to make the sweep

sk
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run alOng the vertical centerline of the scale, and
adjust theFOCUS to obtain the sharpest beam.
Place the CALIBRATE switch in each position
and adjust as follows:

Position lumber 5. Sweep should appear at
0°. Adjust with SWEEP LENGTH control.

Position number 4. Sweep should appear at
90°. Adjust with SWEEP LENGTH control.

Position number 3. Sweep should appear at
450 . Adjust with VERT CENTER control.

Position number 2. Sweep flashes in each of
the rectangles on the scale. If mit, readjust other
calibration settings.

After these adjustments, the sweep should trace
the proper length along its scale. Place the CALI-
BRATE switch' to position number 1, and.adjust
HORInZ GAIN until about 1/2 inch of noise
(sweep width) is present. During sweep adjust-
ment, the PROJECTOR switch has been off.
When you turn it on you may find the projector
and indicator are not working in harmony.

7-7. The indicatoi also uses a pulse that shows
when the indicator is synchronized (or in har-
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mony) with the projector. The "sknc" pulse ap-
pears as a short step that is displaced to the right
of the sweep path. The kync pulse should appear at
the bottom 20 of iiie sweep. If the sync pulse ap-
pears anywhere else, push the SYNC button mo-
mentarily. The indicator sweep comes to rest at 0°
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until it becomes synchronized %kith the projector.
During the 0 rest time, the SYNC lamp is lit.
When synchronization is achieved, the indicator
sweep autom4ica1ly begins its cycle.

78. -To accurately read theindicator scales,
%ou must keep one caution in mind. The measured
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Figure 22. REIC scope interpretation.
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-

height changes rapidly as the elevation angle ap-
- In other words, a small shange-in-

elevation angle indicates a large change in meas-
ured heikht. Height_ indications registered above:
75° elevation angle must be caritully Obserilecito"
avoid mitreadingiliele,-byone-or more reporta-
'ble values.

7-9. Interpretation of the patterns appearing on
the scope requires experience more than anything
else. As an aid, a few typical patterns are illus-
timed in figure 22. These illustrations present only
'generalized pictures and do not portray the many
variations that occur within each pattern. A brief
discusSion of details A tbrough F of figpre 22 fol-.lows.

'a. DetailS' A, B, and F.dr0i1:4.46ud indlea-
dons. As the projector beam shines ouilie cloid
directly over the detector, lheicope traCe.widens.
The base of the 'li3tid,is at the base: of die' des
part of the scope trace:Detail A show abrupt
deflection that place the base at 600 and 700 feet.

-The tiace in detail B .widens less abruptly Aith the
widest point at 62° and 750 feet. These two de-

. -tails show clouds whose bases are well defined. ,

such as cumulus clouds. Detail F shows a cbffuse
or less defined cloud bake, such as the base of a
stratus cloud. The scope depicts the base at 75'

_ and 1500 feet.

b. Detail C apparently presents two cloud lay-
ers at 46° and 65°. When multiple layers appear
on the scope, you had better verify their existence
by an outside visual observation, if possible. Do
this to avoid reporting a noise signal as a cloud
layer.

c. Detail D depicts a low ceiling accompanied
by fog at. the surface. The fog causes the wide .

trace at the surface. The base of the cloud is indi- .

cated at the widest part of the bulge or about 100
feet.

111111 (B)

LIN MODE

Figure 23.

(A)

d. Detail E shows two features. Reflection of
the light by falling snow causes a wide trace at the
surface. However, enough of the projected light

-.Keaches through the snow to strike the cloud base
at 60°. Prequently, precipitation or dense surface
fog reduces the amount of projected light received
at the photoCell so that only the tapered portion of
the trace appears, such as shown in detail E from
the surface -tri-400 feet. A tapered trace should
help in estimating the vertical visibility into the
phenomenon.
,e. Another feature in details A. B, and C needs

to be mentioned. Notice the bulging trace in detail
A at about 20°, again in detail B at 10° and 20°,

- and alio in detail C at 15°. These depict noise sig-
,

nals that are generated either within the set or
from external radio or light sources. Noisc signals
are often characterized by their randcm patterns,
that is, they do not appear as a fixed signal from
scan to scan. Also, a signal appearing between
measuring- scans, when no signal information is
being presented, gives a further indication that you
are receiving noise. High-intensity flasher interfer-
ence does -cause regularly spaced signal reactions
about 15° apart on thindicator scope. Noise sig-
nals also show narrow, sharp deflections as well as
the gradual bulge's shown in the illustrations. Al-
though you cannot eliminate noise signals, you can
reduce their effect upon the scope trace by turning
the HORIZ GAIN control to a loWer setting.

7-10. Radar Cloud Detecting Set. AN /T PQ-11.
The limitation of the light beam type of cloud height
measuring set, and the need to know the height of
cloud tops and data concerning multiple layers of
clouds, led to the development of thc radar cloud
detecting set. The vertical radhr Set detccts targets
through a height range that is adequate to cover thc
vertical extent of clouds. The AN/TPQ-11 can dc-
tect Clouds from 500 to 60,000 feet. Another fea-

pop. (B)

111111 (A)

,LOG MODE

Comparison of TF.QI I LIN and LOG modes.
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Lure of the TPQ-11 h its sensitivity. It can detect
the thinner or less dense clouds (smaller droplet',
size). To achieve this, increased sensitivity, how-
ever, attenuation of the signal is more pronounced
during precipitation or in low, heavy clouds.

7-131. Clouds and precipitation:passing through
the vertical radar beam, "paint" patterns on the
scope and are. displayed upon the recorder. Thc
quality and usefulness Df the patterns depend upon
the contkol settings. Knowing the effects pf sone
controls can intrease your understanding of the
scope presentation. The controls are on the con-
sole indicator panel.

7-12. The RANGE SELECTOR control toes
what the name iinpliesselects one of the three
aVailable height rangeS for presentation. Ob-
viously, greater cloud detail is available at the low
height range if the clOuds are below 15,000 feet.
Regardless of the range selected, the TPQ-11 is
inaccurate below 500 feet.

7-13. Another control that affects the scope
presentation is the IF ATTENUATOR. This ad-
justs the level of the signal input, and it is possible
to eliminate the signal presentation on the scope .

increasing the attenuation. Therefore, when you
te a scope presentation, the amount of atten-
applied to the signal is important.

Anpther type of attenuation is ',provided
by thc RANGE 'NORMALIZATION control.
This control can normalize signals to either 15,000
or 30,000 feet. Normalizing to 15,000 fe means
that any echo signal returning from le s than
15,000 feet is displayed, with the same int nsity it
would have at 15,000 feet. Low altitude eturns
normally appear more intense than high altitude
returns simply because the low returns are closer
to the receiVing antenna. Normalizing helps to
equalize intensity- differences due to range only.
Also, blocking of high altitude returns by low alti-
tude returns is reduced. Observing multiple cloud
layers is aided by the use of normalization espe-
cially when the strongest signals come from theD`
lower layers.

7-15. You may operate the TPQ-11 receiver in
either linear (LIN) mode or fogarithmic (LOG)
mode. The diode determines how the returned
echo power is 'displayed. Figure 23 illustrates,
graphically, how each mode differs. Consider two

Figure 24. TPQ-,I I echo record.
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TABLE 9
TPQ-11 cormtot SerriNos

Character
of Weather

'Log/ Lin
Mode

Range
Normalization Quanti ze

ISO -
gcho

'Clouds, No 'Precip. Log Off Ye s On

Rain or Drizzle Log 15000-- Yes On
Snow Lin 15000 No Off

Multiple Cloud
Layer Strong ,Log 15000 or

-Low Level Ech 30 0 00 - Yes On

echoes (A) and (B). Assume that echo (A) is
twice as intense as echo (B). LIN mode displays
echo (A) with twice the length on the 'scope as
echo (B). Echo display is in linear proportion to
echa intensity. LOG mode displays echo intensity
according to the lokarithm of returned echo power.
You can see from .LOG made in figure 23 that
echo (A) is not dispilayed with twice the length of
echo (B) even though their intensity remains the
same as in LIN mode. For echo (A) to appear
tWice as long as echo (B) in LOG mode, '(A)
would have to become 10 times more intense than
(B). The advantage of fOG mode is that a wide
range of power returns can be shown without
reaching the display limits of the scope.

7-16. Two other controls affect the display of
echoes on the TrQ_I I facsimile recorder. First of
these is the QUANTIZE control. The QUAN-
TIZER separates all echo returns into three power
steps and displays these steps as three levels of fac-
simile shading. These levels of shading are com-
monly referrtd to as "gray 'levels." The lightest
shade of gray level represents all echoes with a
power retnrn between Q and 10 decitiels (db)
above noise level. ('A decibel is a measure of sig-
natintensity.) An echo whose power return equals
2 db above noise level is recorded at the same gray
level as an echo whose power return equals 10 dh
above. The darkest gray level covers the range be-
tween 20 db-30 db above noise. By using the
QUANTIZE control, you can easily distinguish
three levels of echo intensity without makineany
other control adjustments.

7-17. The second of the two conttols affecting-
the facsimile display is the ISO-ECHO. This con-
trol eliminates the display of all echo returns that
are greater in power than the darkest shade of
gray level, i.e., greater than 30 db above noise
level. Thus, the very strongest echo returns will
appear as white, open areas within thc shaded
areas of echo display. To be valid; both the ISO-

ECHO arid QUANTIZE controls should be oper-
ated in LOG mode. The sample recorder strip in
figure 24 compares the echo display under various
control settings. Details within the cloucr echo be-
come noticeably better when the echo is quantized,
iso-echoed, and normalized. The bright band
(melting level) stands out (A); also evident are
shafts of more intense echo (B) and a wind shear
feature revealed by the slant of the intense shafts
(B).

7-18. Except for special situations, operate the
TPQ-11 in LOG mode and-the facsimile data
convener in QUANTIZE position with ISO-
ECHO, "ON." These settings .provide maximum
sensitivity for cloud. detection. Even so, the
TPQ-11 does not detect small, fair weather cu4u-
lus unless the cloud contains droplets that him
grown to precipitation size. Table 9 shows recom-
mended control settings during specific weather
conditions. The TPQ-11 can provide much infor-
mation that you, the observer, do not need for
your Observation. The contrksettings in table 9
permit the TPQ-11 to oRerate at its peak sensitiv-
ity for obtaining maximum data. Although the
TPQ-11 radar. provides more information, your
primary concern is to obtain bases and tops of
cloud layers from the radar cloud detector
(RCD). The following discussion centers on some
TPQ-11 peculiarities relative to that responsibil-
ity.

7-19. The' TPQ-11 does not. measure preciSe
v
boundaries of clouds or moisture. The sensitivity
of the set depends upon the concentration, num-

Nir, and the diameter of the energy scatterers, If
t ese two factors cannot cause enough energy to
be returned to the set, the cloud or moisture is un-
detected by the TPQ-11. You must visually evalu-
ate the sky cover before relying on radarscope
presentations. The TPQ-11 performs a reliable
measurement of nonprecipitating cloud bases par-
ticularly if it is a water-bearing cloud. Sharply de-

-
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fined cloud bases, are also reliable. On the other
hand, scope displiy of cloud bases during-precipi-
tation and bases that are fuzzy or ill defined
should not be considered as completely reliable. In
these cases, the true cloud base is obscured by re-
turning signals from the precipitation or virga.

7-20. Cloud top measurement is reliable undcr
practically all conditions except intense precipita-
tion (exceeding 0.75 inch/hour). During intense
precipitation, height measurement is inaccurate be-
cause of the signal attenuation near the surface
caused by the heavy precipitation. At times, cloud
tops appear on the recorder as vertical towers or
columns rising above a common level. This indi-
cates. turbulence, and the towers may be convec-
dve cloud buildups breaking through the top of a
thick cloud layer. Some cloud tops are masked by
precipitation falling from a higher cloud ...layer.
When this happens, the TPQ-11 shows what ap-
pears to be a thick cloud layer ellen when in reality

,there are two separate layers. However,' if the
TPQ-11 shows a clear zone hetween layers, you
can be sure the clear zone exists.

7-21. A phenomenon frequently observed but
difficult to explain is the appearance of random

signal returns. these random returns are called
"angels" perhaps because there is no visible evi-
dence to support their existence even though the
TPQ-I I "yes" them. One explanation for them is
the existence of small but pronounced, discontinui-
ties of moisture. Whatever their cause, do not mis-
take angles for clouds when they appear on the
scope. Angels sometimes appear as a dense returp,
or they appear as isolated, vertical lines on the re-
corder chart. You can recognize them on the scope
because they appear as momentary blips rather
th-an as a persistent return that indicates the pres-
ence of clouds. Angel activity is more pronounced
in warm temperatures and high humidity and espe-
cially when conditions arc favorable for convec-
don. In suminary, the TPQ-11 radar cloud detec-
tion set helps you to determine cloud base and top
heights. However, the information received is not
always reliable. Consequently, you must interpret
the data presented on the indicator.

7-22. Visibility Measuring Equipment. Stand-
ard items of visibility measuring equipment are the
Transmissometer,-AN/GMQ-10, and the RunWay
Visual Range Computer, AN/FMN-1. The trans-
missometer operates oink); principle of a beam of

.4----LIGHT IN-TENSITY DETECTOR
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Figure 25. AN/FMN-1 runway visual range computer.
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light directed at a light-sensitive photocell. This
photocell is sensitive to the amount of light that it
receives and, therefore, registers any reduction in
the amount of this light. An obstruction, such as
rain, tog, or haze between the projector and the
photocell reduces the amount of light that the pho-
tocell receives. The percentage of reduction
(transmissivity) is converted by tables into linear
visibility values. The transmissometer primarily.
supplies a visibility value usdul to the pilot rather
than a general value of how far one can see in all
directions. Recall from figure 20 that the
GMQ-10, Transmissometer, was placed alongside
the runway in order to measure that specific visi-
bility.

tt7-23. Commonly, the FMN-1 computer oper-
ates in conjunction with the transmissometer. The
output pulses from the transmissometer receiver,
which are proportional to visibility, provide., the
input information for the computer. The FMN-1
does not replace or suPplement the GMQ-10.
Using the same electrical data,,the computer sim-
ply displays a different visibility measure.. The
computer subtracts background illumination arid-
displays the resulting runway visual range in
hundreds of feet. A current visibility value is corn-
puted every 51 seconds (called the 1-minute
mean) as is the average of each group of ten 51-
second values (the 10-minute mean). The 1-min-
ute mean is displayed on the primary indicator and
the.40-minute mean on the secondary indicator,
figure 25. Turn on the computing set when-the visi-
bility is reduced to 2 miles or less, or is expected
to be reduced to 2 miles within 3 hours. The com-
puter may be turned ,off if these conditions (or a
local need) do not exist.

7-24. Obtaining routine visibility from the
measuring equipment normally poses no observa-
tional problems. If you are measuring with the
FMN-1 computer, it makes an automatic back-
ground check when first turned on. Manual back-
ground checks can be taken by 'depressing the
background switch, figure 25, whenever you'think
it is necessary. The computer stores and uses the
last background check taken. If the active runway
or visibility sensing devices are switched, you may
take a new background check for the rhnway in
use. However, if you do this, the computed 1-min-
ute mean is unreliable for 3 minute's, and the 10-
minute mean for about 111/2 minutes. The 1,11/2-
minute period allows the computer to make a new
background check (taking about three minutes)
and a new 10-minute mean count (taking 81/2
Minutes).

7-25. A change in runway light setting may
also render the current readout values on the com-
puter invalid. A new 1-minute readout appears in
51 seconds, but the 10-minute readout takes 81/2
minutes to average 10 new values. The computer

has a light-setting switch that you use to select the
light setting for which you want the computer to
compute vakres. This switch does not set the run-
way light intensity; it only affects the computing
function Of the set. The light-setting lamps indicate
the, runway light setting that is in use. If you-want
the runway visibility based on the current light set-
ting, position the light-setting switch to a setting
identical with the illuminated light-setting lamp.
Both light-setting switch and lamps are pointed out
in figure 25. Figure 25 also shows the light intens-
ity detector which automatically decides between
day and night illumination, and selects the proper
computer funatn.

7-26. Stations normally reporting runway visual
range rely on the FMN-1 for data. Transmissome-
ter operation is,minimized. When the transmissiom-
eter is the primary measuring instrument, obtain-
ing runway visibility requires you to take some
simple precautions. Always correct the observed
reading for background illumination. Do this be-

Jore converting the reading to visibility from the
prepared conversion tables.

7-27. Occasionally you must also check the
zero reeding of the .GMQ-10. This test will show
the need for a "zero" adjustment by the techni-
cian. Background and zero checks are the only
two equipment checks you need to make. In addi-
tion to these two checks, you may operate the
transmissometer in two modes. At low transmis-
sion readings, less than 15 percent, the GMQ-10
offers an expanded scale feature. Place the trans:.
missometer range switch ih HIGH . Mode when
transmissivity is less than 15 percent. This action
simply multiplies by five the value indicated by the
pen. A 10 percent value in LOW range becomes a
50 percent value in HIGH range. The important
point about HIGH mode is to divide the indicated
value by five before converting to a reportable
runway visibility. Changing the range switch .to
HIGH does not increase the sensitivity of the set.
The same amount of projected and detected light
applies to either mode. Your chanCes for accur-
ately reading the low scale values improve with the
eXpanded scale.

7-28. Each transmissOmeter recorder chart
must display as minimum identification the, follow-
ing entries:

. a. Station name, time cheac, date-time group
(LST), runway number, and length of transmis-
someter baselinej'both It the beginning and ending
of the chart.

b: Time check and date-time gr:* (LST) at
the actual time of each 6-hourly obs ation,

Besides these two notations, enter'time checks and
date-time groups far the beginning and ending of
maintenance shutdowns or other periods of inoper-
ation, and notification of any aircraft mishap oc-
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curring either nt or within the vicinity of your sta-
tion. If the chjrt time differs from correct time by

5 minutes or ore, adjust the chart and enter a
new time check -the chart. -

7-29. Precipita1kn Gage. The standard rain

gage (fig. 26) in e at Air Weather Service de-
tachments is very simple collection device. It col-
Jects precipitation for measurement, whether the
precipitation falls in liquid or solid form. Despite
certain limitations of collection under gusty and
high wind conditions, the gage provides a fairly
representative assessment of the amount of precip-
itation that falls between speCified measurement
times.

Figure 26. Rain gage.

Figure 27. Aneroid barometer mechanism.

7-30. In figure 26, the measuring tube (A) is

held in an uptight position within the overflow can
(B) by the sleeve (C) that is attached to the
collector-funnel unit (D). The collector-funnel
unit direets the precipitation into the measuring
tube beneath it. Another sleeve fits over the moub

-of the overflow can and holds the funnel in place.
When completely filled, The liquid in the measur
ing tube represents 2 inches of liquid precipitatio

A 7-31. Liquid precipitation is measured by a
24-inch measuring stick that is graduated in h
dredths of an inch and labeled every tenth o1 an
inch. The measuring stick is made of redw od,
which has a slow absorption rate. The stick urns
very dark when it is wet, making it easy t read.

7-32:1Insert the dry measuring stick i to the
measuring tube. Withdraw the stick after 2 or 3

seconds aid read the precipitation deRII to the
nearest 0.01 inch at the upper limit of th wet por-
tio of the stick: When the tube is com letely full,
empty the contents and then measure t e overflow
by pouring it into the tube. This exc ss, plus the
original 2 inches of lig id in the tu , is the total
precipitation amount f the obse ation period.

7-33. When 'solid pr ipitation is expected, re-
move the collector-funn 1 \unit maid the measuring
tube from the overflow an\ to f bilitate collection.
Since you are interest
equivalents of solid pre
of the Can before me
Pour A measured amo
can and then pour t e esul
measuring tube. After easu

I remember to subtrad the am

etermining water
n, melt the contents
the fallen amount.
arm water into the
ing liquid into the
ng the total liquid,
unt of warm water

used to melt the solid precipitation. The difference
is the water equivalent of the solid, precipitation.

7-34. During 'snowfall accompanied by strong
or gusty winds, the amount of fall collected in the
overflow container,arv uot represent actual snow- -
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fall. Disc:1rd the gage measurement if you think a
more representative measurement can be obtained

4rvertica1 core sainpling cin the grbund. To take .a
core sample, seleet a smooth, level, grassy area of
ground and take several sample's. Lay snowboards,
2-foot square pieces of light-colored board, to iepa-
rate different periods of snowfall.

7-35., Pressure Instruments. Mercury barom-
. eters measure pressure by means df a calibrated,

known height of a mercury column. Because of its
accuracy, the mercury barometer acts as the cali-
bration standard for other types of barometp.

Aig

Aneroid barometers measure pressure by the con-
tractiorf and expansion of a bellows type, vacuum
cell. When properly calibrated, the aneroid barom-
eter is highly accurate also, and since its measuring
scale is easier to read than the mercurial scale, the
aneroid barometer is used for routine hourly pres-
sure measurements. The barograph is basically an
aneroid barometer, but it also makes a continuous
record of the pressure on a rotating chart called
the barogram. Even though the mercury barom-
eter is more precise, the priority for barometer
usage a the ilneroid barometer, microbarograph,

PRESSURE
IN

MILLIBARS
'ANIIINCHES OF MERCURY

25.77

Figure 28. Aneroid barometer scale.
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aircraft-type altimeter, and mercury barometer. In
the discussion that follows, you learn how pressurc
instruments operateand how to read them.

7-36. Aneroid barometer. Theepneroid 1:oarom-
eter, as shown in figure 27, consists essenti411,
an aneroid cell, often called a bellows (A), from
which air and water vapor have been removed and
a minute amount of dry, inert gas introduced. The
bellows is sensitive to changes in pressure and ex-
pands or contracts as the pressure decreases or in-
creases respectively. The amount of change in the
bellows is then magnified mechanically through a
linkage (B)_. and gear system (D) to operate the
pointer (E) on the face of the barometer. The reli-
ability of the aneroid barometer depends upon the
strength, flexibility, and resilience of the maal
used for the aneroid cell and its cqnsistency of per-
formance under varying conditions of pressure and
temperature.

7-37. An increase in temperature Causes the
metals of the aneroid cell and the spring, if any, to
offer less resistance to compression and causes
thermal eixpansion of the parts. Ifthese effects are
uncorrected, the indicator of the aneroid barom-
eter varies with both pressure and 'temperature.

-- AL_

PEN0
1 i

iCHART A N 0...............-
CY LINDER : j

Two methods are usually combined to overcome
most of the effects of temperature. One is to intro-
duce a small amount of inert gas in 'the aneroid
cell as it is sealed, so that as temperature rises the
ressure of the inert gas increases to help compen-

sate for the weakening of the force of the spring
action. The other method is to use a bimetal tem-
perature compensation shaft (fig. 27,C) built into
the mechanical apparatus, so that as temperature
rises, the difference in expansion of the two metals
cduses the shaft to bend slightly. Because of the
function of the shaft in the mechanism, this bend-
ing produces a slight shift in the indication of the
pointer: You can see that it is necessary to place
the anerbid barometer where there is no vibration
and where the temperature is as constant as possi-
ble to obtain the most accurate pressurc readings.
Even so, you must compare the aneroid barometer
reading with the mercurial barometer reading .two
timei, at-6-hour intervals, on the same day of the
week. You use each weekly comparison to com-
pute the average correction applied to aneroid ba-
rometer readings until the next comparison. The
tolerance for the comparison reading is -..t0.01

-inch or ±-0.3 millibar.

k
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Figure 29. Mictobarograph ML7563/UM.
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7-38. The aneroid barometer scale is generally
graduated in inches, tenths, and two" one-hun-
dredths; however, the scale graduations are large
enough to accurately deterinine the pressure to the
nearest 0.00.5 inch, as requited. There is a definite
procedure for reading the aneroid barometer just
as there is for the mercurial' barometer. First, tap
the face of the instrument lightly with yor# finger
to reduce the effect of friction. Rad the indication
to the nearest 0.00 inch. or if calibrated in milli-
bars, to the nearest 0.1 ,millibar. Estimate values
between the scale graduaiions. Figure '28 illus-
trates a reading of 29.980. To 1-ead the pressure
acctiratel5P, adjust your line of" sight so that the
pointer and its image in the silVer ring are aligna
When you have determined the correct reading.
you must apply the instrument correction, as de-
termined from AWS Form 85, Test, Barometer
Comparisons,,to determine actual station pressure.

7-39. Microbarograph. A microbarograph is a
recording aneroid barometer that has a pdn to
make a trace of pressure Variations on a chart that
has a magnified scale. Thc barograph shown in
figure 29 is the type most ofren found in Air
Weather Service stations. On this barograph. the
chart shows a I-inch pressure change over a verti-
cal distance of 2.5 inches. This is known as a
2.5:1 ratio of pressure change magnification. ,

. 7-40. The barograph has two bellows that re-
spond to pressure by. expanding and contracting.
These responses pass through a link= that mag-
nifies the movement and ends in a pen, arm and
peii. The pen in turn makes an ink trace on _the
barogram. The barogram is mciunted on a vertibar
cylinder, driven by a clockwork mechanism (8
day) ss5stlint the drum rotates aba uniform rate.
usually 1 revolution every 4 days.

.7-41. Again, as in aneroid barometers, ietiiper-
ature variations can cause barograph errors. The
error is compensated for in the same way as in the
aneroid barometers. Additionally, barographs are
equipped with either "dashpols or a damper to
damp out the effects of vibrations and small-scale
pressure fluctnations.*The damper can be adjusted
when the pen of the barOgraph shows excessive
vibration. Also, just as (he aneroid barometer. the
barograph is not an absolute instrum therefore..
it m)Ist be set (when used as the prim ry instru-
ment), using the mercurial barometer s the sta-
tion standard.

7-42. You must set 'the barograph to e cor-
rect pressure when you change the chart. The
chart is divided into inches, tenths, and two one-
hundredths inch of pressure, just like the aneroid
barometer. You, however, must read the micro-
barograph to the nearest 0.005 of an inch to satisfy
the requirements for station pressurc. It is tilso di-
vided into hours so that the pen trace can be set
for a certain time Of day. Set the pressure to the

nearest 0.01 inch by adjusting the knurled knob
4 atop the pressure-cell housing. Set the time by

turning the chatt cylinder counterclockwise until
the penpoint indicates the proper time on the time
divisions of the chart. A101ough the barograph
chart is printed with a 4-day time scale, Air
Weather Service units use it for 8 days by obtain-
ing a second 4-day trace on each chart. Enter, the
beginning date of the trace on the chart.

7-43, Mercurial barometer. The mercurial ba-
rometer ML-2 consists of a glass .tubc approxi-
mately 36 inches long with a 1/4-inch internal di-
ameter. The top of the glass tube is sealed, and the
bottom end opens into a reservoir called the cis-
tern. During manufacture, the tube is filled with,
mercury and inverted in the cistern. As the mer-
cury drains from the tube into the cistern, an al-
most perfect Niacuum- is created in, the top of the
tube. The Vacuum is nec,essary so that, as the at-
mospheric pressure outside the tube changes, the
mercury in the tube can move up and down with-
out a back pressure from air trapped inside the
tube, Unfortunately4 however, it is very difficult to
fill a barometer `Tube without trapping small
amounts of air, water, and mercury vapor in the
space above the mercury. Therefore, an instru-
mental correction is computed and applied to all
mercurial barometer re&dings to compensate for
tbis defect.

7-44. Despite careful 'attempts to construct a
precision instrument, certain unavoidable instru-
ment errors occur. Briefly, these errors require
correctioufor:

a. Inaccurate zero setting or scale calibration.
b. Capillarity (frictional effect between the

mercury and the glass tube).
c. Imperfect vacuum (in the top of the glass

tube)..
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Thc instrumental error for a barometer is deter-
mined and entered on DD Form 744 at the manu-
facturer's laboratory. The- form accompanies the
barometer to its point of installation where more
corrections are needed to fit the barometer to its
geographic location. These corrections compeasate
for errors caused by:

( I ) Gravity and altitude aboVe sea level.
(2) Removal (thevertical distance between the

elevation of the ivory point and station elevation).
(3) Instrumental residual errors (caused by

environmental differences between laboratory and
site).

All of the instrument and location corrections are
entered on DD 744 and, when totaled, make up
the Sum of Correclins.

7-45. Before you take an 4bservatio of the
station pressure, you must determine the tempera-
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ture of the air surrounding the barometer. Use this
temperature value, obtained from the attiched
thermometer, to compute the temperature correc-
tion. After you determine the temperature, adjust
the mercury in the cistern. Always lower the mer-
cury in the cistern, by means of thetislern adjust-
ing screw, to a short distance below the ivory.
point. Next, adjust the mercury level up to approx-
imately 1/16 inch below the irry point and gently
tap the metal cistern and tlie brass casing near the
top of the mercury column. This helps to over-
come the friction between the mercury and the
glass. It also helps the mercury to assume its
proper shape. Again adjust the.niercury level until
it just touches the ivory points.and the background
light just disappears between the point and the
mercury surface. When the setting is correct, there
should not be even a slight dimple where the ivory
point makes contact with the mercury surface. If
the mercury surface is bright and the setting cor-

Jr

SCALE-VERNIER RATIO 24:25.

SMALLEST INTERVAL .002 in

rect, the tip of the ivory point appears to doincide
with its ,reflicted image on the mercury surface.

7-46. The next step is to adjust the vernier near
\he top of the mercury column (the, meniscus).
Again tap the metal casing near the meniscus so
that it assumes its normal rbunded shape. Raise
the vgnier above tile meniscus and lower it very
slowly to near the top of the mercury column.
Stand so that your eye is on a horizontal line of
sight to the top of the mercury column. Slowly ad-
just the vernier downward with the knurled knob
until the lower edge lies on top of the mercury col-
umn, as shown in figure 30.

7-47. To read the height of the mercury col-
umn, you must understand the scales attached to
the barometer. Generally, the mercurial barometcr
is read, in inches to the nearest 0.001 inch; how-
ever, some stations use a millibar scale that is read
to the nearbst 0.01 millibar. Our discussion centers
on the inchicale. The permanent scales on the ba,

24:25

..002 in

19:20

.05 mb

SCALE READING 31.150

VERNIER INCREMENT .006

BAROMEZER READING 31.156

29.300

.017

29.317 .25.79

1005.06

:65 .

1005.65

Figure 30.

0-3

Mercurial barometer scart-teulingu
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Figure 31. Sling psychrometer.

rometer are graduated in inches, tenths, and five
one-hundredths. The vernier scale is graduated to
0.002 of an inch. Take the first portion of the
reading from the fixed scale directly opposite the
index (the bottom line or top-of the meniscus) of
the vernien In the inch scale shown in figure 30,A,
the index shows a reading on the fixed scale be-
tween 31.15 and 31.20 inches. From the fixed
scale, always read-the value of the line nearest to,
btit itill below, the Index; in this case, 31.15
inches. Having read the flied scale, proceed to
check for one of two conditions to read the value
from the vernier.

7-48. One condition is the presence of a line on
tlie vernier directly opposite 4 line on the fixed
scale. If this is so, read the value of hundredths
and two one-tttousandths of an inch to be added to
the fixed scalg reading. As shown in figure 30,A,
the value is 0.006 inch, and the barometer reading
is31.156 inches.

7-49. The second condition is the absence Of a
fine on th4 vernier aligned with a line on the fixed
scale. This is shown in figure 30,B. In this case,
two lines on the vernier are between two lines on
the fixed scale; this is the Point that you Must eval-
uate. This condition produces a value of hun-,
dredths and one one-thousandths of an inch to add
to the fixed scale reading. In figure 30,B, the scale
reading is 29.30 inches; the vernier reading is be-
tween the third and fourth graduations that are be-
tween. the numbers 1 and 2 (0.01 and 0.02). The
vernier value is '6.017 inch, which, twhen added to
the.scale value of 29.30, gives a barometer reading
of 29.317 inches. Figure 30.C, shows a millibar
scale, and the scale reading plus the vernier read-
ing.results in a barometer reading of 1005.65 mil-
fibIrs. The scale-vernier ratios shown in figure 30
denote the ratio of scale divisions to the vernier di-
visioni.

7-50. If you should find anything unusual with
either of these baromete,rs or the barograph, in-.

the-dry-bulb thermometer. Figure 31 is an illustra-
tion of the sling psychrometer, showing the posi-
tion of the thermometer tubes. At the upper left,

fornt the weather equipmenaechnician. The.inter-
mediate maintenance representative is responsible
for mechanical and calibration adjustments. Cali-
bration comparisons of the mercurial barometer
are inade. from a master mercurial barometer:
ML-330/FM, by the intermediate maintenance
shop. The master barometer is certified at regular
intervals by the base Precision Measuring Equip-
ment Laboratory (PMEL)

7:51. Temperature-Humidity Measuring Instru-
ments. There are several types of thermometers,
classified accbrding to their construction. Liquid-
in-glass thermometers contain either mercury or
alcohol. Mercurial thermometers are used in the
Temperate and Tropical Zones. The general-pur-
pose mercurial thermometer has a temperature
range of 35° F. to +125° F. There is also a
mercurial thermometer with a troPical temperature
range of +10° F. to +145° F. Since mercury has
a freezing point of approXtmately 39° F., the al-
cohol thermometer is used in Arctic regions. The
use of alcohol was adopted because of its low
freezing point. Arctic thermometers have a tem-
perature range of 90° F. to +90° F. There are
also electrical thermometers. These thermometers

. wbrk on the principle that a change in temperature
causes a change in electrical current by using ei-
ther a thermocouple or thermistor. This section
discusses obtaining temperature from the psy-
chrometer and operation of the TIM-11, Humid-
ity-Temperature Set.

7-52. Psychrometer. The-psychrometer consists
of a metal backplate with two liquid-in-glass ther-

- mometer tubes fastened to it so that the mercury
bulb of one tube extends approximately 2 inches
beyond the bulbtip of the other tUbe. This ther-
mometer, the wet-bulb thermometer, is extended
so that you can dip it in water without moistening
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notice the wick tied to the end of the wet-bulb
thermometer.

7-53. There are several ways to mount the psy-
chrometer and to ventilate the wet bulb. Within
the instrument shelter, you can hang the,psychrom-
eter in front of a handcranked fan*, fasten it to a
crank that whirls the psychrometer, fasten the
backplate to a clamp that holds the psychrometer
in front of the intake of a motor-driven aspirator,
or, more simply, use the psychrometer with the
sling shown in figure M.

7-54. No matter what method you use, there
are certain procedures you must follow in moisten-
ing the wet bulb and ventilating the psychrometer.
Two temperatures are obtained from the psychrom-
eterthe dry-bulb temperature (free air) and the
wet-bulb temperature (temperatures reached by
evaporational cooling).

7-55. Moisten the wet-bulb muslin with clean
water just before ventilating, even though it ap-
pears wet when the humidity is high. When the
temperature is high and the relative humidity is
low, moisten the wet bulb several minutes before
taking the reading. Make sure that the wick is sat-
urated and a small drop of vraterlorms on the end
of the bulb. This prevents the wet bulb from
drying out before the temperature reaches its low-
est value. In extremely dry areas (desert, semides-
ert, etc.), precool the water. Store the water in a
porous jug for this purpose, but do not keep the
water in the instrument shelter, since this alters the
moisture conditions .within the shelter. When this
procedure is not completely effective, do the fol-
lowing: Replace the regular muslin wick with one
that extends several inches below the tip of the
thermometer bulb, so that the wick extension can
be immersed in water. Before ventilating the wet-
bulb thermometer, remove the wick from the
water until you obtain the wet-bulb temperature.

7-56.. When the dry-bulb temperature is 370 E
or below, ,use water that has been kept at room
temperature to completely 'remove any accumula-
tiqn of ice (frost) from the wick on the wet-bulb
thermometer. Moisten the wick 'thoroughly, at
least 15 minutes prior to ventilating, to permit the
dissipation of latent heat. Do not allow excess
water to remain on the wick, since a thin, thor-
oughly cooled coating of ice is.necessary for accur-
ate wet-bulb temperatures at 37° F. or below
(free air temperature).

7-57. When you expect that the wet-bulb tem-
perature will be 32° F. or less, moisten the wick a
few minutes before taking the reading and allow
some natural evaporation to occur. This aids in
reaching a wet-bulb ternperature that is near freez-
ing, and when. the bulb is ventilated, freezing is fa-
cilitated. If ice does not form, touch th ick with
ice, snow, or some cold object to aid in mg
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the ice. Continue to ventilate, and take-the reading
when the wet-bulb temperature reaches its lowest
value.

7-58. After properly moistening,* wet bulb
according to existing conditions, ventilate the psy-
Chrometer. To insure proper ventilation, the air
should pass over the psychrotneter bulbs at a mini-
mum speed of 15 feet per second. The psychrome-
ter aspirator ML-480/GM, a motor-driven fan
used at Air Force stations, provides the proper
ventilation. If you use the sling psychrometer,
swing the instrument so that it revolves at two rev-
olutions per second. When you use the crank-
driven fan or the direct-drive rotor, turn the crank
at a speed of 31/2 revolutions per second, and
when you use the geared crank, turn it at approxi-
mately one revolution per second.

7-59. Ventilate the instrument for about 10'
seconds and then quickly read the wet-bulb tem-
perature. Repeat this procedure until two succes-
sive wet-bulb readings are the same. This indicates
that the wet-bulb temperature has reached its low-
est point. If the wet-bulb temperature rises be-
tween successive readingst remoisten the wick and
ventilate the thermometers again. Accurate Td-
ing is especially important at low temperatures,
since a given wet-bulb depression has a greater ef-
fect at lower temperatures on the accuracy of hu-
midity computations.

7-60. When you use the sling psychrometer,
certain special precautions must be observed. You
must whirl the psychrometer in a space that is
clear of obstructions and in as imich shade as pos-
sible. At 'times, the only shade available is that of
the shelter and your body; however, whirl the psy-
chrometer as far from your body as possible so
that body heat does not affect the readings. If at
all possible, face into the wind. Proper ventilation

.of the sling pszchrometer is illustrated in figure 32,
using the body ind the shelter as shade and whirl-
ing the instrument while holdinglt away from the
body.

7-61. In reading the thermometers, there are a
few precatitions that you_must observe. First, stand
as, far . away from the thermometer as is consistent
with accurate reading to prevent your body heat
from affecting the readingSecond, make certain
that your line of sight is perpendicular to the ther-
mometer tube at the top of the liquid column, as
-shown in figure 33. This avoids introducing an
error of parallax. Read the thermometer,to the
nearest 0.10. Make sure that the proper tens val-
ues 21re used for the temperasure reading..

r7-62. At, many .Air Weather Service detach-
inents, where the automatic- Huniidity-Tempera-*
ture Set, AN/TMQ-11, is installed, the instru-
ment shelter has been removed. (The
AN/TMQI-11 will be discussed later.) Where
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OBSERVER'S-EYE TOO
LOW READING 77.0*

LINE OF SIGHT ..Q"

OBSERVER'S EYE TOO
HIGH READING 110.0*

Figure 33. Reading the thermometer.

there is no instrument shelter, the psychrometer is
kept in the observation site. When it is nedessary
to use the sling psychrometer to verify that the
TMQ-11 is operating properly or to use it for
temperature readings when the automatic unit is
inoperative, the psychrometer must be taken from
the office and exposed to the outside free air for a
period of time to obtain the propes indications.

7-63. Humidity-Temperature Set, AN/TMQ-
11. Most commonly used at fixed Site observing
stations, is. the AN/TMK-11, Humidity Tem-
perSture Set, a type of electrical thermometer.
Often the TMQ-11 is referred to as a hygro-
thermometer because it also measures dewpoint
temperature that gives an indication of humidity.
The humidity-teniperature set operates continu-
ously, 24 hours a day. Read all temperatures to the
nearest degree.,Degrees correspond to the center of
degree markings of each indicator; Ittiat is, the mid-
dle of the degree marks and not the edges or spaces
between them. Obtain temperature and dewpoint
readings from the standby system when the

. TMQ-11, used as the standard,. exceeds 1° F.
error in dry bulb or 2° F. in dewpoint.

7-64. Occasionally, the dewpoint indicator rek
isters the same or a higher temperature than thern
ambient (free air) temperature, especially during
fog or precipitation. In this case, if no equipment
error is suspected, consider the dewpoint to be the
same as the temperature unless ice fog is present.
Under ice fog conditions, assume that the dew-
point with respect.to ice is the same as the temper-
ature, and convert the dewpoint from ice to water.

7-65. Wind Measuring Set. Two sets, AN/
GMQ-20 and AN/GMQ-11, provide fixed-sta-
tion surface wind measuring ada indicating. Wind
sets are oriented to magnetic north. A recorder
may be used with dip GMQ-11 and th6 GMQ-20
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OBSERVER'S EYE. IN CORRECT
POSITION READING 71.40

25.12

comes supplied with one. The GMQ-20 offers one
important advantage over the GMQ-11; it can ac-
eommatate many more readouts (indicators or re;
corders). These wind measuring sets can measure
windspeeds up to 240 knots on the recorder. Indi-
cator range is fronr-0 to 120 knots( To record
speeds over 120 knots, you must switch the re-
corder to high range. Obtaining windspeed or direc-
tion from the indicator or recorder is not difficult,
as you know. You must remember to convert mag-
netic to true direction before longline dissemina-
tion. Figure 34 shows the GMQ-11 indicator and
RO-2 recorder.

7-66. Operation of the GMQ-11 requires very
little of your effort. Operate the set in the 0- to
120-knot low range. Recorder chart speed is nor-
mally 3 inches per hour, but it can be changed to 6
inches per hour to give a clearer record of changes
in speed or direOtion. This conversion of chart
speed is dime by an equipment technician only.
When you change the chart roll, enter the station
name, date, and time that the record began at the
beginning of each roll. Also, enter/ the station
name, date, and time that the record ended at the
end of yach roll. After the chart is changed and
the timd is set, enter a time check at each 6-hourly
observation by drai,ing a short line and entering
the date ind local fling on the chart. You must
change charts at 0000 LST (Local Standard
Time) on the first day of each month. This is a
mandatory requirement. When the recorder be-
comes more than 5 minutes in error, adjust .the
chart to the correct time, and indicate the adjust-
ment by means of an arrow and note the time of
adjustment. If the chart feed rate is changed, indi-
cate this by a short line and a notation such as
"Begin 3 in/hr."

7-67. Wind measuring sets are easy to operate
compared to the operation of the radar storm de-
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A. AIR-SCOPE.
B. RHI SCOPE.

C. AMPLIFIER DETECTOR.

D. CONSOLE POWER SUPPLY.
E. PPI SCOPE.

Figure 35. AN/FPS-77 console.
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F. POWER DISTRIBUTION PANEL.
G. REFERENCE SIGNAL GENERATOR.



tection set discussed in the next section. Refer now
to your workbook and answer the chapter review
exercises for Section 7.

11. Storm Detection Radar

8-1. The AN/FPS-77 is a radar set designed
specifically tedetect meteorological phenomena.
Radar uses the same principles of operation as
radio. In faat, 'radar is the acronym for RAdio
Detection And Ranging. The fact that sfi-ort pulses,

MAIN SANG RECEIVER NOISE

.0.11th4requency radio waves reflect from objects
that they strike makes radar possible. Today's
weather radar detects precipitation, water droplets,
ice crystals, or snowflakes since these reflect thee
transmitted radar energy. The wavelength of the
transmitted radar signal is a critical feature that
determines the sensitivity of the weather radar re-
lative to droplet size. Shorter wavelengths detect
smaller droplets., Since the FPS-77 is. designed as
a storm ,detection radar, it operates at / a longer

ftvf mItf
RANGE STROSE

10 MILE
RANGE
MARKS

TRACE
'SWEEP!

TARGI

A. VIDEO GAIN CONTROL;
b. ASTIGMATISM CONTROL.
C ASTROBE GAIN fONTROI.

25.10

D. STROBE POSITIONING HANDWHEEL F. RANGE SELECTOR SWITCH.
E INTENSITY CONTROL G RANGEMARK GAIN COVTROL.

Figure 36 I /R scope and presentation.
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SOWED SWEEP INDICATES
EARTH CURVATURg CORRECTION

CCW HAND
CRANK ROTATION

VARIAILE RANGE STROH 25.3

10 MILE
RANGE
*ARKS.

Figure 37. RHI scope presentation.-

wavelength (5.4 centimeters) than earlier weathe,.
radar sets. This logger wavelength allows the set to
detect storm cells and to have less attenuation
from precipitation. This follow ing discussion of
radar includes the types of scopes, the operational
features, radar terms, techniques of scope interpre;
tation, and care of the set,

8-2. Radarscopes. .Three types of scopes are
used on FPS-77 radars. Each scope presents a dif-
ferent radar view of the echo. Also,ta remote PPI
(plan position indicator) scope is available. Figure
35 shows the FPS-77 console. The PPI scope (E)
is located in the center of the console, with the
-controls located on -the scope panel. The RHI
(range an0 height indicator) (B) and the A/R
(azimuth and range) (A) scopes are located
above the PPI scope on the upper panels. The am-
plifier detector (C), console power supply (D),
power distribution panel (F), and the reference
signal generator (G), are discussed latef in the
text.

8-3. Azimuth and range (A/R). Figure 36
shows the A/R scope which displays the range and
relative intensity of weather targets. The video
gain cobtrol (A), astigmatism control (B), strobe
gain control (C), strobe positioning hanclwheel
(D), intensity contiO1 (E), range selector switch
(F), and range marks gain control (G) are all

"functions of controlling the target picture for maxi-
mum interpretation of the target; as you progress
with your on-the-job training your trainer will
teach- you -proper use of each control. On this
scope, the sweep travels across the face of the tube
from left lb right in a straight line, (trace sweep)
figure 36. When an echo is received, a "blip"- ap-
pears and extends above the sweep, as shown in
figure 36 (target). With-the set operating in range
nonnalization ni6de, the height of the blip is pro-
portional to the intensity of the echothe higher
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the "blip," the stronger the echo. This scope also
shows the distance of the echo from the radar site.
When you use this scope, the antenna must be sta-
tionary and pointing towards the echo. A range
strobe (shown in fig; 36) permits you to expand
any 5-mile sector dong the azimuth bearing io
that it occupies the full width of the display. The
main bang (shown in fig. 36), permits you to see
what part of the sweep you are strobing.

8-4. Range and Height Indicator (RIM. The
range-and height indicator (showg in fig. 37) pre-
sents a vertical cross section of the echoes along
any azimuth from the earth's surface to the height
limit of the scope. Of coarse, you must stop the
antenna rotation at the azimuth where you want to
view the vertical cross section. Operate the an-
tenna so that it oscillates in a vertical plane when
you use the range and height indicator. As shown
in figure 37, you can manually raise the antenna
by turning the handcrack clockwise (CW), and
lower it by turning the handcrank counterclock-
wise (CCW). Range markers are also displayed
on the face of the scope in figure 37. The RHI
scope has two scales. This scope may be set to
scan echoes up to 40,000 feet, or it may be
switched to double the scale (thus dqtect echoes
up to 80,000 feet within 120 nautic-al miles).
Using the RHI in conjunction with the.PPI echo
storage feature, ..you. get an accurate three-dimen-
sional interpretation of the precipitation pattern.

8-5. Plan Position Indicator (PPD. Figure 38
shows the PPI scope that presents a maplike pic-
ture with the position of the antenna at the center.
It indicates range and azimuth (direction)
throughout 360°. Range markers appear as con-
centric circles about the center of the scope. The
FPS-77 PPI scope has many advantages over pre-
vious weather radar PPI scopes. It can be viewed
la a well-lighted room, and it is larger for greater

SWEEP
ROTATION SWEEP

Figure 38.

A

25.4

10 MILE
RANGE
MAUS

Main PPI scope presentation.
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OIRIECTION OF ANTENNA ROTATION

15ISTANCE SETWEEN ECHOES GREATER THAN SEAM
WIDTH

/9
DIRECTION OF ANTENNA IOTATION

T.14

g _DISTANCE S'ETWEEN ECHOES LESS THAN REAM
WIDTH

Figure 40. Bearing resolution.
,

detail, therefore more accurate in locating targets
Aiiiith respect to surrounding geographical land-
marks. .

8-6. The sweep ranges on the PI scope are 30,
60, 120,"'atid,200 nautical miles. In addition, the
Main PPPlas a stoi:age feature th t allows the op-.
-erator to retain a horizontal pic e of the echoes
on the tiAdin. PPI sOpe while h makes vertical
wans at Se'veral points through th echoes.

8-7. Aernote indkator. The emote indicator
.shown in figtre 39 &housed in a single metal cab-
:tie. It can be located:as far a 5500 feet away
from the niain consolt.,-The re ote indicator re.;

-teats thelijsbiay Oda Console PI. Signals to the

console PPI .are also applied 'to the remote PPf.
The two scopes are nearly identical; the remote
PPI, however, lacks the cofitrol switching. Con-
trols at the remote PPI are limited to CRT (cath-
ode-ray tube) controls, such as focus and inten-
sity. The remote PPI operates only when the
console PPI operates.

8-8. Radar Terms. There are numerous techni-
cal terms 'associated with radar: However, we are
primarily int,:rested in terms used to describe the
display of weather phenomena' on scopes. Some of
these terms are:

Attenuation.
Resolution.
Refraction.
Anomalous propagation.

8-9. Attenuation. Radar attenuation is a reduc-
tion of radar energy caused by reflection, absorp-
tion, or scattering. Although the gases of the at-
mosphere cause some attenuation, the quantity is
negligible. Most attenuation is caused by water
vapor, cloud droplets, and liquid precipitation. Of
these, liquid precipitation or dense concentrations
of large water droplets in cumulonimbus clouds
cause more attenuation than water vapor. As the
transmitted radar energy intercepts a precipitation
area, part of the energy is reflected back to the an-
tenna and is displayed as an echo. Some of the en-
ergy is absorbed by the precipitation, and still
more is scattered or dispersed so that it is not re-
flected back to, the antenna. This results in less
available transmitted energy to detect targets be-
yond the precipitation area. The heavier the pre-

I,SOm

A

REFLECTED SIGNAL FROM LEADING EDGE
,

Figure 41. Range resolutiok_rb
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RADAR ANTENNA

RADAR REAM

-OPTICAL LINE OF SIGHT

"Alb.

"RADAR HORIZON

Figure 42. Extension of the radar horizon due to refraction.

cipitation, the greater the return signal (also the
brighter the echo); consequently, the attenuation
is more pronounced beyond that echo. This .ex-
plaini- the existence of the V-shaped notch on the
far side of a heavyPrecipitation echo.

8-10. Resolution. Resolution is the ability of
the radar set to differentiate between two targets.
When two targets come within a certain distance
of one another, they appear as one echo on the
scope. There are three types of target resolution
bearing, elevation, and range resolution.

8-I I. Bearing resolution is the ability of a radar
set to separate two closely spaced targets at the
same range and elevation. Bearing resolution is a
function of radar beamwidth. Figure 40 illustrates
the effect of beamwidth in target separation. In de-
tail A, the distance between the targets is greater
than the beamwidth, allowing for a "break" in sig-
nal return as the beam passes.between the targets.
Detail B illustrates the effect of the beam as it
passes from one target to the other when they are
less than a beamwidth apart. There is no interrup-
tion in signal return. Signals begin returning from
the second echo before signals stop returning from
the first echo. The scope shows these two targets
as a single echo. This explains why a solid line of
echoes sometimes-appears to break-up ink) indi-
vidual cells as .the line approaches the.radar site
and appears to merge into a solid line again as it
moves away from the radar. For example, suppose
the echoes in detail B of figure 40 represent targets
at a 100-mile range. Should these targets move
within 15 or 20 miles of the radar, they would
likely appear as two targets even though the dis-
tance between them remains unchanged.

8-12. Range resolution is the ability of a radar
sct to differentiate between-two targets at the same
bearing but at different, ranges'. It is a function of
the pulse length rather than beamwidth. The
shorter the pulse length. the better the resolution.
The FPS-77 has a pulse length of 2 microseconds
(equivalent to 600 meters). This limits the dis-

tance between discernible echoes at the same bear-
ing to 300 meters or 984 feet.

8-13. Figure 41 illustrates why range resolution
is equal to half the pulse length. As the leading
edge of the pulse reaches the more distant target
(B) and begins returning signals, a 50-meter por-
tion of the pulse is still returning signals from the
nearer target (A). As the trailing edge passes from
the first target and ceases to return signals, the re-
flected signal from the leading edge of the pulse
has traveled back 50 meters. As a result, there is a
50-meter separation between the last signal re-
turned from the nearer target and the first signal
returned from the more distant target. If the differ-
ence between the two targets were only 75 meters
(or half the pulse length), the signals reflecting
from the more distant target (from the leading
edge of the pulse) would return to the first target
just as the reflection of the trailing edge of the
pulse was leaving this target. This results in both
reflections traveling back to the radar together
with no separation between them to appear as one
target on the scope. Therefore, for a given pulse
length, the minimum distance between two targets
for individual target display, within range, must be
greater than one-half the pulse length.

8-14. Eleilation resolution is the ability of a
radar set to differentiate between two closely
spaced targets that are positioned at the same
range and bearing, but at different elevations.
Again, it is a function of the beamwidth. Since the
team of the FPS-77 is conical in shape, the verti-
cal and horizontal beamwidths are identical at any
given range. Consider, for example, that instead of
a horizontal sweep, detail A of figure 40 repre-
sents a vertical sweep froth 0 to 4°. Therefore, the
difference in elevation between the two targets is
sufficient to display the echoes at two different ele-
vations as the antenna is raised from 0 to 5°. Ele-
vation of the beam through the targets as shown in
detail B of figure 40, however, would display only
one echo, since the vertical distance between tar-
gets is less than the beamwidth. Another factor af-
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fecting resolution or even detection, is the refrac-
tion of the radar beam as it passes through the
atmosphere.

8-15. Refraction. Density differences cause the
bending of the radar waves through the atmos-
phere. Under normal atmospheric, conditions,
when there is a relatively gradual decrease in tem-
perature and water vapor with height, the radius of
curvature of the radar beam for nearly horizontal
propagation is about one-third greater than that of
the earth. Thus, as shown in figure 42, the radar
horizon is about 15 percent greater than the opti-
cal horizon.

8-16. Anomalous propagation. Under abnor-
mal atmospheric conditions, the beam can be re-
fracted or distorted so that it causes echoes to ap-
pear on radar scopes where no clouds exist. The
most significant effect, however, of anomalous
propagation (AP) is that it often displays targets
at a range other than the actual range of the target.
A point to remember is that during precipitation,
the conditions that are favorable for AP are nor-
mally absent. Beware when inversions are present!

8-17. Operating Controls. There are numerous
controls on the consoletoo many for this discus-
sion to cover. It is important for you to remember
that some of these controls are sensitive, and that
damage to the set or impaired operation may re-

A

sult if you misadjusted them. A thorough training
program will help insure proper use of the equip-.
ment. This section discusses some of the controls
that you will use most frequently; it will help you
to . understand some of the capabilities of the
FPS-77.

8-18. IF, attenuator. The attenuator control
(locate& just below the NOISE METER, fig.
43,B) allows,ou to vary receiver attenuation from
0 to 109 db in 1-db steps. The main purpose of
the IF attenuator is to permit comparison of target
echo intensities by the "gain reduction methods."
Using the attenuator gain reduction allows you to
pick out the stronger cells. It also permits an ob-
servation of highly reflective weather phenomena
(such as "bright band" in stratiform rain) that
would otherwise be masked by the surrounding
area of reflectivity.

8-19. Range normalization. Tire RANGE NOR-.
MALIZATION switch (fig. 43,E) causes targets
of equal density or size within thenormalized.
range to be displayed at their respective inten-
sities. Without range normaliiation, the nearby
target (in most cases) appears to be the strongest
because of its location, whereas a target farther
away might actually be the stronger in intensity.
Normalization is provided over a range of 1 to 30,
1 to 60, or 1 to 120 nautical miles, depending on.

A. NOISE METER OFF/STANDBY/OPERATE
SWITCH.,

I. NOISE METER AND METER ADJUST
CONTROL. .

01.0.

,-----. .0"."

0
0

23-9

.-;
C. ISO ECHO OFF/ON/ALARM IAABLE, E. RANGE NORMALIZATION SWITCH.

SWITCH.
D. ISO ECHO LEVEL-DB CONTROL.

Figure 43. Main PPI scope and reference signal generator.

F. IF POSTAMPLIFIER UN/LOG SWITCH.
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the position you select with the RANGE NOR-
MALIZATION switch.

8-20. ISO ECHO contour and alarm. The ISO
ECHO contour facility permits targets of very high
density (such is stortn centers) that are sur-
rounded by areas of moderately high density to be
clearly displayed. Because of the high signal
strength of the target returns, the IF postamplifier
always operates in the logarithmic mode during
weather conditions in which ISO ECHO is useful
(fig. 43,F). When ISO ECHO is used, video sig-
nals with amplitudes that exceed a predetermined
threshold level are displayed as if their amplitude
were zero. Thus, a storm center appears on the
PPI scope as a highlight surrounded by a dark
patch whose density decretses gradually towards
thc fringes of the storm.

8-21. There is also' an alarm feature, for the-
ISO ECHO circuits (fig. 43,C). This feature is
helpful and time savifig. For instance, suppose you
are working in a weather station and you observe
clouds developing. You want to be aware bf any
heavy development, should it occur. Set the alarm;
this will enable you to take care of your regular
duties without the frequent "cloud growth" checks
that are necessary when there is no alarm. When
the signal reaches the intensity level you have se-
lected, the alarm buzzer sounds to alert you to the
increased development of the clouds. In this way it
preVents cloud development from going unnoticed
while you are busy with other things.

8-22. Echo mernory. Echo memory is a new
feature on weather radars, The PPI scope has a
dark-trace, stored-pattettlibbe that*ietains th6 tar-
get pattern until it is deh-erately erased. This also
permits a target pattern to be observed and photo-
graphed without the confusion caused by a moving
trace. To preserve the life of the tube, it is impor-
tant that you make no attempt to increase the con-
trast bOond that necessary to make the targets
and range marks visible. Advancing the INTEN-
SITY controls beyond this point makes the pattern
difficult to erase and may burn the screen of the
CRT. Do not use either the writing or the erasing
facilities more often than is operationally neces-
sary. Now that you know the capabilities of radar
sets, you have taken an important step toward
learning observational techniques.

8-23. Radar Observing Techniques. Radar
echoes of cloud and precipitation areas are classi-
fied according to their general appearince. This
classification is standardized to make iteasier to
report echo data and decipher radar weather mes-
sages. Whenever you use the weather radar set,
you ultimately make these first classifications auto-
matically with each echo you observe. Observation
techniques vary from one operator to another, as
well as with the radar type that is used. Although
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Figure (4. Effect of gain reduction on scope display.

observation methods vary slightly when operating
different radars, the differences result in only two
areasthe name ("the controls and the capability
of the, sets. This discussion is related to the
FPS-77, since it is planned to_ be the mainstay
AWS radar set in the 1970s.

8-24. Echo character and coverage. When an
echo first' appears on the scope, the first thing you
must consisler is how to classify the echo To clas-
sify for reporting purposes, you must think of con-
figuration, coverage, continuity of pattern, and
meteorological processes. Foldout 5 is a synopsis
for classification of radar echos. Among other
things the synopsis describes their definitions and
contractions for reporting on the radar observation
form. The best way to search for echoes on the
FPS-77 is to set the ISO ECHO threshold at a low
level (10 db). With the threshold at a low level,
only the weakest signals are pictured; you can filf
in the ISO ECHO areas on subsequent scans by
raising the _threshold to isolate the strongest re-
turns. During your search, you should reduce the
gain when scanning an area of echoes to see if
there is an embedded line of cells within the area
pattern. Figure 44 illustrates the effect of gain re-
duction.on a scope display with gain highest in A
and reduced successively in B, C, and D. Notice
how the stronger cells persist as the gain is re-
duced; in figure 44,D, only the strongest echoes
can be seen. This practice locates areas of heavier
activity. You should report both the area and
embedded,lines separately in the radar observa-
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toff. The lorecasterpdsses this ihformation on td
,

pilots...in his Weather briefings. The forecaster is
also _interested in line activity .with respect to the-
intensity of precipitation aAd strong surface.winds
that could affect a station in the squall line's path.

8-25.. Echo type. Convective precipitation, such
as showers and hail, is distinguished from,strati-
form precipitation by the appearance of the echo.
Convective activity indicates the. possibility of
thunderstorms. Convective echoes appear with
sharp outlines and uneven textures because of the
large Water firoplets and variations in precipitation
intensities. Also, as you use higher IF- ATTEN-
UATION values, the echoes do not disappear uni-
formly. Stratiform echoes,, on, the contrary, show
uniform sheetlike echoes with fuzzy borders, and
the echoes disappear uniformly as you increase the
IF ATTENUATION.

8-26. Echo intensity. In addition to determin-
ing the echo type, it is necessary to determine the
intensity of the echo. Determining echo intensity
by subjective brightness is not necessary-. The
FPS-77 provides quantitative measurements of
signal intensity by using the ISO ECHO feature.

8-27. The operation of the ISO ECHO feature ,

is based on known factors of reflectivity that are
used to arrive at a level of signal strength. This
level is expressed in decibels (db). (The db level
indicator is located on the FPS-77 radar belitsw the
IF ATTENUATOR label.) From the db level you
can determine the intensity of an 'echo.

8-28. You must know the transmitted power
and receiver noise level. They should .be 250:kw
and 9.5 db respectively; otherwise, you must apply
a enaction. Operate the reeeiver in the LOG
mode, and be sure that the ISO- ECHO circuit and
receiver gain are Alibrated. Read the ISO ECHO
LEVEL-DB switch setting (this is a ab above the
receiver ttoise). Add or subtract the correction

_factor if the radar set does not have a noise level
of 9.5 db or transmitter poWer of 250 kw. For ex-
ample; if the set is operating at 10.5 db, receiver
noise level, you must add 1 db to the db reading
on the IF ATTENUATOR since the receiver has
a noise level higher than 9.5 db. This is based
upon instructions in Chapter 3, Section 2, of TO
314M6-2FPS-77-2.

8-29. Table 10 contains the information for de-
termining echo intensitieS for both normalization
mOdes (60 NM and 120 NW. After applying
corrections, if any, enter the table with the cor-
rected db value and read the corresponding inten-
sity value. Table 10 is based on the nomogram in
Chapter 3, Section 2 of TO 31M6-2FPS-77-2,
This procedure can be used for all echoes.

8-30. Echoes in the strong category very like
have the potential for produeing hail. V erY stro
echoes may be associated with large hail, damag-

TABLE 10 .

IF AITENUATION AND EcHO INTENSITY (AWFPS-.77V)

RANGE I20101; normalizatiOn to 601114; LOG'aode

IF Attenuation
(db 'above noise)

13 and berlow

114.-29

30

46

57

- 45
- 56

and above

Etho Inensity

very weak (--)

weik. (-)

moders.te

strong (+)

very strong (++)

RANGE.- 12011M; normalization to 120NM; DDG mode

IF Attenuation
(db above noise) Echo Intensity

8 and below

9 - 24

25 - 40

41 - 51

52 and above

very weak (--)

weak (-)

moderate

atrang (+!

very'strong (++)

ing winds, or even tornadoes. Remember, there are
two lithitations when measuring intensity. You
cannot accurately determine echo intensity at
ranges over 120 nautical miLes. Alio, It is unrelia-
ble to try to measure echo intensity through an
area of strong precipitation. A V-shaped notch be-
hind an echo is usually caused by attenuation of
the signal by heavy precipitation. Closely watch
the 'echoes that display' strong iniensities because
they indicate seyere weather. You can determine
the (eireiency of the echo intensity by comparing it
-with preVidus observations.

8-31. Echo, location and. sfiel The initial search
reveals thigeneral locatiOn of echoes. To find the
azimuth' (bearing), use the AZIMUTI-f handcrank.

and the AZIMUTH scale to'pinpoint the direction.
Use the RANGE STROBE on the A/R scope to
determine the distance to the echO. You can also
find,the width of the echb from the A/R'scope by
using the RANGE *ROBE to measure from rine
side of the echo-sipal to the otker sidd.

8-32. Echo movement. Use of- the storage fea-
ture .on the PPI scope requires h new approach in
operational tethniques. T6-,Obtain full advantage
of this storage feature, you must 'operate the set
with greater care,and intelligence than when-you'
tised previous weather.radatsets with convehtional
PRI displays. You can retain PPI patterns for a
period of Up to 1 hOur to determinemofion. Hdw-
ver, this preclU,des frequent changing of..- PPI ,

p ratiges. After thedesired deriod pf.time has"'
ssed (which is indicated by hti .elapSed time
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8-34. Bright band The bright band is a striking
feature observable in stratiform rain on the RHI
scope. This bright band is caused by a horizontal
layer of stronger 'reflectivity (about 1000 feet in
depth). Bright bands appear narrow and intense
within a fairly stable layer of air. As the stability
of the airmass decreases, the bright band tends to
become broader and less distinct. .

8-35; A bright band occurs in the region of
Melting snow about 1000 feet below the melting
level (0° C.) and is always present in widespread
stratiform -rain. The height of the bright band var-
ies according to season and latitude. Such a band ,
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8,000-
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:.4;is not present the active.parts of thunderstorms
because in the strong updrafts there is no clear-cut
altitude above which the precipitation is predomi-
nantly ice and below which it is water. However, a
bright bind may be present in mature or decaying
thunderstorm's in are4s-e1..relatiirely gentle precipi-
tation where strong updrafts no longer occur/FA
more clearly identify the bright band and its char-
acteristics, make occasional RHI scans _at short _
range WithfEduced gain duriiig .observations
rain. The height of the toP of the bright-band may
be reported in column 10 of the radai recording
form in hundreds of feet MSL (e.g., MLTLVL
75).
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8-36. The bright band effect is, caused by sev-
eral processes associated with melting snow parti-
cles .as they fall into warmer air. The radar return
from small water drops is about five times geater
than that from ice particles of the same mass and
shape. As -the_ falling snowflakes become coated
with water, their-reflectivity increases. As the par-,
ticles.melt, they accelerite from the sloy fall ve-
locity ofts,A-tiw (1/2 meten per second) 16 that of
rain (i,t/O. 8 meters per second). The increase in

JA11-velocity decreases the number of droplets per
unit volume below the melting level and causes h
corresponding decrease in radar reflectivity per
unit volume. Thus, the melting process creates a
horizontal layer of strong radar reflectivity that is
much stronger than the snow abov,e and a. little
stronger than the rain below. Just as bright band
phenomena should be brought to the forecaster's
immediate attention, so should all storm echoes.

8-37. Storm Echoes. No two people are ex-
actly alike; neither are two storms exactly alike.
Thus, this disepssion-of storm patterns desciibes
only some general feattires peculiar to three types
of stormsNu-all line, tornado, , and hurricane.

8-38. Squall line. A squall line, pattern appears
very similar to a cold front pattern on the radar
scope. The squall line most generally precedes ,the
cold front position. The cells within the bands are

, constantly undergoing a process of formation and
dissipation. They appear to form or intensify on
their forward edges and to dissipate on their trail-
ing edges. Squall- line activity is a chief suspect for
tornado decielopment.

8-39. 7'ornad9. A hook-shaped echo may indi-
cate a possible severe weather, condition. Torna-
does usually produce a-strong 'figure 6-shaped ap-
pendage on the mother cloud echo. They may
appcar very similar to other strong echoes during
thunderstorm activity., Sometimes they appear at
higher elevations, making it necessary for you to,
raise the antenna in order to detect the hooks. You
should remember that not every echo of this shape
is always a tornado. However, when an echo has a
clearly defined figure "6" spiral. with .dimensions
of 5 to 10 miles- across, and meets the criteria for
severity, it is very likely a surface tornado or one
that is aloft.

8-40. Hurricane. One of the most valuable
services performed by coastal radar installations is
the tracking of hurricanes that move within range.
141e first evidence of an approaching hurricane on
the radar is generally the appearance of the outer
band that is often in,thc nature of a squall line some
200 miles from the center. This is a line-of heavy
precipitation., frequently acecimpanied by thunder-

, storms and tornadoes. In alarge, mature hurricane',
there may he a number of prehurricane squall lines

.. as much as 400-500 mile,, from the eye. Usually,

74

between these lines there is a gap of 50 miles or so
without precipitation. The first spiral band usually
follows the squall line by aboute50 miles. The hur-
ricane spiral bands are about 20 miles apart in the
outer portions of the storm,,but near the center of
the storm they tend to blend together. The echocs
arranged in these spiral bands and those forwing the
wall cloud are associated with the violent wind
squalls of a hurricane. The greatest echo heights,
however, are found in some of the moA Intense
cells of the prehurricane squall line and in the wall
cloud surrounding the echo-free eye at the-Storm
center.

8-41. Although it is quite variable, the diameter
of the eye normally ranges from 10 to 30 miles.
Because the rain may not be symmetrical around
the eye, it may not' be possible to locate the center
with accuracy from the echo configuration. To
help in locating the center in cases where the eye is
indistinct, you can use a spiral overlay. Adjust the
overlay manually so as to fit i portion of a Well-
defined spiral band. After a satisfactory fit has
been obtained, indicate the position _on the over-
lay. Although this method may give a location that
is sometimes in error .by more than 30 miles, it is
still aliseful.guide. In any case, the eye is the most
reliable feature of the hurricane that can be
tracked to provide the, direction and speed of the
storm.

8-42. As the storm moves northward away
from the Tropics,- tbe moisture in high-level clouds
is more apt to be converted into ice particles. If
this happens, some of the ice particles will get
fairly large and may be detectable at long ranges.
These ice particles may give the illusion that the
storm has become much more intense or has sud-
denly grown in height because the large-size ice

particles are more readily detectable by radar than'
the small, liquid cloud particles. Figure 48 shows a
schematic illustration of a hurricane pattern.

8-43. 'Operating precautions. Experienced
weather equipment technicians, perform mainte-
.nance on the FPS-77. However, there are several
operating precautions that you can observe.to pre-
vent serious damage to the set. Avoid excessive
magnetron current. Apply current to the magne-
tron slo-wly, and lower the current when magne-
tron arcing occurs. Though the antenna can autd-
matically scan in elevation and azimuth at the

same time, it serves no operational purpose, and
causes unnecessary strain on the antenna drive
mechanisin. To prolong the face of the PPI tube.
operate the INTENSITY at a level where the dis-
pia) just becomes-visible. Do not attempt fo obtain
dark patterns on the PP1 tube because this makes
it difficult to erase these patterns. Use the ISO
ECHO controls during the writing mode to
dampen the strongest echoes and reduce the '
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chance that these strong echoes will be Written too
dark for erasure. Above all, follow the operating
instructions posted at the set.

9. Observing Facilities, Logs, and
Equipment

9-1.- Air Weather Service provides meteorologi-
cal service to the Air Force and Army. Accurate
weather observations are an impOrtant part of this
service. To observe, evaluate, record, encode, and
disseminate observations of meteorological ele-
ments near the earth's surface. a proper observing
site is needed. The site selected for this purpose is
commonly called the representative observing site
(ROS). .

9-2. Observing. Site. The observing site ,should
be at a location-bEst suited to observe and evaluate
the meteorological elements that concerti the ob-
serving station. When selecting a suitable location,
consider local climatology, observing structure,
length of instrument cable, runs, and communica-
tions requirements.

9-3. The structure should be a-suitable building
in which to perform assigned tasks and one which
provides adequate safety, working space, and basic
human comforts. When selecting a suitable struc-
ture for surface observingo.give special considera-
tions to location and field of view.

Fixecl surface observing. The preferred lo-
cation of the surface observing site on-an airfield is
at the midpoint of the primary instrumented run-
way with the minimum permissible lateral clear-
tkiv from the centerline of the runway. However,
any location on the airfield complex that affords
an unobstructed view of both ends of the primary
instrumentedsunwdy is acceptable.

9-5. The preferred view froni within the ob-
serving site is 3600. This view should be unob-
structed for a distance of 3 miles or more. An ac-
ceptable view is 360° of the airfield complex from
an outside viewing area, provided there is a 279,..°
view from within the structure...This 270'1. vieW
must encompass the complete runwaY and ap-
koach -ione Complex, and it shoViln be unob-
structed for a distance of 11/2 miles o ore.

9-6. Structures. The primary surface observing
structure shoUld be designed to provide the neces-
sary space, -safety, field of View, "and comfort for
the obseryer. In addition it must be suitably lo-
jated to provide the most advantageous view of
weather.conditions over the area of major concerm

9-7. The preferred design for a surface observ-
ing structure is a separate building near the mid-
point of the primary instrumented runway (see
paragraph 9-5) with an observer's cab elevated to
provide unobstructed vision. The building should
have an area of 600-1000 square feet and include

an observer's cab (200 sq ft), human comfort fa-
cilities (200 sq ft), and an equipment/maintenance
area (200400 sq ft)". The-structure should be air
conditioned and have hot and cold running water

-and toilet facilities. Foldout 6 is an example of how
the structure can be built and equipment laid out
to meet these requirements.

9-8. Units not having an observing structure
that meets these requirements may use a portion of
an existing structure if representative weather ob-
servations can be taken from it. An observing site
is seldom located liT an operational control tower
cab. This may otcur when there is no other suita-
ble structure available, then only when approval
comes from the host installation commander.

9-9. Observing structures should be equipped
with instrument readouts positioned so that there-
quired observatio*s can be made and disseminated
with maximum efficiency. Give special attention to
lighting requirements. Also- to the observer's ina-
bility to adjust his eyes to both darkened condi-
tions outside the structure at night as well as to in-
ternal light reflection on window areas. Dimming
controls that can be readily operated by the ob-
server should be used when possible within the ob-
serving structure.

9-10. Upper-air observing. The primary up-
per-air observing iite is considered to be the loca-
tion of the pressure measuring instrument used to
-calibrate the flight instrument. A site should be se-
lected that minimizes the probability Of losing daia
due to fixed obstructions, such as buildings, trees,
and towers. Also, obstruttions around rawinsonde
observing sites %seriously -affect the ability of the
antenna to track on-target when the angular alti-
tude of 'the obStruttion is approached by that of
the target.

9-11. Angular altitudes of obstructions around
PIBAL,sites, s:vith the excdpiion of small pipes or
masts, should not exceed sik? abpve-the horizontal
plane.-Select in alternate site Thr PIBAL-funetions

,to..be_usedmhen loeal wind condhions do not per-
mireballoon to be released from the normal ob-:
servation gite. .

9-12. Men establishing an uppee-air observing
site, another consideration is the location of an
adeuqate 'balloon launch:area. It should be near
the observing site, relatively free or obstructions,
such as building4, trees, toWers, or cables, and Id-
cated"to minimize interference of the balloon with
the takeoff and landing of aircraft.

9-13. Tactical observing. Equipment location
should depend upon the specific geography of the
location at which the equipment is situated. Cer-

tain tactical equitiment sets are issued with asso-
ciated shelters. When the shelter is not a compo-
nent part of the tactical set, it may be obtained by
ordering from the :table of allowance (TA).; TA
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006 for tent-type shelters or TA 010 for vehicle-
'type shelters, with the exception of the following
conditions:

a. Portable functions are not normally -authorr
ized a shelter. -

b. Mobile observing functions are provided
shelter as a component part of the basic equipment
set.when nsing the AN/MMQ-2, Manual Meteo-
rological Station. The S-13/TM, Inflation Shelter,
is provided in the AN/TMQ-18, ,Meteorological
Set.

914. Observing support functions. Observing
support functions generally are located with and
use the same structure as the function or unit they
support -such as:

a. The forecaster support function is situated
adjacent to the forecaster work area within the
weather station or forecast facilityze.

b. The weatker editing floction uses the
weather . communications center structure. The
communications editing work area should be posi-
tioned within the communications center to make
it easy to manage, and monitor the weather Com-
munications circuits.

c. Solar observing functions making magnetom-
eter, rioineter, and ionospheric observations nor-
mally are situated in existing structures. Solar opti-
cal and radio telescope observations are made
from established observatories operated by the Air.
Force.and other agencies.

9-15, Operating Logs and Records. TO main-
tain the reliability of your pressure observations,
routine comparisons must.be made between your
heroid barometer and its accurate cousin, the
mercurial barometer. This comparison is recorded
on, AWS Form, 85, and is maintained, as an inte-
gral part of the station records.

9-16. Barometer comparisons (AWS Form
85). Whether you are making a routine compari-
son or comparing a newly installed aneroid barom-
eter, enter coMparison readings on AWS For 5.
For a routine comparison, the frequency ,ead-

- ings is weekly. For standardizing a new neroid
barometer, daily readings are necessary. Intries
for comparison readings for a new aneroid are il-
lustrated by the sample AWS Form 85 in figure
49. Assign each reading a comparison number and
enter in column 1. The two daily readings are
dated and annotated for time. You can see that the
readings occur at 6-hour intervals and at the same
times each day. Make all pressure readings and
subsequent entries on the Form 85 to .001 inches
or 0.1 mb as- appropriate.

9-17. Next, enter CA:Iserved data from both in-
struments. This inclUdes the temperature of thetat-
tached thermometer (column 4), observed mer-
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curial reading (column 5), and observed aneroid
reading (column 9). Make the pressure readings
as close in time to each other as possible to elimi-
nate effects of atmospheric pressure changes. Ob-
serve the headings in columns 4 and 5, indicating
the units of each entry. After entering the ob-
served data, apply the feriverature correction and
sum of corrections to the mercurial reading, and
then enter the result in the station pressure column
relating to the unit (inchesoar millibars) observed.
Figure 49 shows sample entries.

9-18. These two corrections are derived from
separate sources. From Table 5.2.1 in the WBAN
'Manual of Barometry (FMH 8), a tethperattuc
correction of .115 results from coordinate 71.0°
F. and 30.0 inches (the closest,value to 29.983 is
observed). Added to the temperature co'rrection is
the sum of corrections provided by the barometer
manufacturer. Added together, these two correc-
tions make a total correction of .126. Observed
pressure, 29.983, minus .126 explains the 29.857
station pressure. Compare the station mercurial
pressure to the observed aneroid, then enter the
difference in column 10. Simply subtract column 9
from column 6 and include the algebraic sign
(.827 .826 = + .001).

9-19. Make this comparison for five consecU-
tive days and compute the mean.correction for the
10 readings. Referring to the sample Form 85 in
figure 49, the previous 10 corrections are totaled
and entered in column 11 on the 2/13, 1140 LST
line. Indicate also the first and last numbers of the
comparisons making up the total correction. Nat,
find the mean correction from these two items and
enter the result in column 12. Make the final en-
tries in column 14, which you see has been divided
into 14A and 14B. Column 14A shows th4 result
of applying the mean correction (column 12) to
the aneroid reading (column 9). After you do this,
if column 14A and column 6 still differ, enter in
column 14B the amount it would take to bring col-
umn 14A equal to column 6.

9-20. Make comparisons ;daily until you have
20 consecutive comparisons in which no entry in
column 14B has exceeded inch or -±0.3
mb. None of the comparisons during the first 5
days should be considered for this purpose. From
these 20 comparisons, the mean correction (col-
umn 12) may now be posted to the aneroid. Once
you post the correction, the aneroid is available for
observation purposes, but you cannot yet consider
the instrument reliable. Continue the daily com-
parisons and compute a mean correction every 5
days. Notice in figure 49 on the 120th comparison,
the mean correction has been computed from com-
parisons 11 through 120 and again computed 5
days. Notice in figure 49 on the 120th comparison,
the mean correction has been computed from
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comparisons 11 through 120 and again computed
5 days later using comparisons 11.-`trough 130.
How long should you make daily cemparisons?
For at least 8 weeks. After this span of time and if
during the last 10 consecutive days no column 14B
entry has exceeded the ±.010 inch or J:0.3 mb
limits, you may finally considet,the aneroid relia-
ble. From this point, discontithie the daily compar-
isons and begin weekly comparisons.

9-21. The weekly comparisons are intended to
keep the aneroid correction current. When you
begin the routine weekly readings, sum the latest
two readings with those made 7, 14, 21, and 28
days agO. Figure 49 shows this was done on 245.
Further down on figure 49, comparison 135 makes
an interesting comment. The comparison was dis-
regarded because the correction wag' .012, much
larger than usual, and exceeds the limit for One
reading. CorrectiOns this large should be immedi-
ately verified. This was done on our sample at
0610, and a more reasonable difference of -...t.001
prevailed. Keep the completed AWS Form 85 ,on
file at the station until the aneroidtis replaced.

9-22. Communication Outage Log (AWS Form
42). This sample form is used by all AWS stations
for documenting communications outages. Time of
initial notification of a deficiency to y6ur support-
ing agency and all followup calls and status checks
are recorded on this form. Figure 50 is an example
extract AWS Form 42. The form is designed- for
use on the basis of one form per machine/circuit
or one form for all machine/circuits per location.

9-23. Report circuit and/or equipment Outages
to the appropriate maintenance agency as spon as
possible. AWS units report to the local AFCS Unit
when they are located together. If they are not, the
AWS unit should. nOtif3r the local maintenance
agency conCerned and, the appropriate AFCS
COmmunication Area.

9-24. The local AFCS unit or Communication
Area is responsible for . follbwup reports after it
has been notified of an outage. Notify either the
local AEcr unit or the unit responsible for arca
commUnications when serviCe is restored and also
record it on AWS.Form 42,

9-25. Maintenance. Most weather stations have
weather equipment repair-men/technicians as-
signed to them. These men Fla% received mainte-
nance training on ground meteorological equip-
ment and perform intermediate maintenance on
the equipment. Maintenance capability is deter-
mined by the skill lsvel 'of the assigned 302X0
personnel. It is likelyIthat there will be 3-, 5-, or
7-skill level personnel on hand. Intermediate
maintenance is broken down into, the following

, two areas:

.
Preventive mainienance.
Corrective maintenance.

. .

9726. Preventive maintenance routines for
ground meteorological equipment are normally
prepared and published by AFLC as 6 work
cards, and are available through normal TO distri-
bution channels. AWS publishes 6 work cards for
minor equipment used by AWS and for equipment
for which AFLC has not prepared work cards.
These cards show the minimum maintenance re-
quirements and maxiMum interval between per-
formance of each routine. At locations where only
one maintenance technician is assigned, the de-
tachment commander-insures that at least one
weather observer is trained to do the daily routine
work from the 6 cards.

9-27. Corrective maintenance is a series of
checks and repair actions required to return a mal-
functioning system to operation. It involves the use
of tools, test equipment, technical orders, and
troubleshooting procedures. Corrective mainte-
nance is done only by qualified weather equipment
maintenance personnel.

9-28. Units that have tactical equipment in
standby status should perform preventive mainte-
nance on a quarterly basis. When local conditions'
warrant, preventive maintenance may be required
more often.

9-29. Major maintenance and dperatiohal
problems are the concern of the maintenance sec-
tion. Tbere are, however, many minor operational
problems that can be solved by the observer if he
knows what to do:Although the situatibns chosen
for discussion do not exhaust the list of problems,
thsy are typical of what can happen. In many
cases the problem and- solution seem absurdly sim-
ple.

9-30. Suppose the, transmissometer recorder
seems to tebut of orcter. Upon checking, you find
that the recorder operated properly before some-
one changed the chart. But now the chart does not
move, even though the power is on. Furthermore,
the clock is not ticking. Your first thought is that
the clock has run down, so you wind the clock.
But this doesn't remedy the trouble. Then you re-
alize that changing the chart may be the key to the
situation. When the chart drive lever is pushed to
STOP, this lever also turns the clock mechanism
off. The chart drive lever is in such a position that
if the paper is changed carelessly, the lever could
unintentionally be bumped t6 the STOP position.
A glance at the position of the lever convinces you
that this is the cause of the trouble.

9-31: If you are careless, changing the chart on
a recording instrument such as the transmissome-
ter, barograph, or wind recorder may cause trou-
ble. We already mentioned the problem created by
accidentally shifting the chart drive lever on the
transmissometer. A chart movement switch on the

8
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wind recorder can cause a similar problem. Even
though you know that power is reaching the re-
corder because the lightsare on, the chart reel won't
move unless the chart moVement switch is ON.
Sometime's this minor point is orrlooked. Other

reasons may also cause the reanot to operate. For
. example, if the gear edd of the takeup reel is not
meshed properly, when you change the chart, the
reel will bind. Improperly meshed gears can be a
problem on the /flicrobarograph, too.

1

A. CONTROL PEN. B. WRITING UNIT.
. V

C. PAPER FEED CONTACT.

Figure 51. El ( ctrowriter for local dissemination.
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9-32. After replacing a chart on the barograph,
you lower the chart cylinder upon the clock mech-
anism drive gear. Simply lowering the cylinder
does not always mesh the gears. Often you must
gently rotate the cylinder to mesh the gears. You
know that the gears are meshed when you feel a
slight drop of the cylinder. Not strictly involved with
chart replacement, but easily overlooked, is the task
of moving the chart clip on the cylinder past the pen
on the fourth day of use. Failure to move the cyl-
inder results in a large time error as the pen
crosses the chart clip. Moving the cylinder requires
unmeshing the gears, and again you must be alert
to the possibility of improperly meshed gears.

9-33. Proper care of the psychrometer involves
keeping the thermometer tubes and the backplate
clean. Wipe them with a moist cloth to remove any
dust or dirt on the instrument surfaces. The wick
of the wet-bulb thermometer tends to collect dirt
and dust since the moistening process attracts
these particles. Remove the wick and replace it pe-

0

A. ELECTROWRITER.
S. COMET I RECEIVING TELETYPE.
C. BRIEFING AND DISPLAY BOARDS.

:e-

riodically to insure correct wet-bulb temperature
readings. Tie the wick securely over the thermom-
eter bulb so that the wick has a smooth surface. At
times the thermometers become difficult to read
because the blacking in the etching wears awly.
When this occurs, remove the blacking and apply
new ivory black. First, carefully remove the ther-
mometers from the metal backing. Clean the old
blacking from the thermometer with turpentine or
other suitable oil paint solvent: Use a pointed stick
covered with cloth to remove the old blacking
from the eTched temperature markings. Wipe the
turpentine from the surface until it is dry. Apply
fresh ivory black along the entire etched surface of
the thermometer tube pressing the black into the
etch marks. Wipe exceis ivory black from the tube
and check to see that all etch marks are filled with
the new blacking. Mter the ivory black sets and
dries, refasten the thermometer tubes to the metal
backing plate. Fit the small glass hook at the top
of the tube into the hole of the metal backing plate

--rcri"T`
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D. TELEPHONE AND INTERCOM PO§ITION. F. ADDITIONAL TELETYPE AND FACSIMILE

E.' PILOT-TO-FORECASTER RADIO. DISPLAYS.

(1

Figure 52. Briefing and communications area.
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before fully tightening the screws of, the clam-Ping
brackets.

9-34. To maintain'the rain gage, keep the over-
flow can, measuring tube, and collector -funnel
clean and free from oxidation. Do this monthly by
cleaning them with copper cleaner and/or fine
steel wool. Paint the tripod `stand whenever neces-
sary. Check the measuring tube for dents since this
alters the volume of the tube. Pour water into the

'overflow can to check it for leakage. -
9-35. Perhaps this brief discussion will help you

with Vitilar problems in the future. Thefiat
topicone often taken for grantedis communi-
cations and copying equipment,

10. Communications and Copying
Equipment

10-1. A completely accurate and representative
observation is a very perishable item. Itrhas little
value if it is not relayed to its users while it is still
current. This is one of many reasons why pro-
grams and equipment are continuously modern-
ized. In this section we are going to discuss com-
munications and copying equipment used to relay

, all types of perishable ,meteorological data and as-
sociated information. ...

1%2. Local Communications Devices. Various
milit organizations located on your base need
your weather Observations iimnediately as you
complete them. The communicatib systems' that
can be used to transmit observatio are:

AutOgraphic transcribers.
Intercommunications ter'com)
Telephone.
Tape recording device
Pony circuit.

'Weathervision.

10-3. Autographic transcribers. The o most
commonly used autographic systems re lectro-
writer and ,Telautograph. Figure . ows an
Electrowriter that some weather ste, use to lo-
cally disseminate observations. ctrowriter
ahd similat models are electronic ii Ig systems
connecting two or more writing or re, iving units.
Refer to figure 51 'again. The control n (A) is
used to move the writing unit (B) and write the
message on the papet roll. When th control pen
and writing unit are in contact, the energize. cir-
cuits that cause the other units to reproduce the
message "that is being sent frOm the originator.
When the message is sonplete, the pen unit is
moved to touch the pager feed contact (C); this
molles the
Electrowtite

10-4. Som weather stations use t. Telauto-
graph to diss minate -their observatipjis locally.
The Telautograph is Available in twg4odels. One

.
model operates ilmo'st exactly llike the Electra-
writer; the other Model differs ,in that the control.
pen moves acrots a metal 'plate adjacent to the
writing surface. With either the Electrowriter ,or
Telautograph, the weather observations ate re-
ceived as 'youare writing; therefore, there is no time
lag. In using the sets, write large enough so that the
weather observation can be seen at a distance. Al-
ways use symbols, carefully. Otherwise they may

/ be misinterpreted by the user. Each weather sta-
tion or unit has a DOI giving the exact details and
format for dissemination of weathei data.

gystern. ,

up to the display position of the
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Figure 54. Component parts of ADCAD slem.

10-5. The autographic trans6aber has some ad-
vantages over other local weather dissemirration
systems. The main advantage is that each receiving
unit (control tower, GCA, and others) receives a
permanent record of your observation as you write
it. This allows the user to eyaluate the incoming
obserfations at his own convenience; he does not
have to make an immediate ,verbaLresponse (as
when the telephone is used) Wien he may be busy
with other tasks. 'Occasi nally; your Electrowriter
or Telautograph equipm nt requires maintenance;
this could reqtil e al ernate method for local
dissemination.

4IS-6. Intercommunications system. The use of
thc/ifitercommunications system varies with observ-

-if% assignments. In some remote areas of the world,
the intercom is the primary method of disseminat-
ing weather observations locally. Simildr to the
Electrowriter systcm, the intercom system has re-

, ceivers at all using agencias. Since the method of
communication is xral, you must, know the stand-.
ard voice communication procedures.

10-7. Whenrusing the intfereasyStem, speak
clearly and slowly- to,ensure that the receiver un-

derstands the message. Most intercoms contaih
some background noise; therefore, speed irregular-
ities are amplified. Perhaps this is why many
weather personnel refer to the intercom as the
"squawk box." AWSR 105-12, AWS Pilot-to-
Forecaster Program, which deals with wordstond
phrases used in comnfunicating with pilots in
flight, provides many fine examples of how to
commu te.,weather observations effectively over

. radio Aes. n example1)Phis is the voice reFay
of an" ltirneter "etting value. An altimeter setting
of 2912 inchesof mercury% spoken as "ALTIM-
ETER TWO NINER NINER TWO."

10-8. Eecause it is possible to misunderstand
oral communications, all stations require the recip-
ient to read back the observation data. FoNowing
the readback, log the actual time that you dissemi- .14
nated yobr observation and the initial#of the re-
cipient on AWS,Form 40. After you have done
'this, check the position of the intercom switch to
be sure that it is not in the SPEAK position': If the
switch is left in this position, you willtnot be able
to receive incoming calls.

84
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10-9. Telephone. The telephone is probably the
most widely used and most- lersatile means of
communication that the observer has. In some re-
mote areas of the Viorld, the telephone is the only
instrufnent used for disseminating weather infor-
mation. This is the situation at many Southeast
Asia weather sites. Regardless of your duty assign-
ment, rhould realize the importance of having
teleph for either backup or, in some cases, as
the primary means of local dissemination. Some
telephones are installed as direct hookups to the
user. These installations are called "hot lines." As
the duty observer, you must be sure that official
telephones are not used indiscriminately. The rea-
son should be obvious from the following example.
Suppose the Control tower needs to contact you on
the telephone because the tower Electrowriter is
inoperative. If the backup phone is being used for
unofficial business, the tower may be unable to
reach you. Not only do you impair the effective-
ness of the tower personnel, but you fail to provide
the local weather service when it isneeded.

10710. Tape recording devices. At many over-
seas locationt where autographic systems are not

I

practicql, a voice recording system for local dis-
seminatien of observations is,widely used. The sys-
tem consists of a recording device employing ei-
ther tape; rlrums, or discs, upon whiih the latest
observations are recprded. Recipients are notified
that a new observation has been recorded by a
buzzer warning 'activated by the ROS _observer.
Receivers are simply direct-line telephone units,
which activate the playback olAthe recording wirer'
tilt phone is lifted from the cradle. An additional
"riadout" is possible by dialing into the system on
the regular base telephone .lines.

10-11. Pony circuit. At some locatibns, the
weather observation is disseminated locally by
means of teletype equipment.,The ROS teletype is
either operated manually or is equipped wit
tape transmitter for local disseniination. In either
case, all using Agencies receiye the observation si-
inultaneously. As you can see, the observer has
available a combination of communications de-
vices to ensure tbat his latest weather observation
reaches the using locations. There are other meth-
ods for local dissemination of weather information;

,- - r . .
4

Figure 55. '284SR page typing unit.
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however, since they fall more 4vithin ihe area of
forecasting they are discussed from this viewpoint..

10-12. Weathervision. Closed circuit television
is used at some activities by the forecaster to dis-
seminate wetather locally. It is actually a combina-
tion visual-voice system. Weathervision is nor-
mally ,used b the forecaster to brief aircrews. This

"includes the latest local weather as well as fore-
casts for routes, areas, and terminals. Weather-

4 Nisioll is becoming more widely used in presenting
weather briefings. It is your responsibility to,.pro-
vide the forecaster with the latest tocal observation
data for these briefings to be effective.

10-13. One of the most important local com-
munications services that the forecaster uses is the
-pilot to forecaster service (PFSV) facility. This fa-
cility allows direct radio coritact between the fore-
caster and the pilot in the cockpit. Frequently, the

forecaster relays your latest observation to the
pilot by this PFSV facility. This use 'of your ob-
servation is only one of the.reasons that it has a
high dissemination priority. The forecaster also
uses the PFSV facility to relay local forecast data
..ind other data of soncern to the pilot. The PFSV
is located near the weather data readouts and dis-

. plays for easy reference.
10-14: Figure 52 shows the functionat arrange-

ment of the various readmits, displays, and com-
munications systems 'forming a composite, opera-
tional briefing area. The forecaster briefs, flight
personnel across, the countei between The two ok-
posing facsimile displays indicated by item C.
From his briefing position, ihe forecaster issa step
or two from his sources of operational data: the
Electro4ter TA).; the COMET I teletype printer
(B), theTacsimile displays IC), the telephoiv and

e
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Figure 56. OWS saYd-reeeive teletype position.
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MODEL 28 ASR (PAGE TYPING UNIT)a

STUNT BOX

,t

TYPING PERFORATOR .

Figure 57. Component parts of OWS system.

intercom located beneath the' counter (D), It;
PFSV radio (E), and idditional teletYpe and fac-
simile displays (F) containing data that he de-
pends upon you to post upon receipt. Note that the
telepeones and PFSV microphOne are equipped
with long..flexible cords so that the forecaster can
refer .to the dlta sources without interrupting his
conversation. The operational needs of the fore-
caster, however, are not the only ones you serve.",
Other reports may be required by units served4by
your local detachment.

,10-15.. Teletype." At most AWS assienments.
your dutiei include the daily handling and trans-
mission of weather data over weather teletype cir-
cuits. Longline dissemination of weather data be-
tweeh military weather stations in the United
States is done by an automatic collection-dissemi-

,.
nation system. At a typical weather detachment,
you can expect to transmit WI-face obServations,
pilot reports, radar reports,*and terminal forecasts
over weather teletype ciicuits. In addition, the
forecaster relies heavily upon you to correctly de-
code, edit, and post the latest weather data that is

A , received over weather communication circuits.
1 0-16. These tasks which contribute to the time-

linesS of forcaster products, are essential' to the
operational effectiveness of your unit. You aie a
keyman in this handling of weather data.

87.
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10-17. There are four major units that makeup
teletype equipment in the weather station for send-
ing and/or receiving weather data. These are corn-
bined in the airways data collection and distribution_
(ADCAD) (send-receive); the receiving-teletype
(28ASR page typing unit); the operational
weather support (OWS) -(send-receive); ands the
Model 311, Electronic Weather Data Printer.

1.0-18. The first, usually located at the ROS,:is_
the ADCAD sending unit. This is used to transmit
the current weatltgr bbservation to the relay center
where it is relayed to all sections of the United

_States and selected sectiai bf the world, Figure
53 gives you a complete picture of the assembled
tinit. This unit includes the following four compo-
nent units.

Keyboard typing reperforator (28kTRI.
Automatic transmitter (28ATR).
Electronic sequence selector.
Automatic code generator.

These units-are pictured in figure 54.
10-19. The receiving 'teletype is the second

major unit of teletype equipment. It is located in
the weather station (usually-near .the forecaster).
The receiving teletype prints, the observations as
they are received _from ADCAD positions. The
Comet I receivineeeletype is shown in figure 52,B,
This tinit consists primarily of one componehr

11.4
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commonly called a model 28ASR page typing,
unit, shOwn'in 'figure 55..

10-20. The third majOr unit of teletype,:.e4ui0-
ment that you'll be- using is the operational
weather support (OWS) send.'and receive posi-
tion. ThN unit is usually l4ated in the communi-
cations room pf the Nr4ther station. tigure 56

_gives you a coniplete Picture- of the whole unit
(28ASR OWS). The OWS send and receive posi-
tion coasists-Of the following:

; '

Page tYping unit (28ASR).
Typing-perforator.
Stunt box._

Figure 57 illustrates These components.
10-21. You transmit all other meteorological ..

data sech as pilot ceportg (PIREPs), forecasts,
radar weather reports (RAREPs), etc., on the
C)..Nis.unit. This unit has a feature that leaves you
free to do other duties in the weather stations: a
series,of four buttons from which you select the
Cype Of ,keather information you want to transmit.

abi h& A2A4t

I id Vot
4e9),ripi S4/e4, *I

wu.
L.r

ihe-44-eiV

44161. --foelei/c;4J
,

After you have selected and inserted the data you
%want to transmit, your tape will not transmit until
the proper bullelin is.scanned. Suppose, for exam-
ple, that.yotii RA-R1EP1kpn tape. In this case you
wuId insert the'ttine and then select and depress
the SPI button. You Can now turn yonr 014,4p11.-
to other duties becauie your RAREP will 93e
transmitted. If you were preparing terminal ait-
drome forecasts (TAFs)1 or plain lsoguage air-
drome terminal fdrecasts. (PLATFs), you would
§elett the SP-2 button.

.10-22. The fourth major unit of communica-
tions equipment is a Mddel 311, Electronic
Weather Data Printer. This equipment only re-
ceives data and prints it at 375 words per minute.
Figure 58'is an example bf the model 311 printer.
Like the other equipment, it is usually,located in
the communications room of the weather station.
The information received from this printer on the
Comet III circuit is continually being 'upgraded
with weather information such as overseas data,
PIBALS, RAWINSONDE DATA, etc. In addi-
tion to the weather teletype equipment, you should
know about the tveather facsimile equipment and its
operation.

10-23. Facsimile. The weather maps ind charts ,
received by facsimile recorder's are valuable aids
for the weather forecaster. 'Cliffrts provide the
forecaster %I/Rh the latest' analyses for la* areas
of the world. Observing and forecaiting teams lo-
cated at weather centrals- prepare the various
charts and analyses that are necessary to provide
weather support for their ar.ea of responsibility.

1044. Most weather activities that receive 'fac-
simile transmissions have either the'RJ3 or RJ4
facsimile recorder. Figure 59 shows an R13 fac-
simile recorder..The R14 is similar to the RJ3 ex-
cept for the type of recording paper,and .th'e proc-
ess of producing the image on the chart. In °
addition to the"facsimile recorder,' most weathpr sta-
tions have a satellite fecorder. Figure 60 is a,n il-
lutration of the recorder and its major compo-
nents. The name of the recorder describes the use
of the machine. Its functon irto record weather
pictures transMitted by satellites.

10-25. Copying"Equipment. There are various
types of copying equipment provided, at weather .
units. Many are the office cop)) machine type,
known by various trade names; however, some are
larger machines of the type used to reproduce

* ,I$lueprints. The ozalid machine, shown in 'figure
61, is very common in a weather station because it
can reproduce most any weather' data ,uch as fac-
simile charts, teleiipe data, andpther latgs prod-

,
ucts.

10-2'6. Figure 61..alSo shows..some of the main
;. units Of tan o6lid striamliner 0; cabinet (A);

speed adjustmentf:knob (B), a monia supply bot-

88
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Figure 59. RJ3 facsimile recorder.

.111-- RECORDER HEAD

<Er 000 *04
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POWER SUPPLY

AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY
CONTROL

Figure 60. Satellite recorder.

k
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Figure 61. Ozalid streamliner copier.

tle (C), main switch (D), ammonia feed valve
(E), drip gauge glass-(F), and paper roll (G).
Ammonia is very toxic. To avoid injuty, follow the
operating instructions for use of this equipment.

10-27. Begite continuing on to Volume 2, tbrn
to -your 'workbook and ans-wer the chapter review
exercises on Sections 8, 9, and 10,
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Appendix A
Standard Atmosphere Table' in Accordance With Specifications of ICAO

(International Civil Aviation Organization)
Tabular values give altitude (in feet) in the standard atmosphere as a function of

pressure (inches of mercury, shown as rids and top arguffient).
Note : Altitudes are strictly in terms of "standard geopotential feet."

Pressure,
inches of
mercury

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09

ft. ft., ft, ft. ft, ft. ft. ft. ft. ft. '
25.0 4888 4878 4867 4856 4846 4836 4824 4814 4803 4792
25.1. 4782 4771 4760 4750 4739 4728 4718 -4707 4696 4686
25.2. 4675 4665 4664 4643 4633 4622 4611 4601 4590 4580
25.3 . . 4569 4559 4548 4637 4627 4616 4506 4495 4484 4474
25.4 4463 4453 4442 4432 4421 4411 4400 4389 4379 4368 ,

4.'
25.5 4358 4347 4337 4326 4316 4305 4296 4284 4274 \-,426325.6 4253 4242 4232 4221 4211 4200 4190 4179 4169 4158
25.7... ..... _____ 4148 4138 4127 4117 4106 4096 4085 4076 4064 4054
25.8 4044 4033 4023 4012 4002 3991 3981 3971 3960 395025.9 3939 3929 3919. 3908 3898 3888 3877 3867 3856 3846

3836 3825 3815 3805 3794 3784 3774 3763 3753 3743
3732 3722 3712 3701 3691 3681 3670 3660 3650 363926.2 3629 3619 3608 3698 3688 3578 3567 3557 3547 353726.3 3526 3516 3606 3495 3485 3475 3465 3454 3444 343426.4 . 3424 3414 3403 3393 3383, 3373 3362 3352 3342 3332

26.5 ....... ....... 3322 33440. 3301 3291 3281 3271 3260 3250 3240 323026.6 ........ ........_ 3220 3210-'---- 3199 3189 3179 3169 3169 3149 3138 312826.7 . 3118 3108 3098 3088 3078 3067 3067 3047 3037 302796 8' 3017 3007 2997 2987 2976 2966 2956 2946 2936 292626.9 . 2916 2906 2896 2886 2876 2866 2855 2845 2835 2825
.

.- .

.
2805 279 2785 2775 2765 2755 2745 2735 272527.1....... ........ . 2715 2706 2695 2685 2676 2666 - 2655 2645 2635 262527.2 2616 2605 2696 2686 2576 2666 2655 2545 2535 .. 252527.3 2515 2506 2495 2485 2476 2466 2455 2445 2435 242627.4 2416 2406. 2396 2386 ,2376 2366 2356_ 2346 2336 2326

27.5 . 2316 2307 2297 2287 2277 2267 2257 247 2237 222727.6 2218 2208 2198. 2188 2178 2168 2158 2148 2139 212927.7....._... ......_. 2119 2109 2099 2089 . .2086 2070- 2060. 2050- 2040 203027.8......_ _____ 2621 2011 2001 1991 1981 1972 1962 1952 1 1942- 193227.9 1923- 1913 1903 1893 1884. .- 1874
. , .1864

. - _
-1354' 1844 1834

. .

, 28.0 1825 1815 1805 1796 . 1786 1776 '1766 .g. 1767 1747 1737,2414 1727 1718 1708 1698 1689 1679 1669 1659 1650 164028.2 :.. .......... ._ 1630 1621 1611 1601 1592 1582- - 1572 . 1562 - 1553 _ 154328,3 :..... ........... 1533 152-4 1614 1504 - 1495 1485 1475 1466 1456 1446
1437 1427 1417 1408 1398 1389 1379 1369 1360 1350 ..-

28.5 .. . 1340 1331 1321 1312 1302 102 1283 1273 4264 1254.28.6 - 1244 1235 1226 1216 1206 1196 _ 1187 1177 1168 115828.7 1149 1139 1129 1120 1110 1101 1091 1082 - 1072 106328.8 1063 1044 .1634 1024 1016 1005 996 986 977 96728.9 . 4 958 948 - 939 929 . 920,
.

910 901 891 882 872
1

29.0 jai 853 844 834 . 825 , 816 806 796- 787 778
-768 769 749 740 , 730 721 711/ 702 693 68329.2 -. - 674 . 664 666 646 636 627 617 608 :.- 698 589- 29.3 , 5'79 570 561 561 642 '632 ; 623 514 504 495 .29.4 486. 476- 467 467

. .
'4 -448 439. 429. 420 411 401*

29.5 392 382 372 364 '1 354 345 336 326 317 30829.6 298 289 -180 270 , 261 . 252 242 233 224 21529.7.... ........ 206 196 187 177 168 159 149 140 131 .12229 1.5 112 103 94 85 75 86 57 47 38 2929.9:....,..... ...... 20 10 " 1 -8 -17, -27 -36 -45 - -64 -64
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Appenaix B

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
,

Angles sine.
Nak Log.

Cosines
Nat. Log.

Tangents
Nat. Lug.

Cotangents
Nat. Log.

Angle

0° 00' .0000 * 1.0000 0.0000 .0000 le 4 0 004 00
10 .0029 7.463, 1.0000 0000 .0029 -7.4637 343.77 2:5363 50
20 1 .0068 7648 1.0000. 0000 .0058 7648 171.89 2352 40
30 .0087 9408 1.0000 0000 /. 0087 '9408 114.59 0591 30
40 .0116 8.0858 .9999 0000 .0116 8.0658 85.940 1.9344. 20
50 .0145 1627 .9999 0000 .0145 1627 68.730 8373 10

1* 00' .0175 8.2419 .9908 9.9999 .0175 8.2410 57.290 1.7581 89° 00
. 10 .0204 3088 .9998 9099 .0204 3089 40.104 6911 50
20 .0233 3668 .9997 9909 .0233 1669 42.964 6331 40
30 .0262 4179 .9997 9909 .0262 4181 38.188 5819 30
40 .0291 4637 .9996 . 9098 .0291 4638 34.368 5362 20
50 .0320 50o0 .9995 9998 .0320 5033 31.242 4947 10

r GO' .0349 g. 5428 .9994 9.9097 .0349 8.5431 28.636 1. 4589 se ay
10 .0378 5776 .9993 9997 .0378 5770 26.432 4221 50
20 .0407 6097 .9992 9996 .0407 6101 24.542 3899 40
30 .0436 6397 .9900 9996 .0437 6401 22.904 3599 30
40 .0465 6677 .9089 9995 .0466 6682 21.470 3318 20
50 .0494 6940 .9988 9995 .0495 6945 20.206 3055 10

8°00' .0523 8.7188 .9986 9.9994 .0524 8.7194 19.081 1.2806 87* 00'
10 .0552 7423 .9985 9993 .0553 7429 18.075 2571 50
20 .0581 7645 .9983 9093 .0582 7652 17.169 2348 40
30 .0610 78§7 .9081 9992 .0612 7865 16.350 2135 30
40 .0640 ,5,8039 .9980 9991 .0641 8067 15.605 1933 20
50 ' .0669 8251 .9978 9990 .0670 8261 14.924 1739 10

4° 00' .0698 8.8436 .9976 9.9989 .0699 8.8446 14.301 1 . 1554 88° 00'
10 .0727 8613 .9974 9989 .0729 8624 13.727 1376 50
20 .0756 8783 .9971 9988 .0758 8795 13.197 1205 40
30 .0785 8046 .9969 9987 .0787 8960 12.706 1040 30
40 .0814 9104 .9967 9986 -0816 9118 12.2.51 0882 20
50 .0843 9256 .9964 9985 .0846 9272 11.826 0728 10

5* 00' .0872 8.9403 .9962 9.9083 .0875 8.0420 11.430 1.0580 85'00'
10 .0001 9645 .0959 9082 :0904 9503 11.059 0437 50
20 .0929 9682 .9957 9981 .0934 9701 10.712 0299 40
30 .0958 9816 .9954 9980 .0963 9836 10.385 0164 30
40 .0987 9945 .9951' 9979 .0992, 9966 10.078 0034 ,.. 20
50 .1016 9.0070 .9948 9977 .1022 9.0093 9.7882 0.9907 [0

6°.00' .1045 9.0192 .9945 9.9976 .1051 9.0216 9.5144 0.9784 84° 00'
10 ;1074' 0311 .9942 9975 .1080 0336 9.2553 9664 50
20 .1103 0426 .9939 9973 .1110 I 9.0098 9547 40

, 30 .1132 0539 .9936 . 9972 . i139 I .,. 7 8.7769 9433 30
' 40 .1161 0648 .9932 9971 .1169 1. 8 8.5555 9322 '20

40 .1190 07§5 :9929 9969 .119: ; : . 8.3450 9214 10

7° 00' .1219 9.0859 .9925 9.9968 .12 -#: 9.089 8.1443 0.0109 ar Oes
AO .1248 -0961, .9922 9966 .1 -'47 -0995 7;9530 9005 50

20 ' .1276 1Q60.9918 9964 .12;7 1096 7.7704 8904 40
.1305 157 - .9014 9993 .131:---,- '1104 7:.-5958 . 8806 30

40 .1334 1252 .9911 9961 .1346 1291 7.4287 8709 20
50 .1363 345 .9907 0959 .1376, 1385 7.2687 8615 10

8°00' .1392 9.1 6 :9903 9.9958 .1405 9.1478 7.'1154 0.8522 82° 00'
10- .1421 1525 .9890 9956 .1435 1569 6.0682 8431 50
20 .1449 1612 .9894 9984 .1465 1658 6.-8269 8342 40
30 .1478 1697 .9890 9952 .1495 1745 6.6912 8255 30-

.1507' 1781 .9886 / 9950 ,1524 . 1331 6.5606 8169 -* 20I .1536 1863 .9881 9948 ''.1554 1915 6-.4348 8085 10

9° 00' .1564 9.1943 .9877 9-.9946 .1584 9.1097 6.3138 0.8003 81* 00'
Nat. Log. , Nat: Log. Nat. Log. Nat.- Log.

Angles Cosines Sines Cotangents Tangents Angles-
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Appendix 13(Continued)

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

Angles Sines
Nat. Los.

I

'Cosines
Nat. Og.

Tangents
Nat. Log.

.

Cotangents
Nat. Lo .

Angles

9. OW .1464 9.1943 .9877 9.9946 .1584 9.1997 6.3136 0.8003 81' 00'10 .1593 2022 .9872 9944 .1614 2078 6:1970 7922 5020 .1622 2100 .9868 9942 :1644 2158 6.0844 7842 40
30 .1650 2176 .98113 9940 .1673 2236 5:9758 7764 3040 .1679 2251 .9858 9938 .1703 2313 5.8708 . 7687 2060 .1708 2324 .9853 9936 .2733 2389 5.7694 7611 10

10°00' .1736 9.2397 .9848 9.9934 .1763 9.2463 5.6713 0.7537 80° 00'10 .1765 2468 .9843 9931 .1793 25 6 5.5764 7464 5020 .1794 2638 :9838 9929 .1823 2609 5.484$ 7391 4030 .1822 2606 .9833 9927 .1853 2680 5.3955 7320 3040 .1851 2674 .9827 9924 . 2883 2750 5.1093 7250 20
50 ..1880 2740 .9822 9922 .1914 2829 5.2257 7181 10

11.00' .1908 9.2806 .981,6 9.9919 .1944 9.2887 5.1446 0.7113 79° 00'
. 10 .1937 2870 .9811 9917 .1974 2953 5.0658 7047 50

20 .1965 2934 .9805 9914 .2004 3020 4.9894 6980 40
30 .1994 2997 .9799 9912 .2035 3085 4.9152 6915 30
40 .2022 3058 .9793 9909 .2065 3149 4.8430 6851 20
50 .2051 3119 .9787 9907 .2095 3212 4.7729 6788 10

12°00' .2079 9.3179 .9781 9.9904 .2126 9.3275 4.7046 0.8725 78° 00'
10 .2108 3238 .9775 9901 .2158 3336 4.6382 6664 50jr 29
30

.2136 3296

.2164 3353
.9769 9899
.9763 9896

.2186 3397

.2217 3458
4.5736 6603
4.5107 6542

40
30

40 .2193 3410 .9757 9893 .2247 3517 4.4494 6483 20
50 .2221 3466 .9750 9890 .2278 3576 4.3897 6424 10

13° 00' .2250 9.3521 .9744 9.9887 .2309 9.3634 4.3315 0.6366 77° 00'
10 .2278 3575 :9737 9884 .2339 3691 4.2747 6309 50
20 .2306 3629 .0730 9881 .2370' 3748 4.2193 6252 40
30 .2334 3682 .9724 9878 .2401 3804 4.1653 6190 30
40 .2363 3734 .9717 9875 .2432 3859 4.1126 6141 20
50 .2391 3786 .9710 9872 2462 , 3914 4.0611 6086 10

24° 00' .2419- 9.383 .9703 9.9869 .2493 9.3968 4.0108 0.6032 76°00'
10 .2447 3887 .9696 9866 .2524 4021 3.9617 579 -- 50
20 .2476 3937 .9689 9863 .2555 4074 3.9136 .59 40
30 :2504 3986 .9681 9859 .2586 4127 3.8667 5873 30
40 .2532 4035 .9674 9856 .2617 4178 3.8208 5822 20
150 .2560 .4083 .9667 9853 .2648 4230 3.7760 5770 10le 00' .2588 9.4130 .9659 9.9849 .2679 9.4281 3.7321 0. 5719 7r 00'
10 .2616 4177 .9652 9846 .2711 4331 3.6891 5669 50
20 .2644 4223 .9644 9843 .2742 4381 3.6470 5619 40
30 .2672 4269 _9636 9839 .2773 4430 3.6059 5570 30
40 .2700 4314 .9628 9836 .2805 4479 3.5656 . 5521 20
50 .2728 4359 :9621 9832 .2836 4527 3.5261 5473 10

16° 00' .2756 9.4403 .9613 9.9828 .2867 9.4575 3.4874 0.5425 74° 00
10 .2784 4447 .9605 9825 .2899 4622 3.4495 6378 50
20 . .2812 4491 .9.596 9821 .2931 4869 3.4124 5331 °'40
30 .2840 4533 .9588 9817 .2962 4716 3.3759 5284 30
40 .2868 4576 .9580 0814 .2994 4762 3,3402 5238 20
50 .2806 4618 .0672 9810 .3026 4808 3.3052 5192 10

17s00° .2924 9.4659 .9563 9.9806 , .3057 9.4853 3.2709 0.5147 73° 00'
10 , 2952 4700 ": 9555 1)802 .3089' 4898 3.2371 5102 50
20 . 79 4741 .9546 9798 .3121 4943 3.2041 5057 40

''' 30.-
.

7 4781 9537 9794 :3153 4987 3.1716 5013 30_.

40 .3035 4821 .9528 9790 ..3185 -15041 3-..1307 4969 . , 20
. 50 .3062 4881 .9520 9786 .3217 5075 3.1084 4925 10
-18f 90* .3090 9.4900 9.9782 :3249 95118 3.0777 -0.4882 72* 00'

Nat. Log.
.9511
.Nat. Log. Nate Log.' Nat.- Log.. .

Antal
_. Cosines . Sines:

' J.........-_;--..............--.....o.r........r.--
_ Cotangents Tangents Angles
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Appendix B kContinued)

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNC111S

Angles Sines Cosines Tangents Cotangents Angles
Nat. Log. Nat Log. Nat. Log. Nat. Log.

18° 00' .3090 9.4900 .9511 9.9782 .3249 9.5118 3.0777 0.4882 72°00'
10 .3118 4939 .9502 9778 .3281 5161 3.0475 4839 50
20 .3145 4977 .9492 9774 .3 ,I4 5203 3.0178 4797 40
30 .3173 50- . .9483 9770 .3346 5245 2.9887 4755 30
40 .3201 50 .9474 9765 .3378 5287 2.9600 1713 20 \
50 .3228 51190 .9465 9761. .3411 5329 2.9310 1671 10

19°00' .3256 9.5126 .9455 9.0757 .3443 9.5870 2.9042 0.4630 71° 00'
10 .3283 5163 .0446 9752 .3476 5411 2.8770 4589 50
20 .3311 5199 .9436 9748 .3508 5451 2.8502 4549 40
30 .3338 5235 .9426 9743 .3541 5491 2.8239 4509 30
40 .3365 5270 '.9417 9739 .3574 5531 2.7980 4469 20
50 .3393 5306 .9407 9734 .3607 5571 2.7725 4429 10

-a-

20° 00'
10
20
30
40
50

21° 00'
10
20
30
40
50

22° 00'
10
20
30
40
50

23° 00'
10
20

-,30
40
50

24° 00' .4067. 9.6093 :9135 9.9607 .J-452 9.6485 2. 24f30 0-.4511.66f 00' .
_-- 10 .4094 -6121 -.9124, 9602 .,487 6520 2:22SG 3480

20 .4120 , 6149 .9112 __ 9596 . f322 6333 2.2113 3447 40,
-- 30_ .4147 617-7 .9100 9590 . t557. 6587 2.1943 3413 30

- ' 40 ..- -.,-417-3. .. 6205 .9088 -- 95841 6020 2:1775 3380 -- 20 .
--.-4200 ...1:6232 -.9075 -9579 ..4628-----6554 2. WO__ --;go 5-.---z.A 0_

-25° OW I- __.-4226 -01625'9 --- 9063 --O. 95Z3 :-4663 976687 .T.14-45 0,-3313 -65°_00r: ---
, .. _

-I-10 .4253 6285 . ": --9567 4699 ---- 6720 2.128S- 6280 -30
. 20 A279 -7 6313 ' :9038 . 9561 .4134 -6752 2.1.123 3.:48 40
' 30 -4305 6340 .9026 9555 .4770 6783 2.-Otai.5 -.3215 -30

40 :4331.. _6366 .9013 9549 .4806 6817 2.0809- 3183 '. 20 .
_ .-,-, 59 ..435$ 6392 -.9001 9543 .4841 6850 2.0655 3150 10

-2-6° 00; .4384 9.6418 ;8988' 9-;.9537 ,4877 6. 6882 2.050i 0:3118 64° 00'
10 , .4410 6444 .8975 9330 .4913 6914 2.0353 3086 30
20 .4436 -6470 .8962 4524 -.4950 6946 2_0204 3031 . 40-
30 4-A462 .649.5 _., 8949 . . 5_18 .4986 6977 2, Q(147. 3023 30' -

50 .4514 6546 ,8923 9505 ',.5059 7040 '13'7g -egg- --- -.- Bi :
40 4488 6521 -.8985. 9312 :5022-- 7W9

.3420 9.5341 .9397 9.9730 .3640 9.5611 2.7475 0.43'89 700 00'

.3448 5375, . 93s7 97 .5 .3673 565'0 2.7228 4350 50
.3475 5409 .9377 9721 .3706 5689 2.6985 4311 40
.3502 5443 .9367 9716 .3739 5727 2.6746 4273 30
.3529 5477 .9856 9711 .3772 5756 2.6511 4234 20
.3557 5510 .9346 9706 .3805 5804 2.6279 4196 10
.3581 9.5543 .9336 9.9702 .3839 9.5842 2.6051 0.4158 69° 00'
.3611 5576 .9325 9697 -.3872 5879 2.5826 4121 50
.3638 . 5609 9315 9692 ..3906 5917 2.5605 4083 40
3665 5641 .9304 9687 .3939 5954 2.5386 4046 3

.3692 5673 :9293 9682 'i'3973 5991 2.5172 4009
.3719 5704 ..9283 . 9677 .400G 6028 2.4960 3972 10
.3746 9.5736 .9272 9.0672 .4040 9.6064 2.4751 0.3936 68° 00'
.3773 5767 .9261 9667 .4074 6100 2.4545 39k/0 50
.3800 5798 .9250 9661 .4108 6136 2.4342 386-4
.3827 5828 .9239 9656 .4142 6172 2.4142 3828 la
.3854 5859 .9228 96'51 .4176 6208 2.3945 37-92. 20
.3881 5889 - .9216 9646 .4210 f;243 2.3750 3757 10
.3907 9-.5919 .9205 9:9640 .4245 -9.6279 2.3559 0.3721 67°00'
.3934 5948 .9194 9635 .4279 6314 2 . 39. 3686 30
.3961 5978 .9182 9629 .431 ', 6348 2. 31s3 3652 40
.3987 6007 .9171 9624 , 434g 6383 2.2998 3617 30
.4014 6036 .9159 9618 .4383 6417 2. 2s17 3583 20
.4041 _6065 .9147 9613 .4417.. 6452 2.2637, 3548 10

27° AV- A540 9, 6510
Nat. Log.

Angles- Cosines

.8910 9,9199
Nat.

$ines'

50.-: 9 7072 1.9626 0.2928 034 00'
Nat Log.. Nat: Log.
Cut azAgents Tanzen; s [A ngli-e

tor-

-

-



:Appendix '13 (Continued)

TKICONOMMIC: FUNCTIONS

Ani&-

27°0(Y.
10 ..

30
40
60

280 (XY
10
20
30
40
5Q

:40
29° (XY

10
20
30
40
50

30° 00'
10
20
30

- 40
50 '

00'
10
24
30
40
50

226 00'
10
20
30 .

.t8

33° 00'
10
20
30
.40
50

34° 00'
10-
20
30
40
50

35° 00'
10
20
30 .

40
60

36° 00'

Angles

sine's Co sines e

I414. Logi a. Log.
.4540 9.6570 .8910 9.9499
.4566 6595 .8897 0492
.4592 6620 .8884 9486
.4617 6644 .8870 9479
.4643 6668 .8857 9473
.4669 6692 .8843 9466

.4635-9.6716 .8829 9.9459

.4720 '6740 .8816 \9453

.4746 6763 .8802 \9446

.4772 6787 .8788 9439

.4797 6810 .8774 9432

.4823 6833 .8760 9425

.4848 9.6856

.4874 6878

.4899 6901

.4924 6923

.4950 0946

.4975 0968

.5000 9.6990

.5025. 7012
'.5050 7033
.5075 7055
.5100 7076
.5125 7097

.5150 9.7118
P5175 7139
.5200 7160
.5225 7181
..5250 7201
.5275 7222

.5299 9.7242

.5324 7262
'.5348 4..7282
.5373 7302
.5398 '7322
.5422 1342
.5446 9.7361
.5471 7380
.5495 7400
.5519 7419
.5544 7438
.5568 7457

.5592:9.7476

.5616 7494

.5640 7513

.5664 7531
..5688 4 755e
.5712 7568

.4736 9-7586
5760 7C04
.5783 7622
.58 7 <1640
.58 7657

7675

4

.8746 9.9418

.8732 9411

.8748 9404

.8704 9397

.8689 9390

.8675 9383

.8660 9.9375

.8646 9368

.8631 9361
:8616 9353
.8601 ,IN46
.8587 9338

.8572 0.9331

.8537 9323

.8543 0315

.8526 9308

.8511 9300

.8496 9292

.8480 9.9284

.8465 9276

.8450 9268

.8434 9260
..8418 9252
.8403 9244

.8387 9.9236

.8371 .9J28

.8355 9219

.8339 9211

.8323 9203

.8307 9194

.8290 9.9186

.8274 9177

.8258 9169

.8241 9160

.8225 9151

.8208 9142

.8192'9.9134

.8175 9125

.8158 9116

.8141 9107

.8124 _9098

.8107 9089

.5878 9.7692 .8090 9.9080
NaL Ldg. Nat..

Cmdnes Srines

Tangents_
. Cotangents Angles

Nat. ' Log., ?gat. 1.0`g.

.50959.70221.96260.292863'00'

.5132 7103 1.9486. 2897 50

.5169 7134 1.9347 2866 .40

.5206 71651.9210 2833 30

.5243 7196 1,9074 2804 20

.328P 72261.8940 2774 10

.53f7 9.7257 1.8847,0.274362°00'

.5354 7287 1.8676 .1713 50

.5392 7317 1..8546 2683. 40

.5430 7348 1.8418 2652 30

.5467 7378 1.8291 2622 20

.5505 7408 1.8165 2592 10

.5543 0.7438 1.8040 0.256261°00' °

.5581 7407 1.7917 2533 50

.5619 7497 1.7796 2§03 40
5658, 7526 1.7675 2474 30
.5696 7356 1.7556 2444 ` 20
.5735 75851.7437 2415 10

.5774 9.7614 1.7321 0.23866'00 00'
5812 7$44 1.7205 2356 50
.3851 7673 1.7090 2327 40
.5890 7701 1.6977 2290 -80
.5930 7730 1.6864 2270 20
.5969 , 7759 1.6753 .2241 10

.6009 9.77881.6643 0.221259'00

.6048 7816 1.6534 2184 50

.6088 78451.6426 -2155 40

.6128 7873 1.6319 2127 30

.6168 7902 1.6212 2098 20

.6208 7930 1.6107 2070 10

.6249 9.7958 1.600 0.2042580 d0'

.6289 -7986 1.5900 2014 SO
16330 8014 1.5798 1986 40 a.

.6371 8042 1.5697 1958 '30

.6412 8070 1.5597 1930 .20

.6453. 80971.5497 1903 10

.6494 9.81251.5399 0.187.557°00

.6536 8153 1.5301 1647 30

.607 81801.5204 1820 40

.6619 8208 1.5108 1792 30

.6661 8235 1.5013 1765 20

.6703 . 82631.4919 1737 10

.4745 9.82901.4826 0.171056°

.6787 8317 1.4733 1683 50

.6830 ' 8344 1.4641 1656 40

.6873 8371 1.4550 1629 30

.6916 8398 1.4460 1602 20

.6959 84251.4370 1575 10

.7002 9.8452 1.4281 0.154855°00'

.7046 8479 1.4193. 1521 30

.7089 8506 1.4106 1491 40

.7133' 8533 1.4019 1467 30

.7177 8559 1.3934 1441 20

.7221 8536 1.3848 1411 10

.7285 9.8613 1.3764 0.1:387 Se 00'
Nat. Log. Nat. Lng.
Cotangents Tangents Angles
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Appendix B (Continued)

TRIGONOMETRIC-FUNCTIONS

Angles
'

Blass
'Nat. Log.

Cosines
Nat. Log.

Tarigente
Nat. Log.

Cotangents
Nat. Log:.

Angles

3e. ow,
10

. 5878 9.7692

.5901 -7710
.8090 p . 9080
.8073 9070

.7265 9.8613
.7310 8839

1.3784 0.138
1.3680 1.36ft

546.00'
50

20 .5925 7727 .8056 9061 7355 8666 1.3597 1 40
3ia, . 5948 7744 . 8039 9052 . 7400 .8692 1 . 3514 1308 30
40 .5972 7761 8021 9042 .7445 '8718'1.3432 1282 20
50 .5995 7778 .8004 9033 .7490 8745 1.3351 1255 10

37 00" .6018 9.7795 .7986 9.9023 .7536 9.8771 1 3270 0.1229 53* 00'
-- 10 .6041 7811 .7969 9014 .7581 8797 1.3190 1203 .50

20 .6065 7828 .7951 9004 :7627 8824 1.3111 1176 40
80 a:6088 7844 .7934 8995 .7673 8850 1.3032 1150 30
40 .6111 '7861 .7916 8985 .7720 8876 1.2954 11.24 20
50 .6134 7877 .7..;98 8975 .7766 8902 1.2876 1098 L 10

38° OOP -.6157 9.7893 .7880 9.8965 .7813 9.8928 1. 279g 0.1072 520 00'
10_ .6180 7910 .7862 8955 .7860 894 1.2723 10,16 '' 50
20 .6202 , 7920 . 844 8945 .7907 ' 8980 1.2647 1020 40
30 .6225 7941 6 8935 .7954 9006 1.2572 004 30

.40 .6248 7957 -.7808 8925 .8002 9032 1.2497 0968 20
, 50 .6271 7973 .7790 8915 .8050 9058 1.2423 0942 10
39°00' .629d 9.7989 .7771'9.8905 .8098 9.9084 1.2349 0.0916 51° 00'

10 .6316 8004 .7753 8895 .8146 9110 1.2276 0890 50
20 .6338 8020 .7735 8884 .8195 . 9135 1.2203 , 0865 40
30 .6361 8035 .7716 8874 .8243 9161 1.2131 0839 30
40 .6383 8050 .7698 8864 .8292 9187 1.2059 0813 20
50 .6406 8066 .7679 4853 . 8342- 9212 1. 1988 ,0788 LO

40° 00' .6428 9.8081 .7660 9,8843 .8391 9.9238 1.1918 0,0762 50° 00'
10 :6450 8096 . 7642 -81)32. . 8441 9264 I . 1847 0,736 .50
20 .6472 8111

.

.7623 8821 - .8491 9289 1.1778 0711 40
30 .6494 8125 .7604 8810 .8541 9315 1.1708 0685 30
40 .6517 8140 .7585 8800 . 8591 9341 1.1640 0659 20
50 .6539 8155 .7566 8789 .8642 9300 1.1571 0634 10

41° 00' .6561 9.8169 .7547 9 . 8Z78 .8693 9.9392 1.1504 0.0608 49° 00'
10 - .6583 8184 .7528 8767 .8744, 9417 P.1436 0583 50
20 46804 8198 .7509 8756 .8796 9443 1.1369 0577 40

- 30- .6626 8213 .7490 8745 .8847 9468 1.1303 0532 30
40- ' .6648 8227 .7470 8733 .8899 9494 1.1237 0506 20

. act .6670 8241 .7451 8722 .8952 9519'1. k171 0481 10

42* oo %, .8691 9.8255 .7431 9, 8711 '.9004 9.9544 1.1106 0.0456 48°W
10 1.6713. 8269 .7412 * 8699 .. 9057 9570 1.1041 0430 50
20 .6734 '8283 .7392 8688 .911,0 , 9595 1.0977 0405 40'
30 .6756 8297 .7373 8676 .9163 9621 1.0913 0479 30
40 .6777 8311 .7353 8665 .9217 9646 1:0850 0354 20
50 .6799 8324 .7333 8653 .9271 9671 1.0788 0329 10

4 8* 00'. . 6820. 9.8338 .7314 9.8641 .9325 9.9697 1.0724 0.0303,47° 00'
10 .6841 . 8351 .7294 8629 .9380 9722 1.0661 0278 50
20 .6862 8365 .7274 8618 .9435 9747 1.0599 0253 10
30 .6884 8378 .7254 8606 .040(k 9772 1.0538 0228 30
40 .6905 8391 .7234 8594 .9545 9798 1.0477 .0202 20
10 . .6926 8405 .7214 8582 .9S101 9823 1.0416 0177 10

449 00 .6047 9.8418 .7193 9.8569 .9657 9.9848 1.0355 0.015246* 001
10 .8967 8431 .7173 8557 .9713 9874 1.0295 0126 50
30 .6948 $444 7153 8545 .9770 9899 1.0235 0101 40
40 .1009 8457 .7133 -8532 .9827 9924 1,.0176 0076 30
40 .7030 8469 .. 7112 8520 .9884 9949 1.0117 0051 20
40 .7050 8482 , 7092 8507 .9942 9975 1.0058 0025 10

43* OW' .707i .9. 8496 . 7071 9.8495 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 45'00'
. 1 Nat. Itog. Nat. Log.. ,. Nat. Log. -Nat. Log.

Angles -Cathie*
.

Sines Cotangents ' Tangents Angles,......1 ' 41.

All.CAFS, ALA. (750413)1800
100

t._
I.
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14OCATION TIME OF CHARACTER WEATHrit AND I INTENSITY
IDENTIFIER I REPORT OF.ECHOES INTENSITY TENDENCY.

ABCs '1605 Z i AREA 0 i TRWi
DECODED REPORT
Xirtland AFB NM. Special observation at 1605 Z broken area of echoes con-
taining thunderstorms prodecing light rain shoWers at the surface These echoes
are increasing in intensity. Area extends from 4°125 nautical miles tb 2210115 nau-
tical miles, is 100 nautical miles wide, moving from 270 degrees at 30 knots. Maxi-
mtign top of tbe detectible.moisture as 35,000 feet MSL Hail 3/4 inch in diameter
was reported in an echo at 310045 nautical miles

The ifbove report is for the echo area in radarscope picture The slash mark (/) is
. used to separage the intensity of the echo from the intensity tendeniyISIIlllll s s um mow mew s s Iwo amile s gow

TIME OF REPORT

Time of observation (24-hour clock) an Oieenwich.Mean Time Gwen only in ob-
servations containng hurricane data, an important change in echo pattern, or trans-
nutted out of the SDUS scan period.

I ow I e m s s s s s Nem s mu, me am am gm imp maw s wow is!

CHARACTER OF ECHOES

CHARACTER DEFINITION
Isolated echo.. . . . . . Independent convective echo
Widely scattered area . . An aria less than 1/10 covered with echoes ,

Scattered area . . . . . Xn area 1110 to 5/10 covered with echoes g

aroken area An ares 6/10 or more covered with echoes.
but with breaks .

Solid area ....... . Contiguous echoes covering usually more
than 9/10 of the reported

Line of widely
scattered echoes .
Line of scattered echoes .

roken echoes
Solid ne of echoes. . .

Spsril band area . .

Str tified elevated echo .

f Ora))
Fine jine

(See widely scattered area). .

(See scattered area)
(See brokervarea) . .... . .

(See solid area). . . . . . .

. Curved lines of echoes, including wall cloud, which
occur in coirection with a hurricane, tropical storm
or typhoon

CONTRACTION
CELL
AREA ,W DLY
AR EAU.)

AREA®

AREAG

.
LNDLY,a)
LN
1-r4
LN.
SPRL WAND AREA '

((1 D or (D )
: Precipitation aloft - LYR

( (i) . 0 or CI) I
Narrow, non precipitation echo associated

IN111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111B1 SIMI IMMIIIIINIIIII1111111111111111$11MBINIIIIIIIIM11111111111811
with a m teorological discontinuity FINE LN

1

PRECIPITATION SY1.4BOLS 111.

RW Rain Showers
R \ Rain

INTENSITY TOR PCPN SYMBOLS ABOVE

T Thundetstorms
ZR Freezing Rain

Very Light - -
Light -
Moderate No Sign

*11

PRECIPITATION SYMBOLS,'NO INTENSITY
SYMBOLS USED. L - Drizzle

I
IP - Ice Pellets SW - Snow Showers /A - S - Snow

Ice Pellet Showers *ZL - Freezing Drizzle

MIN I NM I I NMI 0E11 MIS I Mill 111111111111,111 SEMI

* I
Heavy
Very Heavy
Unknown U

Foldout 5.

ek

INTENSITY TREND

TREND CONTRACTION 1

Increasing , . .

Unchanging. , . ' Nd I
Decreasing. IP

. New. . ... 4. . NEW .}
. &known . , ,,

OThe intensity trend is observed aneevaluate.dmaint I
terms of the net change in the charactezistic

. lotensitylciuring a specified period. which as one I
hour for lines and and fifteen minutes foe ' -
i ells.

4
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LOCATION AND DIMENSIONS OF ECHOES
MOVEMENT ECHO'TOPS

i 4/125 221/115 100W 1'2730 N1/2i TOP.

r

I

270

)

i

I

I
I1.

I

1

1

t

Leareiareasespos.. Ismosinummumsemiloarmmmeameelmootti
I

1.1i NOTE: Echo pattern is classified as a line if its length-to-width ratio sssatleast 5 to I and its'
I .

length is at least ZO miles.
.i

I

1111714411e111111111111$ 1111111111111111111111111111111116111111111111111111.11111/11111111111111MINI MiniS11.1111111011111111111111111111111

180

l

i DIMENSIONS OF ECHOES
. !.

!

Width (W) or diameter (D) are reported in
I nautical rrcles The averagr width of lines

and rectangular areas, and the average

i
diameter of cells and raiughly circular

are reported I
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1 350 AT- 310/45

. OPERATIONAL STATUS ...)

0 I
STATUS CONTRACTION

/ (I).Equipmeit performance normal on PPI scan. echoes not observed PPDCE

I
, (2) 1E01u:

eosien, PP
e,for mainanance resulting in

, IOM
.

I * (The contracpon as followed by a datetime group to Indicate the
estimated time when operation will be resumed )

a . (3) Observition omitted for a reason other than those above. or

t I

.
.. not available ' 1

PPINA
(4) Radar not operating on RHI mode, echo altitude meastements

not available .
RHINO

1 I
.

3 .
(5) A-scope or A/R indicator not operating ,-,, &f.':0
(6) Radar operating belov.. performance standards

1

ROBEPS
A contraction pertaining to the hpe'rational status of the equipment is sent as required

i by the table above tn the abme list. "PPI" refers to the radarscope (Plan Positi(, c
Indicator); the additional letters refer to "no echo! (NE).

lE0 I NNNlhlNNNIIIN1N11111110111IIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIININ I UNIN11011111111=01111 UM I MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMI I MN I

[ GENERAL NOTES
i

i, RareR Identifier . ...

. ..) . .

I '
SD (Storm DetectiontIdentsfie weather radar observation

When the report contains an important change in echo patterns; or'sonie other I.
s quessage,as a k

. special crateria sic en irithe Weather Radar Manual. Pars A has been met, it
I is'desIgnated as a special (SPL).-, c .

t iIntensity of sprecipitation At distances exceeding 125 nautical miles from-a FPS-77
1 ,or otber radar of similar sensitivity, or 75 miles fror; other radar's. will be

reported as uhknown (U). Intensities of snow, hail, drizzle, and-slteh are not
reported... .

I i One ramfall intensity citegory is selected to charactepze.each reported. echo
system. For convective systems. it is the maximum mtensity in the Aystem
For other systems, it is the intensity predominant in horizontal extent

i,Persastang echoes are indacatodnn remarks

I

.

t.

1 ..
r...................................,......LGCATION OF ECHOES . e.

F..I...cicationa of echoes are relait'e to the radar position The azimuth in degrees trio.

I` and the distance in hautit-al miles, to sahent points of the echoes are gicen

. 2 If the echoes are arrahged sn .., lane, the Azimuth ahd distance will be given to s
Imany lOints along the axis of tnq line is are nec-essary to establish its shape

3. If an irregularly shaped area is covered til, echoes, the azimuth and range`to salient

1

points on the perimeter of the area ',ill be reported as nec sssss y tt., reconstritt the
shape and size of the echo area. .

.

I 4 If an area of c.chocs of roughly circular shape is observed, or if a single echo SU( h ..1

a thunderstorm cell as obserc ed. the azimuth and range_to the center of- the area or .

cell will be reported , . .

.
1111111111111111010111110111NON1111111111411111111,1111111 mow mow e ow I am 1 Num e gm e mom e amp..

A ..
1 ECH4TOPS

1 Maxtmum iteight of desoctable moisture. in hundreds of feet above Mean sea

I level. Tops are not rt,ported beyond 120 nautical mile range

i s s dm s we e mu e moi s men 6 nom ow s Er s um e an e 2. e am e Nom e
1

INUSUAL ECHO FORMATIONS

Certain types of se% ere storms produce distinctive patterns on the radar
Iscope. F9t example, the hook-shaped tcho assoc.:Aced wnh torandoes and
the spiral bands v.:th hurricanos. The brtght band as a narrow horizontal layer
of intensified radar signal a short distance below the 0°C isotherm (Melting

IJevel). Unusual echo formations will be reported in remarks

I-

25-1

Foldout 5. Synopsis for classification of radar echoes.
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, TYPICAL EQUIPMENT LOCATION'

REPRESENTATIVE OBSERVING SITE

1. AN/C!'4-10 Indicator Recorder,
counted on stand. 21" above ,-

platform.
2. AWTMQ-11 Indicator
3. Bench (Top 30" above platform)
4. Intercom 0
5. Selector Switch

.6. 'r.icrobaiograph

.27. Autographic Transcriber (Top
flush with Bench)

AN/C4Q-11 Recorderia.

a

4

1 4. 93
,

1,011

9. Aneroid Bikometer !
10. All/CMQ-0 indicator i
11. Teletype. i
12. 4" Raised Platform
13. Chair
14. Comaunications Junction Box t

. 15. Weather Equipment Junction Box -
Columbia Type A Surface Cabinet
12" x 18" x 4"

16. Toilet Facilities
17. Bottle Type Elect Water Cooler

1c_13

'77.re:c...:;-sr:. ,.

r

144P.

Foldout 6. 1'...ample of ob.cning *hr.

.10
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Unit Operation, Equipment and Special Topics
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This workbook places the materials you need where you need them 'while you
are studying. In it, you- will find the Chapter Review Exercises and their answers,
and the Volume Re% iew Exercise. You can eas'ily coriware textual references
with chapter exercise items 'without flipping pages back and 'for.th in your text.
You will not misplace any one of these essential study materials\You will have
a single refererice*pamphlet in the proper sequence for learning.

These devices in your workbook are autoinstructional aids. They take theplace of the teacher who would be directing your progress if you were in a
classroom. The workbook puts these self-teachers into one booklet. If you will
follow ihe study plan given in "Your Key to Career Development," which isin your course packet, you will be leading yourself by easily learned steps tomastery of your ,text.

If you have, any questions which you cannot answer ,by referring to "YourKey., to Career, Development" or your course material, use ECI Form 17,Student Request for Assistance," identify' yourself and. your ,inquiry fully andsend it to ECI.
Keep the rest of this workbook in your files. Do not return any miter part ofit to ECL

EXTENSION COUliSE INSTITUTE r-
C.

Air University
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STUDY REFERENCE GUIDE

1.' Use this Guide .as a Study Aid. it emphasizes all important study areas of this volume.2. Use the Guide as you complete the Volume' Review Exercise and for Review alter Feedback onthe Results. After each item number on your VRE is a three digit number in parenthesis. Thatnumber corresponds to the Guide Numl:w in this Study Reference Guide which shows you wherethe answer .to th.at VRE item can be found in the text. When answering the items in yourVRE, refer to the areas in the text indicated by these Guide Numbers. The VRE results,will besent to you on a postcard which will list the actual VRE items you missed. Go to your VREbooklet and locate the Guide Number for each item missed. List these Guide Numbers. then goback to your textbook, and carefully review the areas covered by these Quide Numbers. Reviewthe entire VRE again before you take the closed-book Course Examination.
3. Use the Guide for F'ollow-Up after, you complete the Course Examination. The CE results willbe sent to you oth aostcard, which Will indicate "Satisfactory" or 'Unsatisfactory" completion.The card will list GeNe Numbers relatine to the questions missed. Locate these numbers in theGuide and draw a line under the Guide Number, topic, -and reference. Review these areas toinsure your mastery of the course.

Guide
Number Guide Numbers 100 through 114
100 Introduction; AWS Mission and Organiza-

tion; Career Progression; pages 1-6
101 Training; Training Program, Determining

Training Requirements, Administering the
'Training Program; pages 6-12

102 Training; General Military Training, Miscel-
laneous Training, Surface Observing Certifi-
cation and Authentication of Nonweather
Personnell (AWSR50-10); pages 12-16

103 Management and Supervision; pages 16-21
104 Introduction; Fundamentals.of Meteorology;

Pressure and Wind Circulation; pages 22-27
105 Fundamentals of Meteorology; 'Temperature

and Moisture, Airmasses, Frontal Weather
Effect's; pages 27-34

106 Mathethatics and Meteorological Tables; In-
terpolation; pages 34-36

107 Mathematics and Meteorological Tables<
Table Preparation; pages 36-42

.

. 1

t
Guide
umber.
108 Introduction; Manipulating Surface Observ-

ing Equipment; Cloud Height Measuring
Sets; pages 43-50

109 Manipulating Surface Observing Equipment;
Visibility Measuring Equipment. Precipita-
tion Gage,' Pressure Instruments; pages-50
57

110 Manipulating Surface Observing Equipment;
Temperature-Humklity Measuring Instru-
ments. Wind Measuring Sets; pages 57-63

I 1 1 Storm Detection Radar; Radarscopes. Azi-
muth and Range (A. R), Range and Height
Indicator (RHI), Plan Position Indicator
(PPI), Radar Terms; pages 63-68

112 Storm Detection Radar; Operating Controls,
Radar Observing Techniques. Storm Echoes;
pages 68-76

113 Observing Facilities. Logs, and Equipment;
pages 76-83 ,

114 Communications and Copying Equipment'.
pages 83-89
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MODIFICATIONS
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02-- 6 of this publication has (have) been.deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in 'the "Trial Implemeniatidn of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for U -in Vocati nal.

and Tvchnical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms,-procedureg, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

For use in vocational and technical education.
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Section 5

r@i140..PTER

S..

Vs

'
Objectives:-(1) TO be. ab to exPlain the fundamentals of the general circulation, pressure pattefns, and
local winds; (2) to be able to describe the methods or heat transfet and the gresnhouse ef4ct, (3) to\ be
ible to explain the chanq of state processes, (4) to shoid ability, to identify the amass types and class-
ifications; (5) to be able to describe how airmasses .are modified, and (6) to identify the we er patterns.\
and frontal effects associated with the cold, warm, aid occluded frontal system,

. \
- \1. Why are the boundaries between layers of the atmosphere diffuse and difficult to identify? (5-1)

f ,

# ,

\

41,
2. What is the relationship between air temperature and the ability of the air to support moisture? (5-2)

3. Why is water. vapor of major impcirtance in meteorology? (5-2).

4,. What is the primary cause of all weather phenomena? (5-3)

Al&
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5. What two r5asons cause the general circulation to assume the theorvical "three-cell" pattern? (5-4)

6. In the Northern Hemispht-re, where are the areas of high'pressure ?Oun(5,5).

7. what causes the variation of posstion and intensity of the semipermanent pressure systems? (5-7)

\ . 1

8. What are the names of the semipermanent high- and low-pressure,systems of the Northern
Itmisphere? (5-8):

1

9. Whit is the relationship between the upper level flow and the migratory pressure systems? (8, 9)
,,

.
L

10. What causes the local winds tesdmetimes differ from the general circulation winds? (5 9)

11. What are the four categories of local winds? (5-10)

2

4.
4

12. When radiational cooling occurs in the mountains, what type of wind occurs? Whas is its name;
(5-10; Fig. 7)

13. What type of wind occurs when the air becomes lighter than the surrounding air and rises up the
mountain slopes? (5-10; Fig. 8)

14. Explain the eason "sea breezes" occur in the afternoon hours along coastal areas? (5-11, Fig. 9)

J
u



15. Use eadh lettere&sentence fragment to complete the partial statement below. Then write T or,F,
for true or false, after each 'part of the items.

$
A fall wind

a. is warm, dry, and gusty. -

b. may attain velocities of 100 mph or more.

c. has little risture.

d. flows down the mountain.

,

e. is colder, level for level, than the surrouRdmg air as it descends..
(5-12)

16. Use each lettered sentence fragment to complete tilt rarti4 statement below. Then write T or F,
for true or false, after each part of the items.

A foehn wind

-a. 4 vim, dry, and gusty.

b. is cold, dry, and gusty.

c. is moist and warm.

d. is-found on leeward side of mountains.

t is caused by the warming of air as it descends a mountain slope.
{5-13; Fig. 10)

-17. What causes the increase in tempeiature when a "foehn" wind, occurs? (5-13)

*N.

18. What is the name of the phenomenon or condition that occurs>when there is strong flow perpendicular
o a mountain range and the windspeed increases rapidly with altitude'? (5-14)

19,. What type of clouds are associated with the mountain wave? (5-151 Fig. 11)

20. Name the four basic methods of heat transfer. (5-18)

9
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'a

21. T,ie earth receives what kmd of radiation from the sun? The earth radiates what kind of radiation7 (5.19)

"4
22. The method of heat transfer that requires direct contact is called (5-20)

4

, 23. What is the difference between the advectio4 and convection method of heat uansfer? (5-21)

24. Using the prmciples of the "greenhouse effect," mark the statements that are true or' false.

a. Water vapor and clouds absorb a greater amount of long-wave radiation,than short-wave radiation.

b. When the air is dry, the greenhouse effect is at a maximuth.

c. The greenhouse effect causes a higher average surface temperature on cloudy nights.

(5-23)

25 How does the atmosphere receive its moisture? ,(5-24)

26. In the summer, as you near a lar betly of water, what would you expect the temperature to do?
Why? (5-24)

27. What is the principle factor wha determines the amount of evaporation that will take place? (5-25)

28. 4Saturation of the air can occur by the addition of

or by it. (5-25)

297 The process accounts for the removal of most of the water

vapor in the atmosphere. (5-26)
^

30. The change-of-state process by which a solid changes directly to a gas or a gas to a solid is called

the process. (5-27)

10
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31. What type of clouds are usuaily formed by the process of sublimation? (5.27)\ \I/ .
,

IP,

'`\ 32. An airmass may be *fined as a large body of air having about the same
).
and properties. (5.29)

.,.

33. What three factors determine the properties of an airmass? (5-29)

N

.
34. What are the requirements of a good source region? (5-31).

\ t .

35. How are airmasses labeled? (5-32)
._

,

a

/,-

e
Na

36. What determines whether an airmass is cla'ssified as "w" or "k"? Z5-32, 33). .

37\ If you were new at your weather station, what sQurce of information would give you a fast
reference Is to the type of airmasses that affect your station? (5-36)

-

( ,
38. If an airmass moves from a Volar region out over a large body of water, what would be the e.

Probable airmass classifidation? Why? (5-32-38)

/ 4

, 39. What determines the type and intensity of frontal weather? (5.42)

*,

-

40. What differences in airmass properties and characteristics are used to locate and identify fronts? (5.44),
,

#

I

1 I

0

e :,.
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41. The discontinuity of wind across a front is primarily one cif a change in'

m

(5.45)

7
42. When the warm air ahead of a cold front is moist and unstable, what type f clouds are associated

with the front? (5.47; Fig. 12)

43. nen the air behind the cold front is moist and stable, what type of weather occurs after frontal

. passage? (5-48; Fig. 12)

4

44. How does a warm front generally differ from a cold front?, (5.50)

14'

45. What is the general sequence of clouds with the approach of a warm front? ( -51; Fig. 13)

4
cb

46. 1fTe advancing cold f;ont remains.ori.the surface and forces the Warm front and warm air aloft,
what type of ocdclusion occurs? (5.53; Fig. 14)

- . .
0-

47. If the cold front qyeaakes the warm front and the. cool air behind the cold front slides up over
the colder air ahead of the warm front, what type of occhision;occtirs? (5.54; Fig. 15)

IP
48. How do the weather patterns differ in th warm arid cold frOnt declusions? (5-55: Figs. 14, 15)

Section 6

e

."Objectives: (1) To be able to explain the use of mathematics in table &istruction; (2) to show ability"-*to
determine values from tables; and (3) to describe the preparation of meteorological tables.

I. Using table 3, determine the sealevel pressure when the corrected station pressure is 29.94 inches

and the 12-hour mean temperature is 18° F. (6.2-6; Table 3)

1 2
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. 2, Name two methods used to construct altimeter setting tables. (6-9)

3. When using the computer to determine an altimeter setting, what information is required? (6-9)

.

4. The first step, when using the computer to obtain an altimeter setting, is to obtain station pressure

to the nearest 41 inch (6.10)

5. When computing an/timeter setting by the Manual of Barometry method, what is the next
step after finding the pressure altitude corresponding to your station pressure? (6.11)

6. Where would you find information .concerning the extreme station pressure values for your
station? (6-13)

7. What information do you need to know when you reduce station pressure to sea level using the
Pressure Reduction Computer? (6-16)

8. What is the basic formula, in the Manual of Barometry, for determining sea-level pressure values? (6-18)

4

9. Using tables 5 and 6, station pressure.of 28.00 inches Hg, a station elevation of 600 meters, and ,
a 12-hqur rnean tempdçture of 50° F. determine the sea-level pressure value. (6.18, 19; Tables 5, 6)0

aP

10. What trigonometric function determines angles that correspond to cloud height values? (6-21)

:

11. In a right triangle, what sides are used to determine the natural tangent value for angle A?
(6.21, 22; Fig. 19)

Rt.
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111 /
12. Using Appendix B, a basdtine of 400 feet and an observed cloud teight of 450 feet determine the

maximum angle that corresponds to the reportable heiglit value A400 feet. (6.25-28, App% B)

r
4

..

.
,

4
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Section 7

CHAPTER 3

. )

a ,

Objective: To be able to exain operating me thodsk,o, b t a ining proper measurement from surface
observing equipment. ,

_
.

1 . Ceilometers arc operaled. when clouds exist within what range? (7-5)

It
..

N

. 4 . .

2, Duping sweep adjustme.M. of the RBC, if, the sweep does not appear at, 0°, what control is adjusted?
(7.6)

a, 1

(
- 3. What does the sync pulse indicate? (7.7,
-,

re4k
A

4, What point of the IOC scope beam represents the base-of the -cloud?, (7.9, a)

et. ,

,

5.- On the RBC, what is indicated by a Wide trace at the bottom that:tapers aa it nio.Ves upward?
(7.9, d) .

.. .

......( ..

6. What is the loWei- Iiniit of cloud detection on the AN/TPQ- I I radar cloud itetecting set? (7.10)IV I
A

I
7, What AN/TPQ-1 I control aids' evaluation of multiple cloud layers? (7.14)

r

,lf

/
I.

N.

. ..........,... .-

8: A wider range of power returns can be shown in

0

,

*-

I 1 6
14 ""

mode on the TPQ- I I . (715)

,

_

I'

c



9. Select the settings from each of 4 TPQ,411 conuols below that -would best record echo returns
/0 6

during light rain from nimbostotus (.111.; Table 9) .

ModeLOG or LIN. f

. '. / \
NormalizationOFF or 15,tho. .

.
QuantizerlEYES or NO.

--% ISO.ECHOON or OFF. -..

*I Vt

10. In general, reliable elood base measurement by the AN/TPQ -11 radar is confined to what kinkl 01
clowl base? (7.19)

%

..

11. When is AN/TPQ-11 cloud top measurement unrehable" (7.20)
'4

t st

- it
_

t

e

. .
12. ftrue or false. The transimssometer can best supply 1 general visibility indicauon in all direolons.

(7.22; Fig. 20)

13. What is the purpose of the AN1FMN-1 computer light intensity detector? (7.25)

i
14. What is the purpose of the light.settmg switch on the AN/FMN-1 computer? (7.25)

.. .

4 13. During HIGH mode operation of the transmissometer, a 60.percent value actually indicJtes

i

,

percent transmissivity. (7.27) .
A

. I '

16, How many inches of liquid precipitation does the measuring tube of the rain gage represent' (7 30)

. ,
17. How closely should you read the rain

..

gage tneastfring sticIll (7.32)

i J4e<

15
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18. How shoUld you find the water equivalent of sr:lid precipitation? (7-33)

*
19. A proper location for an anerbid barometer is one that mulimizes what effects? r:3I 7)

A

20. Tct what accuracy should you read the aneroid barometer? (7-38)

21. What type of barometer is the barograph? (7-39) ,

22. Calibration error, -capillarity, and imperfect vacuum are grouped as what type of barometer erro0
(7-44)

23. What is the purpose df the attached thermometer on the mercurial barometer? (7-45)

24rWhat does each graduation on the ,mercurial barometer vernier scale equal? N(7-47)

25. Whit precaution is necessary when moistening the wet bulb during high.temperalk and low
humidityr? (7-55)

26. Give three precautions to observe while whirling the sling pSychrometer? ,(7-60)

27. When reaaing the thermometer, what are two sources of inaccuracy to al/did? (7-61)

28. How excessive must be the error before the standby system replaces the TMQ l 1? (7.63)

16
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).e

29. :The wind indicator dial and recorder chart.provides wind direction in relation tc; which north,
.1iiagnetie-or tnie? (7-65)

_

1 .. .-;--.:-.--- I

iv

30. When
s
is it mandatory to change the wind recorder chart?,:_(7-66)

Sections 8, 9, and 10
..

_

Objectives: To be able to: (1) name the basic controls for operating the FPS-77 radar; (2) state how
each control contributes to detection of storms and severe weather; (3) state the general cntena of good
observing facilities and state essential rules affecting the locations of the various types of observing sites,
(4) describe how to maintain records for equipment operating logs and communication outages, and (5)
explain the purpose of duplication equipment.

1. What are some of the advantages of the FPS-77 over previous radar sets? (8-1)
_

2. What are the types of-scopes used on the FPS-77 radar? (8-2)

3. When using the A/R scope, what does the height of the blip indicate? (8-3)

,_ r,
4. Aiat type of presen'tation is displayed on the RI-II scope? (8-4)

..,

10

I

5. What type of presentaVon is displayed on the PPI scope? (8-5)
. .

) * 1

..

v., la

6. Can the remote scope of the FPS-77 radar work independently of the main PPI scope? (8-7)

AP

9 7. Check your understanding of the principles related to inherent errors in radarscope interpretation by2 completing each of the following items.

.
xr, The four technical terms used to describe possible errors in radarscope interpretation are i'

, and

17
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/of
h. Attenuation is a, reduction of radar energy because of

or

c Resolution is the ability of t e radar set' to between two targets.

d. The three types of target resolution are

and

e. The ability of a radar set to separatetwo closely spaced targets at the same range and elevation is

resolution.

f The ability of a radar set to differentiate between two targets at the same bearing but at different

ranges is resolution.

g. The abdity of a radar set to differentiate between too closely spaced .targets which are positiorted

at the same range and bearing is resolution.

Ir. The bending of the radar waves, through the atmosphere is caused by density differences and is

:classified as

i. Under abnormal atmospheric conditions; the radar beam can be refracted or distorted so that it
causes echoes to appear on radarscopes where no clouds exist. This is classified as

(8.8-14)

8. What is the main purpose of the IF ATTENUATOR on the FPS-77? (8-18)

9. What is the main advantage of the ISO ECHO alarm circuit on the FPS-77? (8-20)

lb. What Is the echo meMory feature on the FPS-77? (8.22)

II,. Classification of echoes for reporting purposes involves consideration of

continuity of pattern, and meteorological processes. (8.24)

18 1 2
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.-
12. How does the appearance of convecae echoes differ from stratiform echoes on the FPS-77 PP1

scope? (8-25)

13. 'The FPS-77 radar provides quantitative measurements of signal intensity by, using the

feature. (8-26)

14. How can you accurately determine the range and width of an echo on the FPS-77? (8-31)

\I

...

15. How is. echo movement and speed determined on the FPS-77? (8-'32)

-: 0044.
4

16. A bright band normally occurs in the region of melting snow about 1000 feet
the melting level (0° C). (8-35)

17. What does a squall line resemble on the PPI scope? (8-37)

-

18. What type of configuration does a tornado produce on the PPI scope? (8-39)

A

419. What is generally the first indicaticin on radar of an approaching hurricane? (8-40)

r
20. What are two important operating precautions to remember when using the FPS-77.radar set? (8-43)

21. What criteria should be _considered when selecting a suitable location for an observing site? (9-2)

22. After selecting a- suitable location for a fixed observing site, what further criteria 'must be considered
for the observing structure? (9-3-5)

19
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\
23. The preferred configuration for a surface observing structure is a building

near the of the primary instrumented runway. (9-7)

24. What is considered to be the location of the primary upper-air observing site? (9.10)

25. What criteria should be considered when selecting an upper-air Observing site? (9.10-12)

A 0-

' 11 . . ,

i
,you ,use tactical observing equipment without shelter, wliat soUrces tell you where you can

obtain necessary shelter? (9-13)

27. 9)>, 'Support functions will generally be with ahd use the.

4
as the function or unit they are supporting, (9.14)

_

28. Using figure 49, at what time and how often are barometer comparison readings taken for

standardizing a new aneroid barometer? (9.16; Fig. 49)

29. Before posting a mean correction to a new aneroid barometer, w at criteria must be met for
entries in column 14B of-AWS Form 85? (9.20; Fig. 49) -

?( 30. How long is AWS'Form 85 kept an file? (9-21)

31. What is the purpose of AWS Form 42, 505inn, .tunications Outage Log? (9-22)

32. Preventive maintenance listed on ,-6 work caul shows the maintenance requirements

and interval between perf rmance of each routine. (9.26)

33. Giye two symptoms indicating that the chart dri lever in the transmissometer might have ,been

accidentally pushed to STOP, (9-_30)

20
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34. Give one symptom indicating that the chart movement switch Oh -the wind recorder might have
been actickntally pushed off. (9,31)

35. How can you -insure that the barograph chart cylinder is in.place? 49-32).

k

'4

36. _Why. must you replace the wet-bulb wick periodically? (9-33)

37. If you.tave a copper-brass rain gauge, what monthly maintenance is desirable? (9-34)

38. Why should weather observations be disseminated to users immediately?. (10-1)
.11,

(it

39. There are two major tyReszof autographic tranicriber systems used in the weather units. What are
these- systems and theiMvantages? (10-3-5)

40. What requirement is placed upon the use of voice communications in local dissemination and why
.is it necessary? (10-8)

44
1

41. What is yclur responsibility when the telephone is used as a b'ackup method for dissempating
weather observations? (1(3-9)

42. In addition to the autographic syst1ms and the telephone being used for dissemination of
observations, there are two other systems quite common overseas! What are these two oiher
systems? (10-10, 11)

1

43. How does tbe forecaster primarily use the FSV? (10-13)

no,

3



4/3
44. Ai a weather observer in a detachment, what would your duties include for transmissop and

receipt of weather data via teletype? (10-15-, 16)

45. Where is the ADCAD position noimally located? (10:18)

46. Where is the OWS system pormally located, and what is transmitted over this system? (10.20, 21)

47. What weather circuit utilizes the Model 311, Electronic Weather Data Printer? (10-22)

48. What is the principal purpose of the facsimile recorder? (10-23)

49. What precaution is necessary when utilizing the ozalid streamliner? (10-26)
.

OS

4, _
22
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ANSWERS FOR CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

CHAPTER 2

4.1%.

Section 5

1. Because of the unequal disiribution of atmospheric pressure and temperature.
-

2. The relationship between temperature and the moisture content of .the air iethat warm air supports

more moisture than cold air.

3. Because the presence of water vapor is necessary for cloud formation, and it acts as a regulator of

the earth's temperature.

4. The primary cause of all weather phenomena is the unequal distribution of solar heat acting upon

the earth and atmosphere.

S. The rotation of the earth and the deflection of moving particles to the right in the Northern
Hemisphere establishes the "three-cell" pattern.

6. At the pole and 300 north.

7. The unequal-ileating of land and water masses cause a seasonal variation in position and intensity

of the systems.

8. The Bermuda, Siberian, and Pacific Hight, and the Aleutian and Icelandic Lows.

9. The migratory pressure systems generally move along in accordance with the upper level flow pattern.

10. The rough land surfaces and the land and water temperature differences.

Local-cooling, local-heating, adjacent local-heating and cooling, and the forced-'Circulations.

12. The local-cooling-type wind. The mountain breeze.

13. The local-heating-type wind called the valley breeze.

14. Sea breezes occur in tlie afternoon hours at coastal areas due to the increased temperature of the
land ,which causes hot ait to rise over it. Then the cooler air over the water flows landward to

lake its place.

15. o. F .

b. 'T

c. 'T

d.'T

e.T t

26
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16. a. T

b. F

c. F
;,.

d. T

e. T

17. The downslope motion of the air causes compression and subsequent heating of the air as it.mOves down -the mountain slope.

18. The mountain wave.

19. Lenticular and roll clouds.

20. Radiation, conduction, advection, and convection.

f--/

21. Short-wave; long-wave.

..22. Conduction.

23. Advection-transfers heat in the hortiontal, whereas convection is the transport of heat 'in the vertical.
24. a. T

b. F

c. T ,
.4,

,

25. By evapOration from lakes, rivers, and oceans. .

26. The temperature should drop. Because heating is occurring, and evaporation of the water is coolingthe air of the surrounding, area.

27. The air temperature. That is, warm air can hold'more moisture than cold air.

.28. Water vapor; cooling.

29. Condensation.

30. Sublimation. .

31. Cirrus clouds.

32. Horizontal temperature and moisture. . oe.

33. The physical and geographical nature of the Underlying surface apd the time it remains over. this surface.

34. The requirements of a good source region are (1) that an area have a fairfy uniform surface, (2)uniform temperatures, and (3) preferably an area of high pressure where the air has a tendency to,stagnate.

27 -
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35. According to source region. That is, "T" (tropical), "A" (attic), "13" (polar), and "E" (equatorial).

N
36. Whether the airmass is warmer (w) than the underlying surface or colder (k) than the underlying

. surface.

37. The Tepinal Forecast Reference File.

38. mPku. Because as the airmass leaves the Polar iource region and passes over water, it becomes moist
(m). It came from a polar (P) region and is colder (k) than the underlying surface. The unstable
(u) claccification is because the airmass is receiving heat in its lower layers ahd is, therefore, iaid
to be unstable. ,

.
39. Frontal weather is determined large& by the slope of the front, water vapor content and stability

of the airmasses, and the speçd of the fr.ont. .

40. Temperature, water vapor content, wind, cloud types, and pressure changes.

41. Direction. .

, 42.. The clouds are, predominantly cumuliform.

. 43. Low stratus clouds and fog persist for some time after frontal passage when the air behind tihK
front is moist and stable.

44. A warm front differs from a cold front in that the associated weather pattern is more extensive
- with the warm front and precipitation is of a more continuous natbre.

45. Cirrus, cirrostratus, altostratas,-and nimbostratus.

_

..

e

46. A Cold front occlusion.
44t

47. A warm front occlusion.

48. The warm front occlusion.his a wider zone of weather and extends farther in advance of the
Warm occlusiott than with a cold front occlusion. .

. Section 6

(

I. 44344-!87111,-. 0,13.01_416

t

2. The WBAN Manual of Barometry method, and the method used in conjunction with the Pressure
Reduction' Computer.

3. Station pressure and station elevation.

4. .005 inch. ,
-

...

4.

5. Subtract, algebraically, the station elevation from the pressure altitude value.

'6..'In the station Climatic Data Summaries.

7. Station pressure *to the nearest .005 inch, the 12-hour mean temperature, and the derived "v" value.

x
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8. P P X r.
0

9. 10193 mb.

10. The tangent function of angle A.

11. The otp,miti>side over the adjacent side.

12. 49°.

44.7

Seciion 7

CHAPTER 3

1. Within the height meaiuring capability of the set.

2. Sweep length control.

3. Sync pulse indicates whether the indicator sweep and the projector ire synchronized or not.

4. The base of the cloud is at the widest part of the scope trace.

5. It indicates vertical visibility into surface-based obscuring phenomena.

6. 500 feet above the antenna.

7. RANGE NORMALIZATION.

8. LOG.

9. ModeLOG.

Normalization-15,000.

QuantizerYES.

ISO-ECHOOle

10. The sharply defined base of a nbnprecipitating cloud.

.11. When intense precipitation (over 0.75) inch/hour is occurring.

12. False.

13. To .diEferentiate between day and night illumination.

14. The switch allows selection of the light setting for which you want computer values.

29
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16. Two iriaia:-."

17. To the nearest 0.01 of an inch.

, 18. Pour a measuied amount,:of warm water into the r in gage (collector ring and measuring tube
removed), measure the entire amount in the measu

i
ing tube, and then subtract the amount of

warm water that you added.

19. Vibrations and variations of temperature.

20. To the nearest 0.005 inch.

. 21. A recoiding aneroid.

22. Instrii'ment'error.

_23. To provide a basis for the temperatuie correction to the observed pressure.

24. Two One-thousandths of an inch.

25. Prevent the wick from drying out before the lowest rexling is reached.

26. Whirl the psychrometer in the shade, free of obstructions, and away from your body while facing

the wind.

27. Prevent your body heat from a ecting the thermometer and avoid parallax error.

28. The error must exceed 1° F. in the dry bulb 'or 2° F. in dewpoint.

29. Magnetic north.

30. At 0000 LST on the rust day of the month.

Sections 8, 9, and 10

1. The FPS-77 radar set is designed as a storm detection ,radar, operating at a longer wavelength than
earlier radar sets. This allows the set to detect storm cells better and have less attenuation from
precipitation.

2. There are three types of scopes used on the FPS-77 richt% They are (1) the 4.41 scope, (2) the
RHI scope, ana (3) the A/R scope.

3: The height of the blip on the A/R scope is an indication of echo intensity and actual range.

.4. The RHI scope displays a vertical cross section of the echoes.

5.. The 'FPI scope, presents a maplike picture with the antenna at the center.

6. No. The remote PPI scope operates only when the console PPI scope operates.



7. a. attenuation, resolution; refraction, and anomalous propagation.

b. reflection, absorption, or scattering.

c. differentiate:

d. bearing, elevation d range.

e. bearing.

f range.
a

g. elevation.

It. refraction.

i. anomalouS propagation.

8. The main purpose of the IF ATTENUATOR is t permit comparison of target echo intensities by
the "gain reduction method."

9. The ISO ECHO alarm allows you to set a predetermined threshold level that, when reached, will
cause the buzzer to sound. This alerts you to storm development Athout continuous radar
monitoring.

10. It is a feature on the PPI scope that retains the target pattern until it is deliberately erased.

11. Configuration, coverage.

12. 'Convective echoes have sharp outlines and uneven texture, whereas stratiform echoes show uniform,
sheetlike echoes with fuzzy borders:

13. ISO ECHO.

14. By using the RANGE STROBE on the A/R scope.

1.5.( "Write" a new pattern on the PPI scope 'without erasing the previous pattern. This enables you to
determine the necessary information for computing movement and speed of the echo pattern.

16. Below.

17. A squall line pattern resembles a cold front on the PPI scope.

'18. A tornado normally is displayed as a figure. "6" on the PPI scope. .

19. A prehurricane kiall line, located about 200 milis from the center is usually the first indication
of the approaching storm.

20. You should insure that the PPI intensity control is set at a level that will not burn the face of
the tube, and the magnekon 'will be operated at the correct current level.

21. When ,selecting a suitable location for the observing site, you should consider local climatology,
observing structure, length of instrumenf cable runs; and communications requirements.
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22. The structure should be constructed so as to provide adequate safety, workmg space, and basic
humin comforts. In addition, it must be sUitably located on the airfield complex that affords an
unobstructed view of both ends of the primary instrumented runway.

23. Separate, midpoint.

24. The primary upper-air observing site is considered to be at the location of the pressur$ measurmg
instrument used to calibrate the flight instruments.

25. A site should be selected that minimizes the'probability of losing data due to fixed obstructions,
such as\buildings, trees, and towers.

26. A shelter may be obtained under TA 006 for tent.type shelters and TA 010 for vehicle.type shelters.

27. Located, same, structure.

28. Barometer compwison readings are taken twice daily at 6hour intervals with reading at the same
two times each day for standardizing a new aneroid barometer.

29. You must have 20 consecutive daily comparisons (not including the first 5 days' readings) m which
no entry in column 14B has exceeded ±.010 or h0.3 mb.

30. AWS Form 85 is kept on file until the aneroid barometer is replaced.

31. AWS. Form 42 should be used for documenting communications outages. Time of initial notification
of a deficiency and all followup calls should be recorded on AWS Form 42.

32. Minimum, m unum.

33. With powe on, the chart does not move and the clock is not ticking.

34. The power is on because the recorder lights are On, but the chart reel fails to move.

35. Give the cylimder a gentle rotational twist to set the gears.

36. The wet wick attracts dirt thaCaffects evaporation.

1

37. Monthly maintenance of the rain gage consists of keeping the overflow can, measuring tube and
collector funnel clean and free from oxidation. This is done by.cleaning them with copper cleaner
and/or fine steel wool.

38. A completely accurate and representative observation is veiy perishable, and should be relayed as
soon as possible. '

39. The two most commonly used autogriphic systems are Electrowriter and Telautograph. With either
system, the weather observations are received as'they re written; theiefore, no time lag is involved.
Also: these systems provide.a permanent record of thl observation as it is written.

40. Aireidback procedure is a requirement placed upon voice communications in locally disseminating
data to-insure that the data is coriectly received.

41. ,Ensure that the telephone is not "tied up" with unofficial calls,

.1
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42. Two additional systems quite common overseas for dissimination of observations are tape recording
devices and pony circuits.

43. Th'e forecaster uses the PFS to relay, the latest observation ,and other weather data to aircraft.

44. The duties would include daily handling and transmission of weather data over weather teletype
circuits, such as: transmitting surface observations, pilot reports, radar reports and terminal forecasts.
Also, it will be necessary to correctly decode, edit, and post this weather data.

45. The' ADCAD position is usually located in the ROS.
.

46. The OWS system is usually located,in the communications room of the weather station, and all the
meteorological data (other than the current weather observation) is transmitted on this system.

47. The Model 311 Electronic Weather.Data_Printer is utilized on Comet III.

48. The facsimile recorder is used to receive weather charts that are plotted at various weather centrals
and transmitted via cable to weather stations to provide weather support for their areas of concern.

49. The ammonia used to process the reproduction is very toxic. Be sure to follow the operating
instructions to avoid injury to yourself or someone else.

33
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STOP-
LMATCHI ANSWER

SHEET TO THIS
EXERCISE NUM-
BER.

2.USE NUMBER 1
'PENCIL.

25251 01 25

VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

Carefully read the following:

DO'S:

I. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identificatiOn number" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with anote of explanation.

2. Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet alternates across from column\to column.

3. Use only medium sharp #1 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.
4. Circle- the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your

answers, transfer them to the answer sheet. If you have ,to change an answer
on the answer sheet, be sum that the erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try to avoid any erasuye on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5. Take action to .rettny entire answer sheet to ECL
6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.
7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments through your

unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI
Form 17.

DON'TS:

1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review
exercise.

2. Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.

3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.
4. Don't use ink or any marking other than with a #1 black lead pencil.
NOTE: The 3-digit number in parenthesis immediately following each item num-

ber in this Volume Review Exercise represents a Guide Number in the
Study Reference Guik which in turn indicates the area of the .text where
the answer to that Rein can be found. For proper use of these Guide
Numbers in assisting you with your Volume Review Exercise, read care-

.. fully the instructions in the heading of the Study Reference Guide.
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Note to Sudent. This Volume Review Exercise contiins 79 four-option items and 1. three-option item.

Multiple Choice

Note: The first three items in this exercise are,based on instructions that were included with yolk

course materials. The correctness or incorrectness of your answers to dlese items will be reflecte
total score. There are no Study Reference Guide subject-area numbers for these first three ite

1. The form number of this VRE must match

a. my course number.
b. my course volume number.
c. the number of the Shipping List.
d. the form number on the answer sheet.

2. So that the electronic scanner can properly score my answer sheet, I must mark my answer's with a

a. pen with blue ink,
b. pen with black ink.
c. number 1 black lead pencil.
d. ball-point or liquid-lead pen.

3. If I tape, staple or mutilate my answer sheet; or if I do not cleanly erase when I make changes on

the sheet; or if I write over the numbers and symbols along the top margin of the sheet,

a. I will receive a new answer sheet.
b. my ansWer sheet will be hand-graded.
c. I will be required to retake the VRE.
d. my answer sheet will be unscored or scored incorrectly.

Chapter 1

4. (100) A primary mission of the AWS is

a. issuing a 6-inch snow accumulation forecast for a nearby city.
b. providing a local Army commander with Weather fol-casts for maneuvers.

c. conducting seminars for the weather indoctrination of local Aero Club anil CAP members.

d. providing weather information upon request to the Department of the Interior.

5. (100) According to the text, which of the following is considered an environmental phenomena?

a. Volcanic activity.
b. Tornado activity.

c. Earthquakes.
d. Solar flares.

6. (100) Which of the following-weather units provides direct support to a numbered-ltir Force

headquarters?

a. AWS.
b. Wing.

c. Squadron.
d. Detachment.
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7. (100) Successful oieration Of a weather detachment is pr ily dependent upon the

a. number of 7-level persOnnel assigned.and the.DETCO's xperience.
b. number of weather officers and weather technicians assi ed.
c. assigned mission and number of personnel assigned.
d. technical competence and close cooperation of the ass ied personnel.

8. (100) The difference between' the weather spe 'alty descrip ion of the weather observer and the
weather observer technician is that the wePf observer

a. ,does not become involved on supply and administrative
b. observes and records weather elements. at.
c. plots weather maps, tharts, and diagrams.
d. performs organizational maintenance on weather instrume ts and electronic weather equipment.

ctions.

9. (1.00) Completion of a CDC is required for award of which of the following AFSC's?

a. 25271, 30270, and 25291.
b. 25251, 25271, and 25370.
c. 25251 and 25390.
d. 25330 and 25370.

10. (1po) A weather equipment technician will normally be assigned to a detachment that has which
type of 'equipment?

a. Radar and rawinsonde. c. Transmissometer and test.
b. cloud and wind measuring. d. Temperature and humidity.

11. 000)\ For which of the following activities or operations does the weather equipment superintendent
have supervisory responsibility?

a. Upper air research activities.
b. Airborne and ground weather maintenance activities.,
c. Reconnaissance dropsonde operations.
d. Radar and rawinsonde.equipment operation.

12. (101) What does the "dual-channel OJT concept"-refer to?

a. Proficiency and performance training.
b. Performance and job specialty development.
c. Career knoWledge and job proficiency development.
d. Job specialty, and job proficiency development.

,13. (101) The purpose of qualification training is to increase

- a. knOwledge and skill in an AFSC, but will not result in awarding of a'higher AFSC.
b. knowledge in- an AFSC, but will not result in awarding of a higher AFSC.
c. skill, not knowledge, in an AFSC and will result in awarding of a higher AFSC.
d. knowledge and sklll in an AFSC and will result in awarding of a higher AFSC.

00.
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441

(TOT) in What:framing Caegory, if any, irthe weatherobserver-AFSI
!

a. Ahighly technical skill. c. Csemitechnical
b. Btechnical skill. ---4.--None of the above.

.1.5. (101) The person responsible for the overall supervision of thg detachment's training program is the

.4 a. DETCO.
b. training officer.

c: section supervisor.
d. OJT supervisor.

16. (101) Which of the following duties is most likely the responsibility of an OJT trainer?

a'. Inform DETCO of training status: -

b. Monitor requests for training classifications actions.
c. Initiate OJT status 'requests for airmen_
d. Conduct oral, written, or performance tests.

17. (101) Which of the following options is an STS skill level code which indicates .that training is needed

'to a/partially proficient perforMance level?
a. 3c. c. I b.

b. 2b. d. 4b.

18. (102) The purpose of general militaty training (GMT) is to

a. improve the job proficiency of military members.
b. improve .the discipline of military members.
c. insure that officers and airmen remain abreast of the latest technical developments.
d. insure that officers and airmen are able to perform effectively in their military capacity.

p. (102) The purpose of AWSR 50-5, Miscellaneous Training, is to

a. insure 'that officers are trained properly.
b. insure that airmen are trained properly.
c. list and consolidato Oaining requirements not covered by OJT and GMT.
d. list and consolidate all traidingjevied by the Air Force, MAC, and AWS.

20. (102) The purpose of training nonweather personnel in accordance with AWSR 50-10 is to

-a. authenticate nonweather personnel to take limited surface observations:
b. teach .AFCS personnel weather and its associate& problems.
c. qualify, certify, and show GCA personnel the problems associated with weather observing.
d. test nonweather personnel on their knowledge of weather.

21. 003) The technique "inform observers in advance of changes" provides for which basic need

of people?

a. Opportilnity. c. Belonging.

b. Security. d. Recognition.,

' 22. (103) Observing tasks are classified as "variable" or "foced" when you are

a. deterraining workload distribution. c. establishing detachment operating instructtns.

b. determining leave schedules. d. establishing standard procedures.
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(103) Which of the following options is not an example of a unit effectiveness check by the .

chief observer?

a. Conducting an observers' meeting.
b. Watching an observer take an observation.
c. Checking plotted stations on a weather map:
cf. Checking the wind recorder r011 fos time checks.,

`.*

24. (103) What is the primary consideration, if any, for personnel utilization in a weather unit?

a. Agreement with detachment policies.
b. The weather unit mission..
. The popularity of each decision.

d. None of the above selections.
4,

25. (103) H2w will you benefit by being selected as'shift chief?

a:Your privileges creakd.
. _

b. It helps to gain é)/perience as -a supdvisor..
c. h insures yOu egb et te r understanding of human-relatiOns.
d. It enables you to stay proficient as an observer.

1

Chapter 2

26. (104) Refer to figure 6 of the text. The three.cell circulation establishes belts.of surface winds
which are prevailingly

a. easterly in midlatitudes, westerly on the polar, and easterly in the trokcal latitudes..
b. easterly in midlatitudes and westerly in the tropical and polar latitudes.,
c. westerly in the -midlatitudes and easterly in the tropical and polar latitudes.
d. westerly,in the eidlatitudes and westerly in the tropial and polar latitudes.

27. (104) Which of the following is the classification for 'the mountain breeze?
D

a. Local-cooling.
b. Local-heating.

c. Adjacent-heating.
d. Adjacent-cooling. $

28. (104) At what tirne of day does the valley breeze reach its maximum windspeed?

a. Sunrise.
b. Midnight.

'c. Sunset.
d: Midafternoon.

29. (104) At twhat time of day does the sea breeze reach its maximum windspeed?

a. Sunrise.'
b. Midnight.

c. Sunset.
d. Midafternoop.

30. (104) What tithe of day would the land breeze be at its strongest?

a. Just before dawn.
b. Just .before midnight.

c. Afternoon.
d. Sunset.

39.
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31. (104) When the boia wind occurs over the lolvlands in conjuction with counterclockwise circulation,

there

atre clear skies and good-visibilities.
b. are scattered clouds and scattered showers.
c. is considerable cloudiness and rain.
d. is a noticeable decrease-In cloudiness 4nd precipitation.

32.'(iO4) Which of the- followini is not a characteristic of a foehn wind?
. -

a. Warm, moist wind. '
b. Warm. dry, aneguity wind.
c. Found on the leeward side of mountains.
d. Warming of cold air as it descends the mountain slope.

33. (104) j.enticular clouds may form singularly or in layers

a. on the windward side of the nuitintOn.
b. near the upper frontal surfaces.
C. at heights usually above 20,000 feet.
cL belovithe roll cloud.

.34. (105) Which tw f the following heat transfer processes are essentially alike except for direction
of movement?

a. Radiation an'd convection:
b. Conduction and convection.

c. Advection and bonvection.
d. Advection and conductiOn.

35. (104) The heat transfer process which is most significant in the formation of clouds is

a. conduction.
b. convection.

c. radiation.
d. advection.

36. (105) The physical act of changing the state of water to a water vapor is called

a. evaporation.,
b.. eln de nsation.

c. saturation.
d. sublimation.

37. (105) The process which accounts for most of the removal of water vapor from the atmosphere

is called

a. saturation. c. condensation.
b. sublimation. d. evaporation.

38. (105) The prOcess by which water vapor is chanild to a liquid state is called

a. evaporation.
b. sublimation.

c. condensation.
d. crystallization.
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30. (105) An airmass is a large -body .of air having

. .
7 -3-; g Characteristics-in-a-vertical

b. varying characteristics in a horizontal plane.
c. about the same horizontal temperature and moisture properties.
d. about the same vertical temperature and moisture properties.

40. (1o5yIranairma 0 Moves out of a polai source trgon in the winter to an ocean area, how is the
.airmass classified

a. cPks.
_ .b. eviu.

c. mPws.
d. mPku.

-
_ 41. (105) Which of the following,options characterizes the weather associated with an airinass that is,cooled from below?

a: Stratiforrn clouds and good,visiliility.
b. Cumuliform clouds and good visibility.
c. Cuinuliform -clouds and poor visibility.
d. Stratiform clouds and poor

42. (105) Refer to figure 12 of the text. No weather-occurred prior to a frontal passage, and the
weather accompanying the front extends approximately 100 -Rifles behind the front. This front

best-deseribe as'

a. a fast-movilig cold front.
b: a slow-moving'cold front.

.-
-c. an occluded front.
d. a stationary front.

43, (105) Refer to figure '13 of the text. The gradual thickening of cirru.4uds usually indicates
the app-roach of

.., ,.

a. a cold front. ' . c. an instability line.
b. a warm front. d. an occluded frOnt.

i 44_ (105) Which of the following statements describes.the warm front-occlution?
......,N .

. a. The weather is found in the warm sector only.
b. The weather is found behind the occlusion.

.
c. The cold air behind the front is colder than the air ahead of the warm front.
d. The cold air ahead of the warm front is colder than the air behind the advancing cold. front.

45. (105) The thunderstorms imbedded within the stratiform layer of the warm front occlusion
usually occur

a. with the passage of the surface cold front.
b. with the passage of; the surface warm front.
c. ahead of the surface warm front.
d. after passage of the surface warni front.

46. (06) Using table 3, interpolate to find the sea-level pressure for a mean temperature of 15° F.
and a station pressure of 29.750,inches.

a. 1035.6 rnbs.
b. 1036.0 Mbs.

c. 1036.6 mbs.
d. 1038.0 mbs.
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--47,-,4407)-Mhin you-are-using -the-pressure-reduction-conputes_to-ohtain...an. altimeter setting, what
information is require.d?

a. Statisp,pressure and 12-hour mean temperature.
b. Station pressure and station elevation.
c. Sea-level pressure and 12-hour.mean temperature.
d. Seallael pressure and station elevation.

48. (107) When computing altimeter setting values using the Manual of,Barornetry method, what is the
rust step that must be performed?

n

a.' Enter the table with the station pressure reading.
Enter the table with the station elevation.

c. Convert the station elevation,to meters.
d. Subtract station elevation from the pressure altitude value,

49, T107) Using ApPendix A, -determine the altimeter setting for a station of 1500 feet elevation with
a station pressure of 27.70. inches.

_ 410k

a. 29.25.
b. 29.26.

c. 29.15.
d. 29.16.

50. (107) Using tables 5 and 6, determine the sea-level pressure when station pressure = 27.50 inches,
12-hour mean temperature = 50° F., and station elevation = 550 meters.

a. 990.1 mbs.
b. 995.1 mbs.

c. 1000.3 mbs.
d. 10023 mbs.

51., (1G7) Which of the following trigonometric functions is used to determine angles of reportable
heights in a right, triangle?

a. Sine.
b. Cosine.

c. Tarngent.
d. Cotangent.

Chapter 3
r

52. (108) Noise signals portrayed on the ceilome'ter indihtor can be recognized by their

a. broad scope deflection.
b. tapered appearance.

c. appearance on measuring scans.
d. random patterns.

53. (108) To Minimize theittemilating effects of a strong, low-level echo return on the TPQ-11 scope,

you should use the

a.' ISO-Ea-I0.
b. RANGE NORMALIZATION to 15000 Ieet.
c. LOG mode.

.d. QUANTIZER.
, .

. ,
54. (108) A more detailed display of features within a Cloud are attainable on the TPQ-11' recorder using

,. .

e a. LOG mode. c. IF ATTENUATION.

-1', LIN mode. d. NORMALIZATION.
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55. (109) What automatic function dins the light intensity detector of the RVR computer perform?

_ a. Selects a day or !tight light setting.
b. Selects the day or night computer function.
c. Makes background computations.
d. Processes receiyed Jight .for the computer.

5-6. (109) The overflow can of the rain gage

a. holds the measuring tube in place.
b. facilitates collection of solid precipitation.
c: represents a measured amount of precipitation.
d. measures-solid precipitation.

ik.

, 57. (109) Before reading, the aneroid 4arometer slpuld

a. manually corrected for, ttir3-1:4tatufe...'
, 1 -

b. adjusted for proper tolerance:
c. routinely coin.paredlb a`niiCrobirngraph..
4. tapped lightty.

58.. 009) When readini pressure instruments, you should rel.d the

a. aneroid barometer to the nearest 0.01 inch of mercury.
b. microbarograph to the nearest 0.02 inch of mercury..
c. aneroid barometer to the nearest 0.001 inCh of mercury.
d: microbarograph to the nearest 0.005 inch of mercury.

59. .(109) Refer to figure 30,B, of the text. When a graduation on the vernier scale does not directly
match a graduation on the fixed scale of the mercurial barometer, you should

a..read the lowest.valur of the two questionable graduations.
b. read the highest value of the two questionable graduations.
c. select a value halfway between the two graduations.
d. reset 6 vernier scale until.a reading is obtained where only one graduation lines up perfectly.

60. (110) To obtain a correct temperature reading from the psychrometer, you should

a. induce freezing of the wet-bulb wick at' wet-bulb temperatures 32° F. or below.
b. yentilate the instrument 15 minutes before reading.

,c. sling the psychrometer near your body to protect the instrument from the wind.
d. repeat readings untiflhe wet-bulb temperature rises.

61. (110) If the dewpoint indicator reads higher than the temperature, on the humidity-lemperature set
during'periods of fog or precipitation, you should

a. consider the dewpoint to be the ,same as the temperature.
b. use the psychrometer at 'the ROS...,
c. consider the temperature to be the same as the higher value of the dewpoint.
d. begin comparison readings for a 6-hour period.

43
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62. (111) The RIJI on. the FPS-77 radar presents a vertical cross section of. the echoes along any azimuth

from The earth's surface to the height limit .of

a. 50000 feet.
b. 40,000 or 80,000 feet.

c. 100,000 feet.
.d. 20,000 or 40,000 feet.

63. (111) The sweep ranges on pie FA-77 PPI scope are

a. 30, 60; 120, and 200. c. 20, 40, 60, and 100.

b. 25, 50, 75, and 100. d. 25, 75, 100, vd 200.

64. (111) Anomalous propagation of the 'radar beam is most likely to occur when

a. abnormal atmospheric conditions exist.
b. fight precipitation is occurring,
c. the radar seris improperly tuned.
d. the antenna is at higher elevation angles.

65. (112) Which control on the FPS.-77 radar set prevents an echo target that is near the station from

- appearing stronger than an equally intense target that is farther away?

a. ISO-ECHO. c. RANGE NORMALIZATION.

b. IF ATTENUATOR. d. CFICON control.

66. (112) The main advantage of the ISO ECHO alarm circuit on the- FPS-77 is that it

a. elevates the intensity of echoes.
b. warns you of a new echo.'
c. alerts you to Any further growth in the echo.
d. prevents damage to.the PPI scope caused by strong echo returns.

67. (112) Echo intensity on the FPS-77 radar can be accurately determined at ranges up to

a. 120 nautical miles: c. 150 nautical miles.

b. 140 statue miles. d. 200 nautical miles.

68: (112) Which scope on the FPS-77 radar is best utilized to measure echo heights?.

a. PPI.
b. A/R.

C. RHI.
d. Remote scope.

69. (112) At what height does the bright band normally occur?

a. In the region of melting snow about 1000 feet below the melting level (0° C.).

b. In the region of melting snow about 1000 feet above the melting level (0° C.).

c. In the,region of freezing rain about 1000 feet above the melting level (0° C.).

d. Near the freezing level in mature thunderstorms, tornadoes, or hurricanes.

70. (113) Units which do not have an observing structure that meets the minimum ROS requirements

may move into an operational control tower provided

a. there is-200 square feet available for the observer.
b. the necessary safety, field of view, and comfort for the observer are available.

c. the necessary instrument readouts would be available fpr the observer.

d. approval is obtained from the host installation commander.
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71. (113) The solar observing functions making magnetometer, riometer, and ionospheric observations
are normally situated in

a. existing structures.
b. specially designed facilities.
c. the forecatting function.

72. (113) Recording barometer comparisons on AWS Form 85 for routine comparisons is accomplished

a. daily. c. monthly. -
b. weekly. d. as required by ASWM 105-8.

73 (113) AWS Form 42 is used to document

a. comtnunications reports. c. communications outages.
b. removal correction. d. maintenance routines.

74. (113) Whidi orthe following options is not 'your responsibility in reference to the care of psychrometers?

a. Placing new ivory black on worn etch marks.
b. Replacing warm wicks on the wet bulb.
c. Checkinf the*aspirator assembly for frayed or loose connections.
d. Replacing the blower bearings of the aspirator.

75. (114) The main advantage of autographic transcribers is that

a. each receiving unit has a permanent record as the observation IS writeen.
b. they improve the quality of your observation.
c. they disseminate your observation automatically.
d. this system eliminates transcribing errors and poor legibility.

76. (114) When the telephone is used as a backup method fin- disseminathIg weather observations, your
responsibility is to,

,a. check each time that an observailon is made to,insure operational effectiveness.
b. insure that the telephone is not "tied up" with unofficial.calls.
c. use standard FAA contractions.

,d. keep the Aone number a secret in the weather station.

77..(114) A pony circuit is normally 'lied in at ROS to

a. transmit special observations only.
b. transmit the observation for worldwide distributipp.
c. disseminate the observations to local users.
d. disseminate to AFCS command only.

a.

78. (114) The purpose of the ADCAD system is to P

a. disseminaie weather to the control toWer.
b. disseminate weather observations by longline.in the United States.
c. improve observer-forecaster communications.
d. relay pilot reports.
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79. (114) Observing and forecasting teams located at weather centrals prepare various charts and analYler;

that are necessary for weather station support. What type of equipment is Used in the United States
to receive these products?

,

a. bzalid reproduder.. c. Facsimile and s'attellite recorder.
b. Therinofax reproducer. I. Zeroz reCorder.

80. (114) There are various types of copying equipment utilized in weather units. When using one
oommon type, extra precaution should be Laken. What type is this and why the extra precaution?

.of

a. Therinofax, because of the bright light.'
b. Zeroz, because of the paper. .
c, Mimeograph, because of the blue ink process.
d. Ozalid, because of the animonia used 'in procesiihg.

..

,

,

..
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Preface
As A WEATHER obseiver you are responsible for taking weather observations

1 at Air Force bases and Army airfields and for disseminatini these observations
.to using agencies. You need to be thoroughly familiar with the rules and techniques
required to make an accurate, representative weather observation. This course,
CDC 25251, Weather Obierver, enlarges on the knowledge skills'you have learned
in the fonnal school. The CDC helps you to maintain satisfactory job performance
and to progress in your career field.

This is Volume 2 of a four-volume course and consists of three chapters. The
first chapter discusses ,the weather elements required for surface weather observa-
tions. It presents operational remarks and includes the supplementary data that is
added (appended) to 3- and 6-hourly 4servations. She chapter deals with pressure
and methods' of pressure reduction to compute sea-level pressure. Chapter 2 pro-
vides guidance for encoding and disseminating weather observations and the proc-
essing of weather data. It also discusses the reporting and encoding procedures for
RAREPs (radar reportr). This discussion includes the criteria for taking radar ob-
servations and encoding them on AWS Form 104. Chapfer 3 concludes the volume
with a presentation of weather, station duties, such as station administration and
supply.

Five foldouts are printed and bound it the end of this volume to provide ex-
amples .of each cloud type and to provide examples of surface weather observation
entries on AWS Form 10 and weather radar observation entries on AWS Fbrm 104.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the ,subject matter of this
text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them 'to Tech Tng Cen
(TTOC), Chanute AFB IL 61868.

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration or on any of
ECrs instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Study Reference
Guide, Chapter Review Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course Exami-
nation), consult your educatiqn officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate.
If he can't answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFB, AL 36118,
preferably on Eg Form 17, Student Request for Assistanee.

This volume is valued at'36 hotik:(12 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of

'November 1971. ,

lii
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CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 2
Pagr hParagrap- Line(s)

1 0)1.i:talon
ill Last Change currency -date to "April 1974."
I. 1-2 9 Change "thunderstorn" to "thunderstorm."1-46 7

Change "alocumulus" to "altocumulus."
13 1-84 9, 10, 11 Delete sentence beginning with "BI. . .."
14 2-4 10 Change "at the below" to'"at and below,"

,20 2-33 7 and 8 Change sentence beginning with "A variable: :-.. ," to
"A variable ceiling is .always reported when the .

ceiling is less than 3,000 feet and is optional at0
higher levels."

20

20

20

20

21

21

22

23

23

28

29 '
29

29

30

31

32

34

34
.

34

34

/31

2-36
Delete.

2-37 C-4 1 e Insert paragraph -title "Bases and tops of layers.''
2-37 5 Delete "0918."' .
2-37 6, 7 Delete entire sentence. .
2:40,c 1 Change "VINOVC" TO "BINOVC."
2-45 10; 1 I Change "R" to "RW" and "RW" lo "R."
Table 5

Change NOTE 2 to 'Fead: "When the prevailing
visibility is estimated to be greater than the most
distant marker, estimate the visibility to the,nearest
reportable value and enter it in column 4."

3-6 7, 8, 9 Delete.
3-7 15 thru 21 Delete.
4-9 3 Change "longer" tO "larger."
4-23 8 Change "INTMTR-" to "INTMT R -."
4-26 4 Delete "- -" for very light intensity."
Table 7

Delete the "Very Light" information.
Tables 8, 9 Delete the "Very Light" information.
Table 10

Delete the "Very Light" inforination.
Table 11

At bottom of table, deiete "and "- -" vor very light
intensity."

4-46 3 Delete "begihning time."
4-46

447

4-47..

35.1 4-49 -

35 , 4-50
r.

35 _4-50

35 , 4-50

35 4-50

35 4-52
. ,

5 thru 13 Delete.
.. 2 Change "time of skii4" to "and."

.

3 After the word. 4niriVement" delete remainder oi
paragraph.

3, 4 Change "MVG" to "MOVG."
4, 5 , Delete "time of beginning."
7., 8 Delete.

'' 10 Delete "B267 .

13 Delete "PK WND 30/45 35."
2, 3 Delete "time of ending."

.4
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Page I Paragraph Lines) Correction

35- 452 5, 6 Change to read: "Record Observation: T + MOVD
E."

_.

35 4-52 713 Change "TB3" to "TB03 7. and delete "PK WND
32/38 40."'

, 35, 36 4-57fr. Delete.

36 Text,table Delete all text regarding "Showery preciIpitation
and "Wet snow remarks.

39 5-21 4, 5, 6, 7 Delete entire sentence beginning with "It is a rare. . .

"

40 '5,28 8 thru 12 Delete entire reference to "Barogram V" remark.

44 7-10 1, 2 Delete data enclosed in parentheses.

44 7-10, 4, 5, 6 Delete sentence beginning with "Follow each. ..."
Col 2

44 7-12 Delete.

44 7-13 Delete and replace with new paragraph:

"7-13. If the wind speed is in excess of 25 knots
since the last record observatipn, you will record a
peak wind (PK WND) remark in column 13.
Record PK WND, the direction and'speed, and a:
slant followed by the time of occurance; e.g.,
PKWND 2743/23. Make this e.ntry in the first
record observation after its occurance if the peak
speed- has not. been reported in a previous
observation."

45 7-14 10 Change "once" to "twice."

45 8-2 Delete and replace with new paragraph:

"8-2. To faciliate the locating.of desired remarks
jn the transmitted message, the following order
should be followed as closely as possible:

Runway visual range or runway visibility.
Surfaced-based obscuring phenomena.
Winc4 shifts.
RADVAR reports of ;bases and tops.
Remarks elaborating on Preceded coded data.
Three- and six-hourly additive data.
Radiosonde data.
Runway conditions.
Weather modification.

a. Remarks that are considered operationally
significent to aviation will have the identifier (ATC)
immediately preceding these remarks. The identifier
(MET) will be entered immediately preceding
remarks that are considered significant to
meteorologists."

46 8-10 8 Change "299 9.415" to "299 99115."

49 8-37 Delete.
..

50 . 9-9 10 Change "once" to "twice."

50 9-10 12 thru 16 Delete.



Page Paragraph Line(s)

51 9-16 6, 7

51 _ 9-16 8;'9

51 9-17 . . 9 ihru 14

Correction

Change sentencebeginning with "The time. ..." to
read "The actual time refers to ihe time that you
actually observed the last element for record, record
speciaL and local obserytiOns."

Delete sentence beginning with "The filing time...
and replace with "Actual time for special
obseriations is thetime the element requiring the
special is observed to occur.", ,

Delete remainder of paragraph beginning with "If
the correction. . .:." and replace with the following:

"If the Oorrection is transmitted, enter (COR), in
,.

red; in column 13 followed by the GMT time that
you make the transmission. Whenever you detect an
error in a report-already transmitted, disseminate a

. correction as soon as possible using the same
i. dissemination given to the erroneous report.

Suppose, though, you detect the error after later
reports have superseded the erroneous-data. If the
later reports received the same or greater
dissemination, no correction need be sent. Include
in your corrected report all the - data originally
transmitted, though perhaps only one element was
initially incorrect. To correlate the correction with

" the observation being corrected, refer- to the

53

53

,53

53

10411

10-6

10-8

10-8

16

8

8'

53 10-9 11

-53
..

10-9 ' 12

53. 10-9 13

54 .10-15 4

54 10-15 5

54 10-15 6

54 10-18 13

54, 55 10-18 14 thru 21

55 .10-20,a(5)
,

55 . 10-211

-rtne."4-

standard time of the record observation if you
transmitted it longline. Standard time is the hour to
which a record obserilation applies such as 0900,
1600, etc. Use actual tithe for specials, locals, and
locally disseminated record observations.
Remember, discovering a mistake and doing
nothing about itis a greater error than just making a

,..,.
Imistake." .

. -

Change to read; "Radar reports of bases and tops."

Delete.

Inserr"(MET)." before AC NE.

Change "FWR 0 71" to "FWR 0 10 71."

6

15(

Insert "(ATC)" before T., .

Delete "AB56."
,

Insert "(MET)" befOre PK. WND and change
"22/36 54" to "2236/54." .
Insert "(ATC)" before 'CB.

t*
Change to read: "W MOVG NE RWU SW (MET)
TCU ALQDS."

Change "197/" to "1970."

Change to read: "Remarks, as appropriate."

Delete.
.. .

Delete. ,-.

Delete.



Page' Paragraph Line(s)

55 10-22 4, 5

55 10-24, a(4)

55 . 10-24,b ,a*.- -5

55 10-24,c 2. 3

56 10-28.

57 10-34 18,19

60 10-60 6, 7

60 10:60 11-

60 10-61 8

61 11-2 7

61. 11-4

9/
Correction

Delete "each nationally published minima
applicable to the runway in use." and replace with
1400 feet and 6,000' feet."

Delete "(other than very light).".

Change "26 khots" to Z25 knots."

Delete.

At end of paragraph add subparagrapht e and f:

"e. Taken for ceiling and visibility values
established locally because of their significance to,"'
aircraft operations.

7 Taken by Basic Weather Watch (BWW)
stations at intervals not be exceed 20 minutes since
the last observation during the following weather
conditions:

Ceilings 1500 feet or less.
Visibility 3 miles or less.
Any form of precipitation.
Fog."

Though a local is taken for the abote, do not record
or disseminate unlesi the ceiling and/ or visibility
changes by a reportable --value since the last
disseminated observations."

Delete remainder of sentence beginning with
"except visibility... . ."

Chad's "'are required" to "have the option."

Add new sentence "AWS Form 30, Pilot To
frtcatter Service (PFSV),..1..og, is used for
recording PIREPs if AWS Form 12 is not used."

Change "ALWDS" to "ALQDS."

Change "Airgound" to "Airgtound."

Delete entire "DISSEMINATION
PROCEDURES" arid replace with the followidg:

, DISSEMINATION PROCEDURES

4111 I. Space all entries on ate T A evenly and write large enough to
Make for easy reading (use block letters).

2. Six mandatory requirements for each transmission, except for
testing are: -

a. Identity of station (RAN).
b. Identity of transmission byt type (R. RS, S. L. PI REP.

etc.).
c. Actual time (GMT)of the observation.
d. Message content. Form 10 entries: columns I through 13

except SLP: omit 3- & 6-hourly additive data.
e. Time that transmission is completed in minutes past the ,

hi noiut

of person making transmission (CB).

3. Use the following in.placing data on the transcnber.
, 'a. Clear skyuse CLEAR.

b. Wind.-
(1) Calmuse CALM.
(2) Direction, magnetic only to nearest 10

degreqs in 2 digils.
(3) Speed, in 2 digits.
(4) Example: 0309.

7
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Page Paragraph Line(s)

-
62 11-5,g 11

11-14 8
,63 < 11-15

0
I

Correction
Altimeter. in 4 digits and flag all altimeter settings_vith,
ALSTGALSTG 3002.

d. The contractioi)"AeFT MISHAP" is never disseminated
giver the transcriber.

4. Example:
RAN R 1456
CLEAR 15 92166
0309 A.L.STG 3002

58/CB

Change "ABSCURED" to "OBSCURED."

Change "A FSR" to "A FCSR."

Delete and replace witirnew paiagraph 11-15:
"11-15. The 28 ASR teletypewriter is used to

transmit the special category collections on Comet
ll'A. Presently the following are the types of traffice
that have been classified as special category:

ft
Dpe Definition

AIREP A report from Air Force aircraft in MAC
abbreviated AIR EP code form or civil aircraft
in ICAO form.

COMBAR. Aircraft repoit in COMBAR code form.
FOCST A 4-hour terminal recovery forecast.
METAR Surface weather report in METAR code.
PILOT. Winds aloft report in PILOT code.
P1REP Pilot report in PIREP code..
PLATF Plain language terminal forecast.
RAREP Radar report.
RECCO Weather reconnaissance observation.
ROCOB Rocketsonde observation./
SIGWX Supplemental reports of significant weather.
SPEC1 , Special weather reports in METAR code.
SYNOP Synoptic weather reports'.
TAF Terminal forecast in TAF code.
TEMP Upper level pressure, temperature, humidity.

wind reports."
63 11-16 5, 6 Delete remainder of sentence beginning with "local-

American telephone, etc." Insert "communications .0
workload section or follow local procedures.", 63

11 1-17
Delete paragraph and replace with new paragraph
11-17:

"11-17. TY PNO / TYPOK requests (circuit
outage) within the Automatic Response to Query
(ARQ) program will automatically retransmit for
the inclusive outage time all precedence one and two
messages, and 110TAMS, where required. When an
extensive outage occurs, NOTA MS will be only
rerun back to and including the last NOTAM
summary issued. If following an outage, you do not
require the aforementioned data, you will prepare a
TY PNO / TYPOK report and transmit this
information."

l

66

67

12-6

12-15, 16

7, 8 Delete "weather warning (WO) message" and insert
"SYR message."

Delete and replace with new paragraphs:

8

"12-15. Classification of Radar Echoes:Weather
echoes as seen on a radarscope are reported by
describing the type and intensity of associated



Page Paragraph Liries) Correakin
4

1.

(-----\
, !

1 3
precipitation the intensity trend, and the horizontal
and vertial size of echoes. Because radar reports
are Prepared, encoded, decoded, and plotted
manually, and because they require considerable
teletype transmission time arid are perishable, they
must be as concise as possible while still accurately
describing the radar echoes. Echoes that A r e related
geographically and by precipitation type and
physical cause are grouped together for reporting,
with the emphasis placed on grouping similar types
of echoes rather than simply grouping together all
echoes associated geographically. Elements of the
radar report are indicated' on the radar recording
form. This form lists the elements in the order
(sequence) that you encode them in RAREP code;
therefore, the discussion of the elements also reveals
the code form. The first element' of a radar report.
echo characser,rdescribes the general shape or form
of the echo(es).

0 P "12-16. Echo character. As we mentioned in
4,

67 12-17 6

67 12-21 10

68 Table 17

70 Table 19

70 . 12-27 . 13

73 12-45 , 7

73 12-46 11

75 12-58

Section 8 of Volume 1, echoes are primarily
described as cells, lines, or areas. Table 17 lists the
descriptivOerms that may be reported. Weather
echoes associated geographically, by physical

, causes, and by precipitation type will be grouped
together for reporting purposes according to thee
definitions in table 17."

Change "20" to "30:
;

Change "0238" to "0815" and change "0337" to
"0837."

Replace with new table 17 (attached).

Replace with new table 19 (attached).

Add "NC" as contraction for "No change."

Change "100" to "125."

Change "MAX TOP" to "MT."

Delete and replacel,with new paragraph: ^

"42-58. The 0637 observation on foldout 5 is
used to illustrate the spacing and separation of the
elementrin. RAREP format:

PDQ AREA 7RW. +42 47 153,65 242,187
320 154 2715 MT 240 AT 170 25 CELLS AVG D6
LNIORW +315,123 243 155 I2W 2820 MT 350 AT
275 IN LN
NWRN END MOVMT 2718 SWRN END
MOVMT 2823

You can see in this coded radar observation that
spaces are used between elements 'that might bqk
confused with other data."

0
75 12-60 Delete and replace with new paragraph:

A
"12-60. Unlike scheduled hourly observations,

special o6servations, will be encoded to includeonly
;

9

153

-

%
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I.

Page Paragraph Lines) Cormaioh

the echoes of special interest. The selected echoes
should be reported in complete detail including

--rtraitt.---Special observations will be encoded and
transmitted in intermediale collectives. Identify
special observations and regular observations
meeting the criteria for special observations by
writing the contraction "SPL" in the left margin of
the radar recording form, and transmitting this
contraction after the time group."

75 12-62 14, 16, 18 Change "0338Z," "1623Z," and 1403Z" to 40338,"
"1623," and 1403.",

COuRSE
NO. .

EFFECTIVE DATE
OF SHIPPING UST,.

4 --Mig 75

UST OF CHANGES

1

CAREER FIELDS, POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT CHANGE. SO OR>

OCCASIONALLY GET INTO PRINT. 1HE FOLLOWING ITEMS UPDATE AND CORR CT

YOUR COURSE MATERIALS. PLEASE MAKE THE INDICATED CHANGES.

1.. CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 2

a; --Page 44, para 7-11, line 16 :. 'Change "attach" to "Piefix" and' chante

"following" to "tre-,"
Page 44, pare 7-13:. Delete and replace with the following:

-/f the wind speed exceeds 30 knOts since the last record observa-

tion and this speed was not included in the body of d special observation trans-

mitted on longline teletypett Will record a,peak wind (PK +IND) remark in

column 13. Record PK WND, the direction and highest speed, a "/" and the time

of first occurrence in the next record observation following its occurrence; e. g.

PK WND 2731/23. Omit the remark if the speed-is included in the body.of this

record observation.

c. Foldout 4, Rs 1256, col 13. Change "PK WND" from "PK WM) 22/36 54" to

--m2236/54. "
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Surface Weather Observations

YOUR WEATHER observatibn is the heart of
the worldwide mission of. the Air Wen.ther

Service. The duty forecaster depends on it.
Weather detachments depend on it. Other weather
agencies depend on it. Last, but most important, the
pilot depends n it! Your potential ability to pro-
vide these people with representative and timely
weather otrervations is one of the reasons you
were selected for entry into the weather career
field. Your aptitude scores, which must be among
the highest in the Air Force, indicate that you
have the ability 4o perform the complex duties of
an observer. You must be able to think effectively
and quic14 to interpret weather instruments ac-
curately and evaluate sky conditions and visibility.
In many cases, your interpretations and evalua-

, tions determine whether an aircraft can land or
whether the pilot must seek an alternate airfield.
Staying abreast of the latest weather conditions is
the par of your job that is difficult to measure by
aptitude tests. It involves personal traits such as
desire and esprit de corps..These traits are as es-
sential to your work as the reference manuals and
measuring instruments k your station. Eventually,
your -weather obiervitron will combine the facts
provided by your instruments with personal judg-
ment. The judgment and desire you put into- your
work ultimately makes you different from all other
observers. They become part of your personal
standards.

2. In addition to knowing how to take an ob-
servation, you must know the operating proce-
dures that are used for the various types of meteo-
rological instruments and equipment. This involves
knowing how to interpret the readings and scope

'presentations. Your reasoning ability is often
tested when the weather conditions vary. Which
item of equiPment is more reliable? What happens
when instrument reading.i differ from your own
evaluations of the sky? These and many other
problems are discussed throughout this vailume..

3. This chapter provider the guidance neassary
for. you to take a complete observation. This dis-
cussion contains the presently accepted procedures
for making entries on AWS Form ,10. Chapter 1

1

CHAPTER

also includes definitions of meteorological ele-
ments, criteria for making entries, coding instruc-
tions, order of entry, and general rules. The first
discussion, state-of-the-sky evaluations, establishes
a foundation for many AWS Form 10 entries.

1. Stat of the Sky
1-1. Have you ever looked at the clouils above

and remarked, "It looks like rain?" Clouds have
been called the signposts of weather. Their size,
shape, and height give clues to the type of weather
you can expect. Few people would mistake the
weather signs of the dark, ominous "thunderhead"
cloud from those of the white "cotton-puff" cloy
floating innocently across a summer sky. However,
except to the trained eye, the story told by clouds
often goes unnoticed.

1-2. Clouds occurring in sequence describe a
weather event much as chapters of a book unfold a
story. For instance, the changes from cirrus to cir-
rostratus to altostratus clouds warn of an ap-
proaching warm front. Those small, puffy clouds
that appeared harmless in the morning hours, but
now have grown vertically into towering masses,
speak silently of airmass instabilityperhaps a
thunderstorn during the night. -

1-3. These cloud messages are not -hard to un-
derstand, but they are not obvious. Clues to the
approaching weather provided by the clouds are
wasted if you cannot read them. To become a
good cloud reader takes study and experience. To
understand clouds we should consider their forma-
tion and classification.

1-4. Experienced meteorologists categorize all
clouds into 10 basic forms. These baslc forms are:

Cumulus -"
Cumulonimbus
Stratocumulus
Stiatus
Altostratus
Nimbostratus.
Altocumulus
C irrui
Cirrostratus
Cirrocumulus
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Figure 1. Cumulus.
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Each basic form may .be further classed into sub-
types;

1-5. The subtypes are .recognized internation-
ally as 27 states of the skyarranged as low, mid-
dle, and high clouds. Each state of sky possesses a
distinguishing feature to separate it from the ott-
ers. This featureMay be the appearance, extent,
size, or method of formation. Thedistinguishing
features provide the clues that preview approach-
ing weather. The first basic cloud form discussed,
cumulus, istasily identified.

1-6. Cumulus. In the year 1803, an English
pharmacist, Luke Howard, divided all clouds into
three basic groupscumulus, stratus, and cirrus.
Cumulus, translated horn Latin, means "heap."
Heap aptly describes this cloud- in most of its

'stages. In.the earliest stage of development, cumu-
sItts usually forms in, and indicates, good weather.
Figure 1,A, illustrates that it has-clearly defined
outlines during the building stage and appears
very white in color. The base of the cumulus, fig-
ure 1,B, becomes darker as the cloud builds in
size; but generally remains horizontal. After the
building stage has gone on for awhile or ended, the
edges of cumulus become ragged, being frag-
mented by the wind as shown in figure 1,C.

1-7. Notice the bulging appearance at A in fig-
ure 1. This is characteristic of building cumulus.
Whatever its stage of development, cumulus al-
ways has the "cottony" appearance. Since these
clouds form by convective action, the height of
their base' above the earth's surface is related di-
rectly to the amount of moisture at the surface.
The higher the moisture, the lower in height above
the surface are the bases. Although the water drop-
lets in cumulus are very numerous, they are also
very small in the cloud's early stages. As the cloud
grows in size, large drops within the cloud increase
in number. The large, drops may be precipitated
from the cloud or may continue to be carried
within the cloud by vertical air motions.

1-8. Precipitation in the form of showers occurs
with cumulus clouds of moderate development.
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Though ihis precipitation may be of moderate in-
tensity, its duration is usually short-lived. These
clouds do not produce the heavy rain and high
winds that are associated with their bigger broth-
ers, the cutnulonimbus. Occasionally, the precipi-
tation (showers) from cumulus clouds evaporates
before it reaches the ground. This situation is re-
ferred to as virga and is characterized by a dark
area immediately below the nearly uniform base of
the cumulus cloud. This darkness, caused by pre-
cipitation, decreases in intensity as it descends be-
neath the cloud until it disappears (complete evak
oration*. When virga consisting of snow or ice
crystals occurs, the virga portion is not as dark,
and it appears more wispy. This is caused by the
greater)nfluence that wind has on fallingsnow and
appears as a greater_bending of the precipitation
trails (virga). In any case, the precipitation does
not reach the surface: AWS lasses'two subtypes
of cumulus for coding.

1-9. CL--1 (cumulus). Cumulus clouds encoded
as low cloud "1" have little vertical exterit and
may appear flattened. Associated with good
weather conditions (no precipitation), it is en-
coded as low cloud "1." This cloud is shown in
foldout I as Ll, cumulus humilis.'When this cloud
occurs below cumulonimbus or nimbostratus dur-
ing precipitation, it is coded as L7. Under these con-
ditions it usually appears ragged, changes shape
rapidly, and is called.cumulus fractus. Tbus, the dif-
ference in classification of Ll and L7 is precipita-
tion. When the convective forces that form cumu-
lus continue their action, Ll .cumulus grows into
L2 cumulus.

J-10. CL-2 (cumulus); Low cloud "2" is a cu-
mulus cloud of moderate or strong (towering) ver-
tical development. Generally, Cr,-2 is accompa-
nied by Other cumulus or stratocumulus clouds
that have their bases at the same level. When this
cloud type develops a tower appearance, illus-
trated in the first L2 picture of foldout 1, you
should remark this in your observation as TCU W.

Towering cumulus may be distinguished from cu-
mulonimbus by a lack of massivenessi.e., its
strong vertical growth is not matched by a hori-
zontal spreading or bulging. Other important
things to remember about this type are that it does
not have a cirrifOrm tdp, atvl it is rarely capable of
producing thunder. Cumulus clouds of moderate
or great vertiCg extent may, however, produce
precipitation in the form of showers. When a cu-
mulus develops both height and massiveness, it en-
ters the next basic cloud category, cumulonimbus.

141.. Cumulonimbus. Energy forces within a
cumulonimbus, or CB, are capable of producing
the most intense storm known in weatherthe tor-
nado. However, when cumulonimbus clouds are
observep on the horizon they appear strikingly
beautiful. Their tall, rounded masses reach grace-
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fully skyward, often penetrating above cirrus cloud
formations. Overhead, they_present a more menac-
ing picture. It is not uncommon for these clouds to
produce heavy rain; lightning; strong, gusty sur-
face winds; hail; and occasionally tornadoes.

1-12. To classify cuinulonimbus clouds intd the
basic cloud forms, you should know that CB
clouds are distinguished from cumulus clouds by
the following characteristics:

Mauive appearance..
Extensive vertical development.
Fibrous or anvil top.
Thunder and lightning.

1-13. Though the anvil feature of cumulonim-
bus is an identifying feature, sometimes only a fi-

lrous appearance or a lack of sharp top outline is
observed. 'When the cloud enters the dissipation
stage, this upper section invariably assumes the
classic anvil formation. Figure 2 shows several in-
teresting features. At A, figure 2, the anvil top is
visible. Points B and C show the fibrous appear-
ance of a CB top. At B, the cloud is just beginning
to lose its sharp outline. At C, the fibrous appear-
ance is evident. Callout D points to a cell of
convective activity that shova the typical sharp
Outlines of a building cumulus. Often you will en-
counter a dissipating cell next to a building .one.
The cloud shown with tIle anvil top, figure 2,A, is

in the dissipating stage, as evidenced by the anvil.
During dissipation, much of the cell's energy is di- ,

rected downward. Consequently, surface weather
may be even more severe during this stage.

1-14. The question often discussed among Ob-
servers is when does the cumulus (moderate devel-
opment) become cumulonimbus. There are several
points of identification. When viewed from a dis-
tance, the massiveness and the appearance of the

.cloud top, already mentioned, offer positive means
of CB identification. Overhead, other identifying
guides are needed.

1-15: Thunder, lightning, or hail may be the
- sole indication of their presence. \Wen you,can't

hear thunder overfiead and are having trouble in
decididg between nimbostratus or cumulbnimbus,
use the character (showery versus continuous) of
the rain as a guide. A cumulonimbus cloud with
extensive vertical development which has begun
dissipating is generally preceded by an onrush of
cool air a few minutes before the storm cell
reaches overhead. The dark lower portion of a CB
is usually accompanied by rapid-moving stratus
fractus and cumulus fractus. Usually one of these
signs can identify a CB from a cumulus.

1-16. A coriunon occurrence with cumulonim-.
bus cloud varieties is mammatus development.
This feature may occur at the bast of the cloud in
the form of clearly defmed bulges (pouches, fig.
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Figure 2. Cumulonimbus.
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Figure 3. Marrunatus.

-

3) or may appear at some level above the cloud
base. In either case, these mammatus formations
provide the forecaster with a good indication of
the degree of instability present in the area.
Though these cloud types may not have the devel-
opment to produce tornadic activity, they can be
used by the forecaster as indicators of potentially
severe weather.

1-17. Studies of tornado develOpment reveal
that the base of the cumulonimbus cloud usually
appears to be very dark and ragged before tornado
activity occurs. The first sign of "a funnel cloud
often appears in the form of a tuba (a small ap-
pendage, often cone-shaped) beneath the cloud.
When tubas are sighted with a CB, they frequently
appear and withdraw from several portions of the
cloud. A tuba that continues to develop toward the
ground is referred to as a funnel cloud ,until it

, reaches the groundthen jt becomes a tornado.
The passage of a CB can cause a variety of
changes in weather. Observing and disseminating
these conditions present a challenge. For coding
purposes, two subtypes of CB exist.

1-18.- CL-3 (cumulonimbus). Low cloud type
"3" is cumulonimbus in its earliest stage of devel-
opment. A low "3" cloud differs from other CB
clouds because the summit lacks cirriform devel-
opment (no anvil). Cumulonimbus clouds classi-
fied as L3 have summits which lack clear outlines

but are neither tAearly fibrous (cirriform) nor in
the form of an anvil. Foldout 1, L3, shows an ex-
ample of a cumulonimbus cloud without apprecia-
ble cirriform development. When you observe this,
type of Cloud, add a remark to your observation to
indicate the location (direction) of the cumulo-
nimbus cloud from the station and the direction to-
Ward which it is moving.

1-19. The following are examples of cumulo-
nimbus (CB) remarks entered in column 13 of
AWS Form 10:

a. CB W MOVG E.
b. CB NE MOVG SE.
c. CB NW. (This indicates that the direction of

movement is unknown.)
d. CB 5NE MOVG E. (Enter distance (5)

from station if it is known.)

These typical remarks for CB clouds are entered
when no thunderstorm is being reported.

1-20. CL-9 (cumulonimbus). Low cloud type
__"9" is distinguished from L3 by die presence of

the drriform anvil. If you find it difficult to deter-
mine whether the type is L3 or L9, the occurrence
of lightning, thunder, or hail customarily belongs
to the L9 CB. An L9 cloud requires a remark in

column 13 of Form 10 that is similar to that for
L3 clouds,_When mammatus development is pres-
ent, iisc the- same remark format in column 13,

4
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except that the abbreviation' "CBMAM" is used
instead of "CB"; for example,. CBMAM W
MOVG E.

1-21. Stratocumplus. Stratocumulus ("strato-
CU") clouds form in several ways. They are
formed when stratus clouds near the earth's sur-
face lift, cumulus clouds dissipate, or middle cloud
layers lower. Stratocumulus are distinguished from
cumulus clouds by 'their flatter appearance. As,
stratocumulus clbuds merge into one layer, they
appear grey with dark areas. These dark areas are
the thicker portions of the strato-CU clouds. Strato-
cumulus is sometimes mistaken for altocumulus.

1-22. The best way to judge whether a cloud is -
stratocumulus or altocumurus is by the size of the
individual elements. The International Cloud Atlas
statei that when the regularly arranged small ele-
ments of the cloud layer have an apparent width of
more than 50, the 'cloud is identified as stratocu.-
mulus. An easy method of determining this -width
is to hold three rmgers at anm's length and see if
the cloud element is larger than the three extended
fmgers: If it is not, then perhaps the cloud is alto-
cumulus.

1-23. Foldout 1, L4 and L5, shows two exam-
ples of typical strato-CU clouds. The rounded
masses and rolls of L5 are a unique feature of
strato-CU. The variety of strato-CU shown at L4
is frequently formed by the spreading out of cumu-
lus in the late afternoon when the surface heating
is greatly diminished.

1-24. Precipitation rarely occurs in association
with strato-CU clouds. When it does occur, it is
usually weak and tends to be showery in character.
Light snow showers are probably one of the most
common forms of precipitation from strato-CU.
During cold weather, strato-CU clouds frequently
produce Ice crystal virga,

1-25. CL-4 (stratocumulus). Low cloud type
"4" is encoded only when stratoeumulus clouds
are forMed from the spreading out of cumulus or
cumulonimbus clouds. During this spreading proc-
ess, cumulus clouds may still be present. Foldout
1, L4, shows an example of stratocumulu clouds
formed from the spreading out of cumul clouds.
When stratocumulus clouds form by other keans,
they are classified as low cloud "5." CL--5 e en-
daily includes all stratocumulus clouds not formed
from the spreading out of cumulus clouds. If you
cannot determine that stratocumulus formed from
cumulus, code the cloud as L5.

1-26. CL,-8 (cumulus and stratocvmulus), ,This
state of sky is actually a combination of two other
low cloud typescumulus and stratocumulus.
When cumulus and strato-CU clouds have bases at
different levels and the strato-CU is formed by
means otiMr than= the spreading out of cumultis,
you classify the cloud type as L8. Often, a layer of
stratocumulus is mistaken for stratus. Avoid that
mistake with the following guideline.
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1-27. Stnitus. You can discriminate between
stratus, and a layer of stratocumulus by the uni-
form appearance of the stratus cloud base. Strato-
CU always has an unegtial distribution of dark-
ness:When dissipating, stratus clot* may appear
as large, irregular, dark- patches between lighter -
coloied portions already thinning. The entire cloud
takes on a mottled or blotched appearance.

1-28. A stratus cloud usually formS very close
to*the earth's surface and is called fog when it is in
contact, with the earth (30 feet or less). It niay
also form under mother cloud layers such as alto-
stratus and nimbostratus. Siratus is capable of pro-
ducing only light continuous precipitation, such as
drizzle, ice prisms, or snow grains.

1-29. Stratus clouds are frequently confused
with nimbostratus and altostratus. To help clarify
identification, study this comparison:

Stratus:
Produces only light precipitation, if any.
May reveal the sun through its thinnest
parts.
Has a more uniform base than nimbostratus.
Is generally grey.

Nimbostratus:
Always produces heavier precipitation.
Never reveals the sun. -

Has an uneven base.
Is usually darker in appearance than stratus.

1-30. When the outline of the sun is distin-
guishable thr6ugh stratus cloud§, it can be used to
distinguish between stratus and altostratus. The
sun seen through stratus has a sharp, well-defined
outline. Altostratus blurs the outline of the sun as
if vievied through ground glass. When you are
evaltiating stratus cloud types, you must consider
your past observations of the clouds as a basis for
proper cloud identification. Stratiform clouds do
not just suddenly develop. They usually are asso-
ciated with a stable condition in the atmosphere
and, therefore, evolve slowly.

1-31. CL-6 (stratus). Low 'cloud "6" is a stratus
cloud in a more or less continuous sheet or layer,
or in ragged shreds, or a combination of both, but-
it has no stratui fractus of bad weather. The pri-
mary difference between L6 and L7 is the pres-
ence of bad weather. This term refers to the condi-
tions that exist a short time before, during, and
after precipitation. Since all stratiform clouds ap-
pear greyish and continuous in form, you must be
aware of the identifying features of each stratiform
type.

1-32. CL-7 (stratus fractus or cumulus fractus).
Low cloud type "7" often occurs below layers of
altostratus ,and nimbostratus, arid it is classified as
L7 whenever stratus fractus or cumulus fractus of
bad weather are present. When these cloud types
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are present but bad weather conditions do _not
exist, stratus fractus clouds are classified as L6
(stratus) and cumulus fractus clouds as LI (cu-
multi). Foldout 1, L7, shows an example of how
the sky appears with these cloud types.

1-33; Ragged stratus fractus clouas'never.occur
alone. They are always -associated with clouds of
low and/or middle types. When they are Observed
below nimbostratus and similar precipitating
clouds, they change shape-'-rapidly and move fast.
Stratus fractus and cumulus fractus are usually
found beneath the base of cumulonimbus clouds
that are precipitating. However, when this situa-
tion occurs, only the cumulonimbus cloud type is
encoded.

1-34. Altostratus. This middle height range
cloud has features similar to the lower stratus. The
primary difference between altostratus and stratus
is the composition of the cloud. An altostratus
cloud consists primariry of ice crystal's, snowdrystals
or flakes, and supercooled water droplets. The

lower pardon of low altostratus clouds may con-
sist of ordinary water droplets and the upper por-
tion a combination of ice crystals and supercooled
water droplets. The. composition explains the dif-
ferent featuTes'of each cloud.

1-35, -ArtOstra tus crouds are generally uniform
in apKirance. They ,pre greyish or bluish in color
and appear fibroq.. Other basic characteristics
are:

Altostratus.clouds are dense enough to pre-
vent objects on the ground from casting
shadows. .

The sun appears as though seen through
ground glass when all altostratus cloud is
present (fOldout 2, MI).
Halo phenomena never occur with altostra-
tus clouds.
Precipitation is continuous.

1-36. Precipitation falling from an altostratus
cloud frequently obscures the cloud base. When this
occurs, accessory clouds such as cumulus fractus
and stratus fractus may form below the altostratus.
Figure 4 illustrates this condition. During the hours
of darkness, altostratus clouds are even.more diffi-
cult to identify. At this time, you must watch for
such things as a lowering of the ceiling and an in-
crease in the intensity of precipitation. If this hap-
pens, you miy have nimbOstratus. Floldout 2 shows
altostratus clouds in the semitransparent state
(MI ) and in the opaque state (M2).

1-37. Altostratus clouds, as other middle clouds,
are found at a height range from 6,500 to 23,000
feet in the temperate region. When they are at the
higher levels of this middle cloud range, they are
often erroneously identified as cirrostratus because
of their lighter appearance. However, if there are
no shadows cast on the ground, they are altostratus.
Cirrostratus is never dense enough to prevent the

Figure 4. Fractus clouds.
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sun from casting shadows. When the altostratus
lowers, as during the approach of a warm front,
it usually becomds thicker_and completely obscures
the sun. .

1-38. C11-1 (altostratus). Middle cloud type "1"
is an altostratus cloud, the mater part of which is
semitransparent. Usually, the sun ormoon is dimly

jvisible as though seen thfough ground glass. This
cloud type is usually found within the higher portion
-of the middle cloud range. This type of altostratus
cloud usually forms from the gradual -thickening
and lowering of a cirrostratus layer. In a later dis-
cussion of the basiC cloud form cirrostratus. you
will discover they are never thick enough to prevent
objects from casting shadows because of the sun.
Therefore,' you can use this rule as a guide in de-
termining whether or not you have altostratus
clouds. Foldout 2, MI. shows an example of this
cloud type. More rarely. this type of altostratus
cloud forms from the extensive spreading out of the
middle -or upper part of a CB cloud. When alto-
stratus clouds contimie to thicken, they are classi-
fied as M2 clouds.

1-39. Cir-2 (altostratus or nunbostratus). An
altostratus cloud classified as M2 is a darker grey
or a darker, bluish grey than altostratus clouds en-
coded as MI. The greater part of this altostratus
cloud (M2) is sufficiently dense to hide the sun or
moon. A nimbostratus cloud, which is also en-
coded as M2, is often caused by a further thicken-
ing of denstaltostratus.

1-40. Nimbostratus. The Word "nimbus" is a
Latin word that means violent raht or black rain.
cloud. Nimbostratus clouds live up to this defini-
tion. A nimbostratus cloud produces continuous
precipitation in the, form of rain, snow, or ice pel-
lets. Usually, this cloud evolves from the lowering
of altostratus clouds but may form from other
cloud types.

1-41. Nimbostratus is a grey. often dark. cloud
that appears diffuse as observed frcZm the ground.
This is caused by the continuous precipitation that
falls from.this cloud. It is always thick enough to
completely obscure the surf and is almost exclu-
sively found near frontal zones. It is common to
find stratus fractus clouds below nimbostratus.
These clouds are by the falling precipita-
tion from the nimb stratus cloud and tend fo com-
pletely dissipate when the precipitation becomes
heavier.

1-42. Even though nimbostratus is classified as
a middle cloud, its base is most often found in the
low cloud range. Examples of this are evident as
warm fronts approach the station. The altostratus
is soon classified as- nimbostratus when the cloud.
increases in density and heavier precipitation oc-

'curs. This cloud may continue to lower to within
several hundred feet of the surface as the front ap-
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proaches. Correctly identifying this cloud can alert
you to the pattern of.weather you can expect at the
observation site.

1-43. Nimbostratus clouds are distinguished
from opaque altostratut clouds by their denser and
darker appearance. The base of a nimbostratus
cloud has a more diffuse and wet appearance than
an altostratus cloud. However, both of these cloud
forms are classified as M2. Nimbostraius clouds
usually evolve from the thickening of altostratus
clouds but may also evolvefrOm cumulonimbus
clouds.

144. Altocumulus. An altocumulus cloud is
composed largely of water droplets, but at very
low temperatures it may have some ice crystal de-
velopment. Altocumulus clouds often look very
much like stratocumulus clouds. The primary dif-
ferences between these two cloud types are the size
-of the elements and their height. One way to dis-
tinguish between altocumulus clouds and other
cloud forms is-to determine the size of the cloud
elements. Extending three fingers at arm's length,
the size of the elements should fall within the area
covered by your fingers. If they are larger, the
cloud is probably stratocumulus. If they do not
cover at least one finger, they are probably cirro-
cumulus. This guide is useful only when the cloud
elements in question are more than 30° above the
horizon.

1-45. When an altocumulus cloud does not
have uniformly arranged elements, you must con-
sider other identifying features of the clouds. Alto-
cumulus clouds appear white, grey, or a combina-
tion of white and grey. They are in any of the
following forms:

Rounded masses and rolls (such as strafocu-
mulus).
Banded.
Semitransparent.
Lenticular (unusual shaping by the wind),
Castellated (tufts. turrets, etc.).
Double layered.
Dark and thick.

1-46. Of all the basic cloud forms, altocumulus
has more varieties. Altocumulus clouds evolve
from the lifting of lower clouds or, more rarely,
from the thickening and lowering of cirrocumulus.
As large cumulus clouds (towering cumulus or cu-
mulonimbus) dissipate. the middle portion of the
cloud frequently becomes alocumulus. In this
case, your selection of the correct type of cloud
has a definite meteorological significance to the
forecaster. Foldout' 2, M3 through M9, illustrates
some typical forms of altocumulus clouds.

1-47. The virga phenomenon is common with
altocumulus. _When it occurs, the precipitation
trails appear smaller than those associated with,
low clouds.

,
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1-48. A corona is often present with altocumu-
lus clouds when they are semitransparent. This
phenomenon is especially useful to you in deter-
mining the type of cloud during hours of darkness.
A corona appears as a small ring of light around
the moon and appears to blend with a moon's
lightiwhereas-a-halo presents-a-large-distinct-circle
of light around the moon. Sometimes, a corona
displays the rainbow colors faintly. The corona is
caused by the diffraction of light through water
particles. The diameter of the corona depends on
the size of the water droplets in the cloud. Large
water droplets produce a smaller corona and small
droplets produce a larger corona.

1-49. Cm-3 (altoctrulus). Middle cloud type
"3" is an altocumulus cloud, the greater part of
which is semitransparent. The various elements of
the cloud change slowly and are at the same level.
This description of M3tc1ouds does not imply that
some of the elements cannot be opaque. Generally
this cloud type has some degree of opaqueness, but
it is predominantly semitransparent. The elements
are relatively small and undergo changes very
slowly. This cloud type does not progressively in-
vade the sky. Foldout 2 shows an example of M3
from the horizon to overhead.

1-50. cu--4 (altocunudus). Middle cloud type
"4" is an altocumulus cloud in patches, and the
greater part of it is semitransparent. The cloud ele-
ments occur at one or more' levels, and the ele-
ments continually change in appearance. Often

this cloud type (M4) appears shaped as an al-
mond or a fish. These unusual lenticular-shaped
cloud forms are mostly found near the mountain-
ous regions but may occur at any location. An ad-
ditional discussion of this lenticular cloud is pre-
sented in the section on orographically related

ouds.
1-51. Cm.5 (altocumulus). Middle cloud type

"5," altocumulus, is arranged in semitransparent
bands or in ohe or more fairly continuous layers
that progressively invade the sky, as shown in fold-
out 2, M5. In either case, the main characteristic
of M5 clouds is that they generally thicken as a
whole. Once the forward edge of the cloud has
reached the part of the horizon opposite to that
part where the clouds first appeared, the cloud is
no longer classified as M5. This is also the case
when the forward edge has ceased advancing.

1-52. Cm-6 (altocumulus). Altocumulus clouds
classified as M6 must have iormed from the
spreading out of cumulus or c*Iilonimbus clouds.
As large cumulus clouds or cumulonimbus clouds
dissipate, their remains often consist of large, dark
elements. They usually continue to dissipate and
thin out to form into separate elements. The best
guide to determine the presence of M6 is to view
the actual transformation of cumulus to altocumu-
lus. Foldout 2 shows two examples of altocurimlus
clouds formed by the spreading out of cumulus
clouds.

-m1111111111*

Figuie 5. AltocumuluA.
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Figure 6. Cirrus.

1-53. Cjr-7 (altocumulus or altocuniulus with
altostratus). Middle cloud type "7" consists of al-
tocumulus clouds in 11N or more layers. They are
usually opaque in places and do not progressively
invade the sky. Middle cloud type "7" also con-
sists of altocumulus clouds together with altostra-
tus or nimbostratus clouds. This cloud type.is ac-
tually a combination of other middle clomMes.
For example, if altostratus (M2) and altocumulus
(M3) are present and together, encode the cloud
type as "7." Generally the altocumulus elements of
trncLoud type are not changing continually. Fold-
out 2 shows two examples of altocumulus clouds
classified as M7.

1-54. CJI-8 (altocumulus). Middle cloud type
"8" is an altocumulus cloud with sproutings in the
form of swan towers or battlements. Figure 5 and
foldout 2, M8 castellanus, illustrate the sproutings.
Another form of middle cloud 8 is similar to very
small cumulus clouds or tufts in the middle cloud
range, and it often appears ragged. Foldout 2, M8
floccus, shows this situation. When this cloud has
the sproutings in the form of turrets, the cloud is
called altocumulus castellanus. A kmark such as
"ACCAS NNE" with your observation empha-
sizes this significant cloud.

1-55. Cii-9 (altocumulus). Middle cloud type
"9" is an altocumulus cloud form of a c'haotic sky
and occurs at several levels. As seen from the
ground, this cloud type appears h'eavy and stag-

nant. Metefflologically speaking, altocumulus
clouds of a chaotic sky are found near low-pres-
sure areas that contain some storm activity. Fold-

. out 2 shows an example of a chaotic sky. Altocu-
ninlus clouds are frequently forced to higher levels
in the atmosphere. When this occurs they are
called cirriform clouds.

1-56. Cirrus. Cirrus clouds generally form be-
tween 16,500 and 45,000 feet in the temperature
zone. They appear as very white clouds, usually in
patches or filaments. The forms of cirrus cloud
that is most readily identified is the hook-shaped

. cirrus. This type of cirrus, figure 6, is in very fine
strands which are shaped into thejorm. of a hook
by the wind. Foldout 3, Hl. through H6, shows
eight different types of cirrus cloud formations.

1-57. Cirrus clouds of a denser variev, as
shown on foldout 3, H3. frequently evolve from
the dissipation of other basic cloud forms such as
cumulonimbus. The cirriforin remains of a cumu-
lonimbus cloud may spread out to' a great ext
and completely lose its former identity (anvil
shape). Cirrus clouds also form from middle cloud
layers that are forced aloft. Cirrus and cirrostratus
clouds are often combined in one layer as shown
on foldout 3, H5 and H6. When an extensive cir-
rostratus layer approaches the station from the dis-
tant, horizon, the leading edge is usually cirrus
clouds. 'As the layer continues to approachthe
cloud layer becomes more uniform and usually
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thickens. ahis situailon is -,Cpiite common in ad..'
vance of a warm front.

1-58. Hal& Pkienomena, figure 7, can occur
with cirrus-clouds, but this is relativelS, rare. When
a halo is preSent with cirrus, it is usually only a
partial halo because of the characteristics of cirrus
(strands, filaments, etc.). When the halo is a corn-

"plete circle, you should suspect the presence of cir--
rostratus.

1-59. Cii-1 (cirrus). High cloud "1" is a drrus
cloud in the form of filaments, strands, or 'hooks
that do not progressively invade the sky. This
cloud type is often present with ',other cirrus
clouds. In this case, you classify the cloud type as
H1 only when the total amount of hooks, fila-
ments, or strands is .greater than the combined
total of the other cirrus clouds present. Whatever
the situation, remember that HI does not progres-
sively invade the sky.

1-60. C11-2 (cirrus): High cloud "2" is a dense
cirrus cloud that iS in patches or entangled sheaves
which usually do not increase in size and which,
sometimes seem to be the remains of the upper
part of a cumulonimbus. An H2 cloud can also be
cirrus with sproutings in the form of small turrets
or battlements or cirrus having the appearance of
cumuliform tufts. This dense cirrus cloud does not
Originate from cumulonimbus clouds, although the

patches are sometimes rather opaque and have
borders of entangled Moments. This can give the
erroneous irlipression that the cloud patches are
the remains of cumuliferm clouds: When an H2-
cloud is present with other cirrus clouds. the H2
characteristics must predominate for the clouds to
be encoded as such. H2 and H3 clouds are often
mistaken for each other. When it is certain Jhat the

-cloud evolved from a cuMulonimbus cloud, the
cloud is classified-as H3.,

1-61. C fr-3 (cirruS). High cloud type "3" is a
delise cloud' that is often in the form of an anvil,
which is the remains of the upper parts of a cumu-
lonimbus cloud:. The best guide to classify this
cloud type is to observe the upper part qf a cumu-
lonimbus croud as it transforms into dense cirrus.-
However, if you have sufficient evidence that the
dense cirrus cloud evolved from cumuliform
clouds, you may classify dense cirrus clouds as H3
even though you do not actually see the transfor-
mation. This evidence may come from pilot sight-
ings of cumulonimbus clouds near your area or the
unmistakable features associated with the di4sipa-
tion of cumuliform clouds (M6 for example).

1-62. CH-4 (cirrus). High cloud type "4" is a
cirrug cloud in the form of hooks and/or filaments
that progressively invades the sky and becomes
more dense. this cloud type is very similar to,}11

or

Figure 7. Halo.
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-except that an H4 cloud progressively invades the
sky and becomes more dense. These clouds appear
to fuse together near the horizon where they first...-
appear, but no cirrostratus clouds are present.
When cirrostratus conditions are present, you
should examine the clouds closely to determine
Whether or not to classify the type as H5.

1-63. Cirrostratus. A cirrostratus cloud is a
whitish veil very similar in appearance to cirrus
clouds. The primary difference is the sreat hori-
zontal extent of cirrostratus and its more veil-like
appearance. Cirrostratus clouds usually pr?duce a
halo when the cloud composition is thin- enough.
Cirrostratus often appears as altostratus on the dis-
tant horizon. In this case. you should consider the
speed of movement of the cloud (a cirrostratus
cloud appears to move more slowly) and the
slower changes in form and appearance that are
characteristic of cirrostratus. Cirrostratus clouds
on the horizon are sometimes confused with haze.
You can distinguish the haze by its dirty yellow-
to-brown color.

1-64. A cirrostratus cloud is never thick
enough to prevent objects on the ground from
casting shadows When the sun is higher than 30°
above the horizon. Observing the effect that the
sun has-on cirrostratus can be one of your greatest
aids in determining the type or presence of cirro-
stratus clouds. For example. a cirrostratus layer
may be so thin that only the pregence of a halo re-
veals its presence, as shown in foldout 3, H7.

1-65. -As a cirrostratus cloud advances from the
horizon, you can use it as an indication of airap-
proaching 'front. This cloud type is often observed
several hundred miles in_ advance of a warin front.
This is caused by the slow ascent of air to the
higher levels (up the warm front slope). Cirrostra-
tus also forms from the thinning and rising of al-
tostratus layers or from the dissipation of an ex-
tensive cumulonimbus formation.

Cll--.5' (cirrus and cirrostratus or cirro-
stratus,alone). High cloud type "5" is cirrus and
cirrostratus clouds or cirrostratus clouds only.
(The cirrus clouds arc often in bands converging
towards one point or two opposite points of the
horizon.) Ih either ease. they progressively invade

t
When the Cloud layer covers the entire sky, it is
classified as H7.

1-68. CH-7 (cirrostratus). High cloud type "7"
is a veil of cirrostranis'clouds cover* the celestial
dome. This cloud is uniform in structure, showing
few distinct details. On occasion, the continuous
-veil of }17 is so thin (transparent) that the only in-
dication of its presence is a halo phenomenon.
When lower clouds obscure parts of an overcast
cirrostratus layer, you may still classify it as H7 if
you have evidence that the layer covers the sky. If
the cirrostratus layer does mit cover the sky, clas-
sify the cloud type as.H8.

1-69. CH-8 (cirrostratus). High cloud type "8"
is cirrostratus which is not or is no longer progres-
sively invading the sky and phich does not com-
pletely cover the celestial dome. When H8 is pres-
ent with other cirriform cloud types, it must be
predominant to be classified as H8. Though the
definition of this cloud type specifically states that
the cirrostratus clouds'are not progressively invad-
ing the sky, this refers to the continuous veil form
of the cirrostratus formation. When cirrostratus is
in patches (not cirrus), H5, H6, and H7 are not
appropriate classifications. Classify patches of cir-
rostratus as H8 regardless of whether they are in-
creasing, even though cirrus and cirrocumulus
clouds may also be present but not predominant.

1-70. Cirrocumulus. Cirrocumulus clouds (H9)
are very much like the regularly arranged elements
of high altocumulus clouds. The basic difference,

.however, is their size and composition. To lie cir-
rocumulus clouds, the element must have an ap-
parent width of less than 1°. You can measure this,
by extending your little finger at arm's length. If
the element you are evaluating is not larger than
your finger, the cloud type is probably cirrocUmu-
lus. Again, this guide is only reliable when the
cloud element is higher than 30° above the hori
zon.

1-71. Cirrocumulus clouds consist primarily of
ice crystals, but they can also consist of minute su-
percooled water droplets that are usually replaced
rapidly by ice crystals. Cirrocumulus clouds are
observed with a slight corona phenomenon which
adds to the beauty of,the cloud. When this cloud isthe sky and generally grow more_dense_butthe--present:the-sky-is often referred to as a mackerelcontinuous veil does not reach 45° above the hori-

zon. Usually, the leading edge of this cloud type is
in the form of cirrus filaments or hooks and, occa-
sionally, resembles the skeleton of a fish. When
this cloud type progresses to 45° above the, hori-
zon, it is classified as H6.

1-67. CH-6 (cirrus, and cirrostratus or cirro-
stratuls aloite). High cloud type "6" has the -same
appearance and features of H5 but extends to

. More than 45° above .the horizon, without the sky
being totally covered. Similar to H5. it progres-
ively invades the, sty and grows more dense.

11

sky because of the cloud layer's resemblance to the
scales of a fish. Smite observing terms used to
ideatify this cloud are pebbles on a beach, honey-
comb, and netlike.

1-72. Some forms of cirrocumulus clouds are
similar to altocumulus castellanus clouds, They ap-
pear as small tufts or tiirrets; however, they must
be less than 10 in width to be classified as cirrocu--
mulus. Foldout 3, H9, shows an example of cirro-
cumulus development with other- cirriform clouds.
Some of the elements appear so small that they are
difficult to discern with the naked eye.
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1-73. High cloud type :49" is, cirrocumulus
clouds by themselves or accompanied by cirrus
and/or cirrostratus clouds, but the cirrocumulus
clouds must be predominant. Be sure that you re-
member that the elements of cirrocumulus must
have an apparent Width of less than I°. Before dis-
cussing encoding oi the cloud types already men-
tioned, let's look at the names and identifying fea-
tures of some mountain wave clouds.

1-74. Orographic Cloud Forms. Certain types of
clouds are formed as a result of air moving aser
rough terrain. These clouds indicate the presence
of a mountain wave condition in the atmosphere,
therefore. they are significant in flight operations.
A mountain wave condition consists of turbulent
air and strong updrafts and downdrafts. Flight op-
ergions in these conditions pose a serious threat to
flight safety. As. a weather observer, it is important
that you recognize and report these unusual
clouds.

1-75. The Most common orographic clouds be-
long to the same class as altocumulus, stratocumu-
lus, and cumulus clouds. Listed below are the -oro-
graphically produced clouds that are related to a
mountain wave.,

Lenticularaltocumulus.
Rotor (roll)cumulus.
Foehnwall (cap, collar)stratocumulus.

.1-76. Lenticular. The lenticular cloud is an al-
tocumulus cloud (M4) which is almond or fish-
shaped. The cloud is-observed in patches at one or
more levels, and the elements are continually
changing in appearance but generally remain sta-
tionary in spiteof the high wind speeds. They con-
stantly form on'their windward side and dissipate
on their downwind side. Since the cloud patches
are of limted horizontal extent and their elements
are continually.changing, these clouds are usually
semitransparent rather than opaque. The patches,
as a whole, may have the form of large lenses and
are not progressively invading the sky. Foldout 2,
M4, shows' an example of standing (stationary)
lenticular clouds.

1-77. Rotor. Rbtor clouds are cumuliform in
appearance and are found on the leeward side of
the mountain range. Rotor clouds, similar to lenti-
cular Clouds, are stationary and are constantly
forming on their windward side and dissipating on
the leeward side. Becaus.e of their i,ertical develop-
ment and cumuliform appearance, they are usually

, encoded as low cloud type "2."
1-78.,In addition to classifying the lenticular

and rotor clouds for cloud code group encoding,
you must append remarks concerning these clouds
to your Weather observation, such as the follow-
ing;

ACSL OVHD AND W
FEW ACSL FORMG W-NW
APRNT ROTOR CLDS OVR MTNS

12

The first remark indicates that !.ou observed alto-
cumulus (AC.) standing lenticular (SL) overhead
(OVHD) and to the west (W) of your station. In
the second and third remarks, "FORMG" is the
contraction for forming and "APRNT" is the con-
traction for apparent.

1-79. Foehnwall. The foehnwall cloud is strato-
cumulus in appearance, and is usually classified as
low cloud type "5." This cloud hugs the top of the
mountain and sometiines flosss down the leeward
side of the mountain, producing the appearance of
a waterfall. This concludes the discdssion of basic
and international cloud ty pes and their characteris-
tics. Hossever. cloud recognition and identification
is only part of your job. You must know how to
encode the cldud types so that your observation
can be sent to other sseather stations and v.eather
centrals.

1-80. Encoding 1C1C,IC1 Group (Column 13).
Each 3- and 6-hourly observation must have a
cloud code group appended-to it. Of course when
the sky is clear or romplete1.1 hidden by surface
obscuring phenomena, a'cloud code group is not
appended. The ICI,CHCH group is entered in col-
umn 13 of AWS Form 10. (The sequence-of entry
for observations is discussed in a later section of
this text.) Presently, the concern is how to encode
the cloud tYpes correctly.

1-81. Whenever there is only one cloud type
present for each cloud division of the atmosphere
(CT., C, and C11), you merely enter the correct
type for each division. If no clouds are present in a
division, enter a-zero for that division. Whenever
you have more than one cloud .type in a division,
you select the type that is the Most significant.
Table 1 shows-the order of, priority for encoding
clouds in the 1CLCHCIT group.

1-82. Suppose you determine that the follossing
cloud types are present during a state-of-the-sky
evaluation:

C1,-2 (towering cumulns)
C1.-5 (stratocumulus at a different level)
C31-3 (altocumulus)
Cn-1 (cirrus)
C11-8 (cirrostratus)

How is this cloud observation encoded for the
cloud group entry in column 13 of AWS Form 10?

1-83. Table 1 shows that L2 takes priority over
L5 when low, cloud types are encoded. But it is not
as simple as this. Generally, you enter the code of
the dqud type that has priority; however, when L2
and L5 are both present (at different levels), the,
low cloud type is,classified as L8. This example
for encoding low cloud types illustrates the impor-
tance of knowing the definitions of the 27 interna-
tional cloud types. An inexp.erienced,ffiserver..
migtt select L2 for encoding. Only one middle

'cloud (M3) is present in this example; therefore,
the cloud group code is 183 lo this point. The cir-
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riform cloud types are classified as HI and H8;
therefore, you need to determine from table 1

which high cloud must be encoded. In this case,
high cloud "8" takes priority over HI. The correct
entry in column,13 of AWS Form 10 for this par-
ticular state of sky is 1838. Make the forecaster
aware of the presence of towering cumulus by the
remark "TCU" in column 13.

1-84. When lower clouds form an overcast
layer, thereby obscuring middle and/or high cloud
layers, the encoded values for the obscured lay-
er(s) should be entered as a solidus (slant line) as
shown in,t.he following examples:

102/

The solidus is only used when the low or middle
overcast layer has 10/10 opaque sky coverage. BI-

".

NOVC: (brealcs, in rcast) is considered as
10/10. The eJoud codel group is just one method
of recoraing state-of-the sky evaluations. Another
method is to encode the state of the sky according
to layers, amounts, and'heights on AWS Form 10.

1-85. At this point, take a break and answer
the chapter, review,exeroises in your workbook for
Section 1.

2. Ceiling and Sky Condition
2-L Determining the_sky conditim is_ largely--

subjective and requires, above all, practical experi-
ence. There is one important reason for a careful
evaluation of the sky. Almost all changes in sur-
face weather are preceded or accompanied by
clouds. For example, frontal passages give advance
warning of their presence by a series of changes in
clouds and sky condition. The forecaster interprets
the significance of these changes from your oh-

TABLE 1
ORDER OF PRIORITY FOR ENCODINO 1Ci.C1X1 GROUP "

Or de i .of
Prio rity

Low Cloud

. L

Middle Cloud High Cloud
CH

1st

2na

3rd

9 CB (anvil)

3 CB

4 SC (from CU)

9 AC(chaotic)

8 AC(turrets)

7 AC(with AS
or NS) -

9 CC (pr edominant)

7 CS (covers sky)

8 CS(not covering
or invading)

'.4th 8 SC & CU 6 AC,frorn CU) 6 CS(invacling, over
45°)

5th 2 CU(large) 5 AC(invading) CS(invadin§, less
than 45 )

6th 1 CU4;, 4 AC(changing) 4 Cl (invading)

7th 5 SC(not from 7 ACAtavo- levels) 3 Cl(frorn anvil)
CU) .

p.8th 6 ST 7 AC4(opaque) 2 Cl(dense patches
predominant)

9th 7 STFRA,
C UF RA

10th

1 1 th

3 AC(semi- 1 Cl (filaments
tr ans par ent) pr edominant)

2 NS or AS

1 AS (semi-transparent)

1.
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TABLE 2
Syr COVER SYMBOLS

SYMBOL DEFINITION

Clear (CLR) total sky cover.

Scattered (SCTD) - 0.1 to 0.5 sky covered.

Broken (BRKN) - 0.6 to 0, 9 sky covered.

Overcast (OVC) - 1.0 (ten tenths) sky covered.

'Partly obscured - 0.1 to 0:9 sky covered by
surface based obscuring phenomena.

X Obscured - 1.0 (ten tenths) sky atovered by
surface-based phesnothena.

servation. Your training in making surface obser-
vations prepares you to iecogniie and record the

details of the changing sky.
2-2. Sky condition is observed and evaluated in

layers*During obseryation; you consider amount,
transparency, and height for 'each layer. fooking,
then, at a series ol observations, ou can see Sky

cover transitions by the changes in the observEd
layer. A change in amount of a layer from 0.8 to
0.6 may appear unimportant froni one observation,
to the next. However, when this minor change is
regarded within a trend and,in relation to all the
other sky data, an approaching weather situation

may be forefold. In observing the sky cemdition,
first you consider the layers of sky cdver.

2-3. Layers. A layer is defined as clouds or ob-
scUring phenomena which have bases at the same
approximate-level:A-layer-may appear as continu-
ous cover, such as stratus, or it may appear as de-
tached elements, such as fair-weather cumulus.
Also, both continuous and detached elements may
combine to form a layer. The essential require-
ment is that their bases be at the same approxi-
mate level. The upper portions .of a cumulonimbus
cloud are often spread horizontally by wind and
form dense cirrus or altiform clouds. These hori-
zontal extensions of the cumulonimbus clouds are.

vegarded as separate layers only if their bases ap-
year'horizontal and at a different level from the
parent cloud. Otherwise, the entire cloud system
should be regarded as a single layer .at a height
corresponding to that of.the base of the cumulo-

. nimbus. A layer can be a combination of cloud .
types or obscuring phenomena at the same level.

14

Obscuring phenomena, such as haze, are otten
present in the 'atmosphere but are not considered.
as a layer unless they have an 4parent base. Hav-
ing divided the state of the sley into layers of
clouds, obscuring phenomena, or both, next deter-
mine the amount of each layer.

2-4. Amount. Though you observe the amount
of sky covered by each layers in terms of tenths of
sky, symbols are used to describe the sky cover.
Table 2 gives the sky cover symbois and their
meaning. These sky cover sym.bols are entered in
column 3 of AWS Form 10 for each layer of
clouds or obscuring phenomenasurface-based or
not. Each symbol represents the portion of the sliy
that is covered at that layer and below:.Figure 8 il-
lustrates this "at the below" concept of assigning

sky coversymbols. The difference between layer
and sky cover also is shown.

2-5. In figure 8, the first layer (2/10 stratus) is
entered in column 3 of AWS Form 10 as a scat-
tered symbol (0). This 2/10 amount-also more-

zi 10 ALTOSTRATUS

3/10 PROSTRATUS

x

2/10 STRATUS

Figure 8. Layei:and, sky cover.
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4/10 ALT6SfRATUS

Figure 9. Surface-based sky cover.

cents the total...sky cover at this level. The next
layer tells a different story. Though the altostratus
covers 4/10 sky as a layer, the-total sky cover up
to this point is 6/10 because of the hined
amounts of the first two layers. Thus, the mbol
f6r the altostratus layer is C.--r`' (broken) bece of
the concept described as "at and below". t cover.
The-highest layer. (3/10; cirrostratus) k a'so as-
signed a broken symbol because the tnbined
total equals 9/10 sky. cover.

2-6. You can understand how meaningless it
Axould be to enter three separate scattered symbols
in column 3 to report these individual layeN. To a_

pilot flying above the highest layer and looking for
ground davigational aids, your report of "scat-
tered" sky cover would hide 9/10 of the ground
from his view. By reporting a broken Sky cover,

you have more accurately described the sky conili-
don to the pilot.

2-7. Symbols for reporting surface-based ob-
seuring phenomena are also provi'ded. Table 2
showc that a X symbol describes a partly ob-
soured conaition. Figure 9 shows another typical
sky condition. What sky cover symbols are entered
in column 3 ot AWS Form 10 for this,example? If
you sciecv'd X for the first layer; ND for the
next layer (cumulus fractus), and 9 for the high-
est layer, y:m are correct. Figure 9 illustrates fkVo
principles. First, the 6/10 fog, even though surface
based, hides sky just as if it_ were a cloud aloft.
Second, the 0/10 cumulus fractus mist be treated
aS a layer..Even though this layer covers less than
0.1 sky, it is a layer by definition and also meets
the criteria for broken sky coVer. This is true be-
cause the total -at and below that level (including
the 6/10 fog) hides enough sky to require the bro-
ken symbol.

2-8. Once more the difference between a layer
and sky cover is compared. A cloud may qualify
as a laYer, yet mit cover enough sky (0/10) to
qualify as sky cover. Consider, for example, a
0/10 layer ofcumulus by itself. You cannot ignore
it as a cloud (thus also a layer), but the column 3
(AWS Form 10)- sky cover, by definition, must be
clear, 0. The presence of the 0/10 layer can then
be remarked in column 13.

2-9. When sky cover layers are advancing or
receding on the horizod, you use the left-hand col-
umn of table 3,as a guide to determine the number
of tenths of the sky that is covered by a layer.

TABLE 3
SKY COVER AMOTAITS

Angle of Advancing
or Receding Laytr Edge

Tenths of
Sky Cover

Angular Elevation o'f
Layer Surrounding Station

-
. 3 -

0° to 25° 0
26° tc 45° 1-

46° to 590 1 2 9° to 14°
60° to 72° 3 150-to 20o

73° to 84° 4 21° to 26°85.0_to 950
5 - 2,7° to 330.

96° to 107° 6 34° to 40°
108° to -119°

.
7 41° to 48°

120-- to. 134 8 t.o 58°135 ;to 1540 9
.490

c? to 710
1.5:5° to-180° 10 720 to 90°
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10/10 CIRROSTRATUS TRANSPARENT

2/10 CUMULUS

4/10 ALTOCUMULUS
(3110 TRANSPARENT)

Figure 10. Thin sky cover.

When a layer of sky cover suFrobnds the station,
use the right-hand coluinn of table 3 as a guide to
determine the number of tenths of sky coverage.
Table 3 takes much of the guesswork out of esti-
mating sky coverage at difficult angles of observa-
tion.

2-10. During your observation of sky cover, be
alert for layers-that ocCurdirectly beneath another.
layer. In this case, you cannot add the amounts of'
both layers._ to arrive at total sky cover because
they hide the same section of the sky; for example.
when 0.3 of cumulus is below 0.5 of altoeumulus.
Together these two layers, hide 0.5 of the sky and,
therefore, are both- scauered layers. The few sam-
ples discussed here help to illustrate the layer ver-
sus sk-y cover principle and entries for sky cover
amounts. Another feature that you must consider
when observing sky condition is the transparency
of the layer.

2-11. Transparency. This fancy term means
"capable of being seen through." A window is
transearent. OpaqueA is the opposite of transparent.
We designate sky cover as either transparent or

of', Opaque. Occasionally, when we tali about certain

Total
Layer Amount Opaque

1st
2nd
3d

0.2 " 0.2
0.4 0.3
1.0 0.3

clouds, such as altocumulus, we use the term semi-
transparent. That is a proper and accurate descrip-
tionfor clouds. For sky cover it is not proper.
These semitransparent layers, though they permit
the passage of light, do.not permit a clear picture
of higher layers. Therefore, for practical purposes,
consider them opaque when you are deciding be-
tween transparency and opaqueness for encoding
purposes.

,2-12. To accurately encode transparent sky
cover, you must again recognize the difference be-
tween a layer and sky cover..That is, the "at and
below" concept importantly affects your decision,
Transparent layers are classified as thin. The low-
est layer ma be classified as thin only When the
transparency equals 1/2 or more of the total layer
-amount. For example, a layer of- stratus that cov-
ers 0.6 of the sky but is 0.3 transparent is classi-

lied as thin. Column 3 entry (AWS Form 10)
would be G. The minus ( ) sign indicates
that the layer is thin enough to reveal higher
clouds or sky above. _

243. When you observe multiple layers, use
tthe "at and below't concept to obtain "total"
opaque and transparency amounts. Figure 10

shows an example of opaque and-transparent lay-
ers cOexisting in the sky. To solve this problem,
start with the lower layer and work up. Let's ar-
range the amounts for each layer in ofder and add
the transparency totals for each layer. You can
count three layers in figure 10; thus you need
three sky cover symbols. As you add each layer to
the total sky wver,-the first layer_is 0, seCond CD,
and' third G. Decide pow, at which layers the sky
cover is thin. Below, you can see .. the information
for each layer arranted in table form.

'Total Total
Transparent = Sky Cover.

0.2
0.3. 0.6

Sky Cover
SyMbol

0
e

It is ,easy to see that the total transparent sky cover
becomes 1/2 of thejptal sky. cover at-lhe
layer. It, then, is reported. as thin broken ( (ID).
Th6 sky c'over remains thin at-the third layer. This
is so because the transparent-sky cover is well over
1/2 of the total cover.

2-14. It is, possible to report more than one
overcast symbol in column 3,.The only rule to ob-
serve in this case is that only the highest layer may
be classified opaque. The lower overcasts must be
thin. As a final step in reporting sky cover, ybu as-
cribe a heiglit to each reported layer.

2-15. Height. Heights of layers must be re.-
ported according to established reportable values..
Table 4 shows the reportable values that can be
entered in column.3. For example, during an eval-,

uation of sky cover, suppose yow detect four

2-16. In the above cr ample, each height repre-
sents the base of the layer above the surface.

0.2 Surface-based fog..
0.3 Stratocumulus at 4,780 feet.
0.0Altocumulu-s at 9,300 feet.
1.0 Altostratus at 16,500 feet.

If you use table 4 _correctly; thf height en-
tries in column 3 for each layeri should be:

X480950160e. This example does not indi-
cate a ceiling designator which we will discuss sep-
arately. Notice that the last layer (altostratus) is
exactly halfway between two reportable values. In
.this case, select the lower value.
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TABLE 4
SLY OVER HEIGHT VAI.UES

Feet
., Reportable Values

1Coded in Hundcieds Of Feet)1

5000 or less

.' ....
----

.

To nearest 100 feet

5001 to 10;000 .To n,;arest 500.feet

Abpve 10, 000 To nearest 1;000 feet

Code heights that are halfway between reportable values as
the-smaller of the t,=-: :alues.

There is-one situatiónwhen height represents the
vertical 'visibility into the layer. This ap; 'i..!. only
to a surface-based layer completely obscuring the
sky (X). Since this layer is a ceiling, the discus-
sion of how to obtain its height is discussed later.

2-17. -For all sky coverage, whether scattered,
broken, or or nonceiiingthin
or opaqueclouds or obs ring phenomena, you
must use the clieight that is obtained from the most
reliable method. Several methods are-available for
obtaining heights. You must take into considera-
tion not only the reliability of the height data but
also the distande from the observation point, the
heieht of the layer, and the lime of observation.
Do not enter in column 3 (Form 10) the method
by Which you obtained the height measurement.
unless you have a broken or overcast layer that is
classfied as a ceiling. However, the same rules for
obtaining heights ap.ply for all layers, reeardless of
amount. When finally you.have the amounts.
transparency, and heights of the layers, your last
decision involves the sky cover ceiling.

2-18. -Ceilings. A ceiling is the height a d
to.the lowest opaque layer of clouds or o uting-
phenomena aloft that is reported as brok n or
overcast; or did vertical visibility in a surface-

, based phenomenon that obscures the sky. In many
cases. ceiling layers are the principal controlling

factor for aircraft departures, landings, or the di-
version of aircraft to anOther field. Low ceilings
demand the most accurate measurements possible.
Sometimes a difference of 100 feet in the. ceiling

.layer determines whether or not an aircraft can
.land or whether the pilot must seek an alternate
field. Therefore, two important responsibilities in
obsetving sky conditions are, first, to ,correciy
judge the presend of 0.6 sky coverage and, sec-

_
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ond, to assign an ,accurate height to the ceiling
layer.

2-19. In column 3 of AWS Form 10, ceiling
heights are provided with a ceiling designator.
These letter designators (listed below) indicate the

-method by which you obtain the ceiling height.

Designator

A

Meaning

Measured ceiling
Radar ceiling
Aircraft ceiling
Balloon ceiling
Estimated ceiling
Indefinite ceiling

The list above is in descending order of reliability.
Normally, the rotating beam ceilometer is used for
determining layer and ceiling heights or vertical
visibility. But the ceilometer has limitations. Then
use the most reliable and possible alternative
method. Let us investigate the Methods of obtain-
ing heights to see how and when each, one should
be used.

2-20. Measured. Ceiling leights are prefixed
with an "M" designator whenever they are ob-
tained by a ceilometer, ceiling lights, or known
heights of isolated objects (towers, smoke stacks,
etc.) within 11/2 nautical miles of the airfield. Val-
ues obtained from either the ceilometer or ceiling
light must be less than 10 times the baseline to be
classified as a measured ceiling. During ceilometer,
outage, you may use the ceilometer on an alternate

'runwayunder one provision. Using your judg-
ment, the measurements must be re,presentative of
conditions on the active approach. The best meas-
urements are those which average as many angular
readings-as possible during the period of observa-
tion.



2-21. Radar. The "R" ceiling designator per-
tains to height-measurements from cloud detection
radar. Storm detection or weather surveillance
radar cannot be used-for an "R" ceiling. The relia-
Nlity of the TPQ-11 cloud detection radar has
been discussed earlier in Volume 1, Chapter 3.
From that discussion you are aware that you,must
carefully consider the radar values you obtain.
Supplement them with any other method available
if the values appear nonrespresentative.

2-22 Aircraft. Ceiling heights reported by a
pilot quaff); as "A" designafed ceilings. Not all
aircraft reported ceilings can,be considered valid
for your station because of distance or time of ob-
servation. Therefore, to use the "A" designator
with cirriform layers, the report must be within 50
nautical 'miles of the airport and 1 hour of the ob-
servation time. Noncirriform layers must be ob-
served within 11/2 nautical miles of the airport
runway and alio within 15 minutes of the actual
time of an observation. If you receive an aircraft
ceiling and are unsure of its distance from your
station or its value as a ceiling height, do not use
it. When you use an aircraft height in column 3,
convert it from an MSL height to a height above
surface.

2-23. Balloon..A balloon ceiling is. based on ei-
ther a pilot, ceiling, or raob balloon* nsion. As-
cension rates are expected to be xed by the
amount of lift given to the balloons. Proper bal-
loon inflation (neither over nor under inflation)
controls this important aspect. The known ascen-
sion rate is compared to the lengih of time be-
tween release and entry of the balloon into the
layer. The point of entry is midway between the
time the balloon first begins to fade.and the time
of corriplete disappearance. Then you compare the
observed time with prepared tables that aie com-
puted for the various size balloons. In the'case of a
raob balloon, the time is compared to the pres-
sure-height data of the radiosonde observation.

2-24. Ascensional rates must be closely watched.
Anything that changes the rate% makes die pre-
pared tables incorrect. A lighting device, for in-
stance, attached to a pilot balloon affects the accu-
racy. Vcensional rates of ceiling or pilot balloons
are unaffected by drizzle of any intensity. Since

'you must watch the balloon carefully to detect its
point of entry, choose a balloon color that can best
be watched under the situation. Red balloons are
usually the best to use with thin layers and blue or
black balloons under other conditions. A stopwatch
or sweep second-hand also makes determination of

.the correct time easier for you. Whenever the ac-
curacy of the balloon ascension is in doubt, the
ceiling is designated as "E.".

2-25. Estimated. An "E" ceiling covers all the
cases where the method used to find the height
was considered unreliable. As pointed out during

the balloon ceiling discussion, a lighting device at-
tached to a oon affect's the ascensional ac-
curacy. ceiling derived in that manner is an
ceiling. Moderate to heavy rain or snow, hai4 or
any intensity of ice pellets and freezing rain during
balloon akension also makes an "E" ceiling: Any
cirriform ceiling height obtained by M. A, R, or B
method whia is also between 1 and 6 hours old
should:be classed as an "E"_cetling.. Of course, no
evidence of change in height from the original
value must exist.

2-26. Heights obtained from ceilometers or
ceiling lights that are equal to or greater than1-10
times the baseline must be classed as estimated.
Also, if you use the known height of a landmark
or tower situated more than 11/2 nautical miles
from the runway, call the height estimated.

2-27. The RHI scope of the storm, detection
radar is not a good indicator of cloud heights, es-
pecially in the low or high cloud ranges. Heights
obtained by this method are Classed "E." YOu
should not assume from this discussion that "E"
classed ceilings are inaccurate. They cam show a
good degree of accuracy. However, they simply do
not meet the strict standards of reliable measure-
ment that are required of a ceiling height evalua-
tion.

2-28. Two common methods of, obtaining ceil-
ing heights fit the above description. The first of
these, the convective cloud height diagram, allows
you to estimate the heights of convective type
clouds with relative accuracy if certain considera-
tions are met, as follows:
. a. Clouds are formed near the observation

point (local heating involved).
b. Local terrain is not mountainous or hilly.
c. .Clouds are at or below 5,000 feet.
d. Recent dewpoint and. free air temperature

readings are available.

You can use the diagram, in figure 11 to estimate
the base of convective clouds. Locate the dewpoint
temperature at the base of the diagram (vertical
sblid lines)-and the dry-bulb temperature (slop(ng
solid lines), and follow these lines to the point
wherepey intersect. Follow this point horizontally
to the right side of the chart, and read the esti-
mated cloud height. This value represents the base
of the convective clouds at your station. For exam-
ple, assume that you have a dewpoint reading of
SD F and a temperature of 73.7 F. The estimated
cloud height is' approximately 3.800 feet, One im-
portant fact to remember when you use this
method to determine cloud heights is that as
changes in the dewpoint and temperature occur,
you must make new computations of the height.

2-29. The second rethod of obtaining esti-
mated ceilings is prot ably the Most frequently
used, that is, using your own experience concern-
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ing cloud types and sky conditions to make an esti-
mation of height. Your estimations should be
checked, whenever possible, against a reliable
method of measurement. This comparison fur-
nishes you with an idea of whether you usually es-
timate high or low under different conditions of
sky cover amount and background.

2-30. Indefinite. The "W" ceiling represents a
vertical visibility into a surface-Abased obscuring
phenomenon. This vertical visibility may be ob-
tained from a pilot looking downward into the ob-
scuration. However, his observation must be
within 11/2 nautical milei of the runway and within
15 minutes of actual observation time to be a valid
"W" ceiling. Othe, ways to obtain vertical vibili-
ties are from the upper portion of a ceilometer re-
action, the top of a ceiling light projector beam, or
the heieht at which a balloon completely disap-
pears. Visible portions of buildings or towers may
aid your judgment in obtainirig a vertical visibility.

2-31. The column 3 (Form 10) entries for sky
condition reveal the number of layers, amount of
sky cover, tran.warency, height, and ceiling height.
All this data is destribed by means of a simple
entry such as M200. You may further_describe
the sky condition by adding remprks.

2-32. Ceiling/Sky Remarks and Entries, Some
facts that the standard column 3 entries do not re-
veal are ceilings that vary in height or amount,
heights of cloud bases and tops not visible from
the station, significant clouds, or other significant
features about the sky cover. This significant infor-
mation is added, when necessary, to the airways
observation. First of 'these in our discussion is the
variable ceiling.

2-33. Variable ceiling. Variable ceiling is a
term that describes a condition in which the ceiling-
eapidly increases and decreases by one or 'more re-
portable values whiie the ceiling observation is
being taken. Rapid fluctuations of the ceiling indi-
cate anirregu1ar base; therefore, the height is vari.:
able. A variable ceding is reported only when the
ceiling is less than 3,000 feet. The. height of the'
ceiling is the average Of all the observed values-. A
ia-Kable ceiling is not -based rapidflations
of the,instrument readings alone. Visual Observa-
tiOn is needed to exclude the possibility that the
fluctuation is caused by separate layers.

' 2-34. To- enter a variable ceiling, average the
readings obtained during the ceiling observation.
'Enter the average (use roortable values only) as
the ceiling height in column 3. This average value
is suffixed with the letter "V" to indicate that the
ceiling is variable; for example, Nnsve. When-
ever you make a variable ceiling entry, you must
enter a remark r the lowest and highest value of
ceiling variabilitIA, such as CIG 11V19, in col-
umn 13. When considered together,. the entries
M 1 We and CIG 11V19 make a complete de-
scription of the ceiling layer.

2-35. Pariable sky cove- r. The amounfiof sky
cover occasionally varies betymen reportable val-
ues. Variable sky cover may occur at any level not
necessarily at the ceiling layer. Nothing need be
remarked when a layer varies in amount from
4/10 to 5/10, for instance. Both amounts qualify
as scattered. Remark those amounts that vary be-
tween reportable values-5/10 to 6/10 (scattered
to broken). The variability may go from 0 to d),
too. Whatever the situation, enter the symbols sepa-
rated by a "V"(DVO. Prefix a height to those
layers that might easily be confused with another
layer of like amount-150VG. Other significant
information pertains to sky cover not visible from
the station.

2-36. Bases and tops of layers. Whenever radar
or pilot reports provide information on the bases
of layers that are not visible at the station and on
tops of layers, they should be entered in column
.13 if the reports meet the following criteria:

They are within 20 nautical miles for noncir-
riform clouds.
They are within 50 nautical miles for cirri-
form clouds.

Each base or top'is separated from other data and
other layers by a slant line. The heights are en-
tered in hundreds of feet MSL. When the report is
more than 15 minutes.old bdt is considered opera-
tionally significant,- precede the report -with the,
time (GMT). T1 e following are some ,typical ex-
amples of how cloud bases and tops are reported
.
in column 13:

20

/750/1500220/
/600180f1733 U330/
/18.07-C110/220U/

The "U" indicates an unknown (or unreported)
height.

2-37. To enter base and top information from
radar sources, prefix the reports with the contrac-
tion RCD (radar cloud detection):

/RCD75U/1500-h01
/RCN:05/0918 13011180/

When radar and pilot reports are mixed, use the
RCD and PIREP contractions to separate them.
These reports of cloud bases not visible, or of toPs
of layers over the station, add meaning to standard
sky condition entries in column 3.

2-38. Sky condition,remarks. There is such a
variety of sky conditions to be reported that the
column 3 entries, though they, provide much in-
formation, alone cannot give the whole picture.
You should add remarks for the significant sky
features observed.

2-39. Operationally significant remarks are re-
marks that you consider to be important to plan-
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ning and conducting flight operations. At mos sta-
lions, certain cloud formations and movements are
,of no particular significance.Rowever, at a coastal
station or in a mountainous area, certain cloud
types reveal significant features about impen,ding
changes in the ceiling, visibility'Aor weather imsen-
erg. By reporting these operationally significant
remarks with your observation, you add greater
meaning to other entries. Use authati2ed contrac-
tions or plain language, when necessary, with op-
erationally. significant remarks. Some. observers
hesitate to encode these remarks.because of the in=
creased chance of making errors. This, of course,
is not the correct nor desired attitude. 4dd re-
marks that are significanti but phrase the remark
so -that it'does not resemble a forecast. The more
common sky condition remarks are discussed in
the following paragraphs.

2-40. The following remarks deal with open-
ingt or holes in the sky cover.

a. HIR CLDS VSBreported when higher
(HIR) clouds (CLDS) are visible (VSB) through
breaks in an overcast that is not classified as thin.

b. BRKSuSed for a broken ceiling layer that
is below 1,000 feet and is followed by the direc-
tion of breaks (BRKS) from the station. For ex-
ample, BRKS N or BRKS OVR MMKR (middle
marker).

c. VINOVCreports breaks in an overcast
layer not .classified as thin. No higher clouds are.
visible. Follow the contraction with the direction
from stationBINOVC E.

2-41. The remark "BRKS" for a broken layer
below 1,000 feet is very important to flight opera-
tions. 'This remark discloses to the pilot the loca-
tion of the clear area in the broken layer. When
you know the direction from the ROS to the mid-
dle marker (radio instrument used for landing),
you can report "BRKS OVR MMKR" when the
remark is appropriate. The middle marker is sig-
nificant because it is located off the end of the -
runway where the pilot makes his landing ,ap-
proach; therefore, if this portion of the sky is free
of clouds, you should append this remark to your
obserVation. Check with your chief observer to
find out the exact location of the piddle marker
relative-to-Vie ROS.

2-42. Other remarks describe a yariety, of ob-
served features. Perhaps you might observe that
the ceiling or sky condition at a distance from your
station appears to be different. If you can find evi-
dence that this-is so, remark it id a fashion that
tells exactly what you see. Here are samples.of re?
marks you might use:

CIG LWR OVR CITYceiling lower over
city.

MTNS OBSCD Wmountains
west.

NI

obscured

11

LWR CLDS W APCHG STNIower
clouds west approaching station.
MTN TOPS OBSCD NE-SEmountain
tops obscured northeast through southeast.

2-43. Also, you will see other stations fre-
quently using the remarks THN SPOTS IOVC or
CIO ROD. These two common remarks add a bit
more detail to the meteorological picture as well as
help air traffic. Though not strictly a cloud, when
you observe virga, remark it and add the direction
from station.

2-44. The presence of clouds (0/10) below
other layers or in a clear sky condition is a good
example of an operationally significant remark.
This layer of clouds (0/10). cannot be entered in
column 3 beCause it does not meet the, criteria for
a scattered layer. By making a remark such as CU
WN in column 13, you alert the forecaster to the
presence and formation of a convective cloud. At
coastal stations, perhaps the sighting of a distant
layer (0/10) of stratus moving inland is signifi-
cant. When a cloud code group is encoded in col-
umn 13 for layers not reported in column 3, an
operationally significant remark,is repetitious and
need not be entered.

2-45. The fi,nal remarks in our discussion for .
sky condition are the obscuring phenomena re-
niarks. Whenever the sky is partly obscured ( X),
enter the type of phenomenon causing the obscur-
ation and its amount in tenths. No remark is re-
quired for zero or ten tenths. For example, F2 in-
dicates that 2/10 of ihe sky is obscured by fog or
ground fog. Report only the letter that represents
the form rather than the character of weather. For
example, rainshowers are entered as "R" rather
than "RW." When two elements contribute to-
gether -to hide sky, combine them, in ,a single
amount, such as HF5.

2-46. When the obscuring phenomena are aloft
rather than surface based, you must report the
height and sky cover symbol with the type. For ex-
ample, enter a scattered layer of smoke at 5,000
feet as K500 (sky cover symbol from column 3).
To enter this remark, you need to have a corre-
sponding height and sky cover symbol, in column
3. Whenever the obscuring phenomena aloft do
not cover 0.1 of the sky at and below that liyer,
you cannot make this remark. You could, how-
ever, enter a remark similar to the 0/10 remark.

2-47. Following the sky condition entries on
the AWS Form 10 is another important element of
your observationvisibility. Before proceeding
with the next section, refer to your workbook and
answer the chapter review exettises for§Section

-3. Visibility
.

3-1. Visibility, as Well as ceiling height,...4s in ,
decisions involving air traffic control. Forllii? rea-
son, the observation of visibility must ,be limely,
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accurate, and representative if the .Amesphere
were uniformly,affected by o. ing elements, a
single visual distance would rcpresentative of
each atmospheric condition. Ht,wever. since fog,
precipitation, and dust usually vary in thickness
within short distances, the Air Force uses four
types of visibility to, present a representative pic-
ture(1) prevailing visibility, (2) runway visibil-
ity, (3) sector visibility, and (4) runway visual
range.

3-2. Types of Visibility. Each type of visibility
fulfills a specific need of a representative observa-
tion. Prevailing and sector visibility refer mainly to
meteorological visibility. Runway visibility and
runway visual range fulfill visibility requirements
along the active runway. These are not precise def-
initions but illustrate the specific purpose that each

TABLE 5
REPORTABLE VISIBILITY VALUES (MILES)

class of,visibility fulfills. Now, let's 'examine each
class 3eparately.

3-3. Prevailing visibility. Prevailing visibility is
the greatest distance that is common throughout
half or more of the horizon circle that surrounds
the st:ition and at which selected objecti can be
seen aild identified. Prevailing visibility does not
have to occur in a continuous 180° arc. Vgrikw
objects are selected as visibility markers to aid dis-
lance calculations in establishing the prevt.iiing

3-4. Observing stations' maintain a visi!itity
chart or list to identify objects suitable for visual
sighting. Size and color are used to determine the
objects suitable for visual sighting. Unfortunately,
objects that meet size and color requirements are
not always present in every direction. When this is

Increments pf Separation (Miles)

1./16 1/8 1/4,
1/2 1 5

0 3/8 1 1/4 2 2 1/2 3 10 15 ..

1/16 1/2 I 3,'8 2 1/4 3 4 11 20
,

1/8 5/3 1/2 2 1/2 5 12 25

3/r6 3/.1 1 5/8 6 30

114 7/8 1 3/4 7 35.

5/16 1 1 7/8 8 15 40

3/8 1 1/8 2 9 etc.
4..

NOTES: 1. Statute miles at land stations; nautical miles on navy
ships and ocean-station vessels. When the visibility is
halfway between consecuti,. e tabular values, select the
lower value.

Z. When the prevailing visibility is more than 7 miles and
is also estimated to be more than twice the distan'ce to
the farthest marker visible, code the visibility as twice
the distance to that marker, rounded, to the nearest
reportable value, and add a "+".

3. Suffix a 'N," fortariable, to. the average of all observed
values, whenever the prevailing visibility:
a. is less than 3 miles, and
b. rapidly increases or decreases by one or More tabular

values during the period of observation.

' 22; 1 70
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true, the station uses available object?. The'type of
visibility aid and the information it contains are
left to the discretion of each static); Ideally, ob-
jects that can be readily identified 'are selected..
Dark objects make the best day markers. At night
the most suitable markers are unfocused lights of
moderate intensity, not airwaysbeaconS whose light
is focused and brilliant. To observe visibility ac-;
curately, you musrbe aware of several problems'.

3-5. During night observation, 'for example, if
you fail to permit your eyes to adapt to darknes-s,
your observation can be in error. When ice o_r.
frozen fficipitation accumulates on lights,nr.
.tauses them to appear dimmer, even though there .

is no reduction in visibility. The transition periods
during sunrise and sunset complicate visual sight-
ing. Visibility appears to change at these times be-.
cause the angle of the sun's light reduces the
sharpness of object outline and relief. Lights used
for night visibility also grow dint from lack tf con-
trast. However, aside from the apparent hanges in
visibility due to optical effects, some real changes
occur during these transition periods. For one
thing, the visibility is reduced at dawn because of
the concentration of moisture or haze trapped
bslow a temperature inve/Sion that formed during
the night. Also, air pollutants (smoke, dust, in-

dustrialtifallout) accumulate and reduce visibility
at sunsehen daytime heating effects subside and
the lower air layers begin to settle. The observer
faces other local and optical effects ca sed Wy hu-
midity or cloudiness and snow-cove ed ground,
and they affect visibility judgment.

3-6. Often you will notice tha visibility mark-
ers standout in bold relief and vi id color. No blur-
ring or indistinctness exists. is indicates a visi-
bility beyond the distance the marker. When
visibility appears greater than the most tant
marker, you may estimate the' visibility bey nd,
Do not estimate visibilities beyond whichet r is
greater(a) 7 miles or (b) twice the s, an.- .to
the most distant visibility marker.

3-7. Visibility markers are used. 416 ermine
tht distance you -can see in statute (- d miles,

,but you cannot always report marker , s . ces as
...prevailing visibility. A table of standard d 'stances

reportable values provides, uniform porting
distances for visibility-regardless of ma er dis-
tances: In table 5, Reportable Visibilit Valuesi
note the small increment between rep table val-
ues below 2 miles. Obviously, the mO e markerS
you have below- 2 miles, the easier it is to judge
visibility in bad weather. When a marker distance
falls halfway between Of' reportable values;
choose/ the low r value for reporting. Otherwise,
select the -valu ost to your marker distance.
Note 2 of table xplains the use of "+ visibili-
ties. To use a "+, ' first you must estimate- he vis-
ibility tp be twice he distance to your mo)distant

Figure -12. Sector Visibility.

visible marker. Then if your estimation is also
more than 7 milts, the 4- is justified. Your estima-
tion, of course, is based on the sharpness anii clar-
ity of the markers.'

3-8. Secwr visibility. Sector visibility actually
becomes a part of determining prevailing visibility.,"
Sector visibility .points out a part of the horizon
where the visibility is Uniform. When observing
visibility, divide the horizon circle into as few or as
many parts as you need to separate the different
sector visibilities. Figure 12 ilfustrates a 'horizon
thatis 'divided into four unequal sectors. Each sec-
tdi- presents uniform visibility within itself. For ex-
niple, from north dirough east you can see 7
iles , east through south 8 miles, etc. These two

;sectors together give the prevailing visibility of 7
miles. The number of sectors you need depends
upon the uniformity of the horizon visibility.

3-9. Sector visibility sometimes requires an ex-
planation or remark. Refer to figtire 13 and deter-
mine the prevailing visibility. The greatest distance

7

Figure 13. Sectkr
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Figure 14. Sector visibility.

seen throughout the western half of the circle is 4
iles, the prevailing visibility. Imagine a pilot's
surprise if he approaches the field from the east.
The entiie sector from northeast 10 southeast has a
11/2 mile visibilityt This sector is significant be-
cause of two criteria. First, sector visibility is re-
ported when the sector visibility differs from the
prevailing visibility, and second, when the sector
has i visibility of less than 3 miles.

3-10. There is one more point that you need to
sider concerning the significance of sector visi-

t)* ity. ,Suppose the sector visibility differs from
prevailing visibility but is more than 3 miles. (See
fig. 14.) Bo-tit criteria for reporting sector visibility
are not met; but the difference is operationally sig-
nificant. Operational significance is a legitimate
reason for entering a remark ofi)a sector visibility.
Otherwise, with a prevailing visibility of 7 or more
miles, no hint of an obstruction to vision is con-
tained in the observation. Suppose there is a
north-south active runway in figure 14. The 4-mile
visibility in the north will go tufnoticed unless you
make an operationally significant remark to alert
the pilot of the visibility in that sector. Therefore,
when a sector visibility of 3 miles Of more differs
from the prevailing visibility, and you consider the
difference operationally significant, enter a sector
visibility rem'atirontAWS Form 10.

3-11. Runway- visibility. Two specific terms
apply to the 'general topic "Runway Visibility"

way visibility (RVV) and runway visual range
RVR). The major difference between thelwo is

in reporting procedures. Before defining runway
visibility in general, let's investigate why it is re-
ported'.

3-12. As you recall,. 'prevailing visibility is

based on-the visual sighting of markers or unfo-
cused lights of moderate intensity and gives a vis-
ual distance t.hat is common ticiialf of the horizon.
Suppose the runway lies In a position where the

.1

visibility is quite different from the prevailing visi-
bility. Even when sector visibility is reported, the
sector where the runway is located might still be
excluded. Runway visibility eliminates the possi-
bility of this omission. Also, during a landing in
poor visibility or at night, the pilot wants to know
how far.away he can see the high-intensity runway
lights rather than the lights of moderate intensity
that are used to obtain the prevailing visibility. In
generat, runway visibility represents the hdrizontal
'distance down the runway. ,

3-13. At stations equipped' with high-intensity
runway lights (HIRL), runway visibility is based
on the current HIRL setting. You may derive theo~"w
visibility value from the transmissometer reading
or by visual sighting. The corrected transmissome-
ter reading is converted to a runway visibility.
Conversion tables provide day or night conversion
with or without the HIRL operating. Table 6 com-
bines excerpts from three separate conversion ta-
bles.Vhen you must make a visual sight&g, stand
at the threshold edge of the in-use runway and
count runway lights or known check points. Your
station should have a chart for converting your
count into'reportable runway visibility values.

3-14. Report runway vitibility when prevailing
or runway visibility is 1 mile orNiss. -Continue to
report runway visibility in observations until the
criteria above ho longer exist. Your station takes
observations of either runway visibilitY or runway
visual range. Normally, runway visibility is not re-
ported when runway visual .range minimums are
established at the station. However, an immediate
operational ne9d could make an exception to this
normal practice.

3-15. Runwny visaal range. The second specific
term applying to visibility along the runway is
called runway visual range (RVR). Observation
of RVR includes both the current runway light set-
.ting in use and tbe highest setting available for re-
porting purposes. Observe the current light swing
as a 1-minute mean value and the highest se-Ring
as a 10-minute mean value. The 1-minute value is
lccallyseminated and the 10-mixfute valuei.goes
longlhR.Vt is the mazimum distance %Fen
dowdithe runway from a i)oint above center line at
eye.level to a pilot at touclidown.

3-16. Begin. reporting RVR longline when th
prevailing visibility reaches I mile or less or th
highest RVR value for the runway in use is 6,00
feet or less. Also, special and local observations

, must be taken when certain establisheeminima
are reached. '

3-17. As an observer, you shohld acquaint
yourself with the RVR minima for all RVR run-
ways. Make frequent observations of the readout
when the visibility approaches the minima. Then
when 'criteria are first met, you can make the
proper local and longline dissemination.
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TABLE P I

RUNWAY VISIBILITY CONVERSION

TABLE A3-9A TRANSMISSCMETER RUNWAY yIèIBIL1T y CONVERSICH tABLB
(500-Foot Baseline)

Day Corrected Transmissivity Value (Percent)

IS 41.5 3

From To1 From To

.000 .065 .000 .023

LS 5

RVV

(Statute
Hiles)

.086 .184 .024 .069

Prom To

es OD Ow

.026

1. .1/8-'and 3/16-
are referred to in voice transmissions as "lessthan one-eighth mile" and "less than

three-sixteenths mile" and 1,+_-
as."greater than one mile."

TABLE A3-98 (AF) TRANSMISSCHETER
RUNWAY VISIBILITY-ZONVERSICN TABLE

(500-Foot Baseline)

Night Corrected Transmissivity"Value (Percent)

LS 3 is 4 IS 5

RVV

(Statute

From To

.012

.013 .C27

.628 .071

124

Frcm-

.013

A.. 3/16- and 1/4- are referred to in voiCe transmIssions
is "lessthan three-sixteenths mile" and'less than one-quarter mile" and 1+.as "greater than one mile."

2. 14 is used.to report runway visiblliti,es in excess of one milewhen pqevailing 4:risibi1ity is one mile or less.

3. Subtradt background illumination frda the transmishion readingbefore entering this table with the trinsmissivity value.

TABLE A3-9C (AF) TRANSMISSCHETER RUNWAY VISIBILliY CONVERSION TABLE
(500-Foot Eaae1ihe)

Day Corrected

TransmissIvity,Value
' "(Percent)

To

.000 -.652

.053

Night Corrected

Transmissivity Value
(Percent)

To

.010

......)

4. Use thIsetable only when'EIRL are not installed or are inoperative.
..

5. Subtract background
illwaination from the

tranamiesion,reading ,before entering thig table withthe transmissivicy valueo

1
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3-18. Visibility Entries and Re Marks. Visibility
data falls into two classes-colunin 4 entries and
column 13 (AWS Form 10) remarks. Column 4 is
used for the prevailing visibility entry. At land sta-
tions, prevailing visibility is reported in statute
miles, and you use the reportable values listed in
table 5:The column 4 entry represents the prevail-.
ing ground :level visibility taken at the observer's
natural height from as many established observa-
tion points as hecessary to view all markers. The

4 only other entry hi column 4 is made when there is
a variable visibility.AIn this case, the letter "V" is
affixed to the prevEling visibility entry ro give an
entry such as "11/4V." All other entries ielating to
prevailing visibility go in column 13.

349. Variable visibility. Note 3 of table 5 out-
. lines rules for reporting rapidly changing prevail-

ing 'visibility at the observation time. When you
take a visual sighting on markers less than 3 miles
away and the markers seem to appear and disap-
pear alternately indicating an increasing and de-
creasing visibility, don:t panic. Decide whether the
visibility varies by one or more reportable values.
At the same time,,note all of your observed values,
average them, and if your average is less than a N.-
portable:Value of 3 miles, report the visibility as
variable. This simply ineans that you place the av-
erage value in column 4 and affix a "V" to it. This
average value. of course, represents the prevailing
visibility that is common throughout half or more
of the horizon circle.

3-20. The contraction "VSBY" identifies col-
umn 13 remarks that pertain to visibility. The col-
umn 13 variable visibility remark explains the
range of the variable- visibility. Remember that
when visibility is variable, The prevailing-visibility
entry is an average. Therefore, the column 15 re-
mark defines the high and low visibility observed.
For example, a remark of "VSBY 1V2" means the
visibility is varying between 1 and 2 miles. The re-
portable visibility values used in column 13 re-
,marks are entered j accordance with table 5.

3-2-1. Occasionally, prevailing visibility is also
taken by control' tower cpersonnel at a level other
than the official point of observation. Regardless
of this, colthn 4 always reflects the official point
of observation visibility. However. a-. remark in
column 13 can define the visibility from Other lev-
els when they are significant. Significani. itt** this

case, means a visibility of 4 miles or less and dif-
ferent from the column 4 prevailing visibility. The
remark identifies the ,different level visibility by a
standard contraction, such as TWR- YSBY 2
(tower visibility 2 miles).

3-22. Sector remarks..When sector visibility re-
porting requirements as previously discussed are

?met. the sector visibility iemarks are entered in
colpmn 13. Sector remarks define direction and
the visibility in the sector, such as VSBY E 11/2, as

shown in figure 13. Eight compass points ar,e used
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to identify sector directkin: N. NE, E, SE, S. SW,
W, and NW. Intermediate directions (NNE) can
also be used if necessary, although most directions
can be described by the eight compass points
When more than one sect& needs reporting, list
the sectors in clockwise direction.

3-23. All the column 13 remarks relating to
prevailing visibility fall in a lower priority than re-
marks Tor runway visibility. The high priority in
order of entry given 'to runway visibility reveals its
importance.

5-24. Coding. rtmway visibilities. The standard
contraction' "RV.V" identifies runway visibility,
specifically.*Routine transmission of RVV over
weather teletype networks is not authorized. There-
.fore, the RVV entry is enclosed in parentheses to
indicate local dissemination only. A typical RVV
entry includes this listed information:

% Runway number (*also includes runway des-
ignator "R" for right, "L" for leftoor "C" for
center).
Visibility in reportable increments of statute
miles, or "NO" for &la iequired, but una-
vailable.

Sample RVV remarks appear as follows:

(R27LVV5/16)
(RO9VV1/4)
(R17VV3/16-)
(R18VVNO)

. .

Notice in each cdse the VV separates the actual
visibility from other information. Also the value
3/16indicates visibili ess than 3/16 mile.

3-25. Entries for VRinclude the same data as
included with RVV. namely, runway number, des-
ignator and visibility. The reportable increments,
however, are in hundreds of feet. For longline
transmission, the 10-minute RVR entry foilpws
the format R27CVR22 or perhaps R27VRNO.
The 1-minute RVR entry differs from the 10-min-
ute in several revects.

3-26. First. Cite 1M indicator flags the.1.-minute
data. Second, two 1-minute values are included in
disseminationone valtie for touchdown RVR, a
seccnd value for rollout RVR4Use "a:slant (/ ) to
separate touchdown from rollout. Third, the 1-

minute RVR is enclosed in parentheses because it
receives local `dissemination only. In other re-
spects. the 1- and 10-minute RVR formats are
identical. A sample 1-minute RVR entry is illus-

trated as ?141227VR8/10. In the illuStration,-
touchdown OR equals 800 feet and rollout RVR
equals 1,000 feet. .

5-27. Briefly summarizing the role of visibility
within the observing job, prevallingevisibility sup-
ports the gathering of climatological data, forecast-.
ing. and to some extent air traffic operatjop. Pre-
vailing visibility collection and reporting depends

"
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primarily upon visual sighting of specific markers.
Through wise use of smiporting remarks to...de-
scribe variability and specific sectors, the prevail-
ing visibility fulfills its part of the total visibility
role. RunwaY visibility supports air traffic opera:
tion by filling in the gaps where prevailing visibil-
ity is weak. Before you begin the study of some of
the weather elements that affect visibility, refer to
the review exercises .64 the workbook and answer
the iteins for Section

4. Weather and Obstructions to Vision
4-1. To this point, you haveseen how the pri-

mary users, pilots and forecasfersr can use the sky
- condition and visibility entries t6 make decisions.

Weather and obstruction-to-vision entries on Form
10 are not only a -continuation of this, discussion
but are

Thdireltly
related to sky condition and visi-

bility. e tter, is' determined by the
type of weather or obstruction to vision that is pres-
ent. By knowing the type -of phenomenon that is
restricting visibility, the forecaster can make a bet-
ter prediction of the future status of the Asibility.
The pilot uses this same information to determine
what impact, if any, the weather phenomena will
have on his operations. For instance, correctly re-
porting freezing precipitatiOn is of utmost cortern
to the pilot. His aircraft could easily develop aero-
dynamic problems from icing because of this
weather,phenomenon.

4-2. Meteorologists use the type of weather and
obstruction to vision in confunction with otheue-
ports and data. By plotting this data on a 1Ro7k-
chart, they can correlate the weather IThenomena
with radar Information, pilot, reports, and other
surface weather observations. This type of fOre-
casting service which the duty`forecaster provides
at your station and which the forecast centers pro-
vide,,enableIrmilitary and civilian agencies alike -to
receive prompt notification of diminishing or im-
proving weather'conditions.

4-3. Volume 1 of this course provided thepec-
essary knowledge of the meteorological processes
that produce weather 'and, Obstructions to vision.
This section discusses mOre specifically the way to
recognize each weather phenomenon and the way'
to correctly encode it in your surface weather ob-
seryation.
-4-4. Storm Phenomena. Though the term

"weather" is often Used in a broad seat; in ob-'
serving circles it refers specifically to atmospheric
'phenomena that are the basii for the entry' in col-
umn 5,of AWS Form 10. Hurricanes usually gen-
efate in the Atlantic Ocean, and tOrnadoes are a
phenomenon that occurs more often in the United
States than in the rest of the world.

4-5. Hurricane. A hurricane is a special weather
phenomenon distinguished from the others by its
comparative size. This storm encompasses, so vast
an area that its presence is obvious and therefore,

I

, is not reported as such on the Form 10. All the
clouds, precipitation, and winds associated with
hurricanes are reportable as individual elements.

4-6. Tornado, funnel cloud, and waterspout.
Tornadoes, waterspouts, and funnel clouds are
weather phenomena that occur in areas where in-
tense thunderstorm activity is possible. However,'
they may or may not occur in,gonjtmclion with
thunderstorms. In any case, the3 stem from the
same cloud formthe cumulonimbus. This cloud
spawns the frontal and airmass thunderstorms
(discussed in Volume 1), which are usually char-
acterized by,thunder, lightning: strong wind gusts,
heavy rain showers, and sometimes hail. Under
certain conditiOns, the potentially destructive en-
ergy produced within a cumulonimbus mass is re-
leased in the form of a whirling vortex beneath the,
cloud. When the whirling vortex does not reach
the gronitd, it is called a. funnel cloud; when the
vortex, with its low pressure and tremendous
wincle, touches the ground, it is -Called a tornado.
When the vortex dekends to the surface over
water rather than over land, it is called a water-,
spout.

4-7. The .distinguishing feature of a tornado,
funnel cloud, or waterspout 4 a funnel-shaped ap-
pendage that hahgs from the base of the cloud.
Sobetimes thunderstorms are in progress at the
time a funnel descends, and precipitation prevents
easy detection of the funnel cloud or tornado. De-
pending on the distance from The point of observa-

, tion, funnel cloud or tornado identification ranges
from-the obvimis to the doubtful. For example, the
ragged appearance of a cumulus fractUs cloud, as-
sociated with bad weather may suggest a funnel-
shaped appendage.- Since these cloud elements
usually change rapidly, close observation for a
short time usually resolves the question of whether
or not a funnel actually exists. Your judgment,
based on the best information available, is the key
ingredient.

4-8. Thunderstorm. Thunderstorm activity,
though not as serious as tornadoes, presents many,
hazards to flight operations. For observing 'pur-
poseS, a thunderstoim is present when:

a. Thunder has been heard within the last 15
minutes.

b. Overhead lightning or hail was observed
within the past 15 minutes 4nd the local
noise level prevents you from hearing thun-'
der.
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4-9. A thunderstorm entered on Form 10 is'
classified as an ordinary thunderstorm (T) or a
severe thunderstorm (T ). This determination is
made over a 15-minute interval according to these
guidelines:

T Thunderstormwind gusts les than 50
knots and hail, if any, less thi 3/4 inch in
diameter.

4
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T+ Severe thunderstormwind gusts of 50
knots or gieater, hailstones 3/4 incli or
longer in diameter.

4-10. Once you have- identified the prfiselia,
and type of thunderstorm; you need fo determine
the- following information for entnr'in column 13:

a. Th% loeation of the storm(s) with respect to
the stalion.

b. The direction lowald which the storm(s)
moving: omitif unknown.

c. Whether lightning is occurring from cloud to
cloud, ;clad to ground, cloud to air, or
within theclouds.

4-11. Precipitation Forms. Precipitation falls in

many fdrms. Generally speaking the variout types
are classified ihto three main categories:

1.1quid (rain and drizzle)
Freezing
Solid

4-) 2. Liquid precipitation (rain and drizzle).
Rad and drizzle are the only two forms of liquid
precipitation. Rain is distinguished from drizzle by
the size of the water droplet (particle) and the
spacing between droplets. Rain droplets have a di-

ameter usually greater than .02 inch, whereas driz-
zle has a droplet size less than .02 inch. The driz-
zle droplets are very close to each other and
appear tafloat with the air currents. Drizzle usually
falls from low stratus clouds and is frequently ac-
companied by low visibility arld fog.

4-13. Freizing iffecipitation. Freezing prec-ipi-
tation is liquid precipitation that fills and freezes
upon impact with the ground or objects on the
ground. Usually, freezing precipitation is caused
by supercooled tclter particles, but Lt may occur
.when the surface :it cold enOugh to freeze water
particles that are near freezing. When water parti-
cles do freeze upon impact with objects on the
ground or with the ground itself, classify the pre-
cipitation as either freezing drizzle or freezing rain.

When piecipitation is already in the solid state:, it
is classified according to its'appearance and char-

acter.
4-14. Solid precipitation. For obse*ing Our-

poses, solid precipitation it classified into the fol-
.1Dwing precipitation forms:

Ice pellets
HO ,

a Snow
Snow pellets
Snow grains
Ice crystals

.

4-15. Ice pellets. Ice pellets are either transpar-

ent or translucent,particles of ice which are round
or irregular in sha'pe (rarely conical) and have a
diameter of 0.2 inch or kss: Ice pellets are formed

f
by two different processes. If continuous-precipita-
tion (such as rain or melted snowflakes) freezes,
the result is a transparent ice pellet (formerly

called ileet). Ice pellets are also classified as such

;when snow grains become encased.in a thin layer
of ice. This, occurs, wheR a snow pellet 'begins to

" melt and" refre*s; or it may also oceur when
snbw pellets come in contact 'with water droplet.
while falling In this cme the water freezeTtro;
ducing a thin layer of ice around the snow pellet. -

Ice pellets usually rebound ,when striking hard
ground and make a sound on impact. to,

...t
4-16. Hail. Hail is distinguished from the 'other

olid piecipitation by its irregular shape and gener-

/ ally large size. Hail falls almost exclusively from .
strOng convective clouds (cumulonimhus) which

are usually accomPanied by thunder. Some hail-
stones' consist of alternaiely opaque (snowflakes)
and clear,layers, which are formed by the strong

up and dovin-drafts within the cloud. On occasion, '

hailstones coalesce (a uniting of elements) and fall
together in lumps. When hail falls at the station,
you must determine the.size of the largest hail-
stone that is readily available. Hail seldom occurs
when surface .temperatures. are near or below
freezing. .

,
4-17. Snow. Snow sold precipitation in the'ii

form of branches, often hexagonal (sb5-pointed).
Snow crystals must be formed beyond the crystal-,

line stage (earliest stage of deV,elopment). Since
there are numerous shapes and sizes of snowflakes

and snow crystals, the best .guide to use'in deter-
mining snow is to look for "branching" in the

'snowflake. If no branching is evident, it is. another

form cf solid precipitation.
4:18. Snow pellets. Snaw pellets rire white,

opaque grains of ice, resembling snow crystals.

The primary difference between snOw pellets and

snow is the spherical or sometimes conical form of

the snow pellets. Snow pellets are brittle and com-

press easily. When they strike hard stiifd6es, they
bounce and often break up. When conditions ar&
right, snow pellets serve as the nuclei for Jiail de-

velopment. Snow pellets form almost exclusiyely in
,eonvective clouds which produce showery precipi-

tation. .

4-19. Snow grains. Snow lrains are very small,
white, opaque grams of ice, similar in structure to

snow crystals. The primary difference is the small-

ness of each element and the fairly, flat or elon:
gated shape of the snow grams' in comparison to

snow crystals (snow). They do not burst or shatter

when, they. , strike hard surfaces. -Snow grains
,-usuallyfall in small quantities m'ostly froth stratus .

cloudsi
4-20. Ice crys.tals. Ice crystals are unbranched,

in the form of needles, columns, or plates. They

are oiten so tiny that.they seem almost to be sus-

pended in the air. lie crystals fall from a cloud or
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from a clear sky. They are usually transpkent and
often pyramidal in form. When the ice crystal' de-
velopment is clear-cut and prismlike, they often
exhibit optical effects, such s halo phenomena
and scintillation (sparkipg or twinkling) in sun-
light or beams of lights.ghis type of solid precipi-

'tation is very rare and is seldom observecrat in-
tensities other than very light. The key identifXing
features of ice crystals are the slow rate of fall, the
smallness of size, and the optical effects they pro-
duce. Once you are familiar with the identifying
features of each type of precipitation, you need to
be able edetermine the character of each precipi-
tation form.

4721. -Character of Precipitation. Knowing the
type of precipitation that is associated with low
ceilings and visibilities is undoubtedly of great
benefit to both the pilot and forecaster. This infor-

ation is made even mire meaningful when the
character of the precipitation is added. The pilot is
very interested in.icnowing the presence of rain-
showers rather than rain, because rainshowers tell
him tO expect a greater fluctuation in visibility as
the lands or takes off from the airbase. The deci-
sion of whether the precipitation Is showery or
continuous is determined by the observer's judg-
ment based on experience and established guide-

-lines. Precipitation- character is based upon es-
tablished criteria. The character of precipitation

- is divided into four categories:
Continuous
Intermittent

. Showery
Combinations

$

4-22. Continuous. Continuous precipitation in-
creases or decreases gradually in intensity, if at all.

Precipitation of this character is usually associated
with stratiform cloud types such a§, altostratus,
nimbostratus, and stratus.

4-23. lntebrmittent. Intermittent precipitation
also increases or decreases gradually in intensity.
However, to be tlassified as intermittent, the pre-
cipitation must slop and start at least once within
the hour preceding the observationThis character
of precipitation is used with precipitation types not
classified as showery and is indicated by a remark
in column 13 (for example, INT1V1TR).

4-24. Showery. Showery precipitation changes
intensity rapiay, or the shower begins and ends
abruptly. Swelling cumulus and cumulonimbus
clouds produce showery precipitation. When show-
ers have ended at the observation site (ROS) but
are still in progress near the station, this can be in-
dicated by entering an appropriate remark on
Form 10.

4-25. Combinations. Combinations of showers
and continuous or intermiitent precipitation can
occur at the same time. This is not unusual with
frontal passages. Once the character of liquid,
freezing, orsolid precipitation is determined,-the
intensity Of the precipitation form is determined
and the appropriate symbol is added to the obsetl-
vation.

4-26. Intensity of Precipitlation. With the ex-
ception of hail and ice crystals, each precipitation
form is suffixed witth an intensity-symbol. The
symbol is " " for very light intensity, " " for
light intensity, an omission (no symbol) for mod-
e?ate intensity, and "+" for heavy intensity.

4-27. Determine the intensity of precipitation
from established standards, su'ch as FMH-1. It
provides tables which can be used to determine in-
tensities. Tables 7, 8, 9, and 10 et reproductions

. TABLE 7
TvoilNcrrY OF i'RECIPriATION (OMER MAN DRIZZLE) ON RATE-OF-FALL BASIS

Ve7 Light

Light

Scattered drops pr flakes that do not completely wet
or cover an' exposed surface, regardless of duration.

Tra.ce., to 0.10' inch per hour; maximum 0.01 inch in
6 minutes.

S;derate . 0.11 inch to 0.30 inch per hour; more than 0.01 inch,
tn 0.03 inch in 6 minutes.

.`Heavy.. 'More than 0.30 inch per hour; more than 0.0j.inch in
-6 minutes. ,
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TABLE 8

INTEItISITY OF DRIZZLE ON RATE-OF-FALL BASIS

Very light
Scattered drops that do not completely wet an exposed

surface, regardless of duration.

4

Light
Trace to 0.01 inch per hour.

Moderate
More than 0.01 inch to 0.02inch per hour.

Heavy
More than 0.02 inch per hour.

Note: When precipitation equals or exceeds 0.04 Inch per hour, the precipitation

is usually rain.

of these tables. Note that tables 7 and 9 are used.

for precipitation other than drizzle, and tables 8

and 10 are used for drizzle. Tables 7 and 10 are

also used to determine the intensity of snowfall. To

improve your judgment in determining intensity of

Very light

precipitation, observe the precipitation over a pe-

riod of time. Frequently, the total precipitation

(water equivalent) for the day is not supported by

the intensities that the observer reports for precipi-

tation during the day. For example, suppose an

TABLE 9

Gurus FOR APPROXIMATING INTENSITY OF RAIN

Seattered drOps that do not completely wet am exposed

surface; regardless of.duration.

Light
Individual drops are easilY identifiable; spray observed

over pavements, roofs, etc., is slight; puddles form

very: slowly; over 2 minutes may be reqUired to wet

pavements and similarly dry surfaces; sound on roofs

ranges fropi slow pattering to gentie swishing; steady

smill,streams may flow in gutters and downspouts.

Moderate
Individual drops are not clearly identifiable; spray is

observable just above pavements and other hard surfaces,

puddles formtrapidly;., downspouts On buildingsfrun ¼ to

1/4 full; sound on roofs range5from swishing to gentle

roar.

Heavy'.
Rain seemingly falls in slitets; individual drops are

,,not identiftahtixs heavy spray to neight of several,

indhes is observable over;hard surfaces; downspouts

run more than1/4 null; visiblaity is greatly Aducedi

sound on'ropfs resembles roll of drums or distinct roar:,
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TABLE 10
INTENSITY OF DILIIME AND SNOW ATM VISIBILITY AS CRITERION

Very light - - - - -Scattered droplets or flakes that do not completely cover
or wet an exposed surface, regardless of duration.

Light Visibility 5/8 statute mile or more.

Moderate Visibility less than 5/8 statute.miles but not less than
5/16 statute mile.

Heavy _Visibility less than 5/16 statute mile.

14. observer carries very light continuous precipitation
interspersed with short periods of light precipita-
tion for a 6-hour period, but his measurement a;
the end of the 6-hour period exceeds 1 inch. Since
an intensity of light for the entire 6-hour 'period
should yield less than 1 inch (based upon table 7),
the intensities as carried by this observer are too
light. Remember that precipitation that is very
light in interisity does not completely wet an ex-
posed surface, regardless of its duration. A check
of precipitation amounts for a 6-hour period and
for the day is a good: indication of whether or not
you are entering the correct intensities.

4-28. Whenever more than one form of precipi-
tation it4occurrOg simultaneously, tables 7 and 10
provide the guide for determining intensity, pro-
vided thatyou give proper consideration to the rel-
ayive proportion of each type of precipitation. If
your station does not have a recording or totalizing
gage, but hg a standard rairigage, nse:

a. Table 1Ofor drizzle on snow not occurring
, simultaneously.

b. Table 9 for rain.
c. Table .8 when drizzle occurs with obstruc-

tions tO iisfOn, such as fog.
d.:';able 7 and yofir experience when snow oc-

curs With obstructions to vision. Obstructions to vi-.
sion, as well as "weather," are also ofgreat con-.cern to the, pifoi arid forecater.

,

4-29. Obstructions to Vision. This category in-
clude all other typei of .atmospheric phenomena
not considered "weather.".:Since visibility- is af- -

fected,by obstruction-to-vision, phenomena, the
forecaster studies reports of the obstrucrions to vi-
sion present at his station as vell as reports from
surrounding stations. This data and his knowledge
of the meteorological factors that influence

31

changes to the obstructions to vision are important
aids in flight *operations and scheduling. Obstruc-
tions to vision are not entered in column 5 of.
AWS-Form 10 unless they restrict the visibility to
less than 7 miles. However, those that you think
are operationally significant should be 'entered in
the Remarks section. In fact, these remarks. are
encouraged, Remember that when obstructions to
vision cpver 0.1 or more of the sky, they are con-
sidered as sky coverage ( X or X). All obstruo-
tions to vision are, classified as either a hydrome-
teor or lithometedr,

4-36. Hydrometeors. A hydrometeor is an at-
mospheric phenomenon that:consists of liquid -or
solid waterparticles. When these Barticles are fall-
ing, they are called precipitation./ %len they are
suSpended in the atmosphere, they are called ob-
structions to xision. For observing purposes, there
are five hydrometeors that are considered obstruc-
tions to vision:

Fog.
Ground fog.
Blowing snow.
Ice fog.
Blowing spray.'

4-31. Fog is a suspension of small water drop-
lets in the air, reducing horizontal visibility at the.
earth's surface. Fog is distinguished from haze and
other obstructions to vision by its dampness alid
grey appearance. Usually fog does not form or
exist when the difference between the temperature
and dewpoint is greater than 4 Fahrenheit siegrees;
however, it should be repoited whenever it is ob-
served. When temperatures are below freezing, the
difference may exceed 4 Fahrenheit degrees.
Heavy fog sometimes producer rime or glaze on
cold, exposed objects. Por claisification purposes,

-%11C-



the difference between fog and ground fog is that
fog either extends to the base of the clouds or
hides at leas1 0.6 of the sky if Jt does not reach to
the base of the clouds.

4-32, Ground fog, on the other tand does not
reach the base of the clouds and covers less than
0.6 of the sky. Therefore, ground fog appears the
same as fog but differs from fog by the amount of
sky it covers and because it does not reach the
base of thedelouds.

4-33. Blowing snow exists when the wind blows
snovit to moterate heights. Blowing snow .is closely
related to drifting snow; the main difference.is that
blowing snow rgsnicts visibility at eye level (6

7

feet) to Jess than 7 miles and drifting snow does
not. Therefore, drifting snow is not entered in col-
umn 5 of AWS Form 10.

4-34. Ife fog is a rare form of fog, because it
usually firms at temperatures below 20° F. Ice
fbg does got produce rime or glaze on cold..ohjects:
It consists of elements very similar to ice crystals
except that ice fog particles are suspended in the
atmosphere. Ice fog riroduces optical -effects that
are similar to those produced by ice crystals, such
as halo phenomena, himinous vertical columns, or
scintillating effectIce fog can form at temperature
and d,ewpoint differences of 8 Fahrenheit degrees

ohnore.

TABLE 11
SY'rksots poR WEAmiRR (rn met 5

TbrnAdo, waterspout, and funnel cloud are alwais written out in full.
4

SyinhOl Type of Weather Symbol Type- of Weather

T+ Severe Thutherstorm IPW Ice Pellet Showers

Thunderstorm

f

Snowy

Rain SW Snow Showers

RW Rainshowers SP Snow Pellets
A

jJ Drizzle SG Snow Grains

Freezing Rain IC Ice Crystals

ZL Freezing Drizzle A

IP Ice Pellet s.

Vfix a "+;1 to preelpitation symbla to indicate heavy intensity, ,a "-" for

'ght intensitY, and "- -" for very light intensity. The absence of an intensity

-sYlibol. Indicates
Moderate, except that no suffix is attached tath 'IA" for hail

,or "IC," for ice crystals, regardless o'f intensity.
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Tumg 12
kMEOLS FOR OssnucrIoNs TO VISION, COLIhiN 5

Symbol Type of Weather Symbol Type of Weather

Fog Ice Fog

GF Ground Fog Haze

BS Blowing Snow
Smoke

BN
.4:

Blowing Sand
Dust

ED Blowing Dust BY Blowing Spray

Note: Intensity is not inAicated for obstructions to vision, ratherobstructions are reported in their order of predominance.001-
4-35. Blowing spray is reported only at sea sta-

tions or stations near large bodies of water. To be
reported, he spray, which is water droplets that
are torn from the water by the wind, must restrict
the horizontal visibility to less than 7 miles. Unless
you are assigned to a station near a large body of
water, ydu will never have to report this obstritc-
don to vision in your observation. All obstructions
to vision are not caused by hydrometeors--,--some"
are caused, by impurities in the- annosphere-and are
called lithometeors.

Lithometeors: All obstructions to vision
that do not have a water compOsition (hydrome-
teor) and are not classified as `-`weather" are called
lithometeors. They are classified into five separate
types as folloi,s;

Dust
_ Blowing dust

Blowing sad
Haze
Smoke

-4,37. Dust is finely divided earthy matter that
is uniformly distributed in the atmosphere. ,You
can distinguish it from other thhometeors by the
tannish or greyish hue that it imparts to distant oh-
jects. When dust is present, the sun's disk is pale
and colorless, arid a yellow tinge prevails through-
otohe atmosphere.

S

.33

4-38. Blowing dust is dust that the wind picks
up from the surface and blows about in clouds or
sheets. To be classified as blowing dust, it must ire-
strict the...risibility to less than 7 miles. Blowing
dust sometimes obscures the entire sky.

4-39. Blowing sand is reported when-the wind
picks up sand from the.surface and blows it about
in clouds or sheets. Blokings-and consists-of _target--
particles than blowing gust. Because of its heavier
donipositiOn, the wind does hot carry bloWing sand

-as high or as f,ar as it-carries blowing dtisa-When
the winds are very strong, blowing sand easily -re--

-strict§ the visibility to less than 1/2 mile.
-44b. Haze is, suspended small, dry particles,

such as salt, clust, or pollen,- tfiat are invisible tö-
the zaked eye. In spite of the fineness of haze par-
ticles, haze restricts visibility. Over the landscape,
haze, resem.ples a uniform veil _that subdues the
natural colors, such as green trees along ..the hori-
zon. When viewed against a dark background,
such-as a.mount4n, haze producei a bluish tinge,
It causes a dirty'yellow orworarige tinge again-sea-

-bright background, such as the sun, clouds on the
horizoh, or snow-capped mountain peaks. When

'the sun is well above the ,horizon, its light some-
dines has a peculiar silvery tinge because of haze.
These color effects !distinguish haze from light fog,
even when the thickness of the haze approaches
that of light fog. Haze and smOke often occur to-

oda



gether; thertfore, how is smoke different? How
can you distinguish between the two?.

4-41. Smoke is a very common obstruction to
vision near large cities and industrial areas. It con-
sists of fine ash particles produced by combustion.
When it is viewed through smoke, the disk of the
sun or a s'unset appears very red. When the sun is
above the horizon, it may have an orange tinge.
Smoke at a distance or iR a layer is usually light
greyish or bluish. Whin smoke is in heavier layers,
it assumes the darker coloration associated with
newly formed smoke and is easily identified. When
you know the weather and obstructions to vision
that are reported, you must consider the correct
method of entering them on AWS Form 10.

4-42. Order of Entry for Weather and Obstruc-
tions to Vision. Whenever weather or obstruction
to vision are present at the time of an observation,
you must enter the appropriate weather symbol in
column 5 of Form 10. The correct order of entry
should be:

a. Tornado, funnel cloud, or waterspout.
b. Thunderstorm. .
c. Liquid precipitation in order of decreasiRg

intensity.
d. Freezing precipitation iniorder of decreasing

intensq
e. Solid precipitation in order of decreasing in-

tensity.
Obstructions to vision in order of decreasing
predominance, if you can tell which' is pre-
dominant.

Table 11 shows the weather symbols that are used
in column 5, and table 12 shows the symbols for
obstructions to vision. Reinember, to enter ob-
structions to vision, you must have a prevailing
visibility (column 4 entry) of less than 7 miles.

4-43. As indicated in table 11, tornado, water-
. spout, or funnel cloud is always spelled out in full.

This rkrmits ready identification of thes'e seveTe

1..
.0eather plaenomra. If there .is not enough space
i. n column 5 for a one-line entry, use as many.lines
in column 5 as necessary and start subsequent ob-
servations-on the next . lhere are several
weather and obstruction- o-vision entries -that' re-
quire reMarks in coltimn t of AWS Form 10.
These are explained in the loing paragraphs. 51
, 4-44. &fries and Remarks for Weather (Col-
umn 13). Significant remarks for weather and ob-
structions to vision proilide added inforniation fq&
the entires in column 5. Some of these remarks
proiiide additional information on severe'weather
types such as tornadoes, thunderstorms, and hail,
to mention a few. These weather types present a
constant threat to the public as well as to flying
operations. Your remarks on 'severe weather alert
pilots to its location, the direction it is moving, and
other inform tion that adds to the basic remark.

I.
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Though this is a discussion of only significant re-
marks, yon are encouraged to enter any_ remark
that you think is operational.

4-45: The following guidelines apply to all col-
mn 13 remarks as well as thosetlfor weather and
obstructions to vision.

a. Use accepted weather contractions when-
ever possible.

b. Spell out remarks that may be misinterpreted
for other data ("SW"Is this southwest or snow
showers?).

c. Enter directions of phenomena, using the 16
points of the compass (N, NE, NNE, etc.).

d. Enter a dash between the directions when
the phenomenon extends from one point of the ho-
rizon to another (NE-SE or N-NE).

e. Enter additional direction referentes in a
clockwise direction when the phenomenon exceeds
a 90° portion of the horizon circle (NW-NE-E or
N-E-SSE).

f. Enter distances to phenomena in nautical
miles when known and appropriate.

g. Enter all time references in GMT.

446. Tornado. Whenever a tornado, funnel
cloud, or waterspout is sighted by station person-
nel enter the type, beginning time, direction from
station, and direction toward which it is moving.
Also enter the peak wind on each record observa-
tion while tornadic activity is in progress. (Peak
wind formatdirection, speed, separated by a
slant, and the tiw_of occurrence in minutes past
the hour.) The fO'Firving are three examples:

TORNADO B53 W MOVG NE PK WND27/85 58
FUNNEL CLOUD B52 NW MOVG NE PK WND

27/43 55
WATERSPOUT B51 N MOVQ NE PK WND 29135 54

4-47. When the phenomenon ends or disap-
pears from sight, enter type, time of ending, direc-
tion ovement, and'peak wind. (Peak wind
definiti same as entered for beginning format.)

are shown as follows:

TORNADO E54 MOVD NE PK WND 27/80 35.
-FUNNEL CLOUD E52 MOVD.NE PK WND 28/45 40

ATERSPOOT E56 MOVD E PK WND 30/37 51

4-48. When a special observation for beginning
and/or ending of tornadic aetivity is not transmit-
ted longline, enter the beginning and/or ending
time id each subsequent special, record, or record
special 'obseriation until it is transmitted longline.

4-49. When..tornadic activity (tornado, funnel
cloud, waterspout) is reported by the public as
having 'occurred in the past 6 hours and has not
been observed at the station or previously reported
by another source, you should repor't it in columnti
13 of AWS Form 10. Enter source, or a unknown,
enter "unconfirmed," location, direction of move-

,
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ment, and time it was observed in hours and min-
utes. The following are two examples:

STATE POLICE TORNADO 8W FWE MVG E 1930
UNCONFIRMED FUNNEL CLOUD 20W CLL MVG

E 1920

These sightings are usually made at locations other
than your immediate station; therefore, include the
nearest known reference point, which may be your
station, to pinpoint the location of the phenome-
non. In the preceding examples, 8W FWH indi-
cates 8. miles west of Fort Worth and 20W CLL
indicates 20 miles west of College Station, Texas.
Thunderstorm activity is another form of severe-
weather for which significant remarks should be
entered whenever observed.

4-50. Thunderstorm. Whenever a thunderstorm
is in progress, and when it ends, or disappears, a
significant remark is required. For a thunderstorm
in progress, enter the type (T or T + ), time of be-
ginning, direction from station, and if known, the
direction of movement for each center of activity.
Also enter the peak wind on each record observa-
tion while thunderstorm activity is- in progress.
Som examples are:

smitted Special Observation: T B26 NW MOVG
SE

Transmitted Record Observation: T NW MOVG SE
PK WND 30/45 35

4-51. In these examples, the thunderstorm re-
mark without the beginning time indicates that the
beginning time was transmitted over the -longline.
circuit, and no starting time was needed. The rule
for this is:When a special observation for begin-
ning and/or ending of thunderstorm activity is not
transmitted longline, enter the beginning and/or
endingtime in each subsequent special, resord, or
record special observation until it is transmitted
longline.

4-52. When the phenomenon ends or disap-
peai.s from sight, enter type (T or T + ), time of
ending, and direction of movement for each center
of activity. These are examples:

Record Observation: T+ E54 MOVD E PK WND.,
30/45 37

" Record Observition: TB3/ Eit9 MOVD E PD WND
32/38 40

- _

4-53. The above.remarks are typical examples
of thunderstorm ending remarks. The first .exam-
ple shows a thunderstorm that has lasted more
than hour, or the beginning time was transmitted
on 'a previous special observation. The se'cond ex-
ample shows a thunderstorm of short duration that
began and ended within the same hour, and the
beginning time did not .get a transmitted via ioni-

c

es
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line. Lightning is usually visible with most thunder-
storm activity and should also be reported.

4-54. Lightning (LTG). Lightning, though not
considered as weather, is associated with thunder-
-storms. Therefore, remarks about the frequency
and type of lightning provide useful data to the
fOrecaster. The frequency of discharges provides
the forecaster with an indication of thunderstorm
intensity, and the type of lightning alerts the fore-
caster to other features of the storm system. For
example, lightning discharges from one cloud to
another reveal the presence of multicell rather
than single-cell activity. Lightning from cloud to
ground indicates that the cloud has begun to pre-
cipitate and the associated cumulonimbus cloud is
probably in the advanced, stage of development.

4-55. Lightning remarks are made with or
without the presence of audible thunder. When a
thunderstorm is present, lightning remarks are
placed after the associated thunderstorm remark in
column 13. Each lightning remark should contain
the frequency, type, and direction from the station.
The following contractions are used for lightning
remarks:

Frequency

OCNLOccasional
FQT Frequent

TYPE
IC In-cloud
CC Cloud to cloud
CG Cloud to ground
CA Cloud to air

The following exaniples show how these contrac-
tions are used as remarks:

OCNL LTGIC W.
EQT LTGCCCG N-E
FQT LTGIC W-NW OCNL LTGCC E

'Whenever thunderstorms and lightning are pres-
ent, hail is very possible, which requires a remark
and is the next topic of discussion.

4-56. Hail (4). Hail is another severe weather
phenomenon that is associned with thunderstorm
activity. Large hail can cause extensive damage to
aircraft structures. Therefore, the forecaster care-
fully scans airways repotts for hail activity in the
-area. When you observe hail at your station, -you
should include a remark with your observation.

4-51. Hail is entered in column 13 usually fol-_
lowing your remarks concerning lightning. Include .

the tinm of beginning and/or ending and diameter
in inches-of the -largest hailstone. Hail is also a re-
quirement forpeak wind entries; however, the.case
of having_hail withont a thunderstorm in progresS
would- indeed be a rare- phenomenon. So for Pall
practical purposes_ you, have -already determined'
the requiremera for pe# wind from the thunder-.



storm criteria. The following are examples of hail
entry remarks:

AB35 HLSTO 1 1/4
AB35E47 HLSTO 2
AE47 HLSTO 1

The first example shows when the hail began
(835). The second example shows both the begin-
ning and ending time since the beginning time has
not previously been transmitted. The third shows
only when the hail ended because the beginning
time has previously been transrnitted.

4-58. Knowing which remarks to enter in col-
umn 13 for hail, tornadoes, thunderstorms, and
lightning greatly increases the usefulness of your
observation. During periods of severe weather, all
the elements of your observation change rapidly as
the severe weather passes your station. If you have

Observed

I termittent precipitation

Showery precipitation (not
reported in column 5)

Wet snoiv

Increase in snow depth

Variation of precipitation
intensity

Precipitation at a distance
but not at station

Fog dissipating or increas-
ing

Smoke drifting over field

Shallow ground fog

Drifting snow
, . .

_Dust devils

Obscuring phenomen;.. at .a distance from and not at ,
the station. -

to research each remark to see how to enter it, the
quality of-your work undoubtedly suffers and your
observation may be outdated before it is transmit-
ted. You can avoid this situation by, being pre-
pared for these sudden changes of weather. Pre-
pare yourself by obtaining a briefing from the
forecaster before your shift starts and.by reviewirtf
policies for weather phenomena that are peculiar
to your location and the season. In addition to the
significant remarks concerning severe weather
phenomena, there are other remarks which lend
meteorlogical significance to your observation.
Some of these are discussed in the following para-
graphs.

4-59. Other significant remarks. Tabulated
below are observed elements and conditions that
require remarks, the guidelines for their entry, and
some examples of typical entries.

Guidelines for Reporting

Enter character and intensity for all types of precipitatidn
classified as intermittent, occurring at observation time or
within past 15 minutes.

Enter character and intensity for ln types of showery pre-
cipitation occurring at observation time or within past .15
minutes. However, a remark is usually entered only if the
precipitation has stopped and recommencement within 15
minutes appears probable:

Self-explanatory.

Average snow depth increasis by 1 inch or more during
past, hour.

When the intensity of continuous precipitation varies.

Enter form and intensity of precipitation if known and direc-
tion with respect to station. Use a "U" following ptecipita-
don symbols to indicate unknown intensity. Use authorized
abreviations or plain language as needed.

Self-explanatory.

Self-explanattiry.

AVhen the ground fog depth is less than 6 feet deep, Rater
shallOW ground fog depth in feet..

When,-inow is drifting and doeS not restrict the visibility
at eye level (6 feet above the surface). Omit if browing.

-snow (BS)..is reported.

'Enter "dust devils" followed by direction from station.

Enter type, description and direction from the station

o-

Typical Entry

INTMT R (intermittent
light rain)

OCNL RW (occasional
light rain shower)

WET_SNOW

SNO.Bf-CR 2

ROCNLY R (light rain .
occasionally Moderate)

- _

RU OVR RDG N (rain
of unknown intensity over
ridge to north) RWU W
(rain showers of unknown
intensity west)
_

.

F DISIPTG (or F
INCRG) ,

K DRFTG OVR FLD.

,SHLW GFDEP 4
- -

pRFTG OVR FLD

DUST DEVILS SW

F BANK

4-60. Different airmasses.and weather systems
crdate situations that require an entry of opera:
tionally kiznificant remarks in column 13. As you
gain ,experience-is an ob'server,, you will increase
your proficiency in entering :reinarks that add to
the usefulness of your observ .ntion To this point,
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yon, have seen the way to record sky condition
- data, visibility, weather, and obstruction-to-vision
data. Together, these datiLproyide the basic infor-.
mation necessary to make operational decisions.
However, to Itiake these entries more meaningful,

thqinust be combined with the other elements of

1 (
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the observation to provide a complete weather 1

summary which serves the needs of all interested
parties.
4 4-61. At this point, take break and refer to

the chapter review exercises in ur workbook and
answer the items for Section 4.

5. Pressure
5-,,PP The first accurate pressve measuring de: CY

vice was invented in 1643 by an Italian scientist.
namedTorricelli. Torrice lli found-that when he in-
verted a long tube filled with mercury So that the
open end of the tube was immersed in a dish of
merciiry, only a sniall amount of raercdry would
run out of the tube. Sufficielt mercury would re-
main in the tube to form a COlumn approximately
30 inches high. This elementary device, modified
and refined over the. years, became the mercurial
barometer that we know today.

5-2. Other pressure ,measuring devicel such as
the aneroid barometer, ha,ve come into being since
Torricelli's era. frlosb modern barometers 'accu-
rately measure atmospheric pressure within 0 005
inch ,of mercury. The mercurial barometer .meas-,

ures pressure-to the nearest 0.001 inch of mercury.
Such accurate pressure readings are esscntial to
the continuing study of the atmosphere. The prime
vonsideration for any major chart analysis that the
forecaster makes is the distribution of atmospheric
pressure. The forecaster knows that the tintensifica-
tion "or weakening of low-pressure areas usually
causes pronounced changes in the weather.

5-3. Types of Pressure Data. This discussion is
'based on three main pressure concepts. These con-
cepts ,are sea:level pressure, altimeter setting, and
station pressure.,First. the ,forecaster needs a pres-
sure value th`at he can use' in the analysis of
weather systems and the prognosis of these
weather systems (sea-level pressure). Second, the
pilot must have a pressure value that provides him
with a relialgle indication, of his inflight altitude
above sea ,.1.Evel (altimeter setting). Third, you
must determine a basic pressure value that is used
for the computation -of the other two operational
pressure values (station pressure).

5-4. our responsibility is to deriveand record
thi,p inf ation as part of your.oblervation on
AWS Form 10. This section Aiscusses. the observ-
ing functions necessary to make these pressure en-
tries. Barometric 'equipment is--disaussed in Vol-
utile 1, Chapter 3, WiltheOtatfan,.Equipment.

5-5. Atmospheric pressure is defined, as the
pressure exerted by a column of air, of unit area,
extended vertically from tite reference surjiice to

,the top of the atmosphere.`Figure 15 il trates a
column of air that is.exerting Pr re -at a given
location on the earth surface The. illustration
shows the influence that this coluinn has ad a
colutnn of mercury. This measuremefit of atmos-

. 3

Figure 1?

iteric pressure is the basis for all pressure values
regardless of your location, the height above sea f
level, or the type' 'of pressure measuring equip-
ment.

5-6. Atmospheric pressure is measured most
often in millibars or inches of merpulry. In AWS, -

sea-level pressure data is reported in millibars, but
the pressure readings are taken in inches of mer-

. cury. This height in inches of mercury should cor
respond exactly tolthe weight of the column of air
as illustrated in figure'15:

5-7. Atmospheric pressure r eadings at 'AWS
detachments are obtained from aneroid barom-
eteri, microba4ographs. and mercurial barom-
eters. Each of these ins1ruments has advantages
and disadvantages; and ,an order or priority is es-
tablished for their use.

a. The aneroid barometer has first .priority for
determining pressure ieadings, it considered aecu-.
rate.

# 25 117

Column of air and column of mercury.
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b. The microbarograph is used .whenever the'
aneroid barometer is judged taccurate.

c. The mercutial barometer 'is used onfy to de-
terminer the accuracy of the aneroid or, to-establish
corrections for the microbarograph when the aner-
oid is judged inaccurate. These weather instru-
ments are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 3,
Weather StatiOn Riuipment. At yresent we will
consider the actual data derjyed from.atmospheric
pressure readings.

;
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30.39 Ng., *::3.1029.0mb is the pressure used-on the weather map 'for station 30.39 Hg. '

25.116

...Figure 16. \Conversion of station pressure to sea.leve1 pressure.

5-8. Station pressure. Station pressure is the ac- one of.these pressnre measuring deviges, you can
tual atmospheric pressure at your station in inches, .compute the sea-level pressure.
of mercury. filiiyalue, though not transmitted lo- 512. Sea-level _pressure. The sea-level Pressure
cally or longlth-F, is the basis for determining other is the pressure at mean sea level (MSL) either di-
pressure values. Most weather stations locate their rectly measured if ,at sea level, or calculated if not
pressure measuring devices very close to the actpal at sea re'vel. It is the reference levelfor all pressure
station elevation. For this reason, station pressure values. Sea-level pressure is calculated from the
js usually the atmospheric pressure at the assigned station pressure, the 12-hour mean temperature,
station elevation. and ,the station elevation. /Sea-level pressure is

5-9. When the aneroid barometer is considered Plotted on surface maps so that there is a standard
accurate. you read station pressure to the nearest Pressure level. A $tandard pressure level is needed
0.005 inch of mercury directly from the aneroid so thäratmOspheric pressures from several stations
barometer. In,many cases, this reading relquires no fox one given tiTe can be coMpared.
correction. If the aneroid and mercurial barom- 5-13. Referring to figure 16, you can-see that
eters show that there is a difference (taken corn- Station A, located at sea level, reports sea-level
parison readings in accordance with FMH-1), pressure that is the same value as the station pres-
enter a mean correction value on AWS Form-85, sure, 1016 mbStation B, located 1000 feet above
Ilarometer Comparisons, and apply it to the aner- MSL, *must compute' an equivalent sea-level pres-
oid barometer reading. The chief observer usually sure (SLP), thus converting a station pressure of
posts this form on or'near the aneroid barometer. 928 mb to a SLP of 1029 rnb.
Station policy detetmihes vdip makes the compari- . 85-14. S.tition pressqe is reduied. to sea-level
son readings. Your. responsIbility is to apply the pressure by either of two methods. The most com-
correction to the station pfessure, value before mon method is tO use'the pressure reduction com-'
using it &it- other computalions. , 1 . Puter (WBAN. 54-7,-8). The second method is .to

5-10. When the aneroid barometA is relocated use prepared pressure ?eduction tapes. Both of
or replaced by a new barometer, a new set of com- these methods are discussed,in Volume 1, Chapter.
Parison rekdings is requiieel as directed by 2, Meteorology and Mathematics.
FMH-=1. After these comparison readings 'are 5-15. Regardless of the method you .use to.ob-
made, the' barometer can be used for pressure tain sea-level pressure, the entry on Form 10j is re-
readings. p o r t elf using tens, units. dnd, tenths digits. For ex-

5-11. During a period when-the aneroid baretb-- ample. a pressure of 1027.9 mb is etIered hi
eter is_being evaluated, oc is considered irraccurate, "279" in column 6. This entry, like most entries
the microbarograph is used to_obin station pres- on Form 10, is prefixed with an "E" when it is es-
sure. During this period, read the mercurial ba- timated. Your computations *ill enable the fore--
rometer every 6' hours, and if required, enter a caster, td compare the pressure at your station with
correction on Form 10, line 65. This- correction is other stations.. The', pilot, on the other hand, re-
applied mall subsequent microbarograph readings quires a presure value more suited to his' needs
until another correction is dbtained from the mer- the altimeter setting.

, .curial bardmeter. When this comparison reading 5-16. Altimeter setting. The .pilot usually. ob-
difference exceeds 0.05, 'reget the microbarograph' tains the altimeter settings from your observation.

, to ;he correct statión pressure and considei the Consequently, each altimeter setting that you in-
correction as zero for subsequent readings. When elude with your observation should_not only be ac-
you have detesmined the station pressure by, using . curate but must be reprewtative of the existing'..
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pressure Condition.;. Criteria for taking and _dis-
seminating the altimeter setting are discussed later
in Chapter 2; therefore; your primary concern at
this time is why nd how to redord altimeter set-

-, tings.
5-17. The aliimeter setting -is a calculated sea-

level pRessure in inches of mercury. The pilot uses
it to adj'ust the altimeter of his aircraft. After he
sets the current altimeter setting into the altimtier,
the altimeter indicate§ field elevation w_hen the air-''
craft is parked on the runway. Don't conruse altim-

, eter setting with sea-level pressure, since the altim-
eter setting is determined by a correction based
on the assumption that the hypotheticil column of
air between station elevation and sea level has the
same temperature-pressure-height distribution as
the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. Also each AWS
station adds .01 inc. h to the computed ,altimeter
setting to arrive at a value with reference to field

.elevation. .

. 5-18. 'The altimeter in an aircra ft is an aneroid
barometer, calibrated to indicati altitude instead
of pressure. For example, it indicates 10,000 feet
when the ambient pressure is 20.58 incheg, regard-
leis of whether or not the altitude is actually
1.0,000 fret. When the altimeter is 'properly ad-
-lusted for the current altimeter setting, the indi-
cat4i altitude corresponds to the equivalent pres-
sure in the standard atmosphere.

5=119. 111,, the (same token, a pilot flying from a
high-pressure (warfn) area ko a low-pressure
(cold) area with a constant altimeter setting
cranked iiato this altimeter finds that his true alti-
tude 4ries both above and below the indicated al-
titude, as shown in figure 17. For this reason, a
pilot changes the setting of his altimeter according

.to the altimeter setting changd that are supplied to
him by controllers along this flight path. In this
way .he can use his altimeter to maintain a reason-
ably tru'e altitude. This helps to eliminate the haz-
ard of flying into other airpraft- or.mountains be-.
cause of altimeter error.

5-20. The two ways to determine altimeter set-
tings are coyered in Volume 1, Chapter 2, Meteor-
ology and Mathematics. You should already be,
familiar with the procedures, but here is a quick
review of the two methods. Altimeter settings are
determined by:

Locallx.prepared conversion tables.
Pressure reduction computer (WBAN 54
7-8).

A very important fact to remember is thaisregard-
less which 'method you use the altimeter setting
should be based on field elevation.

5-21. Altimeter settings are recorded on AWS
Form 10 in column 12, using 'pits, tenths, and
hundredths digits. For example'an altimeter set-
tins .of 29.98 inches is. entered as "99'8." It is e
rare situation when the, altimeter setting drops
below 29.00 inches; however when it does, you
need to prefix the value with the word "Low."

5-22. Pressure Entries and Remarks. Mdst pres-
sure entries on AWS Form 10 are made quickly.,
and easily. When the (Aneroid. barOmeter is the pri-
mary pressure measuring device, only three columns
(6, 11, and,17)- on AWS form 10 are used for pres-
sure in addition the Remarks column (column
13). When the microbaftraph is the primary
pressure-meastiring device, lines 59 through 65 of
the AWS Form 10 are comiileted every 6 hours in,
addition to the regular entries,

ALTIMETER
READS HIGH

.

ALTIMETER READ'S CORRECTLY

THIS IS THE ALTITUDE
ALTIMETER READS LOW

WHICH IS INDICATED

IN DICATED 5000 FT.

cOLD

AIR

900

950 B.

1000 MB.

Nkw%X, Nwk...1W X
,

Figure 17. Flying from warm to cold air.
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5-23. Pressure elements are normally deter-
mined as close to the hour 4,s possible. You should
plan to evaluate and record all tither elements of
your obserotion before you read the barometer.

. In this way, each weather station 'makes pressure
readirrgs at nearly the same time, thereby.increas-
ing the usefulness of the prbssure valires. Station
pressure though not transmitted, is recorded in
column 17 of AWS Form 10,onee eyery 3 ,hours
to the nearest 0.005 inch of mercury.

5-24. Station pressure computation (columns
17, and 59-65). As indicated earlier, station pres-
sure can be determined easily from the_aneroid ba-
rometer. When you use the aneroid, you 'do'not
complete columns-59 through 65. However, when
the microbarograph is used as.the primary instru-
ment, you must complete these columns.

5-25: To make the discussion easier to follow,
'refer to foldout 4. The following entry rules aPply
to columns SP throtigh 65:

a. Column 59the timethe baroineter is read.
b. Column 60the terhperature (nearest 0.50

F from the attached thermometer.
.c. Column 61the barometer reading to the

nearest Q.001 inch.
d. Column 62the total correctiOn (cotrection

card and temperature Correction) to the nearest
.0.001'inch.

e. Column 63the algebraic sum of columns
61 and..62 (station pressure).

olumn 64the barograph reading to the
nearest 0.005 inch-.

g. Column 65the difference between ithe ba-
rometer ,and barograph reading (roundedto. the. .
nearest 0.005 inch).

5-26. If the column 64 entry' is greater thap, the
column 64 entry, the correction entered in column
65 is prefixed by a minus sign; if less,- a 'plus sign.
This entry is to the nearest 0.005 incii and'is the
barograph correction for the next 6-hour period. If
the bnrograph is reset, place an asterisk before theA

"*zeroP correction and -make a note in column 90
(*barograph reset to zero correction at 1410 LST).

5-27. As Jou learned earlier, all transmitted
pressure values that are entered on AWS Form .16

are based on a station pressure value that is

rounded tcr the nearest 0.005 inch ot mercury..At
3-hourly intervals you enter this- pressure in col-
umn 17. Since so many other values are based on
station pressure, make sure that you thoroughly
check your station pressure readings. You can spot
check previous observations to see that the station ,

pressure from column 63 was rounded off properly.
Other pressure entries on AWS Form 10 are signif-
cant pressure remarks recorded in column-13 to
amplify this data.

5-28. Significant remprks (column 13). As for
all elements of the observation, there are remarks
concerning pressure that an observer should be
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prepared to report. Stme of the more signific'ant
. pressure remarks that you should report are as fol-

lows:
4.

Pnessure Occurrence

Barogram "V" (must fall and
rise at the rate of 0.06 inch
ptr hour or more atid both
the rise and fall mtht equal
0.03 inch).
Rishig gr failing preisure,(at
the qte' of 0.06r -more per
hour).
linste.idyf pressure (tarp
troughs or crests that depart
from the mean trend avekage
by at least 0.03 inch).
Pressure jump (reported only
at stations using 12-hour mi-
crobarograph that experience
a. pressure rise I at a rate
exceeding 0.005 itich per min-
ute)..

Sample Remark

LOWEST PRES 832 2321
(lowest sea-level pressure
and time of occurrence)

PRESRR
PRESFR

PRES UNSTDY

PRIMP 8/1012/18
(jump of .08 inch that be-
gan at 1012 and ended at
1018)

. 5-29. AWS units do 'not normally have the
eqUipment for reporting the pressure jump remark.
However, to tInderstand how this group is reported
and coded by other, weather agencies, consider the
following focts. To`enter a pressure jump remark
the followingfriteria must be met:

a. Have a rise of atileast 0.02 inch.
b. Have a rise that remains at least 0.02 inch

higher than the original point of jump for 20 min-
utes or more.

c. Have a jump that is distinctly separated,from
the beginning of any preceding jump by at least 20'
minutes, and a segment of the trace that is steady .

or filling, or has a rise less than 0.01 inch pet 2
Minutes.

5-30. Pressure remarks are not unlike fher re-
Marks.' Certain remarks, Such es PRESFil, are
common, whereas. remarks pertaining to lowegt
pressure are less frequent. Temperature and dew-
point entries, 1Thich are discussed in the following
section, are similar to ptessure entries in that they

can be determined quickly under normal' circum-
stances. .

6. Temperature and Dewpoint
6-1. The Air Force uses two methods for ob-

taining temperature reedingsby a psychrometer
constructed of two .standard thermoReters and by

an automatic.sensing hygrothermometer. Both in-
struments are described in Volume 1. As-a Station
standard, the hygrothermometer has first priority
and the psychrometer second. From either of .
these, you obtain free air temperature directly. The
hygrothermometer also gives the dewpoinftempera-
ture directly, but the pychrometer method involves
additional work to obtain dewpoint.

(.#
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6-2. Free Air Temperature. Temperature is one
-of the most common arid easily understood meas-
urements of weather. Besides its .gsefulness as a
tool for analyzing frontal positions, temperature
data is used by the pilot, along with pressure-alti-
tude data, tp compute the runway distance needed
to reach takeoff 'speed. The temperature or Ate

ifree 'air is sothelimes called the antbient tempera-
ture. This' meahs air freely moving about, unaf-
fected by controlled heating or cooling .gsLurces.

.6-3. The litgrdthermOmeter sensor or psy;
chrometer site is selected to best measure .this free
air temperature (a grass area is preferred). Yon
read the hyrothermometer temperature scale ch.:.
reedy, rounding off the nearest whole degree. For
the psychrometer, read the dry bulb to the nearest
0.1 of a degree. 4-

6-4. Dewpoint. The dewpoint hzdicates the tem-
perature to which air must be cooled, with ivn-
stant water-vapor coritent and pressure, to reach
saturation capacity. During humid weather, very
little cooling is needed to reach thesaturation tem-
perature because the free air.contains much mois-
ture, and the saturation temperature is near the
free air temperature. The dewpoint is important
because it is the temperature beyond which further
cooling produces visible condensation.
- 6-5. Diwpoint observation:The AN/TMQ-11
hygrothermometer now in use at most permanent

'observing stations, provides direct reading of both
dewpoint ,and free air temperature on separate
scales. Both scales ate calibrated in 1° F incre=
ments. The psychrorpeter does not directly provide

OBSERVED:

TEMPERA

DRY BULB,.=:63.3

, WET BULB = A8.7

. DEPRESSION = 4.6

AIR DEPRESSION OF WET NM

TEMPERATURE 4 5 5 0

' 5 3
.

AA 43

54 . .44 , 44N

3 X

TA; .1f
x -41

,Pr

.

SX =

X . 24 OR, 3

3 X

I I

X . 3

\-etgure 18. Sample interpolaticrn.

2$ Ill

TABLE 13

Staiion Elevation
(feet)

Computer Pressure Base
(inches of ntercury)

531 to +392 30" \
+393 to +1341 \

29"

+1342 to 23P6
< 28"

2317 to 3836 27"

3837 to 5976 25"

Above 59,76 2,3" ..

dewpoint; instead, it gives free air and. wet-bulb
94 temperatures froth which the dewpoint is calcu-

lated. The wet-bulb temperature indicates the
amount of cooling that results because of the evap-
oration of water from the wetted sack. The differ-
ence between the dry- and wet-bulb readings,
called wet-bulb depression, completes the informa-
tion needed to compute dewpoint from tables or a
calculator. All values are recorded to' the nearest

, 0.1°.
6-6. Dewpoint. calculation. PsyChrometric ta-

bles offer one. method of computing dewpoint.
These tables list the dewpoints for a wide range of
dry-bulb/wet-bulb depression relationship/5. Often
your obserVed data falls between table values, and
you must interpolate to obtain the correct dew-
point. Figure 18 illustrates a "double interpola-
tion." You can see that interpolation is necessary
between air temperature table values and depres-
sion table values, hence the term "double interpO-
lation."A simple raticr and propaiion solves the
interpolation: For -example, the observed dry-bulb
temperature, 513, falls 0.3. of the 1.° difference
between 53 and 54, and-the corresponding dew-
point also falls 0.3. of the distance between 44 and
46. Since 0.3 of 2 (the difference between 44 and
46) is 0.6, the answer,is .444 As you sdlve each
interpolation (indicated by arrows), you obtain-the
dewpoint (middle arrow). The dewpoint may
equal the dry- or -wet-bulb temperature, but it
should never be higiier than 'either.. A econd and
the recommended method, for calculati g dewpoin
involves the use of- the psyhrometrc cal ulat r
ML-249/UM.

6-7. The calculator compntes dewpoint by
comparing_ the wet-bulb temperature With the yet-
bulb depression at the average station pressure.
Table 13 lists average station pressures for several
ranges of station elevation. Select the pressure to
determine which D scale (colored rings) to tise on
the computer. Next, select ihe high range side of
the computeeif thelwet-bulb temperature is above
/32° F or the low range side if it is below 32° F.
Then follow the listed steps.
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a. Set the 00 index`Of the D. scale opposite tne
wet-bulb value on the "Tr scale if the wet-bulti
fick is ice covered, or opposite the DP scale if the'
wick is unfrozen.

b. Move the cursor to the Wet-bulb" depression
along the colored D scald.

c.. Read the dewpoint on the DP scale under the
cursor ,hairline. Before youlmake the AWS Form
10 entry, insure, that the scale you use does not re-
sult in a devgpoint that is higher than the freej air

.temperature.

6-8. AWS Form 10 Entries. Enter the tempera-
ture reading in column 7 and the dewPoint reading
in column 8. Round off both entries to the nearest
whole degree, and when an entry is below 0°F,
Prefix a minus sign. One-digit values do not need 'a
zero prefix, such as 04 for 4. Some typical entries
are shown as follows:

Column 7 Column 8

6 15
43 38

101 62'
4

The next AWS .Eorm 10 eiltrits ihat you
make are wind direction and speed.

7. Wind
7-1. Air h

ture, moistur
sometimes pr

20"

.

mUst

areas. These conditions have been 'given names
such as- "Chinook" on the leeward side -of the
Rockies, "nor'easter" in New Engrand, "blizzard"
in the Midwest, and "Santa Ana" in California.
Some winds affect large areas while others occur
on 'w.local scale. Whatever their extent, wind ob-
servation includes direction, speed,.and character.

7-2. Direction and Speed. The .direction from
which the wind blows gives its name 'to ,the wind.

'A west wind is one coming froth, the west. 'two
geographic pointsthe true north pole and the
magnetic north poleare the reference 9,r any
direction. Theobserving equipment is oriented to
magnetic. north. AWS Form 10 entries'require a
true north orientation. therefore, between obser-
vation and entry, you roust convert from one Teferz
ence pOint to the other.

7-3. Direct-reading recorders, such as the
RO-2, have priority as a standard over other wind
measuring devices. Where,the recorder is unavaila-
ble, the direot-reading dial of the AN/GMQ-11
wind measuring set is the station standard. The
RO-2 recorder scale above the recording pen is

Iusually adjusted to indicate`wind direction with re-
. spect 'to true north,, while the Chart is set to Tag-

.netic north. You read the Wind direction to the

.neaiest 100 for a 1-mint(ne -average at the time of
observation. Rat.' ely does the recorder pen scr a
straight line; it usuall &wings across a wide r4nge
of directions. You choese the 'direction that oc urs
most frequently during tile 1-minute period. The
direct-reading dial of the wind set indicator offers'

characteristics, uch as tempera-
and movement. Air moVemeqt
ces unusual condition.% in certain .

. 100 5" S°20" I 5"
, 20:

I 5'

W ESTiR
V ARIATIO7

EASTfietLY
VARIATION

t

5'

5"

js

Figure 19. Magnetic variation.
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- only Magnetic direction; therefore, you mast con-
vert the indication to a true direction.

7-4. True and ,m,agnetic direction conversion.
The line along which the -true and magnetic direc%
tions are the same is called the agonic line or 00
magnetic variation. As shown id figure 19, varia-

, tions on one side of tip line are termed sasterly
variations and variations on the other side are 'west-

. terlyyariations. Obtain yotir local magnetic varia-
tions- from a current sectional aeronautical chart.
Then, to convert magretic direction to true direc-,
tion:

ADD EASTEr,tLY variation to magnetic
direction.
SUBTRACT WESTERLY variations from
magnetic direction:

I

If Youfind it necessary to convert from true direc-,
tion to magnetic direction:

(

l7
ADD WESTERLY variation to true direc-
tion.
SUBTRACT EASt*Y variation from
trie direction. )

7-5. Estimating*wind direction and.speed. On
occasion, it may be necessary to estimate the Wind
direction, When Alis situation arises you can use
the .movement of leaves, smoke, or similar free
moving objects to determine wind direction. If a
wind cone or tee is available, you should have lit-
tle. trouble estimating the direction. Estimating
wind speed can pose a little more of a problem.

7-6. When ins(luments are not available, esti-.
mate e speed (including character, discussed
later section) from the Beaufort wind scale,
as shown- table 14. The speed indicators also
swing atfos a widt range of valu5/wilich makes it
difficult to determine the observed speed. .This is

TABLE 14
ESTIMATION OP WINDSPEPD

1.

Beaufort
Number

MPH

.

.
. Kno ts

.

International
Des cri pti on

.

S'pecification9

0 . Less thari, I Less thart 1 Calm
,

Calm; smoke rises .

vertically .

1

I
.. '.:..

1-3

*..

1-3 .Ligilt air
4

Directiop of wind shown
by smokd drift but not
by wind vanes

2
'

4-7 . 4-6
4 4

Light Bre,eze Wind felt on face; leaves
rus tle; vanes rnOved by
wind

,

_

8-12 ,
( .

7-10 .,

,

. ,--

Gentle Breeze.

-

'

Leaves and small twigs
in constant mq.tion; wind
extends light flag

13-18 11-16
'

Moderate Raises dust, loose paper;
small branches moved

5
,

1

19-24.
.

5, .

, 17-21
.

.__.

Fresh Small trees in leaf begin
to sway ; éres ted wave le ts
form on inland waters"

6

.

29-31
.

-22-27 .

. .

St rong Larte b ranches in mo ti on ;
whistling heard in tele-
graph wires ; umbrellas
used with dif;iculty

)

..

32-38

/
.

28-33 Near gale.
, -

Whole' tr4.es in motion;
inconveniertce felt walk-
ing against wind

8
,

39-46
.

34-40
S

f -Gale Breaks twigs off trees; ,

impedes progress
S ligh t s tructural damage
OCCUM .

9 47-54. .
:

..
41-47.

.

St rang gale

10 : 5543 48-55
4

Storm . -
Trees uprooted; consider-
able damage occurs

11,
* 64-72 r 56-43 ,. Vioent

storm
Widespread damale

,12 73-82 . 64-71 Hurricane.
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especially true at speeds over.10 knots. Your judg-
ment plays an important part in tbis case, since the

/ rule Specifies a 1-minute average wind speed.
However, as in the case of wind direction, thbose
the speed observed most frequently. Other report-
ing methods cover the wide range of speed values
under the terms "gust" and "squall."

7-7. Widd Character. A simple report of speed
and direction does not always completely represent
the observed wind. TIfie terms "gust," "squall,"
and "wind 'shift" help describe characteristics of
the wind not revealed by speed and direction.

7-8. Gustiness complicates aircraft touchdown
and takeoff maneuvers in a manner that is similar
to, but much more serious than, the handling ef-
fects you feel while driving a car during gustiness.

Y Further importance is added to gusts by their asso-
ciation with froi.qal passage and thunderstorms.
Wind seldom maintains a totally steady speed; a
wind that is not gusty often shows a variation be-
tween peaks and lullS of about 6 knots. This is rec-
ognized on the wind recorder as 21 narrow ink trace
whose edges show minor wiggles or ripples. -A gust
is characterized by rapid fluctuations in speed. The
recorcter ink trace widens and the edges are jag-
ged, liming pronounced projecting points and
notches. A gust is further defined M FMH-1 by a
specific speed criteriOn between Peaks and lulls.
This criterion serves to standardizevust reporting
among all observing inlits. Gusts are identified by
the symbol "G," followed with the peak spetd-ob-
served during the 10 mlhutes prior to the akribed
observation time.

V. A squall is characterized by a sudden in-
crease in windspeed which is sustained long
enougk.to show abnarked change in the Averagt
speed. Part of the success in obterving 'wind rests
upon distinguishing ,a squall from a gust. A squall
is not simply an increase in the peak gust speed.
The average wiqd speed must show a sudden, sig-
nificant increase. Also, the speed must attain' a

. certain level and remain above that 1%el for a
specified period of time. FMH71 details the cri-
teria for reporting a squall. It is-common to have
gusty winds dining a squall, especially if the;squall
lasts for several minutes. A squall is identified by
the symbol "Q,4 followed h peak speed ob-
served during thesame 10 mates.

7-10. Wind shifts (change in direction of 45° '
or more within 15*minutes) ate normally asso-
ciated with Some or all of the following phenom-,
ena, typical of a cOld frontal passage:

Gusty winds.
Clockwise shift (Northern Hemisphere).
Rapid drogin dewpoint.
Rapid drop in temPtrature.
Lightning, thunder, b,cayy rain, and hail in
the summer.
Rain or snow showers.

.st

'

/

Wind shift entries, with or without frontal passage,
are entered in column 13 of AWS Form'10. The
standard contraction for wind shift is, "WSHFT"
and for frontal passage, "FROPA." Follow each
wind shift remark with the time (GMT) -of shift,
such as WSHFT 1508 FROPA. Other ?emarks
'concerning variability of speed or direction may
also be entered. In each case, use contractions..

7-11. Wind Entries add Remarls. Enter Ihe
wind direction in cokimn 9 and wind speen col-
umn 10 of AWS Form 10. Use two digits for each
entry. Enter the directimi in tens of degrees to the
nearest ten degrees and the speed to the nearest
whale knOt. A wind from 275° at 8 knots is writ-
ten as "28" in column 9'and "08" in column 10,
but is usually encoded "2808" for local dissemina-
tiA Even.calms and speeds in excess of 100 knots
require only four digitst; for xample, a calm is en-
tered as "00 d00," ana 10 knot wind from 160°
(16 + 50 = 66) is enteri as "6605." Note the
50 added to directifon when speed exceeds 100
kriots. Be sure to enter a north wind as "36" rather
than "00," and if you estimate the wincl,from the
Beaufort scale, attach an "E" following the four
digits.

7-12. When any of the phenomena .sted below
occur, you should add wind remarks to your ob-
servation:

Hail
Thunderstorms

'I Tornadic activity

For example, when these severe weather phenom-
ena occur, you should add i standard remark of
"PK WND" to your ,observa n, followed by the
direction and speed, separated a slant, anpjl the
time of occurrence in thinutes past the hour.' If a
thunderstorn begins and the speed reaches 37
knots from 270° at 1146 GMT, you would record
the following remark in column 13 on 9WS Folm
10 and transmit:

PK WND 27/37 46

You would repeat this remark on the next record
observation following the ending or disappearance
of the phenomenon.

7-13. If the wind speed attains 35 knots or
more and no severe weather is present, you should

, record a "PK WND" remark for the first occur-,
rence Using the preceding rules. Other common
wind remarks are:

44

Type' . Sample Remark
Variable wind direction WND 270V320
Magnetic wind direction (only MAG16
reported bOtations transmit-
ting Winds locally by teletype)

7-14. Columns 71, 72, and 73 are used to enter
information about the peak wind for the day

2 u t.)



(refer to foldout 4). Column 71 is used so record
the highest instantaneous speed recorded during
the' 24 hours ending at midnight. It is entered in_
tens of degrees. If, the direction portion of the re-
corder is inoperative, the direction must be esti-
mated from column 9 data and entered in column
72 to the eight points of the compass (i.e., E, SE,
S. eta). Column 72 is used to report* irue
direction and column 73 the time of ocetirrence. If
the same speed Occurs more than once, enter the
time of the last occurrence with a footnote refer-
ence. and in block 90,. enter the additional times.

7715. Most experienced observers record their
AWS Form 10 entries in th'e came order they are
listed; that is. sky condition first, visibility next,
and so forth. This method of completing your ob-
servation usualjy presents no major problem. Not
only must you assemble in column 13 the entries we
have already discussed, but you also need to enter
supolementary data (coded groups and additional
data) in this column Supplementary data is dis-
cussed in the next section of this CDC.

7-16. Before proceeding to Section 8 refer to
the chapter review exercises in your workbook and
answer the items for Sections 5, 6, and 7.

8. Supplementary Data
8-1. Supplementary data is encoded and en-

tered in column 13 of AWS Form 10. The intent
of these entries is to record operationally signifi-
cant information not reported elsewhere; to elabo-
rate on preceding coded data; or to record for dis-
semination supplementary 3- and 6-hourly synoptic
data.

8-2. To make it easy to locate information in a
weather message, an order of entry has been estab-
lished. You should already be familiar with the
order of entry for operationally significant remarks
from the previous sections, but here is a quick re-
view, plus the order of entry for additional re-
marks covered in this section.

a. Operationally significant reinarks.
Runway visual range or runway visibility.
Surface-based obscuring phenomena.
Wind shifts.

tot,Pilot and radar reports of bases and tops.
Remarks elaborating* on the observation.

b. Coded groups (3- and 6-hourly additive
data).

. Barometric and precipitation data.'
Cloud code group.
Snow depth.,
24-hour precipitation.

c. Additional entries.
Radiosonile data (R.ADAT).
Runway conditions.
Weather modification.
Radiological data (RIII group).

2ui
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8-3. Some Of the *ceding requires the use of
codes. Where plain language is called for, use au-,
thorized contractions andweather symbols to con-
serve communication time and space: However,
never omit an essential remark, of which you are
aware, for the lack of readily available contrac-
tions or symbolS; In such cases the only require-
ment is that the remark be clear. Make alle time
entries in GMT with the time zone indicatbr omit-
ted. Report the direction in which clouds or, other
phenomena are moving. When using points oil the
compass to describe quadrants or sectors,,, enter
them in a clockwise order, e.g. "NE." The next
category, coded groups, is discussed in t e se-
quence in which the groups are entered o AWS
Form 10.

.8-4. Coded Groups:Coded groups hre included
only with the 3- and 6-hourly observations. They
contain barometric data, precipitation amounts
and depths, international cloud types, and precipi-
tation data. The first coded group contains baro-
metric data.

8-5. Barometric data daiip 99ppp). Barometric
data includes both the barometric characteristics
(trace) and tendency (amount). The first ele-
ment, "a," is the characteristic of, the barogra0
trace. The coded value for this element is deter-
mined every 3 hours by observing the trace on the,
microbarograph and then selecting the coded
value, as shown in table 15, that best represents
the past 3-hour period.

8-6. Whenever the barogram trace is incompat-
ible with the previous pressure readings (3 hours
ago),, you should check the column 12 and 17 en-.
tries on AWS Form 10. For example, you cannot
encode a barometric characteristic (trace) of "3"
when the pressure is lower than it was 3 hours ago.
Even though the barogram reveals a pressure trace
that resembles the code value "3," the correct code
value is "5," which signifies a similar condition.
The main difference is thav the pressure is lower
than it was 3 hours ago.

8-7. Column 1 of table 15 ishows the criteria
for determining the coded value for "a." Column 2

4
shows 'the general characteristic the barogram
trace must assume. The code values "2" and "7"
are used for pressure situations which preclude the
codifig of other code values. Notice that only three
codevalues (0, 4, and 5) can be coded when the
3-hour change is -±.000.

8-8. The element "pp" is the amount of baro-
metric tendency (change) for the past 3 hours.
This change is the difference, to the nearest 0.005
inch, between the column 17 entry at oliservation
time and the previous column 17 entry. This dif-
ference is then converted to a coded value, as
shown in table. 16, which together with the baro-
metric characteristics forth the "app" group. For
exatnple, a pressure trace for the past 3 hours indi-
cates a falling and then steady trace. The total

1.



. TABLE 15
DETERMINATION OF CHARACTERISTIC OF BAROMETER TENDENCY

Description of Characteristic
t -

.

.
Graphic

Representation

.

Code
Figure

Primary ,thiqualified Requirement Additional Requirements.

HIGHER
Atmospheric pressure now higher
than 3 hours ago

,

. _

Increasing, then decreasing. ..--\ 0

Increasing, then steady; or in-
creasing more slowly. . 4.-- a l'

Increasing steadily; or in-
creasing unsteadily:

- 1

Decreasing or steady, then
increasing; or increasing, then
increasing more.rapidly.

< 3

THE SAME
Atmospheric pressure now same
as 3 hours ago

.

Increasing, then decreasing. 0

Steady or unsteady. . 4

Decreising, then increasing. . \/ 0 5

LOWER .

Atmospheric pressure now lower
than 3 hours ago

,

,

Decreasing, then increasing. `,,/ 5

Decreasing, then steady; or
decreasing, then decreasing
more slowly.

6

Decreasing steadily or,cle-
creasing unsteadily.

7

Steady or increasing. then
decreasing, or decreasing, then
decreasing more rapidly.

8

.

Column I .
,

Column 2 Column 3 . Column 4

pressure change from the three hours is ..035 ffich.
Therefore, the "app" group should be 6oded

"612."
8-9. When the pressure characteristic ("a") or

pressure tendency ("pp") are not obtainable, re-
` place them with the appropriate number of slant
lines. For example, an "app" group with a charac-
teristic of "3" and no tendency data is encoded
"3//." 'If no column 17 reading is available for the
last 3-hour period, you can 'use the station pres-
sure from '-the microbaragraph reading of 3 hours
ago if the equipment is reliable; otherwise) report
the data missing.

8-10. If the barometric tendency, "pp," equals
or exceeds code value "99," use the code "99" for
the barometric tendency and report an additional
group. the-group 99ppp follows the basic "app"
group when the code values are "99" or higher.
For examille,.a 3-hourly pressure characteristic of
"2" and a barometric tendency of .340 inch is

coded "299 9915."
8-11. Predpitation amount (RR). At 6-hourly

report intgvals, the precipitation amount (RR) is
combine/ with the `t'app': group. This attached
"RR" element represents the total precipitation
(water equivalent) for the past 6-hour period and
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is 'coded in tenths and hundmiths. For example,
an "app" group of 803 and a prepitation amount
of 0.28 inch for the past 6 hours is encOded
"80328" on AWS Form 10. When there has been
precipitation, but the - measurement' is less than
0.01 inch, the "RR" is coded as "00" (trace):

8-12. When the precipitation amount in the last
6 hams is 1 inch or more, you add a plain language
remark 'after the basic group to indicate the whole
inches measured. For example, a complete appRR
(99ppp) grouping, of data that includes 2.36
inches of precipitation is coded "89936 99117
TWO." In addition to the "RR" data, this example
illustrates the way that the barometric data is com-
bined. and arranged 'for entry on AWS Form 10.
The next coded group, cloud code group, was dis-
cussed in detail in Section 1 of diis chapter:There-
fore, the following discussion of this group is very.,
brief.

8-13. Cloud code iroup ,(1CLC;Cu). When
clouds are observed, the cloud code group is coded
as shown in Section 1 of this chapter. This code
group always follows the "app"-on a 3-hourly and
the "aRpRR" coded 'date on a 6-hourly report.
When clouds are not present or you cannot see
them because of complete obscuration, omit the
cloud ,code group. Tlie cloud code group is fol-
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iqa_
lowed by the slily,' depth group when certain con-
ditions exist.

8-14. Snow depth (90444). Th e snow depth-
group is reported on 6-hourly observations when
there is more than a trace of snow on the ground
and more than a trace (water equivalent) of any
form of precipitation occurs during> the past 6
hours. The snow-depth group is always reported_at
12Cr0 GMT when there, is more than a trace of
snow on the ground. The "904" is an internatiorial
indicaior for "snow depth." and the "SpSp" repre-
sents the inches of snow on the ground. For exam-

, ple, 15 inches of snow at 1200 GMT is coded
"90415." When more than 99 inches of snow is
present, the basicgroup is repeateeFor example,

213 inches oi snow depth is coded "90499 90499
90413.'' Many AWS stations never have occasion
to report snow. There are, however, many stations
in a temperature zone that report snow a few times
throughout the year. If you are at these stations,
avoidoprocedural difficulty in reporting snow depth
by studying the-rules for observing, evaluating, re-
cording. and disseminating this information when
the need arises.

43-15. The measuring stick used with the rain
gage is also used to nfeasure total snow depth. De-

' tormine ihe depth to the nearest 0.1 inch as far as
practicable. For measuring the depth of undrifted
snow,-, sink the measuring stick vertically into the
snow so that the end rests on the ground surface

TABLE 1§
SYMBOLS "PP" AND "fee - AMOUNT OF BAROMETRIC CHANGE IN THE LAsr 3 HouRs

,
x

Jacettat et di* at hil.
PP

PPP

Cod*
Piga

Iszeboo al
ameraia7

limbs, Cods
g dean

lathes of I mow,
awns= Cods

dors
baba ok
roorctu7

}mbar. Cod*
f LOAM

Indus of
riMr0117

mnith.,
"-----1

I.
00
02

0. 000
. 005

0. 0
. 2 52 0. 155 5. 2

100
102

0. 295
. 300

10. 0
10. 2 . .

03 . 010 . 3 54 ..160 5. 4
05 . 015 . 5 56 . 165 5. 6 103 . 305 10. 3 154 0. 455 15. 407 . 020 . 7 58 ..170 5. 8 105 . 310 YO. 5 156 . 460 15;608 . 025 . 8 59 . 175 5. 9 107 :315 a). 7 157 . 405 15. 7

108 . 320 10. 8 159 . 470 15. 910 . 030 1. 0 61 . 180 6. 1 110 . 325 11. 0 161 . 475 16. 112 . 035 1. 2 63 . 185 6, 3
14 . 040 1. 4 64 ' . 190 6. 4 112 . 330 11. 2 163 . 480 16. 315 . 045 i. 5 66 . 195 6. 6 113. . 335 11. 3 164 . 485 16. 4 ,17 . 050 1. 7 68 . 200 6. s 115 . 340 11. 5 166 . 490 16. 6

117 . 345 11. 7 168 . 495 16. 819 . 055 1. 9 69 . 205 .6. 9 119 . 350 11. 9 169 . 500 16. 920 . 060 ' 2. 0 71 . 210 7. 1
22 . 065 2. 2 73 . 215 7. 3 120 . 355 12. 0 171 . 505 17. 124 . 070 , 2. 4 75 . 220 7. 5 122 . 360 12. 2 173 . 510 17. 325

.
. 075 i 2. 5 . 76 . 225

i
7. 6 124

125
. 365
. 370

12. 4..
12. 5

174
176

. 515

. 520
17. 4
17. 627 " . 080 2. 7 78 . 230 7. 8 127 . 375 12. 7 178 . 525 17. 829 . 085 2. 9 80 . 235 . 8. 0

30 . 090 a 0 81 . 240 8. 1 '129 . 380 12. 9 179 , . 530 17. 932 . 095 3. 2 83 . 245. ' 8., 3 130 . 385 13. 0 181 . 535 18. 134 . 100 3. 4 85 . 250 8. 5 132 . 390 13. 2 183 . 540 18. 3
. . - 134 . 395 13. 4 185 . 545 18. 536 . 105 3. 6 86 . . 255 8. 6 135 . 400 la 5 186 . 550 18. 637 . 110 3. 7 SE . 260 8. 8

.39 . 115 . 3. 9 90 . 265 9. 0 137 . 405 13. 7 188 . 555 18. 841 . 120 4. 1 91 . 270 9. 1 139 .410 13. 9 190 . 560 19. 042 :125 4. 2 93 . 275 9. i 141 . 415 .14. 1 191 . 565 19. 1
, 142 . 420 14. 2 193 . 570 19. 344 . 130 4. 4 95 . 280 9. 5 144' . 423 14. 4 195 . 575 19. 546 . 135 4. 6 97 . 285 9. 7 .

, 47 . 140 4. 7 08 . 290 9. 8 146 . 430 14. 6 196 . 580 19, 649 . 145 4. 9 . 295 10. 0 147 . 435 14. 7 198 . 585 19. 851 . 150 5. 1 99 , . 300 10. 2 . 149 . 440 14: 9 260 . 590% - 20. 0etc. etc. 151 . 445 15. 1 201 . 595 20. 1
152 . 450 15. 2 203 . 600 20. 3. .

,
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and read the measurement. Repeat this procedure
at several spots and average the readings for the
total snow. depth.

8-16. When the snow has drifted, a -reasonably
accurate total depth measurement can be made by
taking the average of several measurements over
representative areas. Be sure to include the great-
est and least depths. For example, if spots with no
snow are visible, at least one of the values used in
the computation should be zero.

8-17. 24-hour precipitation (2R2$ R R R,$).
As the symbolic code form implies, this precipita-
tion group is coded only once every 24 hours at
1200 GMT. This group is also coded in the inter-
national weather code (synoptic code); therefore,
at some locations in the world, coding instructions,
mav vary.

8-18. Genera113/, the 24-hour amount of precip-
itation is determined from a sum of the 6-hourly
measurements that are required for AWS Form 10

, entries. Since you are Aot required to keep a rec-
ord other than the coded 6-hourly data, it is -to
your advantage to extract the 24-hour precipita-
tion information before the 1200 GMT observa-
tion. We have already discussed the ways of deter-
mining water equivalents.

8-19. The '24-hour preCipitation amount is

entered in column 13 in the coded format
"2RNA24R24R24." The "2" is the code group
indicator and the "R114R24R2$4R24" portion of
the group indicates tens, units, tenths, and hun-
dredths of an inch of precipitation. The decimal
point 'is omitted in the entry. For example, 1.38
inches of precipitatiod is coded "20138." When
0..01 inch or more precipitation occurs during the
preceding 24 hours and you cannot determine the
amount, enter "2////" in column 13. When no
precipitation occurs during the 24 hours, omit the_
coded entry.

8-20. AdditionAl Entries. Most stations append_
additional groups to their observations. Additional
entries ca'n,be distinguished from coded,groupsthe-
cause most additional entries are in the form of
plain language and contractions rather than coded
groups. The_additidnal entries increase the useful-
ness of the observation for local operations, such
as flying. The first additional entry, freezing level
data, is useful in studying the dynamics of the at-
mosphere and for briefing purposes.

8-21. Freezing level data (RAD . Freezing
level data is transmitte'd from stations t have a
rawinsonde section. This data 0 deterinine from
the raob balloon sounding whenbit passes t ough
the freezing level stratum (0° C). This i forma-
tion, when available, is added to the fir t hourly
observation following the receipt he d ta.

8-22. The contraction "RADAT" signifies that
freezing level data follows. The contraction
RADAT is followpd by one of three entries as fol-
lows:.

a. A five- to fourteen-dilit group UU(D)
(hhf,hp) (11AM (In).

b. MISQ,,
c. nRO.

8-23. The contraction "MISG" indicates that
the surface temperature is warmer than 00 centi-
grade and the sounding is terminated before the 0°
centigrade isotherm is reached. The entry "ZERO"
indicates that the entirelounding was below freez-
ing. When neither of these conditions exists, the
contraction "RADAT" is followed by a five- to
fourteen-digit group.

8.-24. The first two digits (UU) are 'relative hu-
midity at the first crossing of the 0° C isotherm.
When it is 100 percent, "09" is entered; 20 per-
cent is entered as "20"; and when it is 10 percent
or less, "10" is entered. When the relative humidity
is missing, "//" is entered.

8-25. The third digit (D) is a letter designator
identifying'the 0° C isotherm crossing to which the
coded value of UU corresponds;

Lfor lowest.
Mfor middle.
Hfor highest.

When only one height value is coded, thisTigure is
omitted.

8-26. The symbolic letters "hphph," represent
the height of the first freezinglevel in hundreds of
feet.MSL. For example, RADAT 37015 shows' a
relative humidity of 37 percent at a freezing level
of 1,500 feet MSL.

8-27. When the raob sounding crosses more
than one freezing level, additional hpliph,, groups'
are added to the report. For example, RADAT
84M019045051/1 indicates the following: .

84MRelative humidity at jhe middle
coded height (045) of the 0° C isotherm crossing
is 84 percent.

019Height at whic.h sounding first crosses
0° C isotherm is, 1,900 feet MSL.

045Height of next to uppermost level at
which sounding crosses 0° C isotherm is 4,500
feet MSL.

051Height of uppermost level at which
sounding crosses 0° C isotherm is 5,100 feet MSL.

/1-LIndicator to show that one additional
crossing of the 0°C isotherm occurred.
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8-28. The last group (/n) is an indicator group
used to show the number of crossings of the 0° C
isotherm other than those whose heights are
coded. If all the crossings are coded in the report,
then the (/n) group is omitted.

8-29. Icing data (RAICG). When icing level
data is determined from a Rapb sounding, append
this information to the observation. Icing data is of
primary concern to forecasters when they are
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Ibrifing pilots. This oup, RAICG, reveals poten- )8-36, Dispnrsal actilgties arc reported-dn.-the

. A dal' tiircraft icing -onditions. The coding ir, oc- 'first "S" or "W' obseryation 'transmitted longline..
4'. tions are imilar t thdse lbr "RADAT" dattf.-An Ilonotice is received that distiersal will take place ,

icing level at 140 9 feet MSL is coded "RAICa", several hours in advance o( thc actual weather -
14MS1.." _ '''' modifictuion period, you should -be briefed at that,.

8-304 If the sounding's ascension rate is appar. time to re o this data no sooner than 2 hours
ently slowed by snow, the.'contraction ','SNW" is prec the time that the dispersal activities
emered following the Height data. \is shown in the begin.'When dispersal activities end or are sched-
code group "RAICG 1-3MSL SNiv." . . tiled to end, a remark is appended to either the

- ii-31-:--BOth RADAT and ItAICQ, .of course, next record -obserration orto the.preceding record
,,,.. .' are appended -to the observatidir only' whcn you .iif notircation is given before the dispersal actikii..

have a rawinsondejection at your statidn, and Jes are completed. 'Below is 4 list of typical
thcn only if they meat the criteria mentioned in the. weather modification remarks:. preceding discussion, ----. -. q. F DSPRE B0910 (time- began.or scheduled
4, 8-32. Runway conditiont.. Runway condition 46-4ieFin).'
data is provided byi clic .basceoperations ofr .

b. ST OSPRL.BUNKN (activity began but ac.
, 'when iierihinks tlie conaltion Of-4-lie runway is tual,time.unknoym).

*that aircraft opermions could be affected. W n . c. F D.SPRL.CON'Eck(Lictivity continuing; rd-

.. - ,regeived frtzm thelmse operations officer, this dttla _ported in each record until ended).

ii appandecgto the observation midis dissei.iinatud .- ,s. F'DSPR,LE1620 (time activity ended).
over longline weather communicatiow s!ircuits 1- F DSPRLSkEDIJ E1417 (activity scheduled

to end).only. After initial longline qiscernination, it is ap- . . -

\ Tended to all subsequent hourly othervalions until- -,
-I: ST DSpRL Ego-SKEPI3 E 1702 (dispersal\

agent.effective only w estinuited time)./ amended or canceled by the base operatmns offi- ,,cer. . .

..6.* 8-7. Radiation tftch.sity (RIII). If you are as-.8-33. 'Ilte-following comractions areerttid to re-
. port the runwa'Y surface condition: signed to a hveather unft WiThin the' CONUS or

- Alaska, yob arc only responsible fpr'trunsmitting ,

-. WET RWYWet runway. radiatilin intensity (K datalARIII) under sped;
.. SLRSlush on runway. '--- , fied conditionsUsually during the period in

LSRLobse-snow on runway. s -which DEFCVN (defense condition) 3 or higher
PSRPacked snow oh runway. is declared. At overseas locations; the theater corn-
IR=Ice on tuttway. .

mender determines the reporting criteria. Because
PPatchy conditions (attached to runway', con- of varying criteria, we have purposely omitted thisdition reading). from the text. The, examples listed below arc typi-

cal radiation groupAata: ..._
8134. Except for "WET RWY" ifiese rutway a.. RZERO (96 radiation):m

surface conditions contraCtions are followed by a b. It012*$,Rt r/hr).
two-digit decelerometer rending. The dedetcrome- c. R127 Plus 1000 (for values that exceed 999
ter reading value varies between 02 and 26. Two r/-hr, subtract the thousand value and encode the
typical examples are: remainder as b. above. Add the thousands value in

(1) PSR15 (packed snow on runway; decpler-' 'plit)n language.).
ometer reading, 15.) d. R/// (dSta unavailable).

(2) IRO5P SANDEp (ice on runway; deceler-
r. omdter reading 105; conditions patchy, run- 1

9: MIsco1lanocus A1N5 Form 10 Instructions
way sanded.) 9-1. Up to this point, our discuision of `AWS

Form 10 entries has dealt primarily with columns
8-35. Weather modification. Weather modifica- _.3 through 13. You form these entries into a Or-

don activities involving fog and stratus dispersal face airways report and transmit or disseminate
are sometimes conducted. If this occurs et your the report to support aircrafit and forecasting oper.
station, you must be aware of how anll when to a s.tionThe remaining Form 10 columns are space
enter this data in column 13 of AWS Form, 10. for statistical data, important enough for entry but-
There are four cases when weather modificiition not necessarily desired for transmission. This sec-
remarks are included with the official observation: tion discusses those columns as well as general

When they are about to take place. rules governing Form/10 entries and corrections.
9-2. Statistical Columa.s, Several of the statisticalWhen they are taking place.

.../P WhCn they have ended.
I columns tire .discussed in Sectibn 5, Pressure,

where the entries closely support one- another, ,
When dispersal efforts may cease to affect These entries are column 17, Station PresSure, and
the terminal weather. . Columns 59 through 65, Station Pressure Compu-

.
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tatiori. this section docs not duplicate that discus-
sion. Broadly speaking, the remaining ,statistical

- columns fall into four classes:"
a. Total sky cover, colunin 21.
b. Synoptic data, columns 42;44, 45, 46.
c. Summary of thc day, columns 68. 69, 70', 71,

72 and 73.
d. Remarks, notcs and miscellaneous phenom-

ena. column 90.

9-3. To make 'VIC discussion -easier to follow,
open foldout 4 and refer to it while reading this,
scction.-Thc -following rules apply to Total Sky
Coyer. colutrin 21. This column summarizes total
sky cover for each record observation. Thc tcnths
value that is entered represents thd last sZy cover
symbol in column 3 whether thin or opaque; for
clear sky enter "0." Column 21 is thc only hourly
Summary column. The next columns are synoptic
data columns.

9-4. Synoptic data. Foldout 4 illus(rates entries
in theise columns for a 24-hour ollserving day. Col-
umn 42 entries diyide thc observing day into peri-
ods of tiMe between 6-hourly obcervations from
midnight tb* mldnight. The ;entries arc for local
standard times at which 6-hburlics arc taken. The
"Mid to10543" cows the period from 0,000 LST
to 0543 LST. Thc paod from the tart &hourly of
the previous dayio thc 6-hourly at 0543 is sum-
marized on the next line.

9;5. In column 44, enter thc amount of total
precipitation (liquid and water equivalent of solid
precipitation) that falls during cach period speci-
fied in column 42. Enter amounts in inches and

. hundredths or "T" for tracc and "0" for no precip-
itation.

, 9-6. Column 45 is used to enter thc amount of
solid precipitation that occurred in (he 6-hours
preeeding thc observaton. Column 46 is used to
record the accumulated solid precipitation depth at
thettime of thc 6-hourly precipitation. .

9-7. The important thing to remember is that
these columns (45 and 46) actually apply to all
solid forms of precipitation, and since hail and ice
pellets arc uncommon occurrences, you should
chcck to scc whether the proper entries have been
used as directed by FMH-1. Particularly when
hail or melting occurs, operationally significant re-
marks aro required in column 90.

9-8. Summary of the day (columns 68-73).
Record the total 24-hour precipitation that occurs
from "mid to mid" in column 68. From foldout 4
this represents thc sum of the amounts in column

,444. Record the 2 -hour, mid to mid snowfall in
column 69. Agai this is thc sum of amqunts in
column 45. The total snowfall with the "0" irie-
cotes no actual depth accumulated. Column 70
represents the 4epth of solid precipitation on the
ground at 1200 OMT as measured to thc nearest
inch.
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. 9-9. Thcrc are summary columns for peak wind
speed and direction during the 24 hours ending at)
midnight. Enter this data only when the station has
a contiimous wind recorder, such as the RO.-2 or
GMO-20. Column 71' provides for entry of the
peak .!Ve-d entry, to the nearest knot. Column 72
provir.Wor enti* of 4yeetion in tens of degrees
and is, recorded as mit) digits, and column 73, the
local standard tiMel of pealt-wind speed occur-
ccnce. If the same speed occurs ;nom plan once.
cntcr thc timc of the last occurrence with a foot-
note referencind in columif 90 enter the addi-

' tonal times.
9-19. Column 90. Column 90's title, Remarks,

Notes, and Miscellaneous Phenomena. explljns its
purpose adequately. This column is space for all
the explanatibns to claiify entries in other Lolumns
or to describe conditions affecting recorded ob-
servations. A few brief exomples arc listed.4

Miscellaneous hydrometeors, such as glaze.
, rimc, frost.

Luminous Meteors, such as aurora. halo.
corona.
Storm damage from hail, wind, oc flood.
Tornado, funnel cloud, or waterspout.

Data regarding tornadoes that is not enterctlin the
column 13 remark, such as path width, cloud ap-
pearance, ratc of movement, typc of path (straight

'or swerving), is entered in column 90.
9-11. There arc numerous remarks about the

precipitation summary columns listerkin FM11-1,
which should he recorded in colvmn 90. For ex-
ample, notc in foldout 4 that when hail falls and
thc amount in column 45 ims an asterisk (*)- at-
tached, thc remark "Hail' is entered in column
90. Keep in mind that column 90 remarks clarify
entries in other 'columns.' This an bc important
after an aircraft mishap when thc investigating
bOard is seeking causes for thc

0-12. Active runway and equipment change re-
marks arc ethered in column 90. Enter the time
(LST) and active runway when weather sensor
equipment is changed as a result of a change in thc
active runway. An entry is not required nn a new
page for the same day' of the form unless a change
actually occurs. On the first-page for each -new
day, enter thc active runway number currently in
use.

9-13. General Rules. Any organized recording
form, such ,as AWS Form 10, needs rules to regu-
late RS use. Rules covering legibility, data separa-
tion, missing entries, statistical data, observation
identifiers, and contractions fall under general
rules. Occasionally, a mi4take is made; therefore,
provisions arc needed to correct the mistakes,

9-14. Recordhig rules,- When you make on
entry, make it legible,. Avoid fancy unmanship
Use bold, capital letters (small letters have too
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Many individual styles) that fil aboth thrcc-
fourths of thc vertical space ,t)etwecn lines. Legibil-

.1v is"the key point.
9-15. AO data -entered in column 13 that is

hot intendea for longline transthission is set off in
parentlieses (- ). Thc l-minuçc cunway visibility
entry-illustrates this. When ytI find it ncccssary to
separatc dina to avoid con usion between -coded
grOups, usc i1nt line (7). Onc p icular usc of
thc slant occurs between rcmarks and thc 3- cr6-,
hourly codcd data. Slant lines also indicatc missing
data or undeterminable data whcn you usc it in 3- or
6-hourly coded groups. When spelific data is miss-
ing in individual columns, thc pr4er cntry thcrc is

9-16. Each dbscrvation you make is idcntificd.
This identification includcs obscrvation type, ob-
servation time, and observer:Observation typc, R,

*RS; $,t'br L, is cntcrcd for record, record spccipl.'
special, or local ih column 1; whereas column 2

1 provides kir thc obscrvation time. cntry. Thc timc
refcrs to the timc that you actually observed the,
raPelement. The "filing timc" is whcn you deliver

teport to communications or transmit it. Col-

I.

eJ
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umn 2 times lire in local standard timc, and coll.
umn 13 timcs are Grccnwich mean time. Each
15* of longitudc cquals I hour's difference:from
Grecnwich time. yest lbagitude is carlicr than
Greenwich, and ensf tongitude, later: You, as the
obscrvcr, make thc last identification for the ob-
servation by entering your initials in column 15.

9-17, Corrections. Two .rules apply to corrcc-
tions. Onc is for errors.sdiscovercd befoce .dissemi-
nation, the other for crrors discovcrcd after dis-
semination. In the first case, simply erase ot draw
a line through thc crror and makc thc correct
entry. For errors that you discdtier aftcr dissemi-
nation, draw a rcd linc through thc incorrect entry
and makc thc correct cntry in rcd above tho
If thc corrcction is transmitted, dntcr "tOR"
rcd in column 13 and follow it by the "filing timc"
or "actual transmission" time if .you mkc thc
transniission,. Remember, discovering a mistake
and doing nothing aboyt it is a greater error thaa
just making a mistake. .4 Ci

9-18 Refer to the chapter review exercise
items-in your workbook and answer the, items fipr
these last two sections of Chapter 1.\
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CHAPTER 2

Encoding and Disseminating Surfae Observations
/ ,

. ..,

ft h o stt, ul t ndg-

ATied coSnsPiOderablein

that diversified and highly perishable product
called a weather observation. You have reviewed
the product in the general terms of weather sys-
atas.and 'meteorological principles, and progressed
to the specifics of Oserving, identifying, and re-
cording the many individual elements involved.
You have studied the mathematical operations in-
volved in deriving data. You have reviewed the
use Of the various instruments and equipment that
help you measde weather ements. You need this
in crtmation to observe th many weather ele-
ments, correlate the data t ou obtain, and re-
cord the observation on A S Form 10,in a definite

'format. As you have probably _guessed by now,
this format was devised to meet two needs: speed
and standardizatibn.

2. Speed in encodins anci recording observa-
tions has always beeriimportant. You can take a
greater number of ob rvations per unii of time in
symbolic shOfthand than- you cout if you.had to
write out the obaervation entirely. The symbol
"X" is considerably easier and quicker .to write
down than the conditionit represents"partly ob-
scured condition." Those who devised weather re-
porting codes were quite aware that a method of
reporting must be,4141th rapid- and universally uk
derstood. This is just as obvious now as it >vas
then. You have to be trief, yet clear. *

S. To facilitate clarity and funderstanding,
standard symbols were devised to represent sky
cover and weather elements. Rules were estab-
lished for reporting numerical values, .and a defi-
nite sequence for reporting data was established.

4. The brevity of airways encoding creates the
t, need for accuracy in recording and subsequently
disseminating an observation. Erroneously report-
ing an aircraft ceiling as A2 El? when it is actually
A20.9 can easily affect aircraft operations, since
the first report borders upon instrument flight rule
(IFR) minimum conditions and the second report
represents visual,flight rule (VFR) conditions. If
you omit' a figare in the report, itican,change the
report significantly. It is obvious that_if you report

s

the visibility as "11/2"' when it is "1/2," aircraft.op-1
erations will be affected by the erroneous insertion
of the extra figure.

5.ris chapter has two sections. The first sec-
tion scusses in detail the encoding of surface ob-
servations ancl pilot reports.that are usually handled
in the weather unit. The second section discusses
the dissemination of weathe i. data and the different
procesiing and display procedures involving tele%

.type daii,-facsimile charts, RAREPS, and satellite
charts.

10. Types of Observations
10-1. In Chapter 1 of this volume you learned

how to enter your observations correaly on AWS
Form 10. Now you will study the types of olAerva-
dons and the coi!ed format required when estab-
lished observing criteria are met. We will answer
such questions as. when should you take and re-
cord a special observation? What columns are en-
coded for a special observation? What dd you do if
your observation becomes invalitcbefore you can
disseminate it? These questions are the primary
concern of this Aection.

10-2., Before' you examine each type of surface
observatiop and its proper code format, you
should know that witp a few exceptions an airways

_code report includes two things. First, it includes
the station call letters (provided by teletype circuit
operations in most cases). The call sign for reort-
ing stations is always indicated by a three-letter
designator for areas within the United States. Sec-
ond, an airways code report includes tlie entries in
columns 3 through 13 of Eorm 10 except for the
column 13 data in parentheses. Even though other
Form 10 columns are necessary for the completion
of all observations, we are discussing here only
those columns that are actually used to make up
airways reports. For example, column 1, type of
observations, is not a part of the airways code.
Column 17, though used to obtain sea.level pres-
sure and altimeter setting values, is also t\ot part of
the code.

10-3. The airways -code is derived from the
order (sequence) of entries of.theindividual elq-
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Ments on Form 10. Therefore, the airway's code
follows the same pattern as th'e reborded observa-.
tion. The coded form difars, only in.the method' of
indicating element separation. All airways code re-
ports are classified-into three basicstypes: record,
special, and local observations.
, 10-4: Record Observation. Record observations

are freqyently referred to.as 'hourly, 3-hourly, and .

6-hourly observations. Record airways., code re-
ports are scheduled- for hourly transmission over
longline communications circuits. Since the ob-
servatiozr is-transmitted on the hour, you sliould
start each record observation before the hour, al-
lowing sufficient time to encode and disseminate

, the observation over,teletype. Usually, you should/
observe all elements of the obseryation within 15 .

minutes preceding the,time of dissemination. This
means that if 'you, complete your record observa-

, tion 2 to 5 minutes before the hour, no element
should be observed more than 15.minutes before
the actual time of the observation...0f course, this
is only applicable It) the elements that you observe
and not to elements ;you appepd to your observa-
tion, such as pilot report data and similar additions
from other sources. Lers examine the/ encoding
procediffes for hourly record observations.

10-5. Encoded hourly airways observations use
the following Form 10 column entries:
' a. Column 3, Sky Condition.

fr:Column 4, Prevailing Visibility.
c. Column 5;. Weather and Obstructions to Vi-

sion (when applicable).
Coluinn 7, Temperature.

e. Column 8, Dewpoint.
. f. Column 9, Wind Direction....

g. Coluzim 10, Wind Speed.
h. Column 11, Wind Character' (when appli-

cable).
i. Column 12, okltimeter Setting.
1, Column 13, Reiharks as appropriate..

3

.4

104 Hourly airways code observations differ
from 3- and 6-hourly observations in two ways.
First, no sea-level pressure (column 6) is ettcoded
for hourly observations, and second, column,13
entries fot; hourly observations ,are restricted tdthe
following data:

a. RVR or RVV.
b. Obscuring phenomena.
c. Wind shifts.
d. Magnetic wind (selected stations only).
e. Eases and tops of layers.
f. All other remarks pertainihg to previously

coded elements.
g. RADAT or RAICG (when available). -

h. Runway condLions.
1. RIII group (A00 GMT hourly only, when

scheduled).
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Naturally, it is a rare situation when 'even half of
these entriss are entered on a single hourly record'
observation.

107,7. In the earlier discussion of surface ob-
ssrvations (Chapter 1), you learned -the way to
make erftries in -each column -of Form, 10. How-.
ever, you do have a problem in knowing which
column and supplemental data entries are neces-
sary ,for a particular observation. The precedhig
pragraPhs list all entries that make tip an hourly
airways observation. Exarnine foldout 4 to see
whether or not the hourly observations contain the
required data. _

10-8. Notice how simple it is to encode airways
reportsyou only need to know which polumns
and data make up an observation* and when to
begin an observation. Let's examine two hourly
airways reports from foldout 4 and see how they
appear in the final coded fOrm. The observation at
0656 LST cs encoded as:

FWR 0 71/6511713G I9/979/AC NE

. 10-9. Notlie the way, that the data is taken
from. the Form 10 entries. There is a space be-
tween the station call letters (FWR) and the sky
condition (0 ) and also between the visibility
(10) and the femper'ature (71) elements._ The
temperature, aewpoint, winds; and altimeter set-
ting, are separated by slants. The spacing is better
illustrated by the way the J1256 observation is en-
coded into airways code.

FWR I5(1)25(DR36e21/2TRWA 72/71/22I8G36/
974/RCDE))4501 T N-E-S AND OVHD
MOVG E FQT LTGICCC Nz-E-S A 856
HLSTO 1/.4 VS-Sp El PK WND 22/36 54

10-10. This example shows the correct format
when yo-u have numerous entries. There is the
standard space between the call letors and the sky
data and between the weather and temperature
data.' Slants separate each column entry except
those entries that all pertain to one element, such
as the wind. The column 13 remarks are added in
the prescribed order as listed in paragraph 10-5.
This example shows a Radar Cloud Detection Re-
port (Rai) remark which has priority over the
succeeding remarks. Notice that following the.
RCD remark, 'All other remarks are entered with-
out regard for any specific order. This enables you
to encode all remarks as you obseive them, rather
dian waste valuable time arranging them in a cer-
tain order, or possibly omitting them. The main
concern is that you enbode all operationally signif-
icant remarks as listed in FMH-1, and any addi-
tional remarks if ypu think they contribute to-the
observation,.

10-11. Hourly record observations combined
with 3- and 6-hourly observations enable linter-
ested agencies to have an airways report for each

is
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Figure 20. Example of coded 3-hourly record observation (airways code).

,
hour of the day. The 3-hourly observations are re-
corded at 0300, 0900, 1500, and 2100 GMT. The
6-hourly observations are recorded at 0000, 0600,
1200, and 1800 GMT.

10-12. The 3-hourly obseF;ation is encoded the
same as hourlies except that you must include cer-
tain data and coded groups as follows:.

a. Sea-leverpressure (column 6)
b.app
c. 1CD,CMCn (when clouds are present)

(

10-.13. Foldout 4 shows examples (four 'per
day) of 3-hourly observations. To entode these

* observatioor fpllow tbe sam e rules that you:tde
foti ifourlies except that you ifclude the sea-level
pressure and the 9 ea ac it -,na1 data groups.
figure 20..is aia. ex ' le o: _ 3 .-ourly observation
and shows the way hat e 'cc eiement is arranged

- in code. Notice that!bere ..., a separation.between
obstructions to *visio i andike sda-level pressure
and that th e. coded c tta is separated from the ;e-

1 marks by a slant.
$ 10-14. T4e 6-hourly observation is the remain-

ing type of record observation taken at a weather
station. This record observation type differs from
3-hourly airways code observatilln only in the in-

*

structions for column 13 coded data entries. For a
6-bourly, these entries are:

*
a. appRR
b. 1CI,CMCH
c. 904spsp (wherrapplicable)
d. T,,T/ (when required)
e. 2R2IR24R24R24 (1200 GMT only)

1045. Foldout 4 shows four examples of 0-
hourly record observations. The observation at
1155 LST appears in coded form as:

FWR M420130e15 081/86/58/1808/977/CB SSW
W MOVG 4E TCU ALQDS RWU SW
BINOVC/ 703 197/ 61

. ,

10-16. As yoti can see, record observations re-
quite few speci'al instructions if you have e9tered
the data on Form 10 correctly. One of you' main

1.1

copcerns is to complete each record observation in
the desired time period (2-5 minutes btfore the
hour). This is especially important when your ob-,
servation elements are analyzed with surrounding
stations orfa weather map. Elements of your ob-
servation thA are taken unnecessarily early often
result in an unreliable analysis. This is one reason
why you should read the barometer (last element
to be observed) as close to ,the hotir as possible.
Let's take the case of a fr§ntal zone near your sta-
tion. Suppose a nearby stAion seads its barometer
10 minutes earlier than you. When a fast-moving
cold frok is present in thsarea, this tould cause
an erroneous analysis of the speed at which the
front is moving. When elements csf your observa-
tion. change, significantly during the time period
between record observations, you "should take and
encode a special observailOn. The requirements for
a special observation art given in the following
paragraphs.

10-17. Special, Ohscvalon. FMH-1 lists' the
criteria for takine special observations. We will
give you these important criteria and show you the
way special otprvatjorls are taken wbenever oper-
ationally significant conditions are present. you
must know what meteorological situations are crit-
ical at your station. Forexamplean airbase whose'
operations involve departures of fighter aircraft al-
most exclusively has meteorological interests diet-
ferent from those of a basewhose mission ap,
provide transport.service for overseas areas.

10-18. Encoded special airways observations
use the following Form 10 entries:

a. Column 2, Time (convert to GMT).
b. Column 3, Sky Condition,
c. COltunn 4, Prevailing Visibility.
d. Column 5, Weather and Obstructions to Vi-

sion (when applicable).
e. Column 9, Wind Direction.
1. Column 10, Wind Speed.
g. Column 11, Wind Character (whdn appli-

cable).
h. Column 12, Altimeter Setting.
i. Column 13, Remarks.
(1) RVR or RVV.
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(2) Obscuring phenomena.
(3) WSHFTS. .

(4) MAG wind (selected stations only). .

(5) MSL bases and tops of layers.
(6) Remarks pertaining 0 preceding coded el-

_ ements.
(7) Runway condition reading (RCR) remark.

10-19. Naturally', these elements represent the
maximum number of entries made on a single spe-
cial observation. To better understand the encod-

ing of special obervations, let's examine the man-.
datory criteria for en ding special observations.

10-20. Ceiling an sky condition. Take special.
obsirvations withi 15 niinutes after you 'return .to
duty fqlloWingt a break in the hourly observation
schedule. Also take special observations for ceiling
and sky cohdition when:

a. The ceiling forms below, decreases to less
than, or, if below, increas/-- es to equal or exceed:

(1) 3,000 feet.
(2) 1,000 feet.

.(3) 500 feet.
(4) All nationally published minima, applica-

ble to the airport, listed in the Coast and Geodetic
Survey (C&GS) Instrument Approach Procedure
Charts or Department of Defense Flight,Informa-
lion Publications (DOAkTLIPs).

(5) Values establishedictally becauSe of-itheir
significance to aircraft operations.

b. Clouds or obscuring phenomena aloft are
present below: / . . .

t 1) 1,000 feet and no lbyer was reported below
1,000 feet in the preceding "R," "5," or "RS" ob-

.servation. a I .

(2) The highest published instrument mini-
mum applicable to the airfield, and no sky cover '
was reported. belov this height tin the prbvious.
"R," "S," or "RS" observation.

1072-1. Prevailing Visibility. Take special ob-
servations for prevailing visibility,when the visibil-
ity decreases to less than, or, if below, increases to
equal or'exceed:

a. 3 miles.
b 2 miles.
c. 11/2 miles.
d. 1 mile. .

e. All nationally published.minima, applicable
,to the airport, listed in the Coast and.:Geodetic
:5urvey (C&GS) Instrument Approach Procedures
Chazts or Depahment of Deferie Flight Informa-
tion Publications (DOD FLIPs).

f. Values .established locally because of their-
significance to aircraft operations.

10-22. Runway visual range. Take special ob-
servations for runway visual range when the 10-
minute mean RVR decreases to less than, or if

55
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below, increases to equal or exceed each nationally
published ininima applicable to the runway in use.

10-23. Tornado, funnel cloud, waterskouf, and
thuncrerstorm.-

a: Take special observations when a tornado,
funnel cloud, or waterspout: 4,

(1) Is observed.
(2) Disappears from sight.
(3) Occurs within the past 6 tiours and is re-

ported by outside, sources but has not been ob-
served or recorded at the station. '

b. Take special observations when a thunder-
storm:

(1) Begins (a sbecial is noi required to report
the beginning of a new thunderstornr if one is cur-
rently reported as in proigess at Ole station).

(2) Increase& in intensiy (T to T+
(3) Ends (remember, a thunderstorm has not

e`nded until 15 minutes after thunder Was last
heard.) 4

10-24 Precipitation, wind, and wind skiffs.
a. Take special ohservations for the different

types of precipitation when/ the following Occurs:
(1) Haif begins or ends.
(2) Freezing precipitation begins, ends, OF

changes in intensity.
(3). Ice pellets begin, end, or changb intensity
(4), Precipitation (other than very light) begins

or ends.

b. Tak a spccial observatIon for wind speed
when the average 1-minute wind;speed suddenly
hicreases to, twice, or ,more than twice, the cur-
rently reported 1-minute wind speed and exceeds
.26 knots.
' C. Take a special oQrvation for a wind shift
when the wind direction changes 450 or more, and
takes place hi-less than 15,minutes.

10-25. Special obseivations kr these severe
weather occurrences may be reported as a single-
element special observation. This means that you
only need to transniit the ime of the observation
and the appropriate remark. For example, .

PWli 1131Z UNCONFrRMED TORNADO 20 W
FWR MOVG E1112

Sing8e 'element special observations are also au,
thorized for -.reporting 1-unway conditions. For ex-
ample, for packed snow on the runway, decelerom-
der reading 15 is eneoded PSR 15.

10-26. Presently, these are the requirements for
taking special observations. There are, however,
many other meteorological situations, which you
may think are significant to aircraft operations and
which you should take as a special observation.
Foldout 4 ihows examples of both mandatory spe-
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cials Qnd operationally significant spccials. Fd1 ex-
ample, at thc 0111 LST special, thc obscrvcr re-
ported thc presence of a 2/10 partly obscured sky
condition which lowered thc visibility to 3 miles.
Again, for thc special at 0235 LST, thc observer
felt that changes in 'the ceiling height and visibility
were operationally s gnificant. Foldout 4 also
shows scvcral example§ of special observations
cyrring at rccord observation timcs. h

. 10-27. Local Obserkation, Local obscrvations
may be takcn and recorded at any weather observ-
ing station. Local observations arc J-Acordtd only
on Form 10 at Air F6rcc stations tlfat do not havc
a permancot printcd record of each observation
(Electrowriter, ctc.). With thc cxccption of local
obscrvations takcn for an "aircraft mishap," local
observations includc onc or morc elements but
usually include the following5 4

a. Time. %

b. Sky condition.
c. Prevailing visibility. -

d. Weather and obstructions to vision (whcn

e. Altimetevetting.
Rcmarks, as lippropriatot

10-28. Local policy generally uescribes metepr-
ok)gical conditiops that require local observatrons
at theotation. Local obscrvatiods tire nisi) `takfn
for the-To-flowing reqUired (FMH-1) conditions.
WheA thcsc conditions ekist, local observati6ns
should be: f

a. Taken and rccordcd immediately following
notification of an aircraft Mishap occurring at o
near thc station unless thcrc has bccn imp-ye
ing rccord or rccord spccial observation. Such ob-
servations consist of Pall elements normally in-
cludcd in a record observation except sea-level
prcssurc add arc idcntificd in remarks.as "ACFT
MISAAP," plus any othcr desirable, explanatory
matcrial. If thc report is disseminated, thc remark
"ACPT MISHAP" is not included, An "ACM'
.MISHAP"-local Observation need-not be recorded
for inflight ,emergencies, i.e., thosc declared, to re-
ftect an unsafc eondition which could adversely af-
fcct the safcty of thc aircraft. Howcvcr, such
inflight emergencies should alert thc observer to in-:
tensify the weather watch and to takc and disscmi-
natc weather data as ncccssary to insurc maximum
support lo thc akcraft in distress. If thc inflight
'emergency rcsults in an accident or incidentNthe
"ACFT MISHAP" local obscrvation is theq re-
quired,

b. Taken following notification of a changc ia
thc runway. in use. If the runway is dually instru-
mented,. change weather sensors and allow suffi-
dent titne to updatc with currcnt information bc-
fore taking the objervatIon. Inclutle the following
elements in this observation:

( f) Timc.
(2) Coiling and sky.
(3) Wcathcr and obstructions to vriion.
(4) Wind directim speed, and charadcr.
(5) _Altimeter seiting.
(6) Remarks, as appropriate.

,
This obscrvation is not required if thc station has
single instrumcntation which is installcd nearer thc
midpoint than thc cnd of thc runway, or if thc sta-
tion, does not have cciling, visibility, or wind
equipmcnt installed on ilny runway.

r. Taken at stations required,to rcport RVV or
1-minute mean RVR

(1) Criteria fortaking IIVR or RVV obscrva-
tions arc first' mct, and whcn thc criteria arc first
Notedto.no longcr cxist.

(2) RVR or RVV dccrcascs to less than, or.(if
,below) itIcreases to equal or exceed, cach RVV or
RVR minima applicable to thc runway in use.

(3) Rnn(d)VVNO or 1MRnn(d)V.RNO is
first required to bc reported for the runway in it'se,
anrwhen it is first dctermincd that thc contraitiot
it no longcr applicable, provided Conditions for re-
porting RVV or RVR exist.

d. Takcn _and disseminated for altimeter set-
tings.

(1) Whcn necessary to meet local require-
ments, which are deterthined locally through coor-
dination with usitig agencies.

(2) Upon rcqucst.
(3), At a frequency .not to cxcccd 35 minutes

since thc last daterrqOtion.

10-29. An exceptioa to the requirement of
d(3) hbove is granted at locations where thereis
limited dir traffic, no air traffic control personnel
on duty. etc., providcd:

a. Thc base commandcr and local ogencici con-
cerned agree in writing (thc 'agreement must be rc-
confirmcd annually and whcn signatories are _reas-
signed).

b. Firm pr-ocedures arc cstablishcd to Insurc
tbat the observer is notificd at least 30 minutes
prior to cach akgraft arrival, and departure, and

c, The altimctcr setting is rodetermined within
30 minutcs prior to all aircraft arrivals and depar-
tures.

At locatiOns1where thc local di%semination device
docs not provide a printed rccord, local observa-
tions which contain only an altimeter sctting nect
not bc recOrded on AWS Form 10, providing-the
altimeter is recooded in thc Rcmarks scction "of
AWE Form 40, Local Dissemination Log.

10-30., Since local Observations arc norwlly
cntcrcd only on the Elcctrowritcr or a similar 17m-
munications dcvicc, the proper encoding format is'
shown in' Volumc 3. In addition' to corrcctly cn-
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coding your surface observati5ns in theproper for-
mat, you arc also responsible for encoding pilot re-
portsb which is our next subject.

10-31. PI lot Reports. Suppose an aircraft de-
parts anoither airbasc at 1115 LST time arid lands
at your airbase, 400 miles away, at 1330 LST.
The aircraft Commander tells the duty forecaster
that he was flying a C-47 at 10,000 feet and that
hc exPtrienced light to moderate turbulencedur-
ing the' entire flight. He also Says that there is a
ne of building cumulonimbus clouds 35's.miles

west' of the station. What is the vnlue of this re-
port?

10-32. Reports such as this alert the forecaster
to areas of actual turbulence. Pilot reports provide
information that, gendally,' cannot be obtained
from.other sourtes. These reports also identify sig-
nificant phenomena in the areas between reporting
stations.

10-33. Your job in handling pilot [coats is to
insure that each pibt report .is encoded correctly
and that it receives the proper dissemination, This
requires 'that you know.the types of phenotnemi
that arc commonly reported and the way that (NO
element is. arranged. The first coded elenients of
any pilot report are the location and the time of
observation.

10-34. Location and time. The location or ex-
tent or phtnomena anil the observation time are,
very unportnnt. parts .of the'encoucu pilotieport.'
Following your station call letters and the contrite-
lion. "P1REP," each coded report begins widr.the
tiicatiomor extent cif phenomethi. This eleinent of
PIREPcode is reported as flu:location of the phe-
nomenon relative to your station or another na-
ttonally known point.-For example; the location
(extent), of a': line orthunderstorms can be re-
ported us 4120NE BLV-75WSW RAN." Another
example of expresSing ilk existence of a given
phenomenon along a flight route is to give the de-
parture and destination points, siich -as "GUS-
LCX.," which indientes diat the occurrence is
amost .continuous between Grissom APB and
Lockborne 'APB. All aistances arc given in nautical
miles except visibility, which is expressed in statute
miles.

10-35. Whetientered in its proper position, the
location appears as:

RAN PIMP 30NW RAN
RAN FrIREP RAN-SOF
RAN PIREP OVR DEN
RAN PIREP 30NE STL-STL

These are four typical examples of the first coded
element of a-PIREP.which is the location. lime-.
diatel following this clement, you enter the time
of observation.

10-36. Sometimes 'when pilot reports arc re-
ceived either by radio communications or person-

s,
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ally from the pilot, 04 time of the actual observa-
tion is confused with 'other times. For..exaniple,
while in flight, a pilot reports a thunderstorm that
he observed 20 minutes ago. After some additional
delay, tIc rcport reaches you; the only time.yoa
receive is thc time'of thc 'pilot's report-20 min-
utes after the storm occurredaud the report you -
receive may not indicate that the thunderstorm oc-
curred 20 minutes heforc the pilot's report.
Whether the forecaster, control towcr personnel,
or you receive the pilot report, make every effort
to determine the nctual timc of observntion. You
may have to ask the pilot specifically what time he
observed the phenomenonlif you ire unsure.

16-37:- 'Encode the time of observation td, the
neareit,whole minute GMT, folloving the tocatibn
or extent of phenomena. Forcxample,

RAN PIREP 30NW RAN 1131
RAN PIREP RAN-SOF 1115-1316

10-38. Tht second exaniple of nn observation
time (1115-.1316) represents a situation in which
the pilot rcports phenomena along a ropte
(RAN-SOF); these times indicate that the pilot
started his observaticin at 1115 (over RAN ). and
ended it at 1316 GMT (over SGF). This method
of reporting observation times for poinPo-point
reports is,better than using only ono time. This
gives the people 4o interrret the data a much
better idea of the time that the filtcnomenon

occurreci along' the route. When you have
coreectly identified these elements' in' the coded
MEP, enter the text (type of phenomena) of the
report,

10-39. Typgs of phenomena. This portion of
the PIREP code contains the actual meteorological
occurrendes that the pilot is reporting, Your job is
to enter these phenomena, using accepted weather
syinbols. contractions, -aftd plain language, in a
format that is easily understood. I3efore examining
some common cntrid, let's discuss some general
rules that perlain to encoding FIRER phenomena
and associated elements.

a. gncodethe heights (altitudes) in the P1REV
yin hundreds of feet M5L. This is no major prob.
km because pilots.report heights in feet MSL. The
main thing to remember i4 not to convert these
heights to ,the( reportable values that you use in
cOlumn 3 of Form 10.
, b. Another geheral ruk is to identify each ele-
ment by an Authorized weather and intensity sym-
bol when possible (thunderstorm T. heavy
raiiiShowce '=1 RW ). For clond types, use the
international cloud abbreviations (cumulus
CU, cumulonimbus CB).

e. When a pilot reports a phenomenon that
cannot be explained with a standard symbol or ab-
breviation, use the meteorological 'contractions
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,
listcd in the FAA Contraction Manual to explain
thc phenomenen. If you cannot find a suitabk
contraction or if thc contraction could bc misinter-
preted, usc plain language to cxplain the situation.
For pilot rcports of hazardous weather, use plain

. language remarks as rcquired.
I

10-40. Hazardous weather. Hazardous weather
conditions etre considcrcd phcnomcna which pre-
sent an. immcdiatc dangcr to life and property,

. whether at thern earth's surface or in the atmos-
phere. SOme examples are hail, tornadoes,' funncl
clouds, watcrspouts, thundcrstorms, widespread

. .. duststorms or sandstorms in which the visibility is
reduced to less*than 2 miles, and lirtes of cumulo-

nithbus clouds (squall lines) That arc capablc of
t producing severe wcathcr. Encock thc more stvere

..
forms of thcsc phenomena in plain languagc and
thc associatcd cicmcnts in statidard contractions, if

'. possiblc. For cxample, c .
#

,

-

TOP PIREP 20W MKC 1215 TWO FUNNEL
. CLOUDS SIGHTED MOVG E

'AMA PIREP 40W AMA-75E ELP 1347 WDSPR
SANDSTO -M VSBY RSTRD TO 1/2 MI

,c 10-41. Thcs two PIREPs show how hazardous
wcathcr is encoded, in both plain language and
contractions. The jdea is to encode the data in a
concisc but cicar manncr. In thc second PIREP,
sandstorm is cntcrcd in plan languagc to insure
that it is not thistaken for othcr data or over-
looked. Thc other contractions-are standard mc-
tcorological contractions that arc commonly used
biPpersonnel associated with flying operations.
410-42. Usc symbols aild intcnsity signs if thc

'hazardous weather phenomena can. be cncodcd
without their being mistaken for other cntrics. No-
tice thc following typical cxamplcs: .

R PIREP,HUF.-10W EVV 1538-1601 LN T+
TOPS 370-400

RAN PIREP 15W SPI 1735 LRG CII TOPS 370
'RAN PIREP 15W RAN 1600 RW + HAIL 60 CB

DSNT W

10-43. In thcse cxamplcs, you can sec that you
must dctcrminc the ordcr of cntry for cach ele-
ment, using your judgmcnt as thc guidg. Each
weather symbol uscd in thcsc examples is easily
understood. Noticc that by listing thc heights aftcr
thc typc of phenomena, thc location is furthcr
identified. In thc PIREP that contains heavy rain-
showers and had (RW + HAIL), thc hcight
6,000 fect (60) explains the levc1 at which the
pilot cxpericnccd or sightcd this phenomenon.
Somc phcnomcna observed by pilots in flight prc-
scnt no hazard to pcoplc or objccts on thc carth's
surfacc, but do posc a scrious threat to flight oper-
adons. Thesc typcs rcquirc spccial cncoding proce-
dures.

4k

,
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10-44. Turbulence. All aircraft havc structural
limits. Turbulence A an atmospheric condition that
not only taxcs these structurid limitations but tends
to disrupt thc aerodynamic forccs that arc essential

'for flight. One form of turbulence is associated
with convectiyc claud forms. Because thcy arc a
definite hazard to thcm, pilot.s arc traincd to avoid
thcsc areas of felarbulence ncar convcctivc clouds
Anothcr typc of turbulence, clear air turbulence
(CAT), poses a greatcr thrcat to !tic pilot bccause
it or thc conditions causing it cannot bc sccn. The
pilot has no warning of wherst cxists and the en-
coding of CAT rcports has spccial significance to
all agencies involvcd in flight operations.

10-45. There arc four standard contractionsi for
turbulcncc intensities:

LGT (light)*
MDT (moijerato)
SVR (were)
EXTRM.(extreme)

The term "TURA" tor turbulence is cntcrcd im-
mediatcly following ;clic hucnsity when the t,urbul-
ence is not associated with cicar air. Whcn the
pilot rcports turbulence but' indicates that he was

'in the "cicar," cntcr thc contraction 7CAT" fol-
lowing the intcnsity instcad of "TURB." For ex-
amplc, modcratc turbulence ovcr Ctpnute AFB
(Rantoul) at 1202 GMT and moderate clear air
turbulence ovcr Topeka at 1132 GTM 'are en-
codcd as:

RAN PIMP OVR RAN 1202 MDT TURD lt

KAN PIRgP OVR TOP 1132 MDT CAT

10-46. Does this rcport indicate that "CAT" is
present ovcr loopeka? Ycs, but at what levcl?
Moderate turbulcncc for whata fightcr aircraft
or bomber, such as thc B-52? As with .other haz-
ardous phcnomcna, turbulence rcquircs an altitude
at which thc turbulence was experienced; for cx-
ample, MDT CAT 70-80.

.. 10-47. Each PIREP containing a report of tur-
bulence must havc either the aircraft type included
with'the codcd data or the rcmark "ACFT UNK."
Without thc type of airciaft, thc forecaster-or pi-
lots cannot fully evaluate the intcnsity of the tur-
bulcnce. A large transport aircraft may rcport no
turbuicncc, but does this mcan that a smaller craft
will not cxperience turbulence?

, 10-48. This is why many pilots rcport thc ab-,
scrim of turbulcncc and thcir aircraft type so that
their report can bc fully evaluated. Surely othcr pi-
lots want to know areas that arc frcc from turbul-
ence as well as thc "turbulent" areas. For this situ-
ation, cntcr the remark "NEG TURB" followcd
by thc 'altitude and aircraft type.

10-49. Icing. Icing is anothcr phenomenon that
alters or influcnccs thc aerodynamic forces which
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act upon an aircraft. Icing is ,encoded in PIREP
format similar to turbulence entries. The intensi-
ties of icing arc shown below:"
I

TRACE (truce)
LOT (lIght)
MDT (moderate)
HVY (heavy)

10-50. There are two basic types of icing,
rime (RIME) and clear (CLR).'When both rale
and clear icing conditions are encountered, the
pilot reports this icing as mixed (MXD). The type
of icing follows the intensity in the PIREP format.
The contraction "ICG" for icing is cntcrcd after
the type of icing. For example, a pjlot flying a
C-5-A reports that he is experiencing/ heavy clear
icing at 6,500 fcet MSL. Encodl this as:

HVY CLR ICC) 65 C-5A,
10-51. To make this a cbmplete report, add thc

term "PIREP," the location or extent of the phe-
nomenon, and tlie timc of observation. As shown
in thc example, you should show the altitude of
icing (65) and he aircraft type (C-5A) just as
you do for turtitilence: The 'aircraft type is re-
quired on all reports of icing or turbulence. In ad-

, dition to turbulence and icing, PIREPs often con-
tain bases and tops of sky cover.

10-52. Sky cover. Encoding sky cover data
(bases-and tops) in PIREP form is an casy task.
Just apply the same rules that are discussed in
Chapter 1 for pilot report data. For example. use
appropriate sky cover symbols, if possible, and en-
code the bases or tops of each layer itthundreds of
feet MSL. Suppose that a pilot reports cloud laye6

int 4,000 scattered; 6,800 broken with tops at
7,500; a layer at 30,000 amount unknown. These
data are encoded inPIREP form as: .

40(1).68075 300 U

10-53. Thunderstorm. Encoding thunderstorms
is also very similal to encoding thcm for thc Re-
marks section on Form 10, as discussed in Chapter
I, for exainple. If A pilot reports a broken line of
thunderstorms 30 miles south through wcst of
Rantoul with bases at 3,500 and tops at 40,000
with occasional lightning in the clouds, thcsc data
are encoded in PIREP form as:

LN TSMS 30 MI S-W RAN 350400
OtNL LTOIC

10-54. Since thunderstorms usually cause such
ixtreme cbaditions, you may receive some other
common types of phenomena. Some of thc more
common are:

Electrical discharge.

Temperatures' (e'xtreme).
.Winds aloft (strong).

, Condensation trails.

10-55. Electrical discharges are reported by an
aircraft' when thcy actually strike the aircraft in
flight. This is encoded in the PIREP ns "DIS-
CHARGE" followed by the altitude and typc of
aircraft.

10-56. Temperatures arc encoded in PIREP
code form by the contraction "TEMP" followed
by"the actual.temperuturb in degrees Celsius. The
procedures for encoding temperature data in thc
PIR/P form vary somewhat. Three common ways
to encode a tempbrature of -14°C at 6,000 feet

- arc as follows:
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TEMP -14 60
TEMP MS 14 60
TEMP MINUS 14 60

Though the last example for encoding temperature
data is used by some stations, the first two exam-
ples are thc recolnmended entries for PIREP code.

10-57, Winds aloft reports are indicated by tho
contraction "WND." Follow this contraction. with
the true direction from which the wind is blowing
(290 ma 290°) to the nearest 10" and the speed
to thc nearest knot, such as: .

WND 270 35 KT 70
or

WND 27d/35 70

These examples show the two most coniniop meth-
ods of encoding wind data for a PIREP. In both
examples, thc wind reported by thc pilot is at
7,000 fcct MSL from 270° at 35 knots.

10-58. Condensation trails are indicated in
PIREP form by the contraction "CONTRAILS"
followed by the altitude and the aircraft type, such
as:

CONTRAILS 450 F111

In addition to turbulence, icing, and electrical dis-
charges, contrails arc the only other phenomena
which require that the aircraft type bc included
with the report.

10-59. Pilot reports which contain hazardous
weather phenomena need to be given immediate
local dissemination and trnnsmittcd longline us
weather warning bulletins. These phenomena are:

Tornadic activity.
Se re or extreme turbulence.
Hail.
Severe icing.

10-60. As indicated earlier. pilot reports do not
necessarily follOw a standard format. Certain phe3



nomena or situations tilat the pilot observes re-
quire the use of conttactions or plain language that
we have ribt discussed in this chapter. We have
shown you, the most common types of phenomena
that are reported by pilots and the way to encoder
this data in PIREP- format.- AWS units rare re-
quired to enter all useful pilot reports on AWS
Form 12, Pilot Report Form. This form not only
aids in the encoding of PIREPs but also provides
information on the proper use and dissemination
of PIREPs.

10-61. AWS Form 12 Entries. This form is ea.sy
to complete and is a written record of the report.
Figure 21 is a sample pilot report for longline dis-
semination in PIREP form. Extract the elements
as previously, discussed and prefix yourstation call
letters to the teport. Whdn enCoded, the PIREP in
figure 21 appears as:

BLV PIREP IONE BLV 1443 TRW ALWDS LGT
TURB 90 T-29

10-62. When a problem that is not explained
arises in regard to entering pilot report data on
AWS Form 12, let your judgment prevail. Re-
member, the primary concern is to have a report
that can be used effectively. The forecaster knows
which PIREPs are important meteorologically,
and when he i on duty, he is required to review
each PIREP b ore its transmission. PIREPs that
you can include with your airways observation will

eliminate the need for making separate transmis-t
sions.

10-63: Encoding airways and PIREP code
forms is an everyday task. for most observers.
Also, a routine task is disseminating and process-
ing weather data. We will aiscuss" disseminating
and processing-weather data in the next section.

10-64. Before proceeding further, refer to the
chapter review exercises in the Workbook and an-
swer the qnstions for Section 10.

11. Disseminating and Processing Weather
Data

11-1. In Volume 1, Section 10, we covered the
various types of communications and copying
equipment such as:

Autographic transcribers.
Intercommunication systems (INTERCOM)
Telephone.
Tape recording devices.
Po,ny circuit.
Weathervision.

In his section we explain the techniques used to
di minate wetther data by autographic transcrib-
ers and intercommunications systems. Also, we
will explain the steps in processing and displaying
weather data received from the various types of
equipment.

PIREP See instructions on reverse.
I. DATE/TIME PIREf RECEIVED

. .

I SA ACA In P/S9 Z2. LOCATION OR EXTENT OF PHENOMENA

/0 N E I, V
S. TIME OBSERV D

P/V3 Z
4. PHENOMENA AND ALTITUDE

i R w A LQ D5
L Z T Tu 12,3 90

,

..
. .

...4.

a
S. AIRCRAFT TYPE

7-- .2i ./..-'6. EVALUATION FOR DISSEMINATION (For .4. 8, and C, X" ao approprler..)
A. LOCAS DISSEMINATION

M
_

S. LONGLINC DISSEMINATION

'3. UA Cal PO

C. ROS POR USE IN SURFACE
OSSERVATION

=
,

0. INITIALS

qcsrn OSSVR

fi41' c s 8

ms 12 . PREVIOUS ECUTION'YIILL USCO.

Figure 21. Sample pilot report form.
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11-2. Local Dissemination. Since your primary
concern wilen working,in the-ROS is the weather
cdnditions in the vicinity-of your base, it is impor-
tant to furnish all operationally important reports
in your station's locararea to the weather station;
base operation?, control tower, GCA units, other
airgound communications sites, and as many other
local interests (squadron operations, etc.) that de-
sire them. These reports are disseminated locally
by the equipment covered in the following para-
graphs.

11-3. Autographic transcription. As stated in
Volume 1, Section 10, thece are several types of
autographic trankribers used at weather units.
Many are known by various trade names. The
Electrowriter and Telautograph are very common
to the weather station because of their ability to
copy any form of writing and symbols.:

11-4. Regardless of the type of equipment .you
use to disseminate your observations, your unit
'will have a standardprocedure established to dis-
seminate your data. This standard format will be
based on the FMH-1 required entries, and usually
follows across AWS Form 10 from column 1
through 13. The following is an example of hoW
your dissemination procedures may be outlined
(detachment operating instructions) in your
weather unit:

DISSEMINATION PROCEDURES
1. Space all entries on the T/A evenly and write large

enough to make for easy reading (use block letters).
2. Six mandatory requirements for each transmissiOn,

except for testing are:
a. Identity of station (RAN);
b. Identity of transmission by' type (R,= RS, S, L,

'PIREP, etc.)
c. Day/time (ZULU),kof the observation, (k6/

1456Z).
d. Message content. Form 10 etries: Column 1

through 13 except SLP; omit 3- & 6-hourly addi-
tive data.

r. Actual time of transmission in hours and min-
utes, (1457Z).

f. Initials of ,person making transmission, (CB).
3. Use the following in placing data on the transcriber.

a. Clear skyuse CLEAR.
b. Wind. -

(1) Calmuse CALM.
(2) Direction, magnetic only to nearest 10 de-

grees In 2 digits.
(3) Speed,i 2 digits.
(4) Exampl : 0309.

c. Altimeter, 4 digits and flag all altimeter set-tings with ALSTGALSTG 3002. .-d. The contraction "ACFT MISHAP" is never dis-
seminated over the transcriber.

4. Example:
RAN R 16/1456Z
CLEAR 15 92/66
0309 ALSTG 3002

1458Z/CB
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11-5. Intercommunication system (INTER-
COM). When speaking into an intercom , sys-
tem you should talk at a moderate speed and
speak very clearly. As you are establishing your
first contact, be sure to identify yourself since
there may be more than one unit using the same
intercom. For example: THIS IS WEATHER and
conclude with the word OVER. After communica-
tions have been established, and when confusion
is unlikely, go ahead with your report as follows:

a. CLOUDS. State cloud heights in hundreds
and/or thousands of feet. Report ceiling classifica-
tions as follows:

A as PILOT REPORTED CEILING
E as ESTIMATED CEILING .
B as BALLOON CEILING
M or R as MEASURED CEILING
W as INDEFINITE CEILING

Partly obscured and obscured conditions:

X or X as SKY OBSCURED 'or SKY PARTLY
OBSCURED
SKY PARTLY OBSCUREDESTIMATED CEIL-
ING TWO THOUSAND
SKY OBSCUREDINDEFINITE CEILINGVER-
TICAL VISIBILITY ZERO
SKY OBSCUREDINDEFINITE CEILINGVER-
TICAL VISIBILITY TWO HUNDRED

b. VISIBILITY. Relay the visibility in statute
or nautical miles according to local dissemination
policy.

yISIBILITY ONE SIXTEENTH
VISIBILITY THREE QUARTERS
vIsIBILmr ONE AND' ONE HALF
VISIBILITY FIVE

c. ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA and OB-
STRUCTIONS TO VISION. Report atmospheric
phenomena and obstructions to vision in acCord-
once with FMH-1. Announce the intensity as:

HEAVY, MODERATE, LIGHT, or VERY LIGHT.
VISIBILITY ONE QUARTER FOG
VISIBILITY TWO LIGHT SNOW
VISIBILITY ZERO HEAVY THUNDERSTORMS
AND RAIN SHOWERS

d. AIR and DEWPOINT TEMPERATURES.
Air and dewpoint temperatures are given in de-
grees Fahrenheit. Use the words PLUS and
MINUS only when reported values are close to
zero and are subject to misinterpretation.

TEMPERATURE THREE SEVENDEW POINT
ONE SIX
TEMPERATURE MINUS ONEDEW POINT
'MINUS FIVE

e. WIND. Report the wind direction in tens of
degrqes using tWo digits. Magnetic Winds are given
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when reporting local sucface conditions and true
winds are given when relaying surface observa-
tions from other installations and winds aloft; how-
ever, identify magnetic winds only when there is a
reportable difference between the magnetic and
true headings. Report the wind speed in knots by
using one or two digits.

WIND MAGNETIC ONE FIVE ZERO DEGREES
AT ONE TWO -
WIND THREE SIX ZERO DEGREES AT ONE
FIVE GUSTING TWO SEVEN
WIND CALM
WIND VARIABLE AT THREE
WIND ZERO SEVEN ZERO po EGREES VARIABLE
ONE ONE ZERO DEGREES
WIND' ZERO NINER ZERO DEGREES VARIABLE
FOUR

f. ALTIMETER. Repart the current altimeter
setting in four digits.

ALTIMETER TWO NINER EIGHT NINER
ALTIMETER THREE ZERO ONE FIVE
ALTIMETER TWO NINER SIX EIGHT

g. REMARKS. IZemarks are relayed in plain
language. Report variable ceiling, Visibility, and
wind conditions as outlined in FMH-1. State sec-
tor visibility in the tame manner as prevailing visi-
bility.

VISIBILITY TWO VARIABLE FOUR
VISIBILITY NORTH THREE - SOUTH ONE AND
ONE HALF

,

Report amount and type for partly. obscured con-
dition as:

SKY- PARTLY 'ABSCURED - FIVE TENTHS SNOW

h. ADDITIONAL plgIASES. Use the follow-
ing words and phrases.as appropriate:

CORRECTION An error has been made in the
transmission (or message indicated).
The correct version is

GO AHEAD Proceed for your message.

OUT This conversation is ended and no
response is expected.

My transmission is ended and I ex-
pect a response from you.

I have received all of your last
transmissionto acknowledge re-
ceipt; do not use for any other
purpose.

STAND BY I must pause for a few seconds.

OVER

ROGER

11-6. The follo*ing is an example of an air-
ways observation as it would be given on the inter-
com system using the examples listed in para-
graphs 11-5.
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FIVE HUNDRED SCA1TEREDME4SURED
CEILING ONE THOUSAND BROKENTWO
FIVE THOUSAND OVERCASTVISIBILITY
THREE EIGHTSFOGTEMPERATURE SIX
FIVEDEW- POINT SIX FIVEWIND TWO_
SEVEN ZERO DEGREES AT ONE FIVEGUST-
ING THREt ZEROALTIMETER TWO NINER
EIGHTFOVRVISIBILITY NORTH ONE AND
ONE HALFOVER

11-7. Once you complete local dissemination
and read back, your next priority is to makez..tht
tongline transmission with the ADCAD/OWS
Weather System. These alphabetical characters are
abbreviations for Airways Data,- Collection and
Dissemination and Operational Weather Support

-Systems. As you may remerliber from Volume 1,
Section 10, the ADCAD teletype system is located
in the representive observation site for transmitting
observations.

11-8. Longline Trammission. Flying safety and
the succesSpl achievement of missions demands
accurate, up-to-the.minute weather information on
a itationwide basis. The ADCAD/OWS system
Was designed to do this task. The networks are dis-
cussed in more detail in Volume 3, Chapter 2. The
system consists basically f two paralleling eight-

rks. These circuits, op-
inute, radiate from the

circuit teletypewriter netv,
erating at 100 words per
Air Farce Weather Relay Facility, Carswell AFB,
Texas, to points throughout the United States.

11-9. To assure maximum circuit utilization
and the orderly collection and dissemination of
regular and special category weather information,
a special "programmer" wassesigned. Basically,
the programmer will:

a. Sequentially scan each station on each circuit
for regular Or special category traffic.

b. Automatically interconnect (switch) circuits
of the ADCAD and OWS networks in various pre-
deterMined combinations during the period re-
served for hourly collections. When the program-
mer sends out a code ta a specific station, the
equipment automatically transmits to the line.
Each circuit could be compared to a "party line";
that -is, when one station transmits, the weather
data -is copied by all other stations on the line.
With these ideas in mind,let's take a look at the
types of weather messages that contribute to the
overall weather communications transmission.

11-10. H-Time messagk. "H-Time" Messages
(polling cycles) are the automatic scanning of the
programmer to collect hourly observations. This is
done byehe ADCAD/OWS programmer transmit-
ting the station's Transmitter Start Code (TSC),
which causes the ADCAD-outstation code genera-
tor to generate the system Start Of Message Code
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(SOM). With your observation tape properly pre-
pared and inserted in the transmitter, your ob-

, servation is automatically transmitted in proper
sequence. yThen y_ol; station 'is, scanised. by the pro-
grammir. -

11-11. When the hourlies have all been trans-
mitted on- the circuit and your station is assigned;
the programmer returns the circuit to "T-Time"
polling cycles. ,

11-12. T-Time messages. "T-Time" messages
(polling cycles) are for transmitting special ob-
servations. When the ADCAD/OWS programmer
-transmits your station's TSC, your station auto-

.. matically responds with any special observation
you have inserted in the transmitter. During the
numerous aT-Time" polling cycles, there will be
many instances in whieh you have no specials to
transmit When this happens, the SPACE answer
back code is then automatically genqated and-sent
to the line. It is recognized by the programmer in
the Carswell Relay Center monitors, causing it to,
poll the itext station in the polling cycle.

6 ,1,1-13. Meanwhile, your fellow observer work-
ing the communications room of the weather 'sta-
tion has the Operational Weather Support (OWS)
system; this system consists of the 28 Automatic
Send/ReceiVe (28 ASR) teletypewriter which was
shown and discussed in Volume 1, Section 10. All
traffic from the CMS( system is sent by the auto-
matic transmitter, which is part of the 28 ASR.
Let's take a look at the types of transmissions that
are seni fr-Jrn the weather station OWS system.

11-14. Special category collections. Certain
traffic to be transmitted on the OWS network must
be collected during specific polling cycles. To dif-
ferentiate this traffic from other weather data, it

.4 has been designated special category traffic (SPs).
The time during which SPs are collected varie.s;
they are collected according to published schedules
for the system. These schedules are listdin AFSR
105-2, Volume 2, Weather Coirimunications Op-
erations and Management.

11-15. The 28 ASR teletypewriter is arranged
to transmit five types' of SPs. Presently, only twd
types of traffic' have been classified as'special cate-
gory, which are as follows:

-ZYPT . D'eflnition
SDUS . RADAR Storm

Detection
TAFOR/PLATF Terminal Forecast

Coded/Plain
Language

At the time.that SPs are to be collected, the pro-
grammer transmits one of the speci two letter
codes. This code causes all statiô having de-
pressed the corresponding SP butto to return to
the polling cycle. Conversely, those stations which
do not have an SP to transmit will not respond to
TSC during the SP pollindcycle.

11-16. Service interruptions. .Whenever your
communications services are interrupted on
ADCAD CPMET I or OWS COMET II (CONUS
Meteorological Teletype System), promptly notify
your local American Telephone & Telegraph
(AT&T) servicing test center (STC): This mini-

---,--nuzes the inoperative time. Also, notify the
weather relay center of service interruptions; this
is done by a TYPNO (contraction usedlo advise
the weather relay facility that the station's com-
munications equipment is out of order).

11-17. For brevity, use operating signals with
each TYPNO-TYPOK message. To explain spe-
cific deficiencies not covered by-the operating sig-
nals, you may use plain language. All tYPNO
(OK) messages are transmitted over COMET II.
Prepare them to provide the following data to the
net control center:

Circuit number of the system affected.
Desdription of the interruption.
MANOP heading of the last message re-
ceived prior to servicd interruption or the
first Message received after restoration of
service.

1.

SP Keys
SP I

SP 2,

21 j

11-18. Transmit all TYPNO (OK) messages to
Weather Relay Center at the first available general
scan Period. Whenever the transmit capability of
COMET II is lost, you mint telephone your mes-
sage to a station with a transmIt capability. Prompt
receipt of service interruption messages frsom your
station allows the center to plan method Okrans-
mining the missed data to your station when service
is restored. Do not assume that the center will an-
nounce when a programmer. or local channel fails.,
thereby eliminating your requirement to transmit a
TYPNO (OK) message for the outage. Always ini-
tiate service interruption messages, because the
trouble may be at your station only. Failure to no-
tify the center of teletype outages results in delay
of essential data that is missed during the outage
period. Now that you haver been introduced to the
weather communications responsibilities of a
weather observer, let's examine some procedures
for processing the weather data received via these
various communication systems.

11-19. Processing Weather Data. While on duty
in the, weather station you are continually process-
ing weather data of all types. Most of this data is
received via communications equipiffent, such as:

Teletype.
Facsimile.
Ra'dar.

Satellite.

1.ir knowledge of the basic procedures involyed
in processing this data will-help you to move on to
advanced procedures as you-continue to mature as

\-a weather observer.
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TRACED SECTION OF RADAR SUMMARY CHART

Figure 22. Example of radar summary chart.
,

11-20. Teletype data. Processing teletype data
is a task that varies considerably at each station.
The reason for the variability is twofold: the

amount of space available, and the mission of the
base. Each station is arranged individually toisat-
isfy the customers' needs with the space available.
For example, the weather requirements at a MAC
base will be somewhat different from those for a
SAC base. Consequently, the ariangement of ihe
teletype data should be such that it satisfies the re-
quirements for briefing either a MAC or a SAC
crew.

. 11-21.
f

Since your duty assignment requires yeu
to work,in the weather station, you will be contin-
ually filing and posting the incoming weather mes-
sages in their correct place. Knowing all the
weather bulletins by their nuinerical designations
and being familiar with the content of each would
be asking next to the impossible. There aremany
people who know most of the bulletins and their
contents. This is something that you acquireifter
years of frequent posting and filing of weather bul-
letins. It is not necessary at this 'stage to force
yourself to learn the designation of all the weather
bulletins. It is helpful to know some of those you
frequently use. For example, the mainland of the
U.S. is divided into eight separate weather circuits
for collection of airways (SAUS) bulletins. In
addition, you should learn where to look to fmd

specific information. AWSM 105-2, Viltime 1,
Weather Communications," gives you a ta type
content designators and AWSM 105-2, Volume 2,
Weather Communications, gives you bulletin con-
tents, etc. In addition to teletype. data needing
processing, you should lieaware of the processing
pf weather facsimile charts.

11-22. Facsimile charts. Facsimile weather
maps -ate- a very valuable tool tb the forecaster in
presenting his briefmgs to the various aircrews. At
many stations, observers are encouraged to color
facsimile charts before they are posted in the brief-
ing area. Each local detachment commander de-
termines what processing, how much, and what
type of system is used. These rules and systems are
explained in AWSM 105-22, Local Weather
Analysis Programs. Another type of chart you
should be familiar with is the radar chart.

11-23. Radar charts. Figure 22 is an, example
of a radar summary chart, which May be colored
by the observer before posting In the forecaster's
briefing area. The area of echoes (A) is shadowed
in yellow, a line of echoes (B) is drawn in red,
and an area of severe weather (if any) (C) is
drawn in black. Here again, the detachment com-
mander determines how much and what is done to
each chart before posting. There is aiso a new type
chart now received in the weather station. It is the
satellite chart.

11-24. Satellite charts. Recalling Volume 1,
Section .10, and figure 60, you'll recall that we dis-
cussed a new type recorder used in the weather

.9 station. This recorder is used to record satellite
charts.

11-25. The TIROS Operational Satellite cros)
is illustrated in Figure 23. The Advanced Vili-
con Camera System (AVCS) equipped satel-

lite provides daily global picture coverages. The
Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) equipped
patellite provides immediate readput of cloud pic-
tures to suitably equipped ground stations. Both
types of satellites travel in circular, sun-synchro-
nous orbits at an altitude Of 790 nautical miles. The.
TOS system will be replaced by the Improved

- TIROS Operational Satellite (ITOS) System,
which will combine stored data and APT, both
day and night, in a single earth-stablized vehicle.

, as shown in, figure 23. The data are collected at
the Command Data Acquisition (CDA) stations.
These CDA stations are presently located at Wal-
lops Island, Virginia, and Gilmore Creek, Alaska.

11-26. The National Environmental Sgellite
Center (NESC) provides the processed data from
the CDA station to the Forecast Office Facsimile
Networks (FOFAX) to transmit (via telephone
lines). to the various stations located on FOFAX
NETs. There are three of the networks: GP:
10206, 10207, and 10208. These networks are
leased from Atherican Telephone and Telegraph
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(AT&T) and in turn provide you with the satellite
products.

1 1-27. Processing of these 'various satellite
charts is ssually part of the forecaster's function;
however, you may be encouraged at some detach-
ments to help process these charts by .attaching
several charts together to obtain a lager picture
and possibly. outline the United States and your
local state area on the chart in greise pencil. As

4
stated previously, each detachment commander
will determine how much and what type of proc-
essiing is done by the observer before posting the
charts in the briefmg area.

.11-28. Before proceeding to our next subject,
Radar Storm Detection Observations, turn to your
workbook and complete the chapter review exer-
cises for Section 11. .

.-

12. Radar Storm Detection Observations

Radar provides weathermen with a tbol -which
permits the detection of storms and precipitation
under conditions when the visual observing meth-
ods fail. Taking radar observations involves more
than merely turning the radar set on and off. It
also involves being able to present a descriptive

picture in a standard coded format that all uiers
can interpret. Your progress toward the 5-skill-
level AFS requires you to develop skill in using the
capabilities and knowing the limitations of weather
radar. As part of tht dual-channeltraining con-
cept, a review of the knowledge portion of your
upgrade trainIng is td be derived from this chapter.
You may recall that radar was a subject At Chan-
ute AFB in the weather observer course. The pur-
pose of the radar hi that course was to present ma-
terial necessary for an observer to fulfill his duty
requirements; hence, there was little discussion of
radar theory, and greater emphasis was placed on
classification, recor.ding, and dissemination of
radar weather ofservations.. In this section, our's
emphasis will -continue along tht line with addi-
tional discussions toward further understanding
the characteristics and limitations of radat as they
affect target detection and scope presentation.

12-1. Radar Reports. Meteorology is a relatively
new science. The use of radar to identify and ob-
serve precipitation areas and assoctated cloud pat-
terns has significantly advanced this new science.
Radar has done for meteorology what the. X-ray
has done for medicine. Both have allowed internal

--*:e4:f.,,... . ,kia?--- AV C SW._ ,_Vili. -
STORED DATA*ia*:
: DAYLIGHT uoug.,.

PICTUREMW
...-0, f..4.

haPtig" EARTiff CI Satik,...,:k-k.
f ., ' , :it .' jot? RADIATIO 4,...-t.y......,,,,,

--r-4--;-,..,i..y.-.,,

04114,_
Figwe 23. The TiRQS operational satellite system.
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eximination and extensive &nervation liorn a
point outside the subject, of study. Both have
proved to be valuable analytic and diagnostic

, tools. Just as Xray helps a doctoi to junder:stand
the nature and/extent of a malignkncy, so radar
enables the weathernran to learn more about %the

intensity and extent of a storm.
12-2. Gleaning information from the radar set

is one thing;'passing the information to other inter,-

ested units is another.-Reporting radar weather ob-
servations, which includes recording elements of
the observation on the radar recording form and
encoding the observation for transmission, is the
next topic of discussion. Since the transmitted
form of the observation follows the form and man-
ner of entry on the radar recording form so.

t closely, recording and encoding are practically
done simultineously.

12-8. In this section we will discuss the ele-
ments of a radar observatibn and the way to trans-
form these elements into RAREP code. To. do
this. you must know when to take radar obeerva-
tions and how to report them.

12-4. Reporting Rgdar Observgtions. Each
weather detachment. with a radar storm detection
set, such as the AN/FPS-77, provides weather
radar surveillanceS for its area. Because of the
range limitations of weather radar sets, the iurveil-
lance area is usually Within a 200-mile radius of

the station.
2-5. One of the prime purposes of weather

radar surveillance is the early detection of hazard-
ous weather phenomena. The list of hazardous
weather phenomena includes, but is not limited to,

the following:
Tornadoes.
Hailstorms.
Squall,lines (rapidly moving or developing).
Tiopical cyclones.

12-6. Generally, you report these phenomena
a in RAREP code during normal operation. But

when they are first detected, give top priority, es-
pecially fOr local agencies, to the immediate dis-

, semination of RAREPs .for these phenomena.
When the RAREP involves tornadoes or severe
thunderstorms, transmit the report as a weather
warning (WO) message.

12-7. The way that you report radar observa-
, ,tions depends upon whether or not the station is a

primary network radar station or an alternate sta-
tion, or perhaps is not even, designated. Our dis-
cussiiin is based on the assumption that if you
know radar reporting procedures for a primary
station you should have no difficulty in adjusting
to the radar reporting procedures for an alternate

\station.
) 12-8. Hourly radar observation. Each AWS
unit supporting the national radar network is re-
sponsible for making a teletype transmission'm the

hourly radar collective. This means that, even if
you observe no significant echoes, you must trans-
mit an operational'status report each hour. For ex-
ample, when an hourly observation shows that no
.significant echoes-,are, present on the scope, you
transmit the contraction "PPINE" each hour until
echoes appear on the scope. Other appropriate op-
erational status contractions are listed separately in

this section.
12-9. When you observe reportable meteoro-

logical echoes on the radar scope, you must report
an hourly radar observation as Illustrated o,n the
ridar recording form (foldout 5). Reportable me-
teorological echoes are all precipitation echoes and
all fine lines associated with meteorological dis-
continuities (such as dry cold fronts, prefrontal
wind shift lines, and sea-breeze fronts).

12-10. When you report hourly radar observa-
tions, begin the observation at a time that enables
you to complete it 40 minutes after the hour or
earliep In some cases, you may exceed the stand-
ard time because of unavoidable circumstances;
however, make every possible effort to complete
the hourly observation no later than 40 minutes
after the hour. Again, as with airways code, you
should observe all the elements of the observati46
within 15 minutes of the last entry (time of re-
port). Between hourly observation times, specik
radar observations may be required.

12-11. Special radar observation. Special radar
observations can be compared to special observa-
tions for airways code reports. As with airways

code, special RAREPs are encoded whenever sig-

nificant changes occur. Unlike scheduled hourly
observations, special observations include only the
echoes of special interest. Be sure to report the se-
lected echoes in complete detail, including remarks
to add significant details. Take abbreviated special
radar observations and encode them when youfirst
observe echoes of the following categories and
then every iS minutes thereafter as long as they
persist:

al Echoes of "very strong" intensity.
b. Echoes of "strong" intensity located in or

near a severe weather forecast area.
c. Convective echoes with fe es (such as

hooks, holes, and appendages) ich are charac-
teristic of severe weather.*

d. Convective echoes whos projected paths in-

tersect.*
e. Conyective echoes with seyere weather po-

tential, whose tops are within 5,000 feet of the to-
popause, exceed the tropopause or equal or ex-
ceed 50%000 feet MSL.4(

I. convective echoes with intensity greater
than "moderate" that persist at the same-location
for an hOur or more.*

g. Line echo wave pattern (LEWP).
NOTE: Asterisked (*) items should include de-

scriptive remarks.
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12-12. You should also take special radar 'ob-
servations and the indicated-action when any of
the following situations occur:

ta. Encode and transmit information concernmg
tornadoes and severe thunderstorms, whether veri-
fied or not, that are feported to be ockurring or
might hive recently occtirred within radar ratige.

b. Encode and transmit a complete speCial
radar observation immediately when you receive
inforMation, whether verified or not, that an air-
craft, is in distress within the maximum rangt of
the radar.

c. Encode, but do not transmit, a complete spe-
cial radar observation immediately when you re-
ceive information, whether verified or not, that an,
aircraft accidentlias occurred during the past 30
minutes within range of the radar.

d. Encode and transmit information concerning
the eye or center of tropical storms and hurricanes.

e. Encode and transmit a special observation
immediately when you receive information,
whether verified or not, that a flash flood is occur-
ring or has recently occurred within radar range of
the station.

f. Encode and record a complete special radar
observation upon receiving any information,
whether verified or not, indicating that an aircraft
mishap' maihde occurred within the maximum
effective range Of the radai within the pait 30 min-
utes. Identify the observation in remarks as
"ACFT MISHAP" and include any other desira-
ble explanatory information. If the information
&mil the observation is locally disseminated, the
remark "ACFT MISHAP" should not be in-
cluded.

12-13. Enter special radar observations on the
radar recording form in the same manner as
hourly radar observations with tine exceptionen-
ter the contraction "SPL" in the left margin.
Transmit special radar observations with a GMT
time group if the 'Special falls at an unscheduled
transmission period. A

12-14. With the exception of some hazardous
weather radar reports and the special report, all'
reports are encoaed in the same basic format. This
means that 3-hourly and hourly reports are all en-
coded in the same format. This is unlike airways
code in which each, type of observation has a dif-
ferent encoding format. Like airways code, encod-
ing RAREPs requires A basic understanding of the
elements that comprise the code.

12-15. Radar Elements. Elements of the radar
report are indicated on the radar recording form.
This form lists the elements in the order (se-
quence) that you encode them in RAREP code;
therefore, the discussion 'of the elements also re-
veals the code form. The first element of a radar re-
port, echo character, describes the general shape
or form of the echo(es).

2 9 3
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12-16. Echo character. As we mentioned in
Section 8 of Volume 1, echoes are primarily de-
scribed a4 cells, lines,or areas. Table 17 lists other
'echo patterns that may be reported. Most echoes
are further classified as to extent of coverageiso-
lated, wady-scattered, scattered, broken, or solid.
These descriptive terms refer to the "character" of
the echo pattern. Table 17 lists the various classifi-
cations of character, 'defmes these classifications,
and indicates the contraction to enter on the radar

-Fecprding form for each classification.
12-17. An echo pattern that is a linels a logical

arrangement of echoes into a line pattern. The,
term "line" is not restricted to wilt) patterns asso-,
dated with a front or squall line. A line -has a
length-to-width ratio of at least 5 to 1 and is
usually at least 20 miles long.

12-18. You determine echo coverage by decid-
ing how much of the reported area is covered by
the echoes. The element that follows the echo
character is the echo type or kind of precipitatiop.

12-19. Echo type. As indicated earlier, radar
echoes are priArily the result of precipitation
within the cloudier falling from the cloud. Table
18 shows the standard tyPes of precipitation that
you record following the character of the echo.

12-20. Though thunderstorm activity in itself is
not a precipitation type, enter a "T," representing
thuhderstorrn activity, whenever the echo presen-
tation hfclicates conditions characteristic Sof thun-
derstorms. For:example, enter a radar report of a
broken line with thun9lerstorm agivity and rain-
showers as "LN TRW." Foldout 5 shows exam-
ples of radar observations using the symbols
shown in table 18.

12-21.- It is not always- practical td determine
and report every kind of precipitation within an
echo system. Rather, your radar observation
should reflect the type of precipitation associated
with the maximum observed intensity for convec-
tive systems. For nonconvective systems, report
only the#type that is 'predominant throughout the
echo system. However, when you think it is signifi-
cant, report a secondary precipitation type. On
foldout 5 the observations at 0238 and 0337 GMT
show examples of two precipitation types for an
echo system. When you determine the type of, pre-
cipitation based on the reflectivity measurements
and the Vertical structure of echoes, use other
sources of information, such as weather maps, sur-
face weather reports, visual observations, and PI-
REPs.

12-22. Echo intensity. The intensity of an echo
is determined by the strength of the return signal
relative to the range of the target. Both the
FPS-77 and CPS-9 weather radar sets have con-
trols which help determine the reflectivity of
echoes. Volume 1, Section 8, explains- the proce-
dures for obtaining echo intensity with the
FPS-77.
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CHARACTER OF ECHOES

CHARACTER
Isolated echo
Widely scattered area
Scattered area
Broken area.

Solid area

, Line of widely
scattered echoes
Line of scattered echoes
Line of broken echoes
Solid line of echoes

iiSpiral band area

Stratified elevated.echo
or(D),

F. Iine

~MON. i

'TABLE 17'
CLASSIFICATION OF ECHOES

NMI. I I 1111111111 I 11

DEFINITION
Independmt convective echo
An area less than 1/10 covered with echoes'
An area 1/10 to 5/10 coliered with echoes
An. area 6/ 10 or more covered with eOloes,
but with breaks . . . .

Contiguous echoes covering usually mbre
than 9/10 of the reported areas

IC%

an.' Illiars

.. .

00

CONTRACTION
CELL
AREA ADLY 11)
AREAW

iSee widely scattered area)
(See scattered area)
(See broken area)
(See solid area)
Curved lines of echoes, including wall cloud, which
occur in correction with a hurricane, tropical storm,or typhoon
Precipitation.aloft

Arrow, non precipitation echo associated
with a meteorological discontinuity FINE LN )ormeaanimanalMOIVIIMINIVIaaa Man

1111111.181.MIIIIMIIIMMINIIININI.11111111.1a1

AREA©

AREAG

LN (DLy(D
LN
LN
LNI
SPRL BAND AREA

(0 or
LYR
(El), r 1CD )
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TABLE 18
PRECIPITATION SYMBOLS

PRECIPITATION SYMBOLS

RW Rain Showers T Thunde rstorms

Rain ZR Freezing Rain

lRECIPITATION SYMBOLS, NO INTENSITY
SYMBOLS USD.

- Hail

IP - Ice Pellets

- Drizzle

- Snow

SW - Snow Showers

IPW Ice Pellet Showets ZL - Freezing Drizzle

yo.
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TABLE 19
INTENSTTY RELATIONSHIPS

Reflectivity
(.10 Log Z)

.

Echo

Intensity

Intensity
Synbol

Theoretical
Rainfall Rate

(in./hr)

< 13 ,
Very weak
.

- <0.01

11-30
.

Weak -
.

, 0.01.1

31-446
....

Moderate No entry / 0.1-1:0

1.7-57
b

3tlog -{- . 1.0-5.0
.

> 58 Very Strong

.
++

,.
.

i> 5.0

12-23. One important thing to remember when
-'ytal obtain the echo intensity is to scan the most

representative portion of the echo. For example.
you must scan the most intense echoes within 100
statute miles vertically as well as horizontally to
achieve the maximum reading, because many
echoes contain the strongest reflectivity at heights

near 30.000 feet.
12-24. As indicated earlier, stations have a

standard table to convert reflectivity rates to echo
intensity. These tables are based on the reflectivity
readings as shown in table 19. This table also
shows the intensity symbols that you enter with the
report and the theoretical rainfall rate for reflectiv-
ity values (not entered with the report). You can
determit3e to a useful accuracy, though not precise,
the relationship between feflectivity of precipita-
tion epoes and their rainfall rate. The term "echo
intensity" and the meteorological term "rainfall
rate" are sometimes used interchangepbly.

12-25. Like the selection .of the precipitation
type, the seleCtion of echo intensit%i.kbased on the
maximum observed intensity for nvective sys-
tems nnd the intensity that is predominant in. ;he
horizontal, extent for other systems.

1226. Because of special problems involving
'reflectivity measurement, .echo intensities afC:not

reported for ice pellets, freezing drizzle, drizzle,
hail or snow; that is. no intensity entrjr is required
on the radar recording form. Wheniyo3 observe
other precipitation types and tyy ar MEther than
125 nautical miles from the ra ar set, you ordinar-
ily do-not report echo intensity. In this -casolhoter
the letter "U" after the precipitation type. Wow-

ever, you may assign an echo intensity report to.
echo areas that overlap this mileage limitatidn if it
is reasonably representative of the entire system.
Otherwise, the echo intensity is "U." If you have
reasoirto believe the radar set-is performing below
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standdrd,' report the echo intensity as unknown.
Indicate this situation by entering the contraction
"ROBEPS" (radar operating below performance
standards) in the remarks section. Determining
echo intensity is closely related to the next subject=11
intensity trend.

12-27. Intensity trend. The intensity trend is
based on the trend of the reflectivity values used to
determine echo intensity. For example, if the in-
tensity of the echo complex is stronger than pre-

% iously reported, the intensity trend is said to he
increasing. The minimum time period to use for
determining the intensity trend is 1 hour for lines

and areas, abd 15 minutes for.cells1 On the record-
ing form; enter the following:Intensity trend sym-
bols after the echo intensity:

NEW

Increasing
Decreasing
Nb change
Initial intensity value

12-28. If for any reason you don't know the in-
tensity trend, simply Omit the entry. The mileage
and equipment limitations for echo intensity,also
apply to intensity trend. The next element of radar
reports is the location of the echo. 1

12-29. Direction and distfive. Describe the ex-
tent and shape of echoes in terms of direction and
distance from the reporting station. Give the direc-
tion from the station in whole degrees relative to
true north as determined from the azimuth ring on
the PPI scope. You report a direction of true north
as 360. but you report 015 as 15. Report the dis-
tance from the station to the aearest nautical mile
if severe weather is involved or if special definition
is needed. Generally; however, you may use 5-mile
increments of distance to -make it easier to extract
data from the radar 'scope. You can measure
echoes of strong or very strong intensity categories
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more accurately with respect to direction by ,using
the cursor in the Pin scope. You can also accur-
ately measure the distance of these echoes or other
echoes associated with severe weather by the ad-
justable index.. or "strobe" on the PPI and A/R
scope displays. You can measure distances most
accurately on- a short operating range. For exten-
sive echoes, however, you must use a longer oper-
ating range to determine the distant limits of the
echo pattern. The echo patterns reported on fold-

-- out 5, beginning with 1736Z through 0337Z, for
example, can lie evaluated by using the 60-mile
range for th nearer echoes and the 200-mile
range to detect he extent of the more distant pat-
tern. "

12-30. Report irregularly shaped areas of
echoes by giving the direction and distance from
the station tolta series of points along the edge of
an echo which, when connected, indicates the gen-
eral shape and location of the .aga. Keep the num-
ber of points to q minim consistent with defin-
ing a synopticalfy sigricant shape. Report the
points consecutively a clockwise direction. Re-
port cells or circular areas by giving the direction
and-distance to the center of, each cell or area and
the diameter (D) of the echo.

12-31. When larger areas of echo are visible at
high receiver gain, examine the echoes at reduced
gain and at various elevation angles to determine
whether or not line activity is present. You must
identify and locate organized lines of activity sepa-
rately within the encompassing area of echoes.
Whenever possible, use a separate line on the
radar recording form for echo parameters that per-
tain to each related group of echoes, such as lines
or areas as shown on foldout 5 for the 0837Z and
0843Z observationt--.Whether they occur sepa-
rately or within g reported line or area, report po-
tentially,severe weather echoes in as much detail
as practicable.

12-32. To report a lineechoes, give the azi-
muth and Astance to the ends of the line or to as
many poind as necessary on the axis of the line to
establish the shape of the line. Record these data .

in progressive order from the ikppermost end of ,

the line to the otiler end. Of conrse, for a straight
line, just report two points at ogOsite ends of the
line. You usually report the averag'e width (W) of
a fairly uniform line, whereas you report marked
differences in tvicith in as many widths as neces-
sary to establish the general shape of the line. Re-
port variations in width in the remarks section of
the radar reporting form.

12-33. Width or diameter. AS indicated in the
preceding discussion. y6u report width or diameter
for certain types of echoes. If the report is for a
line, include the width of the line ifter the direc-
tion and distance data. For example, the.entry for

, a line that is 15 miles wide is "15W." For lines
that contain variations in width, enter an explana-
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tion in the Remarks section of the observation.
The 0938 GMT observation (foldout 5) shvws an
example of variations in width of a broken line of
echoes.

12-34. When the echoes are in a circular area,
report only the center point of the area as the
direction and distance of the echo. Then report the
diameter of the area. For example, the cell at 0738
GMT on foldout 5 shows how to enter the diame-
ter for a circular echo area (cell in this case). The
entry "D12" at this observation is the only clue-to
the size of the echo. For radar reports that are out-
lined with direction and distance points, do not re-
port diameter. In some cases, however, you can in-
clude a remark of the average diameter of each
cell or echo within the area in the Remarks sec-
tion. This is illustrated in the 1736 GMT observa-
tion on foldout 5.

12-35. Precipitation at the station may cause a
bright, diffuse echo that completely covers the cen-
tral portion of the scope. 4n this case, make the
distance measurement to the edge of the echo to
determine the diameter. Do not report distances
and directions from the station; make an entry in
the Remarks section to indicate that the echo is
centered at the station. This situation is shown as a
remark in the 0238 and 0337 GMT observations
on foldout 5.

12-36. Movement. Determine the speed of
movement for the echo syl tem on the basis of at
least two successive positions 1 hour or more
apart. For cells and small elements you can deter-
mine the movement over a 15-minute interval if it
is representative., Report the direction pf move-
'bent in two digits,. representing tens of degrees in
relationship to true north, using "36" to indicate
true north and "0000" to indicate no appreciable
movement. Report the movement of cellular
echoes individually, whether they are isolated or
are contained within an area whose general move-
ment differs from that of the individual cells when
their movement is not the same 'as that of the line.
For example, an echo system movement of 260°
at 15 knots and cellular movement of 240° at 25
knots is reported as "2615 CELLS 2425."

12-37. Determine movement by plotting suc-
cessive positions of the centers or boundaries of
cells and areas, and by plottihg the axes,of lines.
The direction-tif movement isthe hearing of a line
drawn bMween the successive positions of the cen-
ters. In the case of a line, the direction of move-
ment is perpendicular to the axis.

12-38. The displacement, relative to time of the
echoes between successive positions represents the
speed of movement. The chart in figure 24 is used
to find speed of movement by relating displace-
ment (distance) and elapsed time. For example, a
displacement of 5 nautical miles in ,15 minutes
represents a speed of movement of 20 knots.
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12-39. The speed of movement of a line is the
displacement perpendicular to the axis relative to
time. If the line is pivoting or if porions of the line
are moving at different speeds, report the move-
ment at enough points along the line to fully de-
scribe the movement.

12-40. Figure 25 shows how the various echo
patterns recorded on foldout 5 are described in
terms of extent and location. Figure 25 shows the
observations from 0037 LST (0637Z) to 0237
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LST (0837Z). The 0738Z observation on foldout
5 shows an area in which a line of echoes is
embedded with an intense cell located at the
southern portion of the line. Each is reported as a
separate line entry. The 0815Z observation indi-
cates that the precipitation. area has moved over the
station. The reflectivity of the precipitation at the
station prevents detection of the echo line, but you
are still able to see the intense cell echo. This reflec-
tivity of the precipitation arca 'over the station
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makes it impossible to detect movement of that
echo; therefore, none is reported. The movement
of the intense cell, however, is reported.

12-41. The remarks included in the 0637Z and
0738Z Observations on foldout 5 help to clarify the
general movement of the line by indicating differ-
ent movements at the ends'. The remark about hail
on the 0738Z observation amplifiei the informa-
tion available about a potentially destructive cell
that bears close watching. At 0815Z, development
of a hook and a rapid building indicate the poten-
tial for producing the most severe weather. The re-
mark on the 0837Z observation, added to the
radar observation, substantiates the.need to watch
this cell and alerts interested agencies to the severe
intensity of the storm.

12-42. The next radar observation at 0843Z in-
dicates that the precipitation area has diminished
somewhat and a broken line of strong echoes.is
passing the station. The remarks on foldout 5 indi-
cate different widths along the line and different
movements between the line and individual cells.
The.intense cell on the southern end of the line is
in the-dissipating stage, as indicated by the appar-
ent anvil formation detected on the RHI scope and
a decr6se in the echo intensity and diameter. The
0938Z radar observation indicates that the cell 'has
dissipated and tjlat the line is decreasing in inten-
sity. Subsequent observations show a continued de-
crease in intensity until 1440Z when no significant
echoes remain on the scope; hence the operational
status contraction "PPINE" is entered.

12-43. Echo tops. Though echo height data is
useful to both the forecaster and pilot, excessive
operation of the radar in the echo height searching
mode keeps you (man using the radar to evaluate
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and report the other elements of your observation.
For this reason, you should operate the radar so
that you get a judicious sampling of echo tops
without excessive interruption of the normal oper-
ation of the radar set. For example, an accurate
'description of the echo system in terms of location,
intensity, movement, and similar qualities is more
important than whether the echo tops are 33,000
feet or 36,000 feet.

12-44. When scanning for, echo top measure-
ments you 'must consider several factors. One is
range limitations. Range limitations are necessary
because of &Creasing elevation angles and increas-
ing beam dimensions with distance, in addition to
the unknown effect of variation in propagation
paths. Another difficulty is the necessity of scan-
ning very high tilt angles that preclude echo top
measurement at very close range.

12-45. The designed maximum range of the
range height indicator (RHI) of a particular type
of radar is also a limiting factor. Therefore, you
report echo tops only within the following ranges:

CPS-9-5 to 100 statute miles
FPS-77--5 to 120 nautical miles
FPS-41--5 to 100 nautical miles
WSR-57-5 to 125 nautical miles

12-46. For each observation of an echo system,
enter the highest cloud top in the "MAX_ TOP"
column of the radar recording form. For extensive
echo systems, such as lines more than 50 miles in
length or areas more than 50 miles in diameter,
also identify the location of the "MAX Tor in
degrees and nautical miles from the station. Enter
the direction and distange in column 9B. In the
coded radar report, a maximum top of 44,000 feet
MSL located 85 nautical miles from the station on
a bearing of 3000 appears at MAX TOP 440 AT
300/85. This remark follows the movement of the
echo system.

12-47. When art extensive echo system is pres-
cnt, identify the location of additional echo tops
that are significant throughout the line or area.
Enter these additional echo heights in the Remarks
section immediately following the direction and
distance of the maximum top. For additional top
reports, include the direction and distance frOm
the itation for each individual height that you re-
port. Co`de example:

Max Top

Column 9B
430 26/45

Remarks

Column 10
TOP 400AT235/33 TOP 380AT-
147/26

Whenever feasible and appropriate, include a .re-
mark to indicate that the average tops are below a
certain altitude. For example, MOST TOPS BLO
250.



12-48. Remarks. The Remarks section of the
4 radaf.recording form is used to enter data that

supports and amplifies the observation as well as
additional data that improves the synoptic use of
the data. Make the description as brief and in-
formative as pcissible. Use authorized contractions
whenever possible for these entries. Some exam-
ples of significant remarks are shown on foldout 5.

12-49. The Remarks section offers the fore-
caster an oppo unity to enter and disseminate
data of a analytic nature than normally falls
within an observer's capabilities. Based upon the
observer's successive observations, the forecaster
might enter a remark such as "COLD FRONT
ECHO LINE INDCS TNDCY FOR WV FRMN
345/48 AREA TO N OE THIS PTN OF LINE
SHOWING INCRG OVRNG TYPE ECHO."

12-50. During relatively stable conditions it is
ofternmssible to determine the approximate height
of the 0° C isotherm from the RHI scope by ob-
serving the height of the top of the "bright band."
The significance of the bright band is its value to
the forecaster in determining the height at which
aircraft icing may be encountered. The intensity of
the bright band gives him an idea of the everity
and even the type of icing to be expected:. To re-
port the bright band gives him an idea of the se-
verity and even the type of icing lo be expected.
To report the bright band, enter the contraction
"MLTLVL" and then the hiight of the top of the
bright band (in hundreds of feet MSL) in the re-
marks section. For example, MLTLVL 75. As
with reporting echo heights, make the corrections

-for antenna height and earth curvature for your
bright band remarks.

12-51. Notice that foldout 5 does not contain
.entries of bright band data. This is consistent with

, the meteorological conditions, illustrated in the
foldout. The instability involved with cumuliform
clouds tends to eliminate the conditions which
cause the bright band to show up on the RHI
scope. On foldout 5 the stratiform clouds that
niove in during the afternoon, although more sta-
ble, degenerate into a precipitation area, as 'indi-
cated, and become centered over the station. The
attenuation of signal caused by this precipitation,
and the relatively low surface temperatures pre-.
vent the detection of a bright band.

12-52. On foldout 5 the remarks entered with
the 1736 and 1938 GMT observations are exam-
ples of amplifying remarks added by the' fore-
caster. Remarks on the 1838 and 2037 observa-
tions support and amplify the radar report and are
appended by the observer from data that he re-
ceives from surfaa'e observations. This cooperative
effort between observer and forecaster in compit-
ing radar observations provides valuable informa-
tion for the people who us$these reports.

12-53. Foldout 5 shows several examples of re-
marks that support the other elements of the ob-
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servation. The remarks for the last two observa-
tions, 0238 and 0337 GMT, explain why the
direction and distance from the station of the
echoes are entered (PCPN AREA CNTRD
THISTA).

12-54. Operational Status Reports. When the.
radar equipment is operational but no significant
echoes are Obsernd, `TPINE" is recorded on the
radar recording form where the echo character is
ordinarily entered, and is transmitted in the collec-
tive. Note that the 1337Z observation of foldout 5
indicates that the line echo has diminished and is
decreasing rapidly. At 1440Zohe scope presenta-
tion indicates no significant e,choes, and "PPINE"
is entered.

12-55. An hour later, there are still no signifi-
cant echoes. The forecaster knows the synoptic sit-
uation, and he also knows that the equikent will
be needed later in the day with the approach of a
front from the southwest. Suppose that the fore-
caster learns from the weather equiPment mainte-
nance man that, in addition to the 1-hour sched-
uled operational maintenance, there are minor
adjustments to make which may require an addi-
tional hour of work. In this case, the forecaster in-
structs the observer to append the. conitraction
"PPIOM" (PPI out of maintenance) as shown in
the 1540Z observation. When the contraction
"PPIOM" is transmitted, it kludes a date-time
(GMT) group to indicate when the equipment is
expected to resume operation. The date-time
group appended to the 1540Z entry on foldout 5
shows an anticipated service outage of 2 hours,
and the remark "ALTN SZL" indicates that the
alternate station, Whiteman AFB, is assuming the
primary reporting responsibility. If possible, al-
ways transmit this remark with your last scheduled
hourly reptort before the equipment goes out of
service. When you first discover that the, radar
equipment will be inoperative, immediately', notify
the alternate station by the most expedient means,
because it must assume the primary radar report-
ing responsibility.

12-56. When yob must indicate the operational
status of the radar, enter the following contractions
on the radar recording form and transmit sepa-
rately or in combination with other obseryational
data or remarks:

PPINE

PPIOM

t-'
PPINA

Equipment performance normal in PPI
mode; no precipitation echoes observed;
surveillance continuing.
Equipment inoperativ orout- of service
for preventive mai tenance (follow this
with a date-time g up to indicate the esti-
mated time of r urn to service).
Observation o itted or not available for
reasons crthe than PPINE or PPIOM
(follow this entry with a date-time group
to indicate the estimated time when ob-
servations '11 be available).

230



ROBEPS Radar operating below performance stand-
ards.*

ARNO "A" Scope or AYR indicator inoperative.*
RHINO Radar cannot be operated in the RHI

mode; height data not available.*
NOTE: *Entered in Remarks column.

=

12-57. Encoding Radar Observations (RA-
REPs). As we pointed out in the beginning of this
section, recording and encoding radar observations
are almost simultaneous functions. This is because
the elements of the RAREP code are arranged to
coincide with the order (sequence) of entry on the
radar recording form. Use the units and contrac-
tions given on the recording form to encode the re-
port for transmission.

12-58. The 0637 GMT observation on foldout
5 is used to illustrate the spacing and separation of
the elements in RAREP format:

PDQ AREAORW/+ 42/47 153/65 242/187 320/
154 2715 MAX TOP 240 AT 170/25 CELLS
AVG D6
LNeRW/+315/123 243/155 I2W 2820 MAX
TOP 350 AT 275/112 LN
NWRN END MOVMT 2718 SWRN END
MOVMT 2823

You can see in this coded radar observation that
spaces are used- between elements that might be
confused with other data.

12-59. Unlike the FPS-77, the CPS-9 requires
a correction for the curvature of the earth when
determining the height of echo tops. Considering
these differences, there is one last conversion that
you must make for all'height determinationsbe
sure to add the elevation of the antenna above sea
level.

12-60. Begin special radar observation reports
that occur at nonscheduled transmission periods
with the contraction "SPL" and a GMT time
group. Example:

SPL 12I7Z LN .

Specials that occur at a scheduled transmission pe-
riod (hourly) have a date-time group in the

NIL weather message heading; therefore, they require
only a contraction "SPL" as a prefix to t report.

12-61. When radar observations rev 1 weather
phenomena that are hazardous to rcraft, enter
the hazardous radar report in pl language and
contractions. Make the observatio as brief as pos-
sible and encode it in the follow' g format:

(1). Station cal/ letters.
(2) The contraction "RAREP."
(3) Time (GMT). the hazardous phenomenon

was observed. .

(4) Character of echo(es).

.#*
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(5) Distance (in nautical miles) and direction
(using 16 points of compkss) from a known geo-
graphical point. It is not necessary to repeat the
statidn call letters.

(6) Direction of movement tt.sing 16 points of
the compass).

12-62. Enter radar repo scribe con-
ditions that are hazardous aircraft o rations on
the recording f9rm wi out regard to columnar
headings. The call lettert and the term " ARE?"
are a part of the standard teletype format d are
omitted on the recording form. Therefore, simply
enter the time and continue your observation
through' the remaining columns, using as much
space as needed. Though local policies ge9eral1y
describe the conditions that are considered hazard-
ous to aircraft, the three reporis below show some
typical examples of hazardous reports in transmis-
sion form:

MCF RARE? 0338Z EYE 3211N 7604W D45 1610
FAIR FIX
OFF RAREP 1623Z SVR SQUALL LN 30N THRU
45NE MOVG S4
BLV RAREP 1403Z PSBL TORNADO 20S STL
MOVG ENE

12-63. On occasion, you may make an error
while encoding RAREP observations. When you
discover the error before the report is transmitted,
neatly erase the erroneous data and make the
corrections. When you discover the error after
transmission, draw a red line through the error
and enter the correct data above it in red. This is
all that is necessary if the error has been corrected
by a later transmission. However, if the correction
is transmitted. enter "COR" and the GMT trans-
mission time in red in ihe Remarks column.

12-64. RAREPs are transmitted in accordance
with AFCSR 105-2, Volume II, Weatizer Com-
munications Operations and Management, which
lists weather communications and schedules of
transmissions for weather observations. If your
station is a primary station, you, must meet all
scheduled transtnissions with a. valid observation
or an operational status report. In Volume 3 of
this course we will discuss the communication re-
sponsibilities and procedures that an observer uses
in his daily Work. and the Weather codes that you
use daily as well as codes that are used interna-
tionally. including plotting and decoding. You will
also gain an insight into some of the other duties
that an observer performs in everyday station op-
erations.

12-65. At this point refer to your workbook
and answer the chapter review exercises for this
section.
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WORKBOOK

SURFACE WEATHER OBSERVATIONS_

AND STATION OPERATIONS

6ELT-TMOIGGen m

15- /

This workbook plades the materials you need where you need them while you
are studying. In it, you will find the Chapter Review Exercises and their answers,
and the Volume Review Exercise. You can easily compare textual references
with chapter exercise items without flipping pages back and forth in your text.
Ybu will not misplace any one of these essential study materials. You will pave
a single reference pamphlet in the proper sequence for learning.

These d,evices in your workbook are antoinstructional aids. They take the
place of the teacher who would be directing your progress if you were in a
classroom. The workbook puts these self-teachers into one booklet. If you will
follow 'the study plan given in "Your 'Key to 'Career Development," which is
in your course packet, you will be leading Yourself .by 'easily learned steps to
mastery of your text.

If you have any questions which you cannot answer by referring to "Your
Key to Career Development" or your cour§e material, use ECr Rim/ 17,
"Student Request for' Assistance," identify yourself and your inquiry fully andsena it to Ea.

Keep the rest of this workbook in your files. Do not return any other part ofit to ECI.

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
Air University
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TABLE OF CONTENTS

Stu4 Reference Cruide.

Chapter Review Exercises

Answers For Chapter Review' Exercises

Vokime Review Exercise

Ea Form No. 17

4.4

s

4. CHA&GES FOR THE VOLUME WORKBOOK: VOLUME 2

a. Page 10, Chapter Review ,Exerdise, question 23, line 2: Change "1137 GMT"

to "1157 Mit."

b. Page 31, answers for the Chapter ReView Exercises, answer 23, line 1:

Change "T 837" to "T B 57" and change "WND 21/35 37" to "WND 21/35 57."

c. Page 34, answers for the Chapter Review Exercises, ansWer 8: Change

"10047" to "20047."

d. The following questions are no ronger scored and need not be answere0:

24, 34, 36, 39, 45, 47, 53, 66, 70 and 79.
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STUDY REFERENCE GUIDE

1.',Use this Guide as a Study Aid It emphasizes all importaat.study areas of this volume.

2. Use the Guide as you complete the Volume Review Exercise and forReview after Feedback on the Results.After each item number on your vgE is a three digit number in parenthesi's. That number corresponds to theGuide Number in this Study Reference Guide which shows you where the-answer to that VRE item caw-be-found in the.text. When answering tilt items in your VIZE, refer .to the areas in the text indicated by these
Guide Numbers. The VRE results will be sent to you on a postcard which will list the actual VRE,items youmissed Gq to your VRE booklet and locate the Guide Number for each item missed. List these Guide Numbers.Then go back to your textbook and carefully review the areas covered by ther Guide Numbers. Review theentire VRE again before you take the closed-book Course Examination.

3. Use the Guide for Follow-up after you complete the Course Ex'amination. The CE results will be sent to youon a postcard, which will indicate "Satisfactory" or "Unsatisfactory" completion. The card-will list GuideNumbers relating ta the questions miped. Locate the numbers in the Guide and draw a line under' the Guide
Number, topic, and reference. Review these areas to insure your mastery of thecourse.

Guide
Number

Guide Numbers 200 through 21.7

200 Introduction to Surface Weatlier Observations;
State of the Sky: Cumulus; Cumulonimbus;
Stratocumulus; Stratus; pages 1-6'

201 State of the Sky: Altostratus; Nimbostratus;
Alto'cumulus; Cirrus; Cirrostratus;
Cirrocumulus; Orographic Cloud Forms;
Encoding ICLCMCH Group (Column 13);
pages 6-13

202 Ceiling and Sky CorLdition: Layers; pages
13-17

. 203 Ceiling and Sky Condition: Ceilings;
Ceiling/Sky Remarks and Entries; pages 17-21

204 Visibility; pages 21-27

205 Weather and Obstructions to Vision: Storm
Phenomena; Precipitation Forms; Character of
Precipitation; Intensity of Precipitation; pages
27-31

206 Weather_ and Obstructions to Vision:
Obstructions to Vision; Order of Entry for 216
Weather and Obstructions to VisionvEntries
and Remarks for Weather (Column '13); pages .
31-37

Guide
Number

209 Supplementary Data; pages 45-49

210 Miscellaneous AWS Form 10 Instructions;
pages 49-51

21i Introduction to Encoding and Disseminating
Surface Observations; Types of Observations:
Record Observation; Special Observation;
pages 52-56

212 Types of Observations: Local Obcervation;
Pilot Reports; AWS Form 12 Entries; pages
56-60

213, Disseminating and Processing Weather Data;
pages 60-65

214 Radar Storm Detection Observations; pages
65-75 ,

215 Station Administration and Supply;
Administration: Directives; Correspondence
and Messages; pages 76-80

207 Pressure; pages 37-40

208 Temperature And Dewpoint; pages 40-45

2 5'2

Administration: Maintaining Records and
Files; Air Force Subjective Classification
System; Disposition of Records; Orienting.
Newly Assigned Personnel; The APR Rating.
Process; Job Performance Counseling; pages
80-85

217 SupPly; pages 85-86
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CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

The following exercises are study aids. Write your answers in pencil in the space provided after each exercise.

Immediately after completing each set of exercised, check your responses against the answers for that set. DO

not sulimit your answers to ECI for grading

CHAPTER I

Section 1

Objective: To demonstrate the ability to identify each basic cloud form and its associated phenomena, to

ericode each cloud form into its -approyriate 'international cloud type for inclusion in airwalgobserya-

tions, and to identify and encode the appropriate remarks for certain significant cloud types.
_

I. Which basic low cloud form is generally white 'in color, associated with good weather in its early

stages of development, and "bulging" in appearance? (1-6, 7)

-<

-I

.2. How is the precipitation phenomenon "virga" distinguished? (1-8)

3. When ragged cumulus clouds with good weather are present, what low cloud type is encoded? (1-9)

4. What two forms of cumulus, CL-2, 'Ili), be reported? (1-10; FO I)

5. If the sole
rdetermination is made on appearance,.how do the tops of a cumulonimbus cloud

. appear- in comparison to' a cumulus cloud? (1-12, 13)

1

6. Why is the dissipating stage of a cumulopimbus cloud often more hazardous than other stages?

, 0-13)
*

il

7. When cumulonimbus clouds are hidden because of overcast conditions or are embedded in other

clouds such as nimbostratus, how can you determine their presence? (1-15)

8. How can you distinguish between tuba and mammatus development? (1-16, 17)

..........

9. Both 1.3 and L9 are cumulonimbus clouds. What is the main difference betweenikes$ cloud types?

(1-18; FO 1)

2

2tj.

-

:.-.
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10. How does a remark for cumulonimbus clouds differ from a remark for towering cumulus clouds?

11. Overcast conditions prevent youi seeing \the entire cloud structure, but you hear thunder overhead.
What cloud type do you encode? (1-20)

-4)

12. How are stratbcumulus clouds in delached elements distinguished from cumulus clouds? (1-21)

41),

13. What is .the main difference between 1.4. and L5 clouds? (1-25; FO 1)

14. What makes an 1,8 cloud different from all,other low clouds? (1-26; FO I)

15. How is the basic cloud form stratus' distinguished from stratocumulus clouds? (1-27)

16. What is the difference between stratus 'and nimbostratus clouds regarding precipitation and thick-
ness? (1-29)

17. What is the difference between L6 and L7 stratus cloud types? (1-31, 32; FO 1)

18. How can you use the ippearance of the sun to identify the cloud form altostratus? (1-35).

19. What is the height range for middle _clouds in the middle latitudes? (1-37)

..20. How do M2 clouds differ from MI clouds? (1-38-40.; FO 2)

21. Nimbostratus can be distinguished from opaque altostratus by a
appearance. (1-43)

3

2;)

f
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42. When altocumulus clouds are in the form of individual elements, how are they differentiated from
Siratocumulus clouds which are also in individUal elements? (1-44)

23. How can the presence of a corona aid you in identifying the- correct cloud form? (148)

24. What is the primary difference between M3 and M4 clouds? (1-49, 50; FO 2)

25. What middle cloud is a semitransparent altocumulus cloud that progressively invades the sky and

thickens as a whole? (1-51; FO 2)

26. Which middle cloud type is formed exclusively from the spreading out of cumulus or cumulonimbus

clouds? (1-52; FO 2)

27. What are the main features of M7 clouds?' (1-53; FO 2)

28. List the two different appearamts that altocumulus, M8, may assume. (1-54; Fig. 5; FO 2)

29. What middle clouds appear heavy and stagnant and at several levels? (1-55; FO 2)

30.. A cloud that appears to be in patches and filaments describes- what basic cloud form? (1-56)

31. What is the height range for high clouds in the middle latitudes? (1-56)

32. What is the criterion that separates coding between HI and H4 clouds? (1-59, 62)

it "C
33, Bydefinition, 112 and H3 clouds are very similar. What is the key to making the correct selection?

(1-60, -61)

4 253



34. What is the primary difference betpeen cirrus and cirrostratus clouds? (1-63)

35. How can the sun aid you in detecting the presence of a cirrostratus cloud? (1-64)

-

-Whatlstlie drily difference between H5 and H6 clouds? (1-66, 67; FO 3)

37. When you classify a cloud as H7, what is the main 'restriction that you must consider?(1-68; FO 3)

38. What is one case where H8 ciciuds can increase in amount and still be classified H8? (1.69)

39., How can you distinguish between high altocumulus and cirrocumulus clouds? (1-70)

+1!*

40. When ,cirr.inumulus clouds are present, what must you consider before you encode the cloud(1:73)
'

05.

4r:i 'Why are ,o,rograPhically formed clo,uds, such as lenticular and rotor clouds, significant to thepilot? (1.44)

54.

42-For whae tWo orogliphically formed clouds should you add a remark in your observation? (1-78)

,

43. Tlye foehnwall cloud is usually classified. as what type cloud?-(1-79)

44: The 5follbwing clotid types are present: L2, L4, L9, M6, H3, and H4. HON is this situation encodedin a cloud code group? (1-81; Table 1)

45. A layer of nimbostratus is present at 3,000 feet, and an overcast of altocumulus is present above..
What is the cloud code group? (1-84; Table 1)

5
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Section 2

Objectives: To be able to record the correct sky cover symbols, reportable height values, and ceiling

designators that combine to make a column 3 entry for sky condition; to recognize the criteria for

entering significant remarks in column*43 (Form 10) that pertain to sky condition entries.

I. When you are considering whether or not clouds or obscuring phenomena aloft are a

layer, what is the essential requirement? (2-3)

-

2. What does, a sky cover, symbol indicate? (2-4)

_

3. The total sky cover at and below a given level is 8/10 coverage of which 4/10 is transparent. How

is this indicated on Form 10? (2-12)

A

4. For layer heights of 4,350 and 11,600 feet, what is entered in column 3? (2-15; Table 4)

5. What is a ceiling? (2-18)

6. Which ceiling designator is used in column 3 if you obtain a measurement from the RBC of
4,500 feet for a ceiling layer and an aircraft measurement of 4,000 feet for the same layer? (2-19)

;

7. In addition to measurements by ceilometer and ceiling lights, how else can the ceiling designator

"M" be obtained? (2-20)
,

.i .

8. What is the correct column 3 entry for 4/10 stratus (3/10 thin)at a measureneight of 1,800
feet to the south through north, 0/10 cumuld at an estimated height of 3,500 feet overhead,
and 3110 altocumulus east .at a cloud detection radar height of 9,300 feet? (2-4, 8, 12, 21; Table 4)

9. What is the correct column 3 entry for 2/10 fog, 2/10 cumulus fractus at an estimated 3,500 feet,

and an overcast of ,semitransparent altocumulus measured by an aircraft at 13,500 feet?

(2-4, 7, 11, 18, 22; Table 4)

4--

6 20 .7
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10. When you use a balloon-to obtain a ceiling height (B), what point.in the balloon's flight is used forthe ceiling height? (2-23)

11. When you obtain a ceiling height by using a ceiling balloon during moderate rain, what ceiling desig-nator must you use? (2-25)

12. When can you use the convective cloud height diagram to obtain .estimates of convectively formedclouds? (2-28)

- 13. How does an indefinite ceiling differ from other ceilings?-(2-30)

14. What sky conaltion data should you enter in column 3 for a completely obsqured sky if an aircraftreporied 10 minutes ago that the downward vertical visibility was 400 feet-30)

15. What sky condition data is entered in columns 3 and 13 when a measured broken ceiling is fluctuat-ing rapidly between 2,200 and 2,900 feet and no other clouds are present? (2-33)
00,

16. The present sky condition of 25(DE65(ID is representative of the actual situation; however, the brokenlayer is occasionally scattered. HOW can you indicate this -on Form 10? (2-35)

At 1851Z, 5 minutes ago, 'a pilot reported the tops of the overcast that you are reporting in column3 to be at 4,600 feet_MS,L. At 1831Z, 25 minutes ago, another pilot had reported a broken layer at16,500 feet MSL with topi at 20,000 feet 15 miles from the station. What is the correct Form 10entry and in which column is it entered? (2-36)

18. Which remark, if...any, 4 required when there are breaks in a portion of a broken layer at 800 feetarid :West of the mation?-(2-40, 41)

19. Column 3 has a "-X" sky cover symbol reported. How is this partly obscured condition and thephenomenon involved explained? (2-45)

20. If you repor a layer of smoke in column 3 as "40(D, "what remaik, if any, is entered in column13? (2 6)

7
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Section 3

Objectives: Jo be able to make proper eniries fr prevailing visibility as well as accompanying remarks for

sector and variable visibility; also, ro understand the coding of rignyay visibilities.

1. What kind of object makes the best day marker? (34)

2. Give two causes' for apparent reduction in visibility, {3-5)

3. The most distant matkbr is at 6 miles, but you judge the visibility to be at least 10. Can the visibil-

ity be.reported as 10+? Why? (3-7)

.4. If you observe a prevailing visibility of 234 miles, what is the reportable value? (3-7; Table 5)

5.. In what two ways can -sector visibility be used to report the visibility around your station? (3-8-10)

6. What lightsetting .is used to determine runway visibility? (3-y0

7. Both the 1- and 10-minute values are observed for RVR. What is the proper HIRL setting for each

value? (345)

8. If the prevailing visibility is 7/8 mile and the RVR 6,000+, must RVR data be reported? Why? (3-16)

9. Assume that you observe values of 234, 31/2, and 3 miles during observatiOn. Why the prevailing

visibility not reporied as variable? (3-19)

10. The visibility in the following 90 sectors are: Nt2NW13/4SE3SW21/2. What is the column 13 sector

visibility remark? (3-22, 23) ktta

11. Make a complete RVR entry from the following data: (1) highest HIRL is in use; (2) 1-mmute roll-

out visibility is 1,200, touchdown visi ility is 1,400; (3) 10-minute visibility 1,000; arid (4) runway

18 is in use. (3=25, 26)

2,5
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Section 4. _
l'En-olVledge of the meteorologicaL definitions for weather and ot?structions towion that are eniered in column 5; to be able to enter the correct significant remarks for weather andoliStructions"to vision in Column 13.

,

t. How is a hurricane reported on AWS Form 10? Why? (4-5)

" 2. What weather phenomenon is present when a funnel-shaped appendage on a cloud reaches the ground?,(4-6)

'3. What intensity of thuncrerstorm is present if the maximunr wind speed -is less than 40 knots and 1-inch hail is observed? Why? (4.9)

4. How,is drizzle distinguished from rain? (4-12)

5. Under what circumstances is_preciPitation classified as "freezing"? (4-13)

6. What type of entry should be reported4in the observation if solid p;recipitation is in the form ofsnow grains which are encased in a thiTh layer of ice w4th a diameter of 0.2 Inch or less? (4-15)

7. How is hail distinguished from other solid!precipitat'ion? (4-16).1

8. What form of solid precipitation falls almost exclusively From coniective clouds, limy rebound orburst vihen it/strikes hard surfaces, and is cri* and easily Ompressible? (4-18).

9. HoW do snow grains differ from snow? (4-17, 19)

10. Viltat is the only difference between continuous and' intermittent precipitation? (4-22, 23)

. t1: What type of precipitation changes intentity rapidly or betirti and ends abrupiin f4-24)

,
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Rich solid precipitation forms do not require intensity symbols? (4-26)

13. What is the best method to determine the intensity or snow or drizzle when they are not occurring

simultaneously? (4-27, 28; Table 10)

14. Assume that the present visibilfty isA miles and haze is present in all sectors. What entry should you

make in column 5? Why? (4-29)

15. What is the main difference between fog and ground fog? (4:31, 32)

16. What is the main difference between blowing snow and drifting snow? (4-33)

17. In what, way is ice fog similar to.tice crystals? (4-20, 34)

18. What are the five lithometeors that are reported as obstructions to vison on Form 10? (4-36)

19. lithe sun's disk is pale and colorless, what obstruction to vision is probably present? (4-37)

20. Smoke at a distance may appear greyish or bluish in color. How docc the sun appear when viewed

through, smoke at sunset or sunrise? (441)

21. Using the appropriate symbols, group the following weather and obstructions to vision into the correct

&der of entry for column 5 of Form 10: fog, light rain showers, severe thunderstorm, hail, moderatet

freezing drizzle, moderate.drizzle, and a funnel cloud. (4-42, 43; Tables 11, 12)

22. What column 13 remark should you make when ,the state police sight a tornado moving east at

1610Z, 15 miles west of OKC? (4-46, 49)

23. Thunder has just been heard in the southwest through the east and overhead#A11 storms are moving

eastward, and thunder was first heard at 1137 GMT. The, wind gusts are 210 at 35 KTS. What is the

correct column 13 remark for this situation? (4-50)

10
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24. How should you enler column 13 rernarks for this situation? A thunderstorm begins at 113IZ, ends
at 1147Z, and has ptak gusts of-45 knots at--1141Z-from 270*. -The storm has apparently moved
east, where you can still see occasional lightningcloud to ground and cloud to cloud. The beginning
time of this storm has not been transmitted. (4-50-55)

25: Hail is occuring during a thunderstorm. The hail began at I235Z, and the _largest hailstone measured
11/4 inches. How should you enter this remark in column 13? (4-56, 57)

26. Bow does the remark "INTMT R" differ from the remark "ROCNLY R"? (4-59)

27. in what circumstance can you -report shallow ground fog? (4-59)

-1"-- Sections 5, 6, and 7

Objectives: o be able to make the proper entries for sea-level pressure, station pressure and altimeter
setting, temperature, dewpo)nt, and wind speed, wind direction and character; to determine when significantremarks for pressure and wind are appropriate.

1. What is -the definition of atmospheric pressure? (5-5)

2. What are-the three instruments that measure atmospheric pressure? (5-7)

3. What does the term "station pressure" mean?45-8)

4. If the aneroid baromerer is replaced or relocated, what must'be done? (5-10)

5. What additional tasks must you perform when there is no aneroid barometer to use for pressure
readings? (5-11)

6.. , What th,e elements are needed to calculate sea-level pressure? (5-12),

7. How does the pilot use the altimeter setting value? ,(5-I8, 19)

11
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8. What AWS Form 10 pressure entries can be obtained using the prissure-riduction computer? .

(547;-20) 1
;

9. What should you enter in column. 12 for an altimeter setting of: 28.89i1Explain yOur answer. (5-21)

y

10. When the aneroid barometer is in use, only three columns on AWS Form 10 need to be completed:

How many columns or lines are completed when the microbarograph is in use? (5-22)

11. During yout observation, when (in what sequence) should pressure dete,rminations be made? (5-23)

12. What entries are made in column 17 of AWS Form 10 and at what times? (5-23)

13. What entry is required if the micronatograph is reset to "zero" correction? (5-26)

14. What is the basic difference between the significant pressure remarks "PRESFR" and "LOWEST

,PRES"? (5-28)

. 15. What are the two methods used by the Air Force to obtain the free air temperature? (6-1)

16. 14/hat is another name for -free air temperature?.(6-2)

- 17. What is the name of the temperature beyond which further cooling produces viiible condensation?

(6-!4)

18. The AN/TMQ-11 hygrothermometer proVitiet direct reading of both

and free on sepapte scaled. (6-5)

12



19. Using the following values, solve for the dewpoint (DP) by using interpolation. (6-6)

perature
.

Wet-iitultrgepfssraf---
7.0

72
61

72.7 DP
73 62

20. When is thi "Ti" scale on the psychrometric calculator used to fmd dewpoinc? (6.7, a)

-21. How would an observed temperature and dewpoint of-23.3F and 08.5' F, respectively, be enteredon AWS Form 10? (6-8)
-

22. To which "north" is the wind direction equipment oriented? (7-2)

23. When reading direction from the k0----2 recorder; which scale gives true direction? (7-3).

24. What is the agonic line? (7-4)

25. What is one method used by AWS to estimate wind direction and speed? (7-5,6)

26. How can you identify gusts on AWS Form 10? (7-8)

27. How cap you identify a squall on AWS Form 10? (7-9)

28. Give the criterion for reporting a wind shift, (7-10)

29. Encode a wind from 190 at 18 knots gusting to 24 knots. (7-11)

13
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7. When snow has drifted, how can you obtain a reasonably accurate s_nowdep_tb, mo.surement2

8. What is the code for a 24-h5ur precipitation amount of 0.47 inch of liquid precipitatioN (8-17-19)

9. In column 13, what does an added group of "RADAT 84M019045051/1" indicate? (8-27)

10. What does the column 13, entry "RAICG 95 MSL" indicate? (8-29)

OM*

11. What does the column 13 entry "I.SR 15 SANDED" indicate? (8-32-34)

,
12.. What four conditions require that weather modification remarks be recorded in column 13 of

AWS 'Form 10?.(8-35)

13. If you are assigned to a weather unit iiithin the CONUS or. AlaskA, when are you normally required
to transmit radiation intensity data? (8-37)

14. What statistical column on AWS Form 10 requires'an entry every record observation? (9-3)

15. How are .the time entries in coltimn 42 used to dixide the observing day? (94)

16. In what sumMary column is_the total 24-hour precipititiorf from "mid to mid" entered? (9.8)

17. Whit three types. of .data are sunimarize.d for each 24-hour period? (9,8, 9)

18. When is- the active runwiY,reaorded in column 90 on AW$ Form 10? (9-12)--

el6



19. if the colurnn 7 temperature is missing what'is the proper column entry? (9-15)

20. What-is meant by filing time? (9-16)

21. You discover an altimeter setting error aher your observation is disseminated. What should you do
to correct the error and transmit the correction? (9-17)

CHAPTER 2

Section 10

Objectnies: To be able to take local, special, and record observations; to encode surface weather obser-

vations into airways code directly ,from Form 10 entries; to arrange pilot report information into under-
standable format, using accepted contractions, iymbols, and plain language; and to encode these reports

into PIREP code format.

1. Airways code is derived from the order (sequence) of entries of the individual,elements on
. (10-3)

2. Within what time period should you observe all the elements of an Observation? (10-4)

3. State what ,type cif airWays observation the fopowing represents:

RAN 300 10 57/51/2610/991. (10-5,.6)

4. _What'is the main difference between hourly.and 3-hourlY airways observations? (10-12, 13)

5. What is wrong with the follbwing 6-hourly airways report?.
__RAN__30010 .021/.71/60/.2613/992/._ 72111_400_ 7.21TC11 WN.

-

6. If there is a break in the hourly observation sChedule, what must you do within 15 minutes after

_ returning to duty? (10-20)

-16
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7.. The last_recorded o_bstsva tion. indicates--thes.-sky--condition
as "15CDM30&---If your lateST evalbationshows that the sky condition Ls "80150M303," what type'of observation, if any, must you take? .(10-20)

-

B. The last recorded observation indicates the sky condition as "M30.95RW." If .your latest evaluationshows the condition to be "M30e21/2RW," what type of observation, if any, must you take?(10-21)

9. .When the 10-minute RVR decreases to less than nationally published minima for the runway in use,what type of observation,1 any,,must you take? (10-22)

p.010. A funnel 'cloud. has been reported by the public to have occurred 4 hours ago near your station.What should you. do? (10-23)r

11. Your recorded observation indicates that snow is occurring and suddenly ice pellets begin. Whattype of observation, if any, must be' taken? (10-24)

12. Special observations are taken when it has been determined that 'a "WSHFT" has occurred atyour station. In what othei instances are specials taken for wind changes? (10-24)

Use the following series Of partially complete observations to answer exercises 13 through 17.
-

Time List

1256
1307
1315
1328
1341
1346
1355

Observation

20040-07
2tXDM4031)5GF

160M38e3GF
-X160M35e21/2F
-X110M30e2F
-X70M30911/2F
-X7-0M29V911/4LF

13., Why was the observation at 1307 taken? (10-20-24, 27-29)

14. What is the first observation that should be classified as a special and for what reason?
(10-20=24, 27-29),

17
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.....
5. qbservation at 1341 taken? (10-24,-27-29)-

, . -

16. The observation at 1346 was taken because of mandatory special criteria. Idebtify the criteria.

(10-20-24, 27-29)

17. What mandatory special criteria gan be identified in the last observation (1355), which-coincides

with the hourly observation time? (10-20-24, 27-29)

18. When you are notified of an aircraft mishap, what action must you rake? (10-28, a)

19. At stations required to report the 1-minute RVR, what type of observation, if any, is takentun

criteria are first met? (10-28, c, (1))

20. When are local observations for altimeter settings recorded on AWS Form* 40? (10-29, c)

\./
21. What are the first coded eleits of any pilot report? (10-33, 34)

11F.

22. How should. you encode the location (ot extent of a phenomenon) ib a PIREP if the pilot reports

that he observed the phenoinenon from Milwaukee (MKE), to 30 miles we,st of Toledo (TOL)?

(10-34, 35)

23. When encoding the observation time for PIREPs, for what must you- be alert? (10-36)

24. What does the following data, extracted from a PII1EP, indicate? DENLIT 1615-1902 (10-33-38)

W. What method is used to encode PIREP cloud heights (altitudes)? (10-39, a)

26. What are sever'a,1 types of PIREPS that are considered hazardous weather? (10-40)
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27. What are the four standard contractions for turbulence intensities used with PIREPs? (10-45)

of*

28 What does the PIREP plitrpmenon "SVR CAT 260 C-5A" indicate? (10-44-47)

o

29. Encode into PIREP format: light icing, both clear and rime, at 4,500 feet, reported by the pilot of
a T-29 aircraft..(10A9, 50)

30. When the aircraft type is unknown, why should yoti'add the remark "ACFT UNK" to PIREPs
that contain reports of turbulence of icing? (1047-49, 51)

31. Encode in PIREP format the following received from the pilot of an F-111: A broken layer at
6,000 feet; a layer with bases at 30,000 feet, tops at 33,500 feet, and amount unknown; and
contrails at 41,000 feet. (10-52)

32. When is the term "electrical discharge" reported by a pilot? (10-55)

33. At 1127Z, the pilot of: in F-110, flying 10 miles southwest of Chanute AFB, Illinois (RAN),
reports a wind of 45 knots from 279 at 8,000 feet, light clear air turbulence between 11,000
feet and 13,000 feet, and an overcast with bases at 31,000 feet. As the duty observer at Chanute
AFB, how should you encode this for transmission? (10-37-39, 44-47, 490.52, 57)

34. When you are disseminating encoded P1REPs taken 'from AWS Form 12, which types of phenomena
require longline dissemination as a warning (WO)? (10-59)

-Section 11

Objective: To be able to explain why the reporting sequence of the weather elements and procedures
for tape preparation are necessary for efficient local and lOngline transmission;.to explain the techniques
used to disseminate weather data by voice and autographic systems; and to explain the steps in process-
ing and displaying teletype, facsimile, radar, and satellite charts.

1. Name three receiving units that are normally on the local dissemination list for surface observations.
(11-2).
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2. The standard format for local dissemination is based upon the requirements of

and usually follows across from column 1 through 13. (11-4)

3. What contraction is never locally disseminated over the transcriber? (11-4)

4. When using the intercom system, how should you speak? (11-5)

5. Wherkyou are establishing your first contact on an intercom, what-should you be sure to do?

(11-5)

6. How would a fraction visibility of 11/2 be sent via intercom system? (11-5,76)

7. When disseminating the altimeter setting, how many.digits are used? (11-5, f)

S. How wobld a fractional sector visibility of S 1½ be sent via intercom system? (11-5, g)

9. What is your next priority after local dissemination? (11-7)

10. The ADCADIOWS teletype system basically consists of how many' circuits? 111-8)

11. What is meant by the ten; "HTime messages"? (11-10)

xl r
12. With your observation tape proper lc pirepared and inserted in the trsmiiter, must you tiansmit

the message manually? Explain you kswer. (11-10)

13. What is meant by the term "T-Time Messages"? (11-12)
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14. What is meant by the term "special category traffic"? (11-14)

15. What are the two types a SP traffic presently polled on the OWS network? (11-15)

16. TYPNO (OK) messages are transmitted on what circuit? (II-18)

17. The mainland U.S. is divided into how many weather circuits? (I1-21)

18. What AWSM contains the listing of U.S. weather communications bulletins? (11-21)

19. Who determines the system used for observers to process weather facsimile charts? (11-22)

20. If you are required to outline a severe weather area on a radar chart, what color should you use?(11.23)

t21. If your weather station is receiving weather charts on a FOFAX hetwork,A,vhat is one type of"
chart you are receiving? (11-26)

T22. Processing of satellite charts is normally the function. (1,1-27)

..,4

Section 12 .

.01Objectives: To be a'5Ie to describe the elements of the radar report and explain the procedures for
encoding-eaCh element and entry of operational status reports for Pransmission.

I. What is one of the prime purposes of weather radar surveillance? (12-5)

21
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2. If your station is a primary 'reporting station for radar observations, what is reported when no

echoes are observed on radar,.and how often must you transmit this report? (12-8)

3. When should yolt report hourly radar observations? (1'2-9)'

4. You have been encoding hourly radar observations. Shortly after an hourly report you are _informed

, that an aircraft may have crashed during the past 30 minutes within range of the radar. What

must you do? (12-12)-

5. What does "LNG" indicate in a RAREP report? (12-16-18; Table 17)

6. If you,have difficulty in determining the type of precipitation associated with radar echoes, how

can you obtain this information? (12-21)

7. Why is it important to determine the= reflectivity of radar echoes? (12-22-24)

8. 'When do you omit radar echo intensities? (12-26)

9. When should you report radar echo intensity as unknown ("U")? (12-26)

10. How can you obtain the intensity trend for radar echoes? (12-27, 28)

I 1. How are the direction and distance of fadar echoes reported? (12-29)

1..2. How should you identify the location of irregularly shaped radar echoes? (12-30)

13. How do you report the location of.cells or circular areas of radar echoes? (0-30)

2 ?.)
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14. How do you report .die size and shape of radar eckies in the form 'tif a line? (12-32)

15. What does the entry "12W" indicate when it is encoded with a radar observation (12-33; FO 5)

16. How do you indicate the size of echoes that are in a circular area or a cell? (12-34; FO 3)

17. How is the movement of radar echoes obtained and reported? (12-26-39)

18. How should you retiort the movement of an echo that is centered over the station and is causing
widespread precipitation that prevents you from detecting the shape (line, etc.) of the echo?(12-40)

19. For radar reports, what limitations must be considered for all values of cloud tops? (12-44)

2 . What is the purpose of the Remarks section of the radar recording form? (12-48)

21. HOw is the bright band reported with radar observations? (12-50, 51)

/ 22. Which operational status contraction should you include with a 'radar Observation if RHI scope datait unavailable? (12-56)

0.
or'

23. How is encoding special radar observations different from encoding hourly reports? (12-60)

24. Suppose that your station (ABQ) is in, the mountain standard time zone. At 1215 LST, you observe_radar echoes on the FPS-77 'that 'aprear to be funnel clouds. The echoes are rneing on a heading -of 070and are located 30 miles west. How should you encode the RAREP? (j211, 62)

25, How do you correct an error on AAREP that has alread been transmitted? (.1.2-63)

13273
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MODIFICATIONS
-

,t

,fifsf 02V of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for incldsitn in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational
0

, Tvehnical Education." 'Deleted material involves extensive use of

military Forms, kocedures, systfems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

--for use in vocational and .technical education.
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ANSWERS FOR CHAPTER. REVIEW'EXERCISES

CHAPTER 1.

Section 1

1. Cumulus.

2. Virga can be distinguished by ihe dark arta beneatti the cloud that completely disappears
(evaporates) before it reaches the ground.

3. A ragged cumulus cloud assoicated with good weather conditions is encoded as low cloud "I."
r .

-4. Cumulus, CL-2, may be reported 'as moderately developed or towering.

5: Cumulonimbus elpuds usually haye greater vertical and horizontal extent (massive) and their tops
must have at least sortie stratification or must lack clear outlines.

6. The dissipating stage of a cumulonimbus cloud usually releases most of its force, producing hail-'.
stones and high winds.

7. You can determine their presence by the occurre-nce of thunder, lightning, hail, or hiavy showery
precipitation.

8. Mammatus development appears pouchlike, whereas ,tubas are ragged cone.shaped appendages.
Tubas iddicate probable tornado activity.

9. L9 has a cirriform top (anvil). L3 lacks appreciable cirriform development.

10. Unlike TCU remarks, the cumulonimbus cloud remark includes a direction of mavement and the
chstanee from station, if known.

11. .L9, cuinulcinimbus.

12. St'ratblus clouds in detached elements have a flatter alpearance than cumulus clouds.

-)13. IA forms from the spreading out of cumulus clouds; L5 does not.
.

14. L8 is a combination of cumulus (Ll or L2) and stratocumulus clouds that coexist at different
levels. The stratocumulus must not have formed from the spreading out of cumulus clouds.

/15' The base of stratus clouds has a more uniform distribution of color; stratocumulus clouds have an
unequal color distribution,,

16. Stratis,clouds 'produce only light precipitation (dri z etc.), and may 441 the sun through'
theiQhinnest parts. NimbostratUs clouds on the otAer II/and:ire darker, do not reveal the sun,
produceilitavier precipitation, and Ilave an uneven Affuse bi.se. ^

,17. L7 clouds appear darker and more ragged than L6 clouds; however, the main difference is that
there is bad weather (precipitation), the stratus clouds are encoded as L7.

./
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18. When the sun is visible thiough altostratus, it appears as though Seen through ground glass. This

effect Prevents objects on the ground from casting shadows.

19. Approximately 6,500 feet to 23,000 feet.

20. M2 clouds do not reveal IV outline of the sun; MI clouds may. M2 clouds often produce

CO ous precipitation, especially when nimbostratus clouds are present.

, 21. D rker

22. if the size of the elements are such that they cover less than three fingers held at arm's length,

the cloud type probably is altocumulus:" if they scover more than the three fingers they are
probably stratocumulas clouds.

23. A corona usually indicates the presence of semitransparent altocumulus clouds. -

24. M3 clouds occur, at asingle level, and their elements change slos&M4 clouds occur* at one Or
more levels, and the elements are continually changing.

25. M5.

26. M6.

27, M7 clouds consist of either altocumulus clouds in two or more layers and not, progressively

invadint,the sky. or altocumulus clouds together with altostratus or nimbostratus clouds,

28. M8 may appear as small tufts qr as a layer with small towers sprOuting 'from it (castellanus).'

29. M9, altocumulus of chaotic sky.

30. Cirrus clouds.

31. Approximately 16,500 to 45,000 feet.
I

32. HI clouds .do not progressively, invade the,sky; H4 clpuds do.

33. H3 cloilds are the remains of a cumulonimbus; cloud, and 112 crouds are not.

34. The primary difference between cirruvand cirrostratus is the greaser horizontal extent of 'cirro-

stratus' clouds and their more veil.like appearance:-
_

35. A cirrosrotus cloud is never thick enough to prevent objects on the ground from casting shadows

when the sun is higher than 304 above the horizon. The Sun also causes halo ,phenomena in the'

presence of cirstratus clouds. ,

c2S-2

36. H6 clouds eXtend more than 454 above the horizon, and H5 clouds do not exte above-454.

4

.
, ..

is. . l
37. An +17 Noud (cTirostratus) must cover the entire sky,,

38. When cirrostratus clouds are in patches (not cirrus), yt'ou can classify them as H8: . .

. r .

39. theize of the elements. lb, an average element does not cover your little finger at arm's length .

when the cloud is 30' abOve. the horizon, -the cloud is cirrocumulu.s' .

.

4.
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40. Cirrocumulus clouds musf be predominant to be encbded 1-19.

r41. These clouds are usually formed by' a mountain wave condition which can also cause s
)

evere
turbulence.

42. Standing lentieular-4CeSp-and all rotor clouds.

43. Cloud type 1.5, stratocumulus.

44. 1964.

.45. 107/ (whenever you have more than one cloud type in a division, you select the.type.-th.at is most
significant).

Section 2

I. To be a layer, clouds or obscuring phenomena must have horizontal bases'at the same level.

,2. Sky cover s'Ymbols represent 'the total sky cowed at aria below thaClevel.

3, -G.

4, "t3" and ".120" respectively.

5. A ceiling is the height ofthe lowest layer of clouds or obscuring phenomena aloft that is reported
as broken or overcast and is not classified as thin; or, the vertical visibility in a surface-based
obscuring puienomenon not classified as partial.

6. "M."

7. The ceiling designator."M" can be obtained from- the known heights of 'objects such as radio
towers within 11/2 nautical miles of the airfield.

8. 18-035-41t95;
Ey,

9. -X350A1309.

10. The point at which the balloon tirst begins to fade from sight.
,

I 1.
-

All forms of moderate precipitation except drizzle affect ceiling balloons and require the use of
ceiling-designator "E..'

.
12. When the areAs not mountainous or 'hilly. the clouds are formed locally, the clouds are at or

bepw 5,000 feet, and recent aewpoint and free air temperature readings are available.
4

13. A ceiling represents vertical visibility into surface-based obscuring phenomena. The height of
ceiling layers aloft ieisesents the' base of the layer.

14. W4X.

15. ColumrC3: Ist25411 ; Colume:13:. ClG 22V29.

4
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16. -Enter ODVCD as a remark in column 13'.

17. column 13: 946/1831 16502001.

18. "BRKS W."

19. Column 13 containg a remark tli-a t reveals the phenomenon and its amount in tenths such as F3.

20. K.400.

Sec-tioh

1. Dark. obikcts.
-4

2. Accumulation of ice or precipitation on lights and lack of contrast or sharphess at sunrise and
sunset cause apparent reduction in visibility.

3. No. To report a "+" visibility, your estimated visibility must be tCvice tINchlistance to the most
distant marker.

4. Th. miles.

5.. First, sector visibility, aids in deternuning the prevailing visibility, second, it.points gut sectors of
.' thehorizon where the visibility is significantly different from prevailing.

6.- Current light setting.
:

7. The I-minute value Uses the current light setting, and the 10-minute value uses the higheit avail-
able tight setting.

8. Yes. RVR is reported when prevailing visibility is.1"mile or less, or RVR is 6,000 feet or less. 41*

9.
.

Because the prevailing visib.lity (average) is 3 miles and variable visibility is reported only when the
prevailing visibility is less than 3 miles and the visibility varies by one or more reportable values.

10. VSBY NW13/4 NE2. The other sectors ate omitted because.SW represents prevailing and SE is -

3 miles.

31. (1MR18VR14/12).R18V1110.

Section. 4

1. Hurricanes are a special weather phenomenon distingins-hed from others by its large size. The storm
encompasses so vast an area that its presence is obvious. Therefore, it is not reported, as such oh
AWS Form 10. All the-assoicated weather is reportable as individual elements*.

A 2.. A tornado.

3: "T+" because hail greater than 3/4,inch in diameter occurred.

30-
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. I
N. 4. Drizzle droplets are smaller, closer to Ach other, and appear to float as they follow air currents.

5. PreCfpitation is classified as "freezing" when liquid preciPitation freezes upon impact with the
surface or objects on the 'surface.

;
.« ..

.Z. .
6. Ice pellets." , .- ..

. .
,..

7. Hail is distinguished by its irregular shape end generallyieige- size.
... ' 1 ' /'IVINr #8. Snow pelIcti.

=260

' *'9. Snovigrains are small and fairly flat or elongated in Shape in conipanson to the fuller branched
development of snow.

10. Intermittent precipitation must stop and recommence at least once within the hour preceding the
time of observation, whereas continuous precipitation does not stop during' the preceding hour.

11. Showe'ry precipitation.

12. Hail and ice trystals.

13 Visibiliiy is, the best method; however', when obstructions to vision 'occur with snow or drizzle,.
the rate of accumulation may be the only guide.

/*
14. None. Only obstructions to vision that restrict the visibilily to less than 7 miles are reported.

15. Fog either reaches the base of the clouds or Covers at least 06 of the -sky. Ground foa covers
less than 0.6 of the sky and never reaches the cloud bases.

16. Blowing snow restricts the visibility to less than 7 miles at eye level, whereas drifting snow does
not.

17. ke fog:,particles and ice crystals produce sirnilar optical effects when observed through sunlight
or other light sources.

18. Dust, blowing dust, blowing sand, haze, and sr-stoke.

19. Dust.
,

20. Smoke ,at sunrise or sunset gives the sun a reddish coloring. During the daytaie a slight recicksh
tinge may also be present.

21. FUNNEL CLOUD, T+, L, RW. ZL, A, and F.

22. STATE POLICE TOADO èSW.31KC MOVG g 16101

23. T B37 SWWNE AND OVHD MOVG E PK WND 21/35 37.

The locatioe from the station for this.particular remark can vary; for example, SWNWNEE
" ANb OVHD. However, usually the fOrmat that requires the least number of teletype characters

thourd be "used, provided you do not exceed 90* with any combination of direction points. '

24. T B31E47 MOVD E PK WND 27/45 41 OCNL, LTGCGCC E

' 31 /
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/
25. A1135 HLSTO 14.

26. 11NTMT R"' indicates that the precipitation has stopped and tecommenced at least once in the
Kpast hour, whereas the remark "ROCNLY 11" implies a change in the intensity of continuous

precipitation.

27. When the ground.fog depth is less than 6 feet deep.
7^

Sections S. 6 and 7
- _ .

I. Atmospheric pressure is,defined as the pressure exerted by a coLumn of air. of unit area, extended
vertically from the reference surface to the top of the alfmosphere.

21 Aneroid barometer, .rnicrobarograph, and mercurial barometer.

3. Station pressure is the atmospheric pressure at station elevation.

4. A new set if comparison reathngs must be accomplihsed as directed by FMH-1.

5. You must read the mercurial barometer every 6 hours to,obtain a correction for the micro-
barograph, which is now the primary instrument.

6. Station pressure, 12hour mean temperature. and station elevation.

7. He uses it to adjust his altimeter so that he can maintain a reasonably true altitude
Might.

8. Sea-level pressure ar jtimete; settmg.

9.. "LOW 889." "LOW" is added when the altimeter setting is lower than 29.00.inches.

10. When the miarobarograph is in, use, an additional seven lines (59-65) on AWS Form .10 must
be corniileted once every 6 hours.

11. Read pressure as close to the hour as possible, usually after all other elements are observed.

. 13 Station pressure to the nearest.0.005 Inch of mercury is entered in column 17 once very 3 hours.

4P
13. If the barograph is reset, place an asterisk before the "zero" correotion and make a e in

column 90 (*barograph reset to zero correctton at 1410 LST).

14. The remark "PRESFR" indicates that the pressure is falling steadily at the rate of 0.06 Inch per
hour or more, whereas "LOWEST PRES" indicates that the pressure has fallen and then risen.

1.%

15. The Air Force uses a psj;chrornetir or an automatic sensing hygrothermometer.

16.. The temperature of the free air is sometimes refqrred to as t ambient temperature.

,
17. Thedewpoint temperature.

32
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18. Dewpoint, air temperature.

19. DP = 61.7. (The dewpoint is .7 of the way between 61 and 62 because the correspondingtemperature is .7 of the way between 72 and 73.)

20. When the wet-bulli .1.Vick is covered with ice.

21. Enter the temperature as 23 and the dewpoint as 9.

22. Magnetic nOrth.

23. The scale fitted above the pen indicates true direction.

24. The agonic line is a line along which true and magnetic direction are the same.

25. You may usey.a wind tee or cone to determine direction and use the Beaufort wind scale todetermine the speed.

26. Gusts are identified by the symbol "G," followed with peak speed.

27. A squall is identified by the smbol "Q," 'followed with peak speed observed during die same10 minutes.

28. Wind shift is a cliange in direction of 45 or more within 15 minutes.

29 1918G24.

30. PK Wt1D 27/37 46.

31. MAC.

32. Column 90 of AWS Form 10.

Sections.8 and 9

1. The primary objective of column 13 entries-on AWS Form 10 is to record operationally significantinformation not reported elsewhere;.,to.elaborate on 'preceding. coded data; or to record 3- and6-hourly synoptic data.

-2. The, first coded data in a surface observation for 3- and 6-hourly data is the barometric .datatapp 9911130.

3. If you'cannot use the barogram trace ,alone, you must select a code trace value (a) that iscompatible with the pressure rather than the barogram trace. However, you should attempt toselect a trace that maintains the approximate characteristics or the pressure over4he past 3"houls
.

regardless of this apparent discrepancy in pressure -measuring instruments.

4. 299 99103.

5. 21212 Otqk

4
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6. Enter "90499 90410" in column 13 following the cloud code gr up data.

7. Average the measurement of several areas, insuring that the maximum and minimum depths are

included in these measurements.

8. The precipitation amount 0.47 inch would be coded as "30047."

9. Freezingjevels from a raob balloon (RADAT), relative humidity at the middle coded height 84

percent; (019), height at which sounding first crosses 0 C isotherm i 1900 ft; (045), height of

next to uppermost level at which sounding crosses Cr C isotherm is 4,500 ft; (051), height of

uppermost level at which sounding crosses 0' C isotherm is 5,100 feet MSL; /1, indiCator to show

that ont additional crossing of the T C isotherm occurred.

10. An icing level is present at 9,500 feet MSL over your station.

11. This column 13 entry indicates that there is loose snow on the runway (LSR), the runway
condition reading is 15, and the runway has been sanded.

.12. The four conditions that require weather modification remarks in column 13 are: (1) when they

are about to take place, (2) when they are taking place, (3) when .they have ended, and (4) when

dispersal efforts may cease 'to affect the terminal weather.

13, Normally during the period in which DEFCON 3 or higher is declared.

14. Column 21 is the only summary column requiring hourly eneries.

15. Column 42 time entnes divide the observing day into 6-hour periods from midnight to midnight

for the 6-hourly observations. 1.
16. Column 68.

e*
17. Precipitatior4 snowfall, and peak wind.

18. On the first page for each new city and when the weather sensor equipment is changed asa a result

. of a change in active runway.

19. If The temperature is missing, enter an M in column 7.

20. Fihrig time is the time when you deliver youi report to communications or transmit it yourself.

21. CArfct the error ,by red-lining the incorrect entry Mid entering the% proper data in red above the,

intorrect data on in column 13 with an identification. Therienter -`-!COR" in red in column IS,

foHow4d by filing time:

- 4..

r

,Sectioni10

1. Form 10.

:CHAPTER 2

2. Within 15 minutes of the lastentry on yoUr Form AO.

34
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3. Hourly.

4. A 3-hourly observation contains the additional data of sea-level pressure and coded group;
(app tand 1C1...CmCH).

S. The remark (TC1J WN) .should -be enterea before t,he coded groups.

6. Take a special observation.

A special observation.

8. A special observation.

9. A special observation.
A

10. Take a special observation immediately. This special may be a single-element special and must
,describe the storm and provide the time and location of occurrence.

11. A special observation:,

4.
- 1.2. When th,e average 1-minute speed suddenly increases to twice, or more than twice, the currently

4 reported 1-minute Wind speed and exceeds .26. knots.

13. This observation does not contain mandatory special criteria and Probably was recOrded as a local
obsereation because of established .policies at the station (lowering of visibilities, ceiling, and
appearance of ground fog). NOTE: At some stations this situation may be a criterion for a specialbased on local needs.

14. The. observation at-1328 contains the first mandatory requirement for a special observation
(visibility). .

15. The observation, at 1341 does not cofitdin mandatory special criteria, but the lowering of cloud
layers and/or visibility are likely local criteria for that station.

16. Clouds below 1,000, feet that were not previously reported and visibility lowered to below 2 miles.

17. There are two conditions that meet mandatory special criteria in tins record, special observation;
the ceiling loweied below 3,000 feet and the beginning of precipitation other- than very light.,.

18. Take a local observation immediately., including all columns of Forrn 10 that are needed for a
recor4 observation except sea-level pressure data. Disseminate the observation locally only and omit
the contraction "ACFT MISHAP" from the transmission'.

- 19. A local 2eiation is required.
"

20. At -hie iions where the local Clisseminaiion device does 'not provide a piinted record, and the local..
. observation contains' only an altimeter setting.

^

21. The first coded elements of any pilot report are the location and' the time of observation.

22. Mig-30W TOL.

23: You must be sure that the time is the time the phenomenon actually occurred and not the. time
you received it.
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24. The MEP is from Denver, Colorado, to Little Rock; Arkansas, and the report began at 1615

and ierminated at 1902.

25. PIREP cloud heights are encoded in hundreds of feet MSL.

26. Several types are: tornadoes, funnel clouds, waterspouts, thunderstams, and hail.

27. LGT, MDT, SVR, and EXTRM.

28. Severe clear air turbulence at 26,000 feet MSL; report by a C-5A aircraft.

29. LGT MXD ICG 45 1-29.

30. Turbulence and icing are both types of phenomena that can alter or influence the aerodynamic
forces that act upon an aircraft. Certain types of aircraft are affected differently by these

phenomena; therefore, iti helpful to know the type of aircraft.

31. 600 300(5335 CONTRAILS 410 F-111.

32. When the aircraft is actually struck by electrical discharges in flight.

33. RAN PIREP 10SW RAN 1127 WND 270/45 80 LGT CAT 110-130 310e F-110.

34. When tornado activity, severe or extreme turbulence, hail or heavy icing are reported, the encoded
PIREP must besmiiiirtsniitted longline as a warning (WO).

Section 11

1. Base operations, control tower, and GCA units are usually on the local dissemination list for

observations.

. 2. FMH-1, AWS Form 10.

3. "ACFT OISHAP."

a 9 4. When speaking into an intercom system, you should talk at a moderate speed and speak veiy

clearly.

5. When establishing your first 'contact on an intercom si4stem, you should be sure to identifyyar-
.-

, self.

6.' Ijisibility one and one

7. When diSseminating thee altimeter setting, ,foup digits are used.
.-

8.. South, one and one half. .

9. After local dissemirkationlhe next prioriti: is longline transmission.

45;) .10. The ADCA.D/OWS teletype system consists of two paralleling eightcircuit networks.

.36
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° 11. The term "H-Time messages" is the automatic scanning by the programmer to collect hourly
ta.observationi.

./

,

12. No. Because the ADCAD/OWS programmer transmits the stations TSC which causes the ADCAD-.is
outstation code generator to generate SOM and automatically transmit in proper sequence.

13. The term "T-Time messages" is the automatic scanning by the programmer,* collect speCial
observations.

14. The term "special category traffic" is used to differentiate between special weather ihat must be
collected on the OWS network, at specific times, and the routine data being relayed on this
network.-

15. The two types of SP traffic 'presently polled on the OWS network are SDUS SPI .and
TAFORIPLATF - SP2.

16. TYPNO (OK) messages are transmitted on COMET II.

17. The mainland U.S. is divided into eight separate weather circuits.

18. AWSM 105-2: Volume 2, contains the listing of weather teletype bulletins.

19. The detachment commander.

20. 'It is outlined in black.

21. One type is a weather satellite chart.

22. Forecaster's. %II

Section .12

I. One of the prime purposes of weather radar observations is the early detection of hazardous
weather phenomena.

2. When no echoes are observed, primary radar reporting stations must trantmit the minimum of one
radar observation,'"PPINE," exery hour.

3. When precipitation echoes or fine lines associated th meteordlogical discontinuities are present
/ on the radar, scopes.

--
4. STake a special ,radat observation.

5. That the choes,are1ifihe shape-of-a broke line (6/16 IQ 9/10 coverage).

6. Usesurface -4/ea r reports, visual observations, and PIREPs.

7. eRellectivity values provide 'a 'method uf determining echo intensity.
f .

8. 'Because of special problems'involving rePectivity mdasureMeni, echo intensities are not reported for
ice pellets, freezing drizzle, drizzle, h,ail, or snow.

-0
2
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9. When the echo systems that you are reporting are farther than 125 nautical miles from the
station.

10. By using a trend of past reflectivity sraloes.

11. To the *nearest whole degree and nearest nautical mile.

12. By rep rung as many direction and dis,tance points as necessary to provide an approximate
reprodu tion of the echo area when the points are connected.

13; Report cells or ,circular areas by Xing the direction and distance to the center of each cell or
area-and the diameter (D) of the echo.

14. Report as many points as necessary to estahlish the axis of the line. Further identify the line by
reporting the average width.

15. "12W" indicates that the average width of a line is 12 nautical miles.

16. Report the diameter. For exarniie-, "D15" equals a 15mile diameter.

17. Echo. system movement is obtained by using at least two successive positions 1 hour or more
For cells and small elements, determine the movement over a 15-minute interval if it is

rei5 sentative..Report the direction from which the echo is moving in tens of degrees and report
the speed of movement to the nearest knot.

18. You cannot accurately determine the movement of the echo. therefore, enter a remark, such as
PCPN AREA CNTRD THISTA, to explain this situation.

19 When scanning for echo top measurements, you must consider range limitations which vary dePend-

ing..on the type of radar being used.

20. To support and amplify other elements of the radar observation.

11. In the Remarks section as "MLTLVL," followed by the height in hundreds of feet MSL. For
example, MLTLVL 67.

22. RHINO.

23. When a special RAREP is required at a nonscheduled transmission period, it Must include tb
contraction "SPL" followed by a GMT, time group. Otherwise, the ."SPL" prefix is all that'is
required.

24. ABO SPL 1915Z PSBL FUNNEL CLOUDS.30W MOVG ENE.

25. Dray a red line througe the incorrectentrx and enter the correct value above it in red. When the,
..,correctipn is transmitted over teletype, enter 'TOR". and the GMT transmission time in redjit the

Remarks section. . -



MODIFICATIONS '

(9 7-- 4)6 of this publication has (have) been deleted in'

adapting this material for iftclusion in the "Trial Implewtation of a'

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and echnical: Education." Deleted material inv Ives extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.
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STOP
1. MATCH ANSWER

SHEE'T TO TitIS -

EXERCI)E NUM-
BER.

44, 25251 02 26

2.USE NUMBER I
PENCIL.

1

VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

Carefully read the following:

DO'S:

1. Check the "course,"."volume." and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take afction
to return' the answer Sheet and, the .shipping list to ECI immediately with a
note of explanation.

2. Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet alternates across from column
to -eolumn.

< 1/43. Use only medium sharp #1 black Jead pencil for marking answer sheet.

4. Circle the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your
answers, transfer them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on'the answer sheet, be sure that the.erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try to avoid any trasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.

6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet fer review and reference.
4

7. If mandatokly enrolled student, process questions or comments through your
unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI
Form 17.

DON'TS:

I. Don't pse answer sheets,other than one furnished specifically for 'each review
exercise.

it,
2. Don'ttack tf11...1he atiSvier 'sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Double

marks(or eiessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.

3. Don't fold, spindle,ostaple, tape, or mutilate the
<7"

4. Don't use ink or any marking other ilian with a #J black lead pencil.

NOTE: The 3-digit number in parenthesis immediately follo*ing each item num-
ber in this Volume Review Exercise repre ents a Guide Number in the
Study Reference Guide which in turn in c1iates the area of the text where
the answer to that item can 1::c nd. For proper use of these Guide
Numbers,in assisting you .with our yolume Review Exercise, read care-
fully the instructioni in tbe h iding 'of the Slay Reference Guide.

answer sheet.

1
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Multiple Choice

Chapter I

1. (200) The numlier of basic cloud forms generally used by meteorologists is
.

a. 3. c. 10.
b. 7. d. 27.

°E.

2. (200) Assume that you observe low, grey, ragged clouds, thick altostratus or nimbostratus clouds
and light, precipitation. Which cloud 'code group is correct'

a. 162/. c. 172/.
b. 171/. d. 161/.

3. (200) Which of the following or3tions gives a correct comparison of cumulus and cumulonimbu;
clouds?

Cumulus , Cumulonimbus

a. Nonstratified top. Anvil top.
b. Thunder and lightning. Good weather.
c. Enensive vertical development. Little vertical development.
d. Massive appearance. Small appearance.

4. (200) When cuMulus and stratocumulus (not from cumulus) appear together, you code them as

a. C -8 if their bases are at different levels.
b. CL-2 if their bases are at different levels.
c. C -2 and C -5 regardless of layers.
d. C -2 because of order of encoding priority.

5. (200) Assume that you observe large massive low clouds with tops that lack clear outlines but no
appreciable stratiform development, altocumulus clouds that appear to have formed from cumuliform
clouds, and the Cirriform remains of a cumulonimbus cloud. Which cloud code group is correct?

a. 1263. c. 1363.
.b. 1362. d. 1963.

6. (200) One way to recognize cumulonimbus L3 from L9 is by the

a. massive appearance of L9.
b. otcurrence of lightning or itiunder with L9.
c. fibrous top of L3.
d. Mammatus formation associated with L3. 4

7. (200) Which cloud types are present for a cloud code group of 147/?

a. Stratocumulus from cumulus, altocinhulus, and altostratus.,
b. Stratocumulus not from eumulus, altocumulus, and nimbostfatus.
c. Stratocumulus from cumulus and semitransparent altocumulus
d. Stratocumulus not fr9m cumulus and cirrostratus covering entire, sky.
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8. (201) Which cloud types are present for a 'cloud code group of 1838?

a. Cumulus, stratocumulus not from cumulus, semitransparent altocumulus, changing slo*ly, and
patches of cirrus.

b. Cumulus, stratocumulus from cumulus, semitranspirent altocumulus,. ch'anging rapidly, and
patches of cirrostratUs.

-
c. Cumulus, stratocumulus not from cumulus, semitransparent altocumulus, changing slowly, and

patches of cirrostratus.
d. Cumulus, stratocumulus from cumulus, semitransparent altocumulus, changing slowly, and

patches of cirrostratus.

49. (201) When the sun appears dimly Visible as though seen through ground glassIthe cloud
affecting the 'view is

t'
a. cirrostratus, Cfc.7. c. altostratus, C1.2.
b. stratus, CL-6. d. altostratus, esci.

10. (201) Altocumulus clouds, C1-8. appear as either

a. altocumulus or altocumulus together with 'altostratus.
b. rounded
c. tuftsp
d. pat4es o

ses or bands.

haped.

I I. (201) Cirrus and cirrostratus clouds differ primarily because of the

/. more veil-like appearance of cirrostatus clouds.
b. darker appearanCe of cirrostratus clouds.
c. thinner composition of cirrus clouds.?
d. greater horizontal extent of cirrus clouds.

12. (201) The difference in classification between high clouds 6, 7, and 8 is that

a. H8 is cirrostratus, 1-16 and H7 are cirrus..
b. A6 is invading, H7 and H8 are not. .

c. H7 is semitfansparent, H6 and H8 are dense.
d. H8 covers the entire sky. H6 and H7 do not.

13. (201) Select the statement which best describes orographic clouds.

a. A rotor cloud remains stationary.
b.,Poehmitall is cumuliform in appearance.
c. Orographic clouds indicate stability.

.d. A lenticular cloud resembles a "mackerel" sky.

la. (201) Which of the following is characteristic of lenticular clouds?

a.'Usualty opaque.
b. COntinually changing in appearance.

Found 'at a single level.
d. Dissipated quickly by high winds.

1 *
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15. (202) Each sky cover symbol represents that portion'of ,the sky covered

a at that level and above. c. below that level only.
b. a't that level and below. d. at that level4only.

16. (202) Suppose that the lowest layer covers 2/10 of the sky, the.second layer covers another 4/10
but is 3/10 thin, and the hlhest layer covers the entire sky. What is the correct entry for column

of AWS Form 10?

a. CD, 0, .o c. CD, aD, aD.

b. CD, .0, e. d. CD, .aD.,

17. (202) Select the correct column 3 entry 2/10 surface.based obsairing phenomena, 0 ,0 cumulus at
2,800 feet, 3/10 smoke layer at an estimated 4,500 feet, and *a solid overcast measured by TPQ-11

iadar at 12,000 feet.

a .X280R1209.
b. -X2SCDE4501209.

c. .X45CDR1209.
d. -X280450R1209.

lr (202) Suppose that you have the sky partly obscured by ,6/10 fog and 2/10 of clouds are visible
also. What is the correct symbols for column 3 of AWS Form, 10?

a. -X c. -X .e.
b. .X CD. d. -X 0.

19. (203) A larke tower 1 1/16 piles from the airfield reveals the base of the clouds to be 250 feet.
What,column 3 entry should you make on AWS Form 10 if the layer is overcast?

a. E39. c. M39.
b. E29. d. M29.

20. (203) Your. FP5-77 radar reveals the basc of the clouds to be 21,300 feet. What column 3 entry
should you make,on AWS qorm. 10 if the layer is 9110 coverage?

a. E2200.
b. R2200.

c. R2100.
E21Q0.

21. (203) Suppose that 10'minutes ago within 1h mile of the runway, an aircraft reported the cal g
height at 2,500 feet,, 6/10 coverage. You obtain a balloon ceiling height for the same layer at

2,900 feet. How should you rePort the ceiling?

a. E27V0.
b. A250.

c . E27O.
13290.
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c:>273
22. (203) Situttiion An ircraft flying over the 'runway within 'g miles and 10 mates frima observation

time reports the vertical visibility as 1,500 feet. The whole sky is covered by snow: however,
3/10 of the sky is visible through the snow in the SE. Ho,t should you report this condition in
columns 3 and 13 of AWS Form 10?

Colzimn 3 'Column 13
'

a..X S7
b. AlYX no4
c. W15X A." S7
d. W15X none

23. (203) Suppose ,that die ceiling is fluctuating rapidly between remtable values of 1,306.-1,500, *4 *N.
1,600, and 1,200 feet. Which Form 10 entry is correct?

Coluthn 3

a VI 4Ve
b. M13Ve
c. M14Ve
d. M13Ve

Column 13

CIG VRBL
CIG VRBL
CIG 12V16
CIG 12V16

24. (;203) Situation: The present sky condition is 5/10 cumulus at a measured 2,500 feet and an
estimated 7,500,feet overcast. The first layer occassionally beconies broken and you can see
higher clouds through breaks in the overcast. How should you report this situation on Form 10?

Column 3 Column 13

a. M25 GD 759
.b. 25 CD Else
c. M25 CD E75e
d. M25 GD 75e

OVID HIR CLDS VSB
(DV® BIOVC
CDV4D HIR CLOS VSB
(VT BINOVC

25. (204) Which of the followini option's is not a reportable visibility value?

a. 5/16. c. 1 7/8.
b. 7/10. d. 3/8.

26., (204) When is RVV reported in all observations?

a. Whenever the* prevailing visibility is 1 mile or less and the RVR is 1 mile or less.
b. Whene r the preVailing visibility is 1 mile or less and your station does not report RVR.
c. When er the prevailing visibility is 2 miles or less,
d. When r the pievailing_visibility changes by a reportable value.

1 7 (204) When is RVR reported in all observations?,

a. For every change in reportable value.
b. Whenever prevailing visibility and RVR is 1 tnile or less.
c. Whene4r prevailing visibility is 1 mile or less, or RVR is 6,000 feet or less.
d. Whenever prevailing visibility changes by reportable value.
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28. (204) Which of the following options is the correct way to report variable visibility in column 4

and column 13 of AWS Form 10? .

Column 4

a. V 1Y4
' -b. 11/4

c. 11/4 V

d. 11/4 VAR4

Column 13

VSBY 1V2
VSBY 1V2
VSBY 1V2
VSB 1V2 Ne\

29. (204) Which of the following options is correct for entering sector visibility in column 13 of AWS

Form 10? . /
AV

a. VSB E thru NNW 11/2. c. VSBY E 11/2 S2 1/8.
b. VSB E-S-W 5. d. VSBY SE R4 Sl.

A

30. (205) Of the following weather phenomena, which can be used as a demi& guide for determining
the presence of a severe thunderstorm (T+)?

a. 3.'3-inch hail. c. Frequent thunder.
b. 35-knot winds. d. Mammatus development.

31. (205) iWhich descriptive term does not apply to the corresponding solid precipitation form?

a. Snow grainsrefrozen.
b. Snowbranching.

c. Ice crystalsunbranched.
d. Snow pelletscrisp.

32. (206). Which of the following entries in cOlumn 5 of AWS Form 10 incorrectly shoiis .
- obstructions to vision?

a. 5 RW. c. 7 H.
b. 6 1,-. d. 5 BS.

a

33. (206) Which of the following examples illustrates the correct order of entrj, for weather and
obstructions to vision id column 5, of AWS Form 10?

. a. T, L-, ZL-, SG+, F.
b. T, RW-, SG+, ZL, -F. T, ZR, R-, SG-.

F, S.

34. (206) Which of the following examples of column 13 significant remarIncorrect?

a. TORNADO B53 W MOVG NE PK ViND 27/85 58.
b. WATERSPOUT E56 MOVD E- PK WND 30/37 51.
c. UNCONFIRMED FUNNEL CLOUD 20W CLL MOVG E 1920.
d. STATE POLICE REPORTED POSSIBLE TORNADO 13 MILES WEST OF FW.1.1

EWD AT 1930 GMT.

35. (206) How many significant remark :contractions are there for the types of lightning?

a. 3. c. 5.
b. 4. d. 6.

,

4
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$ 36. (206) Which example shows the correct usage of a significant remark .for thail?

a. HAIL B35 HLSTO 11/4. C. AB35 HLSTO 11/4 DIAMETER,. ./
'b. HAIL 835 11/4 DIAMETER. d. AB 35 HLSTO 11/4.

Zs 37. (206) Which example shows the correct usage of a significant remark?

4a. INTMT RW-.
b. SNOiNCR I.

C:OCNL R-.
d RW-OCNLY RW."A

38. (207) When can a new aneroid barometer be used?

a. After 1 week of checking readings against some standard.
b. After being calibrated by the field maintenance shop.
c.-After comparing readingi lieith the mercuriai ffiometer in acCimer ce with FMH-1.
d..After 2 weeks of checkmg temperature zone that the aneroid :is 'located.

39. (207) Station pressure, thotigh not trdnsmitted, is recorded in column 17 of MVS Form 10 once
- every hour to the nearest

a. .001 inch of mercury. c. .010 inch of mercury.
b. .005 inch of mercury. d. .001 millibar.

40. (207) When the barograph is reset, it should be shown on AWS Form 10 by placing an Werisk
before the "ZERO" correction and making a note in column

a. 59. C. 72.
b. 65. d. 96

41/. (207) If the pressure trace on a barogram shows a rapid fall of 0.06 inch per hour, the
significant remark made in column 13 of AWS Fortn10 to indicate this situation is

a.*PRESRR.
_

c. PRESFR. .
b. PRIMP. d. pRES UNSTDY.

k_
.

42. (208) A temperature of 10 below zero is recorded in column 8 of AWS form 10 as

a. minus 10.
b. 10 below.

c. minus ten.
d. -10.

43. (208) After obtaining your local magnetic variation, you may convert' magnetic direction to
true direction by

1
..

;
a. subtracting easterly variation from magnetic direction,
b. subtracting westerly vgnation froth magnetic direction. *,
c. adding westerly variation to magnetic direction.

1

/ - d. adding easterly variation to true direction. ,

44. (208) Which of the following is an example of gustiness?

a. r10Q20. - C. 10+30;
b. 15Q37. d. I2G35.

e_
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45, (208) Suppose that the duty forecaster informs you of frontal passage at 318'GMT. Which is the
correct column 13.entry?

6.

a. WND) SHFTG GRDLY. C. WSHFT 1318, :
b. WSHFT 1318 FROPA. . d. WSHFT FRONPA.

. f ' ....

46. (208) Which ofthe following is an enscbdpd wind at 105 KTS frOm 160?

a. 16011 one hundred.
.b. 1605 -one.

al

47. (208) A peak wind of 37 knots from 27p° at
Form 10 as

, c. 16105.
d. 6605.

e

. a. Peak Wind 37/37 1146.. c. PD-WND 37/37 46.
b. PK WND 27/37 1146. d. PK WIND 27/37 46.

. i . -

48.' (209) Suppose that you have determined that the pressure bardmetnc character stic is
coded tendenq is "Ir." How is tclis data entered in column 13 of AWSForqi icfl
6-hourly liqurd phcipitation,was 1..37 inches? ,

Ii46 GMT is (lecorded in coliunn 13 of AWS.

,, .

a.-89937 99117 ONE.
b.89937 ONE 99117.

- c. 89) 991.1799137.
d. 89937991379911.7.

49. (;209) How is a snow depth of 118 inches encoded in colunIn 13, AWS Form W?
.4

a. 90418 ONE. p. appl8 ONE.
b. 90499 99118. d. 90499./90418.

" and the

50. (209) How is a 24e-hour precipitation of '2.38 inches encoded in column 13. AWS Form 10?

a. 24238. c. 20238.
b. 20038 TWO. d. 24038 XWO.

51. (209) The third digit for RADAT Code is

c:27eat

ONt

a. the relative humidity at the first crossing of the 0' C. isotherm. .
b. the height of the first freezing level.
C. a letter designator identifying the if C. isotherm crossing to which, the coded value of UU \

corresponds.
d. an indicator group used to show the number of crossidgs of the 0. C. isotherm other than ()

those heights are encoded. .

a, ' , .. .

52. (209) Which additional data remark indicates that slushis on the runway, patchy runway
. -'!'il.

ponditiOns, and a ruvday condition reading of 15?

a. LSRL5P, .
. c. SLRP15.

b. LSRP15. d. SL1r1513.:
.".

A

211 I.1
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(209) If you are assigned to weather unit.within
requirea .(s) transmit 'radiation intensity data?

a. Once every 12 hours.
b. Once a day at 0900 GMT.
c. Under specified conditions; usually dunng the period in which DEFCON 4 .ór higher is

declared.
d. Under ipecifi cDnditions; ustrally during the p nod in whicH DEFCON 3 or higher is

iléclared.

the CONUS or Alaska4when are you normally

L.
.54. (2 0) Whh coltimn on AWS Form 10 summarizes total sky cover for each record Observation?

a. Colurr'm 3. c. Column 21.
b. Colunth 13. d. Column 90.

55. (210) Supwse that at a 6.1iodrly observation, you measure 3 3.inc1i snowfall (.35.inch melted
equivalentr during the past 6 hours..The proper precipitation and snowfall summary entries for
AWS Form 10 art:

Column 44 Column 45
,

4- a. .35 no entry.
b. .35 3.0,
c. 3.0 .35 )

d. no entry. 3.0

vir
56. (210) How is a 24-hour snowfall (unmelted) of 3 i chei entered on ACYS Form 10 and in- whichf

column is it entered?
,

a. Column 69-3.0. c. Column .70-3. .b. Column 68'3. d. Column 70-3.0.,
A

\ t
57. (210) In which column of AWS Form 10 are active runway and equipment changes recorded?

a. rolumn 13.
b. Column 21.

0, Cdlumh 10.
d. Column 90.

Ch er 2 .4.

58. (211) All eltments of a record observation must be observed within how many minutes of the
last AWS Firm 10 entry for the observation?

a, 10.
b. 15.

ION

c. 20.
d. 25.

49
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59. (211) The 6-hourly observations are recorded at

a. 0009,4000, 1.201a, and 1800 LST..
b. 0000, 0600, 1200:-and )800 GMT.
c. 0300, 0900, 1500, and RV LST.
d. 0300,10900, 1500, and 2100 GMT.

60. (211) Which change in visibility requires a special observation?

a. 14 miles of visibility becomes 11/2 miles.
b: 2 miles of visibility becomes 3 miles.
c. 3 miles of visibility becomes 5 miles.
d. 10 miles of visibility liecomes 3 miles.

61. (211) Which o the followirt,g is not a critepon'.for taking a special observation?

a. Thunderstorm stops. .

b. Freezing precipitation begins, ends, or changes, in intensity. .

c. Wind direction cha'ngei 350, and takes place in less than 15 minutes.
d. Toenado is reported by the State police 1 hour ago. ,

62. (212) Suppose that you are notified at 1030L to take an observation for an aircraft mishap. How

is the report disseminated? .4=

a. Locally, but without the contragtion "ACFT MISHAP.",
b. Long line and locallybut *without the contraction "ACFT MISHAP."
c. Locally, using. the Form 10 columns normally entered for a local.

d. Long line, as 4 special.
1-

63. (212) Which example shows the correct format for encoding the location r extent of 1!henomena

for a pilot report from 40 nautical miles wuth of EAU to MKE from 111-6Z to 12302?

a. 40S EAUMKE 1116-1230
b..EAU 40SMKE 1230.

64. (212) Which of the following is not a criterion
station?

c. 40S EAUMKE 1230.
d. EAU 40SMKE 1116-1230.

. ,

for requiring i local observation at a weather

a. Ice pellet's change intensity., 1

b. Altimeter settings are required at the station at a fiequency not to exceed 35 minutes.

c. ACFT MISHAP.
d. The 1minute mean RVR criterion is first Met.

/ J 65. (212)1Which elemen of a record observation is,not includeä in an "ACFT MISHAP" local
observation?g.

I
a. Temperatur. . i c. ,S0.1evel pressure.. 4
b. Altimeter setting. d.'t -Dewpoint. '

... .

40.
\

/
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66. (212) Which is a correct statement concerning the AWS Form 12, Pilot Report?

a. The forecaster must review each report before transmission.
b. The forecaster is responsible ,for making AWS Form 12 entries.
c. The DETCO must certify all hazardous weather (WO) PIREPs prior to transmission.
d. All times are entered in local time.

67. (213) Local ditsemitiation procedures are based on the requirements listed in

a. AFCSR 105-1. C. FMH-1.
b. AFCSR 105-2. d. FMH-3.

68. (213) When establishing your first contact on an intercom system,you should be sure to do all of
the following except to

a. report rapidly. c. identify yourself.
'b. speak very clearly. d. talk at a m'Oderate speed.

69. (213) What type of weather message is transmitted in H-time polling cycles?

a. Storm observations. c..Local observations.
b. Special observations. d. Hourly observations.

70. (213$ Which of the following should be classified as special category traffic?

a. PIREP.
b. Tornado.

c. SDUS.
d. Hail.

71. (213) The mainland of the U.S. is divided into how many weather circuits?

a. 6.
b. 8.

c. 10.
d. 12.

72. (213) Processing of satellite charts is usually a function of the

a. observer., c. DETCO.
b. forecaster. d. maintenance technician.

73. (214) If you are -at a primary radar porting station, what transmission shOuld you make when
no echoes are on the radar scope al the hourly observation time?

. a. PPINE. c. PPINO?
b. PPIOM. d. ROBEPS..

74. (214)- When an echo is over or nearly over the station and you can not identify its, position
because of precipitation attenuation and ground clutter, how, if at all, should you report the

,echo?

a. Indicate its presence in remarks only.
b. No entry.
c. Report its at a position compatible with previous trends of movement.
d. 000/00. ;"

e
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75. (214) When determdung intensity trend for a line of echoes, the minimum time period to use is

a. 10 minutes,
b. 15 minutes.

c.30 minutes.
d. 60 minutes.

76. (214) Which statement concerning the reporting of radar observations is not correctl

a. Irregular areas are identified by as many direction and distance points as needed.
b. Direction and distance points are reported consecutively in a clockwise direction.
c. Large circular areas are identified by reporting the center position and diaeter of the area.
d. Direction and distance points for echo lines are limited to the two end points on the axis of

the line.

77. (214) Determine the speed ,of movement pf a radar echo sytteni on the basis of at least

a. two successive posit'ions 1 hour.or more apart.
b. one position 1 hour or more apart.
c. two successive positions 15 minutes or more apart.
d. one position 15 minutes or more apart.

78. (214) Assume that you o)serie a bright band on the RHI scope with the base at 6,500 feet and
the top at 7,300 feet MSL. How should you encode 'it?

s't

4,
a. MLTLVL 65. 0 c2BRIGHT BND 65.
b. MLTLVL 73. ,d. BRIGHT BAND 73.

79. (214) Whichi coded RAREP is correct for reporting an anticipated 12-hour equipment outage at

Rawtoul (RAW) if the current time is 0640Z oil the 9th and the alternate station is Grissom
AFB (GUS)? ..

a. RAN PPIOM 091840Z ALTN* GUS. . c. RAN PPINA 091840Z ALTN GUS._

b. RAN PP1OM ALTN GUS 090640Z. At d..,RAN PP1NA ALTN GOS 090640Z.

Chapter 3

80. (215) Which AWS regulation is the numerical index for all AWS manuals?

a. 0-2. c:" 0-6.
b. 0-4.* d. 0-8.

81. (215) In accordance with AFR 5-31, Air Force Publications Reference Systems, changes and

supplements are filed in

a. front of the volume to which it pertains:
, b. back of die volume to which it pertains.

c. front of the bled pages at the back of the book.

. d. back of their basic publication.

20 J
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NANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 3

iv -) 7.

t

i

I

i - I

1-2
. .

6 1-30

7 1-40 f

9, 1-46

10 1-56

10e 1-59

19 26
1

26 2-67,

: Col 2

27 2-75
.-

34 Text table, Encoded Data column Delete "Z" from "0204Z" and "0249Z."

3 4 Change "award" to "aware."

36 3 17 Change "satelliet" to "satellite."

Change currency date to "April 1974."

14
-

Change t'US Weather Bureau" to "National
WeatherlService."

7 Change "are surface chart" to "area surface chart."

4 Change "ohe" to "the."
.

17 Change "blobe" to "globe."
4 Change "four" to qthree."
7 Change "snow showersshowers" to "snow

showers.

7 Change "clous" to "cloud."
1 Change "solid" to "solidi."
11, 12 Change "addepted" to "adopted."

7
Change "schedules" to ,"scheduled."

36 4-3 Change "Netwoek" to "Network.7

37 4-5 11,15 Delete remainder of sentence beginning with Tinker
'Weather, etc." Replace with "Carswell Automatic
Digital Weather Switch (ADWS), Automated
Weather Network (KWAN) located at Carswell
AFB, Texas."

37 4-6 Delete and replace With new ,paragraph 4-6.

"4-6.,The COMET system establishes a method
of collecting and disseminating weather data for

10
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TABLE 17

, -CLASSIFICATION OF ECHOES

CHARACTO CONTRACTION DEFINITION

Cell
.

CELL

;

. c

A single convective echo that for reasona for spatial, isolation

or character individuaLity cannot be grouped with other echoes.

Aria AREA

-

Related or similareechops that can be reAny associated geograph -

ically for reporting purposes. Echoes must cover at feast 5 per-

cent of the total area of the sy;te= being reported, and in the

case of a concective area more than three cells are required to

:sake an area. _

Line

i

A

.

IN

.

'

Related or similar echoes that form into a pattern exhigtting a

length to width ratio Cif at least.five to one and a length of at

least 30 nautical miles. At least 30 percent of the total area

of the system,being reported must be covered by weather echoes.

If the line pattern forma within an existing echo syatem it should

pertiat for at least 15 minutes or should be at least 60 peroent

covered by weather echoes before being identified as h line.

Stratified Elevated Echo LYR Precipitation aloft. In this case the height'of both the top

and base of the achaltill be reported.
..

7 ,

Spiral Band Area

_

.

SPRL BAND AREA Echoes associated with tropical stormo, hurricahes, or typhoons

and systematically arranged in curved lines. This grouping =ay

include a wall cloud. .

Fine Line

s

FOE LN Narrow nonprecipitation echo pattern associated with a meteor.

ological discontinuity such as the cold air outflow in advance

of a squall line or the leading edge of a sea breeze.

*ft

TABLE 19

INTENSITY RELATIONSHIP

Sydbol

Estimated

...Precipitation

Echo ,

Intensity %

Theoretical
'rainfall rate

in./hr.*

- . light . weak < 0.1

-

moderate moderate 0.1-0.5

.

+ heavy

,

strong 0.5-1.0

.

44
_

.

verylaeavy very strong 1.0-2.0

X intense intense 2.0-5.0

XX extreme extreme )5.0

.6
*Based o the relationship Z.= 200IJ

3fsj
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Paragraph Lines)Page Correction

. 37 4-7 2, 3, 7,

11111k

11, 12

37 4-9 6, 8

37 4-11 8

39 4-21

40 4-33

44 6-11

45 6-12 5, 9 .

48 6-31 14

48 6-32 9

48 6-37 9

49 6-41 5, 6, 7, 8

49 6-42 8
,

49 6-42 10

49
10

6-44. 2 7, 10, 15

50 6-47 1, 9

50 F-48 2

51 7-8 9

52 7-10 12

52 7-13 6;

53 7-18 10

military weather reporting stations. A computer is
the key to the operaton of COMET I and II circuits.
The computer located at Carswell AFB, Texas,
controls the switching and control function of
COMET I aild COMET 11 circuits. To better
understand how the computer affects the military
communications system, let's examine . the
operation of Comet I first."

.Delete "IA DCA D programmer" and insert
"computer."

Delete "programmer" and insert "computer."

Change "(KAWNI" to "(AWN)."

Add to display dot items: ,
"s MWTCS, Kansas City; Kansas."

Delete fourth display dot and entire line beginning
"Charleston:, . ."

Delete 'entire- paragraPh exi'elit for italic headitt,
and insert:

"Volume 2 istie master manual describing the
meteorological message content (teletype and
facsimile)" of all bulletins originated by AWS
activities. The volume is divided intofour parts; ass
described below:

Part IGeneral teletype meSsages.
Part IICONUS facsimile products.
Part WAEuropean facsimile products.
Part INrPacific facsimile products."

Delete comMa acfer "alphabetically.", Insert "in."
Put a period after "Volume II." Deletelines 6 thru 8.
Delete "II" at beginning of line 9.

Change "theregy" to "thereby."

Change "rochetsonde" to "rocketsonde."

Change "FLATF" to "PLATF."

Delete entire sentence beginning with "When the
COMET. . . ."

Between the words "local AT&T," insert "AFCS
f TCF. The TCF then notifies the local. .

Delete "KWRF' and insert "KAWN."

Delete "KWRF"and insert "KAWN."

Delete "KWRF' and insert "KAWN."

Delete "KWAF: and insert "KAWN."

...Change "he" to "The."

Change "waster" to "wasted.1

Change."and the give" to "and. then give."

Change "satisy" to "satisfy."

12
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P ref a.c e

THIS VOLUME contains informatio roaden your knowledge of weatherplotting and communications. The centralized concept of operation haseliniinated the need to plot charts on a massive scale at the detachment level.
High-speed computers and data-handling machines have improved thetimeliness and quality of weather charts. However, machines are not immune tomalfunctioning. A prolonged facsimile outage could cause an increase im localchart preparation. In your job as a weather observer, you must be able todecipher the weather codes and plot the required weather charts. This volumealso.covers the communications function at the detachment level and exploresthe weather communications systems and electronic data processing provided atweather relay centers.

Chapter I is devoted to weather codes and how they are'deciphered. Throughthe use of hypothetical situations; this chapter explains how you can determine
the availability of the various weather reports for specified geographical areas.This discussion leads to the practical application of this knowledge: map plot-ting. The discussion ofmap plotting illustrates the variations in the plottingmodel and code type as the desired analysis changes. The chapter presents eacweather code in its common plotting forni and ustge. Section 2 of Chapte sdevoted to upper air codes. This discussion acquaints you with tbi problems

yit so,ciated with decoding both radiosonde code and the.upper wind codes. Em-phasis is pilaced upon plotting requirements; however, special plotting'requirements and charts afe also discussed. Section 2 also disswes the three'tgpes ofrcraft codesRECCO, COMBAR and AIREPthat'We plotted onweather slaps and charts. Each code is discussed separately, withspecial em-phasis placed on the plotting models most frequently used at a map plotting ac-tivity.
Chapter. 2, Weather Communications and Editing, contains a comprehensivediscussion of the communications tasks involved in the long-line disseminationof wpither data. This chapter also gives you an insight into the operation of thevarious weather networks and weather relay centers. Chapter 3, Electronic

Data Processing, corlkins a basic discussion of the operations in electronicallyprocessing and evaluating of weather data. It also gi,ves the fundamental'steps inprogramming and operating electronic data processing machines for a weatherprogram. The chapter concludes with' a discussion of tape maintenance andmanagement. It also describes supervision and quality control.
Foldouts 1 through 9 are included In the supplement to this volume.Whenever you are referred to one ofwthese foldouts in the tat, please turn to.the supplement and locate the foldout.
Code numbers appearing on figures are for' identification by the preparingagency only.
If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this

text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Tng Cen
(TTOC), Chanute AFB IL 61868.

If 3rou have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any ofECI's instructional aid's (Your Key to Career Development, Study Reference

a



Guides. Chapter Reviok Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course
Examination). consult your education officer, training officer. or NCO, as ap-

proPriate. If he Oin't ans1..'6'r your questions. send them to ECI, Gunter AFB AL
36118:- prefdably op' EC1 Form .17, Student Re9uest for Assistance.

This volume isyfilued at 27 hour's (9. points).
Material. in this volOhe is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of

December 1971.
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Plotting Weather Charts

MOST WEATHER 'stations are involved to
some degree in the decoding and plotting of
weather codes. Naturally, if you.,are assigned to
a weather central, you plot a greater varietY of
weather charts than the weather observer at a
small detachment. No matter where your
assignment may take you, an important part of
your duties involves plotting weather charts
and diagrams. You are ewected to produce'
plotted..charts that representlhe various aseects
of weather to the forecaster. His succets in
providing high-quality foreeast service depends
upon your speed, skill, accuracy, and initiative.
These same qualities determine your success
and progression in AWS. A thorough
knowledge of_ the weather codes and
proficiency, in plotting them insures the
forecaster's success as well as your own.

2. The codes discussed in this section are
those that you most frequently encounter as an
observer. The objective of this discussion is not
to emphasize encoding or decoding of in-
dividual elements, but rather to illustrate what
these codes represent in terms of their con-
tribution to mission effectiveness. The symbolic
forms and coding procedures for most of these
meterological codes were presented quite
thoroughly in the ABR25231 (resident) course.
Your ability to encode, decode, and plot the
data depends primarily upon the amount of
practical experience you haye in using any
given code.

3. This chapter covers the surfaee weather
codes used within the U.S. and internationalk.
It presents each code form in enough detan to
refresh your memory of map plotting rules and
policies. This chapter also includes the data
not-Many plotted on a local area surface chart.
Also, emphasis Os placed on plotting severe
weather advisozies, radar reports, and pilot
reports.

4Althoug1t there are very few stations where
you can be assigned that encode synoptic
reports, there are many assignments that may
require their plotting. However, to thoroughly

1

CHAPTER 1

learni the code, yfu should understand the en-
coding instruction's. Therefore' this discussion
deals with how synoptic retiorts are encoded.
1. Surface Charts

vi
in1-1. Surface charts ar" necessary in any co-

'prehenOve analysis an forecasting program.
The surface chart shows variations in weather
conditions at the earth's surface. The forecaster
is confronted with many moee variables when
making a surface analysis than when making an
upper ,air analysis. Geographical influences,
unequal surface heating, an yunequal moisture
distribution are only a few Of the problems a
forecaster must consider. The analysis of the
weather dafaslepicted on surface charts is basic
to any forecasting service and is not limited to
strictly professiorral agencies Auch as the Air
Weather Service and the U.S. Weather Bureau.
Broa.dtasters on television andraclio alst) use
the surface weather chart (weather map) to
present weather conditions and forecasts to
their viewers.

.,

1-2. Surface chartsoare plotted on varioils
map-scale sizes. Some charts cover the entire
Northern Hemisphere (small-scale, large
geographical area). Some cover only North
America. Others cover a larger map-scale size
(smaller geographical area) Such as the local
are surface chart (LASC) or local area work
chart (LAWC). Because of the smaller scale of
the larger area hart, fewer reports can be plot-
ted for a given area. For.instance, two or three
station plots could easily cover the entire
southern portion of Japan, whereas an LASC or
LAWG *Japan would permit plotting many
more stations over the same area, Therefore, it
is important to plot the reports accurately on
these smaller scale charts. Later this section
discusses local area charts as a form of surface
chart, but first let's discuss land synoptic codes.

1-3. Land Synoptic Code. The most
detailed description ot the various synoptic
codes and the coding of the individual elements
is contained in the Federal Meteorological
Handpook No. 2 (EMH2).

3ii
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1-4. First you should understand the groups
of synoptic code that are the same everywhere
and the groups that have regional differencoS.
Figt. 1 shows the six World Meteorological
Qrginization (WMO) regions which have
regional differences in the code. You must be
awire of these differences II order to decode
correctly,the synoptic code.

1-5. Mtindatory Groups. Turn to foldout 1
(this fpidout. along with others, is shown in the '
supplkent to this volume), plotting guide
synoptic code, and you can f011ow the symbolic

, form at the top of the page as we discuss/each
element. The first six groups are mandatory for
all regions. After the first six, the groups may or
may not be wcoded depending on regional
requirements. 'The groups which have the sym-
bolic letter "j" have the most regibnal
variations. Therefore, you should pay par-
ticular attention .to them in the individual
discussion of each group.

1-6. Index nuinher (IIiii). ach synoptic
reporting station reports the blo k number (II)
followed by the station number (iii). For exam-
ple. the block number "77." is assigned to the
U.S. and the station number for Green Bay.
Wisconsin, is 645. Therefore, the 'ndcx number
for Green Bay, Wisconsin. in sy iptic code is
-72645," Immediately followin the index
number is the sky cover and wind group.

,.. .
2

5

, 1-7. Sky sover and wind group (Nddff). The
first digit of this group (N).is the fractional part
of the sky (celestial dome) in eighths that is
covered by clouds. Table 1 shows the relation-
ship between the code" figure(N) and the frac-
tion covered in tenths converted to oktas
(eighths).

1-8. The wind-direction (dd) is the directiOn '
frdm which the wind is blowing and is reported
with respect to true north and to the nearest
10s. If the winds are calm, "00" is reported,
and if they are missing or unobtainable, "/1" is
reported. At this point it seems worth'while to
mention that a solidus (/) is reported for
missing or unobtainable data in synoptic code.
This is true for all groups.

1-9. The windspeed (ff) is usually reported
in. knots. Windspeeds from 0-99 knots are
reported without a convvsion. For example. a
windspeed of 99 knots is encoded "99." When
windspeeds exceed 99 knots, "50" is added to
theiwind direction and 100 subtracted from the
Nvindspeed. For example, a wind from ,140°
(remember, you use only the first two digits.
henee, 1/4) at 147 knots is encoded -6447."
When interpreting synoptic reports. remember
that sonw places in the world use meters per
second (mps) rather than knots for windspeed.
In this ease, use a conversion table such as table
2 to convert windspeed from mps to, knots.



TABLE 1
S Y COVER AMOUNTS

Symbol N = Fractio of the Celestial Dome
Coyered by Cloud

Symbol Fraction of the Celebtial Dome
" Covered by All the C (or C

m
)

Cloud present

Symbol N = Fraction of the Celestial Dome
5 Covered by an Individual Cloud

Layer or Mass

Code Fraction Covered Fraction Covered MO

Figure in Tenths in Oktas

0 Zero Zero
1 1 or less but not 2exo - 1 Okta at. less but not

zero
2 .2 and 3 2

3 4 3
4 5 4
5 5
6 7 and 8 6
7

8

9 or morel:Pa not'10-
10 4

7 ormore, but not 8-
8

e.

-9 Celestial dome obscured, or cloud amount can -
not be eatimated.

j 1-10. Visibility and weather (VVwwW). The
visibility (VV) is a coded value that readily
Converts to kilometers. It can also be converted
to statute miles or yards. Land stations use the
coded *values "00" to "89," whereas ship
stations usually use-code values 90-99. Con-
sequently, you 'should be familiar wi.th the

area you are assigned to and the
code each country uses.

1-11. The present wedther (ww) is reported
as a two-digit code figure. This code figure..

a represents the weather occurring at the time*of
observation except under certain circumstances
when it may represent the weather during the
hour preceding the time of observation. The
word descript n witfi each code figure in
foldout 2 exp ins these instances. Foldout I
also shows the wdather type for each code
figure and the appropriate plotting -symbol.
Some important poinls to remember about
coding "ww" are as follows:

If more than one weather code type oc-
curs, the highest code number has priority ex-

f cept that code number 17 has preference over

\., numbers 20 through 49.
The word "HAIL" is added to the end of

the message whenihail accompanies a shower or
thunderstorm. '

Code figures, 00 through 03 are
specifications that describe the general state of
the sky during the hour preceding the time of
observation. .

Code figure 19 is reported for a funnel
cloud, tornado, or waterspout. However,

3

should one of the latter two occur, add "TOR-
NADO" or "WATER.SPOUT," as appropriate,
to the end of the report.

1112.. The pastiweatAer (W) rep-resents the
general character of weather during the past 6
hours, unless, tho.observation time occurs at
0300, 0900, 1500, or 2100 hours GMT. At
these times, it represents the general weather
character for the past 3 hours. When two or
more valaes for "W" are appropriate, then the
weather tpe having the highest code figure is
usually reported. When code figure 3 is repor-
ted to indicate a sandstorm and the temperature
is below freezing, the word "SANDSTORM: is
added to the end of the message. This sh,Ows/
that the code figure for past weather wasp not
blowing snow. When code figure 8 or 9 is used
and hail occurred with the shower or thun-
derstorm, the words "PAST HAIL" are added
to the endaof the message. When .code figure
"8" is reported to indicate showers of snow,
rain and snow mixed, snow pellets or ice pellets
with the temperature above the freezing point,
the plain language words "SNOW," "RAIN
AND SNOW MIXED," "SNOW PELLETS," or
"ICE PELLETS," as appropriate is added to
the end of thy/message.

1-13. Pressure and temperature (PPPTT).
The sea level pressure (ePP) is encoded to the
nearest tenth of a millibar. For example, sea
level pressure of 1029.9 mb is encoded as
"299" and a pressure of 989.3 mb as "893."
The.temperatUre (TT) is encoded to the nearest
whole degree Celsius and is coded directly
when the temperature is 0° Celsius, or warmer.

41
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TABLE 2
CONVERSION FROM METERS PER SECOND TO KNOtS

1

0

10
20
30

ho
5o
60
70

80

90
loo

.Knot s Knot s
----- 1.9

19.4 21.4

38.9 40.8

58.3 60.2

77.7 79.6

97.1 ' 99.1

116.6 .118.5
136.0 137.9

155.4 157.3

174.8 176.8

194.3

2 3

Knot s Knot s Knot, s

3.9 5.8 7.8

23.3 25.3 27.2

12.7 44.7 46.6-

72.2 64.1 66.0

81.6 83.5 85.5

101.0 103.0 104'.9

120.4 122.1il

139.9 141. 143.7

159.3, 161.2 163.2

178.7\ 180.7 182.6

6 9

Kn
9.

29.1

Knot s
11.7
31.1

Knots
13.6
33.0

Knots Knots

48.6 50.5. 52.4 54.4 -56.3

68.0 69.9 71.9 73.8 75.8

87.4 89.4 91.3 93.2 95.2

106.8 108.8 110.7 112.7 114.6

126.3 128.2 130.1 132 134 .0

145.7 147.6 149.6 151.5 153.5

465.1 167.1 169.0 170.9 172.9

184.5 186.5 188.4 190.4 192.3

Wlen the temperature is below 0° Celsius; "5 0"
is &Med to the temperature: Thus 6 0 would
represent -1 0° Celsius. In the rare case of tem-
peratures -5 0° Celsius or colder, "0 0"
represents -5 0°, "01" -5 I°, and so forth. If
youtunderstand the coding, instructions of the
next group, the cloud 'code group, and its
relationship to the sky cover value'(N), it will
-help you in petting the correct values.

I -14. Cloud group (NhCLhCA4CH). The
data plotted from this group is of particular in-
terest to the forecaster because it contains in-

. formation on cloud types and height. In con-
, trast to codes such as airways and METAR,

which can easily be encoded or decoded,
synoptic cloud 4ata requires extensive code
knowledge if ydu are to properly understand
the actual 'cloud conditions being reported.
Let's see why. -

1-15. The firgt digit of the cloud group (Nh)
represents the total amount of all low clouds. If
low clouds are not present, this digit represents
the total amount of all middle clouds. If neither
low nor middle clouds are present, "0" is
reported. Use table 1 to obtain the correct

TABLE 3
CLOUD HEIGHT CONVERSION

Sysibol H Height above Grourd of the Base of the

Cloud

Code Height in Feet Height in &tors

Figure , 4

".

0 0- 149 0- 49

250- 299 50- 99

7 3C0- 599 100- 199

3 600- 999 2C0 - 299

4 1,000-1,999 300- 599

5 2,0004,1499 600- 999

6 3,500-4,999 1,Q00 -1,499

7 5,000 -6,h99 1,500 -1,999

8 '6,500-7,999 2,000.2,499

9 8,000 or higher, or no 2,500 or higher, or no

clouds. cloudo.

coded value. An important fact to recall is that
the value reported for "Nh" may equal, bdt can
NEVER exceed the value reported for "N."

1-1 6. The cloud types .C.L, Cm, and CH are
reported in accordance with the international
cloud classification system. Therefore, to un-
derstand the coding of these cloud types, review
the discussion of-international cloud types in

Volume 2 of this course.
I-1 7. The cloud height value (h) of the cloud

group often is misunderstood. The value en-
coded for "h" is the height of the lowest cloud
in the sky if low or middle clouds are .present.
Although this coded height represents the

lowest cloud the sky, it may or may not be
the height of the low cloud type reported,
depending on the cloud type significance. When
high clouds only are present, "h" is reported as
"9." When the sky is completely obscured, a

(/) is reported for "h." Table 3 shows
the height range for each coded value of -h."

I-1 8. Dewpoint and pressare tendency
(TdTdapp). .The dewpoint temperature (TdTd)

'is reported in the same manner as temperature
(TT). Although the international symbolic form
for the pressure tendency group Oa jpjp) is dif-
ferent, the data coded is the 's'ame as in Region
IV (app), as shown in foldout 1. Volume 2

discussed the coding of the "app" group.
Remember that an additional group "99ppp" is

reported when the pressure tendency equals or
exceeds 9.9 millibars. In some areas the stan-
dard "app" group is not reported; a different
group is reported in its place. -

1-1 9. In the southern part of WMO Region
IV, reporting stations in the Caribbean, Central
America, Mexico, and the Bahamas replace the
standar0 "app" group with a 913 241)24 group.
The "9" indicator identifies-this group. The "9"

.-- is followed by the pressure change for the last
24 hours, rather than the last 3 hours. This

4 31i



pressure change (P24P24) is reported as a
coded value, as shown in table 4.

TABLE 4
AMOUNT OF 24-HOUR PRESSURE CHANGE

Spnbol P24124.. ...not= of Pressure Cnazgo at the Station Level During
Peat- 24 No&s

amount or Chareie
Pi

co
Cl

03
04
05
06
07
oe
09
10

U.
12

etc.

3.5

39
LO
41
12
43
44
45
46
47
48

eF9

52
" 53

54
55
C6

i9

61
62

No charge; pressure 3.4111 34 24 hours 440
P4033.340 risen 0.1 nb

0.2 nb
0.3 nb
0.4 nb
0.5 nb
0.6 elk

0.7 mb
O. nb
0.9 nb
1.0 -C
1.1 nb
1.2 mb

0

V

'

'

"

"

'

"

"

"

e3C
3.! nb
3.9 nb
4. mb
5 mb

7 nb
8 nb
9 AD

10 mb
11 nb
12 mb
13

lot Used
Pressure has fallen 0.1 nb

0.2 rb

1.3 ftb

mb
0.5mb

' 0.6 mle

1.0 nb
" 1.1 rib

etc.

3.8 mb

3.9 nb
L nb
5 mb
6 nb

:
7 nb

,

1-20.. Supplemenial Groups. The remaining
nine groups vary by regional requirements and
station capabilities. They basically supplement
or add to the information in the prooious six
mandatory groups. In most cases they are
adequately,. covered in your focal plotting,
procedures:We'll now take a brief look at each
group.

1-21. The station pressure (6P0P0P0P0) is a
'relatively new group; it reports the station
pressure to the nearest tenth of a millibar.
Statipn pressures of 999.9 mb or less are coded
direct: For example, 987.5 mb is reported
-69875." Whin the pressure is 1000.0 mb or
more, the code figure "3" isiteported for the
hundreds digit. For example. 1025.7 mb is
coded "63257." The next group of the synoptic
code (precipitation) has a few regional
variations. These varitions occur, primarily
because of a different unit of measure and dif-
ferent requirements for reporting precipitation.

1-22. The precipitation group (7RRRtS) or

c22q1.
(7RRDLDIA) is used in mast areas- Ot the
wT:lcl. The total amount of precipitation is
reported for the last 6 hours (RR) in either
hundredths of an inch or in millimeter's. WMO
Region IV reports precipitation in hundreds of
inches. If the total precipitation is less than 1

inch the value is reported directly, just as the
"'RR" value in airways code is reported. When
the precipitation equals or exCeeds 1 inch, the
whole number of inches--ts reporte in plain
language after the "7" group and the 4ctional
part of an inch is reported as the "R value.
For example, 2.37 inches of precipi ion is
reported as ."737RIS

1-23. If "Rt" is report-ed. it is a cod d value
whiCh indic4e& the time the precipitation began
or ended. Tfible 5 shows the time represented
by each code value. When precipitatioh is oc-
curArinrat the time of observation, or has ended
during the hour preceding obsgrvation, the time
the precipitation began is reported. When
precipitation is not occurring at observation
time, and has not occurred in the hour

' preceding ale observation, the time- the
precipitation ended is reported. When two or
more periods of precipitation occur during the
6-hour period, the time (beginning or endin
as appropriate), of the last period
precipitation is reported.

1-24. The depth of snow (I) is reported in in-
ches (up.to 8 inches) orsnow on the ground ai
the observation time. When "9" is repOrted, it
indicates a trace of snow or ice is on the

Kground. When more than 8 inches of snow is
present. "s" is still reported as "8"; however,
the aCtual snow depth is reported in the special
phenomena group which is discussed later in
thk section.

1-25. In Region V (Hawaii and the Pacific)
the directions from which the low (DL) and
middle clouds (Dm) are moving are reported in
place or the "RtS" data that is reported in
Region IV. Cloud inovement is especially
significant in Region V where there is a scarcity
of _weather reports. For other regions of the
world, it is important for you to determine the
data that is reported in place of "RtS" or
"DLDNA."

1-26. The cloud layer group (8N15Ch5h5) is
only'reported by designated stations in Regions
IV and V. When it is ieported, it contains the
following:

5

.31 2

The lowest cloud layer of any amount.
The next highest layer that by itself covers

0.4 or mow of the Celestial dome.
The next higher layer of clouds that by it-

self covers 0.6 or more of the celestial dome.
Any layer of cumulonimbus clouds.
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VT

- . TABLE .51.
TIME PRECIPITATION BEGAN OR EIVZ-f)

Code
Fi

ure

. . .._
_

Time Beg\an or'

. ,Ended

.

. ;

Codp
Fig-
ure

.
,

.

Time Began-or
Ended

,

0 No precipitation. 6. 5 tO 6 hours ago.

1 Less than 1 hr. ago 7 6 tb 12 hours ago.

2 1 to 2 hours ago. 8 More than 12

3 i 2 to 3 hours ago: hours ago,

. 4 3 to 4 hours ago,. 9 Unknown.

5 4 to 5 hours ago.
_

_
4 .

I -27. Following the indicator number "8" of
the group, the layer amount (Ns) is reported.
Table 1 shows the sky cover amount code
figures for "Ns." It is reported in the same way
as layer amounts for total sky cover (Nddff). If
an obscuration is present, -Ns" is coded "9."
The cloud type (C) is reported s one of the ten
basic international cloud typ as shown in
table 6. The last two digits (hs s) represent the
height of the layer. For heights of 5000 feet or
below, the heights are coded directly in hun-
dreds of feet. Above 5000 feet, cloud heights
are coded for 1000-foot increments; "56"
represents 600 feet, "57," 7000 feet, and so
on, up to 30,000 feet. Above 30,000 feet, cloud
heights art reported for 5000-foot increments;
"81" for 35,000 feet, "82" for 40,000 feet, etc.

,.1-28. Special phenomena grouir(9SpSpspsp)
is used by synoptic reporting stations to report,
what the, name impliesspecial phenomena'.
You only need to know that more than ,one of

TABLE 6
BASIC CLOUD TYPE

Code
Fig
ure

Type of Cloud

0
1
2

3

5
6
7
8

9

Cirrus
Cirrocumulus
Cirrostrafus
Altocumulus
Altostratus
Nimbostratus
Stratocumulus
Stratus
Cumulus
Cuandonisibus
Cloud not visible

Ci
CE
CO
Ac
Ao
Ns
Sc
St
Cu
Cb

owing to darkness, fog,-
duststorm, sandstorM, or other analogous
phenomena.

6

these groups may be reported at a tirhe.
Decoding these grouPS requires Federal
Meteorological Handbook No. 2, Synoptic
Code. A general rule to remember about these
groups is th'at they are used when phenomena is
observed that cannot be reported in other por-"
tions of the code.

1-29. Internationally, the nelt group is the
"Ijjjj" group. This group is not Used in the U.S.
and Pacific area, however, and its coding is
deterrnined by regional agreements in other
areaS. Since it is not used in tire U.S. or the
Pacific areas, we'll proceed to examine the next
group that is used in Region IV.

1-30. The 24-hour precipitation group (2jjjj
or 2R24R24R24R24) represents the total
precipitation (liquid equivalent) measured in
the 24 hours before ohe observation time.
Amounts of less than 0.01 inch are not repor-
ted. Precipitation is coded directly in tens,
units, tenths, and hundredths of iishes. When
precipitation occurs during the preceding 24
hours but the amount cannot be accurately
determined, "2////" is reported. Again, outside
Region IV this group may be coded.differently.

1-31. The wave groups (3PwPwHwHw)
(dwdwPwHwHw) when reported, are reported
in the same way in all regions of the world. The
"3" indicator is followed by the period of the
sea waves (PwPw). This is determined by time
lapse between two successive crests as they pass
a fixed point. It is reported in seconds. When
Oe sea is calm, "00" is reported. When the
period cannot be estimated because of a con-
fused $ea, "99" is reported.

1-32..The period ofc,Sea wavevis followed'by
the height of the wives (HwHw). The height is
cOded in I 1/2-foPincrements; therefore, the
actual wave 4eight can be obtained by
multiplying the-code value by I 1/2 feet. For

qr.
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example, cbdt-figute Oh- = in-feet; code
figure 02 = X 1 1/2 = '3 feet, etc. Again,
"00" indicates a cal& sea. .

1-33. When Only wind waves are being
reported, the kclwdwPwHwHw" grouP is not in-

, cluded in the report. This additional group
(dwdwPwHwRw) refers to swell waves rather
than wind waves and must always be preceded
by the ".3" indicator group. If there are no wind
waves, the swell wave report must be preceded
by the group "30000."

1-34. The true direction (dwdw) fii9m which-
-the swell Ikaves come is reported in tens of
degrees. When the sea is in A confused state, the
direction is reported as "9-9." The period (Pw)
of the swell waves is reported as a code figure
rather than seconds like the period of wind
waves. Table 7 shows'the time period that each
code figure represents. The last two digits of the
swell waye group (HwHw) are reported thee
same as for the wind wave group.

1-35. The extreme temperature group (4.1jjj
or 4TxTxTnTn) indicator group varies from
one region of the world to another. In the U.S.
the' maximum (TxTx' ang minimum (TnTn)'
temperature is reporte&--fn whole degrees
Fahrenheit.

At 1800 and 0000 GMT, the maximum
temperature for the previous 12 hours is
reported.

At 0600 GMT, the maximum tempera-
ture for the previous 24 hours is reported.

At 1200 GMT, the maximum temperature
gfor thf previous calendar day (midnight to mid-

night kcal standard time) is reported. '
1-36. The guidelines for '.reporting the

minimum temperatures are as folloWs:
At 0600 and' 1800 GMT, the .minimum

temperature for the previous 24 hours' is
reported.

-At 1200 hours, the minimum-temperature

TABLE 7
PERIOD OF THE SWELL WAVS

Code
Fig-
Ure

Period

2

3
14

5
6

8
9
0

5 i'econds or less

6 or 7 seconds
8 or 9 seconds
10 or 11 seconds
12 or 13 seConds
14 ol 15 seconds
16 or 17 seconds
18 or 19 seconds
20 or 21 seconds
Over 21 seconds
Calm, or period not dete7ined

for the previous.124o.urs As reported.
At 0000 GMT;7the mininlum temperature

for the previous 18i hours is reeorted.
1-37. Within Region IV, the "4"' indicator

group is the last coded group that is reported.
However, there are plain language remarks,
Regardless of the number of groups or remarks
in a synoptic code report, the last element is the
message separation signal (9). In other WMO
regions, twb more groups day be added to the
report.

1-38. The Sjiii group is included in some
overseas areas. Decoding of this group requires
you to' research the appropriate publications.
The "6a3hhh" group is used only by high
altitude stations outside Region IV. Basically,
the "6"Indicator troup reports the height of an
agreed standard isobaric surface. A code value
for "a3" of 0 = 1000 mb, I = 850 mb, and 2
= the 700-mb surface. The altitude of the
isobaric surface is reported in meters (hun-
dreds, tens, and units). The next code, ship
synoptic code, reciuires much closer scrutiny
because of the way the groups vary with each
report that is transmitted.

1-39. Ship Synoptic Code. The.ship synop-
tic code differs from the land sydoptic code
only because of different requirements fac
taking and reporting weather observations from"\.
a ship. The ship synoptic code repeats many of
the basic groups covered by 'the land code;
therefore, you need only to study the groups
peculiar to the ship synoptic code. Turn to
foldout 3 and follow along the code as we
divuss it in the text.

1-40 . Location and time
(99LaLaL a QcL0L0L aL 0 YI>GGiw).
Following the identifier "SHIP," Or the actual
name of the ship, is the "99" indicator for ship
synoptic code and the latitude (LaLaLa).,The
latitude is reported in tenths of a degree and is
used with the next group to specify the ship's
position. The first digit (C)c) of the longitude
group identifies the quarter of the globe where
the ship is located. The quarters are divided as
follows:

Latitude

I North
13 South

5 South
7 North

I.
Longitude
East
East
West

1 West

The quarter of the blobe digit is followed by the
longitude (L0L0L0L0) which alsb coded to
the neareitenth of a degree.

1-41. The next group identifies the day of
,the month (YY), time of the observation,(GG),
and wikl indicator (iw). If you use ship synop-
tic, study this group closely because it alerts the
plotter to important conditions. For instAce, if
eithei "0" or 'il" is reported for "iw," the winds

7



, are in meters per second.. The time (GG) is used
to determine whether or not it is an off-time
ship report, which is a common occurrence. If
30 is added to the time, a (Dsvsapp). group is
not in the report, and, if 60 is added, the "Dsv-
sapp" and the "NhCLhCMCH" groups are

omitted from the report. A typical coded report
for these first three groupg is: SHIP 99181
71483 13123 ....This partial report tells you
the ship is located at 18.10 north and 148.3°
west. It is the 13th day of the month, the report
is for 1200 GMT, and the last digit (3) denotes
that the windspeeds are in knots. The next four
groups are identical to the land synoptic code.

1-42. Ship movement and pressure tendency
(Dsvsapp). This is the last mandatory group of
the ship synoptic code. As stated earlier, it
should be absent from the report only when 30
or 60 is added to the time. The ';131s" is the
ship's course and the vs is for the ship's average
speed, both for the preceding 3 ho'urs. Table 8
shows the directions the code digits reported
for "Ds" represent. When you suspect that the
ship's position is wrong, you can use the next
digit (vs) to determine the rate the ship has
moved from one position to another. Table 9
shows the speed represented by each coded
value. This value is also determined over the
preceding 3 hours. The pressure tendency -data
is the same as land synoptic code data.

1-43. Temperaturesof the sea and dewpoint
,(07:5T5TdT( I TwTwTwtT). The "TsTs" digits

represent the difference between the air tem-
perature (TT) and the sea temperature in half-
degrees Celsius. When the sea temperature is
warmer than the air temperature, 50 is added to
"TsTs."For exainple, when -TsTs" is "58," it
ipdicates the sea temperature is 8 half-degrees
or 4° Celsius warmer than the air temperatule.
The last two digits (TdTd).,of the "0" indicator
group are the dewpoint temperature.

TABLE 8
SHIP'S COURSE (Ds)

bod e

Fig-
ure

Direction

Code
Fig- Direction

.."-----.

0 Stationary. 5 Southwest .

1 Northeast. 6 We et .

2 Eaat . 7 _ Northwest.

3 Southeast. 8 North.

4 South. 9 Unknown.
'

Latitude Longitude

1 North East
3 South &at
5 South weA
7 North west

TABLE 9
SHIP'S AVERAGE SPEED (Vs)

,

Code
Figure

Nautical Miles
Per Fleur

Kilometers 20(Hour

,

0 0 nmihr 0 4n/hr

1 6-10 mn/hr 1-10 km/hr

2 6-10 nn/hr 11-19 km/hr

3 11-15 nmihr 20-28 km/hr

l. 16-20 nm/hr 29-37 km/hr

5 21-25 nn/hr 38-L7 kmfhr

6 26-30 nn/hr L8-$6 km/hr

7 31-35 na/hr 57-65 imihr
8

t
9

36-L0 nn/hr
Over LO nm/hr

66-75 km/hr
Over 75 kn/hr

1-44. The "1." indicator group is a more
precise measurenient of the sea temperature and
enables you to determine the free air tem-
perature to a tenth of a degree..-TwTwTw-
represents the sea surface temperature in tenths
of a degree Celsius. When the sea surface tem-
peralure is below 0° Celsius. 500 is added to
the absolute value of the sea surface tem-
perature. For example), 31° C. ii 31 tenths
and would be encoded as' 531. The last digit
(tT) is the tenth of a degree value for the free
air temperature (TT). Therefore, when a "1" in-
dicator group is included, the value for "TT" is

: not rounded off Consequenily you must add
to the temperature.

1-45. Ice data (2I5E5E5R5). This ,zroup
provides information on the amount of ice ac-
cumulation on the ship. Table 10 shows the
code figures (Is) that indicate what is causing
ice to form on the ship. Knowing what causes
the icihg, especially icing caused by
xrecipitation, helps the fore aster as well is
pilots in the area. The ne two digits (EsEs)
pertain to the ice thickness in centimeters. The
last digit (Rs) pertains to the tendency of the
icing (whether it is increasing or melting). The,
"c2KDire" group at the eflid.Q1Lthe ship synoperc
eeport is another ice group. TTe "ca" gives you
a description of the kind of ice observed on the
sep surface at the shore line. The,"K" describes
the effect that the ice has'on navigation. The
"Di" gives the bearing of the ice edge from the
ship, and the "r" gives the distance. The "e-

...___&.ives the drientation of the ice edge td theyoint
(if observation. All these values are coded.
FMH No. 2 contains the conversion tables. Oc-
casionally, a need arises for ylain language
remarks in a ship synoptic report. One such
example is the plain language coding of ice
phenomena that cannot be coded in the basic
groups. The next code, airways code, is the
primary code plotted within the U.S. 1

1-46. Airways Code. After completing
Volume 2, it should not be necessary. to repeat
the coding instructions here. Flowever; ,you
should realize the uses and great importance

8
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TABLE 10
ICE ACCRETION ON THE SHIP (Is)

Code
Fig-
nre

... Specificationa

'

1
2
3
4 .

5

.

Icing from ocean spray.
Icing from fog.
Icing fro= spny and fog.
Icing fro= rain.
Icing from spray and rain.

.

,

this code has in daily weather station
operations within the U.S. Turn to foldout 4
and you'll note that the airways code provides
four different- possible plotting models. By
using different plotting models of airways code
reports,/ you can., satisfy most surface chart
needs. This is not always the case with synoptic
code. One of the chief advantages of using the
airways code is that-remarks of an_ operational
and meterological nature are included and the
reports are received hourly; whereas, synoptic
reports are received only once every 3 hours.

1-47. Generally, each weather station plots
at least one local area surface chart (LASC) a
day using airways code. If only one chart is
plotted daily it is usually a complete 3- or 6-
hourly plotting model, as shown in foldont 4. A
pldtting model, such as shown in tbldout 4, for
a 3- or 6-hourly plot normally presents no
problerri; unlike chart scales that land synoptic
data is plotted on, local area surface charts are
designed so that a complete airways plottinz_
model can be plotted for each station without
affecting nearby stations.

1-48. 'Operation at a weather detachment
varies greatly from season to season. As
weather systems advance toward the station, the
forecaster must alert base operations of im-
pending weather conditions. This may require a
special krcal area work chart (LAWC) for
tracking a f9ft-moving front, a depiction of
ceiling layers in the area, a severe weather
outlook, 'or an analysis of precipitation
amounts and rate of motement. ln any case, the
added plotting requsirement is more effective if
you know the plotting procedures-as shown in
foldout 4. First the forecaster receives the.
chapt in less time, thereby increasing its value,
and, secondly, you have more time to spend on
other duties that usually increase when weather
conditions are, deteriorating. At overseas
stations, METAR code provides much the same
weathemoverage that airways code provides in
the U.S..

149. METAR ,Cod4. If you are an observer at an
overseas location, you can expect to become very
famifiar with METAR code. At present, the
weather observer graduates from Course 3ABR-

9

25231 receive only limited instruction in METAR
code. METAR co4e does not alter the principles of
surface weather observatiores, which are basically
the same throughout the world; rather, it requires
different coding instructions. Therefore, if you are
familiar with the METAR code content, you should
be able to encode or decode METAR reports. Turn
to foldout 5 and follow the METAR plotting guide
as we discuss each coded group. -

1-50. The time group, "GGgg," is always, placed
in the heading of a collectivs indicating the timesiaf.,,
the observations in the collective. The time group is
usually the standard time of the observation (15002,
1900Z, etc.). Reports which differ from the
collection time by more than 10 minutes mutt
contain a separate time The next group,
"CCCC" in a collective, usually the station
identifier.

I-5'1. The mean directioaahd speed offthe wind
for the 1.0-minute period immediately preceding the
observation are reported for"Addff." The direction
of the wind is reported in tens of degrees;
consquently, the third figure of "ddd" is always
zero. If the maximum windspeed during the 10-
minute period exceeds the reported windspeed by
More than 5 knots, the maximum speedis reported
for / LW. immediately after"dddff." Otherwise, the
"ILL" element is not-reported. Mean windspeeds
and maximum windspeeds in excess of 99 knots are
reported in three digits; for example, "290103/126"

yor a mean windspeed of 103 knots and a Maximum
windspeed of 126 knots. A calm wind is reported
1'00000," and a variable wind direction is reported
"VRB." To.. be coded "VRB," the Wind direction
must fluctuate 600 or more and the windspeed must
be greater than 6 knots during the period of
observation. .

1-52. The visibility, "VVVV," is reported in
Metersto the nearest 100 meters up to 5000
meters, and to the nearest 1000 meters between 5000
and 9600 meters. Since 5000 meters is the same as 5
'kilometers, you may think of visibility in terms of
kilometers for reported values of "5000" and above.
When the visibility is more than 9000 meters
(approximately 6 statute miles), report "9999."

1-53. Runway visual range is reported in the
form "RVRVItVRVe. Runwaz visual yange is
reported when the prevailing visibility is 1 mile or
less or when the runway visual range is 6000 feet
(1830 meters) or less. Although runway visual range

. is determined in Ihundreds of feet, it is reported in
meteri. Values below 300 meters and above 1830
meters are not repoitable values and are coded
M0300 and P1830 (M means minus and P means
plus). The reportable runway visual range values are
converted to meters as follows:.



RVR in Hundreds
of Feet

Reported in
Meters

10 M0300
10 0300

0360
14 4420
16 0490
18 0550

20 0610
22 0670

24 0730

26 0790

28 0850

30 0910

32 0970
34 1030

36 1100
38 1160

40 1220

45 1370

50 1520

55 1670

60 1830

'40+ P1830

1-54. Weather phenomena (w'w') occurring at
the time of observation are encoded similar to
present weather-in synoptic code. The values are
derived from tables, as they are in synoptic code. In
the METAR code. however, the numerical value
from the table is followed by an abbreviation which

further describes the phenomenon. This
abbreviation is two or four letters so that the w'w' is
either four or six characters. For example, "95" is ,
used to report a thunderstorm in the synoptic code,
but in METAR code the abbreviation "TS" is added
so that the group becomes "95TS." Similarly, a
severe 'thunderstorm is reported "97XXTS" in
METAR code.

1-55: The letter abbreviations make it easy for

you to decode the present weather element of the
METAR code,' although they are intended
primarily to make decoding easier for nonweathe?
personnel. There is nothing mysterious about the
letter combinations used as abbreviations in the
w'w' group. Some of the basic abbreviations are as
follows:

1-56. These abbreviations are amplified by
preceding them with "FZ" for freezing and "XX" for
heavy or by following them with "SH" for showers.
Therefore freezing drizzle is "FZDZ," heavy rain is
"XXRA," rain and snow occurring together are
"R N," and rain showers. or snow showers are
"R H" or "SNSH." The numerical coded figure,
of course, is still the basic designator for weather
phenomena and clarifies thelfeining of the gropP
further. The abbreviation "RASN" denotes rain
and snow occurring together, but the numerical
value indicates the character of the precipitation;
"68RASN" means continuous rain and snow,
whereas "83RASN" means showers of rain and
snow. Note that iri the latter case the "SH" for
showers is not used in order to limit the group to six
characters. The "83" establishes the showery
character of the precipitation. Foldout 2 contains
the familiar present-weather chart, showing the
coded values foi the present weather.

1-57. The cloud group "N,CCh,h,h," is repeated
to report a number of layers. For each individual
layer, amounts (N,) are entered to' the nearest
eighth. When two or more types of clouds occur
-with bases at the same level, the amount entered will
refer to the total amount of clouds of all types at that
level except when one of the/ clouds is

cumulonimbus and it does not represent the greater
amount.

1-58. The "CC" element of the "N,CC11,10,"

group represents the type of obscuring phenomena
or cloud. When two or more types of clouds occur,
with bases at the same level, the typethat represents
the greatest amount is coded. In the case of equal

amounts, the type which is considered more
significant .is coded. When cumulonimbus clouds

are observed at the same level as other cloud types,
and are not reported because they do not represent
the greatest- amount, each type is coded in separate
cloud groups; e.g., for 318 clouds observed at 3000

feet consisting of 1/8 CB and 2/8 CU, 1CB030
2CU030 is coded. The 10 reportable cloud types and

the 19 reportable obscuring phenomena types are:

p.

Code Cloud Type Code Obscuring Phenomena

Code Weather Element

FG . Fog CI Cirrus DZ Drizzle

Fl1 Smoke CC Cirrocumulus GR Hail

DZ Drizzle . CS - Cirrostratus RA Rain

RA Rain AC Altocumulus PE Ice Pellets

SN Snow AS Altostratus SN Snow

GR Hail NS Nimbostratui SN Blowing Snow

TS ThunderstOrm SC Stratocumulus FG Fog

ST Stratus HZ Haze

CU Cumulus SA SA:id

CB Cumulonimbus FU Smoke

10
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given by a three-digit code: Following are sonic
code figures and corresponding height values from
the code table:

Code Figure Feet Meters

000 <100 <30
001 100 30
002 200 60
- - - - - -

020 2.000 600

048 4.800 1.440
049 4,900 1.470
050 5,000 1.500

Code Figure
...

Feet

055 5.500
060 6,000
065 6.500

095 9,500
100 10,000

110 11,000
120 12,000
130 13,000

300 30.000
350 35.000
400 40,000

Meters
1.650
I.
1550

. -
2, 50
3.000

3,300
3.600
3.900

9.000
10.500
12,000

When the sky is totally obscured, "N," is coded "9,"
and the cloud, group is coded "9/0.114," where
"1/" is the two letter phenomena causing the
obscuration and "13,11.14" is the vertical visibility.

1-60. A partial obscuration is encoded as a cloud
group. The amoun.Dof sky hidden by the partial
obscuration is entered_first, followed by the two
letter phenomena, causing the'obstruction, and / / /
in place of "11.11,11.." Some typical examples are:

2FG///
4HZ///
2FU///:

1-61. The temperature and dewpoint group
(TT/T4T4) follows, the cloud group (11,CCh,h,) in
the sY.tinbolic form. The, air temperature. and
dewpoint temperature arb reported in whole degrees
Celsius. Values less than 100 are preceded with a
zero in order that values reporiedare.always in two
digits. For example, a temperature of 9° C. is
reported "09." Negative temperature values are
preceded with the letter "M" (minus) so that a
temperature of 9° C. is reported-"M09."

1-62. The altitheter setting is reported -in 'die
group "PKPHPHPH." Air Weather Service stations
report altimeter settings in inches of mercury an
add the contraction "INS," i.e., "2989INS." .

1-63. An additional group reported is the group
"CIU(D)hhh." This group is reported when a

variable ceiling, or surfaced based total
obscuration exists: Ceilime is the height of the lowest

layer of clouds or obscuring phenomena that covers
5/8 or more of the sky at and below that level. This

group clarifies the sky condition by specifying the
ceiling (CIG), the ceiling height classification
designator (1%4, R, A, E, etc.)(D), when the ceiling is

less than 3000 feet, and the ceiling height. The
ceiling height includes vertical visibility into a
totally obscured sky. When a laYer(s). of clouds is
reported, the amount of which is 5/8 or mere, but
the layer(s) is not opaque, theremark "CIGNO" is
entered as the first remark in the observation. If a
variable condition exists and the variability affects
the reporting of a ceiling below. 3000 feet, the
condition existing at observation time will be coded.
Some examples of variable sky cover are:

Observed

2;8 Sc. Varying to 3 8
318 Se, Varying to 2f8
2i8 St, Varying to 1,8

Remark

Sky Condition

2ST010 2SCO23
2ST010 3SCO25
2ST010 3SCO25 IAC080

CIGNO OCNL CIGM025
CIGM025 OCNL CIGNO
CIGE025 OCNLCIG080

_ .

1-04. As the symbolic form indicates, the last
element of a METAR report is reserved for
remarks. Volume 2 describes the- method for
reporting remarks. The emphasis placed on the
importance 'of remarks in Volume 2, in relation to
airways reports, also applies to METAR reports.
Anything that amplifies and. clarifies the
observation or makes it more representative is
appended to the report as a remark.

1-65. The term "SPECI" designates an aviation
Selected special report: This code provides for the;
dissemination of special observations in the same
basic code form as METAR reports. There are only
two significant differences. For one thing, the time
reported with a SPECI report is the actual time of
the special observation. Second, the
temperattre/ dcsyvoint and al;ixneter settinggroups
are not included in SPECI rcports. 'All other
elements of the code are identical with the METAR
cod form and-are goyerned by the same coding
in ructions.

1-66. As with airways code in the United States,
your station has a current plotting model for
METAR code. Once you're familiar with the
standard plotting models at your station,-it should
be easy for you to adapt to plotting models used in
locally prOdUced charts.

1-67. As with .airways code in the United
States, your station has a current plotting model
for METAR code. Once you're familiar with



the standard plotting models at your' station. it
should he eas) for Lou to adapt to plotting
models used in locall produced ehatts

1-68. Local Area Charts. Each detachment

is responsible establishing a local anal)sis
program (LAP). This program provides the
detachment with the Iocaills prepared charts to

supplement the centrally produced charts (fac-

simile). These locally produced charts are
usually referred to as the local area surface

.,chart (LASC) or the local arca work chart
(LAWC). The main difference between these

charts is that the LASC is used for more com-
plete analysis: hence, it requires more pkiiiing
elements. Most detachments require at least

one LASC per day and usually display it in a
prominent position in the briefing area.

1-69. The LAWC provides the forecaster
wiTh information on operationally significant
weather existing or expected with'in the local
arca. The forecaster may request an LAWC to

be plotted frequently during periods of in-
clement weather. If he should, your station has
instructions on what to plot on each, including

the weather t pe that may be plotted .on
LAWCs or LASCs. Although LAWCs can he
developed from upper air data. our discussion

of these locally produced charts centers

primarily on the surface chart variety. In un-
derstanding the role your detachment has in the

development of locally producedcharts. you

4 should. examine the various sources of data
.ayailable for plotting.

1-70. Sources of data. Sinee'airways code is

-most frequently plotted on local weather charts.

an impression is created'thilt these charts are

limited to this ,'otirce--of data. This is not the
case! Granted, the analyses required for a stan-

dard LASC requires ihat a weafher code such as

airways be 'plotted. However, any of the basic
surface weather codes may he used for plotting
locally prepared charts including:

AirWays.
METAR.
Ship Synoptic.
Land synoptic (backup).

1-71-, When sNcial analysis- requirements'

exist. the forecaster may ask you, to plot

weather data that is of an -unscheduled-
variety. These codes are:

Radar reports.
Pilot rdport's. = ,

Severe weather advisories.
. -

nrrtrwinsonde and dropsonde da ta (1000-

mb or 850.-m( levels).
Weather reconnaissanee reports.
COM13112 and AIREP reports.

1-72. As shown bove. almost any type. or

data may be plotted on a local weather chart.

30/
Vor instance. RE:CCO data may he ver)useful
if you Are located at ti coastal region w here a

tropical depression or hurricane is approaching
and the lorecaster needs to monitor the storm's

every movement. In this case, you may be
somew hat -rust)" in plotting these reports.
Therefore, there will probably be a plotting
,

guide located near the workine area. bBecati`se

many of these codes are discussed in oilier sec-

tions of this volume. you should review the
codes that arc usually restricted to plotting on
LASCs or LAWCs. The first of these, pilot
reports, provides the forecaster with in-

formation on actual sighting of weather
plienomena and is..4:_specially "helpful in the
identification of seveather areas. tur-

bulence, icing. and other phenomena hazardous

to flight operations.
1-73. Plottink pito? reports. At the weather

detachment that supports flight operations on a

large scale, pilot report information has an im-

portant part in station operations. The
forecaster uses pilot reports to brief pilots on
weather phenomena that they may experience
flyer the same flight path. The- forecaster also

uses this source of data to confirm his predic-

tions of weather' mosement and do elopment.

There are several methods for making this data

more meaningful to the forecaster and other

users. They should be filed near the pilot-ta-
forecaster (PSFV) communications unit for

ready accessibility and plotted on a special
pilot report chart by using an abbreviated form

of weather symbols br a numbering system.
These meth'ods of using pilot report data are
satisfactory in most uses: however, on occasion.

a need arises to display this information sym-
bolically on a weather chart.

1-74. Your station has established standard

policies for plotting pilot reports. based on
AW Manual 105-22. Local Weather Analvsis

Pro ram. Some general plotting rules, that are

titt ly followed at most stations are:

a. hcn dUplicate reports are receiVed, plot

the latest report.
b. Always enter the tittle of observation.
c. Illustrate the location of the phenomena.
d. Enter the aircraft type with PIREPs that

- contain turbulence, icing, electrical discHarge,

and contrail remarks.
e. Plot recognizable meteorological symbols

for the weather phenomena.

1-75. Figure 2 shows an example of two

plotted pilbt reports.' One example shows a

report of phenomena oyer a specific area.

whereas the other shows a repOrt over one
location. In both*Cases the forecaster is able to

interpret_this data more easily than it lie had to

read the report directly from the teletpe

12
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report. The forecaster can use this data along
with radar reports and surface weather obser-
vations to obtain greater insight into some of
the atmospheric processes that continually
challenge and confront him. Often a pilot is in
a position to report weather phenomena, such
as newly formed lines of convective clouds, that
have not been identified on radarscopes. This
information provides "added" information
about severe weat er development.

1-76. Plotting zdar reports. At times, the
sole indication of evere weather in the area is
revealed by radar o servations. The network of
radar reporting stations that covers the entire
United States is adequate to detect areas of
severe weather. Just as the military weather
warning center ,evaluates all radar reports
transmitted by the various eporting stations,
each weather detachment is concerned with
evaluating reports of echo s. The forecaster can
do this by making vistIal inspections of in-
coming radar reports. In many cases, however,
this technique does not provide the forecaster
with the information essential for a reliable
forecast of severe weather. He must see the
radar echoes displayed on a weather ckart with
respect to their actual location. Then he can
better visualize the atmospheric changes taking
place when he compares these observations
with other weather reports and facsimile charts.
One of your jobs is to plot these radar reports
so that the forecaster can obtain this better pic-
ture.

1-77. One widely used way to display radar
reports on maps is to outline the dim sions of
the echo area and enter the significa t parts of
the report within the outlined area. Figure 3

t shows the guidelines for plotting th various
types of radar reports. These plot4i reports
should include the Movement, 4ij, and in-
tensity. Also, sometimes, a color code is used to
inaicate different reporting times, which enhan-
ces the picture for the forecalter. tlosely
related to the plotting of radar reports is the

. plotting of severe weather advisory data on
locally produced, charts.

1-78. Plotting severe weather advisories.
Severe weather a6 ories, in many cases, are
the most important ther messages received
at a detachment.; espe ly during the spring
and summer months. ing this period the
forecaster closely monitors weather areas, such
as frontal zones, that cfluld be hazardous' to
flight operations. At times such as these, the
forecaster may request that an LAWC be plot-
ted with the latest severe weather advivries
outlined in colored pencil. These plotted
reports of expected severe weather, along with
surface weather reports, provide the forecaster
with an excellent picture of severe weather
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development within his area of responsibility.
1-79. Military and civilian weather warning

centers disseminate warnings by several
methods. Regardless of the teletype message
format in which they are received, it is your job
to plot the warning on LAWCs. Some
guidelines that are heIgkiil in the plotting of
severe weaOr advisories are:

Locate -and plot the area outline with
measuring devices such, as rulers and protrac-.
tors.

Know the chart scale and the number of
miles that 1 inch represents.

One degree of latitude
proximately 60 nautical miles.*

.

Enter the valid times of the report within
the area outline and the advisory number.

Enter the type and severity of phenomena
expected within the area outline.

1-80. Other types of data that may be plotted
on locally produced charts, such -as upper air
data, are plotted by using the same general for-
mat on all types of charts. Before you continue
with Section 2, Upper Air Charts, refer to the
chapter review exercises in your workbook and
answer the items for this section. .

2. Upper Air Charts
2-1. People from a I walks of life fear mother

nature's most dam ging creationstornadoes
ana hurricanes. Their violence and un-
predictability have prompted many new
tracking and reporting systems in receni gears.
In the midwest, where most of our farm
products are produced, the farmer must con-
tend with the ever-changing face of mother
nature. His crops depend on rainfall, but they
are jeopardized by high wind and hail. In

'Florida the citrus grower may lose his entire
crop through an unexpected early frost. As a
meteorologist, the forecast,er uses alksources of
data to provide accurate forecasts and briefings
for using agencies. He is responsible for
providing pilots with comprehensive briefings
of flight conditions. In many cases, his forecasts
decide the success of military operations. He
can rely on the surface analysis for only part of
the st,ry. He knows that surface weather
charY:teristics are a direct 'result of changes
throughout the. atmo'sphere. His forecast for
local thunderstorm actiiiity is based primarily
on variances in Our atmosphere.

equals ap-

2-2. At most ,AWS detachments throughout
the world, the forecaster receives his upper
level charts over facsimile circuits. In most
cases, a sufficient number of upper level charts
is received. However, when the facsimile
machine is inoperative or during periods of
special flight operations, you may be required



to plot selected upper air charts. Section I

discussed the codes of surface data normally
received at weather stations. At forecast cen-
trals, the plotting 'of upper air charts is a
routine observer function. Upper air data fur-
nishes uS*.information about of the at-
mosphere beyond the reach of ur suff.ace in-
struments.. This information becomes
meaningful to you only when you understand
the codes used to record the data. Knowing the

,cOdes permits you to plot constant pressure,
winds aloft, Skew-T, and continuity charts.

2-3. In this section we will discuss the
radiosonde and upper wind codes. After a brief
review of these codes, we will discuss plotting
data on the upper level charts. The plotting
models and the general instructions that are
used are found in AWSM 105-22, Local
Weather Analysis Program.

2-4. Radiosonde Code. The manual for
radiosonde code and the AWSM 105-24,
Meteorological Code% discuss tht code format
that is used and the data included in the
radiosonde code. The complete code is divided
into..four individual parts (A, B, C, and D).
Parts A and C.are for worldwide distribution.
Parts B and D are normally intended for
distribution in continental or regional areas.
The United States has elected to collvt and
distribute Parts A and B in a single rifessage.,
referred to as the/first transmission. The code
name "TEMP" has been assigned to the upper
air observation from a land station. The code

PART A.
TT YYGG1d
99P0P0P0 ToToT20DOD0 dodofofofo
00hhh TTTaDD ddfff
85hhh TTT DD ddfff
70hhh TTTODI Jdfff
50hhh TTT4DD ddfff
40hhh MaDD ddfff
30hhh TTTaDD ddfff
20hhh ITTADD ddiff
15hh.h TTTaDD ,ddflf
10hhh TTTaDD ddfff
38PtPiPt TLTLTatDtDt dtdtftftft
77 or 66PmPmPm dmdmfmfmfm

PART B:
VV YYGG/ Hui
WoPo T0T0Ta0D0D0
11 PPP TTTaDD
22PIP TTTaDD
33PPP TTTaDD etc.

31313 25hhh TTTaDD ,ddff

51515 101AdfAdf

PART C:
WW YYGGId

0
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names are for precise reference purposes,only
and are not transmitted.

2-5. Parts A and B, normally completed
soon after termination of the sounding, are
transmitted first *to expedite the distribution of
data. This makes data available while the
remainder of the sounding is being evaluated
and coded. Several hours later the remaining
partsC and D, are distributed as a second
transmission. The first transmission provides
sounding data up to and including 100
milliIars (mb). Each of the Ccided parts con-
tains a specific type of level.

2-6. Types of levels. It is customary to call
certain standard isobaric surfaces "mandatory"
levels. These designated mandatory levels

chosen by a World Meteorological
Organization (WMO)' agreement must appear in
every report if the sounding reaches these man-
datory I6vels. Parts A and C are composed of
mandatory 'levels. Part A contains only the
mandatory levels at 100 mb and below, and
Part C the mandatory levels above 100 mb.
Parts B and D are the levels containing the
significant .changes in either temperature or
humidity occurring between ,the mandatory
levels. Hence the term "significant levels." Part
B includes significant levels up to 100 mb and
Part D the levels above 100 mb. The following
format shows the radiosonde code that applies
to WMO Regions IV (North 'and Central
America) and V (Southwest Pacific).*

3?,3

(1dentificationSection 1)
(Surface Data)

(Standard Isobaric Surfaces--

Section 2)

(Tropopause DataSection 3)
(Maximum Wind DataSection 4)

(IdentificationSection

(Surface Data)
(Significant LevelsSection 5)

(Data for 250-mb SurfaceSection
(Regional CodesAdditional Data
Section 9)

(IdentificationSection 1)

36,5'



70hhh
5Ohhh

3Ohhb

20hhh

10hhh

TTTal5D
TTTaDD
TTTUDD
TTTaDD
TTTaDD

MO'
ddflf,
ddfff
ddflf
ddttf

Olhhh TTT4DD ddtlf
O5bhh TTTaDD ddttf
03hhh PTTaDD ddtft
O2hhh TTTaDD dditf
Olhhh TTTaDD ddfif
88P,P,P1 T,TiTaiDiDi LittitIttttt
77 or 66ProPmPro dmdmtrutrofm

PART D:
YY YYGG/ Mit
I1PPP TTTaDD
22PPP TTT,,DD
33PPP TTTaDD
44PPP TTTADD ....etc
51515 101AdrAdf

Times of observation are also prescribed by the
WMO because of the international usage of the
code.

2-7. Observation times. The WMO standard
hours of observation are 0000 and 1200 GMT.
If only one observation per day is taken, it is

taken at one of the standard times according to
instructions issued to the station. When more
than two observations are taken per day, either
0600 and/or 1800 GMT is prescribed. The
following paragraphSidi4uss the. coding of the
obServation time in.the 'report along with the
coding of the other data included in the in-

, dividual parts.
2-8. Parts A (Radiosonde Code). When

referring to the code format, you notice that
Part A is subdivide4 into sections. Each section
;J described as lantification, Surface Data.
Standard Isobaric Surfaces, Tropopause Data.
and Maximum Wind Data. Within each section
are several groups. For your convenience, the
discussion of each part of the code follows this
same outline.

2-9. The code format also shows that Parts A
and C have* a noticeable similarity. Another.
similarity exists between Parts B and D. To
avoid repetition of discussion, Parts A and B
are outlined in detail, while only the unique
features of Parts C and D enter our study.

2-10. Identification code. The message iden-
tifier for Part A appears as the first group. This
two-letter group, TT, provides tquick iden-
tification of Part A regardless of whether the
observation comes from a land or ship station.
The next group, YYGG. reports a coded date
and time for the -observation. The day of the

3?

3D 6

(§tAndard Isobaric SurfacesSection 2)

(TropopAuse ()maSection 3)
(Maximum Wmd DutaSection 4)

(IdentificationSection 1)

(Significant LevelsSection 5)

(Regional CodesAdditional Data
Section 9)

month (according to GMT) and the unit of win-
dspeed used in the report are coded together in
the two-digit YY symbol. Code figures 01 to 31
indicate the day of the month. When 50 is ad-
ded to the day of the month code figure, it
means the knot is the unit of measurement for
windspeed in the entire report. When the meter
per second unit is used, the day of month code
figure appears unaltered. All United States
stations report winds in knots; therefore, code
figures 51 through 81 indicate the date in the
U.S.

2-11. The time of observation, GG, is coded
in whole hours GMT. If you let H refer to the

. standard time of observation, soundings may be
Jaken anytime between H minus 45 to H, while
H minus 30 is the preferred release time. Any
observation taken within the 45-minute time
range has a standard time reported for GG. A
balloon release outside that time range has the
nearest whole hour reported for GG (which
tnay not be a standard observation time),

2-12, Appended to the date/time group is. an
indicator, Id, signifying available wind data.
This code figure indicates the highest man-
datory level at which wind data is reported even
though a lower surface may have a missing
wind. Suppose wind data is available in Part A
for all levels including 100 mb. The Id is coded
as I . Code figure I would also be reported
despite a missing wind at 300 mb, If 150 rnb
was the last level for winds, code figure 2 is
reported; 200 mb, code figure 3; 300 mb, code
figure 4, etc., with each mandatory level being
assigned an Id code figure. The wind group is
included for all the levels at and below the level
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indicated by Id, and omitted from the levels
above. Each part contains its own Id, but since
winds are not normallY reported for significant
levtls, Parts B and D have a solidus (/) coded
for Id .

2-13. The last identification group, IIiii, ex-
presses a geographical and station numbering
system. The block number, II, designates a
geographical area composed of 1000 stations.
Each station is assigned_ a three-digit number
identifier, iii. Used together, the block and
station number identify one observing station
in the world without duplication anywhere. As
suggested by the jitle, the identification section
is not plotted,...Perhaps the least understood is
the wind indicator, Id.. The task of plotting
begins with the next section of title code where
surface data is reported.

2-14. Surface data. Parts A and B both con-
tain surface data. Two noticeable differences
exist between the data. First, the indicators are
different; second, only Part A surface data
reports the wind. The surface data indicator for
Part A is 99, rather than 00 as in Part B..Using
99 avoids possible confusion with the 00 in-
dicator for the 1000-mbjevel also reported in
Part A.

2-15. Part of the surface data reported is the
'pressure, PPP. The pressure value represe'nts
surface pressure in whole millibars at one of
three possible locations. The locatio7 wit4irst
priority.is the height of the instrument shelter.
When the surface pressure is greater than 1000
mb, the coded value omits the digit "1.' No fur-
ther interpretation is necessary in decoding this
pressure value before plotting it. The remaining
surface data includes temperature, . dewpoint
depression,, and wind direction and speed.
Since other levels commonly contain "these
elements also, the details of their coding follow
in later paragraphs. Surface data is always in-
cluded in Part A in three separate groups. Any
missing portion of the data, is indicated by a
solidus (/).

2-16. Other mandatory levels reported in
Part A give temperature, dewpoint depression,
and wind data for isobaric (constant pressure)
levels. The isobaric levels vary in height.
Therefore, height instead of pressure is repor-
ted for the standard isobaric levels.

2-17. Standard isobaric levels. Each isobaric
level uses two digits of its own pressure as a
leVel indicator. The indicator 00 denotes 1000
mb; 85 indicates 850 mb; and 70 for 700 mb.
No duslicate indicators exist in any one code
part. However, you may notice that both Parts
A and C contain 70 indicators. There should be
no confusion from this identifier, since 'Part A
is coded only to 100 mb and Part C is coded.for

levels above 100mb. The 70 indicator in Part
C signifies 70 mb.

2-18. Following the indicator for each man-
datory isobaric level, you find a height (hhh)
for that level. These heights are to the nearest
whole meter up to 500 mb, and to the nearest
10 meters at 500 mb and above. A group of
"85491" indicates that the data are for the 850
mb level (85) and thatthe height is 1491 meters'
above sea level (491). The group 40714 means
that 400-mb level is at 7140 meters. The coded
value in three digits cannot, of course, reflect
the complete height. You determine the proper
prefix for each coded value_from the standard
heights printed on the Skew-T chart, at each
level or judge them from experience.

. 2-19. These heights tell the forecaster where
each standard isobaric surface stands with
respect to the last sounding and to the com-

'puled standard height. When this information is
considered for each level, it provides the
forecaster with indications of trouNng,
'ridging, and warm or cold air advection.

2-20. Three separate groups contain the
reported data for each mandatory level.
However, if the Id indicator shows that winds
are not reported, only two groups represent
each level. Every level must appear in sequence.
even if the data for a level is missing. Frequen-
tly the 1000-mb level is below surface and, ob-
viously, temperature arid wind data cannot be
determined; however, the report still maintains
proper, sequence by showing. 0.0hhh / / / / /
/ / / / / for the missing data.

2-21. Similar to the surface level, the
isobaric levels contain reports of temperature,
dewpoint depression, and winds. Since the
coding for these elements appliet identically to
all parts of the code, they can be discussed here
as, a unit.

2-22. Temperature and dewpoint data. It is
not uncommon for a complete radiosonde
report to contain a combined total of more than
60 temperature and dewpoint values. This
alerts you to the importance of decoding these
values accurately. An incorrectly decoded value
can result in a poor analysis of the various
charts on which these data are plotted.

2-23. The value of "TT" indicates the tem-
perature in whole degrees Celsius for ap-
propriate levels. This is also true for 'T0T0"
and "TtTt," which represent the temperature
for the surface and the tropopause. These
values are not complete unless you decode the
value for "Ta," Tao;" or "Tar." Wheii decoded,
these values give you the tenths value for the
temperature and at the same time indicate
whether the temperature is below or above
zero. These tenths values range from "CI"
through "9."
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2-24. To decode a temperature. group
(TTTaDD) of "05718" from the radiosonde
code, use table 11 to determine what the Ta
value "7" indicates. Table 11 shows you that
the temperature (TT) is a minus value witli a
tenths value of 0.6 or 0.7. In this example, the
decoded temperature is -5.7° Celsius. From
table I I, notice that the positive temperatures
are indicated by even numbers and the negative
temperatures by odd numbers. Although table
II shows that the tenths value indicated by "7"
could be either 0.6 or 0.7, it is not intended
that you decide which value to use. Consider
the tenths value to be the same as the coded
value.

2-25. Thedewpoint depression, DD, may be
reported either as an actual or a coded figure.
For depressions of 5° or lest; the actual value in
degrees and tenths is reported. The number 32
represents a 3.2° depression in Celsius degrees.
A coded figure represents depressions over 5°.
Additionally, the larger depressions are en-
coded as whole degrees only. Each DD value
over 5° is coded by adding. 50 so that 56
becomes a depression of 6°, 57 for 70, 60 for
10°, and further until 99 signifies a 49°
depression. There is no provision for larger
depressions. Also, values 51 through 55 should
never be reported.

2-26. When solid (//) are reported for tem-
-perature and dewpoint data, they are either
missing or unobtainable. For example, the
dewpoint depression is notr,eported when the
temperature is below -40° Celsius because of

TABLE 11
TENTHS VALUES

Symbol Ta Approximate tenths value and sign of
the air temperature at the standard
isobaric surfaces and significant love1:41410

Symbol Tao' l'pproximate tenths value and sign of
the air temperature at the surface.

Symbol Tat Approximate tenths value and sign of
the air teaperature at the level of the
tropopause.

Code
Figure

Sign of
Temperature* Temperatume

0 + 0.0 and 0.1
1 - 0.0 and 0.1
2 + 0.2 and 0.3
3 - 0.2 and 0.3
4 4. 0.4 and 0.5

5 - 0.4 and 0.5'
6 + 0.6 and 0.7
7 - 0.6 and 0.7

. 8 0.8 and 0.9
9 - 0.8 and 0.9

* Sign: + means above zero.
- means below zero.
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equipment limitations and encoding in-
structions.

2-27. Wind data. The wind directiOn may be
reported to the nearest 5° by adding 0 or 5 to
the hundreds digit of the speed, and the speed is
reported to the nearest' knot. For example, a
wind direction of 295° and a speed of 45
is encoded as "29545." Remember th wind
direction should be decoded to the neiárest 5°
by determining whether or not 500 has been
added to the windspeed (fff). If it has been ad-
ded, you add 50 to the value for "dd." This is
how you can obtain a wind direction to the
nearest 5°.

2-.28. The values for "fff' are the windspeed.
The values coded for "fff" need no. conyersion
unless 500 is added to the windspeed to obtain
wind direction to the .nearest 5°. The wind
group "29635," therefore, decodes as 295° at
135 knots.

2-29. Tropopause data. Part- A includes a
report of tropopause data providing that it oc-
curs between the surface and 100 mb. Part C
contains the tropopause data when it is above
100 mb. For purposes of ilJustration, suppose
the tropopause occurs at 240 mb. This data
would then appear in the first transmission,
Part A.

2-30. A tropopause represented by three
groups of .data. The data indicator 88 in the
first group calls y9ur attention to tropopause
inforrhation. The remaining portion of the
group, PetPt. reports the pressure, in whole
millibars. at the tropopause level. The second
group 'reports 'temperature, ItTtTat, and'
dewpoint depression, DtDt.` Standard coding .
instructions apply to this group as for any tem-
perature group at other levels. Standard coding
also applies to the third group (dtdtftftft) con-
taining wind direction and speed. For Similarity

'of data, the tropopause level can be compared
to the surface. When no tropopause is observed
within the stratum covered. by Part A, an in-
dicator group, 88999, appears in the message.
However, it' no tropopause.dlta is coded, this
indicates the data was not ready at" collection
time and should follow in a correction message
later. Following the tropOpause section of the
message is another special data sec-
tion-maximum wind data.

2-31. Maximwn wind. The final section of
Part Areports maximum wind. Aside from
meeting certain criterja, the maximum ,wind
must occur at or below 100 mb to be included
in Part A. Two indicator figures, 77 or 66.
identify this section. Indicator 66 places the
maximum wind at the terminating level of the
ascent. They 77 indicator tells you when the
maximum wind occurs below !he terminating
level. The prtssure at the maximum wind level
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follows. The second group, of course, reports
the wind in 'the satin way as for other levels.

2-32. There are four options for reporting
maximum wind with which you should be
familiar. Normally, two groups of data
represent the wind level. Occdsionally, a secon-
dary maximum is also observed and reported,
adding a s cand set of groups. If nim
wind ctirbe observed in the stratum included
in Part A. the group 77999 appears in the
report as the third option. Finally, when no
maximum wind data is- reported, you may
as5ume' the data was not available at collection

should follow in a correction message
later.

2-33. From the temperatures and dewpoint
'depressions of Part A, a general picture of the,,
sounding to 100 mb becomes evident. a-
remains for Part B to till in the gaps showing
the detailt,Of temperature ihersIons'and upper
layers of moisture.

2-34. Part B (Radiosonde Code). Unlike
Part A, where the number of levels remains
fixed, Part B contains as many levels as

necessary to show the significant changes of
temperature or humidity within the sounding.
Significant changes in wind not being con-
sidered, no winds are reported. Though it ac-
companies Part A in the first transmission. Part
B has its own identification section.

2-35. Identification. The two-letter message
identifier, VV, appears first. The remaining
groups, date/time and station nuniber, are iden-
tical to Part A With butie exception. That ex-
ception is the wind' i icator, Id. Since no
winds are included, Id conveys no meaning for
Part B. Therefore a solidus is always reported.

2-36. Surface data. A repetition of the sur-
face, data, excluding winds, appears as the first
level, in Part.B. Level indicator 00. instead of
99 as in Part A, indicates surface data and is
not used for any other level in Part B. The type
of data reported for other levels is consistent
with the surface data, namely, pressure, tem-
perature, and dewpoint depression.

2,37. Significant levels. Indicators assigned
42 each level and numbered in consecutive or-
der maintain proper sequence. Even a level
within a missing data stratum is assigned an in-
dicator to show the existence of missing data.
The numbering sequence begins with II for the
first level above the sUrface and continues-a; .

33.. . 88, 99, 11) for sulueque.0 levels. When
missing data for a single.61.k.ALI occurs, the boun-
ding and missing le.,els .t ii the message
as: 44PPP TTTaDD ///// 66PPP
TTTaDD. Of course. the letters ,would be
represented by numbers in the actual report.
The coding of individual elements follows the
procedures outlined in preceding paragraphs.

..
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No significant levels for pressures lower than
100 mb are reported in Part B. Two speeial
data sections follow the significant levels in the
repotrt: the 250-mb level -and additional data.

2:38. 250-mb level. At one time the 250-mb
level was reported as a standard isobaric sur-
face. The WMO regarded the level as less
significant than formerly and decided to delete
the requirement for reporting it in the in-
ternational part (A) of the code. However,
UdVd States reporting stations retain the level,
but it appears in the regional part (B) of the
code s a separate section. The method of
reporting 259-mb dataresembles that of the
standard isobaric surfaces. An indicator group,
31313, precedes the data. Then indicator
height (25hhh), temPerature/dewpoint
depression (TTTaDD), and-wind (ddfff) groups
complete ,t he section. When 250-mb data are
not observed, the entire section is omitted from
the message. The final section of Part B and
also the first transmission contains additional
data.

2-39. Additional data. The indicator group,
51515, specifies that the following groups con-
tain data in regionally adopted code forms.
Region IV adopted the 101 groups. Various in-
formation that cannot otherwise be included in
the message finds itself in the 101 group. You
can locate the exact meaning of each 101 group
in the Manual for Radiosonde Code. For exam-
ple, 10143 = means observation delayed.

2-40. Early transmission data. The 850 =,
700. =, and 500-mb standard levels and
stability index form an abbreviated report
known as the Early Transmission Message.
Coding of the standard levels follows the same
rules outlined in Part A. These early messages
are in addition to the complete report. The
coded data for. these levels in the complete
report is in no way affected by the early
message. A unique/part of the early message is
the stability index.

2-41. Stability index, Isis, cah be found only
in the early message. The index implies the
degree of stability for the stratum between sur-
face and 500 mb. Stable conditions are repor-
ted by code figures 01 to 40 inclusive. Within
that range the higher values indicate greater
stability. Unstable conditions are indicatedby
the code figures 51 to 90 inclusive. When the
.index is unavailable, it is not reported. Since
diestability index agn.d the early transmission of,
standard level data tall into the additional data
category, the entire message is assigned the
10196' identifier.

2-42. Each early message begins with an
identification section, VV YYGG/ IIiii 51515.
The 10196 identifier that follows shows that
850 , 700=, 500-mb levels and stability index
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3/0
data follow. Occasionally, one of.the levgls can- rate without a 101 gr,oup, Bounding levels of
not be reported. Rather than 'burdening the the layer are shown by PBPB (base( and PTPT
message with a serieS of solidi, other 101 (top). They _represent the pressures in tens of
groups may be reported to show the omission. millibars (Part B) or whole millibars (Part D).
As an illustiltion. 10195 identifies' data for 2-48. ':.fli-en both transmissions (all four
850= and 50-emb levels- and stability indei- parts) are considered together, they complete

_Data for 700pjebeing unavailable, the message the TEMP (land station) form of radiosdnde
completely'otiff the level. Code figure 10197 code. Ship stations taking upper air soundings

- identifies data for 500.mb and stability index; code their data in TEMP SHIP form. The
4-.10198 identities 700= mb data and stability- TEMP SHIP message conies in four parts and is

index. identical to TEMP in code format, data repor-
2-43. Though the early message hss a Part B ted, and transmission arrangement. The only

identification section, it is a separate message. noticeable difference you can find between
It precedes the first transmission in time. Parts TEMP and' TEMP SHIP messages is in the
A and B make up the first transmission and identification section.
contain the specific sections just discussed. Ap- . .
proXimately 1 1/2 hours after the first tran-, 2-49. TEMP SHIP (Radiosonde Code).
smission, the second transmission (Parts C and - The geographical and station numbering of ship
D) is transmitted via teletype circuits, stations cannot be easily expressed by an IIiii

2-44. Parts C and D (Radiosonde Code). group as in the TEMP code. Instead, the ship's
All mandatory levels above 100 mb are repor- latitude, longitude, and Marsden Square num-
ted in Part C, and significant levels in Part D. ber replace the IIiii in the identification sec-
Date coding is similar to Parts A and B. Only tion. T,hree groups contain location in.:
minor differences between reportintg formation. Following the message identifier
procedures need to be pointed out. Naturally, and date/time groups. which resemble their
the message identifier is different. Part C is counterparts in TEMP code, is the first of the_
identified by WW. Also the wind indicator, Id, three rupslatitude.
though still a Coded figure, indicates a standard 2-50. The latitude group, 99LaLaLa, ieports
level within Part C. The part D message iden- ship position between the equator and the pole
tiller is YY. to the nearest 0.1° latitude. Longitude and

,2-45. Other deviations exist in the way quadrant of th'e globe are coded in the second
heights, hhh, and pressures, PPP, are reported. group, QcLoLoLoLo . Without direction
All heights are in meters and show the 'designators you would find it difficult to deter-
thousands, hundreds, and tens digits. mine whether latitude was north or south and

-fterefore, a height of 18,510 meters Incomes a longitude was east or west. However, the coded
code yalue of 851. Pressures, are reported in quadrant figure, Qc, indicates both. Mentally
tenths of a millibar'. This becomes important in slice the globe into four parts; once at the
Part C only for reporting tropopause 'or equator, dividing north and south, and again at
maximum wind, pressure levels and applies to the 0°/180° meridian, dividing cast and west.
the Part D significant levels. . From 'table 12, Qc code figures define each

When the trop.opause section in Part A, quadrant. Quadrant 7 locates ships navigating
is-coded 88999, you may expect tropopause the waters bordering all sides of North
data in Part C. Similarly, you expect maximum America. When -Qc appears ai 7, you know at
wind data in Part"C when 77999 is coded in once that the latitude is north and longiode is
Part A. When a code of 88999 in Tart C ap- west. An exact position Can then be t'tnd
pears as well, no tropopause can be determined. using the reported latitude and longitude.
A similar rule applies to maximum wind. ,Longitude also appears to, 0.1°.

. Neither tropopause or maximum wind data can
be coded in Part C unless theY* occur at a
pressure level less than 190 mb.

247. The last information' that can be added
to Parts B or D, wherever it applies, is the plain
language data concerning a 'superadiabatic

. lapse rate. Plain language data always follows
the 51515 indicator used for 101 groups. The

'contraction, SUPER identifies superadiabatic
lapse rates. Either of the following formats may
be reported: 51515 I OlAdfAdf SUPER PBPB-.

or 51515 SUPER PBPB-PTPT. The lat-
ter example 'indicates a superadiabatic lapse

. ,
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STABLE 12
SYMBOL Qc

Code
Fig-,
ure

Latitude
.

Longitude

1 North East
3 South ' Fast
5 ,South West . 10
7 ' North "Ost



2-51. Though the latitude and longitude
groups sufficiently pinpoint the ship location,
the third group. IvIarsden Square number,
verifies the position given in the first two
groups. Since plc:siting positionslre determined
from latitude-longitude, you ar your plotters
have limited need for the qMarsden. system.
Figure 4 shows the Marsden number represen-
ted by MMM in the code. Each 100 Marsderi
Square is divided into I° subsquares. The
ULaULo figures give the number of the sub-
square within the Marsden and incidentalty
coincide with the units digits of both ,the
latitude and longitude. Supposea ship's
location appeased in t MMMULaUto group

0.8823. From figure can:place t,he ship
north of the. Hawaiian ,d's.at 22° N. and
150° W. The remaining' elehients of TEMP
SHIP code bear no eference from TEMP
code. Ships even transmit early data messages.
Thus, since further discussion of TEMP SHIP
decoding would be repetition, let us shift em-
phasis from decoding radiosonde reports to che
upper wind code. To obtain a more complete
picture of the vertical wind' field, the upper
wind code complements the radiosonde code
by providing wind data for additional levels.

Upper Wind Code. The code name
"PILOT" refers to the upper wind report from a
land station. The form of the code used by ships
in reporting upper wind observations differs
from the form used by land stations only in
regard to the identification data. Just as in
TEMP SHIP the "INC identifier is replaced by

PART A:

PP YYGGa411iii

4414P1P1
or

55nP1P1,

44nP1P1
or

55nP1P)

77PmPrnPrn
Or

66PmPr1-Pr1

or

lfin1H(OHMI-Inl
or

6HmHmHmHm

PART B:

QO YYGGa4

U2U3

9tnUj U2U3

.ddfff ddfff ddfff

-,ddftt ddfff ddtff

Jrndminilmim'

dmdmfmtmtm

11111

ddffi ddttf ddtlf

ddIff &Jiff ddift
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the groups "99LaLaLlaQcLoLoLoLo MM-
MULaULo." Upper winds serve for plotting
station continuity charts, winds aloft maps,
specific level winds on the Skew-T, and
gradient winds. Since a radiosonde sounding
furnishes upper winds, both PILOT and ;TEMP
codes may be derived from a single sounding.
In this way duplication of observation and
coding can be avoided. Like TEMP code, four
parts (A, B, C, and D),divide the upper wind
tode. . "

T 2-53, These. parts possess the same charac-
teristics for collection and distribution; level
orientation, and stratum covdage as the TEMP
code. Parts A,and B are collected together, Part
A 'peirig intended for worldwide distribution.

'Part A contains winds for.. standard isobaric
levels, Part B furnishes winds at significant and
fixed regional levels. Parts A and B coVer the
strati:161 between -the surface and 100 mb.

I-54. Upper wind data are normally
available four times daily beginning at pow
GMT at 6 hourly intervals. At those times when
the wind observation coincides with radiosonde
reporting (0000 and 1200Z), the upper winds
are attached to the radiosonde report. Because
of this grouping together, Part A PILOT
becomes unnecessary, since it duplicates wind
data reported in Part A TEMP..This is also true
-for Part C PILOT and TEMP in the second
transmission. The complete code is outlined
here in much the . same manner as the
radiosonde code. The format berow illustrates
symbolyally the four parts of the code.,

(IdentificationSection I)

(Mandatory Isobaric SurfacesSectiOn 2)

(Maxtmum ,Wind DataSection 3)

(IdentificationSection- I)

(Fixed Regional Levels and
Significant LevelsSection 4)
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PART C:

MM YYGG44
44n131131

or

55nPifi

44 nPi PI
or

55nPi_Pi

77 PniPmPin

or
66PmPrnPm

or
7H H H Hm m m

or
6HmH HmHm

PART 1?

LL Ne-YGGag ,

tnly.12L13
9
or
8

9
or tnUi U2U3
8

Ile> (IdentificationSection 1)

ddfff ddfff ddfff

ddfff .ddfff ddfff

dmdmfmfmfm

dmdmfmfmfm
.e-

ddff ddfff, ddfff -

dditT ddfff ddtff

2-55. Identification cgcle. The identification
cale, with the exception of the two-letter
message identifier, is_identical for all patts of
the code. Date-time data (YYGG) gives you the
same information as in radiosonde code, in-
Code Figure

0

72'

3

4

(Mandatory Isbbaric Surfaces-- Section 2)

(Identification--Altn

(Fixed Regional Levels nd

Significant-LevelsSection

cludini the unit of measuremeqt for windspeed.
Code figure a4 in the date-time group relates to
the method of obtaining winds reported in the
code. The meaning of the code figures for a4
are listed 4s:

Equipment

Pressure insirument associated with wind

Optical theodolite

Radio theodolite .

Radar
Of

Pressufe instrument associated with wind
but pressure element failed 'during ascent.

The type of observing equipment usEd is also
reflected ip the indicator for mandatory levels
discussed in the next topic.

2-56. Types of levels. The mandatory levels
are the same standard isobaric surfaces repor-
ted in radiosonde code. Quantitative changes in
direction or speed appear in the code as
significant le%%els. Added to these two types are
fixed altitude levels included by regional
agreement. Parts A and C contain the man-
datory levels with the 100-mb level as the
dividing level. Since these winds are included
in Parts A and C of the radidsonde code, Parts

24

measuring equipment

measuring equipment.

A and C of the upper wind code are normally
not used in Region IV. Parts B and D contain
the fixed altitude levels with significant levels
placed between. Whenever a fixed altitude level
closely approximates the height of a mandatory
level, the report omits the fixed altitude level:
This explains why 5000 feet (850 mb) ind
10,000 feet (700 mb), for example, do not ap-

'pear as fixed altitude levels.
2-57.. The standard isobaric leyels use an in-

dicator.group (55nPfPi or 44nPIPI) to in-
troduce a series of mandatory levels. When the
mandatory levels are located by means of

3 .) 4,

3 13

,



pressure measuring equipment (a4 of "0"), 44 is
reported. When winds are reported at altitudes
approximating the standard isobaric surface
heights (art of "1-4"). 55 is reported. The digit
reported for "n".reveals the number of surfaces
reported in series and cannot exceed three.
P1P1 is a pressu4e indicator for the first level of
the series. An indicator group-44385 tells you
that the levels are located by pressure
measurement (44), three mandatory levels are
included in the first series, and the first level of
the series is at 850 mb ,(85). The three_wind
groups that- follbw the indicator are coded in
"ddfff." form and represeni the winds for the
850 =, 700 =, and 500-mb mandatory pressnre

_levels,
.2-58. The significant

levels are the levels in part,BiwhieWare alto
preceded by, an'_ incliCatbf group.- The..key to
decoding the, data'-: in this sthion is, the
"9tnUl U2U3'group.' The first digit. "9." is an
indicator identifying the group and specifying

'that the levels Feported ate below 100.000,feet
and the altitude figure is expressed in 1000-
foot increments. The "tn" element sp fies the
altitude in tens of thousands of feet4fiftje winds
reported in the following three . In ef-
fect, this means'that a "In" coded as ''0" -refers
to winds,--below .10,000 feet. If "tn" is coded

the base level of the winds reported in the
data groupi is 10.000 feel: a "tn" of "2" means
a base level of 20.000 feet. and so on up to
90-.000 feet. The figures coded for "01 U2U3"
specify the units digits of the wind levels in in-
crements of 1000 feet for the three successive
revels. For example. a "9tnU i U2U-.3" group
coded as "91246" indicates that the wind data
are for 12.000..14,000. and 16.000 feet.

2-59. The three data groups that follow the
"9tnUlU2U3" group are. again, encoded the
same as wind data groups in the radiosonde
cbde. However, there may not always be three
data groups. l&the "9tnU I U2U3" group is used
to report less than three levels. solidi (, ) are
coded in the, group for "U2" and "U3" as ap-
propriate. For example. if the termination of
the,sounding occurred at 98.000 feet: the group
"9981/." followed by .the wind data group.
would be the proper method of encoding thjs
information. As a matter of fact, the wind at
termination is always included as the last
significant level, just as the wind at the surface
is always encoded as the first significant leyel.

2-60. The group "OtnU I U2U3" used in Part
B may take on a slightly different form in Part
D. The "9' indicator specified that the levels
reported' in Part B were below 100.000, feet.
and that the altitude figure was expressed in in-
cremehts of 1000 feet. If the ascent extends to

100,000 feet and higher, the indicator "8" is
used instead of the "9." The indicator "8"
specifies that the levels reported are 100,000
feet or above and are expressed inincrements.
-cif 1500--feet.

2-,61. Maximum winds. Part A contains the
reporting a maximum wind data. One of two
possi-ble methods is used in reporting maximum
wind data. The format "77PmPmPm" or
"66PmPniPm" .represents one method and
"7HmHmHmHm" or "6HmHmHmHm" a
second method. The method used depends en.
tirely upon whether the level of maximum wind
was determined bY pressure measurement
tPremPm) or by means 'of a height com-
putation (HmlimHmHm).

.-- .2-62. The data reported for "PmPmPm"
represenis the pressure at the level of maximum
wind. Up to and including 100 mb the pressure
is reported to the nearest whole millibar, and to
the neareSt tenth-of a millibar above 100 mb.
When pressure data are not available, the level
of the maximum wind is re pk tted with respect
to a computed altitude. r esented by
"HmHniHmHm. The altitude is rep rted in iri-
crements of 30 feet. For example. if the code
figure 1400 is reported, the true altitude can be
obtained by multiplying the reported value by
30 (1400 x 30 = 42000 feet).

2-63. The indicators "66" (or 6) and "77"
(or 7) express the same meaning as in the
radiosond,e code. The maximiirm wind group
"slmdmfmfmfm" decodes the same as any wind
group. If the maximum wind was not observed,
the indicator group "77999" is irerted to give
positive notification that the maximum wind
data are not available. .

2-64. Now that we've reviewed both code
types,we are going to-discuss the products ob-
tained by, using these codes. Two products to
which radiosonde reports contribute are con-
stant pressure charts and thermodynamic
diagrams (Skew-T diagram). Our discuSsion
shall deal with the plotting of these 'two. charts.

2-65. Constant Pressure Charts. Where fac-
simile transmission is available, there is little
need for' plotting constant pressure charts.
However, the need for plotting such charts still
exists at many locations .and at centralized
weather facilities.

2-66. Plotting model. A plotted constant

pressure model presents no great challenge
since the amount of data reported for each
isobaric level is confined to four
parametersheight, temperature. dewpoint
depression, and wind direction and speed. Turn
to foldout 6, and follow the symbolic, format
and plotting model as we discuss them in the
text. Foldout 6 illustrates the plotted modelsq 25
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Figure 5. Plotted hodograph.

both in symbolic and numerical forms. From
general observation you notice a darkened
station circle, wind direction indicator, and
whole degrees for temperature and dewpoint
depression. Looking specifically at temperature
and dePression for the 850-mb level, you find
that both have been rounded to whole figures
according to standard rulestemperature from
2,2 to 2, and depression to 11 (61-50 = 11).
The, depression at 700 mb is not rounded off, as
it is already reported in whole degrees (67-50
=. 17). The darkened circle correlates with the
plot whose depression is 5° or less. An open
circle correlates with the greater depressions.
The' darkened circles emphasize areas of high
moisture.

2-67. Plotting rules. Some basic rules gover-
ning special situation plotting need mentioning..
Inclose doubtful data in parentheses. Plot M

26

25-144

for a missing parameter.,except windspeed and
direction when both-are missing. If a portion of
the reported element ig garbled or missing, plot,.
X for each missing digit. Show a missing wind
direction by plotting an X in a break in the
wind shaft. The plotter judges the best direc-
tional position of the wind shaft. An X plobted
at the end of the wind shaft means missing
windspeed. Extrapolated height date is to be
underlined. A circle drawn around the statiOn
shows a calm. These rules are generally ad-
depted and employed, though* deviations m'ay
exist. Most vital to the completed chart is that
whatever is plotted should convey the same
meaning to everyone using ihe data.

2-68. In the area of decoding, one frustrating
situation occurs when a string of letters garbles
the repOrt. Often, the letters can be converted
to numbers and prevent loss of data. A

3 3



proficient plotter has the conversion of QWER-
TYUIOP to its numerical equivalent (1, 2, 3, 4.
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0) committed to memory or han-
dily available. Another decoding skill aimed at
increasing plotting speed is the quick location
of data within the report. For instance, 500-mb
data most frequently appears in the middle of
the second line in the report. Kalowing this
location cuts search time.

2-69. Thermodynamic Diagrams. The ther-
modynamic diagram (Skew-T) is a commonly
plotted chart used by weather personnel. The
number of these charts required depends upon
sOurces of data, season, and the extent of the
desired analysis. In normal operations. one
chart is used for each reporting station, and not
more than two soundings of new data are plot-
ted on it.

2-70, When preparing a Skew-T chart, enter
a trace from the previous sounding on the chart
for continuity. A I2-hour interval between
reports permits the foreeaster to see on one
chart the atmospheric changes that occur at a
particular stUon. Trace the temperature and
dewpoint curves from the preceding (con-
tinuity) sounding in black ink or pencil without
transcribing data or circling ,any point: Usually
you do this before plotting the first new soun-
ding_ Plot the sounding that is 12. hours after
the black continuity trace in blue pencil, and
ploi the sounding that is 24 hours aftei the
black trace in red pencil. This plotting method
allows the use of red for the third set of curves
to emphasize the latest data.

2-71. A free air temperature curve and a
dewpoint curve are plotted for each sourding.
Locate the ponits to be plotted foi each soun-
ding. Locate the points to be plotted on the
.chart by referring to the pressure and tem-
perature (free air or dewpoint) of the level. Plot
dewpoint temperatures after subtracting the
dewpoint depression from the free4air tem-
perature. A plotting template is available for
this purpose. Indicate the temperature and
dewpoint by a small dot located at the ap-
propriate pressure level: Draw a small circle of
approximately 1/8 inch diameter around each
dot on the temperature and dewpoint curves.
This dircle will aid in locating the Points then
you draw the connecting lines. The circle fur-
ther aids in identifying significant points on the
curves. Always 'represent the free air tem-
perature curve by a solid line and trof dewpoint
curve by a dashed line. Identify superadiabatic
'lapse rates by entering -SUPER" near the curve
and drawing lines to its boundaries.

2-72. To show temperature and dewpoint
curves through strata of doubtful data, draw
thorn in the normal manner; hoWever, the limits

27

of these strata must be indicated in the space
above the legend at the bottom right of the
diagram (e.g., TEMP DBTFL 6(0-550 MB)
in the same color that you use for plotting the
curves. Where there is a stratum of missing
data, end the curves at The ,lower boundary of
the stratum and start the curves again at the up-
per boupdary of the stratum. Enter the symbol
-MISDA" in the middle of the stratum of
missing data in the same color you use for plot-
ting the curves. -MISDA" is also entered
whenever a stratum contains no dewpoint data
and the air temperature is warmer than 40°
C. Since dewpoint data a're not encoded for ai'r
temperatures colder than 40° C., no plotted'
remark is necessa* for missing dewpoint data
above that point.

2-73. Forlevels from 1000 to 100 Millibars, .
enter the height of each mandatory level on the
isobar to which it pertains just inside either
edge of the diagram. Enter the heights for levels
above 100 millibars just inside-the right edge. If
necessary, adjust the position of height entries
to avoid conflict with other plotted data. Enter
all height values to thenearest Meter for levels
up to 500 millibars and to the nearest 10
meters for levels at 500 millibars and above.

2-74. Plot wind data at the mandatory levels
in the same color as the corresponding sountr-
ing curves, using wind shafts and barps. Plot
wind daunt other levels, taken from the upper
wind report for the same time, on the solid
dots. Plot these reports in the same manner as
you would plot winds on surface charts (north
is at the top of the diagram, a full barb equals
10 knots, etc.). Use the right-hand staff for the
first wind report, and plot succeeding reports
on the middle or left-hand staff. Usually you do
twit copy the winds for the continuity tr-ace
unless the forecasier specifically asks for them,
in which case they are plotted on the right-hand
staff.

2-75. For identification, enter a legend for
each sounding that is plotted. Station index
number (or location identifier), station name,
and time and date (GMT)_complete the legend.
Use the same color for legend entries that you
use for the corresponding sounding curves.
When a schedules sounding is not received,

'complete the legend entries and enter the "101"
group, identifying the reason for no 'ob-
servation in the space above the legend in the
appropriate color. If a -101" group is not
received. enter Z &USG."

2-76. From the foregoingidiscussion you can
see that the radiosonde code reports a rather
complete picture of the atmosphere in terms of
pressure, temperature, and moisture. However,
you shouldn't overlook the value ot the data"
provided by the upper wind information.



2-77. Wind data becomes useful" in several
ways. It can be presented to show wind flow on
a horizontal plane over a large, area, it may
show a vertical distribution - over a single
location, or indicate wind tlOw V% it h passage of
time at a station. One example of each of these
presentations will now be discussed.

2-78. Winds Aloft Chart. The depiction of
the wind field over a large horizontal area
describes a winds aloft chart. Facsimile trans-
mission of ,these charts, representing several
different horizontal levels.,.usually satisfies the
operational need. The forecaster uses data con-
cerning these winds for flight briefing purposes
or as a limited forecasting and analysis tool.
For example, a winds aloft chart plotted from
data 6 hours later than .. the latest constant
pressure data indicates changes in a trough or
low-pressure circulation from purely wind-field
considerations. Therefore, the forecaster is

aware of a deepening trough or low-pressure
development before recelying ,the subsequent
constant pressure data.

2-79. Hodograph Chart. A hodograph chart
tshows the vertical distribution Of-winds above
an observation point. Figure 5 illustrates a
hodograph. Lines radiating .from the center
represent direction; the concentric circles show
speed. Labels for plotted points indicate. height.
Note the, reversed numbering of the direction
lines. This numbering aids the analysis by
showing wind direction originating from th*e,
point of obiservation rather than from a corn-
pass point! Hodograph data provides the
forecaster with a means of deriving thermal
wind data from which the intensity of the front
may be determined,

2-80. Refer to your workbook and answer
the chapter review exercise items for Section 2.

3. Airciaft Codes .
3-1. On a. routine basis, usually daily, arid

mainly over the ocean areaS of the world, AWS )
reconnaissance aircraft observe and repOrt
weather phenomena that would otherwise' go
undetected. These efforts. on the part of our
*virhorne weathermen." provide weather data
t9 fill the gaps that exist over sparse data atjeas.,.

ithout these aircraft,reports many predictions
of weather systems and their meteorological,ef-
fects would be left to pure guesswork.

,

3-2. In addition to the scheduled aircraft
weather observations (RECCO. COMPAR, and
AIREP). military and civilian aircraft report
observations while in flight over the ocean ex-
panses. even though their mission is non-
weather. These observations are reported in
P1REP code form. Naturally., if you are
assigned to a coastal region or weather center.
you are exposed to aircraft codes more than if ,
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you are assigned to a smaller detachment in the
central United States. If you understand these
aircraft codes and the way aircraft reports can
be included in the station map plot
operation, it should enable you to perform
more effectively as an observer.

3-3. Aircraft codes have many uses in AWS
Weather centers rely heavily upon aircraft
reports to complement the weather coverage
provided by radiosonde observations at land
stations. 'By interpreting the weathe'r elements
reported by aircraft in flight along the ap-
propriate upper air chart, the forecaster cant
complde a satisfactory chart analysis. RECCO
code is a highly reliable and important code,
since the flight tracks are schedules over remote
areas, and the forecaster cah expect specific
weather inforhiation.

3-4. RECCO Code. Using foldout 7 follow
along the symbolic format and plotting guides
as we discuss RECCO code in more detail. For
normal station operations, only certain groups
of this code form are used: .therefore, our
discussion is limited to these groups.

3-5. Identification and time groups (9XX X9
GGggiu). The first group of aECCO code is an
identification roup and is usually located at
the start of eac 0 teletype collection.
The three middle digits (XXX) are useful in
determining the units used and whether or not
radar data is available. The numbers reported
for "XXX"eindicate the following:

I I

222
. 333

444
555

Height in feet MSL.
Without radarheight in =tees.
Pressure data, (millibars).
Not used.
Not used.

666 Height in _feet MSL.
777 With rada?height in meters.
888 , Pressure data (millibars).
999 blot ysed.

3-6. The time group, GGggiu, gives tiime in
hours (GG) and minutes (gg) of the observation
at the position indicated by the latitude and
longitude groups. All reported elements in the
code are measured or observed as near as
possible to this time. The last digit (iu) provides
inforniation on the moisture or humidity data
reported. AWS aircraft report dewpoint so that
(iu) is coded asla 4 (when dewpoint is available)
or 0 (when it is not). AWS aircraft do not use
code figures I. 2, 'or 3.

No.

ethic Faqir(' t'n it

-
Humidity

0 No Humidity asaildble
°C. Reativ hiniidit. ?

2 °C Wet bulb depression
3 °C Dewpoint depression.
4 °C Dewpomt

3 6



3-7. Latitude ncl' longitude groups
(YQLaLaLa LaL0L0Bf '4.). To insure that the
observers plot RECCO reports 'at the correct
location, you must periodically check the got-'
ted stations. The first digit (Y), represents the
day of the week, numbered- from "I" to -7"
beginning with Sunday. The second_digit (0)
reveals the aircraft_Isnationaccuiding to the
octant of the globe. If your station plots
RECCO reports, a table for the globe octants
should be posted near the plotting desk as
follows; -

Code Figure Longitude Heirnsphere

0 0*-90* W. Northern
1 90° W.-180'. Northern
2 1800-900 E, Northern
3 90 E-0° Northern
4 Nctt used

-5 V-900 W.
6 90 W.-186'
7 180°-90* E.
8 90° E.-0°
9 Not used

Southetn
Southern
Southern
Southern

3-8.. The last three digits (LaLal.,a) are the
Jatitude to the nearest tenth of a degree. The
first three digits (L0L0L0) of the following
group give the longitude in tens, units, and ten-
ths of degrees. For example, a position of
168.5° west longitude is coded "68.5." The oc-
tant code "I"-or "6" tells you that it is 168.5°
rather than 68.50.

3-9. The last two digits of the longitude
group provkj e turbulence (B) and flight con-
dition (f '0 data. When other than code figure
"0" is reported, the ue airspeed of the aircraft
is reported in Plain.la guage at the end of the
report, for example, "TAS460," The turbulence
value is a coded digit that indicates the severity
of turbulence; the higher numerical values in-
dicate_more severe turbulence. The value repor-
ted for the flight conditrion tens the forecaster
the amount of.Cloud cover above, at, and below
the flight level. The group that follows the
longitude group contains.information th'at you
should not ignore when you check the RECCO
report. plotting.

3-10. Altitude of aircraft (hIlhdrda) The first
three digits (hhh) tell the aircraft altitude at the
observation time. The height is reported in
decameters. For example, 6970 meters is repor-
ted -697," and 10520 meters. "052." The value
reported for "dt" is very 'important because it
indicates to the plotter whether or not the
winds are at the point of observation. When
"dt" is coded as a solidus "/." and da is coded,
as an "8." the wind group will be coded as
-////f." The "8" for da means the navigator was
unable to determine any type of wind. In this
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case, the plotter must be careful not to plot the
temperature toil!) as a wind group.

3-11. Wind (ddfff). The .wind .group of
RECCO code reports the direction (dd) in tens
of degrees ("01" is.5° to 14°) and the speed (fff)
to the nearest knot. If the direction is variable,
:99" is reported. If the wind is calm, "00" is
coded ti.9r direction,

3-12. Temperature and weather (TTTuTuw).
The temperature err) is the temperature at
flight level and4s4-eported to the nearest degree
Celsius. Negative temperatures are coded with
"50" added to the temperature. For example.
18° Celsius is "68" in the coded message.
Depending on -the coded value reported for
"iu" in. the second group, "TuTu" is dewpoint
depression. relati,.7e humidity. or dewpoint tem-
perature data. Dewpoint temperatures are
coded the same as temperatures. The last digit
(w) of ahe temperature group indicates the
general classification of weather at the flight
altitude.

Y-13. Height data (rnjHHH). The first digit
(m) of this height group provides a more
detailed picture of the weather type. For in-
stance, code value "5" refers to "heavy con-
tinuous." If this intensity classification is used
with rain, it means heavy continuous 'rain. The
value reported for "j" is important in that it is a
code value that is used to identify the proper
constant pressure level for the observation. The
levels for the code values for "j" are.as follows:

mle

0

2

3
4
5

8

Value P.rosure Le'vel
MSL
I 00'0 tub
850 mb
700 WI
500 nib
300 nib
200 mb
100 mb
True altitude minus
pressure altitude (D-
value. in decameters)
recorded by pressure
altitheter set at 29 92
No raJio altimeter
subseale reading in
null iba rs (thousands
tigure Om itt ed ).

3-14. After You have determined the correct
istandard constant pressure level. you )nly need
to know what the value for "HHH" epresents.
You already know that the indicator- group.,
9XXX9. specifies what height units are used.
In most cases, metric units are used; therefore,
the data reported for "HHH" is the height in
meters or tens of meters of the constant
pressure level. If the report is for the surface.



1000-mb, 850-mb, of:700-mb level (1" valu'es
of 0. I, 2, or 3), the height is reported to the
nearest meter.,For higher levels, each height is
reported to the nearest ten meters, with the tens
of thousands figure omitted. For instance, if the
report is for the 300-mb constant pressure sur-
face and the height is determined to be 10,200
meters, the entry for "HHIi" is "020." When
the radio altimeter is inoperative and -9 is en-
coded for 1," the "HHH". is coded as "013."

3-15. Cloud data (lKnN1N2N3 ChhHH).
The cloud code groups are always identified by
the "1" indicator. They are of great importance
to the forecaster if he is investigating th
movement of storms or is preparing a dlou
analysis and weather dePiction chart. The digit

.'is reported for "Kn" is a key digit, since it
reveals the number of cloud layers to be.repor-
ted with' the observation. The following three'
digits (NI, N2, and N3) are the amount of sky
covered, in eighths, by each layer. When more
than three layers are reported, an additional
"I" group is sent to report the amounts-of the
additional layers. For examples an observation
that reports five cloud layers contains the
following cloud data: '
15336_ ChhHH ChhHH ChhHH 12120 ChhHH ChhHH

The coverage amount for each of the five layers
is 3. 3. 6, I. and 2 eighths respectively. Notice
that the second "1" group reports only data for
the- two additional layers. The actual cloud
types and their heights are sent in five-digit
groups following the "1" indicator groups.

3-16. Each cloud type (C) is coded ac-
'cording to international coding instructions for
-the ten basic cloud forms which are in Volume
Z. Foldout 1 contains the code value for each
cloud type. The heights of the bases and tops
are arso reported, using international rules for
coding cloud heights (such as used with "8" inc
dicator groups of synoptic code). For example,
if a-cloud layer of stratocumulus with bases at
2900 feet and tops at 6000 feet is present alpifg
with a layer of altostratus with bases of 17000
feet and tops at an unknown height, the cloudi%-

group is coded' "61956 467/!."
3-17. Special rules or exceptions concerning

the cloud groups should always be considered.
When the. sky is chaotic. "Kn" is coded

9." and ihe'code for "N" represents the total
-sky cover.

When it is impossible to determine the
presence of clouds, because. of darkness or
othcr reasons, the value for "Kn" is reported as
"1" (solidus):

When one or.more+cloud layers are dimly
discernible, and type, amount, and height are
unknown, "Kn" is reported "1" to indicate that .

clouds are- present, but the amount (N1 )ft is
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coded "9" with the following cloud group
co d ed "/////."

If When the presence of clouds below the
aircraft cannot be determined, and it is obvious
that no clouds exist about the aircraft, the "1"
group is coded "1/990.

3- I 8. Surface wind data (4ddff or 5DFSDk).
These two groups are never sent for the same
observation. In addition, they are transmitted
only when the observation is at or below the
700-millibar level. The "4" indicator group
reports the direction from which the surface
wind is bldwing in tens of degrees (dd) and the

windspeed in knots (ff). If the speed is 100
knots or more, 100 is subtracted from the speed

and 50 is added to the direction. For example,
a wind from ,2700 at 164 knots is. coded
"47764" in a RECCO report. When speediAt*,
in excess of 199, "ff' is reported "ll" arid-a*
plain language remark, such as "WIND 205" is
added to the report.
.3-19. Thes"5" indicator group reports the

surface wind direction (D) to eight points of the

compass.

Code Figure
,0

2
3

4

Direction
Calm,
NE
E -
SE

5 SW
6
7 NW
8
9 All directions, no definite direc-

tion. unknown.,or no report..

The surface wind force (F) is coded along the
lines of the Beaufort wind scale. This means the
higher the 6oded value, the larger the ocean
waves and crests, hence, the higher the surface
windspeed. For example, a value coded "6" for
the force(F) means large waves begin to form;
the white foam crests are more extensive
everywhere (probably some spray). The
forecaster's concern, naturally., is the force of
the surface wind. From the condition stated
above for a code value of "6" the forecaster can
judge the windspeed to be approximately
22Z7 knots.

3-20. The nein .1digit of the "5" indicator
group provides information on the state of the
sea (S)-at follows:

Code Figure
0

2

4

5

6
7

9

State of Seasyt.
Calm-glassy
Calm-rippled
Smo9th wavelets \
Slight
Moderate
Rough
Very rough
High -
Very High
Phenomenal

c-



3-21. The last element of this group, the
direction of swell (Dk), reports the direction
from which the sea swell is moving with respect
'to true north. The coded values fiir "Kr use
the same direction units 'that "are reported for
the surface wind direction (D). The remaining
groups of RECCO code are used very little in
normal operations; therefore, you need only to
nderstand the basic facts concerning each
element, a's explained in the following
paragraphs.

3-22. Remaining groups (6WsSsWeD5
71r tSbSe 7hh1HH 8drdrSrOe 8eaeceie). The
"6" indicator group is transmitted with the ob-
ler'vation whenever significant weather changes ,
occui. The value reported for "Ws"reveals
significant weather changes that have occurred
since the last observation, or-in the preceding
hour (whichever period is shorter). The code
figures are as follows:
Code Figure Significant Weather Change

0 No Change
Marked Wind shift

2 Marked turbulence begins or ends
3 Marked temperature change (not

altitude)
with

4 Precipitation begins or ends
Change in cloud forms

6 Fog bank begins or ends
7 Warm front
8 Cold front

1P-- 9 Front, type not specified

3-23. The digit reported for "Ss"' indicates
the direction of the significant weather changes
from the observation point.

Code Figure Distance
0 No report

Reported at prsvious position
2 Occurring at present position
3 20 nautical miles
4 40 nautical miles
5 60 nautical miles
6 80 nautical miles
7 100 nautical miles
8 150 nautical miles
9 More than 150 nautical miles

3-24. The next digit, Wc, reveals weather
;phenomena that is observed off course.

Code Figure
0
1

2

4
5

6
7

8
9

Weather Olf wurse
No report
Signs of hurricane
Ugly threatening sky
Duststorm or saiidstorM
Fog or ice fog
Waterspout
Cirrostratus shield or bank
Altostratus or altocumulus shield or
batik
Line of heavy curffurdnimbus-
Cumulonimbus heads or thunderstorms

3,25. The last digit (Dw) qthe "6" indicator
-group_ gives the bearing of veather off course.
"Dw" uses the same coded irectionsaslhe sur-
face wind direction (D) re orted in the "5" in-.
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dicator group (code value of 5 = SW direc-
tion). Code figure 0 is used for Dw when Wc is
reported as 0.

3-26. The "7" indicator group identifies the
rate (Ir), type (It) of icing, and the location
(SbSe) of the icing. This data is represented
symbolically by the group "7Ir1tSbSe" and is
always the first "7" indicator group. The next
group; (7h1htl-l1H1) indicates the height of ttie
base and top of the icing layer. The first two
digits after the :'7" indicator represent the
height of the icing base and.the last two digits
represent the top of the icing layer. In both
cases, the heights are reported by using the
same coding instructions 'that are used for
reporting cloud heights of the ten basic in-
ternational cloud types.

3-27. The last grobps of RECCO code, when
transmitted, are groups reporting radar data.
This data is identified by the indicator "8." The
next two digits (drdr) give the bearing of the
center of the echo from the aircraft in tens of
degrees. For example, an echo at a bearing of
320° is reported "32." Some exceptions to the
rule are:

When echoes are in all directions, "99" is
reported.

When the distance to the center of the
ech'o is greater than 95 nautical miles, "501' is
added to the drdr" and the tens value of the
distance is entered for "Sr." For example, an
echo 150 miles from the aircraft on a bearing of
280° is coded as 785 for drdrSr.

3-28. The distance to the echo center is
reported in tens of 'nautical miles. When the
distance exceeds 94 miles, a remark is entered
with the observation, such as ,"RADAR AXIS
150 NM."- 'The last digit of the first "8" group
(Oe) describes the orientation of a line of
echoes.- 'The second -8" group (8weaeceie)
provides the forecaster with a better idea of the
character and intensity of the echoes. The first
digit (we) reports the width of the ellipse in-
closing a line of echoses,or the diameter of a cir-
cular echo in tens,of uautical miles. The next
digit (ae) reports 'the:length of a line; or, if a
circular area, reports the diameter of the areain
tens of nautical miles.

3-29. The value reported for "ce" describes
the character of the echo according to the
following code.

Code Figure

1

2
3

,
5
6

1

Character of Echo
indeterminate -or not reporteu
Scattered
Solid
Scattered line
Solid line
Scattered, all quadrants
Solid, all quadrants

3c.1-6



7 Not used' reports in addition to properly coding each
8 Not used report. Eliminate reports that:
9 Not used

3-30. Th-p last digit (ie) describes the in-
tensity of the echo according to the following
code.

Code Figure
0

2
3

5
6
7
8
9,

Intensity of Echo
No report, or unkno
Weak, decreasing
Weak, no change
Weak. increasing
Moderaee. decreasin
Moderate, no chang
Moderate. increasing
Strong. decreasing
Strong, no change
Strong. increasing

One of your tasks in a weather unit may be to
plot the RECCO collections; therefore, let's
examine the various plotting models.

3-31. To supplement coded RECCO
messages or supply additional information,
plain language may be inserted at the end of the
message. All RECCO observations transmitted
by AWS aircraft must have coded inflight
visibility appended in plain language remarks.
Format is as follows:

Remark

2

3

VSBY
VSBY
VSBY

Visibility
Inflight visibility 0 to I mile.
Inflight visibility I to 3 miles._
Inflight visibility greater than 3 miles

3-32. RECCO Code (Plotting). Referring to
the right-hand corner of foldout 7 you'll note-
that there are three standard plotting models
used fogalotting RECCO observations,

Complete model.
Abbreviated model.
Constant pressure inodel.

For normal map plotting operations, it, is
unlikely your detachment will ever have a need
to plot the complete model of RECCO code;
therefore, your station will have a plotting.
model indicating what is desired in your unit.
Usually the abbreviated model is used when
plotting RECCO observations on the surface
chart. In addition to RECCO reports, COM-
BAR reports provide another source of weather
information over sparse data areas of the world.

, 3-33. COMBAR Code. COMBAR cdde is
primaiily a voice code used by aircrews to
provide operationally significant weather Ia-.
formation. If ybur station receives COMBAR
reports, you must be familiar with the incoming
COMBAR cede. This is necessary because
COMBAR reports Ire processed by computers;
therefore, the slightest deviation from the stan-
dard format privents automatic decoding by the
coinputers.

3-34. The following guidelines list.some of
the things you should do to screen COMBAR.

.
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Are older t6n 9 hours.
Do not contain the first four,groups and

at least one meaningful entry for winds, tut-.
bulente, -or-sky--eo-vevagez----

Arer- obviously repetitious in space, time,
and elements. '

Are addressed to SACS. or Air Force
Global Weather Central (AFGWC) except at
some overseas locations.

Have already been transmitted while ip-
flight (determine during postflight debriefing).

3-35. The _next step in understanding COM-
BAR reports and 'their use is to identify each
coded element. Refer to foldout 8 and follow
along the-symbolic forfia and plotting model as
we discuss each group.

3-36. Foldout 8 on the left-hand side also
shows a pOrtion of AWS Form-81, COMBAR
Code Form, on which the pilot records the in-
formation. Entoding of these reports is a
relatively easy task for the pilot using this form,
and the AWS Form 81 follows the same pattern
as the symbolic form for your checking and en-
coding for transmission.

3-37. Latitude and longitude' (LaLaLaLaLd
L0L0L0L0Ld). The first two digits report
lalitude in degrees and the third .and fourth
digits report the latitude to the nearest minute.
The fifth digit (Ld) reports the direction of
latitudeN for north and S for`south. Since 60
minutes it r, it is an easy matter to locate the
aircraft. position. For example,, a location of
34°31' north and 119°46' west is "3431N
11946W" in the coded report. NOticê thai the
longitude is also reported in degrees and
minutes. Ld in the longitude group uses W for
west longitude and E. for east longitude.

3-38% Timr-and Pight level (GGgghhh). A
standard four-digit timeiroup is sent in "G,MT
,but the "Z" designator is omitted. The flight
level. is coded in hundred of feet MSL. For
example, a flight level of 16,000 feet is "160.-

3-39. True air temOerature .(TpTT). Each
temperature report is prefixed by a letter "M"
or "P." which denotes temperatures below or
above freezing.. The temperature is reported
with two digits in degrees Celsius. When the
temperature is missing, "Hi" is sent:

3-40. Wihd (dxdddifff). The identifier
prefixing the wind direction (dx) tells the
forecaster the navigational method used to
determine data as follows:

Code Letter Navivation al Methptl
A Doppler or Radar
B Fix-to-fix using

visual. radar.
celestial. or Loran
Other



The wind direction,(ddd) is in true degrees, and
the speed is in krylots.(fff). If the wind, data is
missing, a solidius is coded for Aix" followed
by a space and seven solidi .for ddd/flf.

3-4,1. Height (jHHHH). This group is used
by the torecaster to determine pressure values
in the upper atmosphere. The first value. "j." is
coded either "M" or "P" to.indicate a minus or
plus height correction. The height data
(HHHH). which is referred, to is "a-I:I-value. is
reported to the nearest 10 feet. That is. a D-
value of 158 feet is en 1 ded as "P0160." To be
able to answer questio%NiKn this value and to
insure that spa observer is plotting D-values
correctly. you should know that D-values
represent the approximate height difference
between the standard height and the, actual
height of the isobaric surface. For example, a
b-value of "P03t0" at the 300-mb level. in-
dicates that the height of the 300-mb level is.

approximately 350 feet higher than the stan-
dard heights of the 300-mb level.

3-42. Turbulence (B8gbbh ). Turbulence
data consists of two partsintensity (BBB) and
frequency (bbb). Since the code 'is computer
handled, the turbulence group is encoded as a
three-letter group (BBB), as a six-letter group
(BBBbbb). or if missing. as MISG. The break-
downs for the intensity and frequertcy
,catego ries are:

Inmost's.
NIL
LGT
MDT
SVR
EXR -
OCL

-INT
CUS

3-43. Visibility (VVVV). Visibility is repor,
ted in nautical miles (nm) and represents
horizontal visibility at flight level. It is reported
according to the following breakdown:

_ GOOD Over 3 nm
FAIR I 3 ,nni
Poor -4 ,I3elow I nnt

Isel,G -Missing'

3-44. Sky cover (4%, 1 IN 2N 3), Letter \
designators are u ed to report sky cover in
COMBAR code. i s the sky cover symbol for
the layer below flig t level; N2 for layer at
flight level: and N3 6r layes above flight level.
These designawrs e:

C Clear
S Scadered
B Broken

Overcast
U Unknown or missing

If three layers are observedicattered. broken,
and brokenthe sky cover code is "SBI3" in the
report. Bases and tops of layers are eeported

4

Fryquein
None
Light
Modsrate
Severe
Extreme
Occasional
Intermittent
Conttnuou's

when available, however," they are reported
along with plain language data.

3-45, Refuelim data (R-RRR). This entry
pertains to inflight i'efueling operations and is
based upon weather. such.as poor visibility and
turbulence. which might hinde,e refueling. The
conditions for refueling are eit'her "GOOD."
"FAIR." "POOR', or "MISG."

3-46. Contrails (1111). -COndensation trails.
or contrails as they are called, are elongated.
tubular-shaped clouds composed' of water
droplets or lee crystals which form behind an
aircraft. They form when the water vapor in the
exhaust gas mixes with air(' saturates the air m
the wake of the aircraft. When contrails are ob-
served. they are reported "PRST," (persistent).
"NPRS" (nonpersiMent). "NONE." or -MISG."

3-47. Aircraft heading (rIcilc-Ac). This entry
is re-ported in degrees and is reported only
when clear air iurbuience is reported. If it .is
missing ar there is none, and remarks of some
type follow..the aircraft heading is coded as
three solidj (///). If no remarks tbllow this en-
try. and no heading is reported, the three solidi
are omitted.

3-48. Plain language remarks. This section
includes remarks that pertain to icing, thun:
derstorms. tops_ and bases ot clouds, and
unusual or hazardous flight conditions. Cloud.
heights are sent in separate groups. with the
bases coded first, followed the designator:
and then the tops. lf, two layers are
present--one layer scattered with bases at
1600. tops 3500 feet and the other is lercast
at 8000. with tops at.11000 feetthe coded
report is "16S35 80V110," Each COMBAR
report is coded as AWS Form 81, COM BAR
Code, using the guidelines discussed in the
preceding paragraphs. Normally COMBAR

,reports are not plotted- at most detachments:
however, some units require the plotting of
these ajrcraft reports on upper air charts.

3-49. COMBAR Code (Pinning). Again.
yotir role in connection with plotting COM-
BAR reports whd required is to plot them ac-
curately. neatly. and timely. Foldout 8 showi
the most Common inethod y)t plotting COM-
BAR reports. In addition to .ECCO and
COM BAR there is another aircraft code,'
AIREP, which is closely related to the coding
format used in'COMBAR. It is explained in the
following discussion.*3-50. AIRE!' Code. AIREP code is a
numerical code form that prepared by in:
flight civilian and military transport aircraft,
Military aircraft record ea.ch observation on
MAC Form 193. Abbreviated Position and
Weather Report. anAtransmit these reports to
ground "stations for 'dissemination by teletype.
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Itt some cases, the pilot reports his ob-
servation(s) at the time of his debriefirig. In
either case, the reports are edited and trans-
mitted yia teletype to intifisted agencies.

3-51., The format for entries on MAC Form

Current
Position

"Data

,
Next
Potition
In formanon

Midpoint

Current
Position
Weather
Data

193 is arranged by block entry for computer ac-
ceptability. The elements are broadcast from
aircraft to ground stations in the order encoded
on the Form 193. These broadcast eiements
and an example of encoded data follow:

Element' Encoded Data

Aircraft number

Latitude. degrees and minutes
Longitude. degrees and minutes

ime. GMT
ht, level, hundreds of feet

Latitudc, degrees and minutes
Longitude. degrees and minutes
ETA
Endurance, hours and minutes

Wind at' midpoint or average wind.
Tens 01 true degrees (DDFFF)
Midpoint, latitude. &greet only
Midpoint. Longitude. degras.,only

Temperature (PTT/MTT). degrees C
Hazard, weather and flight
condition code figures (HWFc)
Wind at current position. tens of
true degrees -(DDFFF)

7(1220

4949N
03000W
0204Z
370

A

5045t4 Not
02045W Trans.
0249Z mitted
0407

31065
50N
03,5W

M55

101

30069

CODE T 81.ES
, HAZARD CODE W , WEATHER C

(If mcee than one transmit the more hazardous)
Fc FLI CONDITION CODE

0 lione 0 "Clear 0 Cle
.1 Light Turb Seattined Clouds 1 Aboè Clouds (tops less than 10,000 it)
2 Moderate Tub 2 Broken Clouds 2 Above Clouds (tops,10,000 to 18,000 It)
3 Severe Turb 3 .Continuous Layers 3 Above Clouds (tops over 18,000 ft)
4 Extreme Turb 4 Lightning 4 . Below Clouds (baeIrtiiiiess than 10,000 it)-,
5 Trace (Icing) 5 Drizzle 5 Below Clouds (bases 10,000 to 18,000 It)
6 Light Icing 6 Continuous Rain 6 Below Clouds (bases above 18,000 It)
7 Modecate Icing 7 Continuous Snow 7 Betweerr broken or overcast layers
8 Heavy Icing 8 Rain or Snow Showers 8 In Clouds

'9 Hail. 9 Thunderstorms 9 In and Out of Clouds

WEAtireR SYNSOLS

TmoNDERSTORm

LOWINCI SAND OR OUST

LowINO(Orffiln)
allow

ic. SSSSSSSSSS,,

., FWCCZ1N4 MAW

* RAIN AND !NOR 00..4

HURIDCANEITYMNOON
ROR.CAL STORM

gm TRACE ICINE

y LT RIME ICINE-7.

x400 Muir ICING

1/41 1VR RIME ICI.NO 9

AIN

* SNOW

FOG

wIL
a

gm TRACE

1.4) LOT LCfx ICING

ti41 MOO CLEAR KIN ,

;VR CLEAR icfn

ICING

Report as soon as possible

LOT TLIRLILENCE

A. MOD TIJRLILENC

11VR TURIMILENCE

AYS0A EXTREME TvREIJLENCE
Tuna (1105 tangva.0

SQUALL
1

SY SSSSSS OUT OR
TORNADO

L MINTNJ NO

.25-164

Figure 6. Weather cod9ee symbols and definitions.
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A3-52. All A1REP reports are edited to delete

the Next Position information before being
relayed over teletype. Next Ppsition In-

, formation is deleted because it contains nothin$
of meteorological significance, Referring to
foldout 9, A1REP codes, you'll` note that the
Ntxt Position Information (four groups) has
been left out of.the symbolic format for this
reasok: .

3-56._ A1REP Code (Plotting), AIREP code
reports ,are generally plotted on constant
pressure charts. If it is necesshry to plot AIREP
reports on Weather charts at your unit, aletter
or format for .thiq purpose is displayed or
outlined 'as shown in foldout 9, AIREP codes

- w

,

.. .

1

/

I.
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(MAC Form or ICAO Form). Figure 6 shoWs
the code table definitions and weather symbols%

definitions, used on a MAC Form 193.,AWSM
105 24, Meteorological Codes, also contains
further information on all these aircraft codes if
you need more information on how each item is
derived.

3-54. A subject that is closely related to
weather codes is the communications circuits
used to relay all these cods on a .nationwide
basis. This subject is covered in the next chap-
ter. Before proceding to that discussion,trefer
to your workbook and answer the chapter
review exercise items for this section.

%

,

,.



Weather Communications and Editing

WEATHER ,D.AT.A observed or received
during your shift on duty are needed for the
planning of USAF operations. Weather not
only affects flight operations, but also has a
direct bearing on most . military operations.
Your weather observations deed immediate
dissemination to all local opeeating units so
that decisions caa be made concerning the
weathers influence on their operations. In ad-
dition, you'r observations are relayed to all
other regions that need the observations for
carrying out their operations.

2. Both military and civil observations are
given wide dissemination throughout the world,
They are transmitted by teletype, radioteletype,
and continuous-wave (W) radio broadcast.
This exchange of worldwide weather data sup-
ports. not only military operations but also
provides data for civil forecasting activities that
are carried out by the various national govern-
ments.

3. This chapter discusses the various
methods that are used to transmit weather data
of all types. For example, if your assigninent is
at a weather relay center, you must be award of
the editing functions that are essential to the or-
derly and efficient relay of weather data. If your
assignMent is at the detachment level, your
primary concern is the transmission of yourob-.
servations to. the Automated Weather Network
(XWN.) relay center. Also you will study the
responsibilities of the Air Force Com-
munications Service, (AFCS), the Air Weather
Service (AWS), and the Modernized Weather
Teletypewriter Communicmions System
(MWTCS) in the exchange of weather data. The
chapter also discusses facsimile networks,
satelliet networks, and the Astro/Geophysical
Teletype Network. These are all part of the
Weather Conimunications System.

4. Weather Communications Systems
4-1. Long-line dissemination of weather data

between military weather stations is done by an
automatic collection-dissemination system.

,which is operated by weather editors and AFCS
personnel. At most AWS assignments. your
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duties include hail-Wing and transmitting
weather data. These tasks antribute to the
global interchange of weather data and are
esSential to the operational effectiveness of
your unit. As an observer who gathers the data
and prepares it for transmission, you are the
key' man in this interchange of weather data. To
fully understand your role in the dissemination
of weather 'Ota, you must know abOut the
various networks and their operation.

4-2. The USAF/DCS Weather Com-
munications Networks. These are'the weather
teletype networks which include the Automated
Weather Network (AWN), weather facsimile
network, and the global weather intercept and
broadcast networks. They provide the facilities
for rapid interchangeof weather data on a
worldwide basis and are discussed individually
in .this section.

4-3. The mission of the USAF/DCS Weather
CommunicatiOns Netwoek is to provide com-
munications service to the Department of
Defense (DOD) agencies and the Air Weather
Service, in support of global Missions. Weather
data, because of its unique composition and the
volumes of information which must have wide
and timely dissemination, requires special com-
munications networks and message handling
procedures. The USAF/DCS Weather Com-
munications Networks and AWN provide this
unique service-.

4-4. To make this service operate Smoothly.
all AWS personnel operating weather com-
munications faqities mast follow., the
procedures and operating4Chedules contained
in AWSM 105-2. Yolume 1, and AFCSR
105-2 series publications (especially Volume

and II of the latter). AFCS publishes detailed
communications operating instructions in AF-
CSR 105-2, Volume 1. Operating schedules..
detailed instructions, and supplementary
procedures are issued by the responsible AFCS
echelons. AWS publishes a master weather
message cafalog (AWSM 105 2,Voluthe II)
containing complete descriptions of all weather
messages 'available within. the USAF weather



communications system. These publications
govern the military contribution to the overall
interchange of weather data. We have used
them to develop the following explanation of
the present military communications concepts
and gircuitry.

4-5. Air Weather Seniee (AWS) Teletype
System.. For brevity, these communications
systems are referred to as COMET I and
COMET II (A and B) (Conus Meteorological
Teletype System). These two circuits make up
the ADCAD-OWS Weather System (Airways
Data Collection and Dissemination. and
Operational Weather Support.System). COMET
I and. 11 consists basically of three parallel.
eight-circuit teletype networks. They operate at
100 words per minute and radiate from Tinker
Weather Relay Center (KWRF). Tinker AF13.
Oklahoma. to various tributary stations and
receive only terminations within the con.-
tinental Unit States (CONUS). An additiopal
circutt. COMET III. is diScussed in paragraphs
4-11 and 4-12.

4-6. The _COMET system establishes a
method of collecting and disseminating weather
data for-military weather reporting stations
within the United States. ,The ADCAD/OWS
programmer is the key to the o'peration of
COMET 1 and 11. weather -circuits. The
programmer controls-the switching and control
functions of COMET 1 and COMET 11 circuits.
To bitter understand how the ADCAD/OWS
programmer affects the military com-
munications system, let's exanrine the operation
of COMET I first,

4-7. COMET L COMET I can be described
as, the U.S. circuit that is controlled by the AD-
CAD programmer .lo ctillect and aisseminate-
airways data. To you. COMET I provides a
method of long-line dissemination of your ob-
servations from the ROS. At the start ot each
hour. the 'ADCAD programmer will already
have automatically activated the necessary tun.
ctions to clear COMET 1 for the hourly
collection of airways data. In addition to this
hourly polling of ADCAD reporting stations.
the ADCAD programmer also provides for a
continuous scan of special., observations.

4-8 The COMET 1 receive-only capabilities
are usually-locatdd".in the forectister section of
die weithen-"gfation. This source ot the latest
airways data enables- the foreca;ter to keep
abreast of weather conditions and provides h
readily aailable source of observations tor
briefing pilots over the ,PFSV,

4-9. COMET II. The COMET 11 circuit is
the _Operational _Weather Support (OWS)
systent. ThiS circuit serves two distinct purposes
anci is. therefore. refeiied -to as -COMET 11 A_ .

and CONItT 11 B. At present, when the AD-
CAD/OWS programmer engages the COMET 1
circuit for polling ot hourly airways reports (H-.
Time), the programmer also ipterconnects cir-
cuit COMET 11 B. During this interconnection
period all OWS installations on COMET II B
circuit receive hourly airways, weather data
only. Immediately following the completion' of
ADCAD polling on COMET I. COMET II is
released from this interconnection period and
becomes an independent broadcast network
that is primarily for the dissemination of data
that is collected on COMET II A.

4-10., In terms ot' your job,. COMET II
provides, a means for receiving operational sup-
port data at your station. This includes P1REPs,
RAREPs, and TAF reports. To understand
the differences between COMETs 11 A and II
B. you need to know that COMET 11 A is the
circuit and collects operational data, and that
COMET II B is an independent circuit that
dissemlnates the collected data. COMET I is
used solely for the tollection of all airways
W, eat her data. Finally, you need io recall that
the ADCAD/OWS programmer controls both
COMET 1 ,and COMET 11. The programmer
does all the switching and control necessary to
achieve maximum circuit utilization and the or-
derly inchange of weather data.

4-11. COMET III. The third military com-
munications circuit. COMET III, operates at

.375 words per minute. TV network is a
multipoint circuit consisting of eight receive
only circuits terminating at various CONUS
facilities; COMET 111 originates from Carswell
Automatic Digital Weather Switch (ADWS).
Automated Weather Network (KAWN) located
at Carswell AFB. Texas.

(1"

4-12 In terms of your job, COMET III
prcivides a Medns for receiving operational sup-
port data, similar to,COMET II. Sonie ot these
items are forecasts, upper air data. synoptic
data. and numerous other items of information.

4-13. Military weather communications are
a large part of your workload while you afe.on
duty at the weather station. You are continually
aling and posting , the incoming weather
messages in their correct place. The longer you
are associated with, weather communications,
the better versed you become. Your knowledge
of the basic communications tasks will.help you
to move on to a,dvanced sommunication
procedures as you continue to mature as a
weather observer. In addition to the military
weather communications you have just studied.
there are some things you should know about
the National Weather Service (NWS) com-
munications system.



4-14. National Weather Service (NWS)
Teletype Systems. The Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration (FAA) controls the Narional
Weather Service Communication System. The
major differences between military and FAA
communications systems are those that are
necessary so that each can meet the needs of its
respective using agencies. Both weather sec/ices
(AWS- &NWS) obtain the fullest use of data
received by means of teletype circuits. At a
weather detachment in the midwest, your
station may be the only military weather station.
for 200 or 300 miles. When this is the case, the
forecaster uses the surrounding NWS stations
for the weather data that he needs.

4-15.. Your station duties in relation to the
FAA weather communications are not as com-
plicated as those that -involve your military
responsibilities. Your main task is to receive
the incoming bulletins from FAA circuits and
to file them. This is a task that requires some
knowledge on your part of the, operation of
each FAA ciccuit at your station.

4-16. The Modernized Weather
Teletypewriter Communications System
(MWTCS) consolidates the circuit control and
relay functions of FAA communications cir-
cuitsServices A, C, and 0into a single

-Weather Message Switching Center (WMSC) at
Kansas City, Missouri. These functions are per-
formed automatically by a gro_ttpof electronic
computers which are combined to operate as a
communications switch. All Service A .and C
circuits extend directly into the WMSC. Certain
portions of the Service 0 circuits also extend
directly into the computer switch. While 'others,
from overseas points, pass through the
Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunications
switch which is collocated and interconnected
with the WMSC. Computer-to-computer links
provide for .exchange of data between, WMSC
and the National Meteorological Center .at
luitland, Maryland, and between the WMSC
and the USAF Automated Network at Carswell
AFB, Texas. Of the three major FAA weather
communications circuits (Services A, C, and
0), Service A is the most widely used in your
jqb.

4-17. Service A. Service A consists of
weather circuits that are numbered 8001
through 80040. These weather circuits provide
all stations on the circuit with the desired
coverage of airways data. Also Service A tran-
smits operational support data such as PIREPS
and RAREPS. This is done in a manner similar
to the ADCAD programmer of COMET I. The
airways data is collected each hour on the hour
and is routed to all circuits; each individual cir-
cuit receives data fdr its iminediate area first.

4-18. Service C. Service C is another weather
communications circuit that is used at NWS
stations. It performs a similar service as
COMET Ill does for the military stations. Ser-
vice C provides the additional data necessary at
weather stations, such as upper wind in-
formation, synoptic data, and various other
supplemental weather data. The important
thing to remember about FAA 'weather com-
munication circuits is that each circuit is gover-
tied by an FAA publication which describes in
detail the operation of that circuit. In contrast
to the relatively stable operation of the teletype
circuits, dramatic changes have been made in
the relay of weither data, The reason for these
changes are, of course, the increased capability
of the Automated-Weather Network (AWN).

4-19. Automated Weather Network
(AWN). Although most weather observer per-
sonnel understand the basic operations of the
automated Weather Network, few observers
realize the \significance of their duties in
relationship to the operation of AWN, Each
weather message transmitted from your station
is processed into the AWN for further
dissemination. The quality of these tran-
smissions, therefore, determines the success of
the AWN. For this reason, you must be familiar
with local communications policies and un-
derstand the AWN operations.

4-20. Network composition. The Automated
Weather Network (AWN) is comprised of real-
time computers which a're located in major
geographical areas and are 'linked by high-
speed data circuits. Terininated in the com-
puters at each of the Autbmatic Digital Weather
Switches (ADWSs) are low-speed circuits from
which the weather data are received and
distributed for that geographical area. Data
thus collected are automatically edited and
distributed in accordance with requirements.

4-21. Currently, there are four ADWSs ser-
vicing ewe high-speed data users:

a. the four Automatic Digital Weather Swit-
. .

ches:
Carswell AFB, Texas.,
Fuchu AS, Japan.'
Croughton AS, England.
Clark AB, Philippines.

b. The Five high-speed subscribers:
Air Force Global Weather Central

(AFGWC), Offutt AFB, Nebraska.
Air Force Asia Weather Central

(AWC), Fuchu "AS, Japan.
40. Air Force European Weather Central

(EWC), Croughton AS, England.
National Meteorological Center

(NMC), National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NDAA), Weather Bureau,
Suitland, Maryland,

38.
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Fleet Numerical Weather Facility
(FNWF). US Navy. Monterey. California.

4-22. Figure 7 shows the Automated
Weather Network System. Notice that the -hub"
of AWN is the Automatic Dignarl'eather Swit-
ching (ADWS) center at Carswell AFB, Texas.

"Figure 7alsd shows the rate at which weather
data is relayed between the various AWN ce
ters. Ifil.shown, presently, weather data can be
relaye over AWN circuitry at rates as hig as
4800 WPM (3600 BAUDs). The term -BAUD"
is a computer term used to express the rate at
which weather data is relayed over com-
puterized circuits. More precisely. one BAUD
equals one-half dot cycle per second in Morse
code:

4-23. System relationshrp. The various
weather networks. including AWN and
facilities of the USAF, comprise a system for
collecting and editing data. delirery of data to
weather centrals and forecast facilities, and

CLARK AB
PHII.IPPINES

2400 BAUDS
3200 WPm

(AwC)
FUCHU AS

JAPAN

2400 BAUDS
3200 WPm

distribution of generated products to user ac-
tivities. Automation of the system will be
evolutionary through upgrade and expansion of

, AWN facilities and program development to
allow integration of the manual networks and
facilities into the automated facilities com-
prising the AWN. As autornation progresse.
the .AWN will become the system as an entity.
The next teletype network we are going to
discuss briefly is the Astro/Geophysical Net-
work (ATN).

4-24. Astro/Geophysical Teletype Network
(ATN). This is a solar observing and.1

torecasting network 'originating from Carswell
Automatic Digital Weather Switch (ADWS) at
Carswell AFB. Texas. The. AWS Space En-
vironMent Support System (SESS) is handled by
this network.

4-25. The, AWS Space Environmental Sup-
port System (SESS) is a vorldw Hie network of
solar optical, radio and. ionspheric obserlang

(AFGWC)
OFFUTT AFB

NEB

3600 BAUD3
4800 wPm

2400 13AUDS
3200 WPm

2400 BAUDS
3200 WPm

2400 BAUDS
3200 WPm

3600 BAUDS
4800 wPm

(FNwF)
NUMERICAL wEATHER
FACILITY MONTEREY

CALIF.

2400 BAUDS
, 3200wPm

3600 BAUDS
4800 WPm

(NDAA)
NATIONAL OCEANIC
AND ATMOSPHERIC
ADMINISTRATION

Figure Automated Weather Nemork
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and forecasting sites located at both civilian the basic weather graphics network. It serves_

and military observatories. These sites exist for ,e approximately 250 NWS offices, 320 military

the expressed purpose of providing both and ether government units, and near,ly 350 ex-

routine and special (near real-time) astro- tension service (nongovernment) usersmore
geophysical observations and forecasts to a cen- than*900 "drops- in all.
tral collection. agencythe Aerospace En- 4-30. Except for radar summary charts and

viro n men ta I Su ppo rt Cen ter. NO R A D. digitized mosaics from National Environmental
Cheyenne Mountain Complex. Colorado. The Satellite Center (NESC) all material originates

Aerospace Environmental Support Center at the National Meteorological Center (NMC).

(AESC) analyzes the incoming data and The network extends throughout the United

provides forecasts. alerts, and warnings to States with connections in Canada at Van-

various- DOD and non-DOD customers. In ad- couver and Montreal. The charts are relayed to

dition to the weather teletype networks. you' Alaska over military channels frbm West
should be aware of the weather facsimile net- Sweetgrass, Montana. In Alaska, selected chads

works and their operation are put on the intra-Alaskan circuit. Selected

4-26. Weather Facsimile Communications. charts are also relayed to Honoldlu, HI. The
The USAF/DCS Weather Facsimile Com- second network we are going to discuss in the

munications Global System is comprised of net- forecast offiCe facsimile system (F0FAX GF
works wliich serve all DOD requirements and 10206. 7, 8),
interface with the National Weather Service 4-31. Forecast office' facsimile system
(NWS) network and Fateral Aviation Ad- (FOFAX GF t0206, 7. 8). This network is of-
ministration (FAA) networks. Facsimile ten referred to as the satellite network. FOFAX

products. by; their uniqueness in composition, serves forecast iNlices and military_ weather

handling procedures. acquisition of data and stations by providing satellite material and

grading riteria. require special co m- other meteorological data needed in their

munications-networks. The basic objective ot a - preparation of forecasts and weather warnings.

facsimile system is to transfer information 4-32. The network also distributes NESC

quickly. accurately, and reliably, digitally prepared mosaics from ESSA satellites
4-27. Facsimile Theory. A picture can be and APT data acquired by NESC (Wallops

transmitted over electrical paths by dividing the Island. WBFO San Francisco. Calif.) and AF

image into extremely small square elements. Kunia. HI. The third facsimile aetwork we are
noting each elernent's degree ot' blackness or going to discuss briefly is the strategic facsimile
whiteness and.transmitting this information for network (AFX109).
reconstruction at the distant end. In analog 4-33. Strategic network (AFXI09).
systems, control signals from the transmitter This is an allocated full-period 120 SPM, half-

synchronize the receiver toordinate system duplex multipoint military facsimile network
during the transfer of continuous element in- terminating -it various,,CONUS facilities in-

formation for reconstruction. A typiCal fac- eluding Alaska.. :The transmitting stations on
simile image, 18 inches x 18 inches requires . this .network are as follows:

transmitting as many as 3.000.000 square
elements of black or white information. It is Offutf Weather Relay Center (KOFF).
important to note that electrical facsimile tran- Suitland Weather Relay Center (KWAF).

smission is an approximation of an image and is Langley Forecast Center (KLFC).
not to be considered an exact copy. Charleston Forecast Center (KCHS).

4-28. System Composition: The weather
facsimile networks are primarily composed ot

Offutt is designated as the network central

the Strategic facsimile network and the national
station on this circuit.

facsimikt. network within the CONUS. and the 4-34. This facsimile network provides ser-
European and Pacific facsimile networks, over- vices to the user on the basis of operational
sdits. These systems operate at 60. 170. and 240 needs:Naturally. the number of facsimile charts

scans per minute (SPM). depending on the ne required by a detachment supporting a major
work capability, and employ both point-c, - operation is different from that required
point and omnidirectional radio -broadcast to support an ATC operation.
techniques as the situation warrants. Circuits 4
which comprise the CONUS facsimile networks -35. Each AWS activity that has a facsimile

circuit niaintains a program for evaluing and
will now be discussed. Th.: first network we are

at

going to discuss briefly is the national facsimile recording the quality of the weather maps

network (WFX I 234 ).
received. This quality. control program enables

4 -2 9. Natienal faCsimile n el work you to determine the status of the facsimile

(tVFX1234). The national facsimile network is legibility at a glance. Poor quality reception is

40
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thus documented and can be used to obtain im-
proved maintenance or better equipment. AWS
Toersonnel grade weather facsimile products
into three categories:

Grade 3: An excellent product. The chart
hits been recorded in phase and ail
typewritten information of pica
type or larger is clearly legible.
Hand printed information is of up-
perease pica type size or larger.

Grade 2. A good chart, of lesser quality than
Grade 3. but one which meets the
minimum acceptable standard of
legibildy illustrated in AWS
Manual 105-2, Volume 1. At-
tachment 4. The chart may be out
of phase and graded "2," provided
not more than 10 percent of the
chart is lost.

Grade 1: A chart that does not meet AWS
minimum acceptable standards of
legibility.

4-36. In addition to the- Weather chart
grading system, your unit (if on the FOFAX
network) is required to maintain a program of
evaluating, the products received from the
satellite cameras. The deffnitibn of the.picture
quality is as follows:

Good(Excellent to Good Product)
defined in quality as recording with 30 per-,1=,

.cent or less imprefections and 90 percent
or More of the?formation available in the
data.

Acceptable(Fair to Poor Product) de-
fined in qdality as a product with 30-50
percent imperfections and 50-90 peicent
of the information available in the data.

Unacceptable(Not Us le) defined
as a recording qith greater than 50 percent
imperfections and less t an 50 percent of
the original data av.aile6le in the product,

4- 7. Most stations have.a standard facsinille
gradin form near the facsimile recordv for an
observer grade the incoming charts. In ad-
dition to tftis evaluation of chart quality, at
many stations observers are encouraged to
color certain facsimile charts before they are
posted. Most observers findthis work enjoyable
because it gives them a chAce to apply dim
knowledge of meteorology.

4-38. Weather communications functions at
stateside stations are generally standard
throughout AWS units, Most of the com-
munications policies are standard and thc
equipment types are' sViilar. This is .nut
necessarily.the case whet? It comes to weather
data recidirements, so let's see what weather

.3 4 9
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data requirements are and how they are
established.

St.
5. Weather Data Requirements

5-1. Weather data requirements are tists of
data that weather units need to carry out their
missions. These requirements fall into four
major categories.

ci. MetLorologi91 data routinely available in
the wor1MAde weather communications com-
plex. Thesources of these data are described in
the various military a,nd civil (U.S. aniforeign)
communications pub4ications.

b. Meteorological products prepared by-cen-
trals/centers that do not fall in the category
described above.

c. Meteorological, data and products
specifically tailored to support military com-
Mand/control systems.

d. Meteorological packages containing
weather information designed for use in sup-
porting contingency operations.

Occasionally unique situations arise that
require a weather unit to submit a permanent or
temporary request for weather data not listed
on its weather data requirements. The .data
requirements system has the flexibility to meet
such occasions. However, when the situation
permits. normal procedures must be used.

5-2. AWS units are responsible for,
establilhing and registering their weather dap(
requirements (through command channels)
with the appropriate AWS theater agency. So
that the weather .communications system can
pro-vide the required meteorological data to
AWS units at the time the data are needed,
three categories of priority have been
established. Individual units and parent
headquarters evaluate each weather data
requirement submitted to insure that it is
placed in its proper category; otherwise the
weather communications system will be Over-
burdened and its responsiveness impaired. The
three categories of priority under which data
requirements can be submitted are routine,
urgent, and immediate.

5-3. Routine. A routine request is one
necessary to meet- normal mission changes. It
must fall within the geographical confines of
the area of - forecast responsibility and be
routinely used in carrying out the unit mission.
Forward requests for data in tbis . category
through channels on AWS Form 23, MANAM
(Manual Amendment) Acuon _Request. You
will find instructions fur preparing.the request
printed on the front of the form. When you
prepare the request, yo.& furnish the following
informatj.on to the AWS MANAM agency,

2,0



a. Specification of the data type(s) reciuired,
ie.g., hourlies. TAFs. s

h. W MO block/station number /or
ICAO/FAA call sign. of required station(s) as

.appropriate.
c. The message heading and date-time-group

of bulletins which cannot be identi'fied by
precise station content, e.g., v,.eather warnings.
AIREPs.

d. Detailed justificatioh which supports the.
data requirement request.

-e. Date ths..service is requested to begin.
(Delmer!, of Tata identified as routine does not
begin before 15.days after the AWS MANAM
agency receiveS the requests Do not ask weather
editing units directly 'for routine s-upport for
they are not allowed to support such requests.)

f. Duration of the requirement. Indicate
whether the requirement is permanent or tem-
porary. Don't use the term "until._ further
notice': it will not be accepted -without a
detailed explanation.

g. The frequency the data are required; i.e..
Monday through'Friday or 0000Z and 1200Z
Monday through Friday.

5-4. Urgent. A request can be classed as
urgent if your unit receives a requirement for
data and wasn't notified so-on enough to submit
the requirement as routine. An example is a
requirement generated by a -no notice exer-
cise- or other unusual circumstance. Under
urgent conditions, the AWS unit is authorized
to ask AWS weather editing units directly by
priority message for support, and weather
_editing units must, lo the best of their ability,
support these requests for a 10-day period.
Urgent requests must contain the information
listed in paragraph 5-3 (a through g). In ad-
dition, within 24 hours. your Unit must furnish,
the appropriate AWS theater MANAM agency
with:

a. The date direct support from the.,AWS
weather editing unit was requested.

b. All information listed in paragraph 5-3.
_c. A brief statement explaining the urgent

requirement or_the exercise code name, as ap-
plicable. If the duration of the requested sup-
port is for 24 hours or less, detachments are
exempt from a., b, and c above. .

'5-5. Immediate (Tactical Systems). Data
support required to meet a tactical action or

.situation gravely affecting the national security
falls in the immediate category. The AWS unit
concerned is authorized to request AWS
weather editing units directly by immediate
message,- for support under immediate con-
ditions. ,Weather editing un-its- must support
these requests for an unlimited period. AWS

units requesting support under these conditions
must immediately furnish the appropriate AWS
MANAM agency, by message, the information
contained in paragraph 5-3, a through g.

5-6. Requests for direct support under
urgent or immediate conditions are transmitted
as follows:

a. Urgent. Transtnit urgent requems by one
of the following means .in the order listed:
weather circUits, common user (AUTODIN) or
telephone. You must confirm telephone
requests by message via the weather circuits.
The message should be given the same Oriority
as the original request.

b. Immediate. Use the ntost expeditious
means available.

5-7. Annual Validation of Standard
Weather Data. In addition to obtaining data
based on the requirements of a particular
mission, you must validate your everyday
requirements. This, is done by an annual
validation. AWS theater MANAM agancies are
responsible for the overall management of the
data requirements program within their respec-
tive.areas of interest. The validation procedure
insures that individual unit data requirements
are reg.stered with the appropriate MANAM
agency and maintained in a current status. The
procedure works as explained in the*following
paragraphs.

5-a. Annually, prior to 15 January'', the ap-
propriate AWS MANAM agency forwards
copies of the previously registered individual
unit data requirements lists to their immediate
subordinate headquarters (wings, groups, or
squadrons). Sufficient copies are provided to
enable each activit to retain one copy and
return two copies to the AWS MANAM agency
after certification.

5-9. After your unit receives copies of its
registered data requirements list, your unit
reviews the list for currency and accuracy. If no

"Changes or corrections are necessary your unit
retains one copy of the data requirements
listing for record purposes and forwards the
other copies through channels to 'the AWS
MANAM agency.

5-10. If deletions or correttions to the data
requirements list are .required. your unit in-
dicates all deletions by lining out the message
heading.entry on the data requirements listings.
If there are corrections, these are indicated by
making necessary changes to _the erroneous
-bulletin entries. Then your unit forwards the
list through channels, keeping one copy for its
records.

5-11. In Section 4 we covered teletype an
facsimile circuits, and in Section 5 we told y u
how you obtain the data, but what about he
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weather messages themselves? How are. the
manuab,governing the circuits maintained?
How are the messages prepared? What are the
procedures for evaluating this data? These and
other questions are answered in the paragraphs
that follow in Section 6. Before proceeding -to
Section 6. turn to your workbook and anwer
the chapter review exercises for Sections 4 and
5.

6. Communications Manuals and
Procedures

6-1. Types of Communications Mmtuals and
Regulations. AWS ,communicat7ohs manuals
proyide guidance, on data requirements,
weather messige descriptions, weather editing,
communications changes and revisions.
evaluation and communications effectiveness,
maintenance and supply, and related subjects
AWS --communicationi manual 105-2 is
,divided into six volumes. Volume I applies to
all AWS units. regardless of location.

Si.rface Data

e

so
SE
SF
SG
SH
SI
SM
oN
SP
SR

SX

TABLE 13
DATA DESIGNATORS

AERO/ METAR hourly ti halt-hozriv
Radar reports
Seismograph report,
SF AZVbFLOC,SFAZU
kft,r, ,elsrnagraph reports
SHIP, SHR ED
SYNOP/SHIP intermediate novrs
SYNOP/SHIP main hours
SYNOPISHIP nonstandard hours
MALMALM/BIBBISIB/SPESH/SPECI
Riser and special seriice reourti
Sapplementary airwa.s ueatner reports
Miscellaneous

Upper - Alr Data

1JA AIREP
UB AISTOP
11C Con-bined pilot-balloon ard rauin re:tort

lirl

CI
UJI
17/Z
UK
UL
UM
ur:
uo
UP

UR
US
UT

(SW
CX

Ms.x.rnum wind
TEMP TEMP SHIP :Part 0)
TEMP/ TEMP'SHIP (Parts C and 0)
PILOT/PILOT SHIP (Part B)
PILOT: PILOT SHIP (Part C)
PILOT/PILOT SHIP (Parts A and B)
Combined TEMP (Parts A and 5) Ono PILOT (Ports A and 8)
Combined TEMP PILOT( Parts C and 0)
Combined TEMP (Completel from Computer Processed Raw Data
TEMP/TEMP SHIP (Part B)
TEMP/TEMP SHIP (Part C)
TEMP/TEMP SHIP (Parts A and B)
Rocketsonde
Tropooause
PILOT/P1LOT SHIP (Part A.
PILOT/PILOT SHIP (Part 0)
RECCO
TEMP/TEMP SHIP (Part A)
CODAR
Vector uind differences
RAW1N
Miscellaneous

6-2.-AWSM 105-2. Volume I. This manual
deals with the communications policies and
responsibilities of AWS units. As an observer

-you need to be faMiliar-with-w.eather message
description and content. This volume provides
some'of this information. For example. you can
use this volume to break down the message
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hea.ding of any weather collection transmitted
over AFCS circuits. Symbolically, every
weather message has a heading of "TTAsA(i)C-
CCC(K)YYGOgg."

6-3. The first two letters, "TT,- refer to the
type of data. Table 13 is a partial listing of data
designators which identify the type of weather
data for any message. For example a "TT- of SI
identifies surface synoptic (land 'or ship) data
for intermediate hours. "FT- indicates terminal
forecast data.

TABLE 14
GEOGRAPHICAL DESIGNATORS

-
BEI British Honduras
BK Banks Island
BM Burma
3N Borials
BO". Bolivia
HQ Baltic Sea Area
BR Bardado
BS Bering Sea
BU ° Bulgaria
BX Belgiam, Luzemoourg
BY Byelorussian S. S. R.

AA Antarctica
AB Albanta
AC Arc:to Region
AD" Aaen

Airlek
AG Argentina
AI Ascensloo Island
Al Austral Islands
AK Alaska
AL Algeria
AM Mid-Atlantic
A.N Angola
AO West Africa
AR Arabian Sea
A.S. Ansa
AT Antigua
AU Australia
AZ Azores

BA Bahamas
BB Bay of Bengal
BC Bechuanaland
BO Basutolane
BE Bermuda
BG British Guiana

Only approv.d (or USAF use.

CA
CB
CC
CE
cr
CH
CI
CZ.
CM
CN
CO
CR
CS

Caribbean
Congo (Leopoldville)
Curacao
Central Mrican Republic
Congo (Brazzayolle)
Chile
China
Ceylon
Cayman Islands
Canada
Colomina
Canary Islands

Cos:a Rica

6-4. Symbolically, the next two digits of a
weather message heading (AA) refer to the
geographical location of the message. You arc
not expected to know each geographical
designator, but you should be able to recogn

-.some of the designators for countries that play'
an important role in the worldwide exchange of
weather data. Table 14 shows a partial listing of
the geographical designators. Familiarize your-
self with the designators used by your station.

6-5. Some weather message headings contain
a number following the data and geographical
designators..This number is included with the
message heading for at least three different
reasons.

To distinguish between two or more
messages of similar content from the same
geographical area. (First message. no number;
second message. 1; third message, 3; etc.)

to indicate the height level and sections
of analysis or prognostic facsinule charts (3 for
300 mb, 5 for 500 mb).

To indicate height levels, periods' of
validity, and sections of upper air prognosis



messages (1 12 hours, 2 24 hours; in in..
elements of 12 hours).

4.6. The next main part of the weather
message heading is the location indicator of the
station originating the message (CCCC). The
important thing to remember about this group
is that although the identifier is usually from_
the same geographical area that the message
content is for, it does not necessarily have to
be. For instanée, a edIkction that is compiled
for transmission in Japan contains the location
identifier of the center in Japan that prepared
the message, rather than the actual geographical
source of the data. This location identifier is
based on the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) listing of com-
munications centers. For example, the ICAO
identifier for Hickam AFB, Hawaii, would be
1{'HIK," In some cases Department of Defense
agencies, such as AWS, relay this data using cir-
-cuit nomenclature in place of the standard
ICAO identifier. This is because of the cross
relay of weather data from other WM.0 sources.

6-7. The last part of the weather message
heading provides the time data (YYGGgg).
This group is always expressed with reference
to Greenwich. Mean Time (GMT). The time
reported for each category of data is shown

elpw).
0bservationsScheduled time of the ob-

serVation.
0. Specia§77Actual observation time.

Analysis and prognosesTime of the data
us41 to derive analysis or prognosis.

torreetecr (COR) messagesTime of
original message.

Variable *oils such as PIREPs or amen-
(14' fdrecastsAMD)The time of nressage
pteliaration," -

u'te $.

AWSM, 105-2, Volume 1, also
pitscilbes the plocedures for the withdrawal of
wtathr inessages and the issuance of no con-
tent Indicators (NCIs). Weather messages that
have lost their operational value because of
time decay should be withdrawn from the net-
work. This task of..withdrawing messages is
usually restricted to AWS personnel working at
a communications center; however, knowledge
of withdrawal procedures will aid you if you
have to explain why a certain bulletin was never"'
transmitted. An example of some reasons that
bulletins may be withdrawn are:

Messages have been superseded -by later
data of the same content.

Messages are outdated 24 hours or more
and have not previously been withdrawn.

6-9. Itequests for data that has previously
been withdrawn are honored when:
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The requesting agency is a forecast eenfer
or central:.
The request is in the urgent or immediate

. Category.

6-10. 'Any person 'who is responsible for
preparing. meteorological messages for tran-
smission by the USAF weather communications
network must issue the appropriate NCI when
the message is unavailable at the appointed
transmission time. AWS permits the use of only
one NCI per message, and limits usage to one of
the following types of NCIs:

NILMessage av-ailable, but not
ready for transmission. Requires NTD
message to follow.

NODATMessage is not evailable
at the station of origin because of a malfun-
ction pf the originator's method of
receiving the message. Requires the
originator to take action through alternate
sources to obtain this message.

NONEMessage not t available for
transmission based upon facts known by
the ariginatoc:

PLAIN LANGUAGEAuthorized for
use only when considered important to
using agencies (e.g., COMPUTER
MALFUNCTION, ESTIMATED DOWN
T1ME-5 HRS.)

This is only a sample of some NC1s. If you are
assigned to a weather communications center,
your involvement in itsuing NCIs will be a
routine task. Now we'll examine the contents of
AWSM 105-2, Volume 11.

6-11. A WSM 105-2, Volume II. Volume 11
containsa weather message category for
weather messages and facsimile charts for the
continental United States (CONUS), Caribbean,
North Atlantic, Canada, Bermuda, Azores,
South America, and adjacent waters. Because
the same procedure of cataloging messages is

used for each arek of the world, you need only
know the geographical boundaries of remaining
AWSM volumes (IV, V. and V1).

Vo/unte
IV Europe.

90* E.).
waters.

Area
Africa. Western Asia and USSR (to
Near and Middle 'East and adiacent

V Alaska and Aleutian Islands and Adjacent
waters.
Pacific Ocean area. Australia. Eastern Asia.
and USSR (to 90° E.).

6,12. Voqume II contains a separate
alphabetical listing of weather messages
(teletype and computer) and facsimile messages.
This means that each _weather message heading

A pi%



can be located alphabetically. Volume II,
although it has certain geographical boun-

.daries, list any bulletin, regardless of location,
that is relayed on any circuit listed in Volume
,I1. The following is an example 6f a bulletin in
AWSM 105-2, Vol. 11.

structions for the colleciion and distribution of
weather mesSage traffic throughout the weather
communications network and associated
facilities. Knowledge of these policies should

you the background information you need
at a weather station. For example, if you are

UHJP RJTD 4GR 100 607000401 /
PART C OF PILOTfRAWIN REPORTS FROM JAPAN AND THE PACIFIC 607000501 /

47401 WAKKANAI 47624 MAEBASHI (I) , 47807 FUJUOK A 607000502
412 SAPPORO 646 TATENO- 827 KAGOSHIMA 607000503
420 NEMURO 650 KAMEYAM (1 ) 8 SHIMZU ASHIZURI (1) 607000504
582 AKITA 655,01AEZAKI (1) 909 NAZE 607000505
590 SENDAI 678 HACH1.10.11MA 941 MINAMIOAG ARON A 607000506
600 WAJIMA 744 YONAGO 684 Y9KK \ICHI (1) 607000507
604 MIIGATA (i) 778 SHIONOMISAKI 4YT SHIP T NGO (2) 607000508

772 OSAKA 918 ISHIGA IIIMA 607000509 ;
DTG 0000Z PE6H FT 0354Z PE6H 607000601
CODE FM 32C dnd FM 33C 607000701
REMARKS COMPILED BY THE 11 A 60700801

(1) AVBL 0000Z ONLY 607000802
(2) AVBL DURING THE SUMMER SEASON ONLY 60700803

This example shows the type of information
provided on each message. The example (UJFP
RJTD) lists all the necessary information con-
cerning the message except for the actual
transmission time, which is a responsibility of
AFCS. The data "4GR 300" tells you that the
collection is transmitted tbur times a day (4)
and contains 'a group 'count as high as 300
groups (5-digit groups). The plain language
data lists the type of data. beneath which each
reporting station is listed. The date-time group
(0000Z) is placed near the bottom of the
collection and is followed by the frequency of
transmission (plus each 6 hours). The tile nine
(FT), 0354Z, is followed by the frequency,
PE6H. The last elements of the message
description show the type meteorological code
used (FM 32C and 33C) and additional
remarks. The numbers at the right-hand side of
the message are used primarily by AFCS per,-
sonnet who monitor the relay of weather data.
As you can see from the example weather
message. the message content is easy to 'in-
terpret. Now that you halie completed the study
of AWS manuals, let's turn our attention to Air
Force Communications Service Regulations
(AFCSR) to see how they influence your job as
an observer.

6-13. The responsibility of AFO personnel
who operate communications networks is to
provide communications services for AWS in
support of their global mission and other DOD
agencies as required. Basicall. the responsibility
of AFCS in weather communications is to
publish and maintain detailed communications
instructions and operating schedules.

6 -14, AFCSR 105-2, Volume I. This
regulation outlines general policies and in-
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assigned a detachment level. AFCS personnel
do not operate your communications facilities.
For this reason you must understand the
policies ,described in this manual.

6-15. To fully understand general operating
procedures of the network, as outlined in
Volume 1. you should first recall the charac-
teristics of the following types of circuits

Multiplex CircuitCapable of sending
more than one message over one line or
channel at the same time.

Duplex CircuitCapable of sending
and receiving, but not at the,same time.

Half-Duplex CircuitCapable of
sending and receiving, but not at the same
time.'

Point-to-Point CircuitBetween two
fixed .points.

Multipoint. Ci,rcuitCircuit shared by
twp or more stations.

6-16. Net control statiois, (NCSs) are
assigned, for all point-to-point and multipoint
full-period weather circuits. The NCS respon-
sibilities are listed below.

Enforce circuit discipfine.
Insure that other stations in the netwOrk

comply with establiShed communications
procedures.

Release circuits to long-line and main-
tenance agencies for circuit lineup.

Conduct scheduled sequence collective
and scheduled SCANs.

In kqping with these responsibilities, the net
control stations communicate directly with
each station when they detect operational
troubles. Your concern in this area. of course,
is to maintain good circuit discipline and to in-



sure that, you are familiar with the proper ac-
tions to take if you are contacted py the NCS
station.

6-17. Because the primary responsibility of
net control stations is to keep the network
operating smoothly. network personnel do not
have the time to detect every minor discrepancy
that is made by reporting stations. For this
reason a monitor station is assigned for each
multipoint collective, radio teletype broadcast.
and facsimile circuit. The monitor station in-
sures that circuits are operated in accordance
Ivith prescribed procedures and schedules. The
monitor station formally reports discrepancies
through administrative channels to the
operating agency for revieS.v and corrective ac-
tion.

(-

6-j8. Monitor stations do most 'of their
evaluation after they receive either hard copy.
type. or both. for each circuit. Experienced per-
sonnel check these roles for discrepancies.
They summarize these discrepancies bi-weekly
or weekly and fofward them to the agencies
concerned. They usuall>.forward discrepancies
for reasons listed below.

a. Missing from sequence collectives without
valid reason.

b. Noncompliance with circuit schedules.
c. Transmission of garbled traffic.
d. Incorrect preparation of weather and'

associated traffic for transtnissio'n.
e. Unnecessary consumption of circuit time.
f Transmission of unauthorized data.
g. Failure to honor ZEE requests (request

the following message be .transmitted).
h. All other violations of established

procedures.

6-19. Volume I of .AFCSR 105-2 also 1,,ts
those agencies required to submit e

.munications operations reports. The intent of
these 'communications reports is to identify
areas of .substandard performance. to' con-
tinually evaluate ctata related to objectives.
standards. ancj capabilities of all activities con-
cerned'e to establish corrective measures or
recommendations fox each level of operational
control; and Iastly.,.to'' make interpretative com-
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ments on current or anticipated effect's on a
station or network basis. Weather relay statioil'i
are responsible for preparing detailed report's
which provide sufficient data to analyze. each
phase of their operation. Since these reports are
-usually:iprepared by AFCS. personnel,. you_need
only to examine the data reported by the net
control station. Net control stations prepare a
monthly report containing the following in-
formation.

a. Percentage of time the circuit is available
(operational). Circuits falling below 95 percent
efficiency require a detailed explanation of the
cause.°

b. Total number of scheduled messages
required.

c. Total number of messages transmitted.
d. Percentage of scheduled* transmissions

made on time.
e. Percentage of scheduled transmissions

made late and nontransmission by cause (line
trouble, local trouble, etc.).

f, Total number of nonvariable transmissions
required.

g. Total nugiber of nonvariable tran-
smissions actually transmitted.

h. Total number of all type messages or
charts transmitted.

6-20. AFCSR 105 1 Volume 1. also
'provides general, policies on weather message
preparation. categories 'of messages. general
terms. and facsimile operations. Volume 11
discusses many of these policies in greater
detail, so Jet's turn to this volume and examine
its contents.

6-21. AFCSR 1052, Volume II. This
volume is kept current at the weather detach-
men to determine the operation of your
tel type or facsimile circuit within the
geographical boundaries covered by the
volume. In addition to providing circuit
operation, data, this vrilume lists weather com-
munications policies and tasks that are essential
for the operation of each circuit.

6-22. h e following is an excerpt from
Volume 11 and shows the circuit schedule of
operations of AFCSR 105-2.

19 APRIL 1971 AFCSR 105-2.
VOLUME II

COMBINED ciRcuir MANOP FOR COMET HA.
A KWRF IS DESIGNATED AS NET CONTROL STATION FOR ALL CIRCUITS ON COMET IIA.

0)6\U TOTS INDICATE BEGINNING OF REQUIRED CO.LLECOON TIMES.
B. SC EDULED OPERAT.1ONS. .. . ,

TOT MANOP HEADING DTG
0005-1.4
PEW' NAXX KCOF 00I5PEH
PEH GENERAL SCAN
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SOURCE

P9a4

GPS

75



PE6 H
_

sioCA Keor 0000 PE6 H
450'

P984 60(XCP 0605 -)4) (XCP,0600)0015-18
PE6H - FTUS 210 KWRF 0000 PE6 H P986 240PE4H FTUS 220 KWRF 0000PE6H P988 320PE6H FTUS 230 KWRF 0000PE6H , P990 240PE6H FTUS 240 KWRF 0000PE6H P992 280PE6H FTUS 250 KWRF 0000PE6H P978 320PE6H FTUS 260 KWRF 0000PE6H P980 440PE6H FTUS 270 KWR F 0000PE6H P982 360PE6H FTUS 280 KWRF 0000PE6/1 P984 1600020 -29

PWH---

(XCP 1720 - 29)
0035 - 39
PEH

-GENERAL-SCA-1*

GENERAL SCAN

6-23. The circuit shown is COMET II A.
Notice that Under the column labeled "TOT"
(time of tran.smission), a time period is listed
(0005'14). All the weather messages tran-
smiued over COMET II A are listed in this
time period. AFCS terminology refers to
weaTher message headings as -"MAI .0P"
headings (Manual of Operations); therefore, in
this volume we also will use this terminology.
The excerpt also shows the date-time group and
frequency of transmission uncle'? "DTG," the
circuit number source of the bulletin under
"SOURCE;" and the total number of groups
(G PS).

6-24. As an observer, you will find Volume
II of AFCSR 102-5 an absolute necessity for
the proper communications procedures. In ad-
dition to knowing where to find the procedures
relative to weather communications, you
should know how to Inaintain these corn-
munications manuals and regulations. C.

6-25. Maintaining Manuals and
Regulations. Maintaining these publications
properly is very important. If your com-
munications manuals are not current and
readable, they are of no value to you' or anyone
who Willts to use them for reference.
Therefore, we should consider the types of
changes you are likely to.encounter.

6-26. MANAMS. Manual amendments tire
issued by message. for AWSM 105-2, Volumes
I and II, and AFCSR 105-2, Volumes 1,11,
IV, V and Vi. Amendments are numbered
chronologically beginning with, number one for
the first MANAM Issued at the beginning of
each calendar year. When possible, amend-
ments are limited to routine chafiges4hat affect
operations and those necessary to rifaintain
communications continuity. The effectivF dates
of these amendments normally allow wkather
relays and editing centers at least three work-
days advance notice. Upon receipt, you should
review MANAMs for changes which affect.any
circuits in your operation. If the MANAM con-
tains changes for your operation, post the ap-

plicable portions of the changed manuals
without delay.

6-27. Printed changes. Printed changes are
issued at various times throughout the year.
When issued, they indicate the MANAM num-
bers to which the change applies.

6-28. Revisions. Complete volume revisions
are issued as necessary. When issued, they in-
dicate the MANAM num6ers that are affected
by the revision.

6-29. Posting changes. When posting
changes, be sure you know the proper
procedures. The procedures for posting changes
is contained in AFR 5-31. Publications
Libraries and Operational Publications Sets.
How,evei, more thiotlikely your chief observer
will slit-3'w yau -the proper posting methods as
part of your OJT (on-the-job-training). But he
must depend on you.to locate the changed.areas
carefully and make the clianges accurately. Be
sure, you have th? right volume before you
change or delete anything. In addition to
knowing thd types of circuits, their use, and
how to maintain the appropriate volumes, you
must know the 'proper procedures for tape
preparation. Your communications manuals
also contain the latest methods an weather
preparation.

6-30. Tape Preparation. The coin-,
unicatiolis effectiveness .of your station

epends on correct tape preparation. To con-
sider tape preparation for weather messages in
the fullest sense, we must include policies for
single stationentry, multiple station entry, H-
time and T-time operations. Some tape
preparation policies are standard policies that
apply to all weather messagesiend are discussed
from that viewpoint.

6-31. Your reiponsibility toward preparing a
tape consists of typing the text plus a leader and
a tail. The leader describes the tape portion
before the text and the tail is the. .section
following the text. Your station's code
generator automatically generates the start of
the message (SOM) and end of message (EOM)
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codes. Station identification is part of the SOM. separation is the 2-carriage-return' (CR) I LF

Tape leaders for all messages, except where commonly used between all multiple station ett-
noted othe'rwise, consist of.1O LETTERS. Tape tries.
tail must-contain, 7, LETTgRS. The length of 6-36. The spe cial collections made during T-

the leader insures proper tape positioning in time such as for RA'REPs or PLATFs require

the tranS'mitter. The tail length insures that the th.e first station in the collective to enter ad-
last, charactel of the text will pass ihe sensing ditional identificationubefore his message. If
pins-in the transmitter. At present, t1ie only ex- you are the first station, your tape indicates the

ception to these standard tape functions is the, data being collected. Let us assume,,for exam-
EOM function for PLATF and TAF codes. ple, a collection of RAREPs in which yOu are
With these -codes the EOM functions are 2 line- first statibn. The, 10..LETTER leader is

feeds and then the 7 LETTERS. This exception followed by 2 ciz I LF. Then the data iden-
provides the user with a separation poinr bet- tifier (RAREP) and . geographic location

ween each report, theregy permitting thatiser to (United States) lead the printed portion of the

tear them into ihdividual strips for filing. message as DSUS. The weather relay center and

6-32.Two rules apply to the tem portion of date-time group complete, the identikation.
your tape preparation. First, no single line of Put together, before your own text begins, the 2
the text should contain more than 69 charac- data identificatiOn is typed as:
ters. This total includes spaces. Second. if the 10 LTRS (leader) 2 Clk I LF
text must occupy mare than one line, indent the SDUS 0 KWRF DDDDDD 2 CR I LF

second and succeeding lines by four spaces. The symbol DDDbDD stands for the six-digit
The indentation rule, however, does not apply
to reports of pibal. rawinsonde, recon-

date-time group. All other stations following

naissance, and rochetsonde observations,
yours in the collective now are gathered under

6-33. In an earlier paragraph we mentioned
your heading.

H-time operations. This refers to the trarr- 6-37. During a portion of T-time operation.
smission of weather on ADCAD (Airways Data . the COMET II A circuits.are scanned to gather.
Collection and Dissemination). Tape RTD,COR, or special messages. This type of
preparation for H-time operation follows the scanning is called "general scan collections
rules outlined above for single station entry The messages are unscheduled, and thus every
-whether single or multiple line text. When you station must identify its data content in a

must include another station's'report with your *MANOP heading. MANOP headings varY with

own (multiple station entry), prepare a sing* the type lir data, such as SDUS (RAREP),
tape. The text for the other station follows your 1)AUS (PtREP), or FTUS (FLTF). To obtain
own text on a separate line. Include the other an exact heading for your message, consult
station's identification before its message, but , AWSM, 105-2. To illustgate tape preparation.
do not indent it four spaces. trident the other we shall ignore the details of the various
station's text only if it is multiple line. These MANOP headings. Begin your general scan
tape prep ra'Ion methods c >nclude the rules ; kirie with the familiar-10,1TRS,(lender) 2 CR

for H-tii t; ,.:rations. I 'LF. Next line: MANOP heading DDDDDD

6-34. f pe-ations Vuring Je the XXX 2CR 1,LF, 'Again ,the DDDDDD sym-:
transmission of routine d:, v cdt her tiolizes a date-time grodp. The XXX 'vat-
(RTD), correction mesages 0 ;. And oh- bolizes the -typle of Message...you ae sen- .
iervations such as PIREPs. RAREPs. and dirigRTD, COR, SPL.
TAFORs. S,ince an RTD or COR message' is an Now you type your text:
unscheduled transmisSion, your tapefneeds an TEXT 2 CR 4 LF 4 N's 2 gR I. LF 7 LTRS.
identification prefix to show what yoil are tran-
smitting and the time :t.t 'rence Of the data. The. This is the. ending 6-r tail. GI course, the only

tape Icader is the same as in H-time messages..4..printed portion of the tail is the NNNN (4 Nrs).

but the text is preceded by the identification Prepare your tapes for.trAtisinission of weather

(COR., RTD) already noted. Multiple line texts
messages according to the above listed formats.

are indented four spaces on sedond and A

' following lines. 6-38;During normal operation;'-you -should
6-3.5. One difference in T-time message tapes have no-difficulty.making, yaw scheduled tran-

is -evident in the tail. To provide further smission. ,-Howe'Ver. occasibnally, your oh-
separation between*T-time messages, the.tail in- servation is not transMitted fr4this case, tran-
dudes 2 line feeds (LF) before the final 7 LET- smit your hourly observation as routine delayed
TERS. For multiple station entry, the 2-LF 7- weather (RTD). Transmit this,RTD observation
'LETTER tail follows the second station during T-Time ancl be surelt, contains the term
message. Between station texts, the only "RTD" and 'the tirne 'of the 'o.bservaiort. .This

.
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time must reflect the time of the origin ally
scheduled MANOR Message.

6-39. On occasion, the tape may garble while
you are transmitting or perhaps you may make
an error in preparing the tape. In either case,
promptly prepare a correction to the tape an.d
retransmit the correct observation. This is done
in the same manner as an RTD transmission.
except that the term -COR" is used instead of
"RTD." Do not correct an 'error in an ob-
servation if a later transmitted obserNation ob-
viously corrects it. For example. a transnutted
speci.al observation that contains erroneous
wind data need not be corrected when a later
observation reflects the correct wind. This is an
acceptable practice for all weather messages ex-
cept some forecast codes, such as TAF reports.
However, this does not mean that if you detect
an error you can wait until the next observation
is transmitted, thereby eliminating the need to
send a correction. You should initiate a correc-
tion immediately upon detection. For other
weather data mess'ages that are transmitted at
your station, transmission formats should be
maintained near the transmitter. 11

6-40. Communications Te-rms. The
discussion .of common communications terms
in this section is restricted to terms that you are
likely to use in your operations. Considerably

, more communications terms are used at com-
munications centers, however, you don't use
them in your daily operations.

6-41. Operating signals. Aside from making
all scheduled transmissions at your station, you
must be able to interpret and answer messages
that are received directly from the net control
station. When the COMET monitoring station.
KWRF, detects a recurring 'circuit violation at
your station..,KWRF may send your station a
teletype message notifying you of this violation.
Therefore,. you must be familiar With the
tollowing communications terms which are
commonly used in these messages:

ZAAYou are not observing proper circuit
. discipline.

ZAISend (ZAI2, send test tape) (ZAI4.
send traffic tape).

ZAMLine outage.
ZBKI am receiving your traffic (ZBKI,

clear) (ZBK2, garbled).
ZDKFollowing repetition of ( ) is made

in accordance with your request.
ZEERequest the following message be

transmitted.
ZESrYour message has been received

,

, (I incomplete) (2garbled), request
retransmission.

. ZEVMessage is 'acknowledged. (Use "INT
. ZEV" when requesting an

acknowledgment.) .

..
357
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.ZFRCancel transmis4ion. .
ZLI-I--I am going to'transmit maps (area

time type).
.

ZTB-1 transmitter-distributor inoperative.
ZTB=3 tapecutter inoperative.
ZTB-5 printer inoperative.
ZUEA'ffirmative (yes).
ZUBNegative (no).
ZUIYour attention is invited to.

When used as an interrogation (question), the
above signals are to be preceded by "INT." The
signal ZEV illustrates the use of this prosign.
Operating signals sal,e Natuable circuit time by
condensing common terms.r-AWSM 105-2.
Volume I. has a list of frequently used
operating signals. Memorizing the list is not
necessary if you know-where to find it.

6-42. Service interruptions. Service in-
terruptions include equipment malfunctions.
circuit outage, personnel or observer error
which prevents the receipt or transmission of
communications traffic. Whenever your com-
munications services are interrupted on the
COMET I and II networks, promptly notity
your local AT&T service test center (STC).
This minimizes the inoperative time. Also
notify KWRF ot service interruptions: this is
done by a TYPNO message.

6-43. For brevity, use operating signals with
each service message. To explain specific
deficiencies not covered by the operating
signals. you may use plain language. All
TYPNO (OK) messages are transmitted over
COMET II. Prepare them to 'provide the
follbwing data to the net control center;

Circuit number ot the system affected.
Description of the interruption.
MANOP heading of the last message

received prior 'to service interruption or the
first message received after restoration of ser-
vice,

6-44. Transmit all TYPNO (OK) messages to
KWRF at the first available general scan
period. Whenever the transmit capability of
COMET II is lost, you must telephone your
message io a station *ith a transmit capability.
Prompt receipt of service interruption messages
from your station allows KWR.F to plan a

method of transmitting the missedadata to your
station when service is restored. Do not assume
that KWRF will announce when a programmer
or local channel fails thereby eliminating your
requirement to transmit a TYPNO message for
the outage. Always initiate service interruption
messages, because the trouble may be at your
station only. Failure to notify KWRF of
teletype outages results in delay of essential
data that is missed during the outage period.

,
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6-45. It would be careless to build such a

fine and complex communication system
without providing at the same time a plan to
monitor and evaluate that system. To assure
weather 'communications effectiveness, a

monitor station has been designated for the
COMET 1 and II teletype networks.

6-46. Evaluation of Communications Data.
Each weather activity on the comEr network
that has send capabilities is monitored daily to
insure the continued effectiveness of" the
weather communications program. The
monitoring activity is the weather relay center,
KWRF, at Tinker AFB, Oklahoma. The results
of this program are especially useful to both
your communications operation and the
COMET network ihgeneral. Your DETCO and
chief observer use the discrepancy reports
received from KWRF to improve their
operation, which iri turn improves the COMET
network.

6-47. KWRF places all teletype violations in
one of two categories, major or minor
discrepancies: A major violation is one that in-
terferes with or prohibits the orderly flow of
weather data. A minor violation is one that
does not affect the orderly flow of traffic but
may cause the unwarranted use of service time

*-or otherwise preient efficient employment of
the systems. The guidelines which KWRF
provides for major and ritiñor discrepancies
bver COMET I follow:.

MAJOR
Missing from H-time collection.
Failure to transmit RTD for a missed H-

time collection.
Failure to transmit correction (COR) for

a garbled entry ip the H-time collection.
Transniission of weather data not

authorized on COMET 1 (i.e., UAUS).

MINOR
Failure lo reply to service messages.
Unnecessary consumption of circuit time

(extra impulSes. etc.).
Fadure to provide required machine func-

tions.

6-48. The COMET 11 circuit is also
monitored by KWRF for teletype violations.
The discrepancy breakdown for COMET 11 is
as follows: .

MAJOR
Missing scleduled. obligated collection

entry:
Failure to transmit RTD when ap-

propriate.
Transmitting data at incorrect .time

period.
incorrect NOTAM tape preparation.

M I klOR
Failure to reply to service messages.
Unnecessary consumption of circuit time.

... Incorrect format.
Failure to provide proper machine func-

tions.
Miscellaneous errors such as failure to

respond to all circuits (ALCKTS) messages.
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6-49. Awarness of these violations should be
part of your program. to improve your teletype
transmission. Evaluation of communications
products extends to the facsimile, charts you
receive as well. In this case you are*the grader.
Each AWS activity that .has a faciivile circuit
maintains a program for evaluating the quality
of the weather maps received.

6-50. This program provides a record of the
quality of all facsimile charts received. Poor
quality reception is thus documented and can
be used to obtain improved maintenance or bet-
ter equipment: As stated before, 'AWS per-
sonnel grade facsimile products into three
categories:

Grade 3: An excellent product.
Grade 2: A good chart; meets the minimum

acceptable standards of legibility.
(The chart may be out of phase and
graded "2," provided that not more
than 10 percent of the chart is

lost.)
Grade I: A chart that does not meet

minimum acceptable standards of
legibility.

6-51. The local AFCS unit,may request your
Grade 1 charts for documenting case of poor
line quality oc low maintenance support. When
grading a chart, use information, which, is of,.
pica type size ( Pica Size ) for legibility.
The desired standard for facsimile reception is
to maintain the percent of missed and Grade 1
charts to not more than 3 percent. At the end of
each day (GMT) or normal duty hours, provide
the local AFCS unit with a telephone report on
the facsimile reception quality, if the unit is .

located on your base. Other.wise your report
must be forwarded to the proper' com-
munications management office.

6-52. Most stations have a standard facsimile
grading form near the facsimile recorder for an
obserVer to, grade the incoming charts. In ad--
dition to this evaluation of chart quality, at
many, stations observers are encouraged to
color certain facsi,mile charts before they are
posted. Most observers find this work enjoyable
because it gives them a chance to apply their-
knowledge of meteorology.

3 9



6-53, Transmission of weatlier data on a
world-wide bdtis needi specialists in com-
munications. However, t,hese communications
specialists are not familiar with weather tiaffic.
Therefore. at thi., communications relay centers
where worldwide weather traffic is routed.
specialists from weather and communications
fields coordinate their effort. Our next topic
looks into the duties of a Weather editor at a
typical relay center. Bef6re entering that
discussion, assess your understanding of Sec-
tion 6 by answering the review questions in
your workbook.

7. Weather Editing
7-1. Some weather observers are assigned to

major or ,minor communications relay centers
throughout ihe World. These centers are
primarily manned by AFCS communications
specialists who have .had little or no weather
training. The assigned- observers serve as
weather editors for composing weather message,
bulletint. Together, *AWS editors and AFCS
specialisrs carry _out -ale mission of worldwide
weather data acquisition 'and distribution for
the Air Force.

7-2. The major relay centers, called_
Autbmatic Digital. Weather Switch *(ADWS)
Centers. acquire large volumes of weather data
from civil international circuits, AFGS circuits.
and radio weather intercepts. pvvs centers
provide data to friendly military services. AWS
units, and civilian international relay centers.
An AbWS area. of responsibility usually en-
compasses an entire continent or an extremely
large land and water 'mass. The minor relays,
usually handle and monitor small amounts of
data mitraett from military landline or
radiotefetype circuits and WMO radio weather
intercept broadcasts within their immediate
operational area. Minor relays provide data to
local areas AWS units and to ,the ADWS ser-
vicing their relay center,.

_7-3. The weather editor's tasks depend upon_
the type of relay to which he is asigned. An
editor assigned to an ADWS is primarily a

_backup for the. Weather computer. while the
'editor assigned to a manual editing section is
the "comptuter"human -variety.

7-4. Manual Weather Editing. If you are
assigned to a manual weather editing section.
you soon discover that you have stepped into-an
entirely different phase of the weather ob-
serving career field. You need to_ learn.com-
munications related skills and. at the same
time. becOme an expert 'irr all weather codes
and weather operational procedures and
requirements.

-

7-5. The weather measuring instruments and
FMH manuals are no longer your working
tools. These are replaced by _various
publications, such as those listed below.

AWSM 105-2-, Volumes and- II.
AFCSR 105-2. Volumes Series.
World Meteorologfeal Organization
(WMO) Publications.
Federal Aviation Agency,-WentherS4
Communications Publications.
International Civil Aeronautical
Organization (ICAO) Documents.
,AWSM 100 I. Global Weather
Intercepts.

However, these publicationl are only aids to
your most valuable assetan expert memory of
the weather codes, weather message and
bulletin content, and operattonal procedures.

7-6. Y.our primary task is to prepare weather
messgges and bulletins as directed and

_prescribed in A-WSM 105-2. Volume II. tor
.your area of responsibility. AFCS personnel
transmit these edited weather bulletins to ANS
units within your own area. At the same time.
the bUlletins are senrto your associated ADWS
center. The ADWS center further distributes
the bulletins on high-speed. 3200 words ,per
minute (WPM), circuits and on low-speed. 75
WPM. circuits to weather units arOund the

-world. Any AWS_unit in tlie world needing
weather data will have it in minutes after if is
transmitted by the relay center.

7-7. The finished weather btilletins, prepared
by the editor and distributed by the relay cen-
ter, become the soiirce of weather data for AWS
operating units the world over. Regardless of
the size of the editing section, the timely and
fluid acquisition and distribution of weather
data is its primary mission.

-8. Data .sourcev. The weather editor
bcgins his_mission by screening weather data-

-obtain-a" from -blind."oninidircctional world
meterotogical organization (WMO) radio
weather broadcasts .as copcd b AFCS per-
sonne4.4He rexiew correus. nd compiies the
data to meet AWS units ti.t requirements..
These ,requirements aie turnished AWS
units. he editor monitors the receipt of data
from each intercept position. The number din,
tercepts could vary from only one to ten or
more positions.

7-9. You, as editor, must be familiar with
each broadcast and its content to advise AFC.)
whenever the content changes or it becomes ap-
parent that the wrong broadcast is being
copied.' You need be aware of other broadcasts
that your intercept positions could be switched
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to if the primary intercept go s off the air. You AWSM 105-2. In some cases, you can simply
must also make a maximum tTort to assure that change the received heading on the hard-page
weather data within your rea of responsibility copy to the prescribed heading and the give the
is readily available an in the system 41 all bulletin to the AFCS tapecutter for cutting and
times. transmitting. Normally, the AWSM 105-2

7-10. As the data is received. either .11}-____.prescribed bulletins anust be constructe&from
many different messages, ope line observations.
forecasts, etc. You assemble them <into
multilined prepared messages under the
required headings. The basic headingi to use
are varied and depend on FM data type. Some
of these were explained in the first part of this
volume. These headings ate established by
Headquarters AWS and are listed in AWSM

_105-2,, Volume II.

Morse Code (CW) or radioteletype mode. it ap-
pears on standard teletype equipment. You can
obtain the hard-page copy by simply clearing or
tearing it ofT of the machines. This is your job
and must not be delegated to AFCS personnel.
Only by this means can you monitor the broad-
cast positions and. as an editor; tell instantly
when t broadcastgoes astray. AFCS operators
can tell when a circuit is garbling, but they can-
not identify good weather data. If you fail to
_monitor the broadcast. time may'be waster in
receiving useless.data w hen an alternate broad-
cast could have been -used.-

7-11. Interc('pt inontturing and reporting.
By monitoring broadcasts closely. you can

'Icletect changes in data content. Report
significant data content changes of these broad-
casts to higher headquarters. _Headquarters puts
these changes ot content into the global in-
terwt manual. AWSM 100-1: to keep it

current. Also; your section initiates MANAM
imanual amendment) action requests to AWS to
have data added, or deleted from current
bulletins based on yOur monitoring of these
broadcasts. As you monitor the broadcast and
clear the hard copy from the machine, the next
phase of yourk job beginsmessage in-
terpretation and preparation.

7-1 2. Me.ssage interpretation. Message in-
terpretauon means identifying the type of data
contained in the message (bulletin). Idep-

,titicauon eho includes identifying the weather
stations yhat are reporting. Ahe geographical
area that the bulletin covers, and the time frame
ot the bulletin. The bulletins you receive
somoimes are garbled. incorrectly arranged or
in a generally unsuitable condition to be in-
terpr5ted by anyone but a skilled weather
editor. Common taults. in these bulletins are
missing 'garbled FM data type identifier.
eeoaraphical identifiers. WMO block i&ntifier.
or station index humbers. Perhaps yClt might
een hnd different data types included under
one data type heading This is when your
know ledge of the intercept broadcast contents
and weather bulletin composition- is put to,

ork.-Know ing the current time-.:the intercept
oositon of the source of .data, and being
tamiliar s ith the broadcasts, you can identify
most of the errors you encounter,

7-13. Me.sstNe preparation. Upon in-
terpreting. the received bulletins, you begin to
consfruct the weather bulletins directed by

7-14. You must prepare 'your weather
message in a clear, concise format which leaves
no doubt in the mind of the AFCS com-
munications specialist. His job is to cut 'a
teletype tape, containing your weather.message.
for transMission. To prepare a message, use the
editing symbols directed by the editing section.
The ,editing symbols show where to Separate
lines of data, properly space the messages.
divide run-together-data groups. and generally
"clean-up- the report so that it meets ac-
ceptable standardsz

7-15. When you give the bulletin to AFCS
for cutting and transmission, your primary
editini funthion has been completed:However,
you should perform a followup to see if the
message is sent out on the circuits. This saves
time later when you try to determine why a
message you edited. and thought transmitted,
was not received by the users. Followup actiob
is a way to help AFCS personnel meet their
schedukd transmission times.

7-16. Part of your job as a weather editor is
to monitor all USAF military weather circuits
that pass through your relay. This function
assures that-messages are in proper format with
complete data contents. If you are notified by
AFCS that a weather message has not been
received, you must know which available
buhletin coUld be used as an alternate for the
missing data. When you give this data to AFCS
for transmission, identify it as an alternate
bulletin.

7-17. Message withdracd. .When a circuit
is inoperative, the relay center cannot transmit

_ data to it. This results in a backlog, at the relay
center, of data that would have been sent to the
cirCuit-.had it, been operating. If you are
momtoring, the AFCS "send" *r(transmilsion)
positions as you should be. 'you immediately
become .akare of a' backlog caused by a circuit
outage. When a backlog occurs, fou issue
-withdrawal notices- to the AFCS operators. A
withdrawal notice simply removes obsolete or
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superseded data from a transmit position at the
relay center. Withdrawdls prevent overloading
circuit, time with obsolete data and allow
maximum use of available time. The tran-
smission of several hourly observations from
station X. for example.' to station Y. at.the time
the circuit is restored, would not do station Y
any good. Only the latest and most current
hourly observation is important. The same
situation is true of all weather data. AWSM

VoluMe I. lists withdrawal criteria for
each data type. Table 15 is-an excerpt from the
withdrawal criteria in AWSM 105-2. Volume
I. The table illustrates that perishable data such
as SA-(Airways Hour lies). SD (Radar Reportsl.
and FF (Flight Poredists) twe withdrawn after 1
hour. Data is considered perishable because it
is replaced with newer information.or cannot
be relied upod beyond a short time period.
Notice ..that Extended Forecasts (FE). Flight
Advisories (FL). and Airep/Pirep (UA) remain
in thc system 3 hours. Synoptic 3 and 6 hodrly
IS1/SM) and much of the uppe'r air data stays in,
6 hours (Rawinsonde code U.O. A good rule ot
thump is that when, a morc current bulletin is
received for the same data type and concerning
the same stations or reporting points as the
bulletin already unhand, their the data with the

1Mder date-time group can be v. ithdrawn.

TABLE 15
WITHDRAWAL CRITERIA

0:it:Id:a14n after Weather Traffic

1 Hr 77, GA, SD, S?
..

- , 3 Hre ,

.

AS, Bp, -dr, cu,

Ts, HI, 1-2,., Hs, ut, si%
VA .
,

,

6 Hro

.

AC, AH, AS, AW, FB, FC, FT,
FU, SH, SI, SM, UC, UF, UG,
1.1J, UN, UR, 'Ai, WA

2L Brz

_

TB, '.:4EVOT, xm, COTAM

TTE: This table is an excerpt from AWSM 105-2, Vo: -. It

ls used for illustrative pur7o3es and cannot ce co-Adered an
accurate reference!.

-

7-18. URGENT and IltiMEDIATE requevts
tor data. The,editing section recelves.mesg'ages

-containing URGENT_ or,I.MMEDIATE
requersts_ tor.'data. reuresJ by the iendér; io
ineet -other thaii. normal operational
requirements. You must maintain special logs
on these types of requests to assure that 'all
editors ih the section and the Section iupervisor
are aware of these requests. and that maximum
effort is exerted to Satisy the requests. You can-
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not question the validity of the request. Simply
provide the requestor with' the required data. If
the data is not available within your section,
refer to the editing section responsible for ..the
rea of concern and obtain the data. Also notify
the.requestor. b5 message, of action you have
taken. .

7-19. Additional duties. In addition to the
duties mentioned, you are required to maintain tr:

logs and recdrds on all bulletins originated by
your section. This log shows the bulletin
headings. date-time group, tiling time. and in-
dividual station numbers or other identifiers
trom all stations included in your bulletins.
You should also maintain logs of bulletin
headings of alternate data tyat you transmitted,
and maintain kecords on all URGENT or IM-
MEDIATE requests for data. indicating the ac-
tion taken to honor these requests. you need to
cooperate with AFCS personnel in the .overall
operation of- the , relay center. This includes
maintaining communicationS publications that
contain weather codes, radio weather mtercept
broadcasts. station identifiers, and index num-
bers Also. local joint-operating instructions
and radio weather intercept schedules need to
he maintained. The weather intercept schedules
shpuld include acceptable alternate broadcasts
to be copied it thc primary jntercept broadcast
goes off the air or cannot be copied.

7-20. Automated Weather 'Editing. A
weather editor assigned to an ADWS editing
section. should be familiar with the duties of a.
manual relay center. However, only a part of
these duties are used in editing at an automated
relay. Following assignment to an ADWS, nor-
mally--yotr'receive a computer familiarization
course. This couitse intrOduces you -to computer
language. operation, and functions. Computer
weather operations and program routines are
also explained in detait On the job. Primarily
you identitly and correct message tormats. and
reprocess weather information which is rejected
by the computer:

3
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7-21. Weather data comes to the computer-
from all sourcescivilian and USAF military
circuits.' radioteletype or Morse (CW) in-
tercepts. The computer program searches The
data for programmed identifiers and routes the
data to the approPriate code data decoder. If
the computer recognizes the weather message as
a bulletin requiring no reconstruction, it is
routed straight past the decoders and Tran-
smitted automatically to the AWS users by the
appropriate circuit -at the, proper time. If the
data is used by the decoders for bulletin con-
struction, the decoders autolnatically begin the
same task the manual editor didmessage
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preparation. Thus, the computer.combines both using established data, type dummy headings
MESSAGE PREPARATION and IN- and reinsert the data for transmission. Tran-
TERPRETATION. smission is to the. Air Force- Global Weather

7-22'. The. decoder checks the bulletins and Central .(AFGWC) at Offutt AFB where all
automatically stores usable data under the global weaiher data must be-routed. Personnel
proper bulletin headings in the computer for in the MDL section survey this new bulletin,
later transmission. Data not recognized by the establish its degree of reliability, put the new
computer is' :rejected and sent to a monitor heading in the MDL with distribution to Offutt
position in the editing ssction known as the and thwew bulletin thus enters the system. Af-
"STRAYS POSITION." Your job is to correc- ter entTring the system you see the bulletins
tly identify the strays. This means identifying only when it is garbledor transmitted under a
the code type, supplying a proper data type Wrong heading.
identifier, and reinserang the data into the 7-26. Stations rejected by STAL1B could be
computer. The coMputer routes the data, ac- the result of a garbled index number or
cording to the heading fon ,supplied, to the 1CAO/FAA identifier. If so, you must correct
proper decoder for bulletin construction. the garbled part and reinsert the message under
7-23. Two computer programs have been the appropriate data type heading. A new

developed to control the flow of data through station.i.e., one not in the STALIB, is put un-
the ADWS. These are the Master Distribution der a dummy header and sent to Offutt just as is
Library (MDL) program and the Station a new 'bulletin. Station Library personnel sur-
Library (STAUB) progra'm. _The MDL corn- vey the new station, and if possible, put it in the
puter program is' an:AFCS development that STALIB. At that time, it disappears from your
controls the routing of all bulletins scheduled "strays" monitor.
through your ADWS, The maintenance and ac- 7-27. You are gimen an escape route by the
curacy of the MDL is the responsibility of the computer when you cannot identify rejects.
joint AWSAFCS Weather Network This escape is known as a "forget" routine.
Management Center 4WNMC). The STALIB When the rejected, unidentifiable information.
computer program is an AOKS deqlopment that cannot be utilized or interpreted, you signal the
controls every individual weather station that computer to 'forget- that data, and. it -is
reports into .yoUr ADWS. In addition, STALIB removed from the system.
instructs the data type decoders to insert 7-28. It should be pointed out that all'of the
specific stations under prescribed bulletin computer actions mentioned so far are con-
headings. The,maintenance and accuracy of the ducted in a time frame of microseconds. You.
STALIB is the responsibility of AWS personnel the 'editor,have a relatively longer time to take
in WNMC. ,your actions. The computer needs no 'time for.

7-24: The MDL rejects a bulletin if the making decisions. but it allowS you exactly five
tY--message heading is not listed in the MDL. The minutes. When, a bulletin is received, the cor

puter sends you only the first-several lines ofSTAUB rejects data if the statiOn is not listed
in the station libri y. The MDL contains all data. G_enerally._ you can make your decision
bulletins scheduled into the ADWS and limn these fcw lines. If after five minutes you

rinitially controlls the ulletin distribution. The havenot told tile compuie what to do with the
STAUB recognizes messages only from data. the computer sends you the entire
stations listed in the AD*S Station Library. In bulletin. Possibly this amounts to only a line or
the case of MDL failures or rejects, often the two more, but,in most-cases it will mean several
headings of the bulletins are garjed. You can, hundred lines
upon identifying what the message heading processing -by t

or data requiring lengthy
he- 'ed1t6r. Obviously. quick

resognition ?X the weather codes'and loultetinshould be. put the- proper heading ..;.-onk the
Xeadillgs permits you to deal with a smaller'bulletin and rein,sert it,...mto- the comptiter.

you did your job right; the bulletin goes.on its bulk, of. data.
.

merry Way. The computer, however, is 'non-, 7-4 While ya.0 are busy Monitoring strays,
forgiving, and if you 'supplied the wrong fhe computer has been making other jobs for
heading. you will get theniessage back for you.. Routinely, several times per hour, it sends",
another attempt at idenification. you statistical readouts which Indicate how well't

7-25. Though the.computer, performs some your ADWS has been receiving data by station
of the editor's tasks, the computer's behavior is block numbers and data types. These "stats," as
arranged by the editor. To do that, the editor, they are known, reveal the data amounts
has to learn some computer language. If a currently being received compared to amounts
bulletm heading received it the ADWS is in normally received. From the "stats" you make
fact a new bulletin (unlisted in the MDL), yOu note of data_amounts that are below normal.
can, by removing the received heading and. .Notify the original data source, by message, of
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below' normal data amounts as an auempt to
brihg the receipt count back up to normal.

7-30. At either a manual or automated relay,
the editor acts upon URGENT and IM-
MEDIATE requests for data. These requests
normally require you to search the data.
available-in the computer by data type. Once
you find the requested data, have AFCS route
the necessary computer bulletins to the
requestor for the required period. The com-
puier, then takes over and you have honored
the reque*Data logs must be maintained on
special requests. Then,--after computer halts or
emergency shutdowns, the logged entry helps
get the data back into the computer when ser-
vice is restored. Although this is done
automatically when the computer is restored to
operation, AFCS must insert the information
manually. As a responsible editor, !f yot check

. to insure that the data was reinserted. your
6:A1ov/11R-can eliminate a-sOurce of-error.

7-31. An editor, must work closely with
AFCS personnel in the overall operation of the
ADWS. This involves keeping manuals, con-
ducting surveys. etc. You do not have to issue
NCIs or handle withdrawals because the com-
puter takes care of this. Maintain a log on the
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number of "strays" you process *during your
shift. From this log your supervisor can tell
how the system is working and alerts him if
your workload becomes too great. He can use
this information in requesting.additional per-
sonnel. You are expected to Monitor new cir-
cuits as they are brought into the ADWg. When
programs are not working properly or when
something goes astray, you are also expected to
notify the weather progrqmmers.

7-32. Understanding both the manual and
automated relay. editor's job, develops your
us,eraft corn MA141-44a+t:EHi8 --kITUWirdr7T1111
knowledge is required to keep a steady flow of
usable data to AWS units. 'The duties of a
weather editor are often frustrating, confusing,
and seemingly thankless. Nevertheless, the
finished, edited products are utilized to:

Support military worldwide flying
missions.
Assist in achieving (lying safety objectives.
Protect personnel and equipment.

7-33. To help you to recall weather editing
functions,,refer to your workbook and answer
the chapter review exercises for Section 7.

X
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Electronic Data Processing

AS ONE of the worlds largest global weather
facilities, Offutt AFB, Nebraska, supplies up-to-
the-minute forecasts and analyses for. the
Strategic Air Command,4,-Tactical Air Com-
mand, Aerospace Defense Command, Military
Air Command, and other military elements.
The Air Force Global Weather Center
(AFGWC) personnel operate a computer-based
weather report system, using a complex of high-
speed, large-capacity computers. This system is
supported by the Automated Weather Network
(AWN), which employs communications com-
puters to speed raw data to AFGWC at the rate
of 4500 words per minute.

2. Raw data from thousands of reporting
points around the world, including aircraft,
surface satellite, 'ship, upper a nd rocicet-
sonde reports, are received at e AFGWC
from the AWN. To digest this raw data and turn
out finished automated weather products.
AFGWC employs computers manned and
operated by weather observers. The end
product:is used to provide detailed support for
military' use around the world and to local
users within the AFGWC complex sucheas the
Severe Weather (SWX) forecast sections;`Route
Forecast Section and Computer Flight Plan
Section.

3. To provide, this worldwide weather sup=
port, the AFGWC uses four UNIVAC 1108
Computer Systems. Two Systems are in a
classified vault. One of ttiese is used exclusively;
for classified products, but can be interchanged
with the other when necessary. The .other two
systems. both unclassified, are used tp receive
raw data from- the- -field. One of these un-

- classified_systems is_deOgnated as_the primary
system. which 'enables it to receive raw data,
process the data, build input tapes for theyther
three systems, transmit finished products to the
field, and produce 'weather products for the
AFGWC.- forecaster. The two unclassified
systems are also interchangeable. Data from all
over the world are received at the AFGWC.
From the originating stations, weather data are
sent, via low-speed circuits, to Automatic
Weather Network (AWN) units at Fuchi AS,
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Japan; Clark AF13. Philippines; High Wycombe,
England; Monterey, CA and Suitland, MD.
From these centersThigh-speed circuits send the
data to Carswell AFB, TX, and from Carswell
to Offutt where these data are put into the com-
puter system for processing.

8. Processing Ram, Data
8-1./The raw data as received are of no im-

mediate value since the weather programs,
whtch produce finished products, cannot access
these data until they are processed and put into
the data base. The data base provides processed
data for the weather programs. The ,capability-
to-receive live data., process the data, arid tran-
smit finished products to recipients all over the
world is made possible by the ' Real Time
Operating System (RTOS). This is a large and
complicated program which must constantly be
running in the primary computer system.
Should this program fail,raw data input stops,
no data can be processed and no transmission
to the field can be made. In short, when the
RTOS progrA fails, computer operations in
the AFGWC comes to a, near halt until the
program is restarted or until the primary system
is switched to a backup'system.

8-2. To .help you understand data
processing, we must take time to explain the
term:program." It is used in two ways. First, it
is used to identify a set of instructions that tell

the computer what you want it to do. These
-programs are put into the computer and serve
as "electronic helpers" to the operator.. 'We

shall,, call thik type of program a computer
program. Secondly, the term "program" is used
to identify processed weather data of a specific
type. When a prograin of this second type is ac-
tivated, it "reaches" int6 the coMputer and
"'Pulls out" certain data such as surface data.
This second type program we shall call a

weather production program.
8-3. Data Base. Processing raw data for the

data base is 'done by three computer programs
called "batches." Batch 0 (zero) processes and
stores surface data, Batch' 1 upper air data, and

3L;
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Batch 2 is for solar data. As raw data are
received, the information is stored on onc of
the mass storage drums. When the operator
starts a batch, immediately the new raw data
begins to be stored in a different location on
the ,storage drum and will remain there in the
data base until the negt batch. Figure 8 depicts
the flow of data through the primary system of
AFGWC. At the LoP of the chart, .where the

SWX
Requires Input
Data From SWX
FCST Section
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Data now

Extracted Upper Air
and Surface Data to
Update Data Base ih
Other Three Systems

SWX Input Data
From SWX Section

data enters the system, is the RTOS program.
Further along the flow. the batch computer
programs process data for storage in the data
base. From the data base. weather information
reaches the users by weather production
programs. Each batch is independent and has
no.effect on data other than theldata tor which
batch is designed. Surface and upper air batches
are scheduled to insure that current data is



available for scheduled weather production
runs. Solar batches. Batch 2. only produce solar
data on a magnetic tape for transmission i a the
AWN and are scheduled to meet AWN trans-
mission tunes.

8-4. The primary computer system is the
only one which receives and processes raw
data, Since the other three systems must also
maintain a current data base, computer
programs Were devised to extract the processed
data trom the primary system, put the data on a
magnetic tape. and then read these data into the
other systems. For example. tter each Batch 0
(upper air) has finished, a program called

started..This program puts the upper
air data on tape. These tapes act as inputs to-the
other systems. updating their data base.
Program names. such as SH4 and TK I. are sub-
ject to change. but their purpose remains the
same.

pr

Figure 9 Operator control console

8-5. Programming he Computer. With tew
exceptions. each scheduled W ea t her prOduction
proaram can be started with a key-in on the
operatos control console. (see fig. 9.) A key-m
is simply a command given to the computer.
First. however. the computertniust be instructed
(progranmed) to ricognize and respond to
various key -ms. This is relerred to as putting

program tiles" in the computer or program-
ming. These program tiles are put in the systems
by tapes. and once established. the .oniputer
iperator ,can start the W eat her production

programs at any time with a .key-irr. The
pr)gram 4f1Ls remain in the system until they
rc rev ised or deleted. It the entire system
should malfunction nd the program files re
destroed. then cach program tape musj be,read
1%0, into the ssteni 41. p,irt of the ttcovery
procedure.

8-6. For identificolm purpos. the com-
puter programs fitpes)..ire given names. Some
ot the names are so lengthy that only letter ab-
brev latlyns are used as identification. Run-
strewn is the name ot.th'e cOmputer program\
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which puts the files for the scheduled weather
production programs into the computer
systems. Once the runstream program tape is
read into the systems, the console operator can
start any weather program listed on the run-
stream by a key-in. Runstream products are
drawn directly from the data base.

8-7. The batch program puts the tiles into
the computer system for solar data. To obtain
solar data from the data base the batch program
must be used. Starting a batch is an RTOS func-
tion. Runstream cannot obtain the solar data.
The console operator must "talk" to RTOS. To
do this he must key-in "II RTOS." This causes
RTOS to respond on the consode printer with
the message. "0 RTOS READY FOR
MESSAGE." Now the console operator can tell
RTOS what he wants. In this case he wants to
start a solar batch. so:he will key-in 0 Batch 2.
Once the batch has started, it no longer
depends upon RTOS.

8-8. RFMCFP (Computer Flight Plan
Program). The need to better support world-
wide flights brought abdut the development and
implementation of another extremely large and
complicated program called "RFMCFP." This
program prodticies computer flight plans (CFPs)
for any part of the world. Requests for CFPs
are sent from the originating station to a relay
center. From the relay ,center the CFP is sein to
the 191Ith Conimunication.s Center at Offutt
AFB. where it is automatically punched onto a
paper tape. This paper tape is fed directly into
the primary computer system.

8-9. When CFP requests reach the system, a
computer imogram called ".MACCTL" takes
over'. MACCTL tells/ the computer what it
Wants in the tlight plans. and passes these
requests to the RTOS, program. When the
requests pass to RTOS. they start the RFMCFP
program which begins producing the desired
flight plans. As each flight plan is produced. it
is automatically transmitted, through the
191,Ith Communications Center to the
requestor. Normally, it takes about39 minutes
from the time that the CFP request is initiated
to the time that it leaves the computer as a
finished product.

8-10. The RFMCFP-- program must have
RTOS running in the systenior it simply will
not produce and transmit tIA flight plans. OC-4
casionally the RTOS program breaks downiy
This could be 41 fault in the program (software)
or perhaps a ma me (hardware) malfuncfion.,
In either case. if ihe problem is not serious. it
may be corrected 4y removing RTOS from the
system and restarting it. If the FMCFP
program is running in the system and RT9S is
removed, the RFMCFP program auto ia
terminates. However, when RTOS is r?tarted.



the, RFMCFP program in most cases picksup
exactly where it left off. Since the RFMCFP
program is a high priority product, it is im-
portant to keep RTOS operating smoothly. If
the problem cannot be corrected with a
reasonable time (determined by the team chief
and/or systems duty officer), the programming
of the primary computer system must be per-
formed by a backup system.

8-11. Perhaps at this point you can ap-
preciate the importancea the RTOS program.
Even some of the weather production programs
require RTOS, not necessarily to generate .the
product, but to transmit it., Since RTOS is the
lifebiood of the primary computer system, let's
examine its operation.

8-12. First, the RTOS program files are put
into the systent After that, RTOS can be
brought to an active status with a key-in. There
are a number of receiving devices to which
RTOS makes it possible to transmit.

8-13. During initiation of the program,
RTOS will want to know if any of these devices
are to be "DOWNED" (not Included in the
transmission) and the following message will
appear on the console printer. "11
RTOS`DEVICES TO DOWN." -The operator
must respond to this message before the
initiation process can continue. If there are any
devices to be downed, the operator keys in the
name of the device or devices and the word
"END." Example, a DCT2000 is to be downed.
There are eleven DCTs throughout the
AFGWC complex capable of receiving data
from the computer system and they are labeled
and numbered 1 DI (DCT I ) through 1D9
(DCT 9), and 2D0 and 2D1. Fbr the sake of
thjs example, the ,operator wants to down

OPERATOR CONTROL CONSOLES

.
MASS sloRAGE DRUMS

DCT1 so his response to the RTOS message
will be "0 1 D I END." If there are no devices to
be downed, the operator's response will be "0
END." Shortly after this message is answered,
RTOS automatically brings all devices, except
thost that are down, up to a working status and
prints out a status rei3ort of each device. The
status report verifies exactly what devices are
operating. When the status report is completed.
the RTOS program will be fully initiated and
no'rmal operatio an begin.

8-14. Directly conJ with RTOS is
another computer program called real time
relay (itTR), This program provides an
automatic met (meteorological) watch program.
It can 4Ort data as the information is received in
the computer system and automatically route
the data to the SAC support units. Normally,
:hese data need no processing.

8-15. The Severe Weather (SWX) program is
perhaps, the most critical product trom
AFGWC. Data for the SWX program are com-
piled by forecasters in the Global Weather
Severe Weather Section. This information is
taped by the severe weather personnel and read
into the primary computer. The SWX program
is normally started by. the severe weather per-
sonnel by simply keying the program from the
remote device, known' as KSR, in, their section.
After the severe weather dara has been, put into-
the system the first part of the SWX program is
coMplete.

8-16. The Second part .of the ,S'iyX program
is started in the same manner as part one, with a

FiQwever, the second part puts together
the actual severe weather bulletins. The

OPERATOR CONTROV CONSOLE

m'ASS STORAGE DRUM
CARD ttINCH

CARD READER
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SERVO
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Figu e 10. S'isterns layout
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bulletins are put on magnetic tape and tranis-
mitted to the field. A sample bulletin appears
thus:

ZCZWNCBQ4 14P 0638Z
WWXX WWXX WWXX 3
FL 7-9-14
THUNDERSTORMS WITH NO HAIL AND SW GUSTS
TO LESS THAN 35 KNOTS EXPECTED IN .YOUR
GENERAL AREA BETWEEN 07100Z and 07i800Z

070535Z OCT KGWC
-NNNN

KGWC 070632Z

As with the RFMCFP program., SW could not
run without RTOS.

8-17. Systems Responsibility. So far, our
discussion has centered oh',the priinary corn-

.puter system. There are four computer systems
in AFGWC; they are numbered Systems I. 2, 3,
and 4. A scale model of the systems layout is
shown in figure 10. It is unimportant for you to
associate the location of each system shown in
the figure with a specific number, since the
systems are basically alike. Systems 2 and 3 are
in the . classified vault; however. System 2

produces only unclassified data. System 1 is
alwa'ys designated as the pcimary system.
System 4 is ,osed, when necessary, as a backup
for System I and can also run backup for
System 2. Althotigh all four systems are related,
and to varying degrees must 'rely upon each
other, we will conc'entrate only on Systems I

' and 4.

8-18. Each systeln isjassigned two numbers.
For example, System is I/1, System 4 is 4/4.
The first number is the physical system number
and remains constant. The second nu
'the logical system number. This num er .in-
dicates the purpose for which the s stem is
reserved. The purpose can be change y the
operator with a key-in. When we spe of
System I as the primary system, we refer to it as
logicqi System I. These logical numbers
become extremely important when System 4",
must run full backup for System 1 because
RTOS will not allow access to any remote
receiving devices from logical System 4.

8-19, One very important step in moving the
responsibility from System 1 to System 4 is to
change System 4's logical system number to 1

so it %%ill appear as System 4/1, Systems 1 and 4
have identical program tile's stored in their
computers. This means that both systems are
capable of running the same weather programs.
When U becomes necessary to go into a full
backup configuration, the entire System 1

responsibility is moved to System 4, which then
becomes logical System I. The entire pro dure
for changing systems is rather lengthy an com-
plicated. The computer operator involved in
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the switch has a checklist of tasks which must
he completed prior to the switch. The actual
switch involves the transfer of communications
capabilities from the former logical System 1 to
the new System 1. The team chief or assistant
team chief are the only ones authorized to
switch systems, but must first insure that all
items on the checklist for the systems switch
have been properly completed. Once the com-
munications link to the new System 1 has been
established, normal operations can be resumed.
You must understand that this is a much ab-
breviated exffranation of an actual system
switch.

8-20. If it becomes necessary for System 4/4
to partially back up System I/1, the first
weather programs chosen to be run on System

smission, since logicystem 4 does not have
4/4 are those which R not require live tran-

.hccess to the receiving devices. However,
weather programs which do require live tran-
smission can be run on System 4. In this case,
after the program has run, a special computer
program called "TPEMKR" is started which
puts the weathec ?. program on magnetic tape.
This tapd. is then taken to System 1 for trans-
mission. Thus, with minor variation, System 4
can back up any product on the System 1

checklist without having to change logical
system numbers.

8-21. Development Programs. We have
spoken of System 4 as the backup computer for
System I. This may mislead you to believe that
System 4 is in a near idle status except when
required for backup. This is far from true, in
volume, System 4 produces more,output than
the other three systems combined. The weather
pr uction of System 4's output includes AWN
trans ission tapes, some , of System I tran-

'smiss n tapei, and weather programs which
provide products for the System 4 high-speed
printer (HSP). These HSP products are
distributed to forecasters in the weather central
and special projects branch. However, much of

1
S stem 4's output is generated from the

ogram development and testing phase of elec-
tronic weather processing.

8-22. Programs submitted for development
or testing are referred to as "development
jobs." System 4 is the primary "development"
system and averages over three thousand
development jobs per month. Of coursg, when
System 4 is required for backup, tthe rrevelop-
merit jobs are preempted to favor operational
weather production pYograms. Developmeipt
jobs do..riot- have program files in the comrAffler
system. Therefore, they must . be started ,. by
reading a program card deck into the system
through a card reader. The program card deck



is delivered to the system along with a job sheet
that identifies the programmer, the job name,

whertiet magnertc-raper-are-r-be-
used. If tapes are needed, the tape librarian
supplies the required tape from the tape library,
delivers the program deck, magnetic tapes, and
job sheet t.-6 the system to be run. If no magnetic
tapes are required, then the program deck and

... job sheet are delivered directly to the system af
ter being logged in. After the job is run, it is
logged out. The output, with job sheet attached,
and program deck are returned to the program-
mer, and the magnetic tape is returned to the
tape library.

9. Equipment and Operations
9-1. This section exposes to you some of the

main items of equipment at AFGWC. A com-
puter system uses punch cards; therefore, the
equipment used by AFGWC is primarily punch
card equipment. In this course we do not intend
to outline the operating details of this equip-
ment. We will mention only the purpose,ot the
major items and discuss the functions per-
formed by operating personnel.

9-2. Data Processing Equipment. Each of
the (our computer systems in AFGWC is a self-
contained unit; though, as -mentioned
previously, they do rely upon each other. For
example, Systems 2, 3 and 4 need the batched
upper air and surface data from System 1- to
maintain a current data ,base. Systeof 2
generates forecast fields which are put on
magnetic 'tape and read into the other systems.
Systems 2 and 4 run numerous. weather

4programs which pu* data on tape to be trans-
mitted by System 1.

,J
Figure 12. Card reader.

system or data can be taken from the computer
and put onto a magnetic tape. A card reader,
figure 12, enables program cand decks to be
read into the syStem. program card decks give
the computer instructions, but do not become
part of the permanent program files within the
system. 'Permanent program files (computer
programs), you remember, are tilt RTOS, run-
stream, etc. Reading the card deck is another
way of commanding the computer to start the
program.

Figure 11 Servo units (tape drives)

9-3. Each system is controlled by
operator control console, figure 9. From this
console the computer operator controls the en-
tire function of the system. Systems I and 1
each have seven servo units, figure 11. These
are tape drives. Systems 2 and 3 each have six.
On these, magnetic tapes can be read into the

the
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Figure 13 Card puncher I.

00,
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9-4. There is one card puncher, 'figure 13,
,available for Systems I and 4 which can -easily
be changed to the system requiring cards to be
punched:When each program has finished. it
produces a printed output on the system's high-
speed printer (HSP). figure 14. Sonic of this
printed output is strictly intormational and ot
no value unless the program did not run
properly. Much of the out*, however, is

(
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operational,.such as forecast tharts,'Skew-Ts,
etc. ThiS output is diseributed, to virious
forecast sections in AFGWC. The DCT2Ons
and KSRs mentioned earlier are the iemote
devices. The bCTs: figure 15, are. low-speed
printers. Most of the weather,data put on tapes
in Systems 2 and 4,for transmission by System I
are transmitted to the DCTs.

Figure 14. High-speed printer (HSP)

;or

Figure 15 pCT 2000.

9-5. The KSRs, figure 16, rese egular
teletype machines. Some are _use nly as

oreceivers. Otiters, with keyboards, e ble' to
,.start certain programs in System simply

ying them in. Some KSRs ca ph eh and
transmit paper tapes as etl. Tra srm sions to
and from these devices are mad pos le only
through the use of fhe RIO p ogram on
logical System I. If expected fut e changes
take place. System 4 also will e, able to make
Chest; yansmissiOns. Essehti Hy, the com-
ponents mentioned opellti* d control each
systery:

9-6. Open) Ideally, each computer
system should _operated y three p ople: a
console operato , a tape ban ler, and ,a rinter
operator. Memb rs of the te m are exp ted to
%Nork at any or all of these peratio during a

Figure 16. KSR.

shift. OccasionallY, only two people operate the
,computer system.

9-7. On a shift consisting of two people, one,'
man is design,ated as tape handler/printer
operator. The second Operator is designated as
the console operator, The' Prunary duties of the
console operator are monitoring the console
printer, starting weather program runs at
schethiled times, maintaining the system's
clitc,klist and directing the rother operte r(s).

\Hé also control's the number of programs run-
n'ing arid aCtive in the computer. System I nor-

;many_ has four active programs; but, *when
,necessary, this number can be increased or

, decreased by a key-in. The more programs ac-
tive in the system, the slower each one is
processed. One advantage of decreasing the
number of active programs is that the

, processing of a particular high priorii"?program
can be accelerated. On the other hand, 'I the
system is running with four activevrograrrb and
a high priority prograM is scheduled, the con-
sole operator can, increase the active to fiye,
allowing the priority program to start. If the
operator is allowing only four programs to be
active and he keys-in another 'one, it enters a
"backlog" status, and will not actuiilly start un-
tH one of the active programs is completed. If
he wants a prograin which is in backlog to start
ahead of others which are backlogged, he can
simply change the priority of that program to
the highest available. This he also does with 'a
key-in.

9-8. A number of programs require the use
of magnetic tapes, either to exyact data from
the system or .to r.ead Oata inio the system.
When such a program stags, it will print on the
console printer the type Of tape required and
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indicate on'which tape drive the tap'e is to be
mounted. The console operator informs the
other operatoys) which tape is required and to
which tape drive it is assigned. The console
operator can also terminate any program in the
computer. Again, he does this, With a key-in.
Normally he t,erminates a particular program
only when it is not rpnning properly. However.
there are times when low priority weather
programs are terminated to make room' for
those with higher priorities.

9-9. Monitoring the console printer is, of-
course, the. console operator's most critical
duty. He must continuously be alert to messages
which require a response. These messages might
pertain to a program which is. not running
properly or to a receiving device which is
malfunctioning. Perhaps the message reters. to
an active program requiring his special "type-
in" instructions. There are many other messages
which might appear on the consOle printei. any
one of Which. if left unansWered, could cause
the entire computer system to stop. When you
consider the' volume of operational weather
data produced for worldwide dissemination,
you cart, realize the tremendous responsibility
placed upon the AFGWC computer operators:
especially the console operators.

9-10. The tape handler mounts _program
tapes on servo units (tape drives), figure 11. He
also dismounts tapes and delivers them to other
systems or to the tape library. The printer
operator sorts all printed outputs from the
high-speed printer and delivers operational
weather data to the forecast sections. Delivery
time of all prodicts, magnetic tapes, and prin-
ted outputs 'mu be entered on the system's
check list. The sole operator uses the
checklist, therefor.e, he niers the elivery time.
However. the printer operator must inform him
when each product is delivered.

9-11. Magnetic. Tape Management. Each
magnetic tape in the AFGWC computer section

.is individually numbered. logged, and filed by
the tape librarians. Most ot the tapes are used
by progeammers for testing or developing new
programs. These tapes are logged in-with the
programmer's name, liled nunterically in the
tape library and remain available to the
programmer as .jong as he has Use for them.

-When a tape is no tooter needed. the program-
mer informs the tape librarian. That tape is
-purged," which simply means that it is retur-
ned to the "work tape" status. It may then be
se in another developing or testing project.

' Tapes, such as RTOS and runstream programs.
ale filed in the individual computer syltems.
^Tapes containing classified material are stored
1ri a separate library tri the classified vault.
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9-12. Careful maintenance of magnetic tapes
is essential to reduce, tape wear. Tapes are In-
closed in, plastic cannisteri when not in use.
Since dust and dirt on a tape affect its taping
quality, the area in which these tapes are used
must be kept clean and dustfree. A dirty tape
may prevent a program from continuing beyond
the dirty spot in the tape. \A, hen an operator
suspects that a tape is dirty. he identifieg it as
such and sends It to the library...1n the library
the dirty rape is run through a tape cleaning
device before it is again put into the system tor

''use-
9-13. Rough handling of magnetic tapes.

especially when they are out of"their protective
cantils-ter. causes crinkles or damage. Crinkled
tape stops the program the same as a dirty tape
would., Blank (work) tapes. which are damaged.
can be stripped down to a point just beyond the
daniaged area and reused. Damaged program
tapes must be remade. or a backup used if one
is ^available. Dirty and/or -damaged magnetic
-tapes can, and have, caused delays in scheduled
weather- production programs. To keep 6hese
delays to a minimum. tapes must be properly
handled ,and maintained. This responsibility
belongs mainly to those assigned to the tape
library. Huwever, all personnel who use
magnetic tapescomputer, operators and
programmersshare some or this respon-
sibility.

9-14. Supervision/Quulit. Control. To
provide up-to-the-minute weather products.
torecasts or analyses-. to AFGWC customers on
a 24-hour basis requires a great deal of team-

_

work and coordination. Computer operators
working with one system must continually be
aware of the stads ot the other three systems.
This means being ready,. at any elven moment.
to run weather programs which might be
scheduled for other systems. Equipment (hard-
ware) malfunctions must be brought im-
mediately to the attention of UNIVAC main-
tenance .personnel for repair. Program (soft-
ware) problems must also be quickly identifiecti
and brought to the attention of the system duty
officer (SDO). . . ".

9-15. ystem duty officer (SDO) is..
assigned Olach:^lystem's teal:JO Most SDOs are
cornmissibn4 off:leers with programming ex-
penence*(although NGE)s Nvith similar ex-
perience are *used as SDOs at times). The SDO
provides technical assistance to the computer
operating staff. All problems concerning soft-
ware or hardware are brought to his attention.
Hardware problems are logged on an oultage
log. SoftWare, problems. If the SDO oannot
correct them. are reterred to the prog4Panimer
responsible tor that particular program All
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problems. of any kind that*cause production
delays are noted in the SDO log.

9-16. The duty team chief is responsible for
the actual operation of the i:omputer. He over-
sees the proper manning of the systems and,the
quality of the products. He must be kept in-
formed I the status of each system so that he
can de hen and if weather programs are to
be tra rred from One System to another.
Each earn maintains the checklist for its
system. The checklist provides the team chief
with valuable management tool. It tells him
how each system is performing. whether the
system is on schedule dr behind, and where
help from another system might be needed.lt
provides him with a list of magnetic tapes
produced by one system and used 15'y another,
with the times that the tapes were delivered and
received. The checklist shows whether trans-
mission tapes were delivered on time. When
necessary. by looking ahead of the completed
portion of ;he checklist, the team chief can
determine how late some scheduled weather
productsought be and intorm customers of the
anticipated delays.

9-17. The assistant team chief, besides
helping to manage and supervise the computers,
performs the major quality control for the'
development phase of the operations. He logs
in development jobs, and when they are done.
he checks them for compleieness and verities
that the jobs were properly run. He places the.
completed development jobs in a bin outside
the computer room for the programmer to pick
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up and at the same time logs ow the completed
jobs.

9-18. The most qualified computer operator
assigned fo a system is designated as senior

_operator for that =osystem. He spot checks
operational weather output for completeness
and accuracy before, it is delivered to the users.
He also keeps the team chief informed of all
output abnormalities and IN as system coor-
dinator to the other systems. Each team consists
of a team chief, assistant team chief and com-
puter operator on each system and includes one
senior operator. 'Two teams work parallel
shifts. one in the classified vault and one for tilt)
unclassified systems.

9-19. The finished produCts from AFGW
are evident -in weather stations. throughout the,
world. Among ttIe more commoo products.are
the graphic bulletins, severe weather bulletins,
and clear air turbulence (CAT) advisories.
These products Alone indicate the importance
of the Global Weather Central. However, other
printouts such as pressure .change charts and
Skew-T plots also are produced for use in the
forecast sections of AFGWC. In summary, the
production of automated weather products
tailored for operational ., use by individual
customers is the aim, of the AFGWC. ,

9-20. You have now completed your study of
Volume 3 and can test your grasp of the in-
formation presented. in Sections 8 and 9 by
completing tlje chapter review exercises for
Chapter 3 in your workbook.

,
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This workbook places the materials you need where you need them, while you
are.studying. In it, you will find the Study Reference,Guide, the Chapter Review
Exercises and their answers, and the Volume RevieW Exercise. You can easily
compare tattual references with chapter exercise items without .flipping pages
Ina and forth in your text. You will not misplace any one of thqse essential
study materials. You will have a single referencp pamphlet in the proper sequence
for learning.

These devices in your workbook are autoinstructional aids. They take the .

place of .the teaaher who would be directing .your progress if you, were in a
classrook The workbook puts these self-teachers, into one booklet. If you wi
follow the study plan given in "Your Key to Career Developmerft," which
in.your course packet, .you will be leading yourself by, easily learned steps t
Mastery.of your text.

If you have, any questions' whith you canndt 'answer by ieferririg to "Your
,Key to Career Development".0your cotIde material; use ECI Form 17, "Student
Request for Assistance,". iaentify yourself and your inquiry fully and 'send it to
Ea.

Keep the rest of this workbook in your files. Da not return any other part
of it to Ea.
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CHANGES FOR THE WORKBOOK:

Page Chaiwo how

4 27

4.

Correction

Delete and replace with new question:
"27, How is the amourtt (Ns) of a layer reported in
METAR code for, 2/8 ,stratus and 118
stratocumulus at the same level? (1-57)"

4 1 29 Change paragraph reference to (1-58).
'4 1 30 Change paragraph reference to (1-61).

22 27 Change answer to read "Three."
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STUDY REFERENCE GUIZE

1. Use this Guide as a Study Aid. It emphasizes all important study areas of this volume. Use .

the Guide for review before you take the closed-book Course Examination.

2. Use the Guide for Follow-up after you complete the Course Examination. The CE results
will be sent to you on a postcard, which will indicate "Satisfactory" or "Unsatisfactory" comple-
tion. The card will list Guide Numbers relating to the items missed. Locate these numbers in the
Guide and draw a line under" the Guide Number, topic, and reference. Review these areas to
insure your mastery of the course.

Guide,
Numbers

Guide Numbers 300 through 313

.300 Introduction to Plotting Weather Charts;
Surface Charts: Land Synoptic Code;
Mandatory Groups; Pages 1-5

301 Surface Charts: Supplemental Groups; Ship
Synoptic Code; Airways Code; pages 5-9

302 Surface Charts: METAR Code; Local Area
Charts; pages 9-15

303 Upper Air Charts: Radidsonde Code; Part A
(Radiosonde Code); pages 15-20

304 Upper Air Charts: Part B (Ra'diosonde
Code); Parts C and D (Radiosonde Code);
TEMP SHIP (Radiosonde Code); Upper
Wind Code; pages 20-25

305_ Upper Air Charts; Constant Pressure Charts;
Thermodynamic Diagrams; Winds Aloft
Chart; Hodograph Chart; pages 25-28

Guide
, Numbers

307 Introduction to Weather Communications
and Editing; Weather Communications
Systems; pages 36-41

308 Weather Data Requirements; pages 42-43

309 Communication's Manuak and. Procedures:
Types of Communications Manuals and
Regulations; AFCSR 105-2, Volume II;
pages 43-47

310 Communications Manuals and Procedures:
Mafntaining Manuals and Regulations; Tape
Preparation; Communications Terms; Evalul.,
ation orCommunications Data; pages 47-51

314 Weather Editing; pages 52-55

312 Introduction to Electronic Data Processing;
Processing Raw Data; pages 56-61

306 Aircraft Codes; pages 28-3.5 313 Equipment and Operations; pages 61-64
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CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES.
The following exercises are study aids. Write yemr answo.s in pencil in the space pmvided after each

erercise. Immediately after completing each set of exerciiet check your responses against the answers for

that set. Do not subthit your answers to ECI for grading.

CHAPTER 1

Section 1 -

, .

9bjectwes: To be able to describe the various.surface weather code formats, to identify regional coding yr

itariations, and to apply this knowledge in plotting charts with adequate coverage.

NOTE: Review exercises ltthrotigh 14 are related to land synoptic code.

I. Why is it necessary to plot smaller on some surface charts than others? (1-1, 2)

4* .

2. What publication describes the various synoptic codes and the encoding of the individual elements? (1-3)

3. Why is it necessary to be aware of the regional variation in synopiic codeN1-4)

4. In land synoptic code, how manygroups are considered mandatoiy? (1))

5. What does i-sky cover and wind group reported as :`62710".indicate? (1-7-9; Table 1)

What doei the weather group ."ww" reported as 19 indicate? (1-11)
,

7. In sypoptic code' , is the iiressure encoded? 1-13)

r
S. What does the first digit of the cloud co ,group (Nh) ripresent?(1.-15)

,

9. What is the last mandatory group for all regions? (1-18, 19)

;.)



1 . The supplementary graups basiCally accomplish the task of or adding
the information in the mandatory groups. (1-20)

11. In the supplementary groUp 7RRR1S, what does the "RR" represent? (1-22)

12. What regions report the cloud layer group 8N5Ch5hs? (1-26)

13. What doei4he supplementary group "2////" represent? (1-30)

-
",r

14. Within Region IVwhat indicatOr group is the last coded group that 1s ref)orted? (1-36)

NOTE: Review exercises 15 through 18 pertain to ship., syno.plicbcode.

15. Wilen4ng at synoptic code, what is your fry clue that you are looking at ship synoptic code?
(1-40) ,

16. When plotting ship i'ynoptic coae (YYGGi,), what does the group (iw) represent if it is encoded "0"
or "I"? (1-41)

17. What is the main difference between the temperature of sea data,reported in the "0" and "1" indicator
groups? (1-4j, 44)

18. What.do the digits (EsEs) of the ice data represent? (1-45)

,

NOTE: Review exercises 19 through 21 pertain to airWays code..

19. Basically, how many plotting incideIs are,provided for airways code? (1-46)

20. What code format is generally used in the continental U.S. to plot lbçaI surface charts? (1-46, 47)

rIr
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21. What are several items that might cause aTorecaster to request a local area chrt? (1.48)

NOTE: Review exercises 22 through 39 pertain'to METAR-code.

22. When is it mandatory for a time group to be included with METAR rep:ins? (1-50)

23. What does a wind group of "27050" indicate? (1-51)

24. How is the viiibility data reported? (1-52)

25. *How is runway visibility reported? (1-53)

26. What does the data 9Straicate? (1-54)

o

27. What is the maximum number of cloud layers that maY be sent with one METAR report? (1-57)

28. How many reportable cloud typesare there in METAR code? (1-58)
____

_

249., In what situation may two cloud types ar the same level be reported? (1-60

30. HQIN iS temperature of -3° C., reporied? (1:62)

_
31. What -difference is.there between METAR and SPECI reports? (

.
,

32. How does the LASC differ fromthe LAWC? (1-.6131

4

3

_
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33. List four surface weather codes that can be plotted on locally produced charts. (1-70)

,tr34. If two pilot reports are received for the same location and report the same phenomena, what should
be dore (1-74).

35. Why are pilot reports of great value to the forecaster? (1-75)

36. How are radar reports plotted on a surface map? (1-77; Fig. 3)

37. What are the three items that should be entered when plotting the significant parts of a radar report?
(1-77)

38. On what chart would art observer normally plot a severe weather advisory and when? (1-78, 79)

39. Why is it important to know the correct chart scale ivhen plotting severe weather advisories on locally
prepared charts? (1-79)

Section 2

Objectives: To be able to explain and decode radiosonde and upper wind codes; and to describe h9w constant
pressure charts, wind aloft and hodograph charts, and Skew-T diagrams are plotted from data solaces such as
radiosonde 6ode and upper wind code.

1. What is the purpose-of upper air charts? (2-1)
4

2. Intp how many parts are radiosonde codes divided and how a they transmitted? (2-4, 5)

a. -Wha,c parts.of the radio drail) e contairis the man tory levels? (2-6)

5
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4: What are the standard observation times for radiosonde code? (2-7)

7
S. Decode the following messageIdentification: TT 78001 72248. (2-10-13)

.0

6. In which part of radiosonde code can you find surface wind data? Name the indicator for the surface

level in that part. (2-14)

7. Decode the following Part A mandatory level height groups:

a. 85551.
b. 701176.
c. 40755.
d. 20229.
(2-17, 18)

363

8. The value of ."TT" indicates the temperature. in whole degrees for appropriate

levels.*(2-23)

9. Decode the following radiosonde temperature and wind groui3s: 28664 07505. (2-24-28)

a

10. What does 88999 mean in the tropopause section of Part A? (2-29,.30)

11. Which of the two indicators for maximum wind shows that the maximum wind level is below ierminating

level? (2-31)
SY) 6

12. 'How would yoil interpret a maximum wind section containing four groups ofdata(2-32)

*

13. What is the primary difference between Part A and Part B of the radiosonde code i1i determining tile

levels transmitted? (2-34)

-a

14, The format for Part A and Part,B are identical except for what one iteln? (2-35)

),
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15. If the forecaster asked-you to extract the surface level data frod a radiosonde code.report, haw would
you locate this data? (2-36)

.1 . What is the lowest pressure which may be reported as a significant level in Part of the radiosonde
code? (2-37)

,

17. A radiosonde report in the U.S. reported 31313 25hhh TTI'a ddfff in Part B. What data do these
groups transmit? (2-38) .

18. Wliatkintof.data follows the 51515 group in the radiosonde code? (2-39)

19. What data is transmitted in the early transmission message? (2-40)

20.1 When the stability index is coded bet4en 01 and 40, is the atmosphere stable or unstable? (2-41)

21. What does the additional data group 10196 mean? (2-42)

4".

22. What paxt of the radiosonde code contains the mandatory and significant data above.100 mb? (2-44)

23. The geographical location and station numbering of a ship station cannot be expressed by an (Ilin)
identification section. What replaces this group for a ship station? (2-49) .

24. What is meant by a Marsden.Square? (2-51)

25. What is-the-col:le name:for upper wind data front a landstation? (2-52)

. .

Upper wind data is normally available how many times a day and what are these times? (2-54)

\
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27. What does the identification code of "3" in upper wind code indicate? (2-55) 4

28. The mandatory levels for upper wind code is the same as (2-56)
1

29. If the maximum windin Part A for upper wind code (HmHmHmHm).is encoded as."1400,"what is the
actual height and h7w did you arrive at this figure? (2-61, 62)

/

30. When plotting oonstant pressure charts the darkened circle means the dewpoint depression is
or . (2-66)

31. What is wrong,with this plotted wind? (2-67)

4, ,_

Ng s a,

32. What is the sequence of colors for plotting three soundings on a Skew-T? (2-69, 70)'

33. How should winds be plotted on the Skew-T chart? (2-74)

, e.

34. What is the purpose of a winds aloft chart? (2-78)

35. What is a hodograph chart and what is its purpose? (2.79)
4.

/
Section 3 .-

,-

s.

Objectives: To be able to idenify the elemtpts of eachaaircraft code and their proper usage in the plotting
function on local area charts. ,

7

1. What code is used for recording weather parameters an scheduled-weather reconnaissance flights?
(3-2)

s
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4
. Of what value is it to be familiar with theidentirication and time groups of RECCO codes? (3-5, 6)

3. Decode the following-portion of a RECCO code report: 97779 12304 21363 41532. (3-5-9)
4

4. Why is it important to check the RECCO coding instructions for the d1 value? (3-10)

5. How,is a calm wind encoded for direction? (3-11)

6.

v f

How Zre negative teinperattires encoded in the temperature and weather group (TTTuT)? (3-12)

- 7. What method isCied to`determine the pressure level in the RECCO observation? (3-13)

8. When more than three layers clouds are reported in RECCO cloud data, what is required? (3-15)

9. What is the primary difference between the "4" and "5" indicator groups in RICCO code?
(3-18-20)

10. What is the primary difference between the 6, 7, and 8 indicator groups? (3-22-30)

11. When would use of thubbreviated RECCO plotting model be most appropriate? (3-32),

12. Why' is it imperative to Le the precise coding format for COMBAR reports? (3-33)

13. What fOrm is used to record COMBAR code? (3-36)

14. What is the main difference in the coding instructions fos latitude and longitude in COMBAR reports
as compared to other aircraft reports:such as RECCO code? (.3-37)

9



15. What would an aircraft height reported as "175" in COMBAR code actbally represent? (3-38)

16. How would a temperature of +10° C., be reported in COMBAR code? (3.39)

17. What doekthe letter identifier prefixing wind data in COMBAR reports incliae? (3-40)

a

18. What would a.D.'Value of P0150 at 300-mb level indicate in a COMBAR report? (3-41)

.."
19. What do the following plain lanwage groups mean in the COMBAR report?

"EXIVNT" (BBBbbb).
b. GOOD (VVVV).
C. CBB (N1N2N3).
(3-42-44)

20. When contrails are Jobserved, they are reported as "PRST" or "NPRS", what is the meaning of these
plain language remarks? (3-46)

21. When is aircraft heading.data reported in COMBAR reports? (3:47)

22. What form is utilized by military aircraft to record AIREP code? (3-50)

23. What information is deleted from AIREP code before transmission over teletype and 'why? (3-52)

24. On what type of chart is AIREP code usually plotted? (3-53)

3 -
'
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CHAPTER 2

Sections 4 and 5

Objectives: To show a knowledge of the use of AWS, AFCS, and communications manuals and regulations in
determining weather data availability, message content, and data sources. Further, to be able to recall the
general operating procedures of the military and civilian weather communications networks and the observer's
relationship to thesq networks. Further, to be able to describe the principles involved in the worldwide
'exchange of weather data.

1.. Long-line dissethination of weather data between military weather stations is done by

, which is operited by leather editors and AFCS personnel.
(4-1)

2\What are the USAF/DCS Weather Communications Networks? (4-2)

3. What is the mission of the USAF/DCS Weather Networis? (4-3)

4. What communications responsibilities does,,AFCS have in the collection and dissemination of military
weather data? (4-4)

r

iiS. What are two primary services COMET I provides a typical weather detachment? (4-7,8)

6. Why are COMET II A and COMET II B considered as two independent circuits? (4-9)

7. As an observer, how,do you use COMET Il A and B? (4-10)

8. What is the primary service COMET III provides? (4-12)

, 9. As an observer, what is your main task in relation to the FAA weather communications? (4-15)

10. What is the purpose of the Modernized Weather Teletypewriter Communications System (MWTCS)?
(4-16)

a 57
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11. What type of weather data is received over Service A? (4-17)
.

i

12. What type of wat1ir data is received over Service C? (4-18)
len

-

,

-

13. As an observer, what is the significance of your weather station duties to AWNi (4-19)

..

...

14. Where is the "hub" of AWN located? (4-22)

I ;11

15. What is the purpose of the ATN circuit? (4-24, 25)

16. What is the oblective of the facsimile systems? (4-26)

.)

,

17. Which facsimile circuit is considered the basic weather graphics network? (4-29)

e

18. Whai facsimile circuits.transmit satellite charts? (4-31, 32)

19. Which facsimile is a military network?. (4-33)

20. How is the quality of facsinule charts e.valuated by weather personnel? (4-35, 36)

f

21. What are the four major categories of weather data requirements? (5-1)
1.. ....

f .7

22. Who is responsible for establishgig the weather data requirements? (5-2)
e

t

p

23, How many categories are there under which data requirements may be submitted and what are

,',
. it

12

,

1
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24. If a data request is necessary to meet noimal mission changes, which category wouid it be submitted
under? (5-3)

25. Requests for routine data are made on what form? (5-3)

3 90

26. If a data request is needed to meet requitements generated by "no notice" exercises, which category /would it be submitted under? (54)

27. Under what conditions may the immediate category be used? (5-5)

28. When using the inunediate category how should the request be accomplished? (5-6)

29. Who is responsible for the overall management of the data requirements program? (5-7)

30. .How often must copies of in'dividual unit data requirementS be forwarded for certification? (5-8)

-
- Section 6

t-

Objectives: To show a knowledge of the use of AWS WBAN manuals and AFCS regulations in determining
weather data availability, message content, and data sources. Further, to be able to describe the formats
for tape preparation, identify operating signals, vid describe communications evaluatipn.

1. Which volume of AWSM 105-2 series applies tO all Units, reiard1e4 of location? (6-1)

2. What subject does AWSM 105-2, Volume I, deal with? (6-2)

3. What publication would you use to decode a weather message heading? (6-2:4)

ot 13
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4. Howls a weither message heading indicated on bulletins of similar conteut for the same geoglphical

area? (6-5)

4

5. What does the "ICAO" Wentirier in a weathewssage heading tell you? (6-6)

6. Whal is the primary reason for the network withdlawing weather messages from the circuit? (6-8)

4

.

7. What action should you take if you are responsible foi oiiginating a particular weather message but

it is not ready for transmission? (6-10)'

S. What does "4GR 300" indicate about a message found in Nfolume II of AWSM 105-2? (6-12)

9. What is the meaning of the term "half-duplex circuit? (6-15)

10. Who is responsible for enforcing circuit discipline on weather circuits? (6-16)

11. What type of report is prepared by a weather relay center for substandard performance of a'Station?

(6-19)

12. What publication should you de to find the actual time a weather message is transmitted over

COMET II? (6121-23)

13. Why is it so important io properlyKaintain your ,communicaticms manuals and regulatibns? (6-25)

414.

14. What is the meaning of the abbreviation MANAM? (6-26)

15. When posting printed changes arid revisions what tells you their currency date? (6-27, 28.)



MD.

1

16. What regulation concerns the posting of changes? (6-29) /

17. Whai is the purpose of having 7 LETTERS as a tape tail on each weather telethe tape that you
prepare? (6-31)

18. What hifference exists between the tape tails for H-time and T-time reports? (6-35)

19. For a conection of RAREPs, who puts the data identifier at the beginning of the collective? (6-36)

20. When you miss a scheduled airways observation (hourly") transmission, what action must you tal)?
(6-38)

21. in what case are correltions to weather messages transmitted? (6-39)

22. *hat manual provides a list of operating signals? (6-41)

23. What are some of the essential data that must be included with TYPN,O(OK) mtssages? (6-43)

24. /What criteria does a KAWN use in determining whether a teletype violation is a major or minor
violation? (6-47)

25. If you prepare a teletype tape with SOM functions in excess of the standard 10 functions, what type
of discrepancy would you likely receive from KAWN? (6.47, 48)

26. A facsimile chart may be graded as .2 if not more than percent of the chart is lost.
(6-50)
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Section 7 #-

Objectives: To be able to define terni such as m4sage interpretation and preparation, withdrawal, alternate
bulletin, urgent or, immediate requests, strays, MD , STALIB, STATS, and "forget" routine; further, to be
able to list weather data sources and describe editing duties such as monitoring and maintaining logs.

1. Why arrweather observers assigned as editors to majOr and minor communicatiOns centers? (7.1)
"".

2. What is tl}e,meaning of the abbreviation ADWS? (7-2)

3. What types of weather communications circuitry provide data to an ADWS? (1-2) ,

4. For whom do the minor relays provide weather data? (7-2)

. 5. What are the primary working tools for the weather editor? (7-5)

6. What magual prescribes the weather messages for editing sections? 7-6)

7. Why is it so important for the weather editor to monitor the intercept positions? (7-10, 11),

8. What is meant 14jhe term "message interpretation"? (7-12)

9. What is meant by the term "message preparation"? (7-13)

--*10. What is an alternate bulletin? (7-16) ".

What is message withdrawal? (7-17)

12. What are URGENT or IMMEDIATE requests for data? (7-18)

A
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i

13. Why must siecial logs be maintained on URGENT and IMMEDIATE requests for data? (7-18),lf .,
1

i

4

f"

14. Who maintains logs and records of alternate bulletins? (7-19)

15. , What is the primvy duty of a weather editor assigned to an automated editing seclion? (7-20)

16. What data seurces are available to the manual and automatic weather editing sections for weatItermessage preparation? (7-8, 21)

17. What is a "strays" position? (7-22)
I

18. What is the MDL? (7-23)

19. What is the STALIB? (7.24)

,

t

26. What is a "forget" routine? (7-27)

<

21. What is the purpose of a "STATS" routz4? (7-30)

CHAIIIYI'ER 3

Sections 8 and 9

f

<

st

, Objectives: To be able to describe the various computer programs and systems, identify the operationsof data processing equipment, identify the duties of computer personnel, and describe tape management.
1.1 What program makes it possible for the primary computer system to receive and procep raw data,and transmit filaished products? (8.1)

'I

0
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2. Where is the raw data put after batch processes it? (8-1, 3)
. .

i

. 3. What is the name of the program which processes raw dataT (8-3)

/-

4. Since the primary computer system only can receive and process...raw data, how do the other thiee

systems maintain Tent data base?1,(84)

.le

5. Whafare "program files"? (8-5)
t

6. What "files" does the runstream program tape put into the computer systems? (8-6)

-

7. What program must be running in the computer in order to start a batch? (8-7)

-,.

1

8. What does the "RFMCFP" program produce? (8-8)

9. What program must be running in the computer before the RFMCFP program can produce its

information? (8-9)

1.. 10. If it becomes necessary to remove the RTOS' program from the computer while the RFMCFP program

is running, how will the RFMCFP program be affected? (8-10)

4

i

11. Once the RTOS Program tape has been read into the coniputer and program flies established, how

is RTOS brought to an active status? (8-12)

12. What does the real time relay (RTR) program do? (8-14).. '

..
f

13.. Where is this data obtained for the-Severe Weather (SWX) program? (8-15)

..;

s

$
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14. Part one of the SWX program puts datainto the computer syitem. What does part two do? (84.6)

15. Of the four computer systems in AFGWC, which one produces all classified products? (8-17)

16. When System 4 is required to run full backput for,System 1, why must the logical system number be
changed to "1"? (8-18)

17. Can we ther programs which require live transmission on System 1 be run on System 4 without
chan g logical system numbers? (8-20) .

18. Since System 41s considered the backup system for System 1, does this meah that System 4. remains
idle until required for backup? (8-21).

19. What computer system is used for "deitelopment jobs"? (8-22)
a

20. How are development jobs started in the computer? (8-22)

21. What component controls the entire computer system? (9-3)-
)

1

22. Which of the sYstem's team members maintains the system's checklist? (9-7)

23. Which duty of the console operator is considered most important? (9-9)

24. Who has the primary responsibility of logginkand filing magetic tapes? (941)

25. Why is-careful maintenance of magnetic tapes important? (9-12) ,

19
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26. What is the 'responsibility of the systems duty officer (SDO)? (9.15)

.

9 . ,t . i
7: 27. Upon whose.shoulder does tti&overallzesponsibility,for the actual operation'of the computers

---' fall? (946). __ . . -a .. /

28. ..What is the team chiefs m9st`yaluab1enanagement tool? (9.16)

. , i
A .

. -1 : y
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ANSWERS FOR CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

CHAPTER 1

Section 1

It is necessary to vary the size ofyour plotting because some surface ,charts cover a much larger area
and are drawh on a smaller scale. Ifyou plot large, it would obscure-many stations on a small-scale
chart.

2. The Federal Afeterorological Handbook No. 2 describes the various regibeal code, at well ascoding
of individual elements.

.2

, 3. You must know the regional variations in order to correctly decode synoptic code.

4.. The rust six groups are mandatory for all regions. t.
5. "6/8" total sky cover, wind direction 270°; and windspeed of 10 knots.

That a funnel cloud occurred during that observation time period.

7. The pressure is encoded to the neaiest tenth ofa millibar,

1

8. he total amount of all low clouds present, or the total amount of all middle clouds when low clouds
are not observed.

.
9. The, dewpoint and 'pressdre tendency group (TdTdapp) is the last mandato group.

- 10. Supplementing; to.

11. Most areas of the world r ort the total amount of p'recipitation for the last 6 hours (RR) in either
hundreds of an inch or millimeters.

4
12. Regions IV and V, at designated stations in these regions(

13. Precipitation occurred during the previous 24 hours, but the amount cannot be accurately
determined.

14. The "4" indicator iroup is the last coded group that is reported.

15. The synoptic codetfor ships contain the identifier "SHIP" or the actual name of the ship.

16. If the digit reported for Ow) is either "0" or "1" the winds are in meters per second. rather than
knots.

17. The temperature of sea data in the "0" indicator group is coded in half degrees Celsius, whereas the
"1" indicator group provides the temperature of the sea to the nearest tenth of a degree-and is read

-direct if the temperature is above 0° Celsius.

18. The digit (Vs) of the ice group gives the ice thickness idcentimeters.
4
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19. Four plotting models are provided for plotting airways code.

i20.

Airways code is used almo redjaily at most continental U.S. weather stations for plotting local

surface charts.

21. They may require a special local chart for tracking a fast moving front, a depictir-of ceiling
layers in the area, a severe weather outlook, or an analysis of precipitation amounts and rate of

mo4ment.

22. When the actual report time differs from the collective time by more than 10 minutes.

23. The mean direction and speed of The wind for the 10-minute period preceding the observation was

270° at 50 knots.

;24. In 100-meter increments up to 5000 meters and 1000-meter increments from 5000 to 9000 meters.

25,Runway visibility is repeated in meters.

26. It means thunderstorm is occUrring at the time of the observation.

27. ThreCif no cumulonimbus clouds ire present;.four ifihey are present.

8. There are lneportable cloud types in METAR code.

29. If the lesser cloud type (amount) is cumulonimbus, it is reported separately.

30. A temperature of minus three is reported 1403."

31. SPECI reports differ from METAR reports by including ? time with each report and omitting the

temperature/dewpoint and altimeter data.

32. The LASC requires the use of a more complete analysis; hende it requires more plotting elements.

.33. Airways, METAR, ship synoptic, and land synoptic.

,34. Plot the latest report.

35. PIREPS are of great value to the forecaster because the pilot is in a position to detect severe weather

development that has not been previously identified on radarscopes.

36. Outline the dimensions of the radar echo area and enter the significant parts of the report within

the outlined area.

37. The reports should i clude the movement, size, and intensity.

38. On a LAWC, if requested by the forecaster.

39. To insure that the advisory is plotted at the correct location.
,
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Section 2

1. Upper au charts are used for forecasting loud thunderstorm activity, because thunderstorm agtivitY
is based primarily on variances inthe atmosphere.

2. Radiosonde code is divided into four parts, A, B, C, and D. Parts A and B are in the first transmission,
and C and D are in the second transmission.

.3. Parts A and C are composed of mandatory levels.

4. The standard times are 0000 and 1200 GMT.

5. TT Radiosonde cods, Part A. ,
78XXX Windspeeds reported in knots.
78XXX Sounding taken on 28th day of the month GMT.
)0(00X SLandard time of observation at 0000 GMT.
XXXX1 Winds reported up to and including 100mb.
72XXX Geographical block area 72 (Vnited States).
XX248 Station Identifier (Shreveport, La.).

6. Part A, indicator 99.

.0"
7. a. 850 mlfat-1551 meters MSL.

k b. 700 mb at 3176 meters MSL.,
c. 400 mb at 7550 meters MSL.
d. 200 mb at 12290 meters MSL.

8. Celsius.

9. Temperature: 28.6° C.
Dewpoint depression: 14°.
Wind direction: 75°.
Wind speed: 5 (knots or meters per second according to units specified in identification section).

10. No tropopause observed below 100 rnb.

11. 77. t
12. The first two groups represent the absolute maximum; the last two groups add a secondary

muirnum.
. 1

13. In Part A the mimber of levels are fixed (standard levels), while Part B contains as many levels as
necessary to show the significant changes of tempsrature or humidity within the sounding.

14. The exception is the wind indicator, Id. No winds are included in Part B; therefore, Id is always
reported as a solidus.

15. Surface level data can be found in two places in a radiosonde code report. It is the first standard
isobaric level and is prefixed by a "99" indicator. It is also repeated as the first significant level, but
in this case is indicated by a "00."

^
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16. No significant levels for pressures lower than 100 mb are reported in Part B.

17. The height, temperature, dewpoint depression, and winds for the 250-mb level.

.18. The groups contain data in regionally adopted code form that cannot otherwise be included in the
message.

19. The 850-, 700- and 500-mb standard levels and the stability index.

20.. Stable.

21. Early transmisston of 850-, 700-, 500-mb data and stability follows.

22. All mandatory levels above 100 mb are reported in Part C, and significant levels in Part D.

23. The identification section is replaced by the ships latitude, longitude, and Marsden Square number.

24. It is an area on a map with the sides represented by 100 of longitudelnd 100 latitude and is used to
identify ship position.

25. The code name for upper wind data isTILOT.

2. Upper wind data is normally available four times a day at 0000Z, 0600Z,1200Z, 1800Z.

27. It means the method of obtaining the wind report was with radar.

- 28. Radiosonde code.

29. The true eigh can be obtained by inultiplying the reported value by 30 (1;:t00 X 30 = 42,000 feet).

30. Five degrees; less.

31. The "X" denoting a missing windspeed should be plotted at the end of the wind shaft.

32. flack, blue for 12 hours later, and red for 24 hou.s after black trace.

33. Wind shafts and barbs should be used and they should be plotted in the same color as the sounding
curve.

34. A winds aloft chart is used to depict the wind field over*a large horizontal area.

35. A hodograph chart is a wind chart that shows the vertical distribution of winds above an observation
point.

4

Section 3

I. RECCO code isijsed to record weathtr parameters on scheduled Weather reconnaistance'aircraft
flights.

24
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2. These groups indicate the height units used for the report and the type of humidity data reported,

3. The identification group 97779 indicates radar was used for determining heights in meters; the time
group 1230 indicates 1230 GMT time, code figure 4 at the end of time group indicates dewpoint is
available; the report is for Monday (2); the aircraft is in the Northern Hemispheie (1) at 36.3° N. and
41.5° W; turbulence value of 3; and are f 'c flight conditidn value is 2.

4. The dt value tells you whether the winds are off position.

5. When the d is calm, "00" will be coded for di ction.

6. Negative temperatures are coded with "50" added to the temperature.

1. The value reported for "j" is a code value that is used to identify the pressure level for the observation.

8. When more than three layers are reported, an additional "1" group is sent to report the amounts of
the additional layers.

9. The "5" indicator group reports surface wind direction to eight points of the compass and speed m
Beaufort terms. It also reports information on the state of the sea and direction of the swell. The "4"
indicator group reports wind direction and speed only.

4
IO. The "6" indicator group reports significant weather on or off course, whereas the "7" indifator group

reports icing information, and the "8" indicator group reports radar echo information.

11. The abbreviated plotting model is generally used when plotting the observations on the surface chart.

12. The slightest deviation in format prevents automatic decoding by the computers.

13. AWS Form 81 is used to record COMBAR reports.

14. The latituae andatongitude are reported to the nearest minute in COMBAR reports, rather than to.
the nearest tentlebf a degree as in RECCO code.

15. A flight level of 17,500 feet.

, 16. It would be coded as "P10."

17. The navigational Method uSedip determine the wind data.

18. The height of the 300-mb level is 150 feet above the standard height of the 300 mb.

19. a. Turbulence; extreme, intermittent.'
b. Visibility; over 3 nautical miles.
c. Sky cover; clear below flight levels, broken at flight level, and broken above flight level.

20. "PRST" means persistent contrails, and "NPRS" means nonpersistent contrails.

21. Aircraft heading data is reported when clear air turbulence is reported.

. 25
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22. MAC Form 193 is used to record AIREP code by military aircraft.

23. Next position information is deleted because it contains nothing of meteorological significance:

24. AIREP code is usually plotted on constant pressure charts.

CHAPTER 2

Sections 4 andl

1. Automatic collection-dissemination sy'stem.

373

2. The USAF/DCS weather networks are comprised of the weather teletype, AWN, facsimile, and
global intercept and broadcast networks.

3. The mission of the USAF/DCS weather Networks is to provide communications service for Air
Weather Service in support of their zlobal mission and other DOD agencies.

4. AFCS is responsible for maintaining detailed communications instructions and operating schedules.

5. COMET I -provides a means of disseminating observations by long line from ROS. In additio to
this, the COMET I receive-only termination at the weather station provides the forecaster with a
source of current observations.

6. COMET II B is connected to COMET I during hourly airways collections periods 4.) the purpose of
relaying airways data. Following this period, COMET II B becomes as independent circuit for
the dissemination of data collected on COMET II A.

7. You use COMET II B to disseminate support data, such.as PIREPs, RAREPs, NOTAMs, and TAF
reports, by long-li4e transmission from your station. You receive in5oming operational weather
support data over OMET II.

LL o
8. COMET flI proviclpia method of receivihg operational support dala such as, forecasts, upper air

data, synoptic data..

9. As an observer, my main task is to receive the.incoming bulletins from the FAA circuits and to
file them.

10: The MWTCS consolidates the circuit control and relay functions of FAA communicationsi
circuitsservices A, C, and 0.

11. The Service A civilian weather circuit transmits hourly airways reports from throughout the United
States. In addition, Service A transmits operational support data suchas PIREPS, RAREPs.

12. Service C transmits synoptic code data, upper air data, and other data coded in international weather
code forms.

*i

13. Asin observer, the quality ofmy transmitted weaker messages determines the success of AWN.

,:"
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14. The"hub" of AWN is the ADWS center located at Carsw4FB, Texas.

Ilt
18. The FOFAX GF 10206,7, and 8 transmit selected satellite charts. /

i

IS. The purpose of the ATN circuit is to support the wqrldwide network of solar optical, radio and

16. The objective of the facsimile systems is to transfer information quickly, accurately,and reliably.

17. TheNational Facsimile Network (WFX,1234) is considered the basic weather graphics network..

ionospheric observing and forecasting sites located at both civilian and military observatories.

19. The Strategjc Facsimile Network (AFX 109).

20. Upon receipt of facsimile charts, most stations require the person who receives the Chart to
evaluate its quality. The evaluation sg-ale is 3,2, and 1. (Excellent, good, and unacceptable standard.)

21. The requirements fall into four major categories:
a. Meteorological data routinely available in the worldwide weather communications complex, the

sources of which are described in the various military and civil communications publications.
b, Meteorological productrepared by central/centers that do not fall in the category described above.
c. Meteorological data and products specifically tailored to support military command/control

systems.
4. _Meteorological packages containing weather information designed for use in supporting contingency

otkrations.

22. AWS units are responsible for establishing and registering their weather data requirements (through
command channels) with the appropriate AWS theatre agency.

23. There are three categories for submission of di(a requirements. They are routine, urgent, and
immediate.

24. Routine.

,c1110

25. AWS Form 23, MANAM Action Request.

26. Urgent.

4.

27. The inunediate category is used when the data tupport is required to meet tactical action orjsituation
gravely affecting the national security.

28. For direct support under irnniediate(conditions use the most expeditious means available.

29. AWS theater MANAM agencies are responsible within their respective areas of interest.

30. Annually, pripr to 15 January.

Section 6

It Volume of AWSM 2 series applies to all units regardless of location.
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2. AWSM 105-2, Volume I, deals with communications policies.and responsibilities of AWS units.

3. AWSM 105-2, Volume I.

4. By ppending a number following the data designator and geographical area.

5. The station or center which c9ligicled the'message for transmission.

6. The primary reason is that messages have lost their operational value due to time decay.

7. Transmit "NIL" and follow with an "RTD" message as soon as available.

8. The message is transmitted four times daily and rriay contain as many as 300 groups.

9. The term "half-duplex circuit" Means capable of sending and receiving but not at the same time.

10. The network control st tions (NCSs) are responsible for enforcing circuit discipline.

11. A communications operations report is sent to the station 4mcerned. This report provides sufficiens
data to analyze each phase of operation.

12. AFSCR 105-2, Volume II.

13. If your communications mamials and regulations are not current and readable, they are of no value
to anyone for reference.

14. The ibbreviation MANAM means manual amendments.

1$. en issued, they will indicate the chronological MANAM numbers through which the change is
current.

16. AFR 5-31, Publications Libraries and Operational Publications Sets.

17. With less than 7 LETTERS, the tape does not feed through the transmitter far enough to transmit the
entire text. If more than 7 LETTERS are used, unnecessary impulse's are transmitted."

18. T-time tapes have a 2+41,71-T11.tail; H-time tapes have just 7 LTRS.

19. The lead station in the collective.

20. All scheduled observation transmission which you miss must be transmitted as routine delayed
weather (RTD) in the first T-iiine scan possible. RTDs must Contain the original MANOP heading
time of the bulletin to which they refer.

21. Unless a later transmitted observation corrects the element in error, you must send a corrected
weathernessage.

s 4
22. AWSM 105-2, Volume

28
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23: In each TYPNO(OK) message, include the circuit number, a description of the trouble, and the
MANOP heading of the last message that was received prior to serviceinterruption or the fust
message received after the restoration of service.

24. KAWN cOnsiders any disgepancy that interferes with the orderly flow of traffic to be a major
violation, whereas a minor violation, does not affect the orderly flow of traffic but may cause the
unwarranted ute of service time.

!*/25. This would result in the unnecessary consumptkm of circuit time due to the extra impulses that
would be transmitted before thesactual text of the message entered the transmitter. This is classiflea
as a rubor discrepancy by KAWN.

10.

Section 7

I. , Weather editors are assignedjo major and minor communications centers to provide the technical
knowledge of weather operations and weather message bulleta composition.

2. ADWS means Automatic Digital Weather Switch.

3. Civil international circuits, AFCS.circuits, and radio weather intercepts.

4. They provide weather dyita to AWS units in the local ;rea and to the servicing ADWS center.

The prima
publications.

tools of a weather edito; are civilian and military communications manuals and

6. AWSM 105-2, Volume H.

7. Only the weather editor can identify broadcasts that have gone astray or recognize good weather
data. He also must note and report changes in broadcast content to higher hetadquarters as they
occur.

8. fMessage interpretation means to identify types of data contained in a weather Message, the Rations
contained in the message, and the geographical area and time frame.

Message preparation is the construction of weather bulletins under prescribed headings as directed
AWSM 105-2, Volume II.

10. 4-alternate bulletin is one filed by an editing section that will serve as an acceptable substitute
to replace a missing bulletin.

11. Message wikhdrawal is removal of obsolete or 'superceded weather data from weather circuitry.

12. URGENT or IMMEDIATE requests for data are messages received by an editing section, from AWS
data users, for weather data required to support other than normal operational requirements.

29
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13. Special logs must be maintained on URGENT and IMMEDIATE request for data to assure that all

editors and the section supervisor are aware of the requests so that maximum effort is exerted to

satisfy the request.

14. lkweather editor.

15. Primary duty of an editor assigned to an automated editing section is to' identify and correct message

formats, and reprocess weather information nrecognizable ISSI the computer.
ezu.

16. Sources of data for the manual editing sections use in-weather message preparation are "blind"

radio Weather broadcasts; automatic editing sections have these broadcasts plus militaiy and

civilian sources of data.

17.. A "strays" position is a monitor' position located in the automated editing section that receives all

rejects from the computer.

18. The MDL is a computer protram that controls the distribution of all bulletins scheduled through

the ADWS.

19. The SALIB is a computer program that controls the routing of each weather station report that

comesinto or goes out of your ADWS.

20. A "forget" routine permits the editor to remove rejected, unidentifiable 'data that cannot be

utihied or interpreted by the computer system.

21. A "STATS" routine provides a comparison between the data amounts currently being received and

what is normally received.

CHAPTER 3

Sections"8 and 9

1. Real Time Operating System (RTOS).

2. The lijta base.

3. The batch programs.

4. A program was devised to extrict batched (processed) data from the primary system, put it on

magnetic tape and read the data into the other three systems to update their data base.

5: "Program files" actually instruct the computer to recognize and respond to various key-in functions.

6. Files-for scheduled weather production programs.

7, The RTOS program.

8. Computer flight plans for any part of the world desired.

44'6
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9. -pie RTOS program must be running in the computer or the RFMCFP program simply will not run.

10. The RFMCFP program automatically terminates.

,11. With a key-in.

.12. The (RTR) program is essentially a net watch which sorts data as it is received-in the computer and
autoniatically routes it to SAC support units.

13. Data is compiled by forecasters in the Global Weathers Severe Weather Section.

14. Part two of the SWX program puts together the actual severe weather bulletins that are transmitted
to the field.

15. System 3.

16. The RTOS programs will not allow access to the remote receiving devices from logical System 4.

y
1,-. 17. Yes, throbgh a special computer program called TPEMKR.

18. No, some of its output includes AWN transmission tapes, some System 1 transmission tapes, and
weather programs which provide products for the System 4 high-speed printer. e

19. System 4.

20. They must be started by reading a program card deck into the system through a card reader.

21. The operator control console.

22. The console operator.

23. Monitoring the console printer.

24. The tape librarian.

25. Dirty and/or damaged magnetic tapes can, and have, caused delays in scheduled weather production
programs.

26. The systems duty officer (SDO) provides technical assistance to the computer operating staff.

27. The duty team chief.

28. The systees Checklists.

,
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STOP-
351

I.MATCH ANSWER
SHEET TO THIS
EXERCISE NUM-
BER.

.25251 03 26
EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE

VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

2. USE NUMBER 1 OR
NUMBER 2 PENCIL.

Carefully read the following:

DO'S: ,.

I. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action
to return the answer sheet and The shipping list to ECI immediately, with a
note of eiplanation.

2. Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet alternates across from column
to column.

3. Use a medium sharp #1 or #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.
4. Circle the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your

answers, transfer them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the answer sheet:be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try tO avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.
6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.

7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions 'or comments through your
unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI
Form 17.

DON'TS:

1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review
exercise.

2. Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.

3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape:or mutilate the answer sheet.

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #1 or #2 black lead pencil.

NOTE: TEXT PAGE REFERENCES ARE USED ON THE VOLUME
REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each item number on the VRE
is the Text Page Number where the answer to that item can be located.
When answering the items on the VRE, refer to the Text Pages indicated
by these Numbers. The VRE results will be sent to you on a postcard
which will list the actual Y RE items you missed. GO to the VRE booklet
and locate the Text Page Nan:hers for the items missed. Go to the text and
carefully,review the areas covered by these references. Review the entire
VRE again before you take the closed-book Courr Examination.
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1. (001) *hat publicatton describes the various synoptic codes and the encoding of the individual

ekements?

lli

14

...
Multiple Choice.

. ,

r

a

'a. AWSM 105-22.
b.-AWSM 105-24.

c. FMH1.
d. FMH2.

2. (002) The first digit (N) of the sky cover and wind group (Nddff) reli'resents the

a. total sky cover in'oktas.
if. total sky cover in tenths. .

c. lowest layer amount of sky cover in oktas.
d. lowest layer amount of sky cover in tenths.

i

4

' aa

3. (063) If more than one weather code type occurs, which code number for "ww" in the "VVwwW"
code group has priority over numbers 20 through 49? ,

a. 15. c. 19.
b. 17. d. 21.

4. (003) In synoptic code, the pressure is encoded to the nearest

a. 1/100 of an inch.
b. 1/10 of an inch. .

d. '1/10 of a millibar.
. d. 1/100 of a millibar.

5. (00,4) The.first digit of the cloud code group (Nh) in synoptic code represents the total amount of

a. low clouds and middle clouds present only.
b. low clouds present,g none, then the total amount of middle clouds present only.
c. Iow clouds present, if none, then the total amount of middle clouds and high clouds present.
d. low clouds, middle clouds, and high.clouds present.

,

6. (005) The synoptic code supplementary group that contains a precipitation group of 237 inches is

, I.
a: 737; TWO, c. 737RtS TWO.. b. 737;S: d. 737 Twa

7. (005) The cloud layer group (8N3Ch3h5) inland synoptic code should be reportecrby

a. Region II. c. Regions IV and V.
b. Regions III and IV. t d. Regions V and VI.

;

S.
s

(006). The land synoptic code group (211...R R_ R 1 for Region IV that contain't a precipitation24-24-0-24,
gxoup of 10.01 inches is ..

.

a. 21001.
b. 21007.

c. 20001 ten.
d. /0101 ten.
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91 (007) When looking at a synoptic code, w_hat is-the first clue that indicates' that you are looking

:at the ship trtiolitic ccide? "

a. A latitude and longitude group.
b. A 99 group.
c. The identifier !'SHIP" or the actual ship name.
d. The wave height iroup.

$

10: .007008) When plotting the ship synoptic code (YYGGi:), the group (C) is encoded "0" or "1"
if the

a. waves,are less than 1 foot.
b. winds are in meters per second:
c. winds are in knots.
d. winds are mph.

11. (004) Theship synoptic code (1TwTwrw) group that contains the sea surface temperature of -3.1°C, is

a. 1531.
b. Ion.

1003.
d. 1031 minus.

12. -(008-009) What code format is generally used in the continental United Stites to plot local area
.surface charts?

sly
a. METAR.. c. AIREP.
b. Aero. d. Airways.

13. (009) Generally, each weather station plots a minimum of how many LASC per day (24-hour
period)?

.a. 1. c. 3.
b2. d. 6.f.

14. (009) The type of chart that should be plotted during severe weather is the

a. LASC.
b.. LAWC.

c. hodograph.'
d. Skew-T.

15. (012) The main difference between an LAWC and LASC chart is that an

a. LAWC is used for a more complete analysis than an LASC.
b. LASC is used for a more comfilete analysis than an LAWC.
c. LAWC is used only for the severe weather program.
d. LASC is used only fot analysis of radar reports.

I. (012) If two pilot reports are received for die same location nd the same phenomena, what plotting.
. procedure should be folldwed?

a. Plot both as received. J c. Plot the latest report only.
b. Illustrate the second report. d. Plot the fusyeport only.
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17. (015) What three items are required when plotting the significant parts ofa radar reporth

a. Type, tops, and phenomena.
b. Movement, size, and intensity.

c. Tops, movement, and type.
d. Intensity, type, and movement.

18. (015) On what chart do you normally plot a severe weather advisnry?

a. LAWC. c. LASC.

b. Constant pressure chart. d. Upper air chart.

19. (016) The first transmisiion of the radiosonde code provides

a. Parts A and C of the radiosonde code.
b. sounding data for manditory leyels only.
c. sounding data for regional distribution only.
d. sounding data for all levels occurring at and below 100 mb.

20. (017) If the radiosonde balloon release is made at 1120, what coded time would you report?

a. 1100. c. 1150.
1

b. 1120. d. 1200.

21. (018) A chasacteristic of radiosonde code surface data is that the

-a: -Part A surface indicator is 99.
b. surface winds are found in Part B.
c. indicator 00 indicates surface.data only.
d. surface pressure is reported in tens of millibars.

22. (018 ) Which of the following is coded correctly to indicate the 850-mb standard isobaric level?

a. 00850.
b. 08500.

c. 40850.
.d. 85491.

23. (018-019) Refer to Table 11. What temperature and dewpoint is represented by a temperature

group (TTT.DD) of 12372 when decoded from the radiosonde code?

a. Temperature 12.3, dewpoint 72.
b. Temperature 12.3, dewpoint 7.2.. -

c. Temperature -12.3, dewpoint 22.
d. Temperature 12.3, dewpoint 2.2.

24. (019) Maximum wind is bicluded in Part A of a radiosonde report when it occurs at or. helow

a. 500 mb. c. 100 Mb.

b. 250 mb. d. 50 mb.

25. (020) Significant levels reported in Part B ofthe radiosonde code are not ,slected for pressures below

a. 500 mb.
b. 200 mb.

1`7.

100 mb.
d. 50 mb.
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3c1 326. (021) InThe ridiosonde code, all mandatory levels whose pressure is above 100 mb are reported in

a. Part A. c. Part C. ---- b. Part B. d. Part D...?

'-..,27. (021) Plain language data alway% follows the indicator

a. 51515.
b. 55555.

c. 59999.
d. 95955.

28. (022) The location of a ship at 48.6° north latitude and 4530 west longitude should be encOded
in a TEMP SHIP reirort as

a. 99486 70457 14985." c. .99457 70486 14958.
b. 99486 10457 14985. d. 99457 10486 14958.

29. (022) Upper wind data are normally availableonly at which of the following times?

a. .0300Z and 0600Z.
b. 0300Z, 0900Z, 1200Z, 1800Z.
c. 00002, 0600Z, 1200Z, 1800Z.
d. 00002, 0300Z, 0600Z, 09001, 12001.

30. (024) Mandatory levels for upper wind code are transmitted in

a. Parts A and B.
b. Parts A and C.

c. Parts C and'D.
d. Parts B and C.

31. (025) If the maximum wind in Part A for upper wind code (HmHmliHm) is encoded ai 1200,
whit is the actual-height?

a. 12,000 feet.
b. 24,000 feet.

c. 36,000 feet.
d. 48,000 feet.

32. (025-026) The darkened circle plotted on a constant pressure chart correlates with the plot whose
depresslon is

a. 50 or less.
A b. 10°-or less.

c. 5° or more.
d. 10° or more.

33. (027) What color scheme shows the sequence in which sounaing should be plotted on a Skew-T
chart?

a. Black, blue, and red.
,.b. Blue, black, and red.

c. Blue, red, and black.
d. Red, blue, and black.
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34. (028) Which of the following aircraft codes is used to report weather parameters on nonweather

flights?

a. AIREP.
b. COMBAR.

c. RECCO.
d. PIREP.

35. (028) AWS aircraft using RECCO code should report when dewpoint is available by coding iu as

a. 0. c. 2.
b. 1. d. 4.

36. (029) If the-true airspeed of the aircraft in RECCO code is encoded in the remarkrsection, how

would a true airspeed of 360 knots be encoded?

a. 36. c. 360 kt.
b. 360. d. TAS360. 111P

37. (029) In RECCO code, what coded value of "j" in the group (mjHHH) repiesents a height of 300 mb?

a. 3.
b: 4.

c. 5.
d. 6.

38. (030) When the radio altimeter is inoperative and "9" is encoded (RECCO code) for,"j," the "HHH"

will be coded as

a. /1/.
b. 999.

c. MMM.
d. 013.

39. (030) In RECCO code, a wind from 270° at 164 knots is ,coded as

a. 27164.
b. 47764.

c. 2764 (44E.
cl. 27064 ONE.

40. (031) :The "7" indicatoi group in RECCO code is primarily used to report

a. significant weather onleor off course.

b. icing information. .

c. radar echo information.
d. the state of the sea swells.

41. (032) Which of the f011owing forms is used to record COMBAR code?

a. AWS Form 93.
b. AWS Form 81.

c. MAC Form 80.
d. MAC Form 65.

42. (033) In COMBAR code, the letter deiignator which indicates an overcast sky cover condition is

a. U.
b. 0.

38

c. V.
d. C.
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43. (033) When the plotting of COMBAR reports is required, the reports are normally plotted on

"a. local area charts. c. land synoptie_charts.
b. upper air charts. d. ship synoptic charts.

44. (035) InAIREP code, the four groups that are deleted prior to transmission over teletype are

a. Current-Position Data.
b. Next Position Information:

45. (035) AIRE? code is usually plotted on

a. an LAWC.
b. an LASC.

c. Midpoint Information.
d. Current Weather Data.

c. a Skov-T chart.
d. a constant pressure chart.

46. (036) What system is used to n-line dissemination of weather data between military weather units?

a. Automatic collection-dismination system.
b. National Weather Service ystem.
c. Federal Aviation Agency System.
d. Modernized Weather Teletypewriters Communications System.

47. (036) The mission of the USAF/DCS Weather Networks is to provide communication services for

a. AWS only:
b. DOD agencies only.
c. AWS and other DOD agencies only.
d. AWS, DOD agencies, and FAA agencies.

48. (037) Which of the following capabilities does not apply to COMET III?

a. Receives forecasts.
b. Receives upper air data.
c. Transmits radar reports.
d. Receives synoptic code data.

49. (038) MWTCS cOnsolidates the circuit control and relay functions for Services A and C into a
single relay center located -at the

a. Weather MessageBwitchin Center (WMSC), Kansas City, Missouri.
b. Automated Weather Network (AWN), Relay Center, Carswell AFB, Texas.
c. Tinker Weather Relay Center (KWRF), Tinker AFB,Oklahoma.
d. Fleet Numerical Weather Facility (FNWF)., Monterey, California.

50, (038) Which of thefollowing networks is the primary circuit for collection of airways observations?

a. Service A.
b. Service B.

c. Service C.
d. Service 0.
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51. (038-039) An ADWS (Automatic Digjtal Weather Switch) is not located in

a. Fuchu AS, Japan. c. Carswell AFB, Texas.
b. Clark AB, Philippines. d. NMC, Suit land, Maryland.

52. (039) The Solar Observing and Forecasting Network Organization from ADWS at Carswell AFB,
Texas is

a. COMET I.
b. COMET II.

c. COMET III.
d. ASTRO/Geophysical Teletype Network (ATN).

53. (040) What is the basic objective of the Weather Facsimile Networks?

-a. Transfer information'quickly, accurately, and relialily.
b. Transfer information which is considered an extra copy of the original material.
c. Transmit a graphic product over electrical paths by dividing the image into extremely small round

elements.
d. All of the above objectives.

54: (040-041) If the quality of a facsimile chart is below the acceptable AWS standard, the chart should
be graded 4

a. 4. c. 2.
b. 3. d. 1.

,
55. (041) A category of priority under which data requirements can not be submitted is

'a. an urgent request. c. an immediate request.
b. a routine request: d. a classified request.

4 56. (041) If a datd request is necessary to meet normal mission changes, it would be sent under which

si

priority?

a. Urgent..
b. Routine.

c. Immediate.
d Classified.

57. (042) Under what priority should a data requirement request be sent if the AWS unit was not given
sufficient advance notice for routine action?

i
a. Urgent.
b. Routine.

c. Immediate.
d. Classified.

58, (042) If a data request is required to meet a tactical action or situation gravely affecting the national
security, under what priority should the request be sent?

a. Urgent. .

b. Routine.
-c. Immediate.
d. Classified. .,-

,

59. (059) The volume of communications manual AWSM 105-2 which applies to all units, regardless of

location, is

a. I.
b. II.

c. III.
d. IV.
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60. (044) The primary reason that the network may withdraw a weather messan from the circuit is that
the

a. bulletin contains an improper format.
b. bulletin has too many typing errors.
c. message does not contain a MANOP heading.
d, message has lost its operational valqe due to time decay.

61. (044) The chmmunications voluine which contains the listing of weather messages is the

,Aok-a. AWSM 105-2, Volume 1, c. AFCSR 105-2, Volume I.
b. AWSM 105-2, Volume II. d. AFCSR 105-2, Volume II.

62. (046) Tlie communications volume which provides general policies on weather message preparation isthe

a. AWSM 105-2, Volume H.
,b. AWSM 105-2, Volume I.

c. AFCSR 105-2, Volume II.
d. AFCSR 105-2, Volume I.

63, (047-048) How many typing characters are required for the leader and tail on an H-tinie tape?

a. 7 LTRS (leader) 10 LTRS (tail).
b. 10 LTRS (leader) 7 LTRS (tail).
c. 7 LTRS (leader) 2 LF 10 LTRS (tail).
d. 10 LTRS (leader) 2 LF 7 LTRS (tail).

64. (048) During T-time special collection, the data identifier is supplied by the

a. net control station.
b. weather relay facility.
c. Collective's leact station.
d. individual sending stations.

(048) RTDs are messages transmitted during

a. T-time general scan collection.
b. T-time special collection.
c. H-time scan. .

d. H-time.

66. (050) Who has the initial responsibility in grading and evaluating facsimile product quality?'

a. KAWN.
b. AWS unit.

c. Local AFCS units. ,

d. Communications management office.

41
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67. (051) What is the primary source of weather data available to an editor assigned to a manual editing

function?

a. Other AFCS relay centers.
b. USAF radio weather broadcasts.
c. "Blind" radio WMO weather broadcasts.
d. USAF and friendly military weather broadcasts.

68. (052) What steps are used in message interpretation?

a. Identifying the data type and changing the received heading to the prescribed heading.
b. Identifying the data type, the source of the data, and the AFCS operator that copied the data.

c. Identifying the date-time group and stations reporting and assembling one-line observations into

multilined messages.
d. Identifying the FM data type, the date-time group of the data, the stations reporting, and the

geographical area the bulletin covers.

69. (052) Data received from "blind" intercepts are usually

a. interpreted by AFCS personnel.
b. clear, correct weather bulletins that need little chaneng.
c. -garbled, incorrectly formated, and in a generally unsuitable condition for interpretation by anyone

but a skilled weather editor.
d. garbled, incorrectly formated messages that may be easily correctedby the editor with the help

of AFCS communicators.

.70. (052) Message preparation at a manual editing section is the procedure through which the weather

editor

a. decides what type data he has and what to do with it.
b. decides what type data he has and constructs weather kulletins under prescribed FM type headings.

c. constructs weather bulletins under prescribed FM type headings and transmitMem to the users.

d. constructs weather bulletins under prescribed FM type headings for transmission by AFCS.

71. (052) Followup action on messages prepared by the editor assuresr that the message has been

transmitted.
identified.

c. properly logged.
d. put in the correct format.

72. (052-053) Message withdrawal notices provide for the removal of

a. suPerseded or obsolete weather messages.
b. all weather messages from a circuit that is backlogged due to circuit outage.
c. all data 3 hours old for the transmission of more current data.
d. certain lengthy messages from backlogged circuits to assure transmission of shorter messages.
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73. (053) An URGENT or IMMEDIATE request for data is a request for data

a. not available and required by AFCS for transmission now.
b. by AWS units to support other than normal operational requirements.
c. originated by the editor to meet his prescribed'bulletin requirements.
d. originated by the editor because all of his data sources have gone off the air.

74. (053) The primary duty of an editor assigned to an Automatic Digital Weather Switch Center (ADWS)is

a. identical to th f a manual weather editor.
b. to operate the colrputer system.
c. to correct message formats and remove data from the system that is unrecognizable by the computer.
d..to correct message formats and reprocess weather information which is not recognizableby thecomputer.

75, (054) The STALIB computer program

a. controls each and every weather reporting station that comes into or goes out of the ADWS.b. routes and distributes all messages that*m9nto or go out of the ADWS.
c. aids the editor in bulletin preparation within the ADWS.
d. is used in determining where data should be sent.

5qcf

76. (054) The editor must initially correct and reprocess data received from the computer

a. immediately.
b. as soon as possible, but With no time limits established.
c. within 3 minutes.
d. within 5 minutes.

77. (054) "Stats" are statistical routines that are

a. issued by the editor for computer programming. .1t,
b. used by AWS to determine the amount of data trarkiitted.
c. used by AFCS to compare current data transmission7with normal flow.
d. issued by the computer to compare data amounts currently being received with what is normally

received.

78. (056) What program makes it poiiible for the primary system to receive live data, process it, and
transmit finished products to the field?

.*
a. RFMCFP.
b. SWX.

c. RTR.
d. RTOS.
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79. (056) Raw data received at AFGWC

a. are of immediate value for use in scheduled weather program.
b. are stored on one of the Mass storage drums until needed by scheduledweather prpgrams.

c. cannot be used-for weather programs until they are processed and put into the data base.

d. are temporarily stored on drums and then removed.

80. (058) Which program will put "program files" into the computer for scheduled Weil tier production

runs?

a. RFMCFP.
b. RUNSTREAM.

81. (058) The RFMCFP program was developed to

c. RTOS.
a. BATCH.

a. produce computer flight plans to all parts of the world.

b. produce computer flight plans only within the continental United States.

c. provide support to the Severe Weather Forecasting Section.

d. provide fmished weather products for SAC support units.

82. (059) The Severe Weather (SWX) programs are normally started on the primary computer system by

a. a remote device, known as a DCT 2666, in the Severe Weather Section.

b. a remote device, known astICSR, in the Severe Weather Section.

c. the console operator with a keyin. P

d. reading an SWX program card deck into the computer.

83. (059) The primary reason the RTOS may be described as the lifeblood of the primary computer is

because RTOS

a. transmits weather production programs.
b. generates weather production programs.
c. selects data for direct transmission to users.

d. programs the rmished forecast products.,

84. (060) Which computer system in AFGWC produces 'all the classified data?'

a. System 4. c. System 2.

b. System 3. d. Systern 1..

85. (060) The bulk of System 4's daily output is

a. AWN transmission tapes.
b. printed operational output forAFGWC forecasters.

c. generated backing up System 1.
cL generated from the development and testing phase of computer operations,
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86. (061) Which AFGWC system generates forecasts fields to be put on magnetic tapes and read into
the other systems?

a. -System 4.
b. System 3.

c. System 2.
d. System 1.

87. (061) The component by which the functions of a system in AFGWC is controlled is the

a. DSR.
b. servo unit.

c. card reader.
d. operator control console.

88. (061-062) To which remote device is the bulk of System l's transmissions made?

a. KSR.
b. DCT 2

89. (062) It is a task of the console operator to

a: mount and dismount magnetic tapes.
b. sort and deliver output from the HSP.
c. start scheduled weather programs.
d. maintain the computer outage log. .

c. Card punch.
d. High-speed printer.

90. (063) In a properly manned computer system, which of three operators is assigned the task of sorting
and delivering operational weather data to forecasters in the AFGWC?

a. The tape handler. c. The console operator.
b. The printer operator.. d. All three operators share in this responsibility.

91. (063) "Purging" a tape Means that the tape is-.

a. physically destroyed. c. returned to a work status.
".b. filed numerically. d. assigned to a development job.

92. (064) The overall responsibility for the actual operation of the computers and the quality of the
output belongs to the

a. SDO.
b. team chief.

c. senior Operator.

d. assistant team chief.
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Preface

IN ORDER to gather data within the region of what we call outer space, hut
still relatively close to the earth's surface, it is necessary that we get measuring
devices into these regions. With the refinement of the upper air balloon and the
instruments that it carries aloft, frequent soundings up to 100,000 'feet have been
obtained. By using rocketsondes, this height has been raised to over 200,000 feet.

Your assignment may take you to a location where you must be completely
familiar with the methods and procedures of taking upper air observations. Also,
your assignment may require you to be proficient in the use of Tactical Weather
Sets. These two subjects, essential in the performan% of your duties, are discussed
in this final volume of CDC 25251.

The discussion of upper air observations includes the methods and procedures
of preflisht and tracking of. upper air'instruments, and the plotting and measurement
of 'upper. aid data. The discussion of Tactical Weather Sets familiarizes you with
the types of sets and with the unpacking. installation. operation, maintenance, and
safety precautions to observe when using the sets.

Printed and bound in the back of this volume is one foldout numbered FO 1.
This foldout contains a breakdown of the Rocketsonde Code.

-.-

Code numbers appearing on figures do not concern you.. They serve merely to
identify the figure for the preparins agency.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this
text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Tng Cen
(TTOC). Chanute AFB. IL 61868

"If you have questions on Course enrollment or adrninistration, or on any of
ECI's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Study Reference
Guides, Chapter Review Exercises. Volume Review Exercise, and Course Exami-
nation), consult your educatiOn officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate.
If he can't answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFB, AL
36118, preferably on ECI Form 17. Student Request for Assistance..

This volume is valued at 21 hours (7 points),

Material in this volume is technically acdurate. adequate. and current as of
December -1971.
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Pilot Balloon Observations

WEATHER IS unalterable in at least on9 re-
spectit never stops changing. This fact and
the resulting effects weather has on military op-
erations are among the major reasons for taking
upper air observations. Today man is seldom
held earthbound by weather, because aircraft
systems are better equipped to cope with
weather. However, the cost of modern aircraft
and the many lives involved make ,the problem
Of weather just as important today as in the
early days of aviation.

2. Four major systems are used to obtain
upper air data. Gathering upper air temperature.
,humidity, and winds requires elaborate elec-
tronic systems. These data. especially tempera-
ture and humidity, can be observed from a
rawinsonde, dropsonde. or rocketsOnde system
using electronic gear. If there is a need for in-
formation on winds alone, a pibal observatiorl
satisfies that need. Pibal, observations can be
made without the aid of an electronic system.
This chapter covers the proceduies for making
pibal observations and plotting the acquired data.

3. Eacti method of upper air observation
rawinsonde, dropsonde, or rocketsondeofferS
a specific advantage. These methods also pay
tribute to the ingenuity of man to obtain data
by remote means. However, as the system be-
comes more elaborate, the cost of observation
rises. Upper data, when needed without tempera-
tures or other elements.. may be observed by
releasing and tracking a pilot balloon. The equip-
ment used is not as expensive, and can be trans-
ported by an observer. The balloon is tracked
visually rather than electronically.

1. Preflight and Tracking

I-I. This section discusses the theodolite, bal-
loon preparation. nd pibal release and tracking.
In the following section, we look at pibal plot-
ting. measuring speed and direction, graphing
wind data, and encoding the message. Your ob-
jective in this section is to be able to understand

443

CHAPTER 1

the basic procedures in taking pibal observations.
The need may not exist at your present assign-
ment to actually take these observations. How-
ever, the knowledge from this section. along
with a short period of OJT. should enable you
to take a pibal observation if the peed should
develop at a later time.

1-2- Theodolite- Identifying the parts of a
theodolite can best be done by an illustration
Figure 1 points out the major parts. The theodo-
lite mount provides tor easy rotation through
3600 of azimuth and a 1800 elevation arc. A
prism arrangement transfers the image trom the
lens to the eyepiece. but the image is shown
upside down. To make an eNCt image would
take additional lenses and a consequent reduc-
tion of light to the eyepiece. Rotation of the
eyepiece focusea the crosshairs that help center
the balloon in the field of view. Focusing of
the lens may either be fixed (factory-adjusted
to focus on distdnt obtects; or adjustable. If you
have an adjustable tocus th.re is a
small adjustment knob on the side o tli eye-
piece. Of course. the knob is absent on fixed-
focus theodolites.

1-3. Some theodolites have an. auXiliary scope
to permit a wider field of view. A wider field
of view means greater ability to follow the bal-
loon nedr the surface where low-level turbulence
swings the balloon in unpredictable directions.
The wider view sacrifices magnification, but there
is no risk in losing sight of the balloon because
of the lower power. A few minutes after release.
the balloon's Movement settles down, and you
can switch to the higher power, narrower field.
main scope. This scope provides a field of 2°
(views an area whose diameter is bounded by a .

2° angle) and magnifies objects about 20 times.
The auxiliary scope permits a 1,0° field of view
with its 4-power magnification. A small lever
atop the eyepiece controls the shift from one
scope to another. Other features include a bat-
tery-powered illuminating circuit to light the
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Figure I.

scale markings and crosshairs, and a set of gun-
sights along the telescope barrel to aim .the teie-
scope quickly without looking through the eye-
piece. You can control the telescope's small
movements by tangent screws, or you can disen-
gage the screws and move the telescope about
freely.

1-4. Tangent screws mesh with the gear-cut
rims of .both the azimuth and elevation circular
scales. These screws permit controllable, slow-
motion rotation through the range of azimuth
and elevation. One complete turn of the tangent
screw causes a 10 movement of the telescope.

2

LEVELING PLATE

25-176

Theodolite.

Each scale has 1 e ,graduations. A micrometer
drum built" into each tangent screw divides the
I scale into tenths. The drum is numbered from
0 to 9. When you turn the tangent screw, the
micrometer. drum simply divides one rotation
of the screw (1') into 10 parts. With this ar-
rangement. you can obtain whole degrees of
anelc from the circular scales and tenths of a

degree from the micrometer drum. Estimations
between micrometer markings, for reading to

can easily be made.
1-5. Before taking your pibal. observation

there are two important preflight' operations

4 I
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you must make. They are important because
they affect the accuracy of the elevation and
azimutk readings. These items are leveling and

*orienting. A level theodolite is necessary' for
accurate elevation. Of these two tasks, leveling
should be done first.

1-6. Leveling. The leveling assembly consists
of two bubble levels., a leveling plate, a set of
four leveling thumbscrews, and a plumb bob.
Figure 1 shows this assembly, minus the plumb

. bob. The leveling steps assume that the theodo-
lite is mounted either in a permanent location or
upon a-. tripod which can be erected anywhere.
To begin leveling, point the telescope straight
up,and engage the elevation tangent screw, to pre-
vent movement. Lower the battery box. This acts
aS a counterbalance to the eyepiece. Set the azi-
muth scale at Q° and engage the azimuth tangent
screw. Mark the pbint at which the plumb bob
comes to rest The plumb bob is used with the
tripod only and is fastened to the ceater cap
at the base of the theodolite. Now you are
read}, for leveling.

. 1-7. Loosen the lower clamp wing screw (fig.
)., allowing free rotation of the theodolite. Ro-

tate the theodolite until each bubble level par-
allels a pair of diagonally opposite leveling screws,
as in figure 2. Then tighten, the lower darn!).
Look at one of the bubble levels.. If it is nearly
centered, spend no time bringing the bubble
exactly to center until the other bubble is nearly
centered. When you need to level, turn the dia-
gonally -opposite leveling screws in Opposite di-
rections. To. illustrate this further, your thumbs
move either toward or away from each other
as you turn the leveling screws. Do this to each
set of diagonally opposite leveling screws until
the affected bubble is exactly centered. After
leveling, you must tighten the leveling screws
to the same degree of tightnesS. This prevents
shifting or tipping of the base plate. These level-
ing steps were made at 0° .azimuth. Diseniage
the azimuth tangent screw, turn the instrument
to 180° azimuth, and note the position of the
bubbles. If they remain centered, your theodo-
lite is level. Off-center bubbles require leveling to
be done at 180° azimuth. The bubbles should.
of course, remain centered during a full rotation
of the theodolite. It is quite possible that after
leveling at 180°, you will find the bubbles ate
off-center at 0°. That indicates a needed ad-
justment of the theodolite vertical axis. This next
paragraph discusses how to make such an ad-
justment.

1-8. Level one of the bubbles at 00 azimuth.
Rotate the instrument to 180° and correct one-
half of the bubble displacement by using the
leveling screws. Correct the remaining bubble
displacement by raising or lowering the adjust-

able end of.the levZit There is an adjusting screw
for that purpose. Repeat these steps for the
other leel. When you are satisfied that the theod-
olite remains level, check the plumb bob to see
that it has not moved from the mark. This check
becomes important to accurate orientation to-
ward true north when the observation site is
permanently located. A permanent site has a
fixed mark over which the plumb bob must be
suspended. The orientation of the theodolite cen-
tett upon that plumb bob mark.

1-9. Orienting. The method by which you
align 00 on the theodolite azimuth se*e with true
north represents the second major adjustment.
yot can locate true north by sighting -certain
stars or the sun as reference points. A method
using the magnetic compass, though less precise
than either star or sun orienting, represents a
third way you can locate true north. Naturally,
any site chosen as the point of observation has
to be regarded with respect to obstructions that
would interrupt tracking the pibal. tall build-.
ings, towers, trees, and smokestacks close to the
tracking site seriously limit tracking at low-eleva-'
tion angles. Ideally. obstructions should not
hamper tracking above an elnation anele greater
than 6°. If a ingle observation site cannot satisfy
this view fro all directions, perhaps a second
observation s e could be established. Careful
selection of t e second site could eliminate or
reduce the st ctural interference to tracking that
exists at the first site. Each official observatipn
site receives orientation to true north. Once
oriented, datum lines (lines of orientation) sim-
plify the locating of true north thereafter.

BUBBLE LEVELS

DIAGONALLY
OPPOSITE
LEVELING
SCREwS

25 177

Figure 2. Theodolite laeling wrew arrangemerit.,



1-10. Any neirby electrical mofor or mass of
iron or steel affects the alinem t Of a magnetic
compass. Therefore, you must consider magnetic
influences when choosing site fOr compass
orienting. Some theodolite come equipped with
a compass. for orienung. oti-0Other-cothpo-ses
could do the job, only, this compass is considered.
in our discussion. .

1-11. A discussion of the comparison beiwein
true and magnetic jorth is not new to you. You
have faceOthis relationship with wind direction
measuring equipment. As with wind, the dif-
ference between true and magnetic north at
yout location becomes a prime piece of in-
formation. This difference, or declination, can be
obtained frOm an aeronautical chart or topo-
graphic map. As you know, declination is ex-
pressed as ,easterly or westerly. The rule readi
as follows: to obtain a true north,-ifdd easterly
declination to magnetic north and subtract West-
erly from magnetic north. Steps. for orienting are
simple.

1-12, First, level the instrument. Set the azi-
muth Scale mark for the amount of declination.
Using a declination of 100 as an example, you
would set 10° easterly.-nt 10° on the azimuth
scale. Set 100 westerly at 350° on the azimuth.
Hold this setting- constant as you turn the in-,

strument to line the compass needle with S.
You make this turning motion by operating the
slow-motion screw of the lower clamp. If i large
movement is needed, loosen the lower clamp and
turn the theodolke instead of tediously turning
the slow motion screw. When you have obtained
declination and compass settings, you have
oriented the, theodolite. If it is likely that the
same Observation point can be used for other
pibals, establish datum Jibes. .

1-13. Datum lines act as orienting lines
through you use of fixed landmarli-i. After a
compalas or celestial orientation, select a promi-
nent. fixed landmark about 100 feet away and
center the crosshairs upon that point. You must
sight the telescope upon that point by. using

"the azimuth tangent screw and not by loosen-
ing the lower clamp. The point selected .for sight-
ing should be precise enough to avoid a vari-
ation Of azimuth when the crosshairs are
centered. Record the elevation and azimuth an-
gles with a detailed description of the point se-
kcted. Choose a second and third datum point,_
if available. To orient from a datum line, you set
the azimuth angle of the datum point, loosen the
lower clamp, center the datum point at the cross-
hairs, tighten the lower clamp and make the fine
adjustment with the-slow-motion screw. Whether
you use coMpass orienting, sun, or star referenc-

'jag intially. the datum line remains at an accepta-
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ble method for subsequent observations from the
same site.

1-14. When you orient by the sun, you use
exactly 12:00 noon, solar time, because the sun
passes directly above the meridian (longitude)
upon whiclryou-Ittand,-That-meridiani-as--do--all-
meridians, passes through true north. If you
could determine the difference between true so-
lar tithe and local meridian time, a fix of the sun
at solar noon would point to true north. Deter-

. mining the time difference involves two steps.
1-15. As you know, each time zone spans

either side of. a standard meridian. The local
standard time for any zone is figured -at ,;he
standard meridian. For, the first step, you must
know the difference between true solar time
and the local standard time. Fortunately, an
equation of tithe graph, figure 3, supplies this
difference. From the graph, yo,n-obtain a cor-
rection, in minutes, to apply to- solar time to
find -local standard time. On May 11, for ex-
ample, solar noon occurs at .1156 local standard
time. The graph yields a correction of -4 minutes
which, when subtracted from solar noon, gives
the local standard time. For convenience, install
an equation of time graph in the theodolite
carrying case. You can see the difficulty of ob-
taining corrections in parts of a minute from the
graph. For a more precise comparison between
solar and local standard time, consult the Air
Almanac. This almanac, issued quarterly by the
United States Naval Observatory, is available
through the Government Printing Office. The
almanac compares focal time with solar time for
every 10 minutes of each date of the year.
Finding the dtta is relatively easy. Appendix
A contains sample pages from the almanac.

1-16. Turn to the page in" the almanac listing
the date you need. Local time is found in the
GMT column. Do not let the difference between
your local time and Greenwich time concern you.
The comparison between local and solar time
does not depend upon your loCal time. Any local
timeGreenwich, for instancewill do. Refer-
ring again to the almanac, 1200 GMT, local
noon, has a corresponding GHA of the sun in the
second column. Greenwich hour angle (GHA)
gives the exact theridian of the sun. From the
sample. page in Appendix A, notice that at 1200
local noon on April 30 the sun is directly over
the 0°42' meridian. However, you are located
at 0° (Greenwich) in this example. Then con-
vert the 42' of distance to time and you arrive
at the difference between local noon and your
solar noon. Appendix B provides a convenient
method for conversion. In the body of the table,
find 0°42'. The corresponding time is 2 minutes
and 48 seconds. Apparently the sun crossed
the 00 meridian 2 minntes and 48 .sedonds be-
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?

fore local noon, or at 11:57:12. Comparing the
equation of time graph for the same date yields
approximately a 3-minute correction. in other
words, subtract 3 minutes from solar time to
obtain local time.

1-17. The graph is accurate enough for most
orienting purposes. The almanac reference is
made so that ,you have a second method of de-
riving the difference between true solar time and
local standard time. Almanac data is obviously
more accurate. Returning to the problem of dp-
termining the difference between true solar tinie
and standard meridian, time, we have completed
step 1. We know ,the difference between solar
and standard meridian time. Step 2 finds the
amount of time difference between the standard
meridian of the time zone and your ptsition, the
local meridian._

1-18. Each degree of difference in longitude
amounts to 4 minutes of elapsed time. Subtract
the time from local standard if you are located
east of the standard-meridian. Add for a westerly
position. Keep in mind that the reference to east
or west is with respect to the standard meridian
of your particular time zone and not to the

5
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of time graph.

_ Greenwich meridian. The result of this last com-
putation gives you the local time at which the
sun passes directly over your meridian. If you set
the 1800 azimuth of the theodolite toward the
sun at the precise moment of passage, you
achieve orientation. Before detailing the remain-
ing orientation steps, let's summarize for ,a
moment the two Steps in finding solar noon.

1-19. Suppose the current date is September
24. Your station's longitude is 88°101W. To-'
day, at sOlar noon, you Wish to take a fix of
the sun for theodolite orienting. Consult the
equation of time graphs (fig. 3). for September
24. The time correction obtained is 7 minutes,
or 11:53 local standard time. That is the time
at the standard meridian, or 90°. You are at
88°, or 2° east of 90°. Yours ,location causes
an 8-minute correction (4 minutes for each 1

degree) to be subtracted from 11:53. Solar
noon occurs, then, at 11:45 on that date. Ob-

.viously, accurate time plays an important part
in sun orienting. You may find that working to
the nearest minute affords inadequate accuracy
and that more exact timing is necessaly. For this
purpose, the Air Almanac tables prove useful.

. 6



Now, that you have determined true solar noon,
prepare for the final orienting steps.

1-20. Level. the instrument and cover the tele-
scope .lens with a dark ultra-violet light filter.
Permanent eye damage" can result from ignoring
this safety precaution. Set the azimuth scale at
180° and leave the tangent screw meshed.
Loosen the lower clamp And sight the telescope
on the sun several minutes before true solar
noon occurs. Aim the scope so that the sun ap-
pears toboth sit upon the horizontal crosshair
and straddle the vertical crosshair. About a min-
ute before noon, tighten the lower clamp and use
the slow-motion screw to follow the sun's pas-
sage. At the moment of true solar noon, stop
turning the screwthe theodolite is oriented.
Establish datum lines for future orienting. ,

1-21. Two Major limitations of sun orienting
are apparent. First, establishing true solar noon
without the proper tables for accurate computa-
tion becomes a vague estimation' at best. Sec-
ondly, due to the size of the sun, accurate
crosshair sighting Again is an estimation. Clouds
hiding.,the sun are not a major limitation since
orienting.";after ,the first time, is by datum line.

.?." If the:major disadVantages of sun orienting can
be minimized, thqtbethod offers greater accuracy

-than i#agnetic confpass orienting. A third method
eliminates the time calculations, astronomical
tables; and related tarithmetic. However, it too
has a disadvantage, because it relies on two sets
of observations -taken several hours apart. This
method iscalled egiial angle.

-24 to an observer in. the Northern Hem i-
sphere, all the siars (incluaing Polaris, the North

' Star, gliown in figUre 4) appear to,rotatounter-
cIockWiseabout the north celestial pole (true
north). Polaris' pircy of rotation is small at low
and midtlte latitudes, but exceeds 3° above the

. Arctic dircle. p,olaris, then, is too flexible to
serve as an orienting fix. The equal angle prin-
ciple is*basically ItAresumeS that if ob-

. ..

servations are , made on a Star as it ascends
in the eastern sky and again at the same ele-
vation when it .descends in the western sky, the

midpoint between the two azimuth angles is due
north or the observation point. That says a lot,
but the illustration in figure 5 points out the
simplicity. Observe the star as it asands, point
AcSome time later, and as the star is apparently
descending in the west, observe it again, point
B. The elevation angle of the star ,at points A
and B must be equal. These two obseryations
furnish azimuth readings for points A and B.
Now, if you take 1/2. of the angle formed by OA
and OB, the azimuth along line ON points to
true north. Let us eXamine the steps of equal
angle orienting in detail.

6

1-23. As always, level tlie theodolite and set
the azimuth scale.at 0.0°. Without disturbing that
setting, sight' upon an easily .yisible reference
point. You have to loosen the lovier clamp to
do this, and tighten it again when you are
through. This reference point serves as a start-
ing line. Since you have not yet located north,
the reference i3oint acts as a substitute. This ref-
erence Point becomes important in the final
orientation step. Once you locate north, you
can make the angular adjustment from refer-
ence point to true north easily. Select a promi-
nent star to observeone that is bright enough
to be clearly visible, and also not easily mis-
taken for another nearby star. In addition, choose
a star not too close to either the horizon or the
zenith. Take three sightings of that star at about
15- to 30-minute interi,als, regarding the azi-
muth and elevation angles at eaah sighting. Re-
cord angles to nearest .010 by careful estimation.
Repeat the sightings on the star's 'downward
passage at exactly the same elevation angles.
Determine, the midpoint of the azimuths for
each pair of elevation angles. To illustrate, sup-
pose that the first fix at 28° elevation yielded
an azimuth of 238.32° and that the second
sighting at 28° gave a 193.45° bearing. The
midpoint of these two sightings is at 215.88°.
Eventually, you compute three midpoints which,
when averaged, result in the azimuth most closely
representing true north. One more step remains.
Adjust the azimuth of the reference point by
subtracting the midpoint bearing from 360°. The
result gives you the true azimuth of the reference
point that you used as a true north substitute
earlier. Now you can ,set the azimuth scale at
that bearing, lock it in place, loosen the lower
clamp, sight upon the,reference point, tighten the
lower clamp, and true north orientation is com-
pleted.

1-24. Equal angle orienting need not be con-
fined to starsighting. The sun may also be ob-
served in this way. If so, position the sun in
the morning sightings to the upper left of the
crosshairs, and to upper right in the afternoon,
The 'crosshairs should be tangent (next to) to
the edge of the sun. Though equal angle orient-
ing requires a longer span' bf time over other
methods, it ban. be done in the field without
benefit of astronomical tables, accurate time.:
pieces;-onnowledge of the local meridian. You
must be reasonably careful with your computa-
tions, especially when figuring midpoint between
azimuths oh either side, of 360°, such as 348°
and 24°.. Woe to your orienting if you compute -

the midpoint in this case as 186° instead of
6°. You must also be, cautious to observe the
same star fpr all the sightings. Nothing in the
orienting steps can reveal to you.. an accidental

4 /1
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Figure 4 Polarh (North Star).

wrong starfisight'ing. After leveling "and orienting
the theodonte, you are prepared to inflate and
release the balloon.

1-25. Balloon Preparation. One of the char-
acteristics of a pibal observation is a balloon as--
cension rate, that is assumed rather than meas-
ured. To be able to assume an ascension rate,
a fixed amount of lift must be given to 'the
balloon. The lifting force depends upon the size
of balloon, the amount of bouyant gas used, and
ttachmehts to the flight train. Because of these
variables, inflation bf the balloon must be care-,
fully regulated.

1-26. Types of balloons. Two sizes of balloons
are currently used; the 30-gram and the 100-
gram. When pibal observations are given altitude
requirements of 15,000 feet or less above sur-

7
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face, the 30-gram balloon can be used. Use the
100-gram balloon tor higher altitude requirements

or when you suspect the 30-gram balloon would
be lost from sight before reaching the desired
altitude. Handle the balloons carefully by the
neck portion, because their delicate construc-
tion cannot stand ,thuse. 'Balloons that have been
stored for a long tithe lose their elasticity. Rec-
ommended storage is in the original container
in a warm room. Where balloons are subjected
to belo`w-freezing storage temperatures, return
them to 65 F. or higher temperature before
using. Immersion in warm water for several min-
utes conditions the balloon's elasticity. Allow no
water to enter the balloon and dry the outside
hctore inflation. You may choose from .white.
black, or red colored balloons to suit >our need.

LP,'"
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In general, the white balloon is most visible
against a clear sky, red or black against an over-
cast. Several methods are available for inflating
the balloon, but your choice is limited to which-
ever method your base provides.
_ 1-27. Inflation methods. Either helium or hy-
drogen gas provides the lift. Of the two, helium
is more desirable because it can be easily stored
and is not flammable. Hydrogen requires careful4.
storage, or must be generated for immediate use,
and has the discomforting and,dangerous quality
of being flammable. Whichever gas you use de-
termines the amount of counterweights to attach
during inflation. A tabler,of pilot balloon inflation
nozzles and weights in Circular 0 gives the weight
to use with either gas. Suppose you wish to fill
a 100-gram balloon witkhelium, using an ML-
575 nozzle for the purpose of taking a daytime
pibal. The table reveals that 470 grams of weight
are to be attached during inflation to give the
balloon the proper lift. The fixed rate of ascen-
sion for a pibal, therefore, depends entirely upon
the correct attachment of counterweights during
inflation. If a lighting unit and parachute are in-
cluded in the flight train, the table gives weights
for them. Upon selecting the correct weights,
remove any excess air from the balloon before
placing it on the inflation nozzle. If inflating with
helium, fill the balloon slowly from the cylinder
until the balloon and its attached weights float.
You should hold the inflation hoSe up so that its
weight will not seem to be part of the inflation
weight. Slow inflation avoids shooting the balloon

.c

off the nozzle and also allows the thin-walled
balloon 'to adjust to the increased pressure upon
it. Listen for balloon leaks before tying the neck
of.the balloon with a soft cord. Inflate the balloon
iust before its release to,minimize chances of its
accidental bursting on the ground.

1-28. Pibal Release and Tracking. A prerelease
check of the theodolite and the n g device
used during tracking, may reveal pr blems that
would not perbit an observation. The efore, bal-
loon inflation becomes the last step before re-
lease. Release times, as far as possible, should
conform to scheduled upper winds observations
times. Naturally, your goal is to attain the re-
quired altitude or at least exceed the minimum
requirements for a second release. A pibal need
not be taken if a low cloud ceiling would prevem
the observation from reaching 3000 feet above
the surface unless the observation is requested
because of a severe weather forecast and unless .
winds at 1000 feet can 4e attaffied. A second re-
lease may be necessary iryou,obtain less than 10
minutes of data and more could have been ob-
served. Obviously, if a cloud base or obstruction
prohibits a second release from reaching beyond
the _first release, do not repeat the pibal. Also,
strong winds may drive the balltion out of sight
horizontally, rendering a second release unde-
sirable.

1-29. Release procedures. Release the bal-
loon as near as is practical to the theodolite
height and site. This is a convenience rather than
a requirement, because for some releases, a little
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distanè between theodolite and balloon release
is desirable. Take a surface wind observation at
the release site. ,At the moment of release, the
timing device must also be started. This device
can be a -stopwatch, watch, or the ML-110
timing set. The ML-110 provides two-way
telephone communication between the observer
and a remotely located plotter in addition to the
timing signal. Whichever timing method you use,
the "read" signal should be preceded by_aNara-
ing" signal 5 or 10 seconds before each minute.
Thitialerts the observer to maintain the cross-
hairs on the balloon. The ML-110 timing set
gives a 7-second warning.

1-30. As the balloon becomes airborne, the
observer attempts to sight it- with the theodolite.
At first, this may prove difficult because of the
large angular changes which the balloon makes
from the observation site. During these first
moments, follow the balloon with the gunsights
rather than with the telesc6pe. Also, for ease
of movement, you may want to unmesh the azi-
muth and elevation tangent screws. One of the

-hardest ascensions-to follow is the one that
rises directly overhead. Even sighting with the
gunsights is difficult because of the awkward
angle. If you expect the balloon to rise directly
overhead, release the balloon at a convenient
distance from the theodolite. Following the bal-
loon with the gunsight is a temporary measure
until the balloon can be located and followed
by either the auxiliary or main scope. By. the
time the first minute after release arrives, the
balloon should. be in the field of one of the
i"-copes.

1-31, Tracking procedures. Tracking iettles
down to a succession of angular readings taken
each minute. The observer keeps the balloon
within the field of the scope; and, when the
v,car,ping signal is given, he centers the cross-
hairk upon the balloon. At the "read" signal.
all scope movement should stop while the azi-
muth and elevation angles are noted. Continue
;racking by turning the tangent screws until the

. next minute. You need not keep the crosshairs
centered continuously on the balloon. However,
the balloon should never be allowed to leave the
field of the scope. This is sometimes easier said
than done. Special caution during tracking has to
be exercised when precipitation, strong winds
aloft, obstructions in field of view, sun inter-
ference, and cloud structures hict the balloon
or make tracking difficult.

1-32. Difficulties encountered during tracking
may cause you to lose the balloon momentarily.
Do not stop searching until 5 minutes have
etap-ed. A pibal must not contain more than 5
consecutive minutes of missing data. Drirlle or

9

light tain makes tracking difficult by wetting the
telescope lens. Though the scope shield offers
some protection to the lens, moisture on the lens
often cannot be avoided. Heavy precipitation or
hail, sleet, and freezing rain have .a marked ef-
fect on the balloon's ascension rate, Causing an
inaccurate assumption of upper winds.

1-33. Strong winas aloft make tracking diffi-
cult by moving the balloon rapidly. A swiftly
Moving balloon requires- that you have agile fin-.
gers to turn the tangent screws and keep the
balloon within the narrow field of view op the
main scope. A wind shear aloft may shift the
balloon's direction _of movement sid a radical
manner. Nevertheless, whenever possible, lead the
balloon as you would lead a moving target with
a rifle. Often, leading the balloon becomes neces-
sary when it passeS behind a fixed obstruction.

1734. Judge the balloon's path behind the
fixed obstruction. The balloon's movement just
before disappearing can guide your judgment.
Move the scope to the spot at which you expect
the balloon to reappear and disengage the eleva-
tion tangent screw. Manually swing the scope up
and down through a short arc, scanning for the
first glimpse of the balloon.

1-35. Tracking the balloon across the sun's
brightness is not easy either. Naturally, you do
not wish to.locus the sun's rays through the
scope into y Kr eye. ALWAYS be careful of your
eyes when tracking. if he alternative is to judge
the path of the balloon and pick it up on the
other side, as with a fixed obstruction. Cloud
elements may also obstruct your view of the bal-
loon. Leading the balloon through a cloud may
prove-hard to do because the cloud; too, is mov-
ing. Because of this, the balloon may reappear
from a totally different portion of the cloud than
you might expect. Whenever you lose the balloon
from view, search in a systematic manner. If the
balloon is low enough to see with the unaided
eye, use the gunsight to aim the scope at the ex-
pected appearance point. At higher balloon eleva-
tions. your 'search may be more complicated.

1-36. First, search the portion of sky syhere
you judge the balloon should be, according to
past position. If this fails, your natural suspicion
is that the balloon has atItered its movement.
Though logical scanning methods rhay vary from
situation tO situation, *-1good method is to scan
perpendicularly to the last known path. Con-
sider a situation where the balloon's path is in-
creasing in elevation more than azimuth. A per-
pendicular scan is to select an elevation and
make short scanning swings .baCk and forth
throngh .several degr'ees of azimuth. If this scan
is unsuccessful. change the elevation angle slightly
and repeat the scanning. When scanning, swing



the scope slo'wly, so that you won't pass the bal-
loon withbut seeing it. Remain calm. if the bal-
loon As lost from, view. Usually, it has not gone

'very far. from the point where you last saw it.
Wild, frantic scanning soon leads you away from
the most probable position and lengthens the
time the balloon temains lost.

. 1-37. Your objective during tracking the bal-
loon revolves around collecting azimuth and ele-
vation readings for, each minute of ascent . kead
each azimuth and eleVation angle to the nearest
one-tenth degree (0.1°) -except when the angle
of elevation becomes less than, 15°. At eleva-
tion angles less than 15°, malc,e, elevation read-
ings to the nearest 0.05°. Continue to observe
azimuth to 0.10. Tate as little time as possible
to read the scales, especially when either angle
is chaNging rapidly. It is unnecessary to let scale
reading cause you to lose sight of. the balloon.
You can read a rapidly changing angle first and
follow the balloon through its rapid motion in
that angle before reading the other angle. Take
care to make the sloWer angle reading before
changing its setting, Plot each angular reading
and measure it for speed .and direction. Before;

*turning our attention to ,plotting pibal data, we
shall make a few remarks about terminating the
observation.

1-38. The best time for a preliminary check4
of the accuracy of the observation is az termina-
tion. If this check reveals a serious error, a sec-
ond release can be made before too much time
and plotting is spent upon an unreliable observa-
tion. Check the elevation data fdr improper as-
cension rate. A leaking balloon shows up as a
noticeable decrease in the elesation angle. Do
not assume that a decreasing elevation angle al-
ways indicates a leaking balloon, however. A
layer of strong winds also 'Causes elevation read-
ings to decrease. Elevation decreases due to a
leaking balloOn are more pronounced. Also, the
observation tends to be longer than normal.
Questionable pibal data can be evaluated and
transmitted; but if a second verifying pibal is'
possible, it should be made. The verifying pibal
must be made within the time lithits specified for

'observing upper winds. When two obgervers take
a pibal observation, the evaluation usually is
finished soon after terminatidn of the ascent.
One mail- can easiljt plot and evaluate the datd
as it is obtained.

.-
2. Plotting and Measuring

'2-1. The observed -elevation and azimuth
angles are recorded by the plotter. His task is V
convert these angles into a mirwte-by-minutN,
picture of the direction the balloon took, and
the horizontal distance out (HDO) it travelled
from the itlease site. _Using this plotted picture

'and specially, constructed scales, he may derive
windspeed and .direction_ for each minute. Then
he plots the speeds anrairections on a graphing:
board to construct continuous curves "from sur-
face to termination. W.indspeed and dirktion can
easily be 'extracted from the graphed curves for
any height interval. desired.

2-2. From tbe foregoing overview of pibal
plotting, you can see the basic simplicity of this
task. It is the details of plot g which tend to
make it appear more 'complic ted.

2-3. Pibal Plotting. Two otting sets are avail-
able for, pibal clotting; er may be used. The
A-1 plottint set permi a direct plot of observed
elevation and azimut angles. Also, it accom-
modates an HDO approximately 150 miles,
enough distance for ven an extraordinarily suc-
cessful pibal. The her plotting set, ML-122,
has almost. a 10- Ile HDO scale, which fre-
quently proves to b too s :Distances beyond
the scale limits must be ivided by a known fac-
tor (2, 4, etc.) before plotting. The short IVO
of the ;ML-122 constitutes an inconvenience
rather than a serious limitation. Another feature
of the ML-122 is that elevation angles are not
plotted. They are converted to HDO from a set
of tables. Let's examine the plotting steps of ;he

. A-1 set. 0-

2-4. A-1,p1otting set. The A-i set consists of
two plotting boards. (See fig. 6.) A circular
board with 360° of azimuth allows a plotted
HDO of 7 km. The full circle azimuth provides a

'dornenience in plotting balloon direction shortly
afte6 release. Until the steadier upper winds in-
fluence the balloon, it may prove through the
full circle. Referring to the small auxiliary board
in figurefi; let's pcamine the *plottini-procedu;es.

Step Aline the small plastic, slotting" arm
with ,the elevation angle.

SteP 2. At the intersection of the plotting,arm
with the vertical height Acale, make a 1 mark on
the board and number, it "1" fo l. the first min- '
uete.(WBAN 20 gives The pibal heights in me-

.

Step 3: Plot and numher succeeding minutes
in a sirifilar 1,va) until you.reacli the edge of the
auxiliary board.

A

Step 4. Place the plastic plotting 1-111 along
the horizontal distance ,(HDO) 'scale:

Step 5,'TrartsfeCeach; plottea.thaik (in step ,
3) from the board to, the plotting arm by, bring-
ing theth doWn: vertically. (The tran#erred rbarks -
are now HDOS.) .

,

Step 6. Erase the plotted*marks on the board
f ,after transfer to 'the plottine arni.

Step 7. Aline the marked edge of the plotting,-;
arm with.the azimuth -angle ,C.r( he firc, mtinute
and transfer the first tiark the,plótting
directly to the. board ands! ;number the mark.

10 . A
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Figure 6. A-1 plotting set.

(This povitions.the balloon with resfiect to direc-
tion and distance from the station.)

Step 8. Repeat step 7 for each succeeding
minute. Using speed and direction scales, you
can read the upper winds.from the plotted points.
A discussion of this comes later.. Consider, first.
the plottirig on the big board of the A-1 set. .

2-5. Having plotted as many minutes as the
-auxiliary boardprirnits. you continue the plot-
ting upon the large AI board. Imagine the
large board as an expanded section of the auxil-
iary board. The plotting steps are similar. Either
the A or the 8 scale mar be' used for plotting
elevation. For angles 45° or above, use the A
scale. Fijure 6 5hows these elevation angles al-
ready .numbered. The B scale accommodates the
lower elevations. After marking tbe HDO on the
plotting arm, the A scale then acts as an azimuth
scale. However, ycitt must number the A scale
for azimuth to suit the needs of your observation.

I I

4 5`.

t

E CURVE

The elevation numbering, for this purpose. may
be ignored.. You are free to assign the A scale
any 90' segment of ihe azimuth circle. Less
crowding of the HDO plots results if you keep
the plotting alone the Ilottom edge of the board.
Your scale may be numbered clockwise or coun-
terclockwise. Though it is not absolutely neces-
sary. you are sure to find it more convenient to
begin numbering tile A scale with one of the 8
points' of the compass rose. NYv hen you begin to
read directions from your plotting, you Will be
glad you did. Proceed to transfer the HDO marks
baç to the board according to the chosen azi-
m h scale. To make, a smooth transition from
the auxiliary to the main board. replot the last
two points from the auxiliary board. Later. when
yotki read speed and direction. the reason for this
becomes clear.

2-6. One more plotting point needs to be
mentioned. An E-eurve on the main plotting

J-OS/



board separates the plots needing an earth cur-
vature correction from those not needing a cor-
rection. E-curve corrections apply only during
the elevation plotting. If the elevation angle be-
comes low enough ta cast the plotted points, be-
low the E-curve, a small correction must be a0-
plied to the elevations before you plot. In the
portion of the board bounded by the E- and
A-curves, shown in figure 6 at (bottom center,
the correction amounts to 0.2° elevation added
to the observer angle. Beyond the A-curve,
add 0.4°. Larger corrections are added beyond
the outer scales (c and B1), but they are unlikely,
to apply to pibal observation.

2-7. For convenience in plotting short obser-
vations, such as a pibal, the A-1 set comes
equipped with a short plotting arm. The plotting
arms are a magnesium-alloy which takes a dark
pencil mark quite easily. However, the marks
can easily be smudged or rubbed off. Use care
in handling the plotting arm after the HDOs are
put on it. Put aside in your mind, for a moment,
the A-1 set procedures_and shift your attention
to the plotting stepi of the ML-122.

2-8. ML-)22 plotting set. This plotting board
has just one scaleazimuth, as shown in figure,
7. The plotting arm,- ML-126, is graduated in
yards for plotting the .HDO. Each mark repre-
sents'50 yards. With no elevation scale available,
you must use another-method for finding HDO.

A set of HDO tables takes care of this problem.
AWS Technical Report 105-116 computes HDO
for a 30-gram balloon, and AWSTR 105-117
computes for a 100-gram balloon. The tables list
.the HDO in meters for elevations 0.0° to 89.9°
by 1-minute intervals. For each minute of bal-
loon obserQation, you simply enter the table with
the elevation angle for that minute. Then use the
ML-126 plotting arm to plot the resulting HDOs
on the MI.;-122 board. With the ML-126
pointed at The proper azimuth, find the HDO on
its scale and make a / on the_board. Number
the mark for the minute it represents. Though
you are plotting meters from the HDO tables
against yards calibrated on the rule, the differ-
ence in scale is unimportant. In other words,
the marks on the rule can be considered as me-
ters. More important to the final product is that
if you plot distances in meters, extract speeds in
meters per second. No other plotting steps are
necessary.

2-9. Unfortunately, the short HDO scale on
the ML-126 frequently makes it necssary to ex-
tend the scale by mathematical means. That is to
say, 'by dividing HDOs beyond 17,000 meters
with a known factor (2 or 4, tor example), you
bring .the plotting back within the length of the'
rule. Naturally, the factored plots must be kept
separate from the others. A good habit to de-
velop is to read speed and direction from the

4 PLOTTING BOARD

RETRACTABLE
CENTER PIN

, Figure 7. MLI22 plotting set.
4
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unfactored plotting, erase it, and then, plot the
factored HDOs. This method may also help you
to remember that windspeeds are multiplied by
the same factor you"used to plot. Plotting ob-

,served data on either the A-1 or ML-7122 sets
presents no difficult challenge. Before turning to
the plotting rules, you need to determine what to
do with missing data..

2-10: Missing data. When angular readings
have been missed for not more than 3 consecu-
tive minutes, draw a smooth curve on the plot-
ting board through the three points just before

, and another curve through the three points
lowing the missing stratum. Interpolate between
both of tiler two segments to form a smcioth
continuous curve. On the curve through the miss-
ing stratum, plot points for the missing minutes
.to form a feasonable picture of the' balloon di-,

rection and speed. Interpolation cannot be ex-
tended to 4 consecutive minutes, or cannot be
used for data miising just off surface. Recall also

.from an earlier paragraph that a pibal triust not
contain more than 5 consecutive minutes of
missing data. Now that you have examined the
features of the- individual plotting sets,- take a
look at the plotting rules.

2711. Plotting rules. Every observed minute
does not need td b plotted..Evaluatidn of wind:
speed and direction, especially above a height
of 7 km (MSL), does not require complete plot-
ting. To avoid plotting excessive information.
these plotting rules are listed. Between surface
and 7 km (7000 meters), no shortcuts are open.
Every minute is to be plotted. the variable na-

. ture of winds near the surface prevents you from
omitting the plots of any observed data. At 7 km.

4ure changes.
a. Plot the first minute above 7 km.
b. Next, plot each odd minute.
c. Plot the first even minute immediately be-

low 14 km.
d. Plot terminating level. if it occurs below

14 km.

These rules govern plotting until 141m. where
another set of rules takes over. Above 14 km,
Proceed as follows:

a. Plot the first odd minute.
b. Plot each even minute.
c. Plot the terminating minute, odd or even.

Remember the 7-km and 14-km heights are bal-
loon heights, not HDOs. As you might suspect.
the plotting rules have a bearing on the method
for evaluating speed and direction, Converting
plotting data to speed and ,direction is your nem
task.

2-12. Measuring Pibal Speed and ,Direction.
Despite the different measuring scales used with
each plottin set, certain basic rules of measure-

.11ment pertain to both sets. Because not all min-
utes are plotted, neither art all minutes evalu-
ated. - .

2-13, Measuring speed. Compute ,windspeed
and direction for the following:

Each minute from sUrface to 7 km.
Each even minute from 7-14 km.
Each even minute above 14 km NISL.

To find -the speed antrdirectibn Scn'the Minutes'
specified above, measurement is patterned as
shown in figure 8.

2-14. Use a 2-minute interval with a 1-minute
overlap tdc find speeds and directions between
surface and 7 km. Figure 8.A, shows that to
compute for minute 6. you measure from 5 to 7.
Using a 2-minute interval gives a mean wind,.
.for the layer. Befween 7 and 14 km you plotted
only the odd minutes, but you must find speed
and direction for each even minute. Figure 8.13.
shows a 2-minute interval, no .overlap pattern
'used to extract data. Above 14 km, you plotted
even minutes and must, compile for even min- .

utes. Try a 4-minute interval. 2-minute overlap
(see fig. 8.C) to obtain this last measurement.
These are the only basic rules pertinent to either

, plotting set. Take a brief look, now, at the indi-
vidual plotting set speed and direction scales.

2-15. The A-1 plotting set contains two
speed scalesshort and longshown in figure
6.-The 'short scale is to be used only on the
auxiliary board, and 'the long scale only on the
main boaed. Normally, both scales can mcasure
a 2-minute interval. Full scale, 4-minute inter-
vals are read from the scale and divided by two.
A full-scale,plot is one which is made at an HDO
less than 110 km. The speeds you get from the
scales are in meters per second. There are times
when, instead of a 2-minute interval, you must
measure a 3-minute interval. This occurs either
when the terminating minute is even between
7 and 14 km or odd above 14 km. Siinply meas-
ure the 3-minute interval with your scale and
divide th-t reading by 1.5 to obtain the speed for

-tlie required minute. Circular 0, WBAN Manual
'of Winds Aloft Obcervations, contains a com-
plete summary of evaluation methods for plotted
pibals. A separate scale. WPC 9-23, meastires
speeds piotted on the ML-122. It, too, gives
speeds in meters per second for a 2-minute, in-
terval. . .

2-16. Meacuring direction. Two dire don
cales come with the A-I Set. Only the B- di-,

rection scale can be used with the auxiliary
board. The B-1 scale is constructed to match the
clockwise arrangement of direction on the auxil-
iary board. The other scale. A-1, has the dirt.c-
tions arranged in a counterclockwise manner.

'Thus, whichever ,way you numbered the A scale
on the main plotting board, you have a direction

13 .
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A. TWO MINUTE INTERVAL
ONE MINUTE OvERLAP

42

_,40

42

46

44 .

C. POUR MINUTE INTERVAL
7WO MINUTE OVERLAP

,21

22.-[
,23

124
25

13._TWO MINUTE INTERvAlc
NO- OVERLAP

25.181

Figure 8. Wind measuring patterns.

scale to match. A single scale. ML177, is used
on the ML-122 plotting set. The plotting set
azimuths are nuMbered clockwise and the one
scale proves sufficient. When you measure direc-
tion, the procedure is identical on either set.

2-17. You evaluate direction across a 2- qr
4-minute interval similarly to the way you meas-

, ure speed. To find the first minute direction.
place the center of the direction scale over the
point of observation and read the position of the
second minute. Successive minutes are measured
by moving from plot to plot. The pattern of
measuring direction resembles the speed measur-
ing illustrated in figure 8. Foremost to keep in
mind while measuring direction is the p-qsition
alinement of the scale.

2-18. On the A-1 set direction scales, aline-
ment numbers appear in small ovals every 450,
First, you must match the, numbering you used

.4in the main board A scale. If you numbered
135° at the top of the A scale and 450 at the

-bottom. the A) direction scale (CCW) matches.
, As you evaluate directions, in this- example.

maintain the 135° number always pointing to
. the top of the board. This keeps you within the

correct segment of the direction scale.
27,19. Directions scale ML-177 does not have

alinement numbers. Instead of these, it has lines

q3)

-,

that must be kept parallel to the vertical- lines
etched into the MLI22 itself. Unlike the AI
scales, which are constructed as full circles, the
ML-177 is only a half-circle. It resembles the
protractor you use to measure degrees of an
angle. Each segment of the scale has two direc:
tion numbers. Read the larger direction numbers
when usils the scale to your right; read the
smaller direction numbers when using the scale
to your left. At all times, keep the scale alined
vert ically.

2-20. The direction you assign to the minute
being evaluated, therefore, is- read directly from
the scale without interpretation. Occasionally .
your judgment becomes necessary when the plot
falls under the line between two directions.
Choose the: larger of the two directions. Finally.t,
when you encounter missing data, the speed and
direction evaluation depends upon the extent of
the mis§ing layer.

2-21. Evaluating missing data. A missing layer
xtending no more than 3 minutes should con-
tain interpolated plots, and you evaluate the in-
terpolated plots. A 4, or 5-minute missing diti
layer should Contain no interpolated plots; no
evaluation can be made through a layer this deep.
lp this case, evaluate the last minute required
before Ale missing layer and begin again with

14
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the first required minute following the data in-
terruption. To evaluate the required minute, it
may be necessary to measure across' a 3- or 4-
minute interval: This is permissible, provided the
speeds are divided by 1.5 or 1. At no time
should you use a 1-minute interval tp ,deterrnine
wind data above. altitudes of 7 km. Below 7 lan,
it is allowable. Evaluation of the plotted data for
windspeed and direction is the last step involv-
ing the original observed 'data, From this point
on, you are working with the deri;red speeds and
directions. Before discussing further plotting steps,
let its take a moment briefly to discuss the Winds
Aloft Computation Sheet, AWS FOrm 20
(WBAN 20).

AWS Form. 20. Write the observed eleva-
tion and azimuth angles in the columns proYided.
Angular readings 'for interpolated yalues are
omitted. Pibal heights above surface are pre-
prillitd on the form for 30- and 100-gram bal-
loons. The derived HDOs, speeds, and direc-
tions for each plotted minute also are filled.in.
Although interpolated angles ,and distances are
omitted, windspeeds ahd ,directions are 'evalu-
ated and recorded through the missing stratum.
Nowever, place brackets around the data and
label it "interpolated." Other missing data is en-
tered as missing for the corresponding minutes.
Form 20 lists all 'the information, on the one side,
according to minutes of ascension. The Upper
Wind Code format contains wind_ data according
to selected levels. Therefore, conveision from
one basis to another remains as the final task
before coding: The transfer can be made on ,a
single grapping board, the ML-154.

2-23. Figure 9 illustrates the ME-514/TM,
winds aloft plotting board. Physically, the ML-
514 is a white, plastic-coated graphing board. A
sliding, clear-plastic straightedge is spring-loaded
to keep its left edge against the left side of the
board. Both board and straightedge elsplay
printed scales for the plotting. Before plotting,
check the straightedge for alinement._ You can5.::-
recognize proper alinement by. -mOving -the
straithtedge up .and down and noting whether

the 0-mps line coincides with the 0-18-km alti-
tude scale during the motion. If not, correct the
alinement v;ith the adjusting screws on each end
bf the straightedge.

2-24. Graphing Wind Data: On the left side
bf the straightedge is a series of closely spaced
horizontal lines. Beginning at the top, each line
represents 25 meters of station elevation. The
line that most closely approximates your station's
elevation should be etched in ink. It is this inked
line that you use to set-the straightedge against
the minute scale dining the plotting and also
adjust for MSL in the code.

2-25. The far left-hand scale on the board
marks off the minutes of the pibal obseryation.
To plot speed and direction for each minute, set
the inked line on the straightedge to the desired
minute mark. Along the top edge of the straight-
edge is a speed scale (meters per second). 'Di-
rectly below that is a direction scale in red. The
result of your plotting produces two serieS of
marks, one set for speed and the other for direc-

'tion. Connect the plots and you have two curves
representing the observed data. This brings you
to the last stepthat of coding pibal winds. A
discussion of PILOT code was presented in Vol-
ume .3 of this course and needs no further ex-
planation here.

2-26. Encoding the Message. Extracting the
data far the required levels will offer you no
obstacles. Along the right side of the plotting.
board.are height scales in thousands of feet MSL.
On the lower portion of the straight-edge ap-
pears a line on the required altitude leVel. From
the curves, extract the- ipeed- in whole knots
and direction to. nearest 5°. ffnter thjs data in-
the coded data columns on the. legend side of
AWS Form 20.

2-27..Taking .a pibal observation is perhaps
not as common as other methods of obtaining ,

upper wind data. However,- as -an observer, you
must be aware of the pibal observational method:

-Beim going, on to Chapter 2, refer td-
your Whrkbook and answer the chapter review
exercise items fot Chapter

.
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41.

Rawinsonde Observations .

-

LONGEST IN USE among fectronic systems
, and still very important is the rawinsonde method

of upper air observations. This chapter presents
a view of the rawinsonde-system. Topics under

_discussion include-ground and flight equipment,
pvparing the sonde And balloofirand the evalu-

. atwn and plotting of.the several charts. All ma-
Or tasks necessary in making an upper air sound-
ing are given brief emphasis. Full proficiency
in rawmsonde observing techniques,. however.
is not the objective. You should be able fo

naine the steps in making a rawinsonde observa-
tion and tell how each is done. The next para-
graphs introduce the chapter with the theory of
rawinsonde upper air sampling.

2. The rawinsonde system allows us to evalu-
ate wind direction and speed, _temperature. pres-
sure..and relative humidity by means of a bal-
loon-borne radiosonde, tracked by a radio
direction-finder. The radiosonde provides hous-
ing for a thermistor, hygristor, and aneroid cell.
A thermistor reacts to temperature changes ,by
changing its electrical resistance. A hygristor re-
sponds in a similar way to humidity. Actually. a
nioisture-sensitive chemical coating varies the
resistance of the hygristor. The pressure sensing
device is a small aneroid cell whose expansion
acts upon a metal contact arm. This contact
arm, in turn, reSts upon a plastic bar called a
commutator: Embedded in the conimutator are
narrow metal conducting strips dividing the corn-. mutator into alternately conducting and noncon-
ducting segments: As .the expanding aneroid
causes the contact arm to move across the com-
mutator. the alternating segments switch the ther-
mistor and hygristor into the transmitted circuit.
Aneroid, contact arm, and commutator make
up a unit called a baroswitch.

3. Pressure is'not direCtly transmitted, as are
temperature and humidity. Nevertheless: a known
relationship between pressure and the number
of segments on the commutator makes pres-
sure data readily,available. These known com-
parisons come packed with the radiosondti in
the form of a pressure .calibration chart. You
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need only know the commutator segment
(contact number) to find the pressure acting
upon the aneroid. A wet-cell battery provides
a power source for the radio transmitter. An
antenna tracIser follows, automatically oi manu-
ally. pe radiofrequency of the transmitter; As /
the radiosonde is tracked, azimuth and eleva-/
tion angles are recorded for the plotting and
comptitation of winds. The maximum height of
the sounding depends upon the condition of
the balloon and, of course, the level at which
it bursts. Though the winds may carry the radio-

_sonde several miles from a point directly aboye
the station, the sounding is considered as a ver-
tical sampling above the launching station.

4. Greater accuracy of pressure measurement
above 100 mb results- from a device called a
hypsometer. This measures pressure at high alti-
tudes by using the relationship betWeen the tem-
perature, of an ebullient fluid (Freon 1 I ) and
atmospheric pressure. Radiosondes may. contain
hypsometer and transponder capabilities singly.
in combination, or not at all.

3. Ground Equipment

3-1. Rawinsonde observing equipment is

classed into two categories, ground and flight.
The ground equipment must provide testing,
tracking. recording and measuring of the flight
equipment and its transmitted data. Three com-
plex electronic unitsthe rawin set tracking unit.
the radiosonde recorder, and the radiosonde
check setdo all this, Our first topic is the track-
ing unit.

3-2. Tracking Unit. Rawin set. AN/GMD-2.
is the heart of the ground equipment. The rawin
!et's main assembly should be located on open
level ground free from obstructions. With clever
use of radio signals, the main assembly handles
positioning, ranging, and meteorological informa-
tion all.at the same time. The details involt cd in
the modulation and transmission of the various
electrical signals is not important to your job.
Therefore, the following discussion is highly sim-
plified.

3
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3-3. The main assembly receives a frequency
modulated (modified) signal from the radio-
sonde's transmitter. Simultaneously, temperature
and humidity information is carried by the trans-
mitter signal as an amplitude modulation. When
(he modulated radiosonde signal reaches the

main assembly, it must demodulate the.signal to
separate the various information. Position infor-
mation provides the rawin set with voltages that
drive the main.assembly antenna during its track-
ing of the radiosonde. Also, -the meteorological
signak are channeled to the recorder record for
display.

3-4. To be accurate, the tracking unit must.
be oriented and leveled. Thisgives value to the
elevation and azimuth positioning information
obtained by tracking the sonde. Begin orienta-
tion by taking elo,ation and azimuth fixes upon

. tanonary radiating target. This target is a test
tenna installed on a utility pole. Take the fixes
theodolite located a: the spot chosen for the

main assembly. After taking the fixes, replace the
theodolite with the mtn assembly, aim the an-
term at the radiating t ttet. and adjust the ele-
vation and azimuth of theNttenna to the angles
obtained by theodolite. Orie azimuth to true
north. The main assembly is o y one unit of the
rawin set. The other.important nit is;the control
recorder.

3-5. Elevation and azimuth signals pass to the
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control recorder from the niain assembly. The
control recorder uses thisiata to compute alti-
tude. Readouts and printeti record of altitude,
elevation, azimuth and elapsed sounding time
are provided at the control recorder. Remote
control of the main. assembly also TA-possible
from the control recoraer. Figure 10 gives you a
visual idea of the control recorder. The' print-
out giv* valuable data for the computation of
winds. Elapsed time shownon "the printout can
be switched to either 1, 2, or 10 prints per
minute for automatic recording. A-manual print-.
out can be 'Obtained as well. A second -unit of
the ground equipment_presenta, a printout of the
meteorological data.

3-6. Radiosonde Recorder. The purpose of the
TMQ-5 recorder is to provide a graphic record
of the transmitted meteorological signals. On this
graphic record begins the operator task of select-
ing significant levels and evaluatingAlata; but that
is discussed in a later section of this chapter.
The TMQ-5 performs one necessary step toward
the evaluation of the sounding. It converts audio-
frequency signals to direct scurrent (dc) voltages.

The strength of the dc voltage is proportional to
the audiofrequency that creates it. The dc volt-
age excites*a pen-positioning system, causing the

pen to scribe the signals upon graph paper. A-
rawinsonde operator evaTuates the soutding data
as the graphed recording (called recorder record)
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'Figure 10. Control 'recorder.
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Figure I I Radiosonde recorder.

feeds dut from the TMQ-5, figure 1 I. Notice
the numbered scale and ..22inter located above
the paper roll in the Wstratiem. The scale
matches the printed lines on the paper. These
lines are called ordinates. To divide the recorder
into time divisions, horizontal lines spaced 1/2 inch
apart extend across the page. Normally, the
1.,ar feeds from the TMQ-5 at Vz inch per

inTriute.
3-7. These lines provides the TMQ-5 oper-.

ator with a reference frame when evaluating the
,ounding data. As you choose significant points
within the sounding, the chosen points can be
time-referenced. Temperature and humidity data
can also be compared according to ordinate
value. In a later paragraph, we discuss level se-
lection and data evaluation in more detail. As-
signing ordinate values to temperature and hu-
midity data is not directly meaningful until two
bits of information become known. You must
know the actual temperature and humidity value
ot any single ordinate. Knowing that, you can
compute .both measures for any other ordinate.

1 '9

As an example, if 70 ordinates equals 24° C.,
then you may, by simple computations, arrive at
the temperature for any other ordinate. Finding
this known relationship is the purpose of the
baseline check. We discuss baseline evaluation
in a later paragraph also, but the baseline check
set is the next topic of this section.

3-8. adiosonde Baseline Check Set. During
preflig t preparation of the radiosonde, the base-
line c eck sets up the known relationship be-
tween ordinate and temperature or humidity that
exists for the entire sounding that follows. you
mu§t be careful to find the correct equality.
Imagine the difficulty in equating an ordinate
value under conditions of rapidly changing tern-.
perature or humidity. Each change in tempera-

*ture would result in a new ordinate value and
you could have very little confidence in the ac-
curacy of each value. Best results are obtained
by stabilizing the temperature and finding the
ordinate that equals a single temperature.

3-9. The GMM-3 baseline check set provides
an environmental chamber, figure 12, in which

4



you may secure known and stable conditions of
temperature and humidity. Place the radiosonde
in the check set chamber. With the door closed,
the only effects upon the radiosonde are those
within the chamber. Temperature within the
chamber is indicated on a psychrometer which
you can see through a window. Psychrometric
readings also provide relative humidity, as you
know. Once the radiosonde is installed in the
chamber, you can automatically switch the Sem.
sors to measure the temperature and humidity
within the chamber. The measured conditions are
transmitted 'by the check set to the TMQ:5 re-
corder. On the recorder record, you can see the
results of the check set measurements. When the
check set environment settles down to stable
conditions, you simply observe the psychrometer
readings and set them eval to the recorded
ordinates. To make certain that no electrical
error has affected the signal, reference signals
are transmitted within the sequence of tempera-
ture and humidity measurements.

3-10. The first step in obtaining an accurate
upper air sounding is to make a valid baseline

check. If you cannot rely on the baseline ordi-
nate-temperature relationship, then all other or-
dinate-temperature relationships obtained dur-
ing the sounding are unreliable as well. After
satisfying the baseline requirements, the sonde
is ready for flight train assembly and preflight
procedures. Now we shall begin a discussion of
the flight equipmentthe sonde, its components,
and related, flight .equipment.

4. Flight Equipment-

4-1. Compared 'to the ground equipment, the
flight units are relatively simple in design and
purpose. Hnwever, they must be sturdily built
to withstand the winds at upper levels, but with
a sensitivity that is able to detect small changes
in temperature, humidity, and pressure over a
wide range. For example, the temperature sen-

sor must be sensitive to 1° C. changes within a
possible range from +25° or 30° C. at surface
to +60° C. or lower in the stratosphere. Similar
strenuous demands are placed upon the pres-
sure and humidity seniors. The following para-

Figure 12. Baseline check chamber.
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"T. alk. '

A. Modulator
5. Transmitter

graphs enable you to explain
behind the sensing devices in
to describe the flight train.

4-2. Radiosonde Sets. This term (radiosolide)
describes the completely-assembled sounding in-
strument with battery. transmitter, and sensing
devjces..Allayout of the radiosonde in figur9 1,3
shthiis 'the shape and relative size of its seiteral
compdnents. The terms "hypsomeler.- "hygris-
tor," and "thcrmistor" refer to sensing devices.
To begin our discussion. we investrgate%the fea-
tures of the battery and transmitter.
4-3. Battery. Serving as thc power source for
the radiosonde transmitter, the wet-cell battery.
in figure 13..should be activated according to
iostfuctions packed with the battery. Serious er-
tors can occur if-the battery does not provide
the minimum voltage required. Making a voltage
check permits- rejection of an underpowered bat-
tery. After activating the battery, place it under
a load for about 5 minutes. This allows battery
voltage to build up. Connecting it to the test
set is a gcled way to load the battery. Reject
a battery that does not reach minimum voltages

C. Battery . 4. Calibration chart
D. Hypsometer F. Hygristor (in con)

Figure 13 Flight equipment.

the basic principles
the radiosondelod
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G. Hygrittor location
H. TherrOistor

s '

in an established periodof rime. nce you place
the battery' under load, release time should be
Within 25 minutes. This keeps battery draift to a
reasonablelevelShould you rleep more than 25
minutes. disconnect the battery. Yo-u may leave
the battery disconnected for 15 minutes:. but
longer than that requires you to make another
Voltage check to again insure/ minimum voltage
requirements. Batteries placed in storage should
not be, subject to extreme temperatures. Tem-
perature extremes and prolonited storage en-
courage deterioration of the battery. A strong
battery is needed to prevent fading signals dur-
ing a lengthy soundine.

4-4. Thinsmitter. The/ transmitter depends
upon the battery. A -simpile locking arrangement
attaches the transmitter to the bottom of the
sonde. Transmitter frequency is intended to be
1680 MHZ MHz). An adjusting screw is
available for you to bring the frequency cithin
tolerance. No other action should be necessary.
Reject transmitters with broken plugs and trans-
mitters that cannot be securely attached.



4-5. Sensing devices. Leaving thsi powe and
.transmitting sources of the sonde, our next pic,
sensing devices, can be divided into two classes.
First, we investigate the temperature dad hu-
inidity elements. Next, we discuss the baroswitch.

4-6. Normally,- the temperature element
(thermistor) is factory-installed on the sonde in
the position shown in figure 13. The thermistor
is an electrical resistor coated with a white pig-
ment to reflect solar radiation. Thermistors with
chipped or soiled coatings may be used for night
flights, but bwken leads or thermistors must tie.
replaced. They should not be repaired. Another
type of electrical resistor (hygristor) acts as a
humidity element. Hygristors come packed in an
airtight can (shown in fig. 13) to avoid exposure
to handling and humidity bbfore using. When
you open the can, inspect the humidity before
using. and be sure to inspect the humidity in-
dicator if one is packed, to check its color. A
brue-colored indicator shows a usable hygristor.
Reject the hygrktor if the paper indicator color
k pink or white. Open the container to install
the hygristor just prior to making a baseline.
Avoid touching the film portion of the hygristor.
taking care to handle only the metal edges
while installing the element. Reject a hygristor
Whose film has been touched. Two clips hold the
element in place within the sonde. Sometimes
you may find it necessary to bend the clips
together slightly to hold the hYgristor more se-
curely.

4-7. iiresure sensing aevices used in the fadio-
sonde are called the baroovitch and hypsometer.
They are not alikeeach device has a different

-purpose. Figure 14 illtistrates thAr the baroswiteh
can be separated into three parts. Sylphon cell
(A) is an aneroid device that reacts to the;pres-
sure changes. The reaction then passes through
the linkage and contact arm (B) and causes
movement across, the commutator bar (C). The
commutator actually causes the switching be-
tween temperature and humidity sensing devices
so that either one or the other is transmitted at
any time.

4-8. A hypsometer measures pressure by em-
ploying a relationship between the temperature
of an ebullient fluid (Freon 11) and atmospheric
pressure. A small thermistor bead measures the
Freon 11 'temperature. The hypsometer comes
installed witti the sonde as shown in figure 13.

At lower altitudes, the baroswitch measures pres-
sure. Above altitudes corresponding to about 100
mbs, preSsure measuring is by hypsometer be-
cause it achieves greater accuracy. Thus. a radio-
sonde equipped with both baroswitch anq hyp-
someter employs one device up to 100 intis and
switches t'o the other device above 100 mbs.
Sondes not equipped with the hypsometer rely
on the baroswitch to measure pressure during
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the entire sounding. Reinaining flight equipment
is separate from the sonde, though attached by
cord, and is described as flight train.

4-9. Flight Train. This portion of the launched
equipment does not vary significantly from
sounding to sounding. Even the method of as-
sembly is hardly different. Normally, white nylon
cord ties the flight equipment together. Heavy,
waxed cord is equally good. Minimum length of
the train is 70 feet and more than 120 feet is
unnecessary. A.waxed-paper parachute is tied in
the flight train to slow the descent of te radio-
sonde alter the balloon bursts. Though the sonde
is not 'heavy, falling from altitudes of 100,000
feet allows it to gain some speed. The parachute
does not cause the sonde to float lazily to earth,
but does reduce the amount of damage that the
falling sonde might inflict.

4-10. When a release must be made 'in high
surface winds, a train regulator permits the
gradual payout of cord so that the sonde is not
jerked aloft at release. Approximately 60 feet
of twine is wound, on a reel and a braking mech-
anism regulates Me unwinding. The regulator
takes the place of most of the normal flight train
length. The last item of flight equipment to dis-
cuss k the lifting partthe rawinsonde ballo9n.

4-11. Rawinionde balloons are spherically
shaped, thin-walled films of natural or synthetic
rubber (neoprene). "Thin-walled" means a

4 4

A. Sylphon cell
Contact arm

C. Commutator bar

Figure 14. Baroswitch.
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thickness of from .002 to .004 (thousandths) of Gperally, this section . attempts to keep thean inch when inflated for-Telease. Naturally, as proper order of events when it is important.
balloon expansion takes place aloft, the film be- Sonde Preparation. Prior to release. in-
comes even thinnerperhaps as thin as .0001 :4pect and check the sonde. First. compare the
(ten-thousandths) of an inch. In more 'graphic serial numbers of -the sonde and the calibration
terms, the balloon at release is thinner than a chart to see if they match. Each sonde is.
piece of -ordinary writing paper. At its thinnest, equipped with its own calibrations chart, as shownjuit before bursting, it would take 100 balloon in the upper portion of figure 15. A calibration
thicknesses to equal a punch-card. The growth chart provides a printed record of the -pressurein size. is equally impressive. From a release correspOnding to each e!..zment on the com-diameter of 6 feet. the balloon blooms -to about mutator bar. The only way you can compute
24 to 32 feet at bursting. These statistics help pressure for the sounding is by counting seg-
you realize the need for careful handling of the ments on the commutator bar and finding the
balloon during preflight steps. The smallest cut pressure from the calibration chart.. All calibra-
or scratch in the balloon surface caused by a ring. tion charts are not identical; .thus you mustwatch, sharp fingernail or other object, could check serial numbers to insure the proper match
result in premature bursting. Any handling should between baroswitch and calibration. Reject thebe by the balloon neck (that part which is thicker sonde if 'serial numben disagree. Hypsometer

sondes must also have a hypsometer calibra-
tion chart, fieure 15 lower. Serial number agree-
ment here is also mandatory.

5-3. Having convinced yourself of matching
calibration .charts, begin a visual inspection ,of
the sonde. Examine tice installed thermistor,
checking for breaks or loosened _solder joints.

-Next, inspect the hygristor clips for oxidation or
looseness. Your check of the baroswitch section
inel'uaes the linkage and contact arm to see that
contaet is made on the commutator. The com-
mutator must be free of dirt and corrosion. A

hecked to see 4f it remains
plastic-covered mounted dear the baro-

.switch should be
covered. Make no attempt to clean or adjust the
relay. Continue your inspection to the trans-
mitter and hypsomcter units. Search for breaks
or visible damage.-

5-4. Next, -after visial inspection, put the
,onde through a series of electrical tests. Actually.
the sonde should have been tested when it was
received. Otherwise, it must be tested before
flight. During testing, another source of power
besides the battery should be erred. The first test
is the rddiofrequency check which tests the trans- .
mitter. Next k a series of tests which check the
sonde's response to certain reference voltages
and voltajle, sjahihty. Then you follow with elec-
trical tests upon the thermistar.-hypsometer. hu-
midity circuit, and relay. During the hypsometer
test, no fluid need be present in the hy psom-
eter. Similarly. you can make a valid test of
the humidity circuit without, installing the hy-
gristor. If at any point during the tests the
sonde fails to meet minimum standar& as outlined
in FM1-1-3. Radiosonde Observations, reject the
sonde. An acceptable sonde may then be pre-
pared for sounding,

5-5. The next stepiik preparing the sonde is
to actis ate the battery. -Check it too. Install the
hygristor in the clips. Again, some electrical tests

and tougher), where the inflation takes place. In
fact, the balloon is attached to the flight train at
the neck, which indicates the strength of that
portion of the balloon. Either helium or hydrogen
gas provides the lift.

4-12. All of the equipment mentioned in this
section. when put together, makes up the flight
train. There are certain steps to fellow in assem-
bly. but we will consider only the fundamental
assembly and the relative position of each item.
At the train's top or beginning is the balloon.
After inflation, the neck is tied off, folded up-
ward once, and tied off again with a single piece
of doubled cord. One end of the doubled cord
provides an attachment for the parachute, which
you must tie not more than 5 feet below the bal-
loon. Tie the free end of the parachute to the
upper eye of the regulator (if a regulator is
needed). A ring on top of the radibsonde is 'at-
tached.to the free end of the train regulator cord.
Vithout a regulator in the train, tie about 70
feet of cord' between the free end of the para-
chute and the radiosonde ring.

4-13. The ground and flight equipment dis-
cussed in this section are always undergoing im-
provements. Electrical transmitting. receiving, and
measuring equipment is especially vulnerable to
change because of the rapid strides in that field.
The equipment in this section represents the cur-
rent status of rawinsonde sounding. Before the
actual sounding can be made, some important
preflight checks and tasks must be done.

Preflight Procedures

5-1: Under the.. title "preflieht priiiedures."
three preparational functions are ineltffled. The
sonde must be inspected:prepared for flight.
and checked. Meanwhile. the balloon needs in-
flating. Filially, the release and its notations are
included. Some steps must be taken in order.

4t*:-.)L)
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.5-6. Baseline is not strictl a; part of sonde
prepara Von. Basically, the sonkirprepared for
the pur. se of making ayalid baselinb. Though
the son Is not yet airborne, baseline becomes
an, inte ral part of the soundint An earlier
'paragraph mentioned the ptirpose of baseline
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checks. All tests and checks prior to baseline
were aimed at validating the physical properties
ot the Sonde, its circuitry and sensors. Baseline
check aims at establishing measurable relation-
ships between temperature, humidity, and elec-
trical signal, In' figure 16, a typical baseline re-
cording is lillustrated. While the sonde is in the
bdseline check set environmental chamber, the
sensors are alternately switched into the trans-
mitting circuit. The sequence of signals during
baseline is generally as follows temperature.
reference, humidity. reference. This cycle is re-
peated as often as needed to obtain --a valid

,baseline. Reference signals (at the 95.0 ordi-
nate) measure the electrical voltage and have
nothing to ao with thmperature or shumidity
measures. Referenq is vital to show whether
or not the signals you are receiving from the
sensors are properly alined with the recorder
paper.

4 5-7. After receiving two cycles of baseline sig-
nals, evaluate for a valid baseline. A valid base-
lint must satisfy the following requirements.

a. Two consecutive temperature traccs (sig-
nals aligned so that a line connecting the upper
end is parallel to the ordinates of)he record).

h. Two consecutive humidity traces alined in
similar fashfion as temperature: or three traces
alined in a trend. either rising or falling. Even
the trend should not vary by more than 0.3
ordinate between highest and lowest point.

c. All reference traces must record at 95.0
without adjustment of the controls. When evalu-
alting a tra (signal), pay no attention to the
short tail all the top of the trace. This repre-
sents' pen dr as it moves on to the next trace.
and does not asure anything.

5-8. When you recpgnize a valid baseline.
draw a line across the Paper at the top of the
last humidity trace. This is illustrated in figure 16.
Draw lines connecting each set of traces .to inter-
sect the drawn baseline. Immediately to the right-
hand side of the termpepture line, enter the or-
dinate values of both temperature (above line).

I and humidity% (below line) traces. These ordinate
values are set equal ,to the conditions within the
check set chamber. During the sounding. man-
ual computers convert ordinate values of the re-
cordedraces into meaningful temperature and
humiditveasures. To use this convenience, lock
the baseline data into the computeii.

5-9. One step remains to be done to the sonde
before you send, it aloft. Iaseline established
known values for temperatur and liumidity sen-
sors, but nothing has been stablished for the
pressure. You need to set the (baroswitch at' a
position on the 'commutator bar that equals your
current station pressure. This procedure is called
prayure-gontact setting. First, read the station

, )

fierorcl, Refer to the calibration chart to ob-
.tain the commutator contact that equals your
station pressure. Adjustment of a baroswitch de-
tent screw permits you match contact segment
with station pressure to 0.1 mb. Pressure-contact
setting finishes your adjusting and checking of the
sonde. If the hypsometer sonde is being used.
fill the hypsometer flask with the fluid. The sonde
is now ready for release; hOwever, a difference
vf 30° C. (54 F.) between indoor and outdoor
temperatures places a need for exposing the
sonde beforerelease. Exposure to the outside
temperature permits the sensing elements to ad-

_

just to conditions. Allow the exposure to take
place in a sheltered but unheated places, While
sonde preparation takes place, another operator
should condition and inflate the balloon.

5-10. Balloon Inflation. It was pointed out
earlier that you must handle balloons with care.
Careful handling begins with Storage. Store the
balloons away from temperature extremes (less
than 32°' or above 110° F.) and removed from
large electric motors or generators. Motors and
generators emit ozone, which is 4larmful to neo-
prene. Avoid touching the balloon film with
bare hands. Because lengthy periods of storage
cause neoprene balloons to lose some elasticity,
balloons stored,over 1 year must be conditioned.
Conditioning helps .avoid premature bursting.

5-11..Three methods \of.balloon conditioning
are available. Electric conditioning uses a' bal-

111 11)
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to& conditioner. This is a box where uniform
conditions of warm, moist air restore the bal-
loon's elasncit . Another method is to immerse
the balloon (
ot hot water f

ot the neck) in a smooth tray
short time (at leasr5 minutes)

and allowing kiTe water to drain when immersion
is over. If neither of these methods is available,
hold the ballbon mer a heater or radiator. Avoid
direct hea( contact but strive for uniform heat
conditioning. Inflate the balloon- as soon as pos-
sible after conditioning.

5-12. Either helium or 'hydrogen gas provides
the lift. Hydrogen, being inflammable and explo-
sive, requires extreme caution if you value your
skin. No smoAing during inflation is allowed!
ANoid rubbing against the balloon with your
clothing at any time. The balloon could accumu-
late a static electsical charge that might prove
explosiNe. ENen rapid inflation could generate a
dangerous level of static electricity. Inflate the
balloon slowly regardless of the gas used.
Ciriefly, inflation is as follows.

Tie thc balloon neck to the inflation
nozzle. ,Place the desired amount of inflation

, weights on the nozzle. Inflation weights are used
to control the amount of lift the balloon will
have. A known amount of lift thus permits you
to, knoW the rate of balloon ascension. Affix
the weights 'and begin inflation, slowly.'till the
balloon appears about half-filled. Stop inflation
and listen for leaks. Reject the leaker. If no leak
is detected, proceed to full inflation. that is. un-
til. the balloon lifts. the nozzle and weights. Tie
the neck with the doubled cord 'mentioned in
the section on flight train. Now all parts- of the
flight train are ready for assembly (already dis-
cussed) and eventual release.

' 5-14. -Balloon Release. Release terminates the.
preflight procedures. but also begins the ob-
serving and ektiluation portion of the sounding.
Even thotigh a few.hours of complicated evalu-
ation and plotting lie ahead, a smooth and suc-
cessful release in:vires an inward sigh of relief.
You have checked, tested, and protected the
sonde during preflight to arriye at this point. All
your efforts can be nullified in just 5 or 10 sec-
onds of sloppy release methods. Frustration is
watching the sonde lift out of your reach: with its
temperature sensor broken and dangling worth-
lessly! To prevent this happening: plan the re-
lease to account or wind and obstructions near.
the release 1C This means choosing the actual
point of release to permit the sonde ample clear-
ance around or above twites. towers. buildings.
or trees toward which the Wind would aim the
sonde. Another point to consider is that the man
with the balloon has a more difficult job in con-
trolling and handling than the mint with thc
sonde. Thus. it is better for the.balloon handler

4113
to walk iess distance from the inflation shelter
than his partner. The faster the wind, the more
awkward becomes the balloon. It is practically
impossible to hold a balloon steady in a gentle
o.r moderate breeze. Make no attesApt to release
alone if another man is available.

5-15. Part of your release procedure plan
should be to obtain a release clearance. Proper
clearance avoids flight conflict between your bal-

, loon and air traffic. Coordinate with the control
'tower or designated authority to obtain the re-
lease. Once the balloon is taken ot4 of the shel-
ter, the release should proceed smoothly and
rapidly, with no delay. The first obseever places
the radiosonde top-side-up in his left hand,
grasps the cord with his right hand 2 feet above
the top of the radiosonde. and extends the train
until a slight tension, is exerted on his right
hand to prevent the train from becoming
tangled. The second observer removes the bal-
Ion from the shelter. The firsr observer should
position himself downwind from t he balloon so
that it will pass directly overhead when released.
The second observer releases the balloOn, and
the instant the train slackens. the first observer
runs downwind until the balloon- takes up the
slack. As this happens, he raises the radiosonde
with his left hand and brings the cord forward
with .his right `hand, If the movements of his
hand's are coordinated, the radiosonde will fol-
low the balloon with no noticeable jerk. Though.
iris not possible to illustrate these motions in a
still photoo figure 17 serves to point out some

*noteworthy features. Notice the padding within
the .infla,tion shelter and especially on the doors
Ernergink from the 'Shelter with die balloon is'a
critical maneuver. An uhexpected.gust can slap
the balloon against the door before you can',re-
act. The doer paddin'g may save balloon punc-
tur. Figure 17 also allows us to point out an
improper technitlue. Despite an apparently calm.
wind (evidenced by a lack of noticeable strain
on thc balloon), the two observers are too 'close
together to avoid tangling the train on the
ground. They should be far enough:apart to.ex-
tend the train. A tangled train or one that be-
comes snagged- on the ground. results in an
uncoOrdinated release or even wOrsea punc-
tilted balloon or broken sensor.

5-16. Release is' accompanied by several. en-
triei. 'First, take a surface weather observation as
close as possible to, the time of release. Enter
the observation on the recôrder record and als
on ate 'adiabatic chart. Record the time of releas
(to the' nearest mhiate GMT) on the recorder
record, calibration chart, and adiabatic chart
An identification stamp provides a place* for you
to enter sfatidn, name. ascension number of the
observation. radiosonde' serial number. and rea-
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Figure 17. Balloon release.
-

son for termination within the first 7 inches of
the recorder -record. A short time before release.
allow the recorder to print at the zero ordinate.
Exactly at release, turn the recorder to ON and
note the time.

5-17. 'An accurate and timely rawInsonde ob-
servation takes three operators working as a

team. One man evaluates the recorder record.
another plots the' adiabatic.charts and codes the
raob, the thiid plots winds and codes them. The

'next three sections outline the duties of these
operators.

evaluatois which, were set up during the baseline
check. Setting.up means locking in the conversion
factor betweektemperature, humidity, and ordi-
nate that you obtaiped during baseline. You also
must refer to the , calibration charts to know
where mandatory pressure levels occur in the
sounding. A transparent straightedge provides a
trensling tool between levels. Your understanding
of the recorder record evaluation begins with
definitions.of some common terms.

6-3. Trace is the name given to the recorded
temperature, humidity, and reference signals.
Temperature and- reference and some, humidity
'traces ,appear as inverted Ls: Other humidity
traces are lbn&. sloping lines. The little tail part
of the trace is pen dragrIzpon the paper as the
pen moyes to the next signal. A,contact on the
recorder record begins at the top of a tempera-
ture trace and-ends at the top of the next suc-
ceeding temperattlre trace. (See, fig, 18.) The
base of ,a reference or. humidity trace will nor-
mally-have the same value as the top of a tem-

% perature trace. Cornacts are printed on the cali-
bration chart and are used to calCulate pressure
during the sotmding: Ordinates art the° vertical
lines on.the recorkr graph. The evaly..ted ordi-
nate for temperature and RH traces is determined
and recorded to the nearest tenth. Reference is
the term for those traces that indicate the record-
ing accuracy of the TMQ-5 recorder. Low ref-.
erences print on the 95th ordinate. They are_
transmitted sfor each contact-,divisible by five be-
tween surface and 30 contacts. Between 30 and
125 contacts, they appear for every fifth, con-
tact not divisiNe by 15. High references print on
the, 97th ordinate. They print eyery 15 contacts
between, 30 and 12'; . Starting at 130
contacis, they are transmitte.d Huts.
Trending refers to the straightedge examihation
of the traces. The purpose of trending is to de-

tect significant changes in the slope of traces for
possible placement of levels. Selected leAels then
are evaluated and considered later for trans-
mission in the radiosonde code.

6-4. The recorder man selects three types of
levels: mandatory, significant, and additional.
The ihandatory levels are 1000, 850, 700, 500,

400. 300. 250. 200. 150. 100. 70. 50. 30, 20, 1.0.

7, 5, 3, 2, and 1 mbs.614tese selected levels al-
ways appear in the code. Significant levels mark -

the boundaries of layers having different
perature lapse rates or vertical humidity slopes.
Place the first significant level at release point.
Thereafter. significant leyels, revealed by trend-

ing. are *placed randomly. Random selection, .

perhaps. is not a completel.y accurate description.

A prionty has been set for selection.

ey .
6. Recorder Record

.

6-1 As we, previously mentioned, the TMQ-5
radiosonde recorder provides a graphic record

' of the electronic signals sent back by the sonde.
Your team of three splits up after release to

work each of .the three positions. This section
deals with the operation and evaluation of data
recorded on fhe TM,62-5. Since the recorder man
first evaluates the transmitted data, his evalua-.
tion ant accur te computatiOns aIfect the re-

mainder of th observation evaluation. The re-
corder man ha four majozi responsibilities.'

(1) Selecting.levels of significance.
(2) Evaluating levels selected.
(3) Recording the data evaluated.
( 4) Pre: ;ding ,thé selected levels to the charts

6-1.
. corder

these responsibilities, the re-
ks with temperature and humidity

4 ti
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6-5. -Trend and select levels for teMperature -.
departure first, additional levels second, and rel-
ative humidity levels last. However, when select-
ing leveis fa temperature, .stay aware of the M-
auve humidity trends so- that, when necessary,
you may select a level to reflect changes in trend
of both temperature anti relative humidity. When
the levels have been selected and,the evaluated
data plotted on the adiabatic chart, the- resulting
curves must closely reflect the profile of the re- -,
corded traces. They must agree everywhere with

the traces within -.1-1° C..from the surface -up to
and including 100 mb- and -±2° C. from 99 mb,
up to and including the termination, and with-
in 10 percent relative humidity for all humidity

evaluated.
6-6. Additional levels, include several sigqifi-

cant reasons for selection, one of which is the
point of balloon burst: If no balloon burst can
be determined, select the highest usable point
on the recorder record: Place levels at the be-
ginnings and endings of strata whose temperat-
ture is classified as missing or doubtful,,and also
when humidity is classified as missing. Select an-.
other lever within each missing data layer. Place,
a level to mark the base of an icing layer when it
occurs.

6-7. Each selected -lewl is then evaluated ft-
temperature, humidity, andpressure contact. This
Means reading the ordinate value' of the tempera-,
ture trace (or trend) that intersects your chosen
level. The same is done for humidity. Pressure

,contact is detiimined by counting the number
of contacts that have elapsed between release -
and the chosen level. Enter all of this informa-
tion af the level chosen and near the tempera-

1 ture trace, as shown in figure 19. #
6-8. Evaluate temperature by the left-hand

edge, of the trace. Read the ordinate value' to the

,

A

,

4 i

'

.....

* nearest tenth. i3y use of the temperature 'evalu-
ator, you obtain a corresponding temperature
value for the ordinate found above. Evaluate
humidity also by the left-hand edge of the trace.
and read the values to the nearest tenth of -an
ordinate. Assign the contact number to the level
after you have estimated the proportional part
of the contact at which the level occurs. Enter
contacts to the nearest tenth. There is no need
for you to count all the contacts one by one
from the release level. You may begin counting
from the list reference trace. They print at every
fifth contact and you nutnber thetn as they ap-
pear.- ..z,

6-9. At each high and lo*-reference contact,
write the contact number (5, 10, 15, 20, etc.)
to the right of the reference trace, provided that
the contact number is a multiple of 3. Connect
each successive recorded low-reference (omit-
ting high references) contact with a straight line.

termed the "drift line". Drift occurs on the re-
corder record when. the low OF high reference
traces do not print on their respective ordinates.
Drift may be corrected by a manual adjustment
at the TMQ-5. Drift line is an important indi-
cator because, if it shows the reference traces
are off, then perhaps the temperature and hu-
midity traces are -off as well. Thus, drift line
Must always be drawn to indicate the accuracy
of the electrical signal.

6-10. At the bottom and top of each -low-
reference contact. and immediately to the lett
of it. enter to the tenth *Of an ordinate, the dif-
ference between the low-reference trace and
the ninety-fifth ordinate. Prefix the correct alge-

braic sign that would move the trace back to its
proper position. If the difference is zero, enter
0. These entries are called "low-reference drift
correction." Your objective- should be to main-

1 ,
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Figure 19. Recorder record.

Lain zero drift when possible! Another feature
that you need to patch for during a sounding is
a shift of all elements. A shift is recognized as
an abrupt sideways movement of the recorded
traces: drift is gradual. Both drift and shift of
the traces need to be corrected. Also your evalu-
ation of the traces must take into account the
error introduced by drift, shift, or both.

6-11. The levels. you select must be evaluated
and labelled. Recorder record entries are all
made in pencil. Your level data becomes the raw
data that the charts man uses to construct the
adiabatic charts.. On levfls selected. emu the
elapsed time frbm release, Starting with the re-.
lease level (surface), yOu begin with 00. These
time entries are made using the first digit as whole
minute(s) and the second digit as tenths of min-'
ute(s). Use three.digits above 9.0'minutes. Con-
tinue to ,use the baroswitch trace for pressure
evaluation until' the difference 01 thjs pressure
value and the hypsometer is 0 mb. If you find
no point Where the difference is 0 prior to the
point where the barosvinch trace indicates 15 mb.
Use, the point of least difference 'if it is 3 mb
or less, If the closest point of difference is utater
than 3 Mb, continue using the ,baroswitch

, for the remairid.r of the soNding. Wh
above conditions are rt. use tilehy
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tiOn looks into the duties of the charts matt as,
we follow the raw` sOunding data to its
step in processing.

7. Plotting The WPC 9-31

7-1. The recorder m'an selects significant fea-
lures that OCCLIK diving the sounding and evalu-
ates those points throuih the use of significant
and additional levels. .fhe charts man transfers
these significant feures to, the adiabatic charts
by constructing 'het points into plotted, curves.
The charts plotter has. the following tools to
achieve this task: a series of three adiabatic
chartsDOD--\\ PC 9:31 ( A. B. and C). a tem-
perature evaluator. humidity evaldator. calibra-
tion charts. and a psychiometric computer.

7-2. The last step in charb plotting is to enter
the data (called out by the recorder operator)
into a data block provided on the chart. Space
is allowed in the data block to enter the con-
verted r...tw data Use the calibration chartoo
convert contacts intei pressures. Convert temper-
ature and humidity ordinates with the 'evaluators
mentioned above..

races / Betore disêussing the plotting of the con-
the ,vetted data, a brief discwsion of the adiabatic

Meter nails would be helpful to vou. The adiabatic

second

tr,ace to evaluate pressure data for the. remainder . chart serie,s provides'a vertical pressure profile in-
. of the flight except when the hypsometer fails. three steps. Chart A (WPC-9L31A) covers the

6-12. Your evaluntiorr accuracy of tempera- range from surface ut? -400 mbs. Chart B. allow-
turehumidity, and contact is critical to:the ing for overlap. covers from 500. mbs to 100
eventual accuracy of the code. The temperature, nibs. Chart C. also overlapping, takes the sound-
humidity ordinates, and pressure contacts that, ing, from 125 mbs to 1 mb.. Each chart has a'
you give to the charts man provide him tte c. temperature scale alined horizontally, a smaller
raw data for converting to actual temperature, humidity scale near one edge of the chair and.
humidity, and pressure measures. Our next sec- finally. a hetzht scale graduated 4ongside the

29
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temperatdre scale. Though the chart seems
crowded, the sbales are expertly placed so that
three Curves may be plotted without conflictiSg
with:each other.

7-4. Begin plotting by drawing the, first level
entered in the data block at the proper' pressure.
Upon the level, plot the converted temperature
and humiditY.measurese Continue plotting levels
and connecting plotted points so that two verti-
cal profileg begin to develop. One profile repre-

.sents the temperature of the sounding and the
other, humidity. With these twb profiles started,
you may begin the third curve. It is called the
pressure altitude (PA) curve. The PA curve con-

. sticuCtion yelies upon fwo facts. First, the PA
curve begins at surfice elevation, a fact which
you can easily obtain. Further, PA construc-
tion depqnds upon computing a thickness value

me(ers) between pressure levels. Thick-
ness is' based .on, knowing the temperature and
humidity between the desired levels.,Since the
temperature and humidity profiles are started
first you may easily cqmpute the thicknesses right
from the chart itself. It is the PA curve which is
vital to winds plotting. That task is diicussed in
the next section. The final responsibility of the
charts man involves enCoding the data for trans-
mission:

7-5. Volume 3 contains a complete break-
down of Radiosonde Code. There is no-need to
repeat that discussion. Instead, the selection of
levels.to be transmitted from the plotted adiabatic
chait needs to be considered. The mandatory
levels provide_a good profile of the sounding,
but they do not guarantee the reporting of all
significant features observed. Significant levels fill
in between the mandatory ones. Some reasons
fpr selecting significant ievels are in the list below.

SurfaCq.
bases of clouds and icing.
Highest and lowest temperature on plotted
curve.
Highest and lowest humidity .on plotted,
curve.
Bounding levels of niissing or doubtful tem-

. perature.
Bbunding levels of missing humidity.
Termination.

-lipon selecting the levels listed, above, one more
rule for level selection should be considered. A
sufficient number of levels should be included
so that a ligetr trend between any.two sign4icant
levels already selected (for reasons above) gives
a close approximation to the observed data.' The
term "close .approximation" is defined in two
mays. For.the 'portion of the sounding beldw the
300 int) level, close approXlmation means 1° C:
Thus, a trend between any two significant levels

.ctiosen foe transmission shiyuld fit the plotted
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curve within 1° C. Above the 300 nib level,
close approximation means 2° C. A trending rule
applies to the plotted humidity curve as well.
"Close approximation" to the humidity curve
means within 10 percent. Uusally, after all the
levels are selected for the other reasons, the hu-
midity curve is already closely fitted and trending
for humidity adds no further levels.

7-6. These selected levels, mandatory and
significant, are coded in the radiosonde form.
The coded levels are placed into message form
Parts A, B, C, D and first or second transmis-
sion. Where you encode the level depends upon
the type of level and its position in the sounding.
The reason for two transmissions is to avoid de-
laying the data in order to finish evaluating and
encoding the entire sounding. The 100 mb level
has been selected as the dividing point between
transmissions. It is felt that if the radiosonde data
up to 100 mb dan be transmitted as soon as pos-
sible, a vital part of upper air data is available
to users. -The first transmission also contains
tropopause inforination, a level (or levels) which
is selected separately from the others and coded
separately at the end of Part A, Radiosonde
Code.

7-7. It is considered important for data to
reach the users as quickly as possible -after ob-
servation. This is true in all phases of weather
observing. Some weather data is considered per-
ishable; that is, the older it becomes, the less
useful it. is. For this reason, certain information
obtained by sounding is made availakle even be-
fore the first transmission. Early transmission
messages contain this early data.

7-8. Code, for early transmission, the follow-
ing information: the usual data for the 850, 700,
and 500 mb pressure levels and the stability in-
dex. Stability index,is a measure of the tendency
of the atmosphere to rise (as in convection) or
settle (as in subsidence). Early data transmis-
sions are.useful to* the meteorological and fore-
cast centers in preparing their products. This
gives the data an important role and explaihs
why it is needed early. The charts man, then,
fills a central role in the rawinsonde team. He
turns the raw ilcorded data into actual meteoro-
logical measures. Front plotted curves, he brings
together the coded data for transmission. One of
his plotted curves, the PA, is vital to the compu-
tation of winds.

8. Winds Aloft

8-1. In this short Section, the task of plotting
wincl'S' is considered. The winds plotter relies On
die PA curve from .the charts plotter. However,
the tharts plotter relies upon the coded. winds.
from his pariher to ciimplete the rawinsonde
codc mandatory levels. Undeniably, the rawin-

4
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sonde team truly relies tiPon teamwork. This
"chapter's last section is brief because the details
of 43Iotting winds .upon the A-1 plotting set,
computing HDOs, and measuring speed and di-
rection have ail been discussed in the pibal sec-
tion of this volume. Consequently, only a brief
overview of the tasks through the plotting of
winds upon the ML-514 Plotting board is givelt
here. Main emphasis is upon' the selection of
levels for encoding and the construction o( the
upper winds code.

8-2. Winds-aloft observations are evaluated
by projeceing the path of the balloon onto a
plotting board and measuring the displacement
over a given interval of time. Wind directions and
speeds are computed for specified time intervals
and plotted against altitude on a graphing board
to provide a vertical profile of the wind move-
ment around the station. The observed eleva-
tion and azimuth 'angles are recorded by the
plOtter. His task is to convert these angles into a
minute-by-minute picture of the direction the
balloon took and the hbrizontal distance out
(HDO) it travelled from the release site. From
this plotted picture, and using scales specially
constructed,he may derive windspeed and direc-
tion for each minute. All of this is done on the
A-1 plotting set. Then he plots the speeds and
directions on an ML-514 graphing board to
construct continuous curves from surface to ter-
mination. Windspeed and direction can easily
be extracted from the graphed curves for any
height interval desired.

8-3. The final step in preparing.the wind data
-for teletype transmission is encoding. The code
provides a standard format used by all rawin-
sonde stations. In coding wind data for oupper
winds code, you must remember two 'things.
First, there are certain mandatory (fixed) levels
that have to be sent, out on ill observations.
Second. there are significant levels of wind'data
that must be evaluated and transmitte(S, Also,
the mandatory pressure levels of radiosonde
code contain wind data if it 'is available- in the .:
sounding.

8-4. Obtaining the fixed level data is a simple
task.--Aline the movable kale on the ML-514
at the required altitude. and read the speed and
direction.from the plotted curves. No conversion
of values is necessaryjust read and enter. Up-
per wind code, like radiosonde codeis sepa-
rated into two transmissions. Fixed levels of
upper wind code are listed below by transmission.
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(aWirst transmission (Rawin)
1000 feet 12,000 feet
2000 feet 14,000 feet
3000 feet 16.000 feet
4000 feet 20.000 feet
6000 feet 25.000 feet
7000 feet 30.000 feet
8000 feet . 35.000 feet
9000 feet 50.000 feet

( b) Second transmiAsion (Rawin)
70,000 feet
90.000 feet

100,000 feet
110,000 feet
140.0000 feet

and for every 10,000 feet level upward.

8-5. Significant levels chosen for transmission
in upper winds code fulfill the same purpose
significant levels in radiosonde code. The defini-
tion of a significant level is: A level at which an
abrupt change in speed and or direction occurs.
Consider 10 knots as an abrupt change in speed
and 100 as an abrupt change in direction. Addi-
tional significant levels are the surface wind level
and the highest level attained for wind data rep-
resenting the first and last significant levels.

8-6. First code the fixed levels. Then start
trending between the fixed levels looking for the
10 knot and/or 10* deviations. When you find
a deviation, select the nearest 1000-foot altitude
and code it as a significant level. There are two
other possible wind levels that you may choose.
One is the maximum wind group; the other is
tropoPause level wind. Maximum wind groups
appear in both radiosonde and upper wind codes.
To qualify as a maximum wind, the speed must
exceed 60 knots. If no slid' speeds exist during
the sounding, report no lesser speed. When a
tropopause has been recognized -and reported in
the radiosonde code, you must supply the wind-
speed and direction at that altitude for inclusion
in radiosonde edde.

8-7. Radiosonde code is an extremely vital
product. The team taking the sounding must
work quickly and in hfrmony. The transmission
schedule for the first portion of the codg allows
no wasted time after the sounding tertninates.
Since the recorder operator is first to finish, he
aids the'man who stands ,iyt need the most, The%
winds plotter waits upon fhe PA curve from the.
charts plotter. Thus, if the coMpletiOn of the PA
is lagging, the extra help might best' be used at
that point. Each man keeps the objective in
mind and works toward itthe on-time trans-
mission of the radittonde cod'', Parts A and B.

8-8. Refer now to the review exercises for
Chapter 2 in your Workbook before going orr to
the next chapter.

z/V
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CHAPTER 3
4(0

Rocketsonde and Dropsonde Observations

IN ROCKETSONDE operations, instrument
packages and sensors are boosted into the upper
atmosphere by small solid-propellant rockets.

91.Daza are gathered by surface-hasd instrumen-
tation as the payload 'd Dropsonde in-
struments, somewhat similar to the type used in
.lawinsonde, are ,ejected from- specially equipped
aircraft, and data are recorded from the descend-
ing payload by airborne instruments. Rocket-
sonde and dropsonde observations fulfill vital
Air Force requirements foi meteorological data
above rawinsonde altitudes ot in areas where
upper air data would otherwise be unattainable.

2. Weather observers, preferably those with
rawinsonde training and experience, --are thor-
oughly screened prior to selection for duty in
these highly specialized observing functions. Your
technical proficiency, initiative, dependability,
judgement, and team spirit are factors that are
carefully considered. Since only a small number
of observers (less than 200) are normally em-
ployed in these subspecialities,4no 'formal Air.
Training Command VATC) courses are provided.
Selectees for tocketstrde duty mw. complete a
5-week RockL:.son.'- Indoctrinatioi Course (Air
Weather Service X.,ulation 50-1) which is con-
acted at Vandenberg AFB, 'California. Exten-
sive On-The-J9b.Training (OJT) is also required

before )0111,siri be certified-and allowed to work
without the Orect,supervision of -a qualified rock-
ctioAnide operator; Safety is dontinually stressed
throustiout4ihe trarninvphases as well as during
actual dpqationst After the Rocketsonde -In-
doctrination murk; befOre becoming ail Air-
borne We 'ther Observer:6 you Must complete
approxima ely 2 weeks of zrountf training and
weeks of at e.training This training is con-6-

,ducted by the eather Reconnaissance ,Squad-
ron 'to which you re assigned.

3. This chapter provides background, basic
facts, and principles relating to rocketsonde and
dropSOncle observations. It gives illustrations; de-
scriptions and examples of various equipment;
identifies observing methods; And identifies,balic
procedures for taking, recording, and, .dissemi;

.
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nating the observations. As you study this chap-
ter, you will note many parallels and relation-
ships to rawinsonde observing. Thus, your
knowledge of rawinsonde, gained through formal
training, from expegience, or from this F
will be most b'eneficial in your study tr this
material.

9. Rocketsonde Observntions
6

9-1. Dr. Robet H. Goddard, a Clark Uni-
versity physicist, conduéted extensive research in
rocketry between 1914 and 1941 and success-
fully tested the world's first liquid-fuel rocket in
19-26. His prOposal to,yse sounding rockets to
probe the atmosphere was not seriously con-
sidered by the scientific coMmunity untir after
WW II. Before this time, upper atthospheric me-
teorological data was gathered primarily by the'
rawitisonde system, which had a miximum obi=
tude capability of approximately 100,000 feet.
As aerospace technology and eniPhasis rapidly
increased following WW II, it became apparent
that too little was.known about the region of the
atmosphere above rdwinsonde altitudes. What
effect would air density, radiation, and atmos-

. pheric motion have on aerospace vehicles? What
eflect tvonld they _have on the weather below?

. The 4eve!oprrint 'and successful operation' of -

weath% satellites in 1957 .provided he means
for gathering data -above 500,006 feet. How-
ever, some method of probing the void between
100,000 and 500;000 feet was still needed. The
meteorological rocket was developed to fulfill

this requirement. The developthental effort cen-
tered around* procuring a 'system which was fairly
eaSy to handle and which was reliable but rela-
tively economical. Since explosive components
and small missile systems were involved, safety

,..f.was, and continues to be, of prime cOncern. The

sblidlropellant-type rocket motor. was deter-
*err to be the most feasible booster, (See fig.
20.) Various payloads,' including radar, reflec- ,

live chaff, telerhetry, packages (sondes); and
passive spheres. ( balloon-lJke devices called

6.
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Fig.ture 20. Two types of rockers.

ROBINS), were developed. These payloads
were compatible with elisting radar systems and
Ground Meteorological Detection (GMD) sets.
This allowed use of the same GMD for tracking
both rawinsondes and rocketsondes and signifi-

. candy minimized the cost of grounct- support
equipment. By the end of 1959, sufficient testing
,had been completed to consider rocketsonde ,ob-
serving operationally feasible. In, addition, par-
ticipating missile . ranges and affected Govern-
ment agencies formed -a Meteorologic:4 Rocket

".NetwOrk (MRN). This served to combine the
efforts of all participants and . resulted in signifi-
cant advancements in the overall rocketsonde
program. In 1962, the Air Forte organized .its
own centrally managed network. In 1968, this
network was designated "Air Force Environ-
mental Rocket Sounding System (AFERSS)"
and, in effect, rePlaced the_ old MRN. The
AFERSS- is comprised US F-pperated sta-
tions plus, cooperative sta jons hat are operated
-by the US Army, US Navy, contractor person-

: nel, various US governmental agencies, and the

1
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Canadian Forces. (See table t.) The AFERSS,
managed by Headquarters, 6th Weather 'Wing,
Andrews AFB, Washington, D. C., has proven
to be the most effective and economical means
of providinprocketsonde 'data to meet USAF

- needs. The NFERSS has,been instrumenrai in
standardizing rocketsonde procedures and de-
veloping improved rocketsonde systems. In the
following section, we will discuss the compo-
nents and capabilities of the- more common sys-
tems,.

9-2. Meteorological Rocket Systems. Corn-
mbnly used meteorOlogical rocket systeins- are -
categorized into --three basic families: ARCAS,
Lam, and SUPER LOKI. These terms are the
common names of the solid propellant rocket
motors used to boost rocketsonde payloads into
the upper atmosphere. When one of the Yarions
payloads is attached to a rocket motor, 'the as-
sembly becomes a rocketsonde ustem.:, ;

9-3. ARCAS systems. Theif were =the 'most -%

widely used rocketsonde sYsteins through 1968.
They include the OWN-6A and PWN-7A, _es,
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'TABLE I

AFERSS STATIONS

MDMOLOGICAL ROCK= OPMATIONS LOCATIONS AND FUNCTIONS

LCCATION FUNCTIONS

Antique
lacension
Cape Kennedy
Kwajalein
Pt Churchill, Manitoba, Canada
Pt Sherman Canal Zone
Thule Gre:nland
Cold Lake, Alberta, Cibda
Pt Grimly, Alaska
Barking Sands, Bewail.
fhPt Mizgu

IRIS Arnold
IRIS Vandenberg
Eglin AYB
Irsoidenberg APB

White Sands Missile Rands

N0f15:
.

T, N
T, N **
T, N **
T, N
T, N

T, N
T, N
ti
T, N **
T, N **

T, N **

um= saw= (LAuNclaasAmx)

J

3
3
5
3
5
3
5
3
3
5
5

N/A
N/A
N/A

5

F MAMJJ
,

ASOND
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
5 3 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 3 -

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
5 5 3 3 1 1 3 3 3 .5 5
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

3 3 3 3 1 1 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 1. 1 3 3 3 3 3
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

5 3 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 3 5

1. Functions: T = test support; N - network support.

2. Network-Ie,wh Schedule:

a. One launCh per week - on Wednesday. If unable to meet schedule, reschedule for PridaY.

b. Two launches per week - scheduled on MonlAY and FridaY.

c. Three launches per week - scheduled on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

d. Four launches per week - Monday; Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday.

e. Five launches per week - Daily, Monday through Friday.

*Network Munches ere conducted 'VIZ NaVY with US Navy assets. A
It

**Network le~hes to include one additional launch weekly (Wed) for acquisition of meteorological data to 122 km

(Ref pars. 3a(2) basic plan. Subject launches to bo Commendia-in2a,qtr of CY70_if capability ;Mists. Chg 2
_ _

shown in figures 21, 22, and 23, all powered by
stanOasd 4.5-inch ARCAS bobsters (rocket mo-
tor SR-45AR-1). The booster is initiated by
an electrically activated igniter..The motor burns
for 28 seconds, ignites_a 100-second delay -fuse
and continues to coast to an. apogee. (point of
hilliest ascent) of more than 200,000 feet. Tlie
actual altitude, varies with latitude, _station aid-
tude, and launch elevation. At the end of ihe
128-second period, the delay-fuse ignites a small
explosive charge that Separates the payloactirom
the sped( booster. The spent booster continues"
on a ballistic trajectory and impacts 20 to 40
miles downrange. The payload, (sensor) _descends
to. the surface, following the path of the pre-
vailing winds.

9,14. LOKI systems. Since 1968,. the LOKI
,,.....has,fiecome the most Widely used meteorologi-

cal iopketwem. It costs and weighs approxi-
mately tie .as much as the ai.RCAS and has
basically -tie same altitude and data arability.
The LOKI, as shown in figure 24, is a two-stage
system consisting of a 3.0-irich booster (rocket
motOr SR.71AD-1 ) and, an inert dart that
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hodies -the payload. Fifire_ 25. shows the pay.;
-load ejection assembly. in LOKI systems,, both'
the booster igniter and a 115-second time-delay
fuse are initiated electrically at launch. The boos-
ter burns for approximately -2 seconds, after
which it segarates from the dart-, besomes Un-
stable and falls back to earth in the vicinity of
the launch point. The nonproptilsive dart con-
tinues to its apogee, where the delay fuse ignites
an explosive charge that forces the payload but
of the dart, as, shown in/figure -26. .

9-5. SUPER LOKI 4stems, In,simpler termt,
fhe SUPER LOKI is just a larger, Unproved ver-
sion of the -;standard LOKI, as shoWn in figure
27. Tri-a,-4.0-inch booster was designed to carry a
larpi dart -and starute (parach4te-like device)
for more payload. Chaff Payloads and standard
datasondes have been Successfully flown to date.
-DeveloPment of a transponder-sonde and a
ROBIN payload is currently in prowess. These,
deiielopmentS will provide an altitude capability
ranging from approximately 250,000 feet with a
transponder instrument to near 350,000 feet
with ROBIN and chaff payloads.

41:?t;
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PWN-6A ROCKET

PWN-7A ROCKET

Figure 21. ,PWN 6A and 7A rockets.

9-6. High-altitude probes. In cases where,
specific requirements exist for data up to 400,000
or 500,000 feet, larger probes are available: The
Viper-Dart, an eveien Aarger version of the LOKI,
and /the Sparrow-ARCAS, a two-stage vehicle
with booster, have seen limited use on major
missile ranges. However, no wide usage of these
systems is contemplated within the AFERSS.

9-7. Launch and Associated Ground Equip.
ment. In the following paragraphs, we will discuss
the equipment required to launch the various

PARACHUTE CONTAINER AFTER CLOSuU
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rocketsonde systems covered in the previous
paragraphs.

9-8. ARCAS launching equipment. The
LAU--4I/A rocket launcher is used to launch
all standard ARCAS systems. It is a closed
breech launcher and is adjustable in azimuth
and elevation. The launcher consists of an azi-
muth-table and base assembly, free-volume cyl-
inder, launehing tube, breech plate, and breech
lock, as shown in figure 28. An auxiliary gas
generator, as shown in figure 28, is used with

STEEL PALLS
To

SPOT INNER (YONDER tline PAItACHUTE

Figure 22. PWN 6A" payload.
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SLEEVE CAP PILLOW

ROCKET MOTOR ASSEMBLY,

BALLOON NOSE CON E

Figure 23. PWN 7A payload.

the launcher when increased launch velocities
are desired.

9-9, LOKI/SUPER LOKI launching equip-
lent. The LA

to launch all L
It. cons
supp

6/A rocket launcher is used
KI and SUPER LOKI vehicles.

auncher base, pedestal assembly,
t assembly, and, rail assembly, as shown in

e 29. The standard rail assembly is replaced
wi h a larger one to launch SUPER LOKI sys-
tems. The. LAU-66/A is an open breech vari-
able setting launcher with four helical rails, shown
set up in figure 30. The rails impart a stabilizing
spin of approximately 10 revolutions per second
as the vehicles leave The launcher. The DCU-
147/E Firing Station was specifically designed
for use with PWN-8B systems. However, it is
compatible with any LOKI or SUPER LOKI sys-
tem. The firing station is used to test the instru-
ment (datasonde) and to initiate the rocket mo-
tor igniter and dart tail delay fuse by remote
control.

AN/rM0.6i CONTAINS EXPULSION CHARGE

AN/FM(3.6, CONTAINS CHM), PAYLOAO

PWRI:45 y CONTAINS SONOE &

- -
OMIT Tuft

?
0

PARACHUTE

7_

25-93

9-10. High-altitude probes such as the Viper-
Dart and Sparrow-ARCAS are launched from
rails that are adaptable to various types of
mounts. Since these systems' are normally
launched from major missile installations, ex-
isting probe launch facilities such as NIKE,
SCOUT, etc., are generally used.

9-11. Wind Weighting and Ballistics. Four im-
portant factors must be considered in discussing
wind weighting and ballistics. First, all meteoro-
logical rockets become nonguided, nondestruct
missile systems after they are launched. Second,
-a rocketsonde ,system cocks into the- wind dur-
ing the powered phase of flight because of the
yehicle's configuration and the forces affecting it.
A tailwind tilts the vehicle up, a headwind
forces it down. Third, the missile flight and debris
impact must be contained within designated
range limits. Fourth, if the system does not go
where it is supposed to go, loss of life, person-
nel injury, property" damage, orat the very

PAY1.0A0

PW9113 ( ) CONTAINS EXPULSION CHARGE

liARY 'TAM ROCKET-JAOTOR -

HEAD CAP ROCKET TURE

p
Fig= 4,24.- 491cr rocket system. AN/FMQ-4 and PWN-8(
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figure 25. LOKI payload ejectiOn assembly.

leastfailure to obtain desirea data; could xe-
sult. Consequently, these factors must be com-
pensated for before die vehicle is launched.
After launch, it's too late!

9-12. Launcb Operations For efficient and
accident-:free rocketsonde operations, a detailed
countdown checklist is _prepared and used. A
different countdown is required for each launch
site and each rocketsonde system. The checklist
specifies what will be done, when 400 be done,
aiid who will do it. -Depending urr launch
schedule and lodation, prelaunch activities _may
begin as early as 1 to 2 days before the launch.

..,When..sonde-type _payloads are involved, they
are -theroughlk Checked in sufficient time to avoid
launch- 'delays:I-All personnel -and agenciei iri-

--fols;e-eirilie operation are notified far enough
in advance to Make=the nedessary preparations;

9,13. Uncrafing and handling. You will re--
ive.,-,roc.ketsonde conid.onent$ in various types

Of containeri, -as -shown in figures- 31 through
36. The- containers can be opened by removing
the bands, 4crews, nails, or tape which holds
them together: 11 pecii instrtictions apply, you
can find them on the container or in the appli-
cable TO or TM. Containers of explosive items

are clearly marked Showing the type and quan-
tity. All items are normally stored and trans-
ported in their original containers. Rocket motors
and _assembled rocketsonde systems are always
handled by two men. All other explosive items
are handled in accordance with the provisions
of AFM 127-100, &xplosives Safety Manudl.
The basic principle to remember is this: Expose
the least number of personnel to the least amount
of explosives for the least amount of time poS-
sible. Persons who handle explosive 44ems must
wear safety helmets, safety shoes, and- clothing
which will not produce static. They are not per-
mitted to wear rings, watches, etc., or have
other exposed metallic objects on their persons
4hile handling explosives.

9-14. Prelaunch testing. Here we must con-
sider three major areaspayloads, firing circuits,
and electro-explosive devices (EEDs).

a. Instrument payloads for ARCAS systems
(ARCASONDE lA and DMQ-9) are checked
in a baseline check set, similar to the way in
which radiosondes are preflighted. Figure 37 is
an example. of a baseline check record. LOKI
instruments (datasondes) are changed and tested
for signal strength, modulation, and operation of
the reference switching circuit. Instrument per-
formance is rechecked on the launch pad before
the system is assemllied (pad check). The final
check is made shortly before launch, after the
system is loaded into theJauncher (tube check).
Figure 38 is an example of this check og :the
recorder record.

b. Firing circuit checks are extremely irnpor-
tant. Have you ever fil-d.-a tun Misfire, or fire
accidentally? We'carefully and thoronghly check
all aspects or the electrical circuits to prevent
such an occurrence in rocketsonde °Orations.
The firing panel, firing, lines, and launcher are
checked to insure that the proper_ voltage gets
to the Proper place (voltage checks). Additional
tests are made to check for stray voltage (zero

-*voltage check), before hooking up igniters, sep-
aratiorr devices, and-firing lines.'

c. Igniters and separation devices are not se-
lective. They can be activated by eledtrical cur-

.
rent, static_ electricity, or gadiofrequency (RF)
energy.. -An authorized _tes.t ,area rmist be- used
When testing tfie-se:_iterns for circuit continuity
and resistance. Only_ specifically designated test
equipment is used.

9-15. Field 'assembly. Specific instructions are
contained in applicable TOs and TMs. Assem-
bly of the PWN-6A and PW/11-6B payloads
consists of installing And activating a battery in
the instrument .and., mating a- parachute _to the
sonde and ogive (nose cone), as shown in,figure

37
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Figure 26. Meteorological probe. PWN 8( ). operation.
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Figure 27. SUPER LOKI system.
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Figure 28. LAU-411A rocket launcher.

39. All ARCAS payloads are attached by screw-
ing them on the forward end of the rocket mo-
tor. LOKI darts are assembled as shown in fig-
ure 40. Figure 41 illustrates assembly of the
SUPER LOKI vehicle.

9-16. Loading and launching. Figure 42 illus-
trates ARCAS loading procedures. The four sty-
rofoam spacers-are used to center and stabilize
the system'until it leaves the launch, tube. (See
fig. 43.) LOKI systems are loaded so that the
dart fins ride on the launcher rails. (See fig. 44.)
After loading both ARCAS and LOKI systems,
a "stop pin" is engaged to prevent the rocket
from sliding back when the launcher is elevated.
The launch conductor insuies that the range is
clear, that all checks have been completed, and
that everyone is ready before activating the
launch switch.

9-17. Tracking Requirements. Rocketsondes
are tracked by radar and/or raWinsonde track-
ing equipment from launch through descent to
25 kilometers. Various types of radar systems,
including Fr5-16, TPQ-;18, M-33. MOD IL
CAPRI and SCR-584, have been used for radar
tracking. The GMD-1, GMD-2A, and BMD-4
rawin sets are used for, tracking sonde payloads.
Radar data are nbrmally displayed at specified
time intervals (data points) on radar plot charts

39
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or presented in the form of digital time, azimuth,
elevation, and slap; range {MOO values. Some
radar systems convert the TAER data into a
digital printout which includes allitudes and
winds. Temperature data are recorded on a
TMQ-5 recorder in basically the same mariner
as in rawinsonde. Both radar and GMD support
is needed when ARCASONDE IA and stand-

,ard datasonde instruments are flown. ROBIN
and chaff payloads are tracked by radar. A
GMD-4 is used to track transponder-sondes
(DMQ-9).

9-18. Data Eyaluatio ;rid Reduction. Pro-
cedures for evaluating a d reducing rocketsonde
data differ, depending upôn the ground and flight
equipment used. However, the two basic meth-
ods used are manual and electronic data proc-
essing (EDP).

9-9. Manual processing. A time veisus alti-
tude relationship (T/A) is constructed from
values derived from the radar plot chart, TAER
data or GMD-4 output. Unless altitude values
are provided, you will have to compute them
mathematically (slant range times the sine of the
elevation angle). Windspeeds and directions are
computed from the ground rang, or horizontal
distance out (HDO) for each data point (slant
range x the cosine of the elevation angle). Wind
directions and speeds can then be determined in
basically the same manner as in rawinsonde.
Temperatures traces on the TMQ-5 recorder
record are illustrated in figure 45. The traces are
carefully evaluated and levels are selected ac-
cording to criteria specified in the Interim 6 WWg
Rocketsonde Operations Manual. After all data
has been evaluated and verified, a reduced data
graph is constructed as shown in figure 46. All
plotted values are carefully double-checked and
verified before data are extracted for coding and
dissemination.

9-20. Electronic data processing (EDP). Where
EDP is available, raw or partially reduced data
are prepared in specified formats and fed into
computers. The computers 4ave been pro-
grammed to perform all requirtd functions and
to print out the data including a ccded message.

9-21. Encoding and Disseminating Data. Re-
duced rocketsonde data are converted to a rock-
etsonde code m8sage for teletype transmission.
wtions that launch on a scheduled, network
support basis (see table 1) transnlit ROCOB
bulletins according to established teletYpe trans-
mission schedules. Other rocketsonde observa-
tions may be transmitted on an unscheduled
basis.

9-22. Rocketsonde code. Foldout 1, printed
and bound in the back of this volume, is an er.
ample and explanation of rocketsonde coded.
When data are reduced manually, the reduced
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Figure 30. LA1J-66/A rocket launcher set up.

data graph is used to select mandatory levels
every 5 kilometers (KM), starting at 25 KM.
However, significant levels can be reported only
to the nearest whole KM. The solidus is used
for any missing data item. When EDP1 is pro-
vided, the computer prepares the ROCOB code
message.

9-23. Records disposition. All rocketsonde
and related records are for'warded the VS,ckF
Environmental Technical Applications Center
(ETAC) in Washington, D.C, forquality con-
trol and archiving. Records film a conjunctive
rawinsonde observation, taken' within 4 hours
before or 2 hours after .the launch, are
warded with the rocketsonde records.

10. Dropsonde Ofiservations

10-1. Dropsonde is a method of obtaining ver-
tical weather data from an aircraft in flight.
Dropsonde observations are made by airborne
weather observers assigned to weather recon-
naissance squadrons within the 9th Weather Re-
connaissave Wing. These airborne weather ob-
servers (AW0s) make up part of the weather
team whose primary mission is to 'collect hori-
zontal and vertical weather data from remote or
inaccessible areas of the world. There are usu-
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ally two or three members assigned to each
weather team. These teams consist of an aerial
reconnaissance weather officer (ARWO) and
One or two aerial weather observers (AW0s).
These team members daily' collect weather data
over the Atlantic, pacific, and Arctic Oceans.
They fly in WC-130B/E and WE-135B aircraft
at altitudes from 1,500 to 50,000 feet, and at
speeds from 200 to 600 miles per ho4 They
have some unique problems. 'The weather ele-
ments that they report on are above, below, and
all around them, no matter where they travel. In
addition to being professional weather person-
nel, they must also be professional aircrew mem-
bers. All ilithts are a challen.ge to the AWOs.
Some of the problems they encounter are chang-
ing mission requirements, communkation diffi-
culties. crewmember duties, and equipment fail-
ures. This requires every weather team member
especially the AWOto be a flexible, clear-
thinking, quick-thinking individual who can re-
spond to the variety of situations he faces when
making dropsonde observations.

'10-2. The AN/AMT-13 Radio Dropsonde.
Since the early,beginnings of aerial weather re-
connaissance (Wx Recon), various types of drop-
sondes have been used. Todiy, without the
AN/AMT-13 compact electronic package, drop-
sonde would not exist. The AN/AMT-13 radio
dropsonde (T-13) is the heart of the dropsonde
observation; it is used throughout the 9th
Weather 'Reconnaigance Wing. The general
specifications of tqe T-13 are:

a. Diameter 3.5 inches.
b. Length 18 inches.
c. Weight 4.7 pounds.
d. Radiofrequency 402.5 ± 1.5 Hz.
e. Battery life (fully charged) 20 min.
I. Measurement ranee.

(.1 ) 100 to 1060 mb.
(2) +55° C. to -85° C.
(3) 5 to 100 percent humidity., /

10-3. Figure 47 shows a T-13 dropsonde
(parachute unpacked) before it has been pre-
pared for a weather mission. After the AWO
unpacks the dropsonde, he must carefully pre-
pare it for its one-time, one-way drop to the
szface of the ocean or ice pack. First, he must
attach the sensor board, containing the temper-
ature and humidity elements (see fig. 48) to the
bottom of the dropsonde (fig. 49). Then he
must check the unit to be sure that it functions
properly. To do this, he checks the dropsonde's
batteries and charges them if necessary. He also
makes a complete check of the Mectronic cir-
cuitry. After this has teen done, the AWO does
the bmline check to determine whether or not
the temperature and humidity sensors operate
within the specified tolerances. In making this
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Figure 31. Unpacking rocket motors and igniters.

1 .
(check, he compares the readings of the drop-
] sonde against a standard (under controlled con-

ditions) and records the results on forms for this
purpose. All the paperwork pertaining to the
dropsonde is\caced with it until the instrument
is taken on a mission. However, this is
only one step in preparing for an aerial weather
reconnaissance mission. Anipther incliipensable
step is preflighting the aircraft

..
4

25-217

1
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10-4. Preflight of the Aircraft. Would you be
,

willing to go to work at 0100 in. the mornin'g
to prepare .for a shift that starts at 0300 in the

. morning and continues for 191/2 hours straight
w,ith no breaks? An NCO1C who reqaired this
of his people would probably receive some re:.
marks concerning his pedigree. This is the type
of dedication, though, that is required of every
aerial weather observer. He must report to the

42
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Figure 12. Unpacking payload componenh
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Figure 33. Explosive components container.

aircraft 2 hours before takeoff to preflight the
aircraft and meteorological systems. Of all the
things he might do during the weather mission,
the 2 hours allotted to preflight are the most
important in his life. Why? Because his weather
station is a mobile, high-flying, fast-moving plat-
form. If that platform decided to quit about
1000 miles from land because he overlooked
something, he might not have a second chance.
Every crewmember is responsible for the safe
conduct of the mission, and that includes the
AWO.

Figure 34. Inert components container.

ROCKET PA0101
IGNITER

POLYURETHANE
CUSHION PADS

01013 WOOD CUATS

MVP RAG
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Figure 35. Unpacking igniter assemblies.
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Figure 36. Unpacking tail assemblies.
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figure 39. Assembly of PWN-6A/B payloads.

ANTI-ROLL PIN.

UMBILICAL RECEPTACLE

DART BODY

ALIGN BOTH
SERIAL_ NUTABERS

TAIL DELAY FJECTIOH ASSEMBLY

Figure 40. LOKI dart.

DART TAIL
ROCKET MOTOR-

DART ALIGNMENT CUP FORWARD END

ROCKET MOTOR-,
HEAD PLATE

figure 4 L SUPER LOKI vehicle.
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inserted in launching tube.
3, Plalo.g spacer .n luuncher.

C. Rockot., placird on spacer.
P. Stop pins engageil on launcher.

Figure 42. ARCAS loading procedUres.

10-5. , 30 systems. Preflight is usually
startcul b checking the aircraft first. An AWO as-
signed to a WC-110 (see fig. 50) assists the flight

s mechanic in checking the control surfaCes and
propeller controls on the aircraft. After, that, his
next major considerauons are the security of the
cargo compartment and the availability pf emer-
gency equipment. Once he has inspected the ma-
jor flight safety items, then he can return to
being a weather observer. At this.point, the AWO.
starts to the outside of they aircraft fo assist
ihe rest of the crew in starting the engines
and getting off the ground. pnce the engines are
started. the AWO is the la<t one on the airplane

ond is responsible for closing all the doors be-
fore the aircraft takes off.

10-6. WC-135'sy.stems. In contrast, the AWO's
duties on the WC-135 (fig. 51) are quite dif-
ferent from those on a WC-130, yet somewhat

. alike. Now, how can that be? Well, the crew is
'still responsible for the safe conduct of the mis-,

sion, but The duties of the AWO are shortened
in one area and expanded in another. The AWO
on the WC-13'5 has no responsibility for assisting
the flight mechanic during any control surfaces
ot engine checks. Almost all his akrcraft pre-
flight consists of checking emergency equipment
and briefing passengers. This might not seem im-

7-48
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'portant to, you, but rejiIember that in an em er-

:gen4 it might be nee ssdy 'to ditch the aircrift
in the water 1000. miles from nowhere. The
emergency ;gear cartked tin the aircraft can mean
the difference betwcn life and death for those .06

' .on board.
10-7. Thespreflight of the meteorological sys-

temlon the WC-1,35 is A .very technical .pro-
cedure. The pi.ocedure takes approximately 30 to
40 minutes for a fully qualified AWO. He has
the.same responsibilities as the AWO on a WC-
130: to h-Ave the proper fofms, equi-pment, and
T-13 dropsofides on hand.' As.. you can gucss,
'the AWO on each akeraft has a very important
poSition in the :aircrai. His- advice apd skill is
sought both as a. weather observer and as ad
aircrew team. member'. This 'is why the AWO
must coqstantly strive fo,keep up !o date in bo
afeas. DAS is quhe a tasi because changes a

,taking place el:instantly in the development
aircraft and of airborne meteorological sy,steme
f0-8.t Airbnrne AMeteororogicar Systems. 'The*

tvio airborne meteorological systems in use to-.
day are different from those ,ofiltust a few. years
ago. In the short span of 5 years, AWS -has
used 'four differentweather systems and is in the
protess of acquiring yet another one.. The AN!-
AMQ-25 and-the AN/ AMQ.29 are the latest
ystems ih use. -The AN/AMQ--29 is still being

I proved, although it, is an operational system.
Th AN/AMQ-25 has been in use .during the
past mrs, but is also still undergoing chingiv.
Because of the newness .or the AN/AMQ--!9.
the AN/AMQ-25s the system we will disc...us..
in great detail.

10-9. AN/AMQ-25. This system is the older
of the two systems presently in use. It came into
AWS inventory in 1965 along with, the Vs/V-

4135B aircraft on which it is insialled. Even for
its age, the system still offers a challenge to the
airborne, weather, observer. It is composed of
five specific subsystems within the main system.
The five subsystems are:

Horizontal (flight level).
Vertical (dropsonde).
Data handling.
Control conversion.
Teletype.

10-10. Horizontal subsystem. This subsystem
includes equipment which . directly or indirectly
is involved in the collection of horizontal weather
data. Contained within this" subsystem are com-
ponents which feed position, wind, pressure, time.
and heading into the iystem for output to the
airborne weather observer. By selecting 'the

' proper switches on. the dispenser control panel
(see fig. 52), the observer can call upon the
CP-821/AMQ-25 di ital data com uter (see

.-Mt?

- Figufe i3.

I ,

/groups of RECCO .(ode 'then the mission re-
quires it. In instances ..1.,.n th e. computer is ow,
of operation. the obsener has seVeral opi,ons to
follow. He can manually compute the data, using
the manual dat:. indicators shown in 1;gure 52.
or he can hae the. , icm irrect -Its ot,tput Qf

ktrraw unproek. sed datz. , d .. i in,.., Thus
the ot.ierver ISrrree method. ,, ..L9. ,,.. his

,horizontal data tor transnussion Lk., ,r1. ,.,:r 41d
and using agencie.s All three methods ,tre used
when operational, on each flight to control the
quality and verity the output of the MO-25
Vster,n.

10-11. Vertical subsystem. This ,s o., stem is
( the one of prirnary interest to the AWO. It in-

%
eludes the equipment necessary for th e. vertical
sampling of the atmosphere below the airchift.
The components of this subsystem consists of all
the equipment necessary to drop, sense, and re-
ceive aH signals from the TI3 radio dropsonde.
and pass them On to ilie data handling subsys-

, tem. The dropsonde is placed in the dropsonde
dispenser ejection chute (see fig. 54) with the
sehsor end down. The chamber is controlled from
either the main 0-25 console (see fig. 52) or
the remote dispenser c.ontrol panel shown in fig- '
ure 54. After the sonde is turned on and ejected.

dn. 53) to process and output the first eight -- signals from the sonde are transmitted back to the

Launch tune and spacers
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Figure 44. Loading the LAU-66A rocket launcher.

aircraft. The receiver accepts these signals and
sends them on to the data-handling subsystem.
This system's job is an extremely important part
of the vertical run.

10-12. Data-handling subsystem. This subsys-
tem is somewhat akin to a middleman. The data-
handling subsystem receives all data from the
horizontal and vertical subsystems. In the data-
handling subsystem, the data is processed by two
electronic components and sent forward to the
control-conversion subsystem.

'10-13. Control-conversion - subsystem. The
control-conversion subsystem receives semiproc-
essed raw data from the data-handling subsystem.
Here it is processed by either one of two modes,
as selected by the airborne weather observer.
Under one mode (the computer mode), the
processed raw data is sent 'by the CD-821/-
AMQ-25 digital data computer, where it is
again processed and the output sent to the ,ele-
typewriters through the buffer-converter. The
buffer-converter deserves special mention
cause, it acts as a temporary storage unit. The
computer can operate at the rate of 1000 words
per minute, but the typewriter can print at only
100 ikords per minute. T most desirable thing

50
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about computer processing is that the data output
is in the processed code'd forth. The only thing
that must be done to the output is to check lb
quality.

10-14. If the observer' does tiot select the
computer mode, he can use the second method..
Under this method, the processed -vertical raw
data is sent directly to the buffer-converter for
delayed output to the teletypewriter in the same
manner as in the computer mbde. However', the
digital vertical raw data must be manually re-
duced by the airborne observers. The processing
of this Val data record to the raw parameters
of temperature, humidity, and pressure is a long
and complicated procedure which takes the air-
borne weather observer many hours to learn.
For the purpose of this course, we will not be-
come ihvplved4in this process.

10-15.' Teletype subsystem. This system han-
dles all the primary outputs from the 0-25 sys-
tem. Its principal components consist of the tele-

pewriter and rep.:rforator, transmitter. The
teletypewriter handles all the outputs and print-
outs from the buffer-converter and prints the
data in the standard format on teletype paper.
At the same time, the obierver can, through

4(;')
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Figure 46. Reduced data graph.
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Figure 47. AN ,AMTI3 radua dropsondc.

the selection of switches, have the .buffer-con-
verter send signals to the reperferator/trans-

.mitter and have that tnachine cut a teletype
tape for transmission to the ground. After the
teletype tape is checked f9r quality, the op-
erator, using the aircraft Ko, contacts a ground
station and establishes a raaio link. The fele-
type Oata is then sent to the ground 'Ind within
minutes is in the using agencies' 'hark's. Another
system for processing dropsonde data is the

TEMPERATURE ELEMENT

SENSOR BOARD

4.

HUMIDITY ELEMENT CLIP 411111(?"

V

AN/M.40-29 system used in' WCI30 aircraft.
610-16. AN/AN10-29. This dropsonde system

presently in use is strictly a vertical sounding sys-
tem. This system is similar to the vertical subsys-
tem of*the ()-25. The same dropsonde dispenser,
receiver, and control panels are used in both sys-
tems (see figs. 55 and 56). However, in the op-
eration of the 0-29, once the sonde is ejected
and transmitting signals back to the aircraft, these
signals are measured, processed electronically, and

HUMIDITY ELEMENT (IN SEALED CONTAINER)

Figure 48. Dropsonde sensor board and humidity element.
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Figure 49. Bottom view of assembled dropsonde.

printed out as a digital record (see fig. 57) for
the AWO to process. The airbone observer proc-
esses this digital record through an extended num-

.ber of evalttal,ion steps to arrive at raw param-
eters of temPrattre, relative humidity. and pre's-
sure. When the AWO arrives at this point, the
functions pertor.med Vy the two airborne sys-
tems merge. As you-*ould recall, we discussed
the plotting of the WPC 9-31 (A, B, or C) chart

earlier in this course. This chart is also used in
Weather Recon. One of die things that Weather
Recon does with the chart is different, but the
basic idea is the saine. We-know at what millibar
(MB) level the aircraft is flying and we know

Jtvaltitude of that level. To get the heights
the standaid pressure surfaces below the air-

craft, we just subtract the distance from one
MB level to another on the way down. The rest
of the evaluation of the WPC 9-31 chart re-
mains the same as in rawinsonde.

10-17. Coding and Evaluation. The coding and
evaluation of the dropsonde observation is done
accordine to 9WRWGM 105-1, Vol I. Weather
Recon uses the WMO code form of FM36.D
as adopted for U.S. Military usage in the manual
for rawinsonde code. The code has not been
modified, but there are two exceptions that are
made to facilitate its use for dropsonde.

10-18. Coding. One of the two exceptions is
the replacement of the prefix "TEMP SHIP"
with the dropsonde indicator groups of "9XXX9
71717." The 9XXX9 group comes from the first
group of RECCO code and is coded exactly the
same. (See Volume 3, Chapter I ). The 411717
is a key group to indicate that the data was ob-
tained by the use of a dropsonde. The other ex-
ception is the way in which the time of the ob-
servation is encoded. The dropsonde operator
code3 the time to the nearest quarter hour. (See
fig. 58). For example, if the time of the obser-
vation is 0021Z on the 2nd day of the month.

"f;
,r2tine

. gr.
.

l/7/

.ks.

r4.111
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'''1: 1.'.
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Figure 50. WC- I30 aircraft. -hurricane
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l-eeure I. WC-13). "Weather reconnaissance :urcratt.

1.16 MANUAL DATA INDICATORS
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HORIZONTAL SUBSYSTEM CONTROLS
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DISPENSER CONTROL PANEL..
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Figure 52 AN, AMQ-25 system console
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Figure 53. CP-82I/AMQ-25 digital data computer
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Figure 54 Vert! Lal subsystem-

the first group after "Tr' would be 0225/ in
the dropsonde observation.s.The rest of the..code
is basically the same, except that the wind groups
are omitted from the code. A method of deter-
mining winds is under research and development
and is expected to be included in the next system
update. An example of a completed dropsonde
observation is shown below.

URPA RITD 020205
AIR FORCE ROBIN SERR1A OBS 3 DROP
97779 71717
TT 02764 99420 11550 16525 99024 12000 00202 10800

85541

06666 70120 00261 5573 151// 88999 77999
VV 0276/ 99420 11550 16525 00024.12000 11882 03600
22850

0666 33890 0606$ 44616 7162 55,592 08758 66500 l
I51// 5rsis

10168 05950

10-19. Evaluation. An ambitious Quality Con-
trol program exists throughout the dropsonde
program. Not only is the quality of the observa-
tions themselves controlled, but the quality of
the systems and the people assigned to the units
are also. Quality Control of an observation be-
gins at the time the observation is finished. When
the AWO finishes the observation and before it

l,/2

I

.+0 Figure 55. AN eo4Q-2.9 system console,
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is sent, he gwes Ethe observation to the aerial
reconnaiss,ance weather officer .( ARM)). The
ARWO then checks the quality of the drop and
rdeases the observatiOn for transmission. After .
the flight. the qut.dity of the observation is again
exiimined by a highly qualified observer who is

' assigned die additional duty of Ouality Control
:N1( O. fins is not the last step tho\igh. Five

1
dro .onde observations a month from each
squadron are sent to the 9th WRWG to be evalu-
ated for quality. This is the last step in the pro-
gram before the observations are sent to ETAC.
.$0-20. This just about wraps up the drop-

onde pbservation. There are much more com-
plicated procedures involved in tre total picture
of dropsonde. but these procedures are beyond
the scope of this CDC. Although we have only
touched the surface of tpis interesting and chal-
len2ing duty, we hope we have whetted your-I4-

SONDE STOPIAGE

Hgure 36. AN; A MQ-29 dhpenser and sonde '
storage.
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pe!ite for more. AWS's,9th WRWG has theprime
responsibility for all of Air Force's World-Wide
Weather Reconnaissance ,program.N.I.f you can
meet the challenge, you may find a voluntary
tou'r in Weather Reconnaissance an interesting
experience. ''-1,

10-21. Before proceeding to Chapter 4, turn
to your Workbook and answer the chapter re-
view exercises for Sections 9 and 10 of Chapter
3

1 9 2

2 2
.

5 1

3 2 1 6

wl. 9 2 1

2 2 5 4

2 6 6 , 3

1 9 2 1

2 2 5 6

1 6 5 4

1 9 .2 0

-2 2 5 7

2 6, 7 1

1 9 1 9

? 2 5 8

3 2 1 6

1 9 1 7

2 2 5 9

2 6 7 6

1 9 i 6

2 2 5 9

1 6 5 4

1 9 1 6

2 / 5 7

2 6 8 5

1 9 1 4

2 2 5 4

3 2 1 6

1 9 1 4

2 2 4 9

2 6 9 3

8
8

5

1
9

1
1
8
7

5

-6
1

5

7

7

3

9

7

4

9

5

9

6

9

5
7

5

1

0

25 - 6 4

Hgure 57. Sample AN A MQ-29 digital record.
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ADD 75 TO
THE HOUR

AS MIN

)

*

I
TIME REPORTED TO NEAREST HOUR

0 MIN

52%2 MIN
7 MIN

52 MIN
71/2 MIN

37 1/2 MIN
22 MIN

37 MIN

io

30 MIN

ADD 50 TO THE HOUR

Figure 58. Time encoding chart.
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MODIPICATIONS,

of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

Can& TechniCal Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.
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